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SECRETARY FOR RECREATION AND CULTURE: Mr Deputy President, I have much pleasure inSECRETARY FOR RECREATION AND CULTURE: Mr Deputy President, I have much pleasure inSECRETARY FOR RECREATION AND CULTURE: Mr Deputy President, I have much pleasure inSECRETARY FOR RECREATION AND CULTURE: Mr Deputy President, I have much pleasure in

laying the Broadcasting Authority's annual report for the year ending 31 August 1991laying the Broadcasting Authority's annual report for the year ending 31 August 1991laying the Broadcasting Authority's annual report for the year ending 31 August 1991laying the Broadcasting Authority's annual report for the year ending 31 August 1991

before the Council today.before the Council today.before the Council today.before the Council today.

The broadcasting industry in Hong KoThe broadcasting industry in Hong KoThe broadcasting industry in Hong KoThe broadcasting industry in Hong Kong has made rapid and significantng has made rapid and significantng has made rapid and significantng has made rapid and significant

developments during the period under report, bringing more choices and better qualitydevelopments during the period under report, bringing more choices and better qualitydevelopments during the period under report, bringing more choices and better qualitydevelopments during the period under report, bringing more choices and better quality

services to the public.  During this period, we witnessed the launching of a Hongservices to the public.  During this period, we witnessed the launching of a Hongservices to the public.  During this period, we witnessed the launching of a Hongservices to the public.  During this period, we witnessed the launching of a Hong

Kong based pan-Asian satellite television service making a new era in our broadcastingKong based pan-Asian satellite television service making a new era in our broadcastingKong based pan-Asian satellite television service making a new era in our broadcastingKong based pan-Asian satellite television service making a new era in our broadcasting

development and the birth of a second local commercial radio station providingdevelopment and the birth of a second local commercial radio station providingdevelopment and the birth of a second local commercial radio station providingdevelopment and the birth of a second local commercial radio station providing

additional choices for listeners.  On wireless television, the introduction of theadditional choices for listeners.  On wireless television, the introduction of theadditional choices for listeners.  On wireless television, the introduction of theadditional choices for listeners.  On wireless television, the introduction of the

multichannel sound television broadcast system, commonly known as NICAM, allowsmultichannel sound television broadcast system, commonly known as NICAM, allowsmultichannel sound television broadcast system, commonly known as NICAM, allowsmultichannel sound television broadcast system, commonly known as NICAM, allows

programmes to be broadcast with stereo effects and multilingual sound tracks, thusprogrammes to be broadcast with stereo effects and multilingual sound tracks, thusprogrammes to be broadcast with stereo effects and multilingual sound tracks, thusprogrammes to be broadcast with stereo effects and multilingual sound tracks, thus

further improving the diversity and versatility of our television programmes.further improving the diversity and versatility of our television programmes.further improving the diversity and versatility of our television programmes.further improving the diversity and versatility of our television programmes.



The Broadcasting Authority has played a significant role in all theseThe Broadcasting Authority has played a significant role in all theseThe Broadcasting Authority has played a significant role in all theseThe Broadcasting Authority has played a significant role in all these

developments in pursuit of its policy to improve the quality and quantity ofdevelopments in pursuit of its policy to improve the quality and quantity ofdevelopments in pursuit of its policy to improve the quality and quantity ofdevelopments in pursuit of its policy to improve the quality and quantity of

broadcasting services for the Hong Kong audience.broadcasting services for the Hong Kong audience.broadcasting services for the Hong Kong audience.broadcasting services for the Hong Kong audience.

To monitor the quality of the services provided by our broadcasters, theTo monitor the quality of the services provided by our broadcasters, theTo monitor the quality of the services provided by our broadcasters, theTo monitor the quality of the services provided by our broadcasters, the

Broadcasting Authority has set up a Complaints Committee to consider complaints onBroadcasting Authority has set up a Complaints Committee to consider complaints onBroadcasting Authority has set up a Complaints Committee to consider complaints onBroadcasting Authority has set up a Complaints Committee to consider complaints on

television and radio programmes, advertisements and technical issues.  During thetelevision and radio programmes, advertisements and technical issues.  During thetelevision and radio programmes, advertisements and technical issues.  During thetelevision and radio programmes, advertisements and technical issues.  During the

period under report, the Complaints Committee dealt with a total of 570 complaints.period under report, the Complaints Committee dealt with a total of 570 complaints.period under report, the Complaints Committee dealt with a total of 570 complaints.period under report, the Complaints Committee dealt with a total of 570 complaints.

The Broadcasting Authority has also set up a working group to rThe Broadcasting Authority has also set up a working group to rThe Broadcasting Authority has also set up a working group to rThe Broadcasting Authority has also set up a working group to review the codeseview the codeseview the codeseview the codes

of practice on programme, advertising and technical standards for wireless televisionof practice on programme, advertising and technical standards for wireless televisionof practice on programme, advertising and technical standards for wireless televisionof practice on programme, advertising and technical standards for wireless television

and radio, to ensure that they reflect changing social needs and attitudes and fastand radio, to ensure that they reflect changing social needs and attitudes and fastand radio, to ensure that they reflect changing social needs and attitudes and fastand radio, to ensure that they reflect changing social needs and attitudes and fast

developing technology.  Major revisions made to the codes of practice during thisdeveloping technology.  Major revisions made to the codes of practice during thisdeveloping technology.  Major revisions made to the codes of practice during thisdeveloping technology.  Major revisions made to the codes of practice during this

period included the introduction of classified advertising, the requirement ofperiod included the introduction of classified advertising, the requirement ofperiod included the introduction of classified advertising, the requirement ofperiod included the introduction of classified advertising, the requirement of

impartiality in current affairs and documentary programmes, and the drawing up ofimpartiality in current affairs and documentary programmes, and the drawing up ofimpartiality in current affairs and documentary programmes, and the drawing up ofimpartiality in current affairs and documentary programmes, and the drawing up of

performance specifications for multi-channel sound television broadcast. The workingperformance specifications for multi-channel sound television broadcast. The workingperformance specifications for multi-channel sound television broadcast. The workingperformance specifications for multi-channel sound television broadcast. The working

group also drew up a separate set of codes of practice on programme and advertisinggroup also drew up a separate set of codes of practice on programme and advertisinggroup also drew up a separate set of codes of practice on programme and advertisinggroup also drew up a separate set of codes of practice on programme and advertising

standards for the regulation of satellite television.standards for the regulation of satellite television.standards for the regulation of satellite television.standards for the regulation of satellite television.

The Authority is always mindful of the need to be in touch with the changingThe Authority is always mindful of the need to be in touch with the changingThe Authority is always mindful of the need to be in touch with the changingThe Authority is always mindful of the need to be in touch with the changing

attitudes of the community in discharging its responsibilities. During this period,attitudes of the community in discharging its responsibilities. During this period,attitudes of the community in discharging its responsibilities. During this period,attitudes of the community in discharging its responsibilities. During this period,

the Authority has commissioned an independent survey company to conduct athe Authority has commissioned an independent survey company to conduct athe Authority has commissioned an independent survey company to conduct athe Authority has commissioned an independent survey company to conduct a

comprehensive television broadcasting survey.  The results of the survey providedcomprehensive television broadcasting survey.  The results of the survey providedcomprehensive television broadcasting survey.  The results of the survey providedcomprehensive television broadcasting survey.  The results of the survey provided

useful reference information especially in the processing of complaints and theuseful reference information especially in the processing of complaints and theuseful reference information especially in the processing of complaints and theuseful reference information especially in the processing of complaints and the

review of the various codes of practice.review of the various codes of practice.review of the various codes of practice.review of the various codes of practice.

In August last year, members of the Broadcasting Authority paid a visit to theIn August last year, members of the Broadcasting Authority paid a visit to theIn August last year, members of the Broadcasting Authority paid a visit to theIn August last year, members of the Broadcasting Authority paid a visit to the

United States and to Japan to meet the regulatory authorities and broadcastingUnited States and to Japan to meet the regulatory authorities and broadcastingUnited States and to Japan to meet the regulatory authorities and broadcastingUnited States and to Japan to meet the regulatory authorities and broadcasting

organizations in those two countries.  The visit proved useful and enabled theorganizations in those two countries.  The visit proved useful and enabled theorganizations in those two countries.  The visit proved useful and enabled theorganizations in those two countries.  The visit proved useful and enabled the

Authority to acquire first hand knowledge of the latest development in broadcastingAuthority to acquire first hand knowledge of the latest development in broadcastingAuthority to acquire first hand knowledge of the latest development in broadcastingAuthority to acquire first hand knowledge of the latest development in broadcasting

technologies and to discuss common regulatory issues.technologies and to discuss common regulatory issues.technologies and to discuss common regulatory issues.technologies and to discuss common regulatory issues.

Overall, the period under report has been a significant one in ouOverall, the period under report has been a significant one in ouOverall, the period under report has been a significant one in ouOverall, the period under report has been a significant one in our broadcastingr broadcastingr broadcastingr broadcasting

development and a productive year for the Broadcasting Authority.   Looking ahead,development and a productive year for the Broadcasting Authority.   Looking ahead,development and a productive year for the Broadcasting Authority.   Looking ahead,development and a productive year for the Broadcasting Authority.   Looking ahead,

the Authority is actively involved in the current comprehensive televisionthe Authority is actively involved in the current comprehensive televisionthe Authority is actively involved in the current comprehensive televisionthe Authority is actively involved in the current comprehensive television

broadcasting review conducted by the Administration.  The Authority hopes to see thebroadcasting review conducted by the Administration.  The Authority hopes to see thebroadcasting review conducted by the Administration.  The Authority hopes to see thebroadcasting review conducted by the Administration.  The Authority hopes to see the

review completed soon and action taken to license subscription television servicesreview completed soon and action taken to license subscription television servicesreview completed soon and action taken to license subscription television servicesreview completed soon and action taken to license subscription television services

for Hong Kong without delay in order to provide more television choice to viewers.for Hong Kong without delay in order to provide more television choice to viewers.for Hong Kong without delay in order to provide more television choice to viewers.for Hong Kong without delay in order to provide more television choice to viewers.



Finally, I would like to thank members of the Broadcasting Authority under theFinally, I would like to thank members of the Broadcasting Authority under theFinally, I would like to thank members of the Broadcasting Authority under theFinally, I would like to thank members of the Broadcasting Authority under the

capable leadership of its Chairman, Sir Roger LOBO, for their valuable contributionscapable leadership of its Chairman, Sir Roger LOBO, for their valuable contributionscapable leadership of its Chairman, Sir Roger LOBO, for their valuable contributionscapable leadership of its Chairman, Sir Roger LOBO, for their valuable contributions

in both regulating the fast developing broadcasting industry and in advising thein both regulating the fast developing broadcasting industry and in advising thein both regulating the fast developing broadcasting industry and in advising thein both regulating the fast developing broadcasting industry and in advising the

Administration in framing its broadcasting policy to cope with rapid changes in theAdministration in framing its broadcasting policy to cope with rapid changes in theAdministration in framing its broadcasting policy to cope with rapid changes in theAdministration in framing its broadcasting policy to cope with rapid changes in the

industry.industry.industry.industry.

TTTThank you, Mr Deputy President.hank you, Mr Deputy President.hank you, Mr Deputy President.hank you, Mr Deputy President.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I proceed to questions I would ask Members please to putDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I proceed to questions I would ask Members please to putDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I proceed to questions I would ask Members please to putDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I proceed to questions I would ask Members please to put

away those little models with flags on them because they do detract from the dignityaway those little models with flags on them because they do detract from the dignityaway those little models with flags on them because they do detract from the dignityaway those little models with flags on them because they do detract from the dignity

of our proceedings.  Would Members please put away those models and flags?of our proceedings.  Would Members please put away those models and flags?of our proceedings.  Would Members please put away those models and flags?of our proceedings.  Would Members please put away those models and flags?

Oral answers to questionsOral answers to questionsOral answers to questionsOral answers to questions

Aircraft movement during curfew hoursAircraft movement during curfew hoursAircraft movement during curfew hoursAircraft movement during curfew hours

1.1.1.1. MR MAN SAI-CHEONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR MAN SAI-CHEONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR MAN SAI-CHEONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR MAN SAI-CHEONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) under what circumstances the Civil Aviation Department will allow aircraftunder what circumstances the Civil Aviation Department will allow aircraftunder what circumstances the Civil Aviation Department will allow aircraftunder what circumstances the Civil Aviation Department will allow aircraft

landing and taking off during the curfew hours of 12 mid-night to 6.30 am in the morning;landing and taking off during the curfew hours of 12 mid-night to 6.30 am in the morning;landing and taking off during the curfew hours of 12 mid-night to 6.30 am in the morning;landing and taking off during the curfew hours of 12 mid-night to 6.30 am in the morning;

andandandand

(b)(b)(b)(b) with an expected increase in the volume of air traffic at Kai Tak beforewith an expected increase in the volume of air traffic at Kai Tak beforewith an expected increase in the volume of air traffic at Kai Tak beforewith an expected increase in the volume of air traffic at Kai Tak before

completion of the new airport, whether the Government expects an increase in thecompletion of the new airport, whether the Government expects an increase in thecompletion of the new airport, whether the Government expects an increase in thecompletion of the new airport, whether the Government expects an increase in the

number of aircraft landing and taking off during curfew hours?  What are thenumber of aircraft landing and taking off during curfew hours?  What are thenumber of aircraft landing and taking off during curfew hours?  What are thenumber of aircraft landing and taking off during curfew hours?  What are the

preventive measures and remedies to protect the residents in the densely populatedpreventive measures and remedies to protect the residents in the densely populatedpreventive measures and remedies to protect the residents in the densely populatedpreventive measures and remedies to protect the residents in the densely populated

areas in Hong Kong East, such as Shau Kei Wan, Heng Fa Chuen and Chai Wan, from beingareas in Hong Kong East, such as Shau Kei Wan, Heng Fa Chuen and Chai Wan, from beingareas in Hong Kong East, such as Shau Kei Wan, Heng Fa Chuen and Chai Wan, from beingareas in Hong Kong East, such as Shau Kei Wan, Heng Fa Chuen and Chai Wan, from being

disturbed by noise nuisance?disturbed by noise nuisance?disturbed by noise nuisance?disturbed by noise nuisance?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the Civil Aviation (AircraftSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the Civil Aviation (AircraftSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the Civil Aviation (AircraftSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the Civil Aviation (Aircraft

Noise) (Limitation on Landing and Take off of Aircraft) Notice gazetted on 1 NovemberNoise) (Limitation on Landing and Take off of Aircraft) Notice gazetted on 1 NovemberNoise) (Limitation on Landing and Take off of Aircraft) Notice gazetted on 1 NovemberNoise) (Limitation on Landing and Take off of Aircraft) Notice gazetted on 1 November

1989 under the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Noise) Ordinance (Cap 312) provides for1989 under the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Noise) Ordinance (Cap 312) provides for1989 under the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Noise) Ordinance (Cap 312) provides for1989 under the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Noise) Ordinance (Cap 312) provides for

various degrees of limitation on the landing and taking off of aircraft accordingvarious degrees of limitation on the landing and taking off of aircraft accordingvarious degrees of limitation on the landing and taking off of aircraft accordingvarious degrees of limitation on the landing and taking off of aircraft according

to the time of night.  Under the terms of this notice the airport is, for practicalto the time of night.  Under the terms of this notice the airport is, for practicalto the time of night.  Under the terms of this notice the airport is, for practicalto the time of night.  Under the terms of this notice the airport is, for practical



purposes, "closed" between the hours of 12 midnight and 6.30 am during which aircraftpurposes, "closed" between the hours of 12 midnight and 6.30 am during which aircraftpurposes, "closed" between the hours of 12 midnight and 6.30 am during which aircraftpurposes, "closed" between the hours of 12 midnight and 6.30 am during which aircraft

may not land or take off except with the specific permission of the Air Trafficmay not land or take off except with the specific permission of the Air Trafficmay not land or take off except with the specific permission of the Air Trafficmay not land or take off except with the specific permission of the Air Traffic

Services Watch Supervisor.  In practice such permission is given only in exceptionalServices Watch Supervisor.  In practice such permission is given only in exceptionalServices Watch Supervisor.  In practice such permission is given only in exceptionalServices Watch Supervisor.  In practice such permission is given only in exceptional

circumstances which could not have been reasonably foreseen by the aircraft operator.circumstances which could not have been reasonably foreseen by the aircraft operator.circumstances which could not have been reasonably foreseen by the aircraft operator.circumstances which could not have been reasonably foreseen by the aircraft operator.

The exceptional circumstances include:The exceptional circumstances include:The exceptional circumstances include:The exceptional circumstances include:

(i)(i)(i)(i) malfunctions of the aircraft or unserviceability of navigation aids;malfunctions of the aircraft or unserviceability of navigation aids;malfunctions of the aircraft or unserviceability of navigation aids;malfunctions of the aircraft or unserviceability of navigation aids;

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) disruption of normal operations at the aerodrome of origin ordisruption of normal operations at the aerodrome of origin ordisruption of normal operations at the aerodrome of origin ordisruption of normal operations at the aerodrome of origin or

destination;destination;destination;destination;

(iii)(iii)(iii)(iii) closures of airspace or air traffic congestion;closures of airspace or air traffic congestion;closures of airspace or air traffic congestion;closures of airspace or air traffic congestion;

(i(i(i(iv)v)v)v) disruption to normal airport and aircraft operations due to war, bombdisruption to normal airport and aircraft operations due to war, bombdisruption to normal airport and aircraft operations due to war, bombdisruption to normal airport and aircraft operations due to war, bomb

threats, industrial dispute, search and rescue flights, and medical evacuation; andthreats, industrial dispute, search and rescue flights, and medical evacuation; andthreats, industrial dispute, search and rescue flights, and medical evacuation; andthreats, industrial dispute, search and rescue flights, and medical evacuation; and

(v)(v)(v)(v) disruption of normal operations due to adverse weather conditions.disruption of normal operations due to adverse weather conditions.disruption of normal operations due to adverse weather conditions.disruption of normal operations due to adverse weather conditions.

For these reasons it is For these reasons it is For these reasons it is For these reasons it is not expected that the number of aircraft landings ornot expected that the number of aircraft landings ornot expected that the number of aircraft landings ornot expected that the number of aircraft landings or

take-offs during curfew hours will increase in proportions to the general increasetake-offs during curfew hours will increase in proportions to the general increasetake-offs during curfew hours will increase in proportions to the general increasetake-offs during curfew hours will increase in proportions to the general increase

in air traffic.  Statistics indicate that while total aircraft movements havein air traffic.  Statistics indicate that while total aircraft movements havein air traffic.  Statistics indicate that while total aircraft movements havein air traffic.  Statistics indicate that while total aircraft movements have

increased 3% from 105 782 in 1990 to 109 718 in 1991, movements between midnight andincreased 3% from 105 782 in 1990 to 109 718 in 1991, movements between midnight andincreased 3% from 105 782 in 1990 to 109 718 in 1991, movements between midnight andincreased 3% from 105 782 in 1990 to 109 718 in 1991, movements between midnight and

6.30 am have actually decreased 8% from 392 in 1990 to 360 in 1991.6.30 am have actually decreased 8% from 392 in 1990 to 360 in 1991.6.30 am have actually decreased 8% from 392 in 1990 to 360 in 1991.6.30 am have actually decreased 8% from 392 in 1990 to 360 in 1991.

The Administration is fully conscious of the need to minimize noise nuisance toThe Administration is fully conscious of the need to minimize noise nuisance toThe Administration is fully conscious of the need to minimize noise nuisance toThe Administration is fully conscious of the need to minimize noise nuisance to

residents living under or in the vicinity of the flight path.  We intend in the comingresidents living under or in the vicinity of the flight path.  We intend in the comingresidents living under or in the vicinity of the flight path.  We intend in the comingresidents living under or in the vicinity of the flight path.  We intend in the coming

year to introduce legislation which, amongst other things, will prohibit the additionyear to introduce legislation which, amongst other things, will prohibit the additionyear to introduce legislation which, amongst other things, will prohibit the additionyear to introduce legislation which, amongst other things, will prohibit the addition

to Hong Kong's aircraft register of second generation subsonic aircraft which do notto Hong Kong's aircraft register of second generation subsonic aircraft which do notto Hong Kong's aircraft register of second generation subsonic aircraft which do notto Hong Kong's aircraft register of second generation subsonic aircraft which do not

meet new international standards of noise.meet new international standards of noise.meet new international standards of noise.meet new international standards of noise.

I can assure MemI can assure MemI can assure MemI can assure Members that the Civil Aviation Department will continue to maintainbers that the Civil Aviation Department will continue to maintainbers that the Civil Aviation Department will continue to maintainbers that the Civil Aviation Department will continue to maintain

a tight control over the approval of operations during the curfew hours.  Having saida tight control over the approval of operations during the curfew hours.  Having saida tight control over the approval of operations during the curfew hours.  Having saida tight control over the approval of operations during the curfew hours.  Having said

this, it is inevitable that, as Kai Tak becomes more and more heavily used, the demandthis, it is inevitable that, as Kai Tak becomes more and more heavily used, the demandthis, it is inevitable that, as Kai Tak becomes more and more heavily used, the demandthis, it is inevitable that, as Kai Tak becomes more and more heavily used, the demand

for departure slots in the late evening will increase.  Ultimate relief to residentsfor departure slots in the late evening will increase.  Ultimate relief to residentsfor departure slots in the late evening will increase.  Ultimate relief to residentsfor departure slots in the late evening will increase.  Ultimate relief to residents

living in the vicinity of the airport will come only when Kai Tak closes down.  Everyliving in the vicinity of the airport will come only when Kai Tak closes down.  Everyliving in the vicinity of the airport will come only when Kai Tak closes down.  Everyliving in the vicinity of the airport will come only when Kai Tak closes down.  Every

effort is therefore being made to complete the new airport as quickly as possible.effort is therefore being made to complete the new airport as quickly as possible.effort is therefore being made to complete the new airport as quickly as possible.effort is therefore being made to complete the new airport as quickly as possible.



MR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the AdministrationMR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the AdministrationMR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the AdministrationMR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration

inform this Council whether it has any remedial measures to minimize the impact ofinform this Council whether it has any remedial measures to minimize the impact ofinform this Council whether it has any remedial measures to minimize the impact ofinform this Council whether it has any remedial measures to minimize the impact of

noise pollution on the residents of Heng Fa Chuen and Eastern Hong Kong?noise pollution on the residents of Heng Fa Chuen and Eastern Hong Kong?noise pollution on the residents of Heng Fa Chuen and Eastern Hong Kong?noise pollution on the residents of Heng Fa Chuen and Eastern Hong Kong?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I believe I have already coveredSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I believe I have already coveredSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I believe I have already coveredSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I believe I have already covered

this in my original reply.  To the extent that the traffic at Kai Tak may increasethis in my original reply.  To the extent that the traffic at Kai Tak may increasethis in my original reply.  To the extent that the traffic at Kai Tak may increasethis in my original reply.  To the extent that the traffic at Kai Tak may increase

and therefore increase perhaps the need for more departures beyond the curfew hours,and therefore increase perhaps the need for more departures beyond the curfew hours,and therefore increase perhaps the need for more departures beyond the curfew hours,and therefore increase perhaps the need for more departures beyond the curfew hours,

we already have very stringent circumstances governing the granting of approval forwe already have very stringent circumstances governing the granting of approval forwe already have very stringent circumstances governing the granting of approval forwe already have very stringent circumstances governing the granting of approval for

take-offs during the curfew hours.  As traffic at Kai Tak increases, there are oftake-offs during the curfew hours.  As traffic at Kai Tak increases, there are oftake-offs during the curfew hours.  As traffic at Kai Tak increases, there are oftake-offs during the curfew hours.  As traffic at Kai Tak increases, there are of

course other ways of increasing capacity so as to keep to a minimum the noise pollutioncourse other ways of increasing capacity so as to keep to a minimum the noise pollutioncourse other ways of increasing capacity so as to keep to a minimum the noise pollutioncourse other ways of increasing capacity so as to keep to a minimum the noise pollution

on residents living in Heng Fa Chuen and some of the other areas that have beenon residents living in Heng Fa Chuen and some of the other areas that have beenon residents living in Heng Fa Chuen and some of the other areas that have beenon residents living in Heng Fa Chuen and some of the other areas that have been

mentioned.mentioned.mentioned.mentioned.

MR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, has the Government considered whetherMR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, has the Government considered whetherMR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, has the Government considered whetherMR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, has the Government considered whether

implementing same-direction movements in the evening hours, instead of opposite-implementing same-direction movements in the evening hours, instead of opposite-implementing same-direction movements in the evening hours, instead of opposite-implementing same-direction movements in the evening hours, instead of opposite-

direction movements, would actually lessen the burden on Heng Fa Chuen residents bydirection movements, would actually lessen the burden on Heng Fa Chuen residents bydirection movements, would actually lessen the burden on Heng Fa Chuen residents bydirection movements, would actually lessen the burden on Heng Fa Chuen residents by

not having all the movements concentrated over Lei Yue Mun?not having all the movements concentrated over Lei Yue Mun?not having all the movements concentrated over Lei Yue Mun?not having all the movements concentrated over Lei Yue Mun?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Yes, Mr Deputy President, this is in fact aSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Yes, Mr Deputy President, this is in fact aSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Yes, Mr Deputy President, this is in fact aSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Yes, Mr Deputy President, this is in fact a

particular proposal that the Director of Civil Aviation is currently considering.particular proposal that the Director of Civil Aviation is currently considering.particular proposal that the Director of Civil Aviation is currently considering.particular proposal that the Director of Civil Aviation is currently considering.

Of course, to the extent that the noise pollution on residents is spread and diverted,Of course, to the extent that the noise pollution on residents is spread and diverted,Of course, to the extent that the noise pollution on residents is spread and diverted,Of course, to the extent that the noise pollution on residents is spread and diverted,

for example, from Eastern Hong Kong to Kowloon City, whilst the noise level forfor example, from Eastern Hong Kong to Kowloon City, whilst the noise level forfor example, from Eastern Hong Kong to Kowloon City, whilst the noise level forfor example, from Eastern Hong Kong to Kowloon City, whilst the noise level for

residents living in Eastern Hong Kong will diminish, the noise level for residentsresidents living in Eastern Hong Kong will diminish, the noise level for residentsresidents living in Eastern Hong Kong will diminish, the noise level for residentsresidents living in Eastern Hong Kong will diminish, the noise level for residents

living in Kowloon City will increase.  But this is an area that we are looking at.living in Kowloon City will increase.  But this is an area that we are looking at.living in Kowloon City will increase.  But this is an area that we are looking at.living in Kowloon City will increase.  But this is an area that we are looking at.

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, with regard to the 360 aircraft that wereMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, with regard to the 360 aircraft that wereMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, with regard to the 360 aircraft that wereMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, with regard to the 360 aircraft that were

given permission to land or take off after 12 midmight during 1991, could the Secretarygiven permission to land or take off after 12 midmight during 1991, could the Secretarygiven permission to land or take off after 12 midmight during 1991, could the Secretarygiven permission to land or take off after 12 midmight during 1991, could the Secretary

say at what hours these movements took place, in other words, the exact hours wheresay at what hours these movements took place, in other words, the exact hours wheresay at what hours these movements took place, in other words, the exact hours wheresay at what hours these movements took place, in other words, the exact hours where

most of these landings or take-offs occurred?  And secondly, were aircraft which weremost of these landings or take-offs occurred?  And secondly, were aircraft which weremost of these landings or take-offs occurred?  And secondly, were aircraft which weremost of these landings or take-offs occurred?  And secondly, were aircraft which were

approaching the airport refused permission to land during that time?approaching the airport refused permission to land during that time?approaching the airport refused permission to land during that time?approaching the airport refused permission to land during that time?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I do not have the statisticsSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I do not have the statisticsSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I do not have the statisticsSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I do not have the statistics

broken down in the way that Mr McGREGOR requests.  I will supply a written reply.broken down in the way that Mr McGREGOR requests.  I will supply a written reply.broken down in the way that Mr McGREGOR requests.  I will supply a written reply.broken down in the way that Mr McGREGOR requests.  I will supply a written reply.



(Annex I)(Annex I)(Annex I)(Annex I)

REV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary informREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary informREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary informREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary inform

this Council how many flights had been delayed because of failure to depart on timethis Council how many flights had been delayed because of failure to depart on timethis Council how many flights had been delayed because of failure to depart on timethis Council how many flights had been delayed because of failure to depart on time

and whether item (ii) of the main reply would cover this?  And as regards item (ii),and whether item (ii) of the main reply would cover this?  And as regards item (ii),and whether item (ii) of the main reply would cover this?  And as regards item (ii),and whether item (ii) of the main reply would cover this?  And as regards item (ii),

can an estimate be given as to the ratio it represents?  The figures for 1990 indicatedcan an estimate be given as to the ratio it represents?  The figures for 1990 indicatedcan an estimate be given as to the ratio it represents?  The figures for 1990 indicatedcan an estimate be given as to the ratio it represents?  The figures for 1990 indicated

that there was on average one aircraft movement a day during the curfew hours.  Arethat there was on average one aircraft movement a day during the curfew hours.  Arethat there was on average one aircraft movement a day during the curfew hours.  Arethat there was on average one aircraft movement a day during the curfew hours.  Are

there any practical measures to reduce the number of landings or take-offs duringthere any practical measures to reduce the number of landings or take-offs duringthere any practical measures to reduce the number of landings or take-offs duringthere any practical measures to reduce the number of landings or take-offs during

the curfew hours?the curfew hours?the curfew hours?the curfew hours?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, as I have pointed out in mySECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, as I have pointed out in mySECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, as I have pointed out in mySECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, as I have pointed out in my

principal reply, the circumstances under which permission will be granted forprincipal reply, the circumstances under which permission will be granted forprincipal reply, the circumstances under which permission will be granted forprincipal reply, the circumstances under which permission will be granted for

landings or take-offs during the curfew hours are already extremely circumscribed,landings or take-offs during the curfew hours are already extremely circumscribed,landings or take-offs during the curfew hours are already extremely circumscribed,landings or take-offs during the curfew hours are already extremely circumscribed,

and I have assured Members that permission in future will continue to be governedand I have assured Members that permission in future will continue to be governedand I have assured Members that permission in future will continue to be governedand I have assured Members that permission in future will continue to be governed

by these very stringent conditions.by these very stringent conditions.by these very stringent conditions.by these very stringent conditions.

MR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Recently, I took a plane and owing to flight delay, itMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Recently, I took a plane and owing to flight delay, itMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Recently, I took a plane and owing to flight delay, itMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Recently, I took a plane and owing to flight delay, it

landed in Hong Kong at about 5 am which was during the curfew hours.  If the take-offlanded in Hong Kong at about 5 am which was during the curfew hours.  If the take-offlanded in Hong Kong at about 5 am which was during the curfew hours.  If the take-offlanded in Hong Kong at about 5 am which was during the curfew hours.  If the take-off

time could be put off by an hour, it would not have landed during the curfew hours.time could be put off by an hour, it would not have landed during the curfew hours.time could be put off by an hour, it would not have landed during the curfew hours.time could be put off by an hour, it would not have landed during the curfew hours.

Will the Administration therefore consider requesting the take-off time of theseWill the Administration therefore consider requesting the take-off time of theseWill the Administration therefore consider requesting the take-off time of theseWill the Administration therefore consider requesting the take-off time of these

flights be postponed so that landings would take place after 6.30 am?flights be postponed so that landings would take place after 6.30 am?flights be postponed so that landings would take place after 6.30 am?flights be postponed so that landings would take place after 6.30 am?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Have you understood that question, Secretary for Economic Services?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Have you understood that question, Secretary for Economic Services?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Have you understood that question, Secretary for Economic Services?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Have you understood that question, Secretary for Economic Services?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that I can catchSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that I can catchSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that I can catchSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that I can catch

the drift of that question.  Would the Member like to rephrase it so that I can answerthe drift of that question.  Would the Member like to rephrase it so that I can answerthe drift of that question.  Would the Member like to rephrase it so that I can answerthe drift of that question.  Would the Member like to rephrase it so that I can answer

it?it?it?it?

MR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, once I took a plane from ThailandMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, once I took a plane from ThailandMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, once I took a plane from ThailandMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, once I took a plane from Thailand

and it landed here at about 5.15 am.  I believe that if the departure flight fromand it landed here at about 5.15 am.  I believe that if the departure flight fromand it landed here at about 5.15 am.  I believe that if the departure flight fromand it landed here at about 5.15 am.  I believe that if the departure flight from

Thailand had been put off by one hour, the plane would have landed in Hong Kong atThailand had been put off by one hour, the plane would have landed in Hong Kong atThailand had been put off by one hour, the plane would have landed in Hong Kong atThailand had been put off by one hour, the plane would have landed in Hong Kong at

6.30 am instead of 5.30 am which means it would not have landed during the curfew6.30 am instead of 5.30 am which means it would not have landed during the curfew6.30 am instead of 5.30 am which means it would not have landed during the curfew6.30 am instead of 5.30 am which means it would not have landed during the curfew



hours.  In this connection, will the Administration consider the postponement ofhours.  In this connection, will the Administration consider the postponement ofhours.  In this connection, will the Administration consider the postponement ofhours.  In this connection, will the Administration consider the postponement of

flights from other aerodromes so as to avoid landings in Hong Kong during the curfewflights from other aerodromes so as to avoid landings in Hong Kong during the curfewflights from other aerodromes so as to avoid landings in Hong Kong during the curfewflights from other aerodromes so as to avoid landings in Hong Kong during the curfew

hours?hours?hours?hours?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that the DirectorSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that the DirectorSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that the DirectorSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, I am not sure that the Director

of Civil Aviation currently can control at what time planes depart or land from otherof Civil Aviation currently can control at what time planes depart or land from otherof Civil Aviation currently can control at what time planes depart or land from otherof Civil Aviation currently can control at what time planes depart or land from other

aerodromes.  I think in so far as planes are flying into Hong Kong, localaerodromes.  I think in so far as planes are flying into Hong Kong, localaerodromes.  I think in so far as planes are flying into Hong Kong, localaerodromes.  I think in so far as planes are flying into Hong Kong, local

circumstances and the rules pertaining will of course apply.circumstances and the rules pertaining will of course apply.circumstances and the rules pertaining will of course apply.circumstances and the rules pertaining will of course apply.

Administrative system of the JudiciaryAdministrative system of the JudiciaryAdministrative system of the JudiciaryAdministrative system of the Judiciary

2.2.2.2. MR MOSES CHENG asked: Whilst recognizing the vital need to preserve theMR MOSES CHENG asked: Whilst recognizing the vital need to preserve theMR MOSES CHENG asked: Whilst recognizing the vital need to preserve theMR MOSES CHENG asked: Whilst recognizing the vital need to preserve the

independence of the Judiciary, will the Administration inform this Council how itindependence of the Judiciary, will the Administration inform this Council how itindependence of the Judiciary, will the Administration inform this Council how itindependence of the Judiciary, will the Administration inform this Council how it

monitors and ensures the efficient operation of the administrative system of themonitors and ensures the efficient operation of the administrative system of themonitors and ensures the efficient operation of the administrative system of themonitors and ensures the efficient operation of the administrative system of the

Judiciary?Judiciary?Judiciary?Judiciary?

CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the administration of the Judiciary isCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the administration of the Judiciary isCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the administration of the Judiciary isCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the administration of the Judiciary is

primarily the responsibility of the Registrar, Supreme Court under the supervisionprimarily the responsibility of the Registrar, Supreme Court under the supervisionprimarily the responsibility of the Registrar, Supreme Court under the supervisionprimarily the responsibility of the Registrar, Supreme Court under the supervision

of the Chief Justice.  That said, the Judiciary is treated no differently fromof the Chief Justice.  That said, the Judiciary is treated no differently fromof the Chief Justice.  That said, the Judiciary is treated no differently fromof the Chief Justice.  That said, the Judiciary is treated no differently from

government departments on matters relating to administrative systems and operationalgovernment departments on matters relating to administrative systems and operationalgovernment departments on matters relating to administrative systems and operationalgovernment departments on matters relating to administrative systems and operational

efficiency.  Any major changes are examined by the two resource branches of Financeefficiency.  Any major changes are examined by the two resource branches of Financeefficiency.  Any major changes are examined by the two resource branches of Financeefficiency.  Any major changes are examined by the two resource branches of Finance

and Civil Service in the Government Secretariat and the Administration Wing of myand Civil Service in the Government Secretariat and the Administration Wing of myand Civil Service in the Government Secretariat and the Administration Wing of myand Civil Service in the Government Secretariat and the Administration Wing of my

Office which provides a point of contact with the Judiciary within the Administration.Office which provides a point of contact with the Judiciary within the Administration.Office which provides a point of contact with the Judiciary within the Administration.Office which provides a point of contact with the Judiciary within the Administration.

Together, they work to ensure that the courts and judges receive the administrativeTogether, they work to ensure that the courts and judges receive the administrativeTogether, they work to ensure that the courts and judges receive the administrativeTogether, they work to ensure that the courts and judges receive the administrative

support they need in carrying out their judicial functions. This arrangement issupport they need in carrying out their judicial functions. This arrangement issupport they need in carrying out their judicial functions. This arrangement issupport they need in carrying out their judicial functions. This arrangement is

similar to the arrangements in the United Kingdom where the Lord Chancellor'ssimilar to the arrangements in the United Kingdom where the Lord Chancellor'ssimilar to the arrangements in the United Kingdom where the Lord Chancellor'ssimilar to the arrangements in the United Kingdom where the Lord Chancellor's

Department supports the central role of courts and judges in the administration ofDepartment supports the central role of courts and judges in the administration ofDepartment supports the central role of courts and judges in the administration ofDepartment supports the central role of courts and judges in the administration of

justice.justice.justice.justice.

Separately, to help government departments improve their efficiency andSeparately, to help government departments improve their efficiency andSeparately, to help government departments improve their efficiency andSeparately, to help government departments improve their efficiency and

productivity, the Administration has put in place an ongoing Information Systemsproductivity, the Administration has put in place an ongoing Information Systemsproductivity, the Administration has put in place an ongoing Information Systemsproductivity, the Administration has put in place an ongoing Information Systems

Strategic Study Programme to study the utilization of information technology byStrategic Study Programme to study the utilization of information technology byStrategic Study Programme to study the utilization of information technology byStrategic Study Programme to study the utilization of information technology by

departments and to see further measures can be taken to help them improve utilizationdepartments and to see further measures can be taken to help them improve utilizationdepartments and to see further measures can be taken to help them improve utilizationdepartments and to see further measures can be taken to help them improve utilization

of information technology and so achieve their goals.  An Information Systemsof information technology and so achieve their goals.  An Information Systemsof information technology and so achieve their goals.  An Information Systemsof information technology and so achieve their goals.  An Information Systems

Strategic Study on the Judiciary commenced in July 1991 and is expected to be completedStrategic Study on the Judiciary commenced in July 1991 and is expected to be completedStrategic Study on the Judiciary commenced in July 1991 and is expected to be completedStrategic Study on the Judiciary commenced in July 1991 and is expected to be completed



in the near future.  This study should enable the Judiciary to make considerably morein the near future.  This study should enable the Judiciary to make considerably morein the near future.  This study should enable the Judiciary to make considerably morein the near future.  This study should enable the Judiciary to make considerably more

extensive use of information technology to assist judges in their research, captureextensive use of information technology to assist judges in their research, captureextensive use of information technology to assist judges in their research, captureextensive use of information technology to assist judges in their research, capture

key management information (such as information on the use of courtrooms and lengthkey management information (such as information on the use of courtrooms and lengthkey management information (such as information on the use of courtrooms and lengthkey management information (such as information on the use of courtrooms and length

of judge-days) and generally achieve their objectives more efficiently.  Theof judge-days) and generally achieve their objectives more efficiently.  Theof judge-days) and generally achieve their objectives more efficiently.  Theof judge-days) and generally achieve their objectives more efficiently.  The

administration of the Judiciary is also subject to the Director of Audit's value foradministration of the Judiciary is also subject to the Director of Audit's value foradministration of the Judiciary is also subject to the Director of Audit's value foradministration of the Judiciary is also subject to the Director of Audit's value for

money audit, which examines, on a regular basis, the economy, efficiency andmoney audit, which examines, on a regular basis, the economy, efficiency andmoney audit, which examines, on a regular basis, the economy, efficiency andmoney audit, which examines, on a regular basis, the economy, efficiency and

effectiveness with which government departments use public money.effectiveness with which government departments use public money.effectiveness with which government departments use public money.effectiveness with which government departments use public money.

MR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, in the reply given by the Chief Secretary weMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, in the reply given by the Chief Secretary weMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, in the reply given by the Chief Secretary weMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, in the reply given by the Chief Secretary we

were informed that the administration of the Judiciary is no different from any otherwere informed that the administration of the Judiciary is no different from any otherwere informed that the administration of the Judiciary is no different from any otherwere informed that the administration of the Judiciary is no different from any other

department within the Government and would be subject to the same sort of supervisiondepartment within the Government and would be subject to the same sort of supervisiondepartment within the Government and would be subject to the same sort of supervisiondepartment within the Government and would be subject to the same sort of supervision

and monitoring by policy branches as well as by the Director of Audit.  Can the Chiefand monitoring by policy branches as well as by the Director of Audit.  Can the Chiefand monitoring by policy branches as well as by the Director of Audit.  Can the Chiefand monitoring by policy branches as well as by the Director of Audit.  Can the Chief

Secretary inform this Council if that could in any way be interpreted as compromisingSecretary inform this Council if that could in any way be interpreted as compromisingSecretary inform this Council if that could in any way be interpreted as compromisingSecretary inform this Council if that could in any way be interpreted as compromising

the independence of the Judiciary?the independence of the Judiciary?the independence of the Judiciary?the independence of the Judiciary?

CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, no, I do not believe that there can be anyCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, no, I do not believe that there can be anyCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, no, I do not believe that there can be anyCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, no, I do not believe that there can be any

question of the executive branch of the Government compromising the independence ofquestion of the executive branch of the Government compromising the independence ofquestion of the executive branch of the Government compromising the independence ofquestion of the executive branch of the Government compromising the independence of

the Judiciary through the system that I have described for the monitoring of thethe Judiciary through the system that I have described for the monitoring of thethe Judiciary through the system that I have described for the monitoring of thethe Judiciary through the system that I have described for the monitoring of the

efficient operation of the Judiciary.  Whilst there must be no question ofefficient operation of the Judiciary.  Whilst there must be no question ofefficient operation of the Judiciary.  Whilst there must be no question ofefficient operation of the Judiciary.  Whilst there must be no question of

interference by the executive or by any other authority with the Judiciary in theinterference by the executive or by any other authority with the Judiciary in theinterference by the executive or by any other authority with the Judiciary in theinterference by the executive or by any other authority with the Judiciary in the

discharge of its judicial functions, the administrators of the Judiciary aredischarge of its judicial functions, the administrators of the Judiciary aredischarge of its judicial functions, the administrators of the Judiciary aredischarge of its judicial functions, the administrators of the Judiciary are

answerable to the legislature for value for money and I think the executive branchanswerable to the legislature for value for money and I think the executive branchanswerable to the legislature for value for money and I think the executive branchanswerable to the legislature for value for money and I think the executive branch

has a legitimate role to play in helping the Judiciary to ensure that the resourceshas a legitimate role to play in helping the Judiciary to ensure that the resourceshas a legitimate role to play in helping the Judiciary to ensure that the resourceshas a legitimate role to play in helping the Judiciary to ensure that the resources

appropriated by the legislature are utilized efficiently and effectively.appropriated by the legislature are utilized efficiently and effectively.appropriated by the legislature are utilized efficiently and effectively.appropriated by the legislature are utilized efficiently and effectively.

MISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, although the waiting times forMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, although the waiting times forMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, although the waiting times forMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, although the waiting times for

a lot of cases in the High Court are as long as a few hundred days, some High Courta lot of cases in the High Court are as long as a few hundred days, some High Courta lot of cases in the High Court are as long as a few hundred days, some High Courta lot of cases in the High Court are as long as a few hundred days, some High Court

Judges complained in private that they did not have enough work.  In theseJudges complained in private that they did not have enough work.  In theseJudges complained in private that they did not have enough work.  In theseJudges complained in private that they did not have enough work.  In these

circumstances, does the Administration intend to conduct a review so as to assistcircumstances, does the Administration intend to conduct a review so as to assistcircumstances, does the Administration intend to conduct a review so as to assistcircumstances, does the Administration intend to conduct a review so as to assist

the Judiciary in the efficient deployment of staff?the Judiciary in the efficient deployment of staff?the Judiciary in the efficient deployment of staff?the Judiciary in the efficient deployment of staff?

CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I think the study which I have referred to willCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I think the study which I have referred to willCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I think the study which I have referred to willCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I think the study which I have referred to will

achieve the sort of aim which Miss LAU is looking for and which we indeed are lookingachieve the sort of aim which Miss LAU is looking for and which we indeed are lookingachieve the sort of aim which Miss LAU is looking for and which we indeed are lookingachieve the sort of aim which Miss LAU is looking for and which we indeed are looking

for ourselves.  I might say that the waiting time in the High Court which Miss LAUfor ourselves.  I might say that the waiting time in the High Court which Miss LAUfor ourselves.  I might say that the waiting time in the High Court which Miss LAUfor ourselves.  I might say that the waiting time in the High Court which Miss LAU



referred to is being reduced, and I might bring Members up to date on that subjectreferred to is being reduced, and I might bring Members up to date on that subjectreferred to is being reduced, and I might bring Members up to date on that subjectreferred to is being reduced, and I might bring Members up to date on that subject

since I know it is a matter of some interest.  The Judiciary is running 13 criminalsince I know it is a matter of some interest.  The Judiciary is running 13 criminalsince I know it is a matter of some interest.  The Judiciary is running 13 criminalsince I know it is a matter of some interest.  The Judiciary is running 13 criminal

lists at the moment and 11 civil lists in the High Court.  The criminal lists in thelists at the moment and 11 civil lists in the High Court.  The criminal lists in thelists at the moment and 11 civil lists in the High Court.  The criminal lists in thelists at the moment and 11 civil lists in the High Court.  The criminal lists in the

High Court now extend for about           12 months and the civil lists for eightHigh Court now extend for about           12 months and the civil lists for eightHigh Court now extend for about           12 months and the civil lists for eightHigh Court now extend for about           12 months and the civil lists for eight

months.  Following Finance Committee's approval for the creation of three additionalmonths.  Following Finance Committee's approval for the creation of three additionalmonths.  Following Finance Committee's approval for the creation of three additionalmonths.  Following Finance Committee's approval for the creation of three additional

High Court Judge posts, four additional Deputy High Court Judges will be appointedHigh Court Judge posts, four additional Deputy High Court Judges will be appointedHigh Court Judge posts, four additional Deputy High Court Judges will be appointedHigh Court Judge posts, four additional Deputy High Court Judges will be appointed

and four additional criminal lists opened. In January 1993, two civil lists will beand four additional criminal lists opened. In January 1993, two civil lists will beand four additional criminal lists opened. In January 1993, two civil lists will beand four additional criminal lists opened. In January 1993, two civil lists will be

closed and those judges transferred to criminal work.  Therefore from 1 July 1992,closed and those judges transferred to criminal work.  Therefore from 1 July 1992,closed and those judges transferred to criminal work.  Therefore from 1 July 1992,closed and those judges transferred to criminal work.  Therefore from 1 July 1992,

there will be 17 criminal lists, and from 1 January 1993, 19 criminal lists.  Thethere will be 17 criminal lists, and from 1 January 1993, 19 criminal lists.  Thethere will be 17 criminal lists, and from 1 January 1993, 19 criminal lists.  Thethere will be 17 criminal lists, and from 1 January 1993, 19 criminal lists.  The

effect these additional lists will have of reducing wasted time will be immediate.effect these additional lists will have of reducing wasted time will be immediate.effect these additional lists will have of reducing wasted time will be immediate.effect these additional lists will have of reducing wasted time will be immediate.

It is estimated that by the end of 1992, waiting times in criminal cases in the HighIt is estimated that by the end of 1992, waiting times in criminal cases in the HighIt is estimated that by the end of 1992, waiting times in criminal cases in the HighIt is estimated that by the end of 1992, waiting times in criminal cases in the High

Court will be reduced to 200 days, and by mid-1993 to 180 days.  Civil fixture casesCourt will be reduced to 200 days, and by mid-1993 to 180 days.  Civil fixture casesCourt will be reduced to 200 days, and by mid-1993 to 180 days.  Civil fixture casesCourt will be reduced to 200 days, and by mid-1993 to 180 days.  Civil fixture cases

will however be held at the present waiting time because of the concentration onwill however be held at the present waiting time because of the concentration onwill however be held at the present waiting time because of the concentration onwill however be held at the present waiting time because of the concentration on

criminal cases.  The Judiciary will continue its efforts to progressively reducecriminal cases.  The Judiciary will continue its efforts to progressively reducecriminal cases.  The Judiciary will continue its efforts to progressively reducecriminal cases.  The Judiciary will continue its efforts to progressively reduce

waiting times through case flow management and other means until the waiting timeswaiting times through case flow management and other means until the waiting timeswaiting times through case flow management and other means until the waiting timeswaiting times through case flow management and other means until the waiting times

in both civil and criminal cases get down to more acceptable levels.in both civil and criminal cases get down to more acceptable levels.in both civil and criminal cases get down to more acceptable levels.in both civil and criminal cases get down to more acceptable levels.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, does the Administration have in placeMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, does the Administration have in placeMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, does the Administration have in placeMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, does the Administration have in place

a direct channel for those organizations and persons who may have daily administrativea direct channel for those organizations and persons who may have daily administrativea direct channel for those organizations and persons who may have daily administrativea direct channel for those organizations and persons who may have daily administrative

contacts with the Judiciary, such as the Law Society, the Bar Association, lawyerscontacts with the Judiciary, such as the Law Society, the Bar Association, lawyerscontacts with the Judiciary, such as the Law Society, the Bar Association, lawyerscontacts with the Judiciary, such as the Law Society, the Bar Association, lawyers

under the Duty Lawyers' Scheme, the Hong Kong Association of Legal Executives, theunder the Duty Lawyers' Scheme, the Hong Kong Association of Legal Executives, theunder the Duty Lawyers' Scheme, the Hong Kong Association of Legal Executives, theunder the Duty Lawyers' Scheme, the Hong Kong Association of Legal Executives, the

Trainee Solicitors Association of Hong Kong and the Legal Aid Department, to presentTrainee Solicitors Association of Hong Kong and the Legal Aid Department, to presentTrainee Solicitors Association of Hong Kong and the Legal Aid Department, to presentTrainee Solicitors Association of Hong Kong and the Legal Aid Department, to present

their views so that they need not rely on the officials of the Judiciary to relaytheir views so that they need not rely on the officials of the Judiciary to relaytheir views so that they need not rely on the officials of the Judiciary to relaytheir views so that they need not rely on the officials of the Judiciary to relay

their views to the Administration?their views to the Administration?their views to the Administration?their views to the Administration?

CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I am sure that any suggestions as to how theCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I am sure that any suggestions as to how theCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I am sure that any suggestions as to how theCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, I am sure that any suggestions as to how the

efficiency of the Judiciary may be improved can be made either to the Registrar,efficiency of the Judiciary may be improved can be made either to the Registrar,efficiency of the Judiciary may be improved can be made either to the Registrar,efficiency of the Judiciary may be improved can be made either to the Registrar,

Supreme Court or indeed to my Office, and we will make sure that they are passed onSupreme Court or indeed to my Office, and we will make sure that they are passed onSupreme Court or indeed to my Office, and we will make sure that they are passed onSupreme Court or indeed to my Office, and we will make sure that they are passed on

to those concerned.to those concerned.to those concerned.to those concerned.

Disability allowanceDisability allowanceDisability allowanceDisability allowance



3.3.3.3. MR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Regarding the Disability AllowanceMR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Regarding the Disability AllowanceMR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Regarding the Disability AllowanceMR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Regarding the Disability Allowance

provided by the Social Welfare Department, will the Government inform this Councilprovided by the Social Welfare Department, will the Government inform this Councilprovided by the Social Welfare Department, will the Government inform this Councilprovided by the Social Welfare Department, will the Government inform this Council

of the following:of the following:of the following:of the following:

(a)(a)(a)(a) the original ithe original ithe original ithe original intention and objective of introducing this Allowance;ntention and objective of introducing this Allowance;ntention and objective of introducing this Allowance;ntention and objective of introducing this Allowance;

(b)(b)(b)(b) the current method of calculating the Allowance;the current method of calculating the Allowance;the current method of calculating the Allowance;the current method of calculating the Allowance;

(c)(c)(c)(c) the current application criteria for the Allowance; andthe current application criteria for the Allowance; andthe current application criteria for the Allowance; andthe current application criteria for the Allowance; and

(d)(d)(d)(d) the number of applications received in each of the past three years; of these,the number of applications received in each of the past three years; of these,the number of applications received in each of the past three years; of these,the number of applications received in each of the past three years; of these,

the number of applications approved, the types of disability and the amount ofthe number of applications approved, the types of disability and the amount ofthe number of applications approved, the types of disability and the amount ofthe number of applications approved, the types of disability and the amount of

allowances involved respectively?allowances involved respectively?allowances involved respectively?allowances involved respectively?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Disability Allowance wasSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Disability Allowance wasSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Disability Allowance wasSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Disability Allowance was

introduced in 1973.  It is non-contributory, non-means tested and paid at a flat rate.introduced in 1973.  It is non-contributory, non-means tested and paid at a flat rate.introduced in 1973.  It is non-contributory, non-means tested and paid at a flat rate.introduced in 1973.  It is non-contributory, non-means tested and paid at a flat rate.

The original intention and objectives of introducing this Allowance are as follows:The original intention and objectives of introducing this Allowance are as follows:The original intention and objectives of introducing this Allowance are as follows:The original intention and objectives of introducing this Allowance are as follows:

(a)(a)(a)(a) to provide a new and effective means of giving some help to a family withto provide a new and effective means of giving some help to a family withto provide a new and effective means of giving some help to a family withto provide a new and effective means of giving some help to a family with

caring for a disabled member;caring for a disabled member;caring for a disabled member;caring for a disabled member;

(b)(b)(b)(b) to encourage a family to to encourage a family to to encourage a family to to encourage a family to continue coping with the disabled; andcontinue coping with the disabled; andcontinue coping with the disabled; andcontinue coping with the disabled; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) to enable the beneficiary to make some contribution to the family "budget".to enable the beneficiary to make some contribution to the family "budget".to enable the beneficiary to make some contribution to the family "budget".to enable the beneficiary to make some contribution to the family "budget".

As regards part (b) of the question, the rate of the Disability Allowance is peggedAs regards part (b) of the question, the rate of the Disability Allowance is peggedAs regards part (b) of the question, the rate of the Disability Allowance is peggedAs regards part (b) of the question, the rate of the Disability Allowance is pegged

to the basic rate for a single person under the Public Assistance Scheme.to the basic rate for a single person under the Public Assistance Scheme.to the basic rate for a single person under the Public Assistance Scheme.to the basic rate for a single person under the Public Assistance Scheme.

Irrespective of financial circumstances of the claimant, the current rate is $825Irrespective of financial circumstances of the claimant, the current rate is $825Irrespective of financial circumstances of the claimant, the current rate is $825Irrespective of financial circumstances of the claimant, the current rate is $825

per claimant per month.  It is reviewed periodically in the light of changes in theper claimant per month.  It is reviewed periodically in the light of changes in theper claimant per month.  It is reviewed periodically in the light of changes in theper claimant per month.  It is reviewed periodically in the light of changes in the

Public Assistance Index of Prices.  Additionally, those who are eligible for PublicPublic Assistance Index of Prices.  Additionally, those who are eligible for PublicPublic Assistance Index of Prices.  Additionally, those who are eligible for PublicPublic Assistance Index of Prices.  Additionally, those who are eligible for Public

Assistance will be paid public assistance plus the appropriate supplements.Assistance will be paid public assistance plus the appropriate supplements.Assistance will be paid public assistance plus the appropriate supplements.Assistance will be paid public assistance plus the appropriate supplements.

As regards part (c) of the question, a disabled person is eligible for theAs regards part (c) of the question, a disabled person is eligible for theAs regards part (c) of the question, a disabled person is eligible for theAs regards part (c) of the question, a disabled person is eligible for the

Disability Allowance, if he or she:Disability Allowance, if he or she:Disability Allowance, if he or she:Disability Allowance, if he or she:

(a)(a)(a)(a) has been in continuous residence in Hong has been in continuous residence in Hong has been in continuous residence in Hong has been in continuous residence in Hong Kong for at least one yearKong for at least one yearKong for at least one yearKong for at least one year

immediately before claiming the Allowance;immediately before claiming the Allowance;immediately before claiming the Allowance;immediately before claiming the Allowance;



(b)(b)(b)(b) continues to reside in Hong Kong after receipt of the Allowance.  An absencecontinues to reside in Hong Kong after receipt of the Allowance.  An absencecontinues to reside in Hong Kong after receipt of the Allowance.  An absencecontinues to reside in Hong Kong after receipt of the Allowance.  An absence

of up to a maximum of 119 days a year is allowed; andof up to a maximum of 119 days a year is allowed; andof up to a maximum of 119 days a year is allowed; andof up to a maximum of 119 days a year is allowed; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) has been certified by the Director of Healthas been certified by the Director of Healthas been certified by the Director of Healthas been certified by the Director of Health or Director of Operations ofh or Director of Operations ofh or Director of Operations ofh or Director of Operations of

the Hospital Authority or, under exceptional circumstances, by a registered privatethe Hospital Authority or, under exceptional circumstances, by a registered privatethe Hospital Authority or, under exceptional circumstances, by a registered privatethe Hospital Authority or, under exceptional circumstances, by a registered private

practitioner as severely disabled within the meaning of the Disability Allowancepractitioner as severely disabled within the meaning of the Disability Allowancepractitioner as severely disabled within the meaning of the Disability Allowancepractitioner as severely disabled within the meaning of the Disability Allowance

Scheme for at least six months.Scheme for at least six months.Scheme for at least six months.Scheme for at least six months.

As regards part (d) of theAs regards part (d) of theAs regards part (d) of theAs regards part (d) of the question, the number of applications received and question, the number of applications received and question, the number of applications received and question, the number of applications received and

approved between 1989-90 and 1991-92 for the Disability Allowance  is as follows:approved between 1989-90 and 1991-92 for the Disability Allowance  is as follows:approved between 1989-90 and 1991-92 for the Disability Allowance  is as follows:approved between 1989-90 and 1991-92 for the Disability Allowance  is as follows:

No. ofNo. ofNo. ofNo. of No. ofNo. ofNo. ofNo. of % of% of% of% of

ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications SuccessfulSuccessfulSuccessfulSuccessful

ReceivedReceivedReceivedReceived ApprovedApprovedApprovedApproved ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications

1989-901989-901989-901989-90 6 2006 2006 2006 200 5 1595 1595 1595 159 83838383

1990-911990-911990-911990-91 6 3956 3956 3956 395 5 4345 4345 4345 434 85858585

1991-921991-921991-921991-92 6 4966 4966 4966 496 5 8265 8265 8265 826 90909090

There are four types of disability, namely, physical, mental and visualThere are four types of disability, namely, physical, mental and visualThere are four types of disability, namely, physical, mental and visualThere are four types of disability, namely, physical, mental and visual

disablements as well as profound deafness.  The total amount of allowances involveddisablements as well as profound deafness.  The total amount of allowances involveddisablements as well as profound deafness.  The total amount of allowances involveddisablements as well as profound deafness.  The total amount of allowances involved

is $377 million, $423 million and $482 million in 1989-90, 1990-91 and 1991-92is $377 million, $423 million and $482 million in 1989-90, 1990-91 and 1991-92is $377 million, $423 million and $482 million in 1989-90, 1990-91 and 1991-92is $377 million, $423 million and $482 million in 1989-90, 1990-91 and 1991-92

respectively.   As regards details of the amount and the classification of disablingrespectively.   As regards details of the amount and the classification of disablingrespectively.   As regards details of the amount and the classification of disablingrespectively.   As regards details of the amount and the classification of disabling

conditions, may I refer Members to the Annex of my reply.conditions, may I refer Members to the Annex of my reply.conditions, may I refer Members to the Annex of my reply.conditions, may I refer Members to the Annex of my reply.

AnnexAnnexAnnexAnnex

Types of Disability and Amount of Allowances InvolvedTypes of Disability and Amount of Allowances InvolvedTypes of Disability and Amount of Allowances InvolvedTypes of Disability and Amount of Allowances Involved

PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical MentaMentaMentaMentallll VisualVisualVisualVisual ProfoundProfoundProfoundProfound

disablementdisablementdisablementdisablement disablementdisablementdisablementdisablement disablementdisablementdisablementdisablement deafnessdeafnessdeafnessdeafness TotalTotalTotalTotal

$Mn$Mn$Mn$Mn $Mn$Mn$Mn$Mn $Mn$Mn$Mn$Mn $Mn$Mn$Mn$Mn $Mn$Mn$Mn$Mn

1989-901989-901989-901989-90 189189189189 109109109109 46464646 33333333 377377377377

1990-911990-911990-911990-91 213213213213 126126126126 48484848 36363636 423423423423

1991-921991-921991-921991-92 245245245245 145145145145 52525252 40404040 482482482482



Classification of Disabling ConditionsClassification of Disabling ConditionsClassification of Disabling ConditionsClassification of Disabling Conditions

(A)(A)(A)(A) Physical disablement:Physical disablement:Physical disablement:Physical disablement:

(1)(1)(1)(1) loss of floss of floss of floss of functions of two limbsunctions of two limbsunctions of two limbsunctions of two limbs

(2)(2)(2)(2) loss of functions of both hands or all fingers and both thumbsloss of functions of both hands or all fingers and both thumbsloss of functions of both hands or all fingers and both thumbsloss of functions of both hands or all fingers and both thumbs

(3)(3)(3)(3) loss of functions of both feetloss of functions of both feetloss of functions of both feetloss of functions of both feet

(4)(4)(4)(4) total loss of sighttotal loss of sighttotal loss of sighttotal loss of sight

(5)(5)(5)(5) total paralysis (quadriplegia)total paralysis (quadriplegia)total paralysis (quadriplegia)total paralysis (quadriplegia)

(6)(6)(6)(6) illness, injury or deformity resulting in being bed-riddenillness, injury or deformity resulting in being bed-riddenillness, injury or deformity resulting in being bed-riddenillness, injury or deformity resulting in being bed-ridden

(7)(7)(7)(7) any other conditions resulting in total physical disablementany other conditions resulting in total physical disablementany other conditions resulting in total physical disablementany other conditions resulting in total physical disablement

(8)(8)(8)(8) paraplegiaparaplegiaparaplegiaparaplegia

(9)(9)(9)(9) hemiplegiahemiplegiahemiplegiahemiplegia

(B)(B)(B)(B) Mental disablementMental disablementMental disablementMental disablement

(1)(1)(1)(1) mentally ill or any other conditions resulting in total mental disablementmentally ill or any other conditions resulting in total mental disablementmentally ill or any other conditions resulting in total mental disablementmentally ill or any other conditions resulting in total mental disablement

(2)(2)(2)(2) mentally retardedmentally retardedmentally retardedmentally retarded

(3)(3)(3)(3) organic brain syndrorganic brain syndrorganic brain syndrorganic brain syndromeomeomeome

(4)(4)(4)(4) psychosispsychosispsychosispsychosis

(5)(5)(5)(5) neurosisneurosisneurosisneurosis

(6)(6)(6)(6) personality disorderpersonality disorderpersonality disorderpersonality disorder



(C)(C)(C)(C) Disabled mentally or physically, requiring constant attendanceDisabled mentally or physically, requiring constant attendanceDisabled mentally or physically, requiring constant attendanceDisabled mentally or physically, requiring constant attendance

(1)(1)(1)(1) physicalphysicalphysicalphysical

(2)(2)(2)(2) mentally illmentally illmentally illmentally ill

(3)(3)(3)(3) mentally retardedmentally retardedmentally retardedmentally retarded

(D)(D)(D)(D) Profoundly deafProfoundly deafProfoundly deafProfoundly deaf

NoteNoteNoteNote Persons suffering from serious illnessPersons suffering from serious illnessPersons suffering from serious illnessPersons suffering from serious illnesses resulting in disabling conditionses resulting in disabling conditionses resulting in disabling conditionses resulting in disabling conditions

may qualify under A (5), (6), (7) and C (1).may qualify under A (5), (6), (7) and C (1).may qualify under A (5), (6), (7) and C (1).may qualify under A (5), (6), (7) and C (1).

MR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present to qualify forMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present to qualify forMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present to qualify forMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present to qualify for

Disability Allowance, a person has to be 100% disabled, that is suffering from lossDisability Allowance, a person has to be 100% disabled, that is suffering from lossDisability Allowance, a person has to be 100% disabled, that is suffering from lossDisability Allowance, a person has to be 100% disabled, that is suffering from loss

of functions of both hands or legs, or total paralysis.  Would the Secretary informof functions of both hands or legs, or total paralysis.  Would the Secretary informof functions of both hands or legs, or total paralysis.  Would the Secretary informof functions of both hands or legs, or total paralysis.  Would the Secretary inform

this Council whether the criteria set are too high which means that those severelythis Council whether the criteria set are too high which means that those severelythis Council whether the criteria set are too high which means that those severelythis Council whether the criteria set are too high which means that those severely

disabled but not to the extent of 100% disability are not given the assistance theydisabled but not to the extent of 100% disability are not given the assistance theydisabled but not to the extent of 100% disability are not given the assistance theydisabled but not to the extent of 100% disability are not given the assistance they

need?need?need?need?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have said in my originalSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have said in my originalSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have said in my originalSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have said in my original

reply, the objective of the Disability Allowance is to enable those severely disabledreply, the objective of the Disability Allowance is to enable those severely disabledreply, the objective of the Disability Allowance is to enable those severely disabledreply, the objective of the Disability Allowance is to enable those severely disabled

to continue with help within the family, that is to say, it is meant for those whoto continue with help within the family, that is to say, it is meant for those whoto continue with help within the family, that is to say, it is meant for those whoto continue with help within the family, that is to say, it is meant for those who

are severely disabled.  As regards persons who have less than 100% disability, ifare severely disabled.  As regards persons who have less than 100% disability, ifare severely disabled.  As regards persons who have less than 100% disability, ifare severely disabled.  As regards persons who have less than 100% disability, if

their family is without means they can apply for Public Assistance; under Publictheir family is without means they can apply for Public Assistance; under Publictheir family is without means they can apply for Public Assistance; under Publictheir family is without means they can apply for Public Assistance; under Public

Assistance there is also provision for Disablement Supplement for those with 50%Assistance there is also provision for Disablement Supplement for those with 50%Assistance there is also provision for Disablement Supplement for those with 50%Assistance there is also provision for Disablement Supplement for those with 50%

disability or more.disability or more.disability or more.disability or more.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present elderly people whoMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present elderly people whoMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present elderly people whoMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present elderly people who

receive Disability Allowance are not eligible for Old Age Allowance.  Could thereceive Disability Allowance are not eligible for Old Age Allowance.  Could thereceive Disability Allowance are not eligible for Old Age Allowance.  Could thereceive Disability Allowance are not eligible for Old Age Allowance.  Could the

Administration inform this Council of the rationale behind this policy and whetherAdministration inform this Council of the rationale behind this policy and whetherAdministration inform this Council of the rationale behind this policy and whetherAdministration inform this Council of the rationale behind this policy and whether

this policy is contradictory to the original intention and objective of providingthis policy is contradictory to the original intention and objective of providingthis policy is contradictory to the original intention and objective of providingthis policy is contradictory to the original intention and objective of providing



Disability Allowance?Disability Allowance?Disability Allowance?Disability Allowance?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there is no disagreement withSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there is no disagreement withSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there is no disagreement withSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there is no disagreement with

regard to the principle of Disability Allowance.  Disability Allowance is within theregard to the principle of Disability Allowance.  Disability Allowance is within theregard to the principle of Disability Allowance.  Disability Allowance is within theregard to the principle of Disability Allowance.  Disability Allowance is within the

overall Special Needs Allowances which include Old Age Allowance and Disabilityoverall Special Needs Allowances which include Old Age Allowance and Disabilityoverall Special Needs Allowances which include Old Age Allowance and Disabilityoverall Special Needs Allowances which include Old Age Allowance and Disability

Allowance. But as regards people who are disabled but are not within the Old AgeAllowance. But as regards people who are disabled but are not within the Old AgeAllowance. But as regards people who are disabled but are not within the Old AgeAllowance. But as regards people who are disabled but are not within the Old Age

Allowance, they can apply for Public Assistance which also includes an element ofAllowance, they can apply for Public Assistance which also includes an element ofAllowance, they can apply for Public Assistance which also includes an element ofAllowance, they can apply for Public Assistance which also includes an element of

Old Age Supplement for those aged 60 and over.Old Age Supplement for those aged 60 and over.Old Age Supplement for those aged 60 and over.Old Age Supplement for those aged 60 and over.

DR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, can the Administration inform this CouncilDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, can the Administration inform this CouncilDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, can the Administration inform this CouncilDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, can the Administration inform this Council

whether the Disability Allowance provides for the purchase of special apparatus whichwhether the Disability Allowance provides for the purchase of special apparatus whichwhether the Disability Allowance provides for the purchase of special apparatus whichwhether the Disability Allowance provides for the purchase of special apparatus which

some disabled people would require, for example, lifting machines for the totallysome disabled people would require, for example, lifting machines for the totallysome disabled people would require, for example, lifting machines for the totallysome disabled people would require, for example, lifting machines for the totally

paralysed person?  If not, where can these victims obtain such needed support?paralysed person?  If not, where can these victims obtain such needed support?paralysed person?  If not, where can these victims obtain such needed support?paralysed person?  If not, where can these victims obtain such needed support?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, no one will be denied adequateSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, no one will be denied adequateSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, no one will be denied adequateSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, no one will be denied adequate

medical treatment because of lack of means. The Government has arrangements to waivemedical treatment because of lack of means. The Government has arrangements to waivemedical treatment because of lack of means. The Government has arrangements to waivemedical treatment because of lack of means. The Government has arrangements to waive

in full or in part charges for medical expenses under the provision of Public Services.in full or in part charges for medical expenses under the provision of Public Services.in full or in part charges for medical expenses under the provision of Public Services.in full or in part charges for medical expenses under the provision of Public Services.

Furthermore, under the Public Assistance Scheme, applications for reimbursement ofFurthermore, under the Public Assistance Scheme, applications for reimbursement ofFurthermore, under the Public Assistance Scheme, applications for reimbursement ofFurthermore, under the Public Assistance Scheme, applications for reimbursement of

special needs expenses, such as the one mentioned by Dr LEONG, will be covered andspecial needs expenses, such as the one mentioned by Dr LEONG, will be covered andspecial needs expenses, such as the one mentioned by Dr LEONG, will be covered andspecial needs expenses, such as the one mentioned by Dr LEONG, will be covered and

may be considered.  These applications will also be examined on individual merit.may be considered.  These applications will also be examined on individual merit.may be considered.  These applications will also be examined on individual merit.may be considered.  These applications will also be examined on individual merit.

And furthermore, people who are in receipt of Public Assistance are eligible for freeAnd furthermore, people who are in receipt of Public Assistance are eligible for freeAnd furthermore, people who are in receipt of Public Assistance are eligible for freeAnd furthermore, people who are in receipt of Public Assistance are eligible for free

medical treatment provided by the hospitals under the Hospital Authority and clinicsmedical treatment provided by the hospitals under the Hospital Authority and clinicsmedical treatment provided by the hospitals under the Hospital Authority and clinicsmedical treatment provided by the hospitals under the Hospital Authority and clinics

operated by the Government.operated by the Government.operated by the Government.operated by the Government.

DR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration informDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration informDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration informDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration inform

this Council if disability can still be further divided into general disability andthis Council if disability can still be further divided into general disability andthis Council if disability can still be further divided into general disability andthis Council if disability can still be further divided into general disability and

special disability; if yes, what the criteria are for differentiating them?special disability; if yes, what the criteria are for differentiating them?special disability; if yes, what the criteria are for differentiating them?special disability; if yes, what the criteria are for differentiating them?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there are two categories ofSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there are two categories ofSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there are two categories ofSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, there are two categories of

Disability Allowance.  The first one is the normal Disability Allowance for personsDisability Allowance.  The first one is the normal Disability Allowance for personsDisability Allowance.  The first one is the normal Disability Allowance for personsDisability Allowance.  The first one is the normal Disability Allowance for persons

who are suffering from a disability equal to 100% loss of earning capacity.  Therewho are suffering from a disability equal to 100% loss of earning capacity.  Therewho are suffering from a disability equal to 100% loss of earning capacity.  Therewho are suffering from a disability equal to 100% loss of earning capacity.  There

is another category known as a Higher Disability Allowance for persons who requireis another category known as a Higher Disability Allowance for persons who requireis another category known as a Higher Disability Allowance for persons who requireis another category known as a Higher Disability Allowance for persons who require

constant attendance by other members of their family, which attendance is not providedconstant attendance by other members of their family, which attendance is not providedconstant attendance by other members of their family, which attendance is not providedconstant attendance by other members of their family, which attendance is not provided

for within the medical institutions.  So the Higher Disability Allowance is to caterfor within the medical institutions.  So the Higher Disability Allowance is to caterfor within the medical institutions.  So the Higher Disability Allowance is to caterfor within the medical institutions.  So the Higher Disability Allowance is to cater



for this group and the rate is double that of the normal rate of Disability Allowance.for this group and the rate is double that of the normal rate of Disability Allowance.for this group and the rate is double that of the normal rate of Disability Allowance.for this group and the rate is double that of the normal rate of Disability Allowance.

MR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the main reply,MR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the main reply,MR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the main reply,MR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the main reply,

the number of applications approved in 1991-92 was 5 826.  Given the current ratethe number of applications approved in 1991-92 was 5 826.  Given the current ratethe number of applications approved in 1991-92 was 5 826.  Given the current ratethe number of applications approved in 1991-92 was 5 826.  Given the current rate

of $825 per applicant per month, the amount of Disability Allowance each applicantof $825 per applicant per month, the amount of Disability Allowance each applicantof $825 per applicant per month, the amount of Disability Allowance each applicantof $825 per applicant per month, the amount of Disability Allowance each applicant

receives in a year is around $10,000, making a total of $58.26 million in annualreceives in a year is around $10,000, making a total of $58.26 million in annualreceives in a year is around $10,000, making a total of $58.26 million in annualreceives in a year is around $10,000, making a total of $58.26 million in annual

payment.  However, it was mentioned in the reply that the total amount of allowancespayment.  However, it was mentioned in the reply that the total amount of allowancespayment.  However, it was mentioned in the reply that the total amount of allowancespayment.  However, it was mentioned in the reply that the total amount of allowances

involved was $482 million, may I know how the remainder was spent?involved was $482 million, may I know how the remainder was spent?involved was $482 million, may I know how the remainder was spent?involved was $482 million, may I know how the remainder was spent?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the amount of allowances thatSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the amount of allowances thatSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the amount of allowances thatSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the amount of allowances that

have been given is in regard to the number of persons who have been given the Disabilityhave been given is in regard to the number of persons who have been given the Disabilityhave been given is in regard to the number of persons who have been given the Disabilityhave been given is in regard to the number of persons who have been given the Disability

Allowances; so they are all in regard to the actual number of persons in receipt ofAllowances; so they are all in regard to the actual number of persons in receipt ofAllowances; so they are all in regard to the actual number of persons in receipt ofAllowances; so they are all in regard to the actual number of persons in receipt of

the Disability Allowances.the Disability Allowances.the Disability Allowances.the Disability Allowances.

MR VINCENT CHENG: Mr Deputy President, I know I am not qualified for this DisabilityMR VINCENT CHENG: Mr Deputy President, I know I am not qualified for this DisabilityMR VINCENT CHENG: Mr Deputy President, I know I am not qualified for this DisabilityMR VINCENT CHENG: Mr Deputy President, I know I am not qualified for this Disability

Allowance but I am quite surprised to learn of the qualifying criteria.  Would theAllowance but I am quite surprised to learn of the qualifying criteria.  Would theAllowance but I am quite surprised to learn of the qualifying criteria.  Would theAllowance but I am quite surprised to learn of the qualifying criteria.  Would the

Administration inform us why only the loss of both legs or hands is defined as aAdministration inform us why only the loss of both legs or hands is defined as aAdministration inform us why only the loss of both legs or hands is defined as aAdministration inform us why only the loss of both legs or hands is defined as a

disability whereas the loss of one hand or one leg does not qualify as such?disability whereas the loss of one hand or one leg does not qualify as such?disability whereas the loss of one hand or one leg does not qualify as such?disability whereas the loss of one hand or one leg does not qualify as such?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have mentioned in my mainSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have mentioned in my mainSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have mentioned in my mainSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, as I have mentioned in my main

reply, there are four categories of disability: physical, mental, or conditionsreply, there are four categories of disability: physical, mental, or conditionsreply, there are four categories of disability: physical, mental, or conditionsreply, there are four categories of disability: physical, mental, or conditions

requiring constant attendance, and profound deafness.   These categories are inrequiring constant attendance, and profound deafness.   These categories are inrequiring constant attendance, and profound deafness.   These categories are inrequiring constant attendance, and profound deafness.   These categories are in

accordance with the First Schedule of the Employees' Compensation Ordinance whichaccordance with the First Schedule of the Employees' Compensation Ordinance whichaccordance with the First Schedule of the Employees' Compensation Ordinance whichaccordance with the First Schedule of the Employees' Compensation Ordinance which

means that a person in such a condition is equivalent to 100% loss of earning capacity.means that a person in such a condition is equivalent to 100% loss of earning capacity.means that a person in such a condition is equivalent to 100% loss of earning capacity.means that a person in such a condition is equivalent to 100% loss of earning capacity.

Lo Wu Terminal immigration control pointLo Wu Terminal immigration control pointLo Wu Terminal immigration control pointLo Wu Terminal immigration control point

4.4.4.4. MR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked (in Cantonese): With regard to the immigration controlMR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked (in Cantonese): With regard to the immigration controlMR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked (in Cantonese): With regard to the immigration controlMR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked (in Cantonese): With regard to the immigration control

point at the Lo Wu Terminal, will the Government inform this Council:point at the Lo Wu Terminal, will the Government inform this Council:point at the Lo Wu Terminal, will the Government inform this Council:point at the Lo Wu Terminal, will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) of the daily figures of travellers entering and leaving Hong Kong duringof the daily figures of travellers entering and leaving Hong Kong duringof the daily figures of travellers entering and leaving Hong Kong duringof the daily figures of travellers entering and leaving Hong Kong during



normal and peak periods;normal and peak periods;normal and peak periods;normal and peak periods;

(b)(b)(b)(b) of the number of officers taking up immigration clearance duties during theof the number of officers taking up immigration clearance duties during theof the number of officers taking up immigration clearance duties during theof the number of officers taking up immigration clearance duties during the

normal and peak periods respectively;normal and peak periods respectively;normal and peak periods respectively;normal and peak periods respectively;

(c)(c)(c)(c) of the average waiting time for each traveller queuing up for clearanceof the average waiting time for each traveller queuing up for clearanceof the average waiting time for each traveller queuing up for clearanceof the average waiting time for each traveller queuing up for clearance

procedures upon arrival or departure during rush hours; andprocedures upon arrival or departure during rush hours; andprocedures upon arrival or departure during rush hours; andprocedures upon arrival or departure during rush hours; and

(d)(d)(d)(d) what measures will be taken by the Government to speed up the movement ofwhat measures will be taken by the Government to speed up the movement ofwhat measures will be taken by the Government to speed up the movement ofwhat measures will be taken by the Government to speed up the movement of

travellers during rush hours?travellers during rush hours?travellers during rush hours?travellers during rush hours?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, on average some 86 000 passengers passSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, on average some 86 000 passengers passSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, on average some 86 000 passengers passSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, on average some 86 000 passengers pass

through the Lo Wu Terminal on weekdays, and some 102 000 on Saturdays and publicthrough the Lo Wu Terminal on weekdays, and some 102 000 on Saturdays and publicthrough the Lo Wu Terminal on weekdays, and some 102 000 on Saturdays and publicthrough the Lo Wu Terminal on weekdays, and some 102 000 on Saturdays and public

holidays.  The volume of passenger traffic is higher at a number of festivals duringholidays.  The volume of passenger traffic is higher at a number of festivals duringholidays.  The volume of passenger traffic is higher at a number of festivals duringholidays.  The volume of passenger traffic is higher at a number of festivals during

the year, such as at the Lunar New Year and at Ching Ming.the year, such as at the Lunar New Year and at Ching Ming.the year, such as at the Lunar New Year and at Ching Ming.the year, such as at the Lunar New Year and at Ching Ming.

Forty-six immigration counters are manned on weekdays, and 60 at weekends.  AllForty-six immigration counters are manned on weekdays, and 60 at weekends.  AllForty-six immigration counters are manned on weekdays, and 60 at weekends.  AllForty-six immigration counters are manned on weekdays, and 60 at weekends.  All

the 88 counters are manned at periods of peak demand.the 88 counters are manned at periods of peak demand.the 88 counters are manned at periods of peak demand.the 88 counters are manned at periods of peak demand.

We aim to complete immigration clearance of allWe aim to complete immigration clearance of allWe aim to complete immigration clearance of allWe aim to complete immigration clearance of all passengers within 30 minutes. passengers within 30 minutes. passengers within 30 minutes. passengers within 30 minutes.

This standard is generally achieved, including at the Lo Wu Terminal.  However,This standard is generally achieved, including at the Lo Wu Terminal.  However,This standard is generally achieved, including at the Lo Wu Terminal.  However,This standard is generally achieved, including at the Lo Wu Terminal.  However,

during periods of peak demand, some passengers may have to wait for longer than this.during periods of peak demand, some passengers may have to wait for longer than this.during periods of peak demand, some passengers may have to wait for longer than this.during periods of peak demand, some passengers may have to wait for longer than this.

To cope with the volume of passenger traffic at times To cope with the volume of passenger traffic at times To cope with the volume of passenger traffic at times To cope with the volume of passenger traffic at times of peak demand: theof peak demand: theof peak demand: theof peak demand: the

Immigration Department deploy staff flexibly to man as many immigration counters asImmigration Department deploy staff flexibly to man as many immigration counters asImmigration Department deploy staff flexibly to man as many immigration counters asImmigration Department deploy staff flexibly to man as many immigration counters as

possible in the direction where demand is highest; and Hong Kong residents arepossible in the direction where demand is highest; and Hong Kong residents arepossible in the direction where demand is highest; and Hong Kong residents arepossible in the direction where demand is highest; and Hong Kong residents are

segregated from other travellers so that holders of Hong Kong identity cards can besegregated from other travellers so that holders of Hong Kong identity cards can besegregated from other travellers so that holders of Hong Kong identity cards can besegregated from other travellers so that holders of Hong Kong identity cards can be

cleared more quickly.  In the longer term, work has now started on a project whichcleared more quickly.  In the longer term, work has now started on a project whichcleared more quickly.  In the longer term, work has now started on a project whichcleared more quickly.  In the longer term, work has now started on a project which

will provide additional waiting space of about           1 800 sq m and an increasewill provide additional waiting space of about           1 800 sq m and an increasewill provide additional waiting space of about           1 800 sq m and an increasewill provide additional waiting space of about           1 800 sq m and an increase

in the number of counters for passenger clearance from 88 to 160.  This project isin the number of counters for passenger clearance from 88 to 160.  This project isin the number of counters for passenger clearance from 88 to 160.  This project isin the number of counters for passenger clearance from 88 to 160.  This project is

expected to be completed at the end of 1994.expected to be completed at the end of 1994.expected to be completed at the end of 1994.expected to be completed at the end of 1994.

MR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, how many passengers was theMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, how many passengers was theMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, how many passengers was theMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, how many passengers was the

Lo Wu Terminal originally designed to handle and how long passengers have to waitLo Wu Terminal originally designed to handle and how long passengers have to waitLo Wu Terminal originally designed to handle and how long passengers have to waitLo Wu Terminal originally designed to handle and how long passengers have to wait

during peak periods?during peak periods?during peak periods?during peak periods?



SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not have that figure available.SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not have that figure available.SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not have that figure available.SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not have that figure available.

But I can say that the extension we are proposing will enable us to handle up to 13But I can say that the extension we are proposing will enable us to handle up to 13But I can say that the extension we are proposing will enable us to handle up to 13But I can say that the extension we are proposing will enable us to handle up to 13

000 arrivals and 11 000 departures an hour.000 arrivals and 11 000 departures an hour.000 arrivals and 11 000 departures an hour.000 arrivals and 11 000 departures an hour.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would you be able to supply the information requested in writing,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would you be able to supply the information requested in writing,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would you be able to supply the information requested in writing,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would you be able to supply the information requested in writing,

Secretary for Security?Secretary for Security?Secretary for Security?Secretary for Security?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  (Annex II)SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  (Annex II)SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  (Annex II)SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  (Annex II)

MR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary please advise this Council toMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary please advise this Council toMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary please advise this Council toMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary please advise this Council to

what extent movement through the Lo Wu Terminal is delayed by lack of manpower andwhat extent movement through the Lo Wu Terminal is delayed by lack of manpower andwhat extent movement through the Lo Wu Terminal is delayed by lack of manpower andwhat extent movement through the Lo Wu Terminal is delayed by lack of manpower and

facilities on the Chinese side, and what measures the Government is taking tofacilities on the Chinese side, and what measures the Government is taking tofacilities on the Chinese side, and what measures the Government is taking tofacilities on the Chinese side, and what measures the Government is taking to

alleviate such delay?alleviate such delay?alleviate such delay?alleviate such delay?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not think that any delay in passingSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not think that any delay in passingSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not think that any delay in passingSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I do not think that any delay in passing

through our Lo Wu Terminal is attributable to lack of facilities on the Chinese side.through our Lo Wu Terminal is attributable to lack of facilities on the Chinese side.through our Lo Wu Terminal is attributable to lack of facilities on the Chinese side.through our Lo Wu Terminal is attributable to lack of facilities on the Chinese side.

There is though, I would say, very regular and close liaison between the ImmigrationThere is though, I would say, very regular and close liaison between the ImmigrationThere is though, I would say, very regular and close liaison between the ImmigrationThere is though, I would say, very regular and close liaison between the Immigration

Department on our side and the authorities on the Chinese side to cope with peaksDepartment on our side and the authorities on the Chinese side to cope with peaksDepartment on our side and the authorities on the Chinese side to cope with peaksDepartment on our side and the authorities on the Chinese side to cope with peaks

and busy periods of demand.and busy periods of demand.and busy periods of demand.and busy periods of demand.

MR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, is the Secretary aware that there areMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, is the Secretary aware that there areMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, is the Secretary aware that there areMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, is the Secretary aware that there are

increasing complaints by foreign visitors regarding delays at Lo Wu and other points,increasing complaints by foreign visitors regarding delays at Lo Wu and other points,increasing complaints by foreign visitors regarding delays at Lo Wu and other points,increasing complaints by foreign visitors regarding delays at Lo Wu and other points,

and would he not agree that with visitor numbers expected to show continued growth,and would he not agree that with visitor numbers expected to show continued growth,and would he not agree that with visitor numbers expected to show continued growth,and would he not agree that with visitor numbers expected to show continued growth,

the Immigration Department will need to increase manning levels at these points,the Immigration Department will need to increase manning levels at these points,the Immigration Department will need to increase manning levels at these points,the Immigration Department will need to increase manning levels at these points,

including Kai Tak?including Kai Tak?including Kai Tak?including Kai Tak?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the numbers of complaints in relationSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the numbers of complaints in relationSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the numbers of complaints in relationSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the numbers of complaints in relation

to Lo Wu have in fact been very small indeed.  In the last three years we have probablyto Lo Wu have in fact been very small indeed.  In the last three years we have probablyto Lo Wu have in fact been very small indeed.  In the last three years we have probablyto Lo Wu have in fact been very small indeed.  In the last three years we have probably

had less than a handful of complaints in each year.  I do agree though that it ishad less than a handful of complaints in each year.  I do agree though that it ishad less than a handful of complaints in each year.  I do agree though that it ishad less than a handful of complaints in each year.  I do agree though that it is

necessary for us to seek to maintain the design clearance time for all passengersnecessary for us to seek to maintain the design clearance time for all passengersnecessary for us to seek to maintain the design clearance time for all passengersnecessary for us to seek to maintain the design clearance time for all passengers

of 30 minutes and we will certainly endeavour to obtain and deploy the resourcesof 30 minutes and we will certainly endeavour to obtain and deploy the resourcesof 30 minutes and we will certainly endeavour to obtain and deploy the resourcesof 30 minutes and we will certainly endeavour to obtain and deploy the resources

necessary to do that.necessary to do that.necessary to do that.necessary to do that.



MRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, in his answer the Secretary said that in timesMRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, in his answer the Secretary said that in timesMRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, in his answer the Secretary said that in timesMRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, in his answer the Secretary said that in times

of peak demand the passengers would really have to wait much longer than the 30-of peak demand the passengers would really have to wait much longer than the 30-of peak demand the passengers would really have to wait much longer than the 30-of peak demand the passengers would really have to wait much longer than the 30-

minute target waiting time originally intended. Can the Secretary tell this Councilminute target waiting time originally intended. Can the Secretary tell this Councilminute target waiting time originally intended. Can the Secretary tell this Councilminute target waiting time originally intended. Can the Secretary tell this Council

how many days in a year would be regarded as periods of peak demand, and what thehow many days in a year would be regarded as periods of peak demand, and what thehow many days in a year would be regarded as periods of peak demand, and what thehow many days in a year would be regarded as periods of peak demand, and what the

longest time would be for passengers to wait during the periods of peak demand?longest time would be for passengers to wait during the periods of peak demand?longest time would be for passengers to wait during the periods of peak demand?longest time would be for passengers to wait during the periods of peak demand?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, averages can be slightly confusing.  OnSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, averages can be slightly confusing.  OnSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, averages can be slightly confusing.  OnSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, averages can be slightly confusing.  On

normal weekdays the average waiting time would be approximately 15 minutes.  Onnormal weekdays the average waiting time would be approximately 15 minutes.  Onnormal weekdays the average waiting time would be approximately 15 minutes.  Onnormal weekdays the average waiting time would be approximately 15 minutes.  On

Saturdays and Sundays it would be 20 minutes.  On certain festivals which would occurSaturdays and Sundays it would be 20 minutes.  On certain festivals which would occurSaturdays and Sundays it would be 20 minutes.  On certain festivals which would occurSaturdays and Sundays it would be 20 minutes.  On certain festivals which would occur

primarily at Lunar New Year, at Ching Ming, at Easter and maybe on a handful of otherprimarily at Lunar New Year, at Ching Ming, at Easter and maybe on a handful of otherprimarily at Lunar New Year, at Ching Ming, at Easter and maybe on a handful of otherprimarily at Lunar New Year, at Ching Ming, at Easter and maybe on a handful of other

days during the year, the waiting time would average 30 minutes.  But these aredays during the year, the waiting time would average 30 minutes.  But these aredays during the year, the waiting time would average 30 minutes.  But these aredays during the year, the waiting time would average 30 minutes.  But these are

averages and I do stress that within busy periods there are a number of individualaverages and I do stress that within busy periods there are a number of individualaverages and I do stress that within busy periods there are a number of individualaverages and I do stress that within busy periods there are a number of individual

peaks and during those times the waiting time can be longer than these average figurespeaks and during those times the waiting time can be longer than these average figurespeaks and during those times the waiting time can be longer than these average figurespeaks and during those times the waiting time can be longer than these average figures

I have quoted.I have quoted.I have quoted.I have quoted.

DR SAMUEL WONG: Mr Deputy President, the immigration control point at the KCR TerminalDR SAMUEL WONG: Mr Deputy President, the immigration control point at the KCR TerminalDR SAMUEL WONG: Mr Deputy President, the immigration control point at the KCR TerminalDR SAMUEL WONG: Mr Deputy President, the immigration control point at the KCR Terminal

in Hung Hom is used for four or five pairs of through trains daily to Guangzhou only.in Hung Hom is used for four or five pairs of through trains daily to Guangzhou only.in Hung Hom is used for four or five pairs of through trains daily to Guangzhou only.in Hung Hom is used for four or five pairs of through trains daily to Guangzhou only.

Could this same control point be used for additional through trains, if available,Could this same control point be used for additional through trains, if available,Could this same control point be used for additional through trains, if available,Could this same control point be used for additional through trains, if available,

to stations beyond Lo Wu in China, so that the loading at Lo Wu could be eased?to stations beyond Lo Wu in China, so that the loading at Lo Wu could be eased?to stations beyond Lo Wu in China, so that the loading at Lo Wu could be eased?to stations beyond Lo Wu in China, so that the loading at Lo Wu could be eased?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, to my knowledge the immigration controlSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, to my knowledge the immigration controlSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, to my knowledge the immigration controlSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, to my knowledge the immigration control

point at Hung Hom is under equal pressure, if not more than Lo Wu, and I do not believepoint at Hung Hom is under equal pressure, if not more than Lo Wu, and I do not believepoint at Hung Hom is under equal pressure, if not more than Lo Wu, and I do not believepoint at Hung Hom is under equal pressure, if not more than Lo Wu, and I do not believe

that it could be used effectively to relieve pressure at Lo Wu at present.that it could be used effectively to relieve pressure at Lo Wu at present.that it could be used effectively to relieve pressure at Lo Wu at present.that it could be used effectively to relieve pressure at Lo Wu at present.

MR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, besides locals and foreignMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, besides locals and foreignMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, besides locals and foreignMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, besides locals and foreign

visitors, users of the Lo Wu Terminal include people coming to Hong Kong on two-visitors, users of the Lo Wu Terminal include people coming to Hong Kong on two-visitors, users of the Lo Wu Terminal include people coming to Hong Kong on two-visitors, users of the Lo Wu Terminal include people coming to Hong Kong on two-

way permits to visit their relatives here.  They usually use another crossing andway permits to visit their relatives here.  They usually use another crossing andway permits to visit their relatives here.  They usually use another crossing andway permits to visit their relatives here.  They usually use another crossing and

have to wait for over 30 minutes. Will the Administration consider improving thehave to wait for over 30 minutes. Will the Administration consider improving thehave to wait for over 30 minutes. Will the Administration consider improving thehave to wait for over 30 minutes. Will the Administration consider improving the

facilities so that they do not have to wait too long?facilities so that they do not have to wait too long?facilities so that they do not have to wait too long?facilities so that they do not have to wait too long?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  Clearly, quite apart from theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  Clearly, quite apart from theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  Clearly, quite apart from theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  Clearly, quite apart from the



waiting time, the actual processing time of individual travellers can varywaiting time, the actual processing time of individual travellers can varywaiting time, the actual processing time of individual travellers can varywaiting time, the actual processing time of individual travellers can vary

considerably.  It averages 24 seconds per passenger. But for Hong Kong residents itconsiderably.  It averages 24 seconds per passenger. But for Hong Kong residents itconsiderably.  It averages 24 seconds per passenger. But for Hong Kong residents itconsiderably.  It averages 24 seconds per passenger. But for Hong Kong residents it

tends to be about half that time, that is, about 10 to 12 seconds per passenger; andtends to be about half that time, that is, about 10 to 12 seconds per passenger; andtends to be about half that time, that is, about 10 to 12 seconds per passenger; andtends to be about half that time, that is, about 10 to 12 seconds per passenger; and

for certain categories of traveller, in particular the two-way permit holders whichfor certain categories of traveller, in particular the two-way permit holders whichfor certain categories of traveller, in particular the two-way permit holders whichfor certain categories of traveller, in particular the two-way permit holders which

Mr YOUNG has mentioned, it can be very considerably longer than average.   TheMr YOUNG has mentioned, it can be very considerably longer than average.   TheMr YOUNG has mentioned, it can be very considerably longer than average.   TheMr YOUNG has mentioned, it can be very considerably longer than average.   The

possibility of some alternative arrangement for two-way permit holders is somethingpossibility of some alternative arrangement for two-way permit holders is somethingpossibility of some alternative arrangement for two-way permit holders is somethingpossibility of some alternative arrangement for two-way permit holders is something

that the Director of Immigration is now considering.that the Director of Immigration is now considering.that the Director of Immigration is now considering.that the Director of Immigration is now considering.

MR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration inform thisMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration inform thisMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration inform thisMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Administration inform this

Council whether the busy periods mentioned by the Secretary in his reply shouldCouncil whether the busy periods mentioned by the Secretary in his reply shouldCouncil whether the busy periods mentioned by the Secretary in his reply shouldCouncil whether the busy periods mentioned by the Secretary in his reply should

include primary and secondary school holidays such as Easter?  If not, why not?include primary and secondary school holidays such as Easter?  If not, why not?include primary and secondary school holidays such as Easter?  If not, why not?include primary and secondary school holidays such as Easter?  If not, why not?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  As I think I said in my main answer,SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  As I think I said in my main answer,SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  As I think I said in my main answer,SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  As I think I said in my main answer,

certain festivals and holidays of the year are particularly busy periods; that wouldcertain festivals and holidays of the year are particularly busy periods; that wouldcertain festivals and holidays of the year are particularly busy periods; that wouldcertain festivals and holidays of the year are particularly busy periods; that would

include Easter as well as the Lunar New Year and Ching Ming.   I believe in fact thatinclude Easter as well as the Lunar New Year and Ching Ming.   I believe in fact thatinclude Easter as well as the Lunar New Year and Ching Ming.   I believe in fact thatinclude Easter as well as the Lunar New Year and Ching Ming.   I believe in fact that

the highest daily number of passengers recorded this year was on 3 April, just beforethe highest daily number of passengers recorded this year was on 3 April, just beforethe highest daily number of passengers recorded this year was on 3 April, just beforethe highest daily number of passengers recorded this year was on 3 April, just before

Ching Ming, when about 137 000 passengers passed through Lo Wu.Ching Ming, when about 137 000 passengers passed through Lo Wu.Ching Ming, when about 137 000 passengers passed through Lo Wu.Ching Ming, when about 137 000 passengers passed through Lo Wu.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary inform usMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary inform usMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary inform usMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary inform us

of the number of passengers who return on the same day they depart and what is theof the number of passengers who return on the same day they depart and what is theof the number of passengers who return on the same day they depart and what is theof the number of passengers who return on the same day they depart and what is the

trend of growth for this category of passengers?trend of growth for this category of passengers?trend of growth for this category of passengers?trend of growth for this category of passengers?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I said in my main answer that certainlySECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I said in my main answer that certainlySECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I said in my main answer that certainlySECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I said in my main answer that certainly

during the first three months of this year the average number of passengers per dayduring the first three months of this year the average number of passengers per dayduring the first three months of this year the average number of passengers per dayduring the first three months of this year the average number of passengers per day

was 86 000 on weekdays and 102 000 on Saturdays and Public Holidays, and on a fewwas 86 000 on weekdays and 102 000 on Saturdays and Public Holidays, and on a fewwas 86 000 on weekdays and 102 000 on Saturdays and Public Holidays, and on a fewwas 86 000 on weekdays and 102 000 on Saturdays and Public Holidays, and on a few

days, at festivals, the numbers can be higher than that.   Those are the averagedays, at festivals, the numbers can be higher than that.   Those are the averagedays, at festivals, the numbers can be higher than that.   Those are the averagedays, at festivals, the numbers can be higher than that.   Those are the average

number of figures and in general one can assume that the traffic out of Hong Kongnumber of figures and in general one can assume that the traffic out of Hong Kongnumber of figures and in general one can assume that the traffic out of Hong Kongnumber of figures and in general one can assume that the traffic out of Hong Kong

is roughly the same as the traffic into Hong Kong; so the number of passengers arrivingis roughly the same as the traffic into Hong Kong; so the number of passengers arrivingis roughly the same as the traffic into Hong Kong; so the number of passengers arrivingis roughly the same as the traffic into Hong Kong; so the number of passengers arriving

would be roughly half those figures.would be roughly half those figures.would be roughly half those figures.would be roughly half those figures.

Sino-Hong Kong efforts against smuggling of weaponsSino-Hong Kong efforts against smuggling of weaponsSino-Hong Kong efforts against smuggling of weaponsSino-Hong Kong efforts against smuggling of weapons

5.5.5.5. MR HENRMR HENRMR HENRMR HENRY TANG asked: In view of the increasingly powerful weapons used byY TANG asked: In view of the increasingly powerful weapons used byY TANG asked: In view of the increasingly powerful weapons used byY TANG asked: In view of the increasingly powerful weapons used by



criminals in recent incidents, one of which involved a grenade attack and causedcriminals in recent incidents, one of which involved a grenade attack and causedcriminals in recent incidents, one of which involved a grenade attack and causedcriminals in recent incidents, one of which involved a grenade attack and caused

injury to 17 police officers and passers-by, will the Government inform this Councilinjury to 17 police officers and passers-by, will the Government inform this Councilinjury to 17 police officers and passers-by, will the Government inform this Councilinjury to 17 police officers and passers-by, will the Government inform this Council

what specific agreement has been reached with the Chinese authorities in steppingwhat specific agreement has been reached with the Chinese authorities in steppingwhat specific agreement has been reached with the Chinese authorities in steppingwhat specific agreement has been reached with the Chinese authorities in stepping

up joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong?up joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong?up joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong?up joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no single agreement with theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no single agreement with theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no single agreement with theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no single agreement with the

Chinese authorities on joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong.Chinese authorities on joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong.Chinese authorities on joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong.Chinese authorities on joint efforts to curb the smuggling of weapons into Hong Kong.

But we have a number of channels for cross-border co-operation on curbing this andBut we have a number of channels for cross-border co-operation on curbing this andBut we have a number of channels for cross-border co-operation on curbing this andBut we have a number of channels for cross-border co-operation on curbing this and

other illegal activities between Hong Kong and China.  These provide for day-to-other illegal activities between Hong Kong and China.  These provide for day-to-other illegal activities between Hong Kong and China.  These provide for day-to-other illegal activities between Hong Kong and China.  These provide for day-to-

day co-operation in all the key areas of cross-border crime.day co-operation in all the key areas of cross-border crime.day co-operation in all the key areas of cross-border crime.day co-operation in all the key areas of cross-border crime.

The first means of liaison is the International Criminal Police Organization,The first means of liaison is the International Criminal Police Organization,The first means of liaison is the International Criminal Police Organization,The first means of liaison is the International Criminal Police Organization,

commonly known as Interpol, of which both Hong Kong and China are members.  Thiscommonly known as Interpol, of which both Hong Kong and China are members.  Thiscommonly known as Interpol, of which both Hong Kong and China are members.  Thiscommonly known as Interpol, of which both Hong Kong and China are members.  This

provides Hong Kong and China, as it does police forces all over the world, with aprovides Hong Kong and China, as it does police forces all over the world, with aprovides Hong Kong and China, as it does police forces all over the world, with aprovides Hong Kong and China, as it does police forces all over the world, with a

regular channel through which one police force may request the assistance of the otherregular channel through which one police force may request the assistance of the otherregular channel through which one police force may request the assistance of the otherregular channel through which one police force may request the assistance of the other

in combatting crime. This is reinforced by cross-border liaison through regularin combatting crime. This is reinforced by cross-border liaison through regularin combatting crime. This is reinforced by cross-border liaison through regularin combatting crime. This is reinforced by cross-border liaison through regular

visits by representatives of our police force to their counterparts in China and vicevisits by representatives of our police force to their counterparts in China and vicevisits by representatives of our police force to their counterparts in China and vicevisits by representatives of our police force to their counterparts in China and vice

versa.  At the working level, border liaison contacts take place regularly to discussversa.  At the working level, border liaison contacts take place regularly to discussversa.  At the working level, border liaison contacts take place regularly to discussversa.  At the working level, border liaison contacts take place regularly to discuss

and resolve practical problems of cross-border co-operation against crime.  Thisand resolve practical problems of cross-border co-operation against crime.  Thisand resolve practical problems of cross-border co-operation against crime.  Thisand resolve practical problems of cross-border co-operation against crime.  This

cooperation extends to areas such as:cooperation extends to areas such as:cooperation extends to areas such as:cooperation extends to areas such as:

(a)(a)(a)(a) the identification of suspects involved in cross-borthe identification of suspects involved in cross-borthe identification of suspects involved in cross-borthe identification of suspects involved in cross-border crimes;der crimes;der crimes;der crimes;

(b)(b)(b)(b) information on the smuggling of arms or other contraband; andinformation on the smuggling of arms or other contraband; andinformation on the smuggling of arms or other contraband; andinformation on the smuggling of arms or other contraband; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) co-ordinated operations to tackle illegal immigration, smuggling, andco-ordinated operations to tackle illegal immigration, smuggling, andco-ordinated operations to tackle illegal immigration, smuggling, andco-ordinated operations to tackle illegal immigration, smuggling, and

narcotics.narcotics.narcotics.narcotics.

Members will also be aware that the Commissioner of Police, and a delegation ofMembers will also be aware that the Commissioner of Police, and a delegation ofMembers will also be aware that the Commissioner of Police, and a delegation ofMembers will also be aware that the Commissioner of Police, and a delegation of

his senior officers, are now in China for high level discussions on cross-borderhis senior officers, are now in China for high level discussions on cross-borderhis senior officers, are now in China for high level discussions on cross-borderhis senior officers, are now in China for high level discussions on cross-border

co-operation on crime.  Smuggling of weapons is one of the main areas he will beco-operation on crime.  Smuggling of weapons is one of the main areas he will beco-operation on crime.  Smuggling of weapons is one of the main areas he will beco-operation on crime.  Smuggling of weapons is one of the main areas he will be

discussing.discussing.discussing.discussing.

MR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I hope that this question is notMR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I hope that this question is notMR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I hope that this question is notMR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I hope that this question is not

outside the ambit of the main question.  In the Sham Shui Po shoot-out between theoutside the ambit of the main question.  In the Sham Shui Po shoot-out between theoutside the ambit of the main question.  In the Sham Shui Po shoot-out between theoutside the ambit of the main question.  In the Sham Shui Po shoot-out between the

police and the robbers on 24 April, the police fired many shots but none hit thepolice and the robbers on 24 April, the police fired many shots but none hit thepolice and the robbers on 24 April, the police fired many shots but none hit thepolice and the robbers on 24 April, the police fired many shots but none hit the



suspects.  In the mahjong parlour case last night, a total of 33 rounds of ammunitionsuspects.  In the mahjong parlour case last night, a total of 33 rounds of ammunitionsuspects.  In the mahjong parlour case last night, a total of 33 rounds of ammunitionsuspects.  In the mahjong parlour case last night, a total of 33 rounds of ammunition

were fired by the police and only one robber might have been hit.  Given that policewere fired by the police and only one robber might have been hit.  Given that policewere fired by the police and only one robber might have been hit.  Given that policewere fired by the police and only one robber might have been hit.  Given that police

officers normally have only three firing practices in a year, will the Administrationofficers normally have only three firing practices in a year, will the Administrationofficers normally have only three firing practices in a year, will the Administrationofficers normally have only three firing practices in a year, will the Administration

inform this Council whether consideration will be given to providing the police withinform this Council whether consideration will be given to providing the police withinform this Council whether consideration will be given to providing the police withinform this Council whether consideration will be given to providing the police with

more training in this area so as to improve the accuracy of their shots?more training in this area so as to improve the accuracy of their shots?more training in this area so as to improve the accuracy of their shots?more training in this area so as to improve the accuracy of their shots?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr TANG, I think, despite your entreaty, the question is out ofDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr TANG, I think, despite your entreaty, the question is out ofDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr TANG, I think, despite your entreaty, the question is out ofDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr TANG, I think, despite your entreaty, the question is out of

order, I fear.  Do you wish to ask a relevant supplementary, please?order, I fear.  Do you wish to ask a relevant supplementary, please?order, I fear.  Do you wish to ask a relevant supplementary, please?order, I fear.  Do you wish to ask a relevant supplementary, please?

MR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in hisMR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in hisMR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in hisMR HENRY TANG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in his

main reply that apart from liaison through the International Criminal Policemain reply that apart from liaison through the International Criminal Policemain reply that apart from liaison through the International Criminal Policemain reply that apart from liaison through the International Criminal Police

Organization, other co-operation between Hong Kong and China would includeOrganization, other co-operation between Hong Kong and China would includeOrganization, other co-operation between Hong Kong and China would includeOrganization, other co-operation between Hong Kong and China would include

identification of suspects, information exchange and co-ordinated operations.  Willidentification of suspects, information exchange and co-ordinated operations.  Willidentification of suspects, information exchange and co-ordinated operations.  Willidentification of suspects, information exchange and co-ordinated operations.  Will

the Secretary inform this Council of the number of suspects arrested in China andthe Secretary inform this Council of the number of suspects arrested in China andthe Secretary inform this Council of the number of suspects arrested in China andthe Secretary inform this Council of the number of suspects arrested in China and

extradited to Hong Kong for trial lately as a result of the above co-operation?extradited to Hong Kong for trial lately as a result of the above co-operation?extradited to Hong Kong for trial lately as a result of the above co-operation?extradited to Hong Kong for trial lately as a result of the above co-operation?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no extradition arrangementSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no extradition arrangementSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no extradition arrangementSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, there is no extradition arrangement

between Hong Kong and China and persons are not extradited between China and Hongbetween Hong Kong and China and persons are not extradited between China and Hongbetween Hong Kong and China and persons are not extradited between China and Hongbetween Hong Kong and China and persons are not extradited between China and Hong

Kong or between Hong Kong and China.Kong or between Hong Kong and China.Kong or between Hong Kong and China.Kong or between Hong Kong and China.

DR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, would the Secretary give us some idea how muchDR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, would the Secretary give us some idea how muchDR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, would the Secretary give us some idea how muchDR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, would the Secretary give us some idea how much

importance their Chinese counterparts actually attach to preventing firearms fromimportance their Chinese counterparts actually attach to preventing firearms fromimportance their Chinese counterparts actually attach to preventing firearms fromimportance their Chinese counterparts actually attach to preventing firearms from

being brought into Hong Kong as compared to, say, Chinese antiques and objets d'art?being brought into Hong Kong as compared to, say, Chinese antiques and objets d'art?being brought into Hong Kong as compared to, say, Chinese antiques and objets d'art?being brought into Hong Kong as compared to, say, Chinese antiques and objets d'art?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I believe, from all the reports I haveSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I believe, from all the reports I haveSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I believe, from all the reports I haveSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I believe, from all the reports I have

had of discussions by the Commissioner of Police and senior police officers with theirhad of discussions by the Commissioner of Police and senior police officers with theirhad of discussions by the Commissioner of Police and senior police officers with theirhad of discussions by the Commissioner of Police and senior police officers with their

counterparts in China, that the Chinese authorities do take this problem seriously.counterparts in China, that the Chinese authorities do take this problem seriously.counterparts in China, that the Chinese authorities do take this problem seriously.counterparts in China, that the Chinese authorities do take this problem seriously.

MR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, from the Secretary's answer it seems that thereMR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, from the Secretary's answer it seems that thereMR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, from the Secretary's answer it seems that thereMR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, from the Secretary's answer it seems that there

has been a lot of discussion, a lot of talk.  But what we really want to know is whathas been a lot of discussion, a lot of talk.  But what we really want to know is whathas been a lot of discussion, a lot of talk.  But what we really want to know is whathas been a lot of discussion, a lot of talk.  But what we really want to know is what



action will be taken and what agreements have been reached to deal with the situationaction will be taken and what agreements have been reached to deal with the situationaction will be taken and what agreements have been reached to deal with the situationaction will be taken and what agreements have been reached to deal with the situation

that we are now facing at the moment. Would the Secretary brief us on this?that we are now facing at the moment. Would the Secretary brief us on this?that we are now facing at the moment. Would the Secretary brief us on this?that we are now facing at the moment. Would the Secretary brief us on this?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, it is difficult to quantify in anySECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, it is difficult to quantify in anySECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, it is difficult to quantify in anySECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, it is difficult to quantify in any

statistical form the results of co-operation in terms of individuals arrested, instatistical form the results of co-operation in terms of individuals arrested, instatistical form the results of co-operation in terms of individuals arrested, instatistical form the results of co-operation in terms of individuals arrested, in

terms of weapons that have been seized, or in terms of cases of smuggling or illegalterms of weapons that have been seized, or in terms of cases of smuggling or illegalterms of weapons that have been seized, or in terms of cases of smuggling or illegalterms of weapons that have been seized, or in terms of cases of smuggling or illegal

immigration prevented.  The exchange of information and the assistance from one sideimmigration prevented.  The exchange of information and the assistance from one sideimmigration prevented.  The exchange of information and the assistance from one sideimmigration prevented.  The exchange of information and the assistance from one side

to another is but one of the means that the police use to tackle these crimes.  Butto another is but one of the means that the police use to tackle these crimes.  Butto another is but one of the means that the police use to tackle these crimes.  Butto another is but one of the means that the police use to tackle these crimes.  But

I think I can say that the cross-border co-operation has been a factor in solvingI think I can say that the cross-border co-operation has been a factor in solvingI think I can say that the cross-border co-operation has been a factor in solvingI think I can say that the cross-border co-operation has been a factor in solving

some of the crimes and in preventing in some cases arms coming into Hong Kong.some of the crimes and in preventing in some cases arms coming into Hong Kong.some of the crimes and in preventing in some cases arms coming into Hong Kong.some of the crimes and in preventing in some cases arms coming into Hong Kong.

MRS RITA FAN: Mr Deputy President, what happened last night sent shock waves acrossMRS RITA FAN: Mr Deputy President, what happened last night sent shock waves acrossMRS RITA FAN: Mr Deputy President, what happened last night sent shock waves acrossMRS RITA FAN: Mr Deputy President, what happened last night sent shock waves across

our community.  The Secretary and we all know that the Commissioner of Police andour community.  The Secretary and we all know that the Commissioner of Police andour community.  The Secretary and we all know that the Commissioner of Police andour community.  The Secretary and we all know that the Commissioner of Police and

a delegation of senior officers are now in China for talks.  May I ask the Secretarya delegation of senior officers are now in China for talks.  May I ask the Secretarya delegation of senior officers are now in China for talks.  May I ask the Secretarya delegation of senior officers are now in China for talks.  May I ask the Secretary

whether he has already sent a message to the Commissioner of Police to convey ourwhether he has already sent a message to the Commissioner of Police to convey ourwhether he has already sent a message to the Commissioner of Police to convey ourwhether he has already sent a message to the Commissioner of Police to convey our

very deep concern about what happened last night and urge the Chinese authoritiesvery deep concern about what happened last night and urge the Chinese authoritiesvery deep concern about what happened last night and urge the Chinese authoritiesvery deep concern about what happened last night and urge the Chinese authorities

to offer us every co-operation, for their good as well as ours?to offer us every co-operation, for their good as well as ours?to offer us every co-operation, for their good as well as ours?to offer us every co-operation, for their good as well as ours?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have not myself been in touch withSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have not myself been in touch withSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have not myself been in touch withSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have not myself been in touch with

the Commissioner of Police but I know that the police here are and have been in regularthe Commissioner of Police but I know that the police here are and have been in regularthe Commissioner of Police but I know that the police here are and have been in regularthe Commissioner of Police but I know that the police here are and have been in regular

touch with him in China.  I am sure that we all share the shock and the concern thattouch with him in China.  I am sure that we all share the shock and the concern thattouch with him in China.  I am sure that we all share the shock and the concern thattouch with him in China.  I am sure that we all share the shock and the concern that

Mrs FAN has expressed and that the Commissioner will clearly be taking this matterMrs FAN has expressed and that the Commissioner will clearly be taking this matterMrs FAN has expressed and that the Commissioner will clearly be taking this matterMrs FAN has expressed and that the Commissioner will clearly be taking this matter

up during his stay in China.up during his stay in China.up during his stay in China.up during his stay in China.

MR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in view of the increasingMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in view of the increasingMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in view of the increasingMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in view of the increasing

seriousness of the street shoot-outs between police officers and robbers and theseriousness of the street shoot-outs between police officers and robbers and theseriousness of the street shoot-outs between police officers and robbers and theseriousness of the street shoot-outs between police officers and robbers and the

occassional reports of members of the public being hit by flying bullets, will theoccassional reports of members of the public being hit by flying bullets, will theoccassional reports of members of the public being hit by flying bullets, will theoccassional reports of members of the public being hit by flying bullets, will the

Administration inform this Council whether there is any plan in hand to advise people,Administration inform this Council whether there is any plan in hand to advise people,Administration inform this Council whether there is any plan in hand to advise people,Administration inform this Council whether there is any plan in hand to advise people,

through television or other media, how to respond to the situation should theythrough television or other media, how to respond to the situation should theythrough television or other media, how to respond to the situation should theythrough television or other media, how to respond to the situation should they

confront a shoot-out so as to reduce the dangers posed to their lives?confront a shoot-out so as to reduce the dangers posed to their lives?confront a shoot-out so as to reduce the dangers posed to their lives?confront a shoot-out so as to reduce the dangers posed to their lives?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is not strictly relevant but do you have a ready answer?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is not strictly relevant but do you have a ready answer?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is not strictly relevant but do you have a ready answer?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is not strictly relevant but do you have a ready answer?



SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: No, Mr Deputy President, I am not able at the moment to answerSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: No, Mr Deputy President, I am not able at the moment to answerSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: No, Mr Deputy President, I am not able at the moment to answerSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: No, Mr Deputy President, I am not able at the moment to answer

that.that.that.that.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it seems to me that neither ofMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it seems to me that neither ofMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it seems to me that neither ofMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it seems to me that neither of

the two officials provides me with a relevant answer to the two questions I raisedthe two officials provides me with a relevant answer to the two questions I raisedthe two officials provides me with a relevant answer to the two questions I raisedthe two officials provides me with a relevant answer to the two questions I raised

just now.  I hope I could get an answer this time.  Notwithstanding that no agreementjust now.  I hope I could get an answer this time.  Notwithstanding that no agreementjust now.  I hope I could get an answer this time.  Notwithstanding that no agreementjust now.  I hope I could get an answer this time.  Notwithstanding that no agreement

has been reached between the Hong Kong Government and the Chinese authorities afterhas been reached between the Hong Kong Government and the Chinese authorities afterhas been reached between the Hong Kong Government and the Chinese authorities afterhas been reached between the Hong Kong Government and the Chinese authorities after

lots of talks and discussions, will the Administration inform this Council of thelots of talks and discussions, will the Administration inform this Council of thelots of talks and discussions, will the Administration inform this Council of thelots of talks and discussions, will the Administration inform this Council of the

concrete actions taken by the Chinese side in the meantime to curb the smuggling ofconcrete actions taken by the Chinese side in the meantime to curb the smuggling ofconcrete actions taken by the Chinese side in the meantime to curb the smuggling ofconcrete actions taken by the Chinese side in the meantime to curb the smuggling of

arms by powerful speedboats?arms by powerful speedboats?arms by powerful speedboats?arms by powerful speedboats?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, perhaps I could by way of clarificationSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, perhaps I could by way of clarificationSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, perhaps I could by way of clarificationSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, perhaps I could by way of clarification

say first of all that I did not mean to give the impression from my original answersay first of all that I did not mean to give the impression from my original answersay first of all that I did not mean to give the impression from my original answersay first of all that I did not mean to give the impression from my original answer

that there has been a complete lack of agreement with the Chinese.  What my originalthat there has been a complete lack of agreement with the Chinese.  What my originalthat there has been a complete lack of agreement with the Chinese.  What my originalthat there has been a complete lack of agreement with the Chinese.  What my original

answer said was that the arrangements for co-operation that we have with China areanswer said was that the arrangements for co-operation that we have with China areanswer said was that the arrangements for co-operation that we have with China areanswer said was that the arrangements for co-operation that we have with China are

not reduced into one single agreement on one bit of paper.  We have had, in fact,not reduced into one single agreement on one bit of paper.  We have had, in fact,not reduced into one single agreement on one bit of paper.  We have had, in fact,not reduced into one single agreement on one bit of paper.  We have had, in fact,

considerable agreement on the sort of co-operation which each side can offer the otherconsiderable agreement on the sort of co-operation which each side can offer the otherconsiderable agreement on the sort of co-operation which each side can offer the otherconsiderable agreement on the sort of co-operation which each side can offer the other

and I gave some general examples of those in my main answer.  In the specific caseand I gave some general examples of those in my main answer.  In the specific caseand I gave some general examples of those in my main answer.  In the specific caseand I gave some general examples of those in my main answer.  In the specific case

that the question relates to, the Chinese side has been taking very robust and verythat the question relates to, the Chinese side has been taking very robust and verythat the question relates to, the Chinese side has been taking very robust and verythat the question relates to, the Chinese side has been taking very robust and very

frequent action against speedboats currently travelling between Hong Kong and China,frequent action against speedboats currently travelling between Hong Kong and China,frequent action against speedboats currently travelling between Hong Kong and China,frequent action against speedboats currently travelling between Hong Kong and China,

and as I said, sometimes these operations are co-ordinated with operations on ourand as I said, sometimes these operations are co-ordinated with operations on ourand as I said, sometimes these operations are co-ordinated with operations on ourand as I said, sometimes these operations are co-ordinated with operations on our

own side.own side.own side.own side.

MR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, goldsmith and jewellery shopsMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, goldsmith and jewellery shopsMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, goldsmith and jewellery shopsMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, goldsmith and jewellery shops

usually are the prime targets of robbers.  Will the Administration allow these shopsusually are the prime targets of robbers.  Will the Administration allow these shopsusually are the prime targets of robbers.  Will the Administration allow these shopsusually are the prime targets of robbers.  Will the Administration allow these shops

to employ security guards from China in order to frighten off potential robbers?to employ security guards from China in order to frighten off potential robbers?to employ security guards from China in order to frighten off potential robbers?to employ security guards from China in order to frighten off potential robbers?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That strays beyond the main question and answer, but do you haveDEPUTY PRESIDENT: That strays beyond the main question and answer, but do you haveDEPUTY PRESIDENT: That strays beyond the main question and answer, but do you haveDEPUTY PRESIDENT: That strays beyond the main question and answer, but do you have

a ready answer, Secretary for Security?a ready answer, Secretary for Security?a ready answer, Secretary for Security?a ready answer, Secretary for Security?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, all I can say is that there is, I think,SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, all I can say is that there is, I think,SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, all I can say is that there is, I think,SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, all I can say is that there is, I think,

provision under the importation of labour scheme for security guards to be admittedprovision under the importation of labour scheme for security guards to be admittedprovision under the importation of labour scheme for security guards to be admittedprovision under the importation of labour scheme for security guards to be admitted



into Hong Kong.  Clearly, who applies for that and where they recruit staff is a matterinto Hong Kong.  Clearly, who applies for that and where they recruit staff is a matterinto Hong Kong.  Clearly, who applies for that and where they recruit staff is a matterinto Hong Kong.  Clearly, who applies for that and where they recruit staff is a matter

for the shop owners themselves.for the shop owners themselves.for the shop owners themselves.for the shop owners themselves.

MRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary inform thisMRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary inform thisMRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary inform thisMRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary inform this

Council whether the Administration finds our frequent contacts with the Chinese sideCouncil whether the Administration finds our frequent contacts with the Chinese sideCouncil whether the Administration finds our frequent contacts with the Chinese sideCouncil whether the Administration finds our frequent contacts with the Chinese side

useful?  If so, can he cite any example to demonstrate how effective they are?useful?  If so, can he cite any example to demonstrate how effective they are?useful?  If so, can he cite any example to demonstrate how effective they are?useful?  If so, can he cite any example to demonstrate how effective they are?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have attempted to answer that questionSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have attempted to answer that questionSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have attempted to answer that questionSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I have attempted to answer that question

previously.  Yes, I do believe they are effective but it is not possible to quantifypreviously.  Yes, I do believe they are effective but it is not possible to quantifypreviously.  Yes, I do believe they are effective but it is not possible to quantifypreviously.  Yes, I do believe they are effective but it is not possible to quantify

this in terms of statistics.  All I can say is that co-operation, in the form of thethis in terms of statistics.  All I can say is that co-operation, in the form of thethis in terms of statistics.  All I can say is that co-operation, in the form of thethis in terms of statistics.  All I can say is that co-operation, in the form of the

passage of information in particular, has been useful to the police in Hong Kong,passage of information in particular, has been useful to the police in Hong Kong,passage of information in particular, has been useful to the police in Hong Kong,passage of information in particular, has been useful to the police in Hong Kong,

both in preventing and in solving certain crimes.both in preventing and in solving certain crimes.both in preventing and in solving certain crimes.both in preventing and in solving certain crimes.

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to raise a questionMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to raise a questionMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to raise a questionMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to raise a question

which may not be directly related to the main question.  I find the recent shoot-outswhich may not be directly related to the main question.  I find the recent shoot-outswhich may not be directly related to the main question.  I find the recent shoot-outswhich may not be directly related to the main question.  I find the recent shoot-outs

between the police and the robbers really horrifying, in particular the Sham Shuibetween the police and the robbers really horrifying, in particular the Sham Shuibetween the police and the robbers really horrifying, in particular the Sham Shuibetween the police and the robbers really horrifying, in particular the Sham Shui

Po case.  Will the Administration impose heavy penalties on those convicted?Po case.  Will the Administration impose heavy penalties on those convicted?Po case.  Will the Administration impose heavy penalties on those convicted?Po case.  Will the Administration impose heavy penalties on those convicted?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I have got to rule that out of order, Mr FUNG, the question relatesDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I have got to rule that out of order, Mr FUNG, the question relatesDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I have got to rule that out of order, Mr FUNG, the question relatesDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I have got to rule that out of order, Mr FUNG, the question relates

to agreement with the Chinese.to agreement with the Chinese.to agreement with the Chinese.to agreement with the Chinese.

Civil service strength and growthCivil service strength and growthCivil service strength and growthCivil service strength and growth

6.6.6.6. MR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) of the change in the strength of the Civil Service over tof the change in the strength of the Civil Service over tof the change in the strength of the Civil Service over tof the change in the strength of the Civil Service over the past three years;he past three years;he past three years;he past three years;

(b)(b)(b)(b) of the change in the strength at directorate level over the same period;of the change in the strength at directorate level over the same period;of the change in the strength at directorate level over the same period;of the change in the strength at directorate level over the same period;

(c)(c)(c)(c) excluding the effect of the establishment of the Hospital Authority, whetherexcluding the effect of the establishment of the Hospital Authority, whetherexcluding the effect of the establishment of the Hospital Authority, whetherexcluding the effect of the establishment of the Hospital Authority, whether

the change over the past three years has reflected a containment in the growth ofthe change over the past three years has reflected a containment in the growth ofthe change over the past three years has reflected a containment in the growth ofthe change over the past three years has reflected a containment in the growth of

the Civil Service as a whole and at directorate level?the Civil Service as a whole and at directorate level?the Civil Service as a whole and at directorate level?the Civil Service as a whole and at directorate level?



SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) The strength of the Civil Service was l85 486 at l January l989. ThisThe strength of the Civil Service was l85 486 at l January l989. ThisThe strength of the Civil Service was l85 486 at l January l989. ThisThe strength of the Civil Service was l85 486 at l January l989. This

increased  by 2 397 (l.29%) during l989 to 187 883, and by    l 975 (l.05%) to 189increased  by 2 397 (l.29%) during l989 to 187 883, and by    l 975 (l.05%) to 189increased  by 2 397 (l.29%) during l989 to 187 883, and by    l 975 (l.05%) to 189increased  by 2 397 (l.29%) during l989 to 187 883, and by    l 975 (l.05%) to 189

858 in l990. Strength as at l January l992 was l87 006, which excludes staff who had858 in l990. Strength as at l January l992 was l87 006, which excludes staff who had858 in l990. Strength as at l January l992 was l87 006, which excludes staff who had858 in l990. Strength as at l January l992 was l87 006, which excludes staff who had

left the Civil Service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospitalleft the Civil Service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospitalleft the Civil Service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospitalleft the Civil Service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospital

Authority up to that date. If we included such staff the total strength would beAuthority up to that date. If we included such staff the total strength would beAuthority up to that date. If we included such staff the total strength would beAuthority up to that date. If we included such staff the total strength would be

l9l 936, or an increase of 2 078 (l.09%) over the previous year.l9l 936, or an increase of 2 078 (l.09%) over the previous year.l9l 936, or an increase of 2 078 (l.09%) over the previous year.l9l 936, or an increase of 2 078 (l.09%) over the previous year.

(b)(b)(b)(b) The strength of the directorate was l l29 at l January l989.  This increasedThe strength of the directorate was l l29 at l January l989.  This increasedThe strength of the directorate was l l29 at l January l989.  This increasedThe strength of the directorate was l l29 at l January l989.  This increased

by 47 to 1 176 (4.16%) in l989, by 96 to 1 272 (8.l6%) in l990 and by l03 to 1 375by 47 to 1 176 (4.16%) in l989, by 96 to 1 272 (8.l6%) in l990 and by l03 to 1 375by 47 to 1 176 (4.16%) in l989, by 96 to 1 272 (8.l6%) in l990 and by l03 to 1 375by 47 to 1 176 (4.16%) in l989, by 96 to 1 272 (8.l6%) in l990 and by l03 to 1 375

(8.l%) at l January l992.  Again, this last figure includes staff who had left the(8.l%) at l January l992.  Again, this last figure includes staff who had left the(8.l%) at l January l992.  Again, this last figure includes staff who had left the(8.l%) at l January l992.  Again, this last figure includes staff who had left the

service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospital Authority.service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospital Authority.service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospital Authority.service to join the Vocational Training Council and the Hospital Authority.

(c)(c)(c)(c) The figures reflect the Government's policy to control the overall growthThe figures reflect the Government's policy to control the overall growthThe figures reflect the Government's policy to control the overall growthThe figures reflect the Government's policy to control the overall growth

of the Civil Service.  Having said that, the policy allows variations betweenof the Civil Service.  Having said that, the policy allows variations betweenof the Civil Service.  Having said that, the policy allows variations betweenof the Civil Service.  Having said that, the policy allows variations between

departments and grades, so as to enable the Government to anticipate and react todepartments and grades, so as to enable the Government to anticipate and react todepartments and grades, so as to enable the Government to anticipate and react todepartments and grades, so as to enable the Government to anticipate and react to

changes in the nature, priorities and organization of its work.  Although, duringchanges in the nature, priorities and organization of its work.  Although, duringchanges in the nature, priorities and organization of its work.  Although, duringchanges in the nature, priorities and organization of its work.  Although, during

the period in question the directorate grew faster in percentage terms than thethe period in question the directorate grew faster in percentage terms than thethe period in question the directorate grew faster in percentage terms than thethe period in question the directorate grew faster in percentage terms than the

service as a whole, the number of new directorate posts year on year has been modest.service as a whole, the number of new directorate posts year on year has been modest.service as a whole, the number of new directorate posts year on year has been modest.service as a whole, the number of new directorate posts year on year has been modest.

Generally, increases in staff arise from the implementation of new tasks, and theGenerally, increases in staff arise from the implementation of new tasks, and theGenerally, increases in staff arise from the implementation of new tasks, and theGenerally, increases in staff arise from the implementation of new tasks, and the

upgrading of existing services. The increasing complexity of government business,upgrading of existing services. The increasing complexity of government business,upgrading of existing services. The increasing complexity of government business,upgrading of existing services. The increasing complexity of government business,

and rising community expectations require greater policy input at the directorateand rising community expectations require greater policy input at the directorateand rising community expectations require greater policy input at the directorateand rising community expectations require greater policy input at the directorate

level.  At more junior levels, we have been able to benefit from increasedlevel.  At more junior levels, we have been able to benefit from increasedlevel.  At more junior levels, we have been able to benefit from increasedlevel.  At more junior levels, we have been able to benefit from increased

computerization and practices such as contracting out basic services to the privatecomputerization and practices such as contracting out basic services to the privatecomputerization and practices such as contracting out basic services to the privatecomputerization and practices such as contracting out basic services to the private

sector.  This has enabled us to contain growth at these levels more easily.sector.  This has enabled us to contain growth at these levels more easily.sector.  This has enabled us to contain growth at these levels more easily.sector.  This has enabled us to contain growth at these levels more easily.

MR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, many lower and middle rankingMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, many lower and middle rankingMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, many lower and middle rankingMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, many lower and middle ranking

civil servants have reflected to us that the Administration only restrains the growthcivil servants have reflected to us that the Administration only restrains the growthcivil servants have reflected to us that the Administration only restrains the growthcivil servants have reflected to us that the Administration only restrains the growth

of civil servants in their ranks but has been very lenient in respect of growth ofof civil servants in their ranks but has been very lenient in respect of growth ofof civil servants in their ranks but has been very lenient in respect of growth ofof civil servants in their ranks but has been very lenient in respect of growth of

directorate posts, and that this has undermined the morale of the lower and middledirectorate posts, and that this has undermined the morale of the lower and middledirectorate posts, and that this has undermined the morale of the lower and middledirectorate posts, and that this has undermined the morale of the lower and middle

ranking civil servants.  In his main reply the Secretary has indicated that postsranking civil servants.  In his main reply the Secretary has indicated that postsranking civil servants.  In his main reply the Secretary has indicated that postsranking civil servants.  In his main reply the Secretary has indicated that posts

at the directorate level have increased by 20% in the last three years.  Would theat the directorate level have increased by 20% in the last three years.  Would theat the directorate level have increased by 20% in the last three years.  Would theat the directorate level have increased by 20% in the last three years.  Would the

Administration inform this Council how one could be assured that the existingAdministration inform this Council how one could be assured that the existingAdministration inform this Council how one could be assured that the existingAdministration inform this Council how one could be assured that the existing

directorate posts have not exceeded the actual demand and that they are "value fordirectorate posts have not exceeded the actual demand and that they are "value fordirectorate posts have not exceeded the actual demand and that they are "value fordirectorate posts have not exceeded the actual demand and that they are "value for



money"?money"?money"?money"?

SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I acknowledged in my answerSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I acknowledged in my answerSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I acknowledged in my answerSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I acknowledged in my answer

that in percentage terms there appears to have been a greater relative increase inthat in percentage terms there appears to have been a greater relative increase inthat in percentage terms there appears to have been a greater relative increase inthat in percentage terms there appears to have been a greater relative increase in

the size of the directorate compared with the Service as a whole over the last threethe size of the directorate compared with the Service as a whole over the last threethe size of the directorate compared with the Service as a whole over the last threethe size of the directorate compared with the Service as a whole over the last three

years.  I think, however, we should look at the figures: the directorate grew fromyears.  I think, however, we should look at the figures: the directorate grew fromyears.  I think, however, we should look at the figures: the directorate grew fromyears.  I think, however, we should look at the figures: the directorate grew from

1 129 to 1 375, an increase of 246 officers.  As I said in my main reply, I regard1 129 to 1 375, an increase of 246 officers.  As I said in my main reply, I regard1 129 to 1 375, an increase of 246 officers.  As I said in my main reply, I regard1 129 to 1 375, an increase of 246 officers.  As I said in my main reply, I regard

that as modest as compared with 6 500 at the non-directorate level.  There is nothat as modest as compared with 6 500 at the non-directorate level.  There is nothat as modest as compared with 6 500 at the non-directorate level.  There is nothat as modest as compared with 6 500 at the non-directorate level.  There is no

question of the directorate being allowed to increase at the expense of the non-question of the directorate being allowed to increase at the expense of the non-question of the directorate being allowed to increase at the expense of the non-question of the directorate being allowed to increase at the expense of the non-

directorate; there are indeed different sources of funding and different proceduresdirectorate; there are indeed different sources of funding and different proceduresdirectorate; there are indeed different sources of funding and different proceduresdirectorate; there are indeed different sources of funding and different procedures

which apply.  It is not possible, for instance, for a head of department to deletewhich apply.  It is not possible, for instance, for a head of department to deletewhich apply.  It is not possible, for instance, for a head of department to deletewhich apply.  It is not possible, for instance, for a head of department to delete

junior posts and thereby provide funds for new directorate posts.junior posts and thereby provide funds for new directorate posts.junior posts and thereby provide funds for new directorate posts.junior posts and thereby provide funds for new directorate posts.

MR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, it can be seen from theMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, it can be seen from theMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, it can be seen from theMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese):  Mr Deputy President, it can be seen from the

Secretary's main reply that the growth in directorate posts has far exceeded theSecretary's main reply that the growth in directorate posts has far exceeded theSecretary's main reply that the growth in directorate posts has far exceeded theSecretary's main reply that the growth in directorate posts has far exceeded the

overall growth of the Civil Service.  As a matter of fact many of the documents asoverall growth of the Civil Service.  As a matter of fact many of the documents asoverall growth of the Civil Service.  As a matter of fact many of the documents asoverall growth of the Civil Service.  As a matter of fact many of the documents as

well as justifications and recommendations in support of the proposals submitted towell as justifications and recommendations in support of the proposals submitted towell as justifications and recommendations in support of the proposals submitted towell as justifications and recommendations in support of the proposals submitted to

the Establishment Sub-committee of the Legislative Council to increase thethe Establishment Sub-committee of the Legislative Council to increase thethe Establishment Sub-committee of the Legislative Council to increase thethe Establishment Sub-committee of the Legislative Council to increase the

directorate posts have been prepared by civil servants at the directorate level.directorate posts have been prepared by civil servants at the directorate level.directorate posts have been prepared by civil servants at the directorate level.directorate posts have been prepared by civil servants at the directorate level.

Will the Administration inform this Council how it will ensure that these civilWill the Administration inform this Council how it will ensure that these civilWill the Administration inform this Council how it will ensure that these civilWill the Administration inform this Council how it will ensure that these civil

servants will not be able to lend a hand to their colleagues in creating directorateservants will not be able to lend a hand to their colleagues in creating directorateservants will not be able to lend a hand to their colleagues in creating directorateservants will not be able to lend a hand to their colleagues in creating directorate

posts so as to check against overexpansion?posts so as to check against overexpansion?posts so as to check against overexpansion?posts so as to check against overexpansion?

SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: As I mentioned, Mr Deputy President, there areSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: As I mentioned, Mr Deputy President, there areSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: As I mentioned, Mr Deputy President, there areSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: As I mentioned, Mr Deputy President, there are

different procedures applying to the creation of directorate posts and posts at thedifferent procedures applying to the creation of directorate posts and posts at thedifferent procedures applying to the creation of directorate posts and posts at thedifferent procedures applying to the creation of directorate posts and posts at the

non-directorate level.  At the non-directorate level, the authority is given undernon-directorate level.  At the non-directorate level, the authority is given undernon-directorate level.  At the non-directorate level, the authority is given undernon-directorate level.  At the non-directorate level, the authority is given under

the arrangements of our flexible management system to heads of departments, providedthe arrangements of our flexible management system to heads of departments, providedthe arrangements of our flexible management system to heads of departments, providedthe arrangements of our flexible management system to heads of departments, provided

they keep within certain financial guidelines.  Those posts do not come to thethey keep within certain financial guidelines.  Those posts do not come to thethey keep within certain financial guidelines.  Those posts do not come to thethey keep within certain financial guidelines.  Those posts do not come to the

Establishment Sub-committee and Members of the Legislative Council are therefore notEstablishment Sub-committee and Members of the Legislative Council are therefore notEstablishment Sub-committee and Members of the Legislative Council are therefore notEstablishment Sub-committee and Members of the Legislative Council are therefore not

aware of those.  Posts at the directorate level have to go through a number ofaware of those.  Posts at the directorate level have to go through a number ofaware of those.  Posts at the directorate level have to go through a number ofaware of those.  Posts at the directorate level have to go through a number of

procedures.  First of all, the Policy Secretary concerned must give support and mustprocedures.  First of all, the Policy Secretary concerned must give support and mustprocedures.  First of all, the Policy Secretary concerned must give support and mustprocedures.  First of all, the Policy Secretary concerned must give support and must

argue the case and the two resource branches then take considerable care in ensuringargue the case and the two resource branches then take considerable care in ensuringargue the case and the two resource branches then take considerable care in ensuringargue the case and the two resource branches then take considerable care in ensuring

that the case is fully justified.  As my colleague heads of departments will vouch,that the case is fully justified.  As my colleague heads of departments will vouch,that the case is fully justified.  As my colleague heads of departments will vouch,that the case is fully justified.  As my colleague heads of departments will vouch,

those hurdles are already pretty high and a number of proposals fall at that stage.those hurdles are already pretty high and a number of proposals fall at that stage.those hurdles are already pretty high and a number of proposals fall at that stage.those hurdles are already pretty high and a number of proposals fall at that stage.

If the recommendations are agreed at that stage, then they are referred outside theIf the recommendations are agreed at that stage, then they are referred outside theIf the recommendations are agreed at that stage, then they are referred outside theIf the recommendations are agreed at that stage, then they are referred outside the



Administration to one of our three advisory bodies for their advice.  If they surviveAdministration to one of our three advisory bodies for their advice.  If they surviveAdministration to one of our three advisory bodies for their advice.  If they surviveAdministration to one of our three advisory bodies for their advice.  If they survive

those hurdles, they are then passed to the Establishment Sub-committee and finallythose hurdles, they are then passed to the Establishment Sub-committee and finallythose hurdles, they are then passed to the Establishment Sub-committee and finallythose hurdles, they are then passed to the Establishment Sub-committee and finally

to the Finance Committee of this Council.  So in other words, Mr Deputy President,to the Finance Committee of this Council.  So in other words, Mr Deputy President,to the Finance Committee of this Council.  So in other words, Mr Deputy President,to the Finance Committee of this Council.  So in other words, Mr Deputy President,

there are multiple checks on the creation of directorate posts, which do not applythere are multiple checks on the creation of directorate posts, which do not applythere are multiple checks on the creation of directorate posts, which do not applythere are multiple checks on the creation of directorate posts, which do not apply

to those at the non-directorate level.to those at the non-directorate level.to those at the non-directorate level.to those at the non-directorate level.

MISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the figures provided by theMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the figures provided by theMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the figures provided by theMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the figures provided by the

Administration of the growth in the numbers of senior civil servants is a great shockAdministration of the growth in the numbers of senior civil servants is a great shockAdministration of the growth in the numbers of senior civil servants is a great shockAdministration of the growth in the numbers of senior civil servants is a great shock

to me.  I believe the Administration is also aware of the rumours that civil servants,to me.  I believe the Administration is also aware of the rumours that civil servants,to me.  I believe the Administration is also aware of the rumours that civil servants,to me.  I believe the Administration is also aware of the rumours that civil servants,

particularly those at the senior level, are very enthusiastic in creating new postsparticularly those at the senior level, are very enthusiastic in creating new postsparticularly those at the senior level, are very enthusiastic in creating new postsparticularly those at the senior level, are very enthusiastic in creating new posts

so as to enhance their chance of promotion so that they can receive a handsome amountso as to enhance their chance of promotion so that they can receive a handsome amountso as to enhance their chance of promotion so that they can receive a handsome amountso as to enhance their chance of promotion so that they can receive a handsome amount

of pension upon retirement before 1997.  May I pursue further by asking how it isof pension upon retirement before 1997.  May I pursue further by asking how it isof pension upon retirement before 1997.  May I pursue further by asking how it isof pension upon retirement before 1997.  May I pursue further by asking how it is

going to maintain the morale of the lower and middle ranking civil servantsgoing to maintain the morale of the lower and middle ranking civil servantsgoing to maintain the morale of the lower and middle ranking civil servantsgoing to maintain the morale of the lower and middle ranking civil servants

particularly when they see that those in the senior ranks are all the while grabbingparticularly when they see that those in the senior ranks are all the while grabbingparticularly when they see that those in the senior ranks are all the while grabbingparticularly when they see that those in the senior ranks are all the while grabbing

money?  Could the Administration also inform this Council of the governmentmoney?  Could the Administration also inform this Council of the governmentmoney?  Could the Administration also inform this Council of the governmentmoney?  Could the Administration also inform this Council of the government

departments which have created such a large number of senior posts?departments which have created such a large number of senior posts?departments which have created such a large number of senior posts?departments which have created such a large number of senior posts?

SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I stand by my description ofSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I stand by my description ofSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I stand by my description ofSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, I stand by my description of

the 246 officers at the directorate level as modest over the three years.  I mightthe 246 officers at the directorate level as modest over the three years.  I mightthe 246 officers at the directorate level as modest over the three years.  I mightthe 246 officers at the directorate level as modest over the three years.  I might

point out that some particular growth took place in two example areas, medical andpoint out that some particular growth took place in two example areas, medical andpoint out that some particular growth took place in two example areas, medical andpoint out that some particular growth took place in two example areas, medical and

health and the port and airport development projects over the last three years.  Thehealth and the port and airport development projects over the last three years.  Thehealth and the port and airport development projects over the last three years.  Thehealth and the port and airport development projects over the last three years.  The

opening, for instance, of the Tuen Mun Hospital necessitated the creation of 22opening, for instance, of the Tuen Mun Hospital necessitated the creation of 22opening, for instance, of the Tuen Mun Hospital necessitated the creation of 22opening, for instance, of the Tuen Mun Hospital necessitated the creation of 22

consultant posts; we created last year 30 consultant posts in response to the demandconsultant posts; we created last year 30 consultant posts in response to the demandconsultant posts; we created last year 30 consultant posts in response to the demandconsultant posts; we created last year 30 consultant posts in response to the demand

for sub-specialization and 50 posts at the directorate level in various departmentsfor sub-specialization and 50 posts at the directorate level in various departmentsfor sub-specialization and 50 posts at the directorate level in various departmentsfor sub-specialization and 50 posts at the directorate level in various departments

related to the port and airport development projects.  In other words, to be precise,related to the port and airport development projects.  In other words, to be precise,related to the port and airport development projects.  In other words, to be precise,related to the port and airport development projects.  In other words, to be precise,

102 posts out of the 246 over the three years come from those three areas.  If we102 posts out of the 246 over the three years come from those three areas.  If we102 posts out of the 246 over the three years come from those three areas.  If we102 posts out of the 246 over the three years come from those three areas.  If we

take the 144 that remain and spread them over 60 departments, that works out at 2.5take the 144 that remain and spread them over 60 departments, that works out at 2.5take the 144 that remain and spread them over 60 departments, that works out at 2.5take the 144 that remain and spread them over 60 departments, that works out at 2.5

directorate officers per department over the three years.  I would be very interesteddirectorate officers per department over the three years.  I would be very interesteddirectorate officers per department over the three years.  I would be very interesteddirectorate officers per department over the three years.  I would be very interested

to hear details of any organization outside the Government that has taken on suchto hear details of any organization outside the Government that has taken on suchto hear details of any organization outside the Government that has taken on suchto hear details of any organization outside the Government that has taken on such

increases in responsibility and activity -- if I may say so, at a profit -- with suchincreases in responsibility and activity -- if I may say so, at a profit -- with suchincreases in responsibility and activity -- if I may say so, at a profit -- with suchincreases in responsibility and activity -- if I may say so, at a profit -- with such

a small relative increase.a small relative increase.a small relative increase.a small relative increase.

MR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am most dissatisfied that inMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am most dissatisfied that inMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am most dissatisfied that inMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am most dissatisfied that in

his main reply the Secretary considers acceptable the increase of 246 directoratehis main reply the Secretary considers acceptable the increase of 246 directoratehis main reply the Secretary considers acceptable the increase of 246 directoratehis main reply the Secretary considers acceptable the increase of 246 directorate

posts, or 20% of the establishment, in the last three years.  This figure definitelyposts, or 20% of the establishment, in the last three years.  This figure definitelyposts, or 20% of the establishment, in the last three years.  This figure definitelyposts, or 20% of the establishment, in the last three years.  This figure definitely



far exceeds the overall growth of the Civil Service.  Will the Administration informfar exceeds the overall growth of the Civil Service.  Will the Administration informfar exceeds the overall growth of the Civil Service.  Will the Administration informfar exceeds the overall growth of the Civil Service.  Will the Administration inform

this Council whether a value for money study has been conducted on directorate posts?this Council whether a value for money study has been conducted on directorate posts?this Council whether a value for money study has been conducted on directorate posts?this Council whether a value for money study has been conducted on directorate posts?

If yes, what are the preliminary findings; if not, why not?If yes, what are the preliminary findings; if not, why not?If yes, what are the preliminary findings; if not, why not?If yes, what are the preliminary findings; if not, why not?

SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, value for money studies areSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, value for money studies areSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, value for money studies areSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, value for money studies are

carried out periodically in all areas of the Government -- not just the directoratecarried out periodically in all areas of the Government -- not just the directoratecarried out periodically in all areas of the Government -- not just the directoratecarried out periodically in all areas of the Government -- not just the directorate

-- and various proposals for reorganization are submitted to the Establishment-- and various proposals for reorganization are submitted to the Establishment-- and various proposals for reorganization are submitted to the Establishment-- and various proposals for reorganization are submitted to the Establishment

Sub-committee of this Council.  I still stand by my view that the figure at that level,Sub-committee of this Council.  I still stand by my view that the figure at that level,Sub-committee of this Council.  I still stand by my view that the figure at that level,Sub-committee of this Council.  I still stand by my view that the figure at that level,

compared with the 6 000 at the non-directorate level, is justifiable and has indeedcompared with the 6 000 at the non-directorate level, is justifiable and has indeedcompared with the 6 000 at the non-directorate level, is justifiable and has indeedcompared with the 6 000 at the non-directorate level, is justifiable and has indeed

been justified in the Finance Committee of this Council.  It is interesting to lookbeen justified in the Finance Committee of this Council.  It is interesting to lookbeen justified in the Finance Committee of this Council.  It is interesting to lookbeen justified in the Finance Committee of this Council.  It is interesting to look

back over the years and look in terms of establishment.  In 1981 and 1982 the annualback over the years and look in terms of establishment.  In 1981 and 1982 the annualback over the years and look in terms of establishment.  In 1981 and 1982 the annualback over the years and look in terms of establishment.  In 1981 and 1982 the annual

growth rate overall was 8.32% and 9.62%.  In the last two years, by deliberate effortsgrowth rate overall was 8.32% and 9.62%.  In the last two years, by deliberate effortsgrowth rate overall was 8.32% and 9.62%.  In the last two years, by deliberate effortsgrowth rate overall was 8.32% and 9.62%.  In the last two years, by deliberate efforts

on the part of the Administration, we have cut that down to 0.3% and 1.48%.  I amon the part of the Administration, we have cut that down to 0.3% and 1.48%.  I amon the part of the Administration, we have cut that down to 0.3% and 1.48%.  I amon the part of the Administration, we have cut that down to 0.3% and 1.48%.  I am

disappointed to hear the tone of criticism and not congratulations that we have beendisappointed to hear the tone of criticism and not congratulations that we have beendisappointed to hear the tone of criticism and not congratulations that we have beendisappointed to hear the tone of criticism and not congratulations that we have been

able to restrain the growth to those figures.able to restrain the growth to those figures.able to restrain the growth to those figures.able to restrain the growth to those figures.

Written answers to questionsWritten answers to questionsWritten answers to questionsWritten answers to questions

Criminal prosecutionsCriminal prosecutionsCriminal prosecutionsCriminal prosecutions

7.7.7.7. PROF FELICE LIEH MAK asked: Will the Administration inform this Council:PROF FELICE LIEH MAK asked: Will the Administration inform this Council:PROF FELICE LIEH MAK asked: Will the Administration inform this Council:PROF FELICE LIEH MAK asked: Will the Administration inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) how many criminal cases have been submitted by the police to the Atthow many criminal cases have been submitted by the police to the Atthow many criminal cases have been submitted by the police to the Atthow many criminal cases have been submitted by the police to the Attorneyorneyorneyorney

General's Chambers (AGC) in the past two years with recommendations for prosecution;General's Chambers (AGC) in the past two years with recommendations for prosecution;General's Chambers (AGC) in the past two years with recommendations for prosecution;General's Chambers (AGC) in the past two years with recommendations for prosecution;

andandandand

(b)(b)(b)(b) of this number, in how many cases did AGC decide against prosecution?of this number, in how many cases did AGC decide against prosecution?of this number, in how many cases did AGC decide against prosecution?of this number, in how many cases did AGC decide against prosecution?

ATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President,ATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President,ATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President,ATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) Statistics are not kept on the number Statistics are not kept on the number Statistics are not kept on the number Statistics are not kept on the number of criminal cases that are referredof criminal cases that are referredof criminal cases that are referredof criminal cases that are referred

by the police to the Attorney General's Chambers with recommendations for prosecution.by the police to the Attorney General's Chambers with recommendations for prosecution.by the police to the Attorney General's Chambers with recommendations for prosecution.by the police to the Attorney General's Chambers with recommendations for prosecution.



The information sought can only be obtained if individual case files over the pastThe information sought can only be obtained if individual case files over the pastThe information sought can only be obtained if individual case files over the pastThe information sought can only be obtained if individual case files over the past

two years are examined.  This would not be possible without incurringtwo years are examined.  This would not be possible without incurringtwo years are examined.  This would not be possible without incurringtwo years are examined.  This would not be possible without incurring

disproportionate costs.disproportionate costs.disproportionate costs.disproportionate costs.

(b)(b)(b)(b) For the same reasons as given in (a), such statistics are not readilyFor the same reasons as given in (a), such statistics are not readilyFor the same reasons as given in (a), such statistics are not readilyFor the same reasons as given in (a), such statistics are not readily

available.available.available.available.

Membership of professional organizations in international bodiesMembership of professional organizations in international bodiesMembership of professional organizations in international bodiesMembership of professional organizations in international bodies

8.8.8.8. MR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform tMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform tMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform tMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council whether it willhis Council whether it willhis Council whether it willhis Council whether it will

take action to ensure that the membership of our professional organizations in theirtake action to ensure that the membership of our professional organizations in theirtake action to ensure that the membership of our professional organizations in theirtake action to ensure that the membership of our professional organizations in their

respective international bodies will continue after 1997; and if not, why not?respective international bodies will continue after 1997; and if not, why not?respective international bodies will continue after 1997; and if not, why not?respective international bodies will continue after 1997; and if not, why not?

SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, many professionalSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, many professionalSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, many professionalSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, many professional

organizations in Hong Kong have established a variety of relationships withorganizations in Hong Kong have established a variety of relationships withorganizations in Hong Kong have established a variety of relationships withorganizations in Hong Kong have established a variety of relationships with

international bodies in their respective fields, including membership in these bodies.international bodies in their respective fields, including membership in these bodies.international bodies in their respective fields, including membership in these bodies.international bodies in their respective fields, including membership in these bodies.

They shall continue to be able to do so after 1997, as permitted by the JointThey shall continue to be able to do so after 1997, as permitted by the JointThey shall continue to be able to do so after 1997, as permitted by the JointThey shall continue to be able to do so after 1997, as permitted by the Joint

Declaration and the Basic Law. How they wish to maintain their links with their relatedDeclaration and the Basic Law. How they wish to maintain their links with their relatedDeclaration and the Basic Law. How they wish to maintain their links with their relatedDeclaration and the Basic Law. How they wish to maintain their links with their related

international bodies is primarily a matter for these organizations.  We would, ofinternational bodies is primarily a matter for these organizations.  We would, ofinternational bodies is primarily a matter for these organizations.  We would, ofinternational bodies is primarily a matter for these organizations.  We would, of

course, be happy to facilitate the development of those relationships where we can.course, be happy to facilitate the development of those relationships where we can.course, be happy to facilitate the development of those relationships where we can.course, be happy to facilitate the development of those relationships where we can.

Labels for environmentally friendly productsLabels for environmentally friendly productsLabels for environmentally friendly productsLabels for environmentally friendly products

9.9.9.9. MR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council whether it hasMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council whether it hasMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council whether it hasMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council whether it has

any plans to award labels for environmentally friendly products?any plans to award labels for environmentally friendly products?any plans to award labels for environmentally friendly products?any plans to award labels for environmentally friendly products?

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, a review hasSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, a review hasSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, a review hasSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, a review has

recently begun of the possible means of assisting local manufacturing industries torecently begun of the possible means of assisting local manufacturing industries torecently begun of the possible means of assisting local manufacturing industries torecently begun of the possible means of assisting local manufacturing industries to

comply with the proposals set out in the 1989 White Paper on the Environment whichcomply with the proposals set out in the 1989 White Paper on the Environment whichcomply with the proposals set out in the 1989 White Paper on the Environment whichcomply with the proposals set out in the 1989 White Paper on the Environment which

will affect them. As part of this review the possibility of setting up a scheme whichwill affect them. As part of this review the possibility of setting up a scheme whichwill affect them. As part of this review the possibility of setting up a scheme whichwill affect them. As part of this review the possibility of setting up a scheme which

would certify locally produced products as environmentally friendly (or produced inwould certify locally produced products as environmentally friendly (or produced inwould certify locally produced products as environmentally friendly (or produced inwould certify locally produced products as environmentally friendly (or produced in

accordance with environmental legislation) will be assessed.  Results are due inaccordance with environmental legislation) will be assessed.  Results are due inaccordance with environmental legislation) will be assessed.  Results are due inaccordance with environmental legislation) will be assessed.  Results are due in



March 1993.  Generally, however, any planning for the award of labels forMarch 1993.  Generally, however, any planning for the award of labels forMarch 1993.  Generally, however, any planning for the award of labels forMarch 1993.  Generally, however, any planning for the award of labels for

environmentally friendly products must recognize that many items sold in Hong Kongenvironmentally friendly products must recognize that many items sold in Hong Kongenvironmentally friendly products must recognize that many items sold in Hong Kongenvironmentally friendly products must recognize that many items sold in Hong Kong

are wholly or partly manufactured overseas.  The country of origin of importedare wholly or partly manufactured overseas.  The country of origin of importedare wholly or partly manufactured overseas.  The country of origin of importedare wholly or partly manufactured overseas.  The country of origin of imported

products can change frequently as the market seeks the most economic sources ofproducts can change frequently as the market seeks the most economic sources ofproducts can change frequently as the market seeks the most economic sources ofproducts can change frequently as the market seeks the most economic sources of

supply.supply.supply.supply.

Redemption of land exchange entitlementsRedemption of land exchange entitlementsRedemption of land exchange entitlementsRedemption of land exchange entitlements

10.10.10.10. MR GILBERT LEUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR GILBERT LEUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR GILBERT LEUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR GILBERT LEUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) of the total area of land involved in the unredeemed land exchangeof the total area of land involved in the unredeemed land exchangeof the total area of land involved in the unredeemed land exchangeof the total area of land involved in the unredeemed land exchange

entitlements (Letters "A" and Letters "B") in the New Territories; and of this, howentitlements (Letters "A" and Letters "B") in the New Territories; and of this, howentitlements (Letters "A" and Letters "B") in the New Territories; and of this, howentitlements (Letters "A" and Letters "B") in the New Territories; and of this, how

much is agricultural land and how much is building land;much is agricultural land and how much is building land;much is agricultural land and how much is building land;much is agricultural land and how much is building land;

(b)(b)(b)(b) of the measures taken to expedite the redemption of the outstanding landof the measures taken to expedite the redemption of the outstanding landof the measures taken to expedite the redemption of the outstanding landof the measures taken to expedite the redemption of the outstanding land

exchange entitlements; whether a deadline will be set for the completion of theexchange entitlements; whether a deadline will be set for the completion of theexchange entitlements; whether a deadline will be set for the completion of theexchange entitlements; whether a deadline will be set for the completion of the

redemption process; andredemption process; andredemption process; andredemption process; and

(c(c(c(c)))) given that the redemption of such land exchange entitlements has beengiven that the redemption of such land exchange entitlements has beengiven that the redemption of such land exchange entitlements has beengiven that the redemption of such land exchange entitlements has been

hindered by disputes in the rights of succession or various technical and legalhindered by disputes in the rights of succession or various technical and legalhindered by disputes in the rights of succession or various technical and legalhindered by disputes in the rights of succession or various technical and legal

problems connected with some of these entitlements or by the reluctance of the holdersproblems connected with some of these entitlements or by the reluctance of the holdersproblems connected with some of these entitlements or by the reluctance of the holdersproblems connected with some of these entitlements or by the reluctance of the holders

in realizing their entitlements, whether the Government will consider taking measuresin realizing their entitlements, whether the Government will consider taking measuresin realizing their entitlements, whether the Government will consider taking measuresin realizing their entitlements, whether the Government will consider taking measures

to ensure that all such entitlements are redeemed before 1 July 1997?to ensure that all such entitlements are redeemed before 1 July 1997?to ensure that all such entitlements are redeemed before 1 July 1997?to ensure that all such entitlements are redeemed before 1 July 1997?

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) The total area of unredeemed Land ExchangThe total area of unredeemed Land ExchangThe total area of unredeemed Land ExchangThe total area of unredeemed Land Exchange Entitlements (Letters A and B)e Entitlements (Letters A and B)e Entitlements (Letters A and B)e Entitlements (Letters A and B)

in the New Territories as at 31 March 1992 was:in the New Territories as at 31 March 1992 was:in the New Territories as at 31 March 1992 was:in the New Territories as at 31 March 1992 was:

Building LandBuilding LandBuilding LandBuilding Land -------- 210 000 sq ft210 000 sq ft210 000 sq ft210 000 sq ft

Agricultural LandAgricultural LandAgricultural LandAgricultural Land -------- 5 270 000 sq ft5 270 000 sq ft5 270 000 sq ft5 270 000 sq ft

(b)(b)(b)(b) Under the present system of offering land for sale by Letters A/B tender andUnder the present system of offering land for sale by Letters A/B tender andUnder the present system of offering land for sale by Letters A/B tender andUnder the present system of offering land for sale by Letters A/B tender and

taking into account the amount of land planned for disposal in this way in the nexttaking into account the amount of land planned for disposal in this way in the nexttaking into account the amount of land planned for disposal in this way in the nexttaking into account the amount of land planned for disposal in this way in the next

two years, it is expected that the vast majority of LEEs will be redeemed by mid-1994.two years, it is expected that the vast majority of LEEs will be redeemed by mid-1994.two years, it is expected that the vast majority of LEEs will be redeemed by mid-1994.two years, it is expected that the vast majority of LEEs will be redeemed by mid-1994.



Measures to expedite the redemption process further are not being considered atMeasures to expedite the redemption process further are not being considered atMeasures to expedite the redemption process further are not being considered atMeasures to expedite the redemption process further are not being considered at

present therefore.  Nor is it intended that a precise deadline be set.present therefore.  Nor is it intended that a precise deadline be set.present therefore.  Nor is it intended that a precise deadline be set.present therefore.  Nor is it intended that a precise deadline be set.

(c)(c)(c)(c) The Administration will review the position in 1994 to determine how manyThe Administration will review the position in 1994 to determine how manyThe Administration will review the position in 1994 to determine how manyThe Administration will review the position in 1994 to determine how many

LEEs remain unredeemed and, if possible, why.  It will consider what might need toLEEs remain unredeemed and, if possible, why.  It will consider what might need toLEEs remain unredeemed and, if possible, why.  It will consider what might need toLEEs remain unredeemed and, if possible, why.  It will consider what might need to

be done in the light of its findings at that time.be done in the light of its findings at that time.be done in the light of its findings at that time.be done in the light of its findings at that time.

Civil service pensionsCivil service pensionsCivil service pensionsCivil service pensions

11.11.11.11. MISS EMILY LAU asked: In view of the Chief Secretary's statement in this CouncilMISS EMILY LAU asked: In view of the Chief Secretary's statement in this CouncilMISS EMILY LAU asked: In view of the Chief Secretary's statement in this CouncilMISS EMILY LAU asked: In view of the Chief Secretary's statement in this Council

on 1 April 1992 that civil service pensions are "a statutory first charge on recurrenton 1 April 1992 that civil service pensions are "a statutory first charge on recurrenton 1 April 1992 that civil service pensions are "a statutory first charge on recurrenton 1 April 1992 that civil service pensions are "a statutory first charge on recurrent

government revenue" and are "guaranteed in the Joint Declaration and Basic Law", willgovernment revenue" and are "guaranteed in the Joint Declaration and Basic Law", willgovernment revenue" and are "guaranteed in the Joint Declaration and Basic Law", willgovernment revenue" and are "guaranteed in the Joint Declaration and Basic Law", will

the Administration inform this Council:the Administration inform this Council:the Administration inform this Council:the Administration inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) whether civil service pensions have priority over all other statutory chargeswhether civil service pensions have priority over all other statutory chargeswhether civil service pensions have priority over all other statutory chargeswhether civil service pensions have priority over all other statutory charges

on the general revenue;on the general revenue;on the general revenue;on the general revenue;

(b)(b)(b)(b) if so, what statutory provisions give such priority; andif so, what statutory provisions give such priority; andif so, what statutory provisions give such priority; andif so, what statutory provisions give such priority; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) wwwwhether there are any qualifications or reservations to the guaranteehether there are any qualifications or reservations to the guaranteehether there are any qualifications or reservations to the guaranteehether there are any qualifications or reservations to the guarantee

referred to by the Chief Secretary?referred to by the Chief Secretary?referred to by the Chief Secretary?referred to by the Chief Secretary?

SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, the replies to the questionsSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, the replies to the questionsSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, the replies to the questionsSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, the replies to the questions

are as follows:are as follows:are as follows:are as follows:

(a)&(b)(a)&(b)(a)&(b)(a)&(b) Civil service pensions do not have priorCivil service pensions do not have priorCivil service pensions do not have priorCivil service pensions do not have priority over other statutory chargesity over other statutory chargesity over other statutory chargesity over other statutory charges

on the general revenue. Unless specifically provided in law, there are no priorities.on the general revenue. Unless specifically provided in law, there are no priorities.on the general revenue. Unless specifically provided in law, there are no priorities.on the general revenue. Unless specifically provided in law, there are no priorities.

However the first call on the general revenue must be the payment of statutory chargesHowever the first call on the general revenue must be the payment of statutory chargesHowever the first call on the general revenue must be the payment of statutory chargesHowever the first call on the general revenue must be the payment of statutory charges

and contractual obligations.and contractual obligations.and contractual obligations.and contractual obligations.

(c)(c)(c)(c) Section IV of ASection IV of ASection IV of ASection IV of Annex I to the Joint Declaration provides that the Hong Kongnnex I to the Joint Declaration provides that the Hong Kongnnex I to the Joint Declaration provides that the Hong Kongnnex I to the Joint Declaration provides that the Hong Kong

Special Administrative Region Government shall pay all pensions and benefits due toSpecial Administrative Region Government shall pay all pensions and benefits due toSpecial Administrative Region Government shall pay all pensions and benefits due toSpecial Administrative Region Government shall pay all pensions and benefits due to

pensioners on terms no less favourable than before and irrespective of the pensioners'pensioners on terms no less favourable than before and irrespective of the pensioners'pensioners on terms no less favourable than before and irrespective of the pensioners'pensioners on terms no less favourable than before and irrespective of the pensioners'

nationality or place of residence. The same guarantee is embodied in Article 102 ofnationality or place of residence. The same guarantee is embodied in Article 102 ofnationality or place of residence. The same guarantee is embodied in Article 102 ofnationality or place of residence. The same guarantee is embodied in Article 102 of

the Basic Law. There are no known qualifications or reservations to this guarantee.the Basic Law. There are no known qualifications or reservations to this guarantee.the Basic Law. There are no known qualifications or reservations to this guarantee.the Basic Law. There are no known qualifications or reservations to this guarantee.

Dredging and disposal of mudDredging and disposal of mudDredging and disposal of mudDredging and disposal of mud



12.12.12.12. MR FRED LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR FRED LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR FRED LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR FRED LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) which of the Awhich of the Awhich of the Awhich of the Airport Core Programme (ACP) projects require the dredging andirport Core Programme (ACP) projects require the dredging andirport Core Programme (ACP) projects require the dredging andirport Core Programme (ACP) projects require the dredging and

disposal of marine mud and similar materials, and what the quantities involved indisposal of marine mud and similar materials, and what the quantities involved indisposal of marine mud and similar materials, and what the quantities involved indisposal of marine mud and similar materials, and what the quantities involved in

each of such projects are;each of such projects are;each of such projects are;each of such projects are;

(b)(b)(b)(b) whether the dredging will involve any contaminated materials; if so, whatwhether the dredging will involve any contaminated materials; if so, whatwhether the dredging will involve any contaminated materials; if so, whatwhether the dredging will involve any contaminated materials; if so, what

kinds of contaminants are involved and in what quantities, how and where thekinds of contaminants are involved and in what quantities, how and where thekinds of contaminants are involved and in what quantities, how and where thekinds of contaminants are involved and in what quantities, how and where the

contaminated materials will be treated and disposed of;contaminated materials will be treated and disposed of;contaminated materials will be treated and disposed of;contaminated materials will be treated and disposed of;

(c)(c)(c)(c) what alternatives have been considered in the planning stage to minimize thewhat alternatives have been considered in the planning stage to minimize thewhat alternatives have been considered in the planning stage to minimize thewhat alternatives have been considered in the planning stage to minimize the

dredging and the disposal of contaminated materials; anddredging and the disposal of contaminated materials; anddredging and the disposal of contaminated materials; anddredging and the disposal of contaminated materials; and

(d)(d)(d)(d) what measures will be taken to alleviate the environmental pollution causedwhat measures will be taken to alleviate the environmental pollution causedwhat measures will be taken to alleviate the environmental pollution causedwhat measures will be taken to alleviate the environmental pollution caused

during the dredging stage and the disposal stage?during the dredging stage and the disposal stage?during the dredging stage and the disposal stage?during the dredging stage and the disposal stage?

SECRETARY FOR WORKS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR WORKS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR WORKS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR WORKS: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) Of the 10 Airport Core Programme (ACP) projects, eight involveOf the 10 Airport Core Programme (ACP) projects, eight involveOf the 10 Airport Core Programme (ACP) projects, eight involveOf the 10 Airport Core Programme (ACP) projects, eight involve the dredging the dredging the dredging the dredging

and disposal of marine mud.  The following are the projects, and the estimatedand disposal of marine mud.  The following are the projects, and the estimatedand disposal of marine mud.  The following are the projects, and the estimatedand disposal of marine mud.  The following are the projects, and the estimated

quantities remaining to be dredged:quantities remaining to be dredged:quantities remaining to be dredged:quantities remaining to be dredged:

Project Project Project Project QuantityQuantityQuantityQuantity

(million cubic metres)(million cubic metres)(million cubic metres)(million cubic metres)

West Kowloon ReclamationWest Kowloon ReclamationWest Kowloon ReclamationWest Kowloon Reclamation 5555

Central and Wan Chai ReclamationCentral and Wan Chai ReclamationCentral and Wan Chai ReclamationCentral and Wan Chai Reclamation 1111

North Lantau North Lantau North Lantau North Lantau ExpresswayExpresswayExpresswayExpressway 6666

North Lantau DevelopmentNorth Lantau DevelopmentNorth Lantau DevelopmentNorth Lantau Development 10101010

Chek Lap Kok AirportChek Lap Kok AirportChek Lap Kok AirportChek Lap Kok Airport 80808080

Western Harbour CrossingWestern Harbour CrossingWestern Harbour CrossingWestern Harbour Crossing 1111



Airport RailwayAirport RailwayAirport RailwayAirport Railway 1111

Lantau Fixed CrossingLantau Fixed CrossingLantau Fixed CrossingLantau Fixed Crossing 0.20.20.20.2

(b)(b)(b)(b) Of the eight projects requiring dredging, only two, West Kowloon ReclamationOf the eight projects requiring dredging, only two, West Kowloon ReclamationOf the eight projects requiring dredging, only two, West Kowloon ReclamationOf the eight projects requiring dredging, only two, West Kowloon Reclamation

and the Central and Wan Chai Reclamation, are known at this stage to involveand the Central and Wan Chai Reclamation, are known at this stage to involveand the Central and Wan Chai Reclamation, are known at this stage to involveand the Central and Wan Chai Reclamation, are known at this stage to involve

contaminated materials.contaminated materials.contaminated materials.contaminated materials.

The contaminants are primarily heavy metals, lead and copper in West Kowloon;The contaminants are primarily heavy metals, lead and copper in West Kowloon;The contaminants are primarily heavy metals, lead and copper in West Kowloon;The contaminants are primarily heavy metals, lead and copper in West Kowloon;

mercury and copper in the Central and Wan Chai areas.  The total quantity ofmercury and copper in the Central and Wan Chai areas.  The total quantity ofmercury and copper in the Central and Wan Chai areas.  The total quantity ofmercury and copper in the Central and Wan Chai areas.  The total quantity of

contaminated mud is estimated to be 1.75 million cubic metres.contaminated mud is estimated to be 1.75 million cubic metres.contaminated mud is estimated to be 1.75 million cubic metres.contaminated mud is estimated to be 1.75 million cubic metres.

Contaminated mud will be disposed of by methods agreed with the EnvironmentalContaminated mud will be disposed of by methods agreed with the EnvironmentalContaminated mud will be disposed of by methods agreed with the EnvironmentalContaminated mud will be disposed of by methods agreed with the Environmental

Protection Department.  The area designated originally for disposal is Deep Bay, butProtection Department.  The area designated originally for disposal is Deep Bay, butProtection Department.  The area designated originally for disposal is Deep Bay, butProtection Department.  The area designated originally for disposal is Deep Bay, but

other possible locations are being considered.  After the mud has been placed it willother possible locations are being considered.  After the mud has been placed it willother possible locations are being considered.  After the mud has been placed it willother possible locations are being considered.  After the mud has been placed it will

be capped with clean material.be capped with clean material.be capped with clean material.be capped with clean material.

(c)(c)(c)(c) Recognizing that the dredging and disposal of any marine mud causesRecognizing that the dredging and disposal of any marine mud causesRecognizing that the dredging and disposal of any marine mud causesRecognizing that the dredging and disposal of any marine mud causes

environmental disruption, all reclamations are designed in such a way as to reduceenvironmental disruption, all reclamations are designed in such a way as to reduceenvironmental disruption, all reclamations are designed in such a way as to reduceenvironmental disruption, all reclamations are designed in such a way as to reduce

to a minimum the total volume of marine mud to be removed, consistent with programmingto a minimum the total volume of marine mud to be removed, consistent with programmingto a minimum the total volume of marine mud to be removed, consistent with programmingto a minimum the total volume of marine mud to be removed, consistent with programming

requirements.requirements.requirements.requirements.

The primary alternative to dredging is to leave the mud in place and to drainThe primary alternative to dredging is to leave the mud in place and to drainThe primary alternative to dredging is to leave the mud in place and to drainThe primary alternative to dredging is to leave the mud in place and to drain

the mud using vertical wick drains.  This alternative requires extra time for primarythe mud using vertical wick drains.  This alternative requires extra time for primarythe mud using vertical wick drains.  This alternative requires extra time for primarythe mud using vertical wick drains.  This alternative requires extra time for primary

consolidation of the marine sediments to take place such that any further settlementconsolidation of the marine sediments to take place such that any further settlementconsolidation of the marine sediments to take place such that any further settlementconsolidation of the marine sediments to take place such that any further settlement

will not exceed an acceptable limit.  This alternative has been adopted whenwill not exceed an acceptable limit.  This alternative has been adopted whenwill not exceed an acceptable limit.  This alternative has been adopted whenwill not exceed an acceptable limit.  This alternative has been adopted when

programming requirements provide the necessary time for primary consolidation andprogramming requirements provide the necessary time for primary consolidation andprogramming requirements provide the necessary time for primary consolidation andprogramming requirements provide the necessary time for primary consolidation and

settlement to take place.settlement to take place.settlement to take place.settlement to take place.

(d)(d)(d)(d) PPPPotential environmental pollution during the dredging and disposal ofotential environmental pollution during the dredging and disposal ofotential environmental pollution during the dredging and disposal ofotential environmental pollution during the dredging and disposal of

contaminated mud is caused when the small percentage of the soluble part of totalcontaminated mud is caused when the small percentage of the soluble part of totalcontaminated mud is caused when the small percentage of the soluble part of totalcontaminated mud is caused when the small percentage of the soluble part of total

metals contained in the mud, is released through aeration and slurrying of themetals contained in the mud, is released through aeration and slurrying of themetals contained in the mud, is released through aeration and slurrying of themetals contained in the mud, is released through aeration and slurrying of the

sediments during the process of dredging and dumping.sediments during the process of dredging and dumping.sediments during the process of dredging and dumping.sediments during the process of dredging and dumping.

To control dredging, conditions are included in the contract to require theTo control dredging, conditions are included in the contract to require theTo control dredging, conditions are included in the contract to require theTo control dredging, conditions are included in the contract to require the

contractor to use the most appropriate dredging plant and method of operation tocontractor to use the most appropriate dredging plant and method of operation tocontractor to use the most appropriate dredging plant and method of operation tocontractor to use the most appropriate dredging plant and method of operation to

ensure that the pollution caused will be kept to a minimum. These conditions alsoensure that the pollution caused will be kept to a minimum. These conditions alsoensure that the pollution caused will be kept to a minimum. These conditions alsoensure that the pollution caused will be kept to a minimum. These conditions also



apply to non-contaminated mud to minimize the release of fine silt into theapply to non-contaminated mud to minimize the release of fine silt into theapply to non-contaminated mud to minimize the release of fine silt into theapply to non-contaminated mud to minimize the release of fine silt into the

surrounding water.surrounding water.surrounding water.surrounding water.

Throughout the period of dredging and disposal, the conditions of the affectedThroughout the period of dredging and disposal, the conditions of the affectedThroughout the period of dredging and disposal, the conditions of the affectedThroughout the period of dredging and disposal, the conditions of the affected

environment are closely monitored to ensure that they are within acceptableenvironment are closely monitored to ensure that they are within acceptableenvironment are closely monitored to ensure that they are within acceptableenvironment are closely monitored to ensure that they are within acceptable

standards.standards.standards.standards.

Fire retardantsFire retardantsFire retardantsFire retardants

13.13.13.13. MR HOWARD YOUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR HOWARD YOUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR HOWARD YOUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR HOWARD YOUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) what regulations govern the use of fire retardants in government-owned publicwhat regulations govern the use of fire retardants in government-owned publicwhat regulations govern the use of fire retardants in government-owned publicwhat regulations govern the use of fire retardants in government-owned public

venues and government offices;venues and government offices;venues and government offices;venues and government offices;

(b)(b)(b)(b) whether the same regulatiwhether the same regulatiwhether the same regulatiwhether the same regulations apply to non-government public venues andons apply to non-government public venues andons apply to non-government public venues andons apply to non-government public venues and

offices and if not, what differences are there;offices and if not, what differences are there;offices and if not, what differences are there;offices and if not, what differences are there;

(c)(c)(c)(c) what controls are there to ensure that fire retardants are safe to publicwhat controls are there to ensure that fire retardants are safe to publicwhat controls are there to ensure that fire retardants are safe to publicwhat controls are there to ensure that fire retardants are safe to public

health and the environment and are applied in a safe manner?health and the environment and are applied in a safe manner?health and the environment and are applied in a safe manner?health and the environment and are applied in a safe manner?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, under section 16(1)(b) of the BuildingsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, under section 16(1)(b) of the BuildingsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, under section 16(1)(b) of the BuildingsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, under section 16(1)(b) of the Buildings

Ordinance (Cap 123) the Director of Fire Services publishes a Code of Practice forOrdinance (Cap 123) the Director of Fire Services publishes a Code of Practice forOrdinance (Cap 123) the Director of Fire Services publishes a Code of Practice forOrdinance (Cap 123) the Director of Fire Services publishes a Code of Practice for

minimum fire service installations and equipment.  Compliance with this code is aminimum fire service installations and equipment.  Compliance with this code is aminimum fire service installations and equipment.  Compliance with this code is aminimum fire service installations and equipment.  Compliance with this code is a

requirement prior to issuance of an occupation permit by the Building Authority.requirement prior to issuance of an occupation permit by the Building Authority.requirement prior to issuance of an occupation permit by the Building Authority.requirement prior to issuance of an occupation permit by the Building Authority.

Although government buildings are exempted from provisions of the Buildings Ordinance,Although government buildings are exempted from provisions of the Buildings Ordinance,Although government buildings are exempted from provisions of the Buildings Ordinance,Although government buildings are exempted from provisions of the Buildings Ordinance,

the code is applied equally to government and non-government buildings as a matterthe code is applied equally to government and non-government buildings as a matterthe code is applied equally to government and non-government buildings as a matterthe code is applied equally to government and non-government buildings as a matter

of policy.  It requires the use of fire retardant products as linings for acoustic,of policy.  It requires the use of fire retardant products as linings for acoustic,of policy.  It requires the use of fire retardant products as linings for acoustic,of policy.  It requires the use of fire retardant products as linings for acoustic,

decorative and thermal insulation in ductings, concealed locations and protecteddecorative and thermal insulation in ductings, concealed locations and protecteddecorative and thermal insulation in ductings, concealed locations and protecteddecorative and thermal insulation in ductings, concealed locations and protected

means of escape.means of escape.means of escape.means of escape.

Furthermore, where combustible materials are used as false ceilings, draperiesFurthermore, where combustible materials are used as false ceilings, draperiesFurthermore, where combustible materials are used as false ceilings, draperiesFurthermore, where combustible materials are used as false ceilings, draperies

or curtains in places of public assembly licensed under the Public Health andor curtains in places of public assembly licensed under the Public Health andor curtains in places of public assembly licensed under the Public Health andor curtains in places of public assembly licensed under the Public Health and

Municipal Services Ordinance (Cap 132) or Places of Public Entertainment OrdinanceMunicipal Services Ordinance (Cap 132) or Places of Public Entertainment OrdinanceMunicipal Services Ordinance (Cap 132) or Places of Public Entertainment OrdinanceMunicipal Services Ordinance (Cap 132) or Places of Public Entertainment Ordinance

(Cap 172), these items are required by the code to be treated with fire retardant(Cap 172), these items are required by the code to be treated with fire retardant(Cap 172), these items are required by the code to be treated with fire retardant(Cap 172), these items are required by the code to be treated with fire retardant



agents.agents.agents.agents.

The required treatment muThe required treatment muThe required treatment muThe required treatment must be certified by a fire service installationst be certified by a fire service installationst be certified by a fire service installationst be certified by a fire service installation

contractor registered under the Fire Services (Installation Contractors) Regulationscontractor registered under the Fire Services (Installation Contractors) Regulationscontractor registered under the Fire Services (Installation Contractors) Regulationscontractor registered under the Fire Services (Installation Contractors) Regulations

(Cap 95), who is responsible for ensuring that fire retardant products are approved(Cap 95), who is responsible for ensuring that fire retardant products are approved(Cap 95), who is responsible for ensuring that fire retardant products are approved(Cap 95), who is responsible for ensuring that fire retardant products are approved

by the Fire Services Department and are used and applied properly.by the Fire Services Department and are used and applied properly.by the Fire Services Department and are used and applied properly.by the Fire Services Department and are used and applied properly.

Chemicals commonly contained in fire retardant agents are not hazardous to healthChemicals commonly contained in fire retardant agents are not hazardous to healthChemicals commonly contained in fire retardant agents are not hazardous to healthChemicals commonly contained in fire retardant agents are not hazardous to health

or to the environment when properly used under normal conditions.  Fire retardantor to the environment when properly used under normal conditions.  Fire retardantor to the environment when properly used under normal conditions.  Fire retardantor to the environment when properly used under normal conditions.  Fire retardant

agents are normally applied in the course of manufacturing.  The manufacturing ofagents are normally applied in the course of manufacturing.  The manufacturing ofagents are normally applied in the course of manufacturing.  The manufacturing ofagents are normally applied in the course of manufacturing.  The manufacturing of

fire retardant products is governed by industrial safety requirements under thefire retardant products is governed by industrial safety requirements under thefire retardant products is governed by industrial safety requirements under thefire retardant products is governed by industrial safety requirements under the

Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance and Regulations (Cap 59), enforcedFactories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance and Regulations (Cap 59), enforcedFactories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance and Regulations (Cap 59), enforcedFactories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance and Regulations (Cap 59), enforced

by Labour Department.by Labour Department.by Labour Department.by Labour Department.

Purchases in Hong Kong of property outside the territoryPurchases in Hong Kong of property outside the territoryPurchases in Hong Kong of property outside the territoryPurchases in Hong Kong of property outside the territory

14.14.14.14. MR JAMES TO asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR JAMES TO asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR JAMES TO asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR JAMES TO asked: Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) whether in the past three years any complaints had been received from localwhether in the past three years any complaints had been received from localwhether in the past three years any complaints had been received from localwhether in the past three years any complaints had been received from local

citizens about being defrauded in making purchase in Hong Kong of property outsidecitizens about being defrauded in making purchase in Hong Kong of property outsidecitizens about being defrauded in making purchase in Hong Kong of property outsidecitizens about being defrauded in making purchase in Hong Kong of property outside

the territory; if so, the number of complaints received each year and what the majorthe territory; if so, the number of complaints received each year and what the majorthe territory; if so, the number of complaints received each year and what the majorthe territory; if so, the number of complaints received each year and what the major

grievances were;grievances were;grievances were;grievances were;

(b)(b)(b)(b) how these complaints were handled and what assistance was offered to thehow these complaints were handled and what assistance was offered to thehow these complaints were handled and what assistance was offered to thehow these complaints were handled and what assistance was offered to the

complainants; andcomplainants; andcomplainants; andcomplainants; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) whether measures will be taken by the Government to assist memberswhether measures will be taken by the Government to assist memberswhether measures will be taken by the Government to assist memberswhether measures will be taken by the Government to assist members of the of the of the of the

public in preventing them from being defrauded, or from suffering losses caused bypublic in preventing them from being defrauded, or from suffering losses caused bypublic in preventing them from being defrauded, or from suffering losses caused bypublic in preventing them from being defrauded, or from suffering losses caused by

their ignorance, when making purchase in Hong Kong of property outside the territory?their ignorance, when making purchase in Hong Kong of property outside the territory?their ignorance, when making purchase in Hong Kong of property outside the territory?their ignorance, when making purchase in Hong Kong of property outside the territory?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the Commercial Crime Bureau (CCB) ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the Commercial Crime Bureau (CCB) ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the Commercial Crime Bureau (CCB) ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, the Commercial Crime Bureau (CCB) of

the police have  received complaints from local residents in the past three yearsthe police have  received complaints from local residents in the past three yearsthe police have  received complaints from local residents in the past three yearsthe police have  received complaints from local residents in the past three years



concerning purchases of property outside the territory.  In 1989, 56 complaints wereconcerning purchases of property outside the territory.  In 1989, 56 complaints wereconcerning purchases of property outside the territory.  In 1989, 56 complaints wereconcerning purchases of property outside the territory.  In 1989, 56 complaints were

received against a property agent concerning the sale of property in the United States.received against a property agent concerning the sale of property in the United States.received against a property agent concerning the sale of property in the United States.received against a property agent concerning the sale of property in the United States.

In 1990, six complaints were received against an agent concerning the sale of propertyIn 1990, six complaints were received against an agent concerning the sale of propertyIn 1990, six complaints were received against an agent concerning the sale of propertyIn 1990, six complaints were received against an agent concerning the sale of property

in Shenzhen.  No complaints were received in 1991.  All these complaints have beenin Shenzhen.  No complaints were received in 1991.  All these complaints have beenin Shenzhen.  No complaints were received in 1991.  All these complaints have beenin Shenzhen.  No complaints were received in 1991.  All these complaints have been

investigated and the CCB has concluded that there was no evidence of a criminal offenceinvestigated and the CCB has concluded that there was no evidence of a criminal offenceinvestigated and the CCB has concluded that there was no evidence of a criminal offenceinvestigated and the CCB has concluded that there was no evidence of a criminal offence

by the agent in Hong Kong in any case.by the agent in Hong Kong in any case.by the agent in Hong Kong in any case.by the agent in Hong Kong in any case.

The major complaints made were that title deeds for purchased property wereThe major complaints made were that title deeds for purchased property wereThe major complaints made were that title deeds for purchased property wereThe major complaints made were that title deeds for purchased property were

received late, or never received at all and that agents requested additional paymentsreceived late, or never received at all and that agents requested additional paymentsreceived late, or never received at all and that agents requested additional paymentsreceived late, or never received at all and that agents requested additional payments

before the transfer of the title.  Whenever the CCB receives such a complaint, itbefore the transfer of the title.  Whenever the CCB receives such a complaint, itbefore the transfer of the title.  Whenever the CCB receives such a complaint, itbefore the transfer of the title.  Whenever the CCB receives such a complaint, it

investigates the case to see whether any criminal offence is involved.  As there wasinvestigates the case to see whether any criminal offence is involved.  As there wasinvestigates the case to see whether any criminal offence is involved.  As there wasinvestigates the case to see whether any criminal offence is involved.  As there was

no evidence of any criminal offence in the cases investigated in 1989 and 1990, theno evidence of any criminal offence in the cases investigated in 1989 and 1990, theno evidence of any criminal offence in the cases investigated in 1989 and 1990, theno evidence of any criminal offence in the cases investigated in 1989 and 1990, the

complainants were advised to take appropriate civil action.complainants were advised to take appropriate civil action.complainants were advised to take appropriate civil action.complainants were advised to take appropriate civil action.

In order to try to prevent members of the public from being defrauded whenIn order to try to prevent members of the public from being defrauded whenIn order to try to prevent members of the public from being defrauded whenIn order to try to prevent members of the public from being defrauded when

purchasing property outside Hong Kong, we will of course uphold existing Hong Kongpurchasing property outside Hong Kong, we will of course uphold existing Hong Kongpurchasing property outside Hong Kong, we will of course uphold existing Hong Kongpurchasing property outside Hong Kong, we will of course uphold existing Hong Kong

laws concerning crimes of fraud committed within Hong Kong.  The Government is alsolaws concerning crimes of fraud committed within Hong Kong.  The Government is alsolaws concerning crimes of fraud committed within Hong Kong.  The Government is alsolaws concerning crimes of fraud committed within Hong Kong.  The Government is also

discussing with representatives of the real estate agents means of enhancingdiscussing with representatives of the real estate agents means of enhancingdiscussing with representatives of the real estate agents means of enhancingdiscussing with representatives of the real estate agents means of enhancing

standards of professionalism and consumer protection.  But in the final analysis,standards of professionalism and consumer protection.  But in the final analysis,standards of professionalism and consumer protection.  But in the final analysis,standards of professionalism and consumer protection.  But in the final analysis,

those who wish to buy property, or make other major investments overseas, are wellthose who wish to buy property, or make other major investments overseas, are wellthose who wish to buy property, or make other major investments overseas, are wellthose who wish to buy property, or make other major investments overseas, are well

advised to ensure that they receive sound professional advice before making any finaladvised to ensure that they receive sound professional advice before making any finaladvised to ensure that they receive sound professional advice before making any finaladvised to ensure that they receive sound professional advice before making any final

commitment.commitment.commitment.commitment.

Alternative modes of public transportAlternative modes of public transportAlternative modes of public transportAlternative modes of public transport

15.15.15.15. MISS EMILY LAU asked: Will the Government inform this Council what measures areMISS EMILY LAU asked: Will the Government inform this Council what measures areMISS EMILY LAU asked: Will the Government inform this Council what measures areMISS EMILY LAU asked: Will the Government inform this Council what measures are

taken to ensure the adequate provision of alternative modes of public transporttaken to ensure the adequate provision of alternative modes of public transporttaken to ensure the adequate provision of alternative modes of public transporttaken to ensure the adequate provision of alternative modes of public transport

running parallel to Mass Transit Railway (MTR) lines so as to provide the passengersrunning parallel to Mass Transit Railway (MTR) lines so as to provide the passengersrunning parallel to Mass Transit Railway (MTR) lines so as to provide the passengersrunning parallel to Mass Transit Railway (MTR) lines so as to provide the passengers

with more options and to relieve the pressure on the MTR system?with more options and to relieve the pressure on the MTR system?with more options and to relieve the pressure on the MTR system?with more options and to relieve the pressure on the MTR system?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, as part of the measures to help relieveSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, as part of the measures to help relieveSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, as part of the measures to help relieveSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, as part of the measures to help relieve

congestion along the MTR Nathan Road Corridor, alternative public transport servicescongestion along the MTR Nathan Road Corridor, alternative public transport servicescongestion along the MTR Nathan Road Corridor, alternative public transport servicescongestion along the MTR Nathan Road Corridor, alternative public transport services

will be further strengthened.will be further strengthened.will be further strengthened.will be further strengthened.



Over the past three years, the number of franchised bus routes linking the NewOver the past three years, the number of franchised bus routes linking the NewOver the past three years, the number of franchised bus routes linking the NewOver the past three years, the number of franchised bus routes linking the New

Territories and North Kowloon with destinations south of the MTR Prince Edward StationTerritories and North Kowloon with destinations south of the MTR Prince Edward StationTerritories and North Kowloon with destinations south of the MTR Prince Edward StationTerritories and North Kowloon with destinations south of the MTR Prince Edward Station

has increased from 114 to 140.has increased from 114 to 140.has increased from 114 to 140.has increased from 114 to 140.

They include 14 express bus routes introduced in 1991, which provide air-They include 14 express bus routes introduced in 1991, which provide air-They include 14 express bus routes introduced in 1991, which provide air-They include 14 express bus routes introduced in 1991, which provide air-

conditioned services direct to employment centres in Tsim Sha Tsui, Central and Wanconditioned services direct to employment centres in Tsim Sha Tsui, Central and Wanconditioned services direct to employment centres in Tsim Sha Tsui, Central and Wanconditioned services direct to employment centres in Tsim Sha Tsui, Central and Wan

Chai.  Their service frequency and routing will be further improved in response toChai.  Their service frequency and routing will be further improved in response toChai.  Their service frequency and routing will be further improved in response toChai.  Their service frequency and routing will be further improved in response to

demand.  This summer, eight more such routes will be added to give passengers moredemand.  This summer, eight more such routes will be added to give passengers moredemand.  This summer, eight more such routes will be added to give passengers moredemand.  This summer, eight more such routes will be added to give passengers more

options.  Additionally, as in 1991, a fare reduction of 50�  will be offered on alloptions.  Additionally, as in 1991, a fare reduction of 50�  will be offered on alloptions.  Additionally, as in 1991, a fare reduction of 50�  will be offered on alloptions.  Additionally, as in 1991, a fare reduction of 50�  will be offered on all

express cross-harbour routes during the summer to enhance their attractivenessexpress cross-harbour routes during the summer to enhance their attractivenessexpress cross-harbour routes during the summer to enhance their attractivenessexpress cross-harbour routes during the summer to enhance their attractiveness

compared with the MTR.compared with the MTR.compared with the MTR.compared with the MTR.

Over the next two years, we plan to introduce four new cross-harbour bus routesOver the next two years, we plan to introduce four new cross-harbour bus routesOver the next two years, we plan to introduce four new cross-harbour bus routesOver the next two years, we plan to introduce four new cross-harbour bus routes

using the Eastern Harbour Crossing.using the Eastern Harbour Crossing.using the Eastern Harbour Crossing.using the Eastern Harbour Crossing.

Peak hour services are supplemented by residential coaches servingPeak hour services are supplemented by residential coaches servingPeak hour services are supplemented by residential coaches servingPeak hour services are supplemented by residential coaches serving the Yau-Tsim the Yau-Tsim the Yau-Tsim the Yau-Tsim

and Central areas.  More such services particularly for the New Territories will beand Central areas.  More such services particularly for the New Territories will beand Central areas.  More such services particularly for the New Territories will beand Central areas.  More such services particularly for the New Territories will be

considered.considered.considered.considered.

Measures have also been planned to encourage greater use of the KCR line southMeasures have also been planned to encourage greater use of the KCR line southMeasures have also been planned to encourage greater use of the KCR line southMeasures have also been planned to encourage greater use of the KCR line south

of Kowloon Tong by those KCR passengers who may otherwise switch to the MTR system.of Kowloon Tong by those KCR passengers who may otherwise switch to the MTR system.of Kowloon Tong by those KCR passengers who may otherwise switch to the MTR system.of Kowloon Tong by those KCR passengers who may otherwise switch to the MTR system.

These comprise better feeder bus services between the KCR Hung Hom Station and TsimThese comprise better feeder bus services between the KCR Hung Hom Station and TsimThese comprise better feeder bus services between the KCR Hung Hom Station and TsimThese comprise better feeder bus services between the KCR Hung Hom Station and Tsim

Sha Tsui, and additional bus priority measures and stopping space at the toll plazaSha Tsui, and additional bus priority measures and stopping space at the toll plazaSha Tsui, and additional bus priority measures and stopping space at the toll plazaSha Tsui, and additional bus priority measures and stopping space at the toll plaza

of the Cross Harbour Tunnel to speed up bus services to Hong Kong Island.of the Cross Harbour Tunnel to speed up bus services to Hong Kong Island.of the Cross Harbour Tunnel to speed up bus services to Hong Kong Island.of the Cross Harbour Tunnel to speed up bus services to Hong Kong Island.

Finally, ferry services from Tuen Mun, Tsuen Wan and Tsing Yi to Central willFinally, ferry services from Tuen Mun, Tsuen Wan and Tsing Yi to Central willFinally, ferry services from Tuen Mun, Tsuen Wan and Tsing Yi to Central willFinally, ferry services from Tuen Mun, Tsuen Wan and Tsing Yi to Central will

be enhanced.  Planned improvements this year include deploying a second double-deckbe enhanced.  Planned improvements this year include deploying a second double-deckbe enhanced.  Planned improvements this year include deploying a second double-deckbe enhanced.  Planned improvements this year include deploying a second double-deck

air-conditioned vessel in June, more sailings during the morning peak, and extendingair-conditioned vessel in June, more sailings during the morning peak, and extendingair-conditioned vessel in June, more sailings during the morning peak, and extendingair-conditioned vessel in June, more sailings during the morning peak, and extending

selected trips to Wan Chai.selected trips to Wan Chai.selected trips to Wan Chai.selected trips to Wan Chai.

The long-term solution lies in building the Airport Railway by mid-1997, whichThe long-term solution lies in building the Airport Railway by mid-1997, whichThe long-term solution lies in building the Airport Railway by mid-1997, whichThe long-term solution lies in building the Airport Railway by mid-1997, which

will include both an express service to the new airport and a Lantau Line providingwill include both an express service to the new airport and a Lantau Line providingwill include both an express service to the new airport and a Lantau Line providingwill include both an express service to the new airport and a Lantau Line providing

effective relief to the Tsuen Wan Line.effective relief to the Tsuen Wan Line.effective relief to the Tsuen Wan Line.effective relief to the Tsuen Wan Line.

Civil service wastageCivil service wastageCivil service wastageCivil service wastage

16.16.16.16. MR HENRY TANG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR HENRY TANG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR HENRY TANG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR HENRY TANG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:



(a)(a)(a)(a) how many civil servants in the upper and middle management ranks have lefthow many civil servants in the upper and middle management ranks have lefthow many civil servants in the upper and middle management ranks have lefthow many civil servants in the upper and middle management ranks have left

the service in the past three years, and of these, how many are Administrativethe service in the past three years, and of these, how many are Administrativethe service in the past three years, and of these, how many are Administrativethe service in the past three years, and of these, how many are Administrative

Officers;Officers;Officers;Officers;

(b)(b)(b)(b) which three uwhich three uwhich three uwhich three upper and middle management ranks suffer the most serious wastagepper and middle management ranks suffer the most serious wastagepper and middle management ranks suffer the most serious wastagepper and middle management ranks suffer the most serious wastage

problem, and what their wastage rates are; andproblem, and what their wastage rates are; andproblem, and what their wastage rates are; andproblem, and what their wastage rates are; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) whether the wastage situation in the upper and middle management ranks haswhether the wastage situation in the upper and middle management ranks haswhether the wastage situation in the upper and middle management ranks haswhether the wastage situation in the upper and middle management ranks has

affected the efficiency of the Civil Service?affected the efficiency of the Civil Service?affected the efficiency of the Civil Service?affected the efficiency of the Civil Service?

SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, statistics on wastage in theSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, statistics on wastage in theSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, statistics on wastage in theSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, statistics on wastage in the

Civil Service collected and compiled on a regular basis are by groups of salary points.Civil Service collected and compiled on a regular basis are by groups of salary points.Civil Service collected and compiled on a regular basis are by groups of salary points.Civil Service collected and compiled on a regular basis are by groups of salary points.

A table of such statistics for the past three financial years is at Annex.  The tableA table of such statistics for the past three financial years is at Annex.  The tableA table of such statistics for the past three financial years is at Annex.  The tableA table of such statistics for the past three financial years is at Annex.  The table

shows the number of Administrative Officers who left the service, and the wastageshows the number of Administrative Officers who left the service, and the wastageshows the number of Administrative Officers who left the service, and the wastageshows the number of Administrative Officers who left the service, and the wastage

rate for each group of staff.rate for each group of staff.rate for each group of staff.rate for each group of staff.

As can be seen, the wastage situation has been improving.  For all groups theAs can be seen, the wastage situation has been improving.  For all groups theAs can be seen, the wastage situation has been improving.  For all groups theAs can be seen, the wastage situation has been improving.  For all groups the

wastage rate has been declining, and the overall wastage rate is stabilizing at aroundwastage rate has been declining, and the overall wastage rate is stabilizing at aroundwastage rate has been declining, and the overall wastage rate is stabilizing at aroundwastage rate has been declining, and the overall wastage rate is stabilizing at around

5%.  That being the case, the wastage situation should not have adversely affected5%.  That being the case, the wastage situation should not have adversely affected5%.  That being the case, the wastage situation should not have adversely affected5%.  That being the case, the wastage situation should not have adversely affected

the efficiency of the Civil Service.the efficiency of the Civil Service.the efficiency of the Civil Service.the efficiency of the Civil Service.

AnnexAnnexAnnexAnnex

Wastage by Salary GroupWastage by Salary GroupWastage by Salary GroupWastage by Salary Group

1989-901989-901989-901989-90 1990-9l1990-9l1990-9l1990-9l 199l-925199l-925199l-925199l-925

(Apr 9l-Jan92)(Apr 9l-Jan92)(Apr 9l-Jan92)(Apr 9l-Jan92)

                                                                    

NumberNumberNumberNumber Rate3Rate3Rate3Rate3 NumberNumberNumberNumber RateRateRateRate  Nu Nu Nu Numbermbermbermber RateRateRateRate

DPS1 andDPS1 andDPS1 andDPS1 and      90     90     90     90   8%  8%  8%  8%     80    80    80    80 6.6%6.6%6.6%6.6%    57   57   57   57 4.4%4.4%4.4%4.4%

equivalentequivalentequivalentequivalent

MPS2 45-49MPS2 45-49MPS2 45-49MPS2 45-49      l63     l63     l63     l63 6.8%6.8%6.8%6.8% l5ll5ll5ll5l 5.7%5.7%5.7%5.7% l50l50l50l50 5.2%5.2%5.2%5.2%

andandandand

equivalentequivalentequivalentequivalent

        



MPS 34-44MPS 34-44MPS 34-44MPS 34-44     835    835    835    835 6.5%6.5%6.5%6.5%     8l9    8l9    8l9    8l9 6.l%6.l%6.l%6.l%   536  536  536  536 4.9%4.9%4.9%4.9%

andandandand

equivalentequivalentequivalentequivalent

BelowBelowBelowBelow  9 702 9 702 9 702 9 702 5.3%5.3%5.3%5.3%  8 773 8 773 8 773 8 773  5.l% 5.l% 5.l% 5.l% 6 8586 8586 8586 858 3.9%3.9%3.9%3.9%

MPS 34MPS 34MPS 34MPS 34

andandandand

equivalentequivalentequivalentequivalent

l0 790(2l)4l0 790(2l)4l0 790(2l)4l0 790(2l)4 5.8%(4.8%)5.8%(4.8%)5.8%(4.8%)5.8%(4.8%) 9 823(l6)9 823(l6)9 823(l6)9 823(l6) 5.2%(3.6%)5.2%(3.6%)5.2%(3.6%)5.2%(3.6%) 7 60l(l3)7 60l(l3)7 60l(l3)7 60l(l3) 4.0%(2.8%)4.0%(2.8%)4.0%(2.8%)4.0%(2.8%)

l.l.l.l. Directorate Pay ScaleDirectorate Pay ScaleDirectorate Pay ScaleDirectorate Pay Scale

2.2.2.2. Master Pay ScaleMaster Pay ScaleMaster Pay ScaleMaster Pay Scale

3.3.3.3. Wastage rate = wastage during year as percentage of strength at beginning of yearWastage rate = wastage during year as percentage of strength at beginning of yearWastage rate = wastage during year as percentage of strength at beginning of yearWastage rate = wastage during year as percentage of strength at beginning of year

4.4.4.4. Figures in brackets = wastage of Administrative OffFigures in brackets = wastage of Administrative OffFigures in brackets = wastage of Administrative OffFigures in brackets = wastage of Administrative Officersicersicersicers

5.5.5.5. Figures do not include staff who left the Civil Service to join the VocationalFigures do not include staff who left the Civil Service to join the VocationalFigures do not include staff who left the Civil Service to join the VocationalFigures do not include staff who left the Civil Service to join the Vocational

Training Council and the Hospital AuthorityTraining Council and the Hospital AuthorityTraining Council and the Hospital AuthorityTraining Council and the Hospital Authority

Kennedy Town incineratorKennedy Town incineratorKennedy Town incineratorKennedy Town incinerator

17.17.17.17. DR YEUNG SUM asked: In view of the considerable air pollution caused by the KennedyDR YEUNG SUM asked: In view of the considerable air pollution caused by the KennedyDR YEUNG SUM asked: In view of the considerable air pollution caused by the KennedyDR YEUNG SUM asked: In view of the considerable air pollution caused by the Kennedy

Town incinerator, will the Government inform this Council:Town incinerator, will the Government inform this Council:Town incinerator, will the Government inform this Council:Town incinerator, will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) whether there are plans to defer the closure of the incinerator; andwhether there are plans to defer the closure of the incinerator; andwhether there are plans to defer the closure of the incinerator; andwhether there are plans to defer the closure of the incinerator; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) if so, for how long the closure will be deferred, why it is necessary to deferif so, for how long the closure will be deferred, why it is necessary to deferif so, for how long the closure will be deferred, why it is necessary to deferif so, for how long the closure will be deferred, why it is necessary to defer

the closure, whether the delay can be shortened and what measures will be taken inthe closure, whether the delay can be shortened and what measures will be taken inthe closure, whether the delay can be shortened and what measures will be taken inthe closure, whether the delay can be shortened and what measures will be taken in

the interim to mitigate the air pollution problem in the area?the interim to mitigate the air pollution problem in the area?the interim to mitigate the air pollution problem in the area?the interim to mitigate the air pollution problem in the area?

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, in the 1989 WhiteSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, in the 1989 WhiteSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, in the 1989 WhiteSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, in the 1989 White

Paper: Pollution in Hong Kong -- A time to act, the Government stated its intentionPaper: Pollution in Hong Kong -- A time to act, the Government stated its intentionPaper: Pollution in Hong Kong -- A time to act, the Government stated its intentionPaper: Pollution in Hong Kong -- A time to act, the Government stated its intention

to phase out the existing municipal incinerators as land-based disposal facilitiesto phase out the existing municipal incinerators as land-based disposal facilitiesto phase out the existing municipal incinerators as land-based disposal facilitiesto phase out the existing municipal incinerators as land-based disposal facilities

are introduced to replace them.  The Lai Chi Kok incinerator was therefore closedare introduced to replace them.  The Lai Chi Kok incinerator was therefore closedare introduced to replace them.  The Lai Chi Kok incinerator was therefore closedare introduced to replace them.  The Lai Chi Kok incinerator was therefore closed

in late 1990, after the commissioning of the Kowloon Bay Refuse Transfer Station inin late 1990, after the commissioning of the Kowloon Bay Refuse Transfer Station inin late 1990, after the commissioning of the Kowloon Bay Refuse Transfer Station inin late 1990, after the commissioning of the Kowloon Bay Refuse Transfer Station in



April 1990.  In the May 1991 First Review of Progress on the 1989 White Paper, itApril 1990.  In the May 1991 First Review of Progress on the 1989 White Paper, itApril 1990.  In the May 1991 First Review of Progress on the 1989 White Paper, itApril 1990.  In the May 1991 First Review of Progress on the 1989 White Paper, it

was noted that the Kennedy Town incinerator would be closed after the commissioningwas noted that the Kennedy Town incinerator would be closed after the commissioningwas noted that the Kennedy Town incinerator would be closed after the commissioningwas noted that the Kennedy Town incinerator would be closed after the commissioning

of the Hong Kong Island East Refuse Transfer Station, scheduled for early 1993.  Itof the Hong Kong Island East Refuse Transfer Station, scheduled for early 1993.  Itof the Hong Kong Island East Refuse Transfer Station, scheduled for early 1993.  Itof the Hong Kong Island East Refuse Transfer Station, scheduled for early 1993.  It

is still the intention that the incinerator -- which has been fitted with electrois still the intention that the incinerator -- which has been fitted with electrois still the intention that the incinerator -- which has been fitted with electrois still the intention that the incinerator -- which has been fitted with electro

static precipitators to reduce the amount of particles entering the atmosphere -static precipitators to reduce the amount of particles entering the atmosphere -static precipitators to reduce the amount of particles entering the atmosphere -static precipitators to reduce the amount of particles entering the atmosphere -

- should be closed as soon as practicable after the new RTS is commissioned and- should be closed as soon as practicable after the new RTS is commissioned and- should be closed as soon as practicable after the new RTS is commissioned and- should be closed as soon as practicable after the new RTS is commissioned and

provided that any wastes in excess of capacity of the RTS can be disposed of in anprovided that any wastes in excess of capacity of the RTS can be disposed of in anprovided that any wastes in excess of capacity of the RTS can be disposed of in anprovided that any wastes in excess of capacity of the RTS can be disposed of in an

environmentally acceptable manner.  The amount of such excess wastes, if any, andenvironmentally acceptable manner.  The amount of such excess wastes, if any, andenvironmentally acceptable manner.  The amount of such excess wastes, if any, andenvironmentally acceptable manner.  The amount of such excess wastes, if any, and

how they might be properly disposed of is now being examined by the Administration.how they might be properly disposed of is now being examined by the Administration.how they might be properly disposed of is now being examined by the Administration.how they might be properly disposed of is now being examined by the Administration.

Governor's costume on public ceremonial occasionsGovernor's costume on public ceremonial occasionsGovernor's costume on public ceremonial occasionsGovernor's costume on public ceremonial occasions

18.18.18.18. MR MARTIN BARROW asked: Does the Hong Kong Government agree that the practiceMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Does the Hong Kong Government agree that the practiceMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Does the Hong Kong Government agree that the practiceMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Does the Hong Kong Government agree that the practice

of requiring the Governor to wear a plumed hat and sword on certain public ceremonialof requiring the Governor to wear a plumed hat and sword on certain public ceremonialof requiring the Governor to wear a plumed hat and sword on certain public ceremonialof requiring the Governor to wear a plumed hat and sword on certain public ceremonial

occasions is anachronistic and no longer appropriate to the circumstances of Hongoccasions is anachronistic and no longer appropriate to the circumstances of Hongoccasions is anachronistic and no longer appropriate to the circumstances of Hongoccasions is anachronistic and no longer appropriate to the circumstances of Hong

Kong; if so, will it advise the British Government accordingly?Kong; if so, will it advise the British Government accordingly?Kong; if so, will it advise the British Government accordingly?Kong; if so, will it advise the British Government accordingly?

CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the new Governor will no doubt take into accountCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the new Governor will no doubt take into accountCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the new Governor will no doubt take into accountCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the new Governor will no doubt take into account

views expressed about the appropriate style of dress which he should wear on publicviews expressed about the appropriate style of dress which he should wear on publicviews expressed about the appropriate style of dress which he should wear on publicviews expressed about the appropriate style of dress which he should wear on public

ceremonial occasions.ceremonial occasions.ceremonial occasions.ceremonial occasions.

HKU's Paediatric Intensive Care UnitHKU's Paediatric Intensive Care UnitHKU's Paediatric Intensive Care UnitHKU's Paediatric Intensive Care Unit

19.19.19.19. DR CONRAD LAM asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the number ofDR CONRAD LAM asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the number ofDR CONRAD LAM asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the number ofDR CONRAD LAM asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the number of

beds provided in the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit of the Faculty of Medicine,beds provided in the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit of the Faculty of Medicine,beds provided in the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit of the Faculty of Medicine,beds provided in the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit of the Faculty of Medicine,

University of Hong Kong and whether all the beds of the Unit are in use; if not, whatUniversity of Hong Kong and whether all the beds of the Unit are in use; if not, whatUniversity of Hong Kong and whether all the beds of the Unit are in use; if not, whatUniversity of Hong Kong and whether all the beds of the Unit are in use; if not, what

the reasons are; and what plan the Hospital Authority has to bring this Unit intothe reasons are; and what plan the Hospital Authority has to bring this Unit intothe reasons are; and what plan the Hospital Authority has to bring this Unit intothe reasons are; and what plan the Hospital Authority has to bring this Unit into

full operation?full operation?full operation?full operation?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Paediatric Intensive CareSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Paediatric Intensive CareSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Paediatric Intensive CareSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, the Paediatric Intensive Care

Unit of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Hong Kong at Queen Mary HospitalUnit of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Hong Kong at Queen Mary HospitalUnit of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Hong Kong at Queen Mary HospitalUnit of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Hong Kong at Queen Mary Hospital

provides 46 beds upon full operation. A total of 42 beds are currently in use:  11provides 46 beds upon full operation. A total of 42 beds are currently in use:  11provides 46 beds upon full operation. A total of 42 beds are currently in use:  11provides 46 beds upon full operation. A total of 42 beds are currently in use:  11

beds for intensive care and 31 beds for special care.beds for intensive care and 31 beds for special care.beds for intensive care and 31 beds for special care.beds for intensive care and 31 beds for special care.

Opening of further intensive care beds will Opening of further intensive care beds will Opening of further intensive care beds will Opening of further intensive care beds will depend on clinical demand, overalldepend on clinical demand, overalldepend on clinical demand, overalldepend on clinical demand, overall

service co-ordination and deployment of resources.  The present mix of hospital bedsservice co-ordination and deployment of resources.  The present mix of hospital bedsservice co-ordination and deployment of resources.  The present mix of hospital bedsservice co-ordination and deployment of resources.  The present mix of hospital beds



is considered adequate to cope with prevailing demand.is considered adequate to cope with prevailing demand.is considered adequate to cope with prevailing demand.is considered adequate to cope with prevailing demand.

Waste disposalWaste disposalWaste disposalWaste disposal

20.20.20.20. REV FUNG CHI-WOOD asked: With regard to the disposal of soREV FUNG CHI-WOOD asked: With regard to the disposal of soREV FUNG CHI-WOOD asked: With regard to the disposal of soREV FUNG CHI-WOOD asked: With regard to the disposal of solid wastes, will thelid wastes, will thelid wastes, will thelid wastes, will the

Government inform this Council:Government inform this Council:Government inform this Council:Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) whether there is any plan to levy charges on commercial firms producing suchwhether there is any plan to levy charges on commercial firms producing suchwhether there is any plan to levy charges on commercial firms producing suchwhether there is any plan to levy charges on commercial firms producing such

wastes; if so, what progress has been made;wastes; if so, what progress has been made;wastes; if so, what progress has been made;wastes; if so, what progress has been made;

(b)(b)(b)(b) given that there has been a drastic increase in the volume of commercigiven that there has been a drastic increase in the volume of commercigiven that there has been a drastic increase in the volume of commercigiven that there has been a drastic increase in the volume of commercial solidal solidal solidal solid

wastes being disposed at the landfills in recent years, what plans are in hand onwastes being disposed at the landfills in recent years, what plans are in hand onwastes being disposed at the landfills in recent years, what plans are in hand onwastes being disposed at the landfills in recent years, what plans are in hand on

the part of the Administration to recycle such wastes so that demands on the landfillsthe part of the Administration to recycle such wastes so that demands on the landfillsthe part of the Administration to recycle such wastes so that demands on the landfillsthe part of the Administration to recycle such wastes so that demands on the landfills

may be alleviated?may be alleviated?may be alleviated?may be alleviated?

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) Given the high cost of providing environmentally acceptable disposalGiven the high cost of providing environmentally acceptable disposalGiven the high cost of providing environmentally acceptable disposalGiven the high cost of providing environmentally acceptable disposal

facilities clearly a case could be made for levying charges, on the polluter paysfacilities clearly a case could be made for levying charges, on the polluter paysfacilities clearly a case could be made for levying charges, on the polluter paysfacilities clearly a case could be made for levying charges, on the polluter pays

principle, for the disposal of solid wastes at landfills.  Many administrationsprinciple, for the disposal of solid wastes at landfills.  Many administrationsprinciple, for the disposal of solid wastes at landfills.  Many administrationsprinciple, for the disposal of solid wastes at landfills.  Many administrations

impose such charges in return for providing these or similar facilities.  Theimpose such charges in return for providing these or similar facilities.  Theimpose such charges in return for providing these or similar facilities.  Theimpose such charges in return for providing these or similar facilities.  The

Government is therefore considering the general feasibility of imposing such chargesGovernment is therefore considering the general feasibility of imposing such chargesGovernment is therefore considering the general feasibility of imposing such chargesGovernment is therefore considering the general feasibility of imposing such charges

in Hong Kong, although its deliberations are at an early stage as yet.  It is thereforein Hong Kong, although its deliberations are at an early stage as yet.  It is thereforein Hong Kong, although its deliberations are at an early stage as yet.  It is thereforein Hong Kong, although its deliberations are at an early stage as yet.  It is therefore

too early to say whether charges will be levied on commercial firms for solid wastetoo early to say whether charges will be levied on commercial firms for solid wastetoo early to say whether charges will be levied on commercial firms for solid wastetoo early to say whether charges will be levied on commercial firms for solid waste

disposal.  Because of the considerable increase in the amount of construction wastedisposal.  Because of the considerable increase in the amount of construction wastedisposal.  Because of the considerable increase in the amount of construction wastedisposal.  Because of the considerable increase in the amount of construction waste

being disposed of in landfills recently, any scheme formulation is likely to givebeing disposed of in landfills recently, any scheme formulation is likely to givebeing disposed of in landfills recently, any scheme formulation is likely to givebeing disposed of in landfills recently, any scheme formulation is likely to give

priority to the need to introduce charges for the disposal of construction wastes.priority to the need to introduce charges for the disposal of construction wastes.priority to the need to introduce charges for the disposal of construction wastes.priority to the need to introduce charges for the disposal of construction wastes.

(b)(b)(b)(b) Although apart from construction waste there has not been a drastic increaseAlthough apart from construction waste there has not been a drastic increaseAlthough apart from construction waste there has not been a drastic increaseAlthough apart from construction waste there has not been a drastic increase

in the quantity of commercial waste being disposed of at landfills in recent years,in the quantity of commercial waste being disposed of at landfills in recent years,in the quantity of commercial waste being disposed of at landfills in recent years,in the quantity of commercial waste being disposed of at landfills in recent years,

it is nonetheless the Government's policy to encourage the recovery and recyclingit is nonetheless the Government's policy to encourage the recovery and recyclingit is nonetheless the Government's policy to encourage the recovery and recyclingit is nonetheless the Government's policy to encourage the recovery and recycling

of wastes generally.  There is already a substantial waste recovery industry in Hongof wastes generally.  There is already a substantial waste recovery industry in Hongof wastes generally.  There is already a substantial waste recovery industry in Hongof wastes generally.  There is already a substantial waste recovery industry in Hong

Kong and, for example, most of the office paper wastes produced in the main officeKong and, for example, most of the office paper wastes produced in the main officeKong and, for example, most of the office paper wastes produced in the main officeKong and, for example, most of the office paper wastes produced in the main office

areas are recovered and exported for recycling.  As regards the possibility ofareas are recovered and exported for recycling.  As regards the possibility ofareas are recovered and exported for recycling.  As regards the possibility ofareas are recovered and exported for recycling.  As regards the possibility of

recycling construction wastes, the Government is examining how the amounts of suchrecycling construction wastes, the Government is examining how the amounts of suchrecycling construction wastes, the Government is examining how the amounts of suchrecycling construction wastes, the Government is examining how the amounts of such

waste presented for disposal at landfills can be reduced, and how such waste mightwaste presented for disposal at landfills can be reduced, and how such waste mightwaste presented for disposal at landfills can be reduced, and how such waste mightwaste presented for disposal at landfills can be reduced, and how such waste might



be recycled.  It has already been agreed that, subject to funding, certain futurebe recycled.  It has already been agreed that, subject to funding, certain futurebe recycled.  It has already been agreed that, subject to funding, certain futurebe recycled.  It has already been agreed that, subject to funding, certain future

reclamation projects should be brought forward to absorb construction waste by publicreclamation projects should be brought forward to absorb construction waste by publicreclamation projects should be brought forward to absorb construction waste by publicreclamation projects should be brought forward to absorb construction waste by public

dumping.  At the same time, a pilot scheme to test the viability of a recycling plantdumping.  At the same time, a pilot scheme to test the viability of a recycling plantdumping.  At the same time, a pilot scheme to test the viability of a recycling plantdumping.  At the same time, a pilot scheme to test the viability of a recycling plant

for construction waste is in hand, and if this is successful, it may be put to morefor construction waste is in hand, and if this is successful, it may be put to morefor construction waste is in hand, and if this is successful, it may be put to morefor construction waste is in hand, and if this is successful, it may be put to more

permanent and extensive use.permanent and extensive use.permanent and extensive use.permanent and extensive use.

StatementStatementStatementStatement

Updated figures for the 1991-92 surplusUpdated figures for the 1991-92 surplusUpdated figures for the 1991-92 surplusUpdated figures for the 1991-92 surplus

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in my speech on 1 April concluding theFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in my speech on 1 April concluding theFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in my speech on 1 April concluding theFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in my speech on 1 April concluding the

debate on the Second Reading of the Appropriation Bill, I underlined the importancedebate on the Second Reading of the Appropriation Bill, I underlined the importancedebate on the Second Reading of the Appropriation Bill, I underlined the importancedebate on the Second Reading of the Appropriation Bill, I underlined the importance

of maintaining healthy fiscal reserves, which we can draw upon if we encounter adverseof maintaining healthy fiscal reserves, which we can draw upon if we encounter adverseof maintaining healthy fiscal reserves, which we can draw upon if we encounter adverseof maintaining healthy fiscal reserves, which we can draw upon if we encounter adverse

economic and financial developments.  At the same time, I explained that the forecasteconomic and financial developments.  At the same time, I explained that the forecasteconomic and financial developments.  At the same time, I explained that the forecasteconomic and financial developments.  At the same time, I explained that the forecast

figure of $71 billion in 1996-97 was adequate for this purpose, and that I had nofigure of $71 billion in 1996-97 was adequate for this purpose, and that I had nofigure of $71 billion in 1996-97 was adequate for this purpose, and that I had nofigure of $71 billion in 1996-97 was adequate for this purpose, and that I had no

hidden agenda to build up the reserves even higher.hidden agenda to build up the reserves even higher.hidden agenda to build up the reserves even higher.hidden agenda to build up the reserves even higher.

Updated figures for the 1991-92 surplus are now available as a result of the "firstUpdated figures for the 1991-92 surplus are now available as a result of the "firstUpdated figures for the 1991-92 surplus are now available as a result of the "firstUpdated figures for the 1991-92 surplus are now available as a result of the "first

closing" of the Government's accounts.  These indicate an additional surplus of moreclosing" of the Government's accounts.  These indicate an additional surplus of moreclosing" of the Government's accounts.  These indicate an additional surplus of moreclosing" of the Government's accounts.  These indicate an additional surplus of more

than $6 billion on top of the revised estimate.than $6 billion on top of the revised estimate.than $6 billion on top of the revised estimate.than $6 billion on top of the revised estimate.

Figures for the final closing of the Government's accounts will not be availableFigures for the final closing of the Government's accounts will not be availableFigures for the final closing of the Government's accounts will not be availableFigures for the final closing of the Government's accounts will not be available

until the second part of May.  These may vary slightly from the first closing figures.until the second part of May.  These may vary slightly from the first closing figures.until the second part of May.  These may vary slightly from the first closing figures.until the second part of May.  These may vary slightly from the first closing figures.

But it is clear that we now have an unexpected windfall.  I thought it proper bothBut it is clear that we now have an unexpected windfall.  I thought it proper bothBut it is clear that we now have an unexpected windfall.  I thought it proper bothBut it is clear that we now have an unexpected windfall.  I thought it proper both

to inform Members of this, although the figures are not final; and since the changeto inform Members of this, although the figures are not final; and since the changeto inform Members of this, although the figures are not final; and since the changeto inform Members of this, although the figures are not final; and since the change

is so significant, to review my revenue proposals accordingly.is so significant, to review my revenue proposals accordingly.is so significant, to review my revenue proposals accordingly.is so significant, to review my revenue proposals accordingly.

Looking at the five-year period covered by the Medium Range ForLooking at the five-year period covered by the Medium Range ForLooking at the five-year period covered by the Medium Range ForLooking at the five-year period covered by the Medium Range Forecast, and allowingecast, and allowingecast, and allowingecast, and allowing

for interest on this additional surplus, our accumulated reserves by 1996-97 willfor interest on this additional surplus, our accumulated reserves by 1996-97 willfor interest on this additional surplus, our accumulated reserves by 1996-97 willfor interest on this additional surplus, our accumulated reserves by 1996-97 will

be more than $7 billion higher than we had previously forecast --  and of particularbe more than $7 billion higher than we had previously forecast --  and of particularbe more than $7 billion higher than we had previously forecast --  and of particularbe more than $7 billion higher than we had previously forecast --  and of particular

relevance, $7 billion higher than the forecast available at the time of my Budget.relevance, $7 billion higher than the forecast available at the time of my Budget.relevance, $7 billion higher than the forecast available at the time of my Budget.relevance, $7 billion higher than the forecast available at the time of my Budget.

This development was not -- and could not have been -- foreseen, but it is veryThis development was not -- and could not have been -- foreseen, but it is veryThis development was not -- and could not have been -- foreseen, but it is veryThis development was not -- and could not have been -- foreseen, but it is very

welcome nevertheless.  It will enable us to continue with our planned increases inwelcome nevertheless.  It will enable us to continue with our planned increases inwelcome nevertheless.  It will enable us to continue with our planned increases inwelcome nevertheless.  It will enable us to continue with our planned increases in

expenditure; to fund the proposed tax concessions; and to maintain an adequateexpenditure; to fund the proposed tax concessions; and to maintain an adequateexpenditure; to fund the proposed tax concessions; and to maintain an adequateexpenditure; to fund the proposed tax concessions; and to maintain an adequate

"cushion" of reserves.  At the same time it no longer seems necessary to raise"cushion" of reserves.  At the same time it no longer seems necessary to raise"cushion" of reserves.  At the same time it no longer seems necessary to raise"cushion" of reserves.  At the same time it no longer seems necessary to raise

additional revenue on the scale I had originally planned.additional revenue on the scale I had originally planned.additional revenue on the scale I had originally planned.additional revenue on the scale I had originally planned.



The amount of the resulting increase in our projected reserves is, as it happens,The amount of the resulting increase in our projected reserves is, as it happens,The amount of the resulting increase in our projected reserves is, as it happens,The amount of the resulting increase in our projected reserves is, as it happens,

roughly equivalent to the amount which I had intended to raise by increasing ratesroughly equivalent to the amount which I had intended to raise by increasing ratesroughly equivalent to the amount which I had intended to raise by increasing ratesroughly equivalent to the amount which I had intended to raise by increasing rates

by half of one percentage point.  I am pleased to announce that, under these changedby half of one percentage point.  I am pleased to announce that, under these changedby half of one percentage point.  I am pleased to announce that, under these changedby half of one percentage point.  I am pleased to announce that, under these changed

circumstances, the Administration does not need to proceed with an increase to thecircumstances, the Administration does not need to proceed with an increase to thecircumstances, the Administration does not need to proceed with an increase to thecircumstances, the Administration does not need to proceed with an increase to the

general rates poundage this year, assuming of course that the other revenue measuresgeneral rates poundage this year, assuming of course that the other revenue measuresgeneral rates poundage this year, assuming of course that the other revenue measuresgeneral rates poundage this year, assuming of course that the other revenue measures

are agreed.  For this reason, I will not be introducing into this Council a resolutionare agreed.  For this reason, I will not be introducing into this Council a resolutionare agreed.  For this reason, I will not be introducing into this Council a resolutionare agreed.  For this reason, I will not be introducing into this Council a resolution

to increase rates in the context of this Budget.  Accordingly, appropriateto increase rates in the context of this Budget.  Accordingly, appropriateto increase rates in the context of this Budget.  Accordingly, appropriateto increase rates in the context of this Budget.  Accordingly, appropriate

adjustments will be made to subsequent rates demands.  Rates, as a stable andadjustments will be made to subsequent rates demands.  Rates, as a stable andadjustments will be made to subsequent rates demands.  Rates, as a stable andadjustments will be made to subsequent rates demands.  Rates, as a stable and

progressive form of taxation, will nevertheless continue to make an importantprogressive form of taxation, will nevertheless continue to make an importantprogressive form of taxation, will nevertheless continue to make an importantprogressive form of taxation, will nevertheless continue to make an important

contribution to general revenue.contribution to general revenue.contribution to general revenue.contribution to general revenue.

The fact that we can now do without a rates increase is clearly good news to theThe fact that we can now do without a rates increase is clearly good news to theThe fact that we can now do without a rates increase is clearly good news to theThe fact that we can now do without a rates increase is clearly good news to the

public as well as to the Administration.  Nevertheless, it raises the question ofpublic as well as to the Administration.  Nevertheless, it raises the question ofpublic as well as to the Administration.  Nevertheless, it raises the question ofpublic as well as to the Administration.  Nevertheless, it raises the question of

how the underestimation came about.  There are two main reasons.how the underestimation came about.  There are two main reasons.how the underestimation came about.  There are two main reasons.how the underestimation came about.  There are two main reasons.

First, revenue from stamp duty, salaries and profits tax and first registrationFirst, revenue from stamp duty, salaries and profits tax and first registrationFirst, revenue from stamp duty, salaries and profits tax and first registrationFirst, revenue from stamp duty, salaries and profits tax and first registration

tax have been higher than expected, with the result that total revenue is $2.3 billiontax have been higher than expected, with the result that total revenue is $2.3 billiontax have been higher than expected, with the result that total revenue is $2.3 billiontax have been higher than expected, with the result that total revenue is $2.3 billion

above the revised estimate.above the revised estimate.above the revised estimate.above the revised estimate.

Secondly, spending on public works is expected to be $3 billion below the revisedSecondly, spending on public works is expected to be $3 billion below the revisedSecondly, spending on public works is expected to be $3 billion below the revisedSecondly, spending on public works is expected to be $3 billion below the revised

estimate, as a result of further slippage in the capital works programme.estimate, as a result of further slippage in the capital works programme.estimate, as a result of further slippage in the capital works programme.estimate, as a result of further slippage in the capital works programme.

The difference between the first closinThe difference between the first closinThe difference between the first closinThe difference between the first closing figure and the revised estimate figureg figure and the revised estimate figureg figure and the revised estimate figureg figure and the revised estimate figure

for revenue is only 2%.  Revenue yields are affected by economic factors and cannotfor revenue is only 2%.  Revenue yields are affected by economic factors and cannotfor revenue is only 2%.  Revenue yields are affected by economic factors and cannotfor revenue is only 2%.  Revenue yields are affected by economic factors and cannot

be precisely forecast.  Recent activity in the stock market and relatively highbe precisely forecast.  Recent activity in the stock market and relatively highbe precisely forecast.  Recent activity in the stock market and relatively highbe precisely forecast.  Recent activity in the stock market and relatively high

property prices have, for example, contributed to the increased revenue from stampproperty prices have, for example, contributed to the increased revenue from stampproperty prices have, for example, contributed to the increased revenue from stampproperty prices have, for example, contributed to the increased revenue from stamp

duty.duty.duty.duty.

By contrast, the slowness in identifying the magnitude of the underspending inBy contrast, the slowness in identifying the magnitude of the underspending inBy contrast, the slowness in identifying the magnitude of the underspending inBy contrast, the slowness in identifying the magnitude of the underspending in

public works is less readily understandable, and is a matter for concern.  Although,public works is less readily understandable, and is a matter for concern.  Although,public works is less readily understandable, and is a matter for concern.  Although,public works is less readily understandable, and is a matter for concern.  Although,

in the long term, some of the underspending this year will be made up for in subsequentin the long term, some of the underspending this year will be made up for in subsequentin the long term, some of the underspending this year will be made up for in subsequentin the long term, some of the underspending this year will be made up for in subsequent

years as delayed projects are implemented, it is clearly unsatisfactory that we haveyears as delayed projects are implemented, it is clearly unsatisfactory that we haveyears as delayed projects are implemented, it is clearly unsatisfactory that we haveyears as delayed projects are implemented, it is clearly unsatisfactory that we have

been unable to predict the progress of our capital works programme with more accuracy.been unable to predict the progress of our capital works programme with more accuracy.been unable to predict the progress of our capital works programme with more accuracy.been unable to predict the progress of our capital works programme with more accuracy.

I have therefore asked the Secretary for the Treasury and the Secretary for WorksI have therefore asked the Secretary for the Treasury and the Secretary for WorksI have therefore asked the Secretary for the Treasury and the Secretary for WorksI have therefore asked the Secretary for the Treasury and the Secretary for Works

to look urgently at how to improve our estimating techniques and procedures for theto look urgently at how to improve our estimating techniques and procedures for theto look urgently at how to improve our estimating techniques and procedures for theto look urgently at how to improve our estimating techniques and procedures for the

Public Works Programme, to ensure that in future years a more accurate picture ofPublic Works Programme, to ensure that in future years a more accurate picture ofPublic Works Programme, to ensure that in future years a more accurate picture ofPublic Works Programme, to ensure that in future years a more accurate picture of

the situation emerges.the situation emerges.the situation emerges.the situation emerges.



Although this windfall surplusAlthough this windfall surplusAlthough this windfall surplusAlthough this windfall surplus will enable us to defer an increase in general will enable us to defer an increase in general will enable us to defer an increase in general will enable us to defer an increase in general

rates, I am also able to assure Members that this does not affect our determinationrates, I am also able to assure Members that this does not affect our determinationrates, I am also able to assure Members that this does not affect our determinationrates, I am also able to assure Members that this does not affect our determination

to look at possible ways of resolving the problems faced by the "sandwich class".to look at possible ways of resolving the problems faced by the "sandwich class".to look at possible ways of resolving the problems faced by the "sandwich class".to look at possible ways of resolving the problems faced by the "sandwich class".

I stand by the assurances which I gave in my Concluding Speech on l April.  That is,I stand by the assurances which I gave in my Concluding Speech on l April.  That is,I stand by the assurances which I gave in my Concluding Speech on l April.  That is,I stand by the assurances which I gave in my Concluding Speech on l April.  That is,

if our finances are in line with expectations, I plan another substantial increaseif our finances are in line with expectations, I plan another substantial increaseif our finances are in line with expectations, I plan another substantial increaseif our finances are in line with expectations, I plan another substantial increase

in salaries allowances together with a review of tax bands.  The Secretary forin salaries allowances together with a review of tax bands.  The Secretary forin salaries allowances together with a review of tax bands.  The Secretary forin salaries allowances together with a review of tax bands.  The Secretary for

Planning, Environment and Lands is also pressing forward with our examination ofPlanning, Environment and Lands is also pressing forward with our examination ofPlanning, Environment and Lands is also pressing forward with our examination ofPlanning, Environment and Lands is also pressing forward with our examination of

possible ways to alleviate the high cost of housing for the "sandwich class", andpossible ways to alleviate the high cost of housing for the "sandwich class", andpossible ways to alleviate the high cost of housing for the "sandwich class", andpossible ways to alleviate the high cost of housing for the "sandwich class", and

will produce recommendations by September this year.will produce recommendations by September this year.will produce recommendations by September this year.will produce recommendations by September this year.

Finally, the fact that we are fortunately now able to avoid an increase in generalFinally, the fact that we are fortunately now able to avoid an increase in generalFinally, the fact that we are fortunately now able to avoid an increase in generalFinally, the fact that we are fortunately now able to avoid an increase in general

rates does not detract from the importance of maintaining the integrity of therates does not detract from the importance of maintaining the integrity of therates does not detract from the importance of maintaining the integrity of therates does not detract from the importance of maintaining the integrity of the

remaining Budget measures.  We can and must move forward with our carefully-remaining Budget measures.  We can and must move forward with our carefully-remaining Budget measures.  We can and must move forward with our carefully-remaining Budget measures.  We can and must move forward with our carefully-

constructed package of concessions, as well as with the modest increase in profitsconstructed package of concessions, as well as with the modest increase in profitsconstructed package of concessions, as well as with the modest increase in profitsconstructed package of concessions, as well as with the modest increase in profits

tax, in order to be able to maintain our planned level of revenue and fund thetax, in order to be able to maintain our planned level of revenue and fund thetax, in order to be able to maintain our planned level of revenue and fund thetax, in order to be able to maintain our planned level of revenue and fund the

expenditure approved by Members in the Appropriation Bill on 1 April.expenditure approved by Members in the Appropriation Bill on 1 April.expenditure approved by Members in the Appropriation Bill on 1 April.expenditure approved by Members in the Appropriation Bill on 1 April.

MotionMotionMotionMotion

BETTING DUTY ORDINANCEBETTING DUTY ORDINANCEBETTING DUTY ORDINANCEBETTING DUTY ORDINANCE

THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY moved the following motion:THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY moved the following motion:THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY moved the following motion:THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY moved the following motion:

"That, with effect from 1 September 1992, section 6(1) of the Betting Duty Ordinance"That, with effect from 1 September 1992, section 6(1) of the Betting Duty Ordinance"That, with effect from 1 September 1992, section 6(1) of the Betting Duty Ordinance"That, with effect from 1 September 1992, section 6(1) of the Betting Duty Ordinance

be amended -be amended -be amended -be amended -

(a)(a)(a)(a) in paragraph (a), by repealing "10.5" and substituting "11.5"; andin paragraph (a), by repealing "10.5" and substituting "11.5"; andin paragraph (a), by repealing "10.5" and substituting "11.5"; andin paragraph (a), by repealing "10.5" and substituting "11.5"; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) in paragraph (b), by repealing "17" and substituting "17.5"."in paragraph (b), by repealing "17" and substituting "17.5"."in paragraph (b), by repealing "17" and substituting "17.5"."in paragraph (b), by repealing "17" and substituting "17.5"."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in the Order Paper.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in the Order Paper.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in the Order Paper.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in the Order Paper.

As I explained in my Budget speech on 4 March, the intention of this motion isAs I explained in my Budget speech on 4 March, the intention of this motion isAs I explained in my Budget speech on 4 March, the intention of this motion isAs I explained in my Budget speech on 4 March, the intention of this motion is

to increase the duty rate on standard bets (win, place, double and quinella) fromto increase the duty rate on standard bets (win, place, double and quinella) fromto increase the duty rate on standard bets (win, place, double and quinella) fromto increase the duty rate on standard bets (win, place, double and quinella) from

10.5% to 11.5%, and that on exotic bets from 17% to 17.5%.  The new rates will not10.5% to 11.5%, and that on exotic bets from 17% to 17.5%.  The new rates will not10.5% to 11.5%, and that on exotic bets from 17% to 17.5%.  The new rates will not10.5% to 11.5%, and that on exotic bets from 17% to 17.5%.  The new rates will not

come into force until the start of the next racing season, that is, 1 September 1992.come into force until the start of the next racing season, that is, 1 September 1992.come into force until the start of the next racing season, that is, 1 September 1992.come into force until the start of the next racing season, that is, 1 September 1992.



The Jockey Club has agreed to absorb the entire additional duty on exotic betsThe Jockey Club has agreed to absorb the entire additional duty on exotic betsThe Jockey Club has agreed to absorb the entire additional duty on exotic betsThe Jockey Club has agreed to absorb the entire additional duty on exotic bets

and half of the additional duty on standard bets.  I do not anticipate any effectand half of the additional duty on standard bets.  I do not anticipate any effectand half of the additional duty on standard bets.  I do not anticipate any effectand half of the additional duty on standard bets.  I do not anticipate any effect

on the Club's buoyant turnover.  The additional yield to revenue in   1992-93 willon the Club's buoyant turnover.  The additional yield to revenue in   1992-93 willon the Club's buoyant turnover.  The additional yield to revenue in   1992-93 willon the Club's buoyant turnover.  The additional yield to revenue in   1992-93 will

be approximately $390 million.be approximately $390 million.be approximately $390 million.be approximately $390 million.

Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.

First Reading of BillsFirst Reading of BillsFirst Reading of BillsFirst Reading of Bills

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992

FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Bills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant toBills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant toBills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant toBills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant to

Standing Order 41(3).Standing Order 41(3).Standing Order 41(3).Standing Order 41(3).

Second Reading of BillsSecond Reading of BillsSecond Reading of BillsSecond Reading of Bills

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the CriminalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the CriminalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the CriminalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the Criminal

Procedure Ordinance, the District Court Ordinance and the Magistrates Ordinance."Procedure Ordinance, the District Court Ordinance and the Magistrates Ordinance."Procedure Ordinance, the District Court Ordinance and the Magistrates Ordinance."Procedure Ordinance, the District Court Ordinance and the Magistrates Ordinance."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Administration of Justice (MiscellaneousHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Administration of Justice (MiscellaneousHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Administration of Justice (MiscellaneousHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Administration of Justice (Miscellaneous

Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.

The Bill will remove the Attorney General's power to iThe Bill will remove the Attorney General's power to iThe Bill will remove the Attorney General's power to iThe Bill will remove the Attorney General's power to issue a nolle prosequi inssue a nolle prosequi inssue a nolle prosequi inssue a nolle prosequi in



respect of offences which can be tried only summarily. It will further provide arespect of offences which can be tried only summarily. It will further provide arespect of offences which can be tried only summarily. It will further provide arespect of offences which can be tried only summarily. It will further provide a

procedure whereby venue of trial may be changed between the Magistrates Court,procedure whereby venue of trial may be changed between the Magistrates Court,procedure whereby venue of trial may be changed between the Magistrates Court,procedure whereby venue of trial may be changed between the Magistrates Court,

District Court and High Court.District Court and High Court.District Court and High Court.District Court and High Court.

The Attorney General has a common law The Attorney General has a common law The Attorney General has a common law The Attorney General has a common law right to discontinue a criminal prosecutionright to discontinue a criminal prosecutionright to discontinue a criminal prosecutionright to discontinue a criminal prosecution

in the High Court by entering a nolle prosequi. He has similar statutory powers inin the High Court by entering a nolle prosequi. He has similar statutory powers inin the High Court by entering a nolle prosequi. He has similar statutory powers inin the High Court by entering a nolle prosequi. He has similar statutory powers in

the District and Magistrates Courts. A nolle prosequi terminates criminal proceedings,the District and Magistrates Courts. A nolle prosequi terminates criminal proceedings,the District and Magistrates Courts. A nolle prosequi terminates criminal proceedings,the District and Magistrates Courts. A nolle prosequi terminates criminal proceedings,

but does not operate as an acquittal, and proceedings may be recommenced afresh forbut does not operate as an acquittal, and proceedings may be recommenced afresh forbut does not operate as an acquittal, and proceedings may be recommenced afresh forbut does not operate as an acquittal, and proceedings may be recommenced afresh for

the same offence.the same offence.the same offence.the same offence.

The present Bill arises from the review of the nolle prosequi procedure to whichThe present Bill arises from the review of the nolle prosequi procedure to whichThe present Bill arises from the review of the nolle prosequi procedure to whichThe present Bill arises from the review of the nolle prosequi procedure to which

I referred when answering a question on nolles prosequi in this Council on 18 JanuaryI referred when answering a question on nolles prosequi in this Council on 18 JanuaryI referred when answering a question on nolles prosequi in this Council on 18 JanuaryI referred when answering a question on nolles prosequi in this Council on 18 January

1989.1989.1989.1989.

In the light of thaIn the light of thaIn the light of thaIn the light of that review, the Attorney General's power to terminate criminalt review, the Attorney General's power to terminate criminalt review, the Attorney General's power to terminate criminalt review, the Attorney General's power to terminate criminal

proceedings by way of nolle prosequi is now exercised by me personally.proceedings by way of nolle prosequi is now exercised by me personally.proceedings by way of nolle prosequi is now exercised by me personally.proceedings by way of nolle prosequi is now exercised by me personally.

Furthermore, I now propose by clause 13 of the Bill to abolish the AttorneyFurthermore, I now propose by clause 13 of the Bill to abolish the AttorneyFurthermore, I now propose by clause 13 of the Bill to abolish the AttorneyFurthermore, I now propose by clause 13 of the Bill to abolish the Attorney

General's power to enter a nolle prosequi in purely summary proceedings.  There areGeneral's power to enter a nolle prosequi in purely summary proceedings.  There areGeneral's power to enter a nolle prosequi in purely summary proceedings.  There areGeneral's power to enter a nolle prosequi in purely summary proceedings.  There are

two reasons for this. First, it is already possible for the Prosecution to withdrawtwo reasons for this. First, it is already possible for the Prosecution to withdrawtwo reasons for this. First, it is already possible for the Prosecution to withdrawtwo reasons for this. First, it is already possible for the Prosecution to withdraw

a summons with the court's leave prior to plea, and thereafter issue a replacementa summons with the court's leave prior to plea, and thereafter issue a replacementa summons with the court's leave prior to plea, and thereafter issue a replacementa summons with the court's leave prior to plea, and thereafter issue a replacement

summons if necessary.  Secondly, the public interest is better served by finalitysummons if necessary.  Secondly, the public interest is better served by finalitysummons if necessary.  Secondly, the public interest is better served by finalitysummons if necessary.  Secondly, the public interest is better served by finality

of proceedings rather than by permitting the Prosecution to preserve its positionof proceedings rather than by permitting the Prosecution to preserve its positionof proceedings rather than by permitting the Prosecution to preserve its positionof proceedings rather than by permitting the Prosecution to preserve its position

upon minor offences after plea.  The proposed abolition will not apply to indictableupon minor offences after plea.  The proposed abolition will not apply to indictableupon minor offences after plea.  The proposed abolition will not apply to indictableupon minor offences after plea.  The proposed abolition will not apply to indictable

offences being tried summarily.offences being tried summarily.offences being tried summarily.offences being tried summarily.

As regards the circumstAs regards the circumstAs regards the circumstAs regards the circumstances in which I would consider using a nolle prosequi,ances in which I would consider using a nolle prosequi,ances in which I would consider using a nolle prosequi,ances in which I would consider using a nolle prosequi,

I would place them into three broad categories. I emphasize, however, that theI would place them into three broad categories. I emphasize, however, that theI would place them into three broad categories. I emphasize, however, that theI would place them into three broad categories. I emphasize, however, that the

following is not intended to be exhaustive, and I intend to provide an indicationfollowing is not intended to be exhaustive, and I intend to provide an indicationfollowing is not intended to be exhaustive, and I intend to provide an indicationfollowing is not intended to be exhaustive, and I intend to provide an indication

only. The facts of individual cases are infinitely variable.only. The facts of individual cases are infinitely variable.only. The facts of individual cases are infinitely variable.only. The facts of individual cases are infinitely variable.

Firstly, where for humanitarian grounds, it would be oppressive to continue with aFirstly, where for humanitarian grounds, it would be oppressive to continue with aFirstly, where for humanitarian grounds, it would be oppressive to continue with aFirstly, where for humanitarian grounds, it would be oppressive to continue with a

prosecution. This might arise where a defendant is terminally ill;prosecution. This might arise where a defendant is terminally ill;prosecution. This might arise where a defendant is terminally ill;prosecution. This might arise where a defendant is terminally ill;

Secondly, where anticipated prosecution evidence is no longer available for the court,Secondly, where anticipated prosecution evidence is no longer available for the court,Secondly, where anticipated prosecution evidence is no longer available for the court,Secondly, where anticipated prosecution evidence is no longer available for the court,

but where an acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a prosecution witnessbut where an acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a prosecution witnessbut where an acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a prosecution witnessbut where an acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a prosecution witness

has been intimidated to absent himself;has been intimidated to absent himself;has been intimidated to absent himself;has been intimidated to absent himself;



Lastly, where other proceedings render the current proceedings unnecessary, but againLastly, where other proceedings render the current proceedings unnecessary, but againLastly, where other proceedings render the current proceedings unnecessary, but againLastly, where other proceedings render the current proceedings unnecessary, but again

an acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a defendant is due to bean acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a defendant is due to bean acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a defendant is due to bean acquittal is not warranted. This might arise where a defendant is due to be

extradited on more serious charges.extradited on more serious charges.extradited on more serious charges.extradited on more serious charges.

The review also highlighted the current lack of statutory provisions to enableThe review also highlighted the current lack of statutory provisions to enableThe review also highlighted the current lack of statutory provisions to enableThe review also highlighted the current lack of statutory provisions to enable

a case to be transferred to a lower or higher court after the emergence of new evidencea case to be transferred to a lower or higher court after the emergence of new evidencea case to be transferred to a lower or higher court after the emergence of new evidencea case to be transferred to a lower or higher court after the emergence of new evidence

showing that the offence is more or less serious than originally thought.  Where thisshowing that the offence is more or less serious than originally thought.  Where thisshowing that the offence is more or less serious than originally thought.  Where thisshowing that the offence is more or less serious than originally thought.  Where this

results in the scheduled court becoming inappropriate for the proceedings, the useresults in the scheduled court becoming inappropriate for the proceedings, the useresults in the scheduled court becoming inappropriate for the proceedings, the useresults in the scheduled court becoming inappropriate for the proceedings, the use

of a nolle prosequi is currently the only method by which the proceedings may beof a nolle prosequi is currently the only method by which the proceedings may beof a nolle prosequi is currently the only method by which the proceedings may beof a nolle prosequi is currently the only method by which the proceedings may be

terminated in one court and recommenced in another more appropriate court.terminated in one court and recommenced in another more appropriate court.terminated in one court and recommenced in another more appropriate court.terminated in one court and recommenced in another more appropriate court.

The nolle prosequi, however, is not an ideal tool for resolving an essentiallyThe nolle prosequi, however, is not an ideal tool for resolving an essentiallyThe nolle prosequi, however, is not an ideal tool for resolving an essentiallyThe nolle prosequi, however, is not an ideal tool for resolving an essentially

simple procedural difficulty.  The Bill will accordingly put in place specificsimple procedural difficulty.  The Bill will accordingly put in place specificsimple procedural difficulty.  The Bill will accordingly put in place specificsimple procedural difficulty.  The Bill will accordingly put in place specific

provisions to enable change of trial venue.provisions to enable change of trial venue.provisions to enable change of trial venue.provisions to enable change of trial venue.

The Bar Association and Law Society have been consulted and support the generalThe Bar Association and Law Society have been consulted and support the generalThe Bar Association and Law Society have been consulted and support the generalThe Bar Association and Law Society have been consulted and support the general

principles of the Bill.principles of the Bill.principles of the Bill.principles of the Bill.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992LEGAL PRACTITIONERS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the LegalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the LegalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the LegalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the Legal

Practitioners Ordinance."Practitioners Ordinance."Practitioners Ordinance."Practitioners Ordinance."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Legal Practitioners (Amendment) (No.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Legal Practitioners (Amendment) (No.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Legal Practitioners (Amendment) (No.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Legal Practitioners (Amendment) (No.

2) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.2) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.2) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.2) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.

The principal object of this Bill is to modernize and streamline the proceduresThe principal object of this Bill is to modernize and streamline the proceduresThe principal object of this Bill is to modernize and streamline the proceduresThe principal object of this Bill is to modernize and streamline the procedures

laid down in the Legal Practitioners Ordinance for the discipline of solicitors andlaid down in the Legal Practitioners Ordinance for the discipline of solicitors andlaid down in the Legal Practitioners Ordinance for the discipline of solicitors andlaid down in the Legal Practitioners Ordinance for the discipline of solicitors and

barristers.  The present procedures are complex, cumbersome and time-consuming.barristers.  The present procedures are complex, cumbersome and time-consuming.barristers.  The present procedures are complex, cumbersome and time-consuming.barristers.  The present procedures are complex, cumbersome and time-consuming.

I would like to deal first with the main provisions in the Bill that affectI would like to deal first with the main provisions in the Bill that affectI would like to deal first with the main provisions in the Bill that affectI would like to deal first with the main provisions in the Bill that affect

solicitors.  Clause 4 of the Bill will permit the Law Society Council to require asolicitors.  Clause 4 of the Bill will permit the Law Society Council to require asolicitors.  Clause 4 of the Bill will permit the Law Society Council to require asolicitors.  Clause 4 of the Bill will permit the Law Society Council to require a

solicitor or his or her firm to produce files and documents for inspection.  If thesolicitor or his or her firm to produce files and documents for inspection.  If thesolicitor or his or her firm to produce files and documents for inspection.  If thesolicitor or his or her firm to produce files and documents for inspection.  If the

Council considers the solicitor to be unfit to practise, it can refer the matter toCouncil considers the solicitor to be unfit to practise, it can refer the matter toCouncil considers the solicitor to be unfit to practise, it can refer the matter toCouncil considers the solicitor to be unfit to practise, it can refer the matter to



the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel, and suspend the solicitor from practicethe Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel, and suspend the solicitor from practicethe Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel, and suspend the solicitor from practicethe Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel, and suspend the solicitor from practice

until the Panel has dealt with the matter. This is a useful, preventative power foruntil the Panel has dealt with the matter. This is a useful, preventative power foruntil the Panel has dealt with the matter. This is a useful, preventative power foruntil the Panel has dealt with the matter. This is a useful, preventative power for

the Council to act swiftly in appropriate cases in order to protect the public.the Council to act swiftly in appropriate cases in order to protect the public.the Council to act swiftly in appropriate cases in order to protect the public.the Council to act swiftly in appropriate cases in order to protect the public.

At present, for solicitors, trainee solicitors and employees of solicitors, aAt present, for solicitors, trainee solicitors and employees of solicitors, aAt present, for solicitors, trainee solicitors and employees of solicitors, aAt present, for solicitors, trainee solicitors and employees of solicitors, a

Disciplinary Committee Panel of senior solicitors is appointed by the Chief Justice.Disciplinary Committee Panel of senior solicitors is appointed by the Chief Justice.Disciplinary Committee Panel of senior solicitors is appointed by the Chief Justice.Disciplinary Committee Panel of senior solicitors is appointed by the Chief Justice.

The Panel comprises over 200 solicitors.  If a complaint is made to the Law SocietyThe Panel comprises over 200 solicitors.  If a complaint is made to the Law SocietyThe Panel comprises over 200 solicitors.  If a complaint is made to the Law SocietyThe Panel comprises over 200 solicitors.  If a complaint is made to the Law Society

Council, and the Council considers that the person's conduct requires investigation,Council, and the Council considers that the person's conduct requires investigation,Council, and the Council considers that the person's conduct requires investigation,Council, and the Council considers that the person's conduct requires investigation,

then the Council may appoint a Disciplinary Committee to look into the case.  Thethen the Council may appoint a Disciplinary Committee to look into the case.  Thethen the Council may appoint a Disciplinary Committee to look into the case.  Thethen the Council may appoint a Disciplinary Committee to look into the case.  The

Committee, consisting of not less than three members of the Panel, investigates theCommittee, consisting of not less than three members of the Panel, investigates theCommittee, consisting of not less than three members of the Panel, investigates theCommittee, consisting of not less than three members of the Panel, investigates the

complaint and makes such order as it thinks fit.  The size of the Panel makes it toocomplaint and makes such order as it thinks fit.  The size of the Panel makes it toocomplaint and makes such order as it thinks fit.  The size of the Panel makes it toocomplaint and makes such order as it thinks fit.  The size of the Panel makes it too

large to permit consistency of approach and the development of expertise inlarge to permit consistency of approach and the development of expertise inlarge to permit consistency of approach and the development of expertise inlarge to permit consistency of approach and the development of expertise in

disciplinary matters.disciplinary matters.disciplinary matters.disciplinary matters.

Clause 5 of thClause 5 of thClause 5 of thClause 5 of the Bill would improve this procedure.  It provides for thee Bill would improve this procedure.  It provides for thee Bill would improve this procedure.  It provides for thee Bill would improve this procedure.  It provides for the

appointment by the Chief Justice of a Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel madeappointment by the Chief Justice of a Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel madeappointment by the Chief Justice of a Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel madeappointment by the Chief Justice of a Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Panel made

up of up to 30 solicitors of over 10 years experience and 10 members of the public.up of up to 30 solicitors of over 10 years experience and 10 members of the public.up of up to 30 solicitors of over 10 years experience and 10 members of the public.up of up to 30 solicitors of over 10 years experience and 10 members of the public.

The size of the Panel will promote consistency and experience in discipline matters.The size of the Panel will promote consistency and experience in discipline matters.The size of the Panel will promote consistency and experience in discipline matters.The size of the Panel will promote consistency and experience in discipline matters.

If the Law Society Council considers a complaint against a solicitor, traineeIf the Law Society Council considers a complaint against a solicitor, traineeIf the Law Society Council considers a complaint against a solicitor, traineeIf the Law Society Council considers a complaint against a solicitor, trainee

solicitor, or a solicitor's employee should be investigated, a Solicitorssolicitor, or a solicitor's employee should be investigated, a Solicitorssolicitor, or a solicitor's employee should be investigated, a Solicitorssolicitor, or a solicitor's employee should be investigated, a Solicitors

Disciplinary Tribunal will be selected from the Panel.  The Tribunal will consistDisciplinary Tribunal will be selected from the Panel.  The Tribunal will consistDisciplinary Tribunal will be selected from the Panel.  The Tribunal will consistDisciplinary Tribunal will be selected from the Panel.  The Tribunal will consist

of two solicitors and one lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint,of two solicitors and one lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint,of two solicitors and one lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint,of two solicitors and one lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint,

and will have expanded disciplinary powers, including the power to impose a penaltyand will have expanded disciplinary powers, including the power to impose a penaltyand will have expanded disciplinary powers, including the power to impose a penaltyand will have expanded disciplinary powers, including the power to impose a penalty

of up to $500,000 against the solicitor.of up to $500,000 against the solicitor.of up to $500,000 against the solicitor.of up to $500,000 against the solicitor.

In an amendmIn an amendmIn an amendmIn an amendment unrelated to discipline, clause 27 of the Bill will permit theent unrelated to discipline, clause 27 of the Bill will permit theent unrelated to discipline, clause 27 of the Bill will permit theent unrelated to discipline, clause 27 of the Bill will permit the

Law Society Council to organize and administer its affairs more efficiently.  TheLaw Society Council to organize and administer its affairs more efficiently.  TheLaw Society Council to organize and administer its affairs more efficiently.  TheLaw Society Council to organize and administer its affairs more efficiently.  The

Council will be able to delegate its functions (other than its rule making power)Council will be able to delegate its functions (other than its rule making power)Council will be able to delegate its functions (other than its rule making power)Council will be able to delegate its functions (other than its rule making power)

to any person or to a committee of the Council, thereby enabling it to concentrateto any person or to a committee of the Council, thereby enabling it to concentrateto any person or to a committee of the Council, thereby enabling it to concentrateto any person or to a committee of the Council, thereby enabling it to concentrate

upon strategic and other major issues, leaving other persons or committees to carryupon strategic and other major issues, leaving other persons or committees to carryupon strategic and other major issues, leaving other persons or committees to carryupon strategic and other major issues, leaving other persons or committees to carry

out many of the administrative functions presently carried out by the Council.out many of the administrative functions presently carried out by the Council.out many of the administrative functions presently carried out by the Council.out many of the administrative functions presently carried out by the Council.

I turn now to the provisions of tI turn now to the provisions of tI turn now to the provisions of tI turn now to the provisions of the Bill relating to barristers.  Under thehe Bill relating to barristers.  Under thehe Bill relating to barristers.  Under thehe Bill relating to barristers.  Under the

present law, if a complaint is made to the Bar Council about the barrister's conduct,present law, if a complaint is made to the Bar Council about the barrister's conduct,present law, if a complaint is made to the Bar Council about the barrister's conduct,present law, if a complaint is made to the Bar Council about the barrister's conduct,

the Attorney General or the Bar Council may apply to the Chief Justice to appointthe Attorney General or the Bar Council may apply to the Chief Justice to appointthe Attorney General or the Bar Council may apply to the Chief Justice to appointthe Attorney General or the Bar Council may apply to the Chief Justice to appoint

a Committee of Inquiry.  If the Chief Justice is satisfied that the appointment isa Committee of Inquiry.  If the Chief Justice is satisfied that the appointment isa Committee of Inquiry.  If the Chief Justice is satisfied that the appointment isa Committee of Inquiry.  If the Chief Justice is satisfied that the appointment is

justified, a Committee is appointed.  In due course, the Committee submits its report,justified, a Committee is appointed.  In due course, the Committee submits its report,justified, a Committee is appointed.  In due course, the Committee submits its report,justified, a Committee is appointed.  In due course, the Committee submits its report,

including its findings of fact and law, to the Registrar of the Supreme Court.  Ifincluding its findings of fact and law, to the Registrar of the Supreme Court.  Ifincluding its findings of fact and law, to the Registrar of the Supreme Court.  Ifincluding its findings of fact and law, to the Registrar of the Supreme Court.  If



the Committee considers that a prima facie case of misconduct has been made out, itthe Committee considers that a prima facie case of misconduct has been made out, itthe Committee considers that a prima facie case of misconduct has been made out, itthe Committee considers that a prima facie case of misconduct has been made out, it

must send a further copy of the report, a transcript of evidence and any evidentiarymust send a further copy of the report, a transcript of evidence and any evidentiarymust send a further copy of the report, a transcript of evidence and any evidentiarymust send a further copy of the report, a transcript of evidence and any evidentiary

documents to the Chief Justice.  Where a report is sent to the Chief Justice, thedocuments to the Chief Justice.  Where a report is sent to the Chief Justice, thedocuments to the Chief Justice.  Where a report is sent to the Chief Justice, thedocuments to the Chief Justice.  Where a report is sent to the Chief Justice, the

Court of Appeal conducts a further hearing and imposes such penalty as it thinks fit.Court of Appeal conducts a further hearing and imposes such penalty as it thinks fit.Court of Appeal conducts a further hearing and imposes such penalty as it thinks fit.Court of Appeal conducts a further hearing and imposes such penalty as it thinks fit.

Under this procedure there are four separate occasions when to some degree or another,Under this procedure there are four separate occasions when to some degree or another,Under this procedure there are four separate occasions when to some degree or another,Under this procedure there are four separate occasions when to some degree or another,

someone considers the complaint: the Bar Committee, the Chief Justice, a Committeesomeone considers the complaint: the Bar Committee, the Chief Justice, a Committeesomeone considers the complaint: the Bar Committee, the Chief Justice, a Committeesomeone considers the complaint: the Bar Committee, the Chief Justice, a Committee

of Inquiry and the Court of Appeal.  The proceedings take a long time and involveof Inquiry and the Court of Appeal.  The proceedings take a long time and involveof Inquiry and the Court of Appeal.  The proceedings take a long time and involveof Inquiry and the Court of Appeal.  The proceedings take a long time and involve

a considerable duplication of effort.a considerable duplication of effort.a considerable duplication of effort.a considerable duplication of effort.

The disciplinary procedures in the Bill for barristers parallel those forThe disciplinary procedures in the Bill for barristers parallel those forThe disciplinary procedures in the Bill for barristers parallel those forThe disciplinary procedures in the Bill for barristers parallel those for

solicitors.  Clause 19 provides for the Chief Justice to appoint a Barristerssolicitors.  Clause 19 provides for the Chief Justice to appoint a Barristerssolicitors.  Clause 19 provides for the Chief Justice to appoint a Barristerssolicitors.  Clause 19 provides for the Chief Justice to appoint a Barristers

Disciplinary Tribunal Panel consisting of up to six Queen's Counsel, six practisingDisciplinary Tribunal Panel consisting of up to six Queen's Counsel, six practisingDisciplinary Tribunal Panel consisting of up to six Queen's Counsel, six practisingDisciplinary Tribunal Panel consisting of up to six Queen's Counsel, six practising

barristers and five members of the public.  If the Bar Council considers that abarristers and five members of the public.  If the Bar Council considers that abarristers and five members of the public.  If the Bar Council considers that abarristers and five members of the public.  If the Bar Council considers that a

barrister's conduct should be investigated, a Disciplinary Tribunal will be chosenbarrister's conduct should be investigated, a Disciplinary Tribunal will be chosenbarrister's conduct should be investigated, a Disciplinary Tribunal will be chosenbarrister's conduct should be investigated, a Disciplinary Tribunal will be chosen

from the Panel.  The Tribunal will consist of one Queen's Counsel, one barrister andfrom the Panel.  The Tribunal will consist of one Queen's Counsel, one barrister andfrom the Panel.  The Tribunal will consist of one Queen's Counsel, one barrister andfrom the Panel.  The Tribunal will consist of one Queen's Counsel, one barrister and

one lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint, and will have expandedone lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint, and will have expandedone lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint, and will have expandedone lay member.  The Tribunal will investigate the complaint, and will have expanded

disciplinary powers, including once again the power to impose a penalty of up todisciplinary powers, including once again the power to impose a penalty of up todisciplinary powers, including once again the power to impose a penalty of up todisciplinary powers, including once again the power to impose a penalty of up to

$500,000.$500,000.$500,000.$500,000.

Mr Deputy President, I believe it isMr Deputy President, I believe it isMr Deputy President, I believe it isMr Deputy President, I believe it is important to emphasize that the disciplinary important to emphasize that the disciplinary important to emphasize that the disciplinary important to emphasize that the disciplinary

procedures for solicitors and barristers will be of substantial benefit to the public,procedures for solicitors and barristers will be of substantial benefit to the public,procedures for solicitors and barristers will be of substantial benefit to the public,procedures for solicitors and barristers will be of substantial benefit to the public,

as follows:as follows:as follows:as follows:

Firstly, the appointment of members of the public to Disciplinary Panels marks anFirstly, the appointment of members of the public to Disciplinary Panels marks anFirstly, the appointment of members of the public to Disciplinary Panels marks anFirstly, the appointment of members of the public to Disciplinary Panels marks an

important, progressive step for the profession, and is in accord with similarimportant, progressive step for the profession, and is in accord with similarimportant, progressive step for the profession, and is in accord with similarimportant, progressive step for the profession, and is in accord with similar

developments in other jurisdictions.  It opens disciplinary matters to the public;developments in other jurisdictions.  It opens disciplinary matters to the public;developments in other jurisdictions.  It opens disciplinary matters to the public;developments in other jurisdictions.  It opens disciplinary matters to the public;

the profession provides legal services to the public, so it is appropriate that thethe profession provides legal services to the public, so it is appropriate that thethe profession provides legal services to the public, so it is appropriate that thethe profession provides legal services to the public, so it is appropriate that the

public should be able to participate in disciplinary decisions;public should be able to participate in disciplinary decisions;public should be able to participate in disciplinary decisions;public should be able to participate in disciplinary decisions;

Secondly, under clauses 5 and 19, if the Law Society or Bar Councils do not considerSecondly, under clauses 5 and 19, if the Law Society or Bar Councils do not considerSecondly, under clauses 5 and 19, if the Law Society or Bar Councils do not considerSecondly, under clauses 5 and 19, if the Law Society or Bar Councils do not consider

that a person's complaint against a solicitor or barrister merits investigation bythat a person's complaint against a solicitor or barrister merits investigation bythat a person's complaint against a solicitor or barrister merits investigation bythat a person's complaint against a solicitor or barrister merits investigation by

its Disciplinary Tribunal, that person may apply to the Chief Justice to refer theits Disciplinary Tribunal, that person may apply to the Chief Justice to refer theits Disciplinary Tribunal, that person may apply to the Chief Justice to refer theits Disciplinary Tribunal, that person may apply to the Chief Justice to refer the

complaint to the relevant Tribunal;complaint to the relevant Tribunal;complaint to the relevant Tribunal;complaint to the relevant Tribunal;

Thirdly, under clauses 7 and 21, if a Disciplinary Tribunal investigates a complaintThirdly, under clauses 7 and 21, if a Disciplinary Tribunal investigates a complaintThirdly, under clauses 7 and 21, if a Disciplinary Tribunal investigates a complaintThirdly, under clauses 7 and 21, if a Disciplinary Tribunal investigates a complaint

and finds that the solicitor or barrister should be disciplined, it can order theand finds that the solicitor or barrister should be disciplined, it can order theand finds that the solicitor or barrister should be disciplined, it can order theand finds that the solicitor or barrister should be disciplined, it can order the

return to the person of any fees or expenses paid in relation to the subject matterreturn to the person of any fees or expenses paid in relation to the subject matterreturn to the person of any fees or expenses paid in relation to the subject matterreturn to the person of any fees or expenses paid in relation to the subject matter

of the complaint.of the complaint.of the complaint.of the complaint.



The proposals in the Bill originate from the Law Society and the Bar AssociationThe proposals in the Bill originate from the Law Society and the Bar AssociationThe proposals in the Bill originate from the Law Society and the Bar AssociationThe proposals in the Bill originate from the Law Society and the Bar Association

and I am most grateful to them for the considerable time and effort they have devotedand I am most grateful to them for the considerable time and effort they have devotedand I am most grateful to them for the considerable time and effort they have devotedand I am most grateful to them for the considerable time and effort they have devoted

to working with the Administration to produce this Bill.to working with the Administration to produce this Bill.to working with the Administration to produce this Bill.to working with the Administration to produce this Bill.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992FIRE SERVICES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

THE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the FireTHE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the FireTHE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the FireTHE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the Fire

Services Ordinance."Services Ordinance."Services Ordinance."Services Ordinance."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Fire Services (Amendment) Bill 1992He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Fire Services (Amendment) Bill 1992He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Fire Services (Amendment) Bill 1992He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Fire Services (Amendment) Bill 1992

be read a Second time.be read a Second time.be read a Second time.be read a Second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Fire Services Ordinance to make it clearThe purpose of the Bill is to amend the Fire Services Ordinance to make it clearThe purpose of the Bill is to amend the Fire Services Ordinance to make it clearThe purpose of the Bill is to amend the Fire Services Ordinance to make it clear

that members of the Fire Services Department have the authority to board a vesselthat members of the Fire Services Department have the authority to board a vesselthat members of the Fire Services Department have the authority to board a vesselthat members of the Fire Services Department have the authority to board a vessel

on the occasion of a fire or other calamity.on the occasion of a fire or other calamity.on the occasion of a fire or other calamity.on the occasion of a fire or other calamity.

The opportunity is also taken to amend the definition of vessels to excludeThe opportunity is also taken to amend the definition of vessels to excludeThe opportunity is also taken to amend the definition of vessels to excludeThe opportunity is also taken to amend the definition of vessels to exclude

warships so as to ensure consistency between the Fire Services Ordinance and thewarships so as to ensure consistency between the Fire Services Ordinance and thewarships so as to ensure consistency between the Fire Services Ordinance and thewarships so as to ensure consistency between the Fire Services Ordinance and the

Shipping and Port Control Ordinance.Shipping and Port Control Ordinance.Shipping and Port Control Ordinance.Shipping and Port Control Ordinance.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion now be adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion now be adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion now be adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion now be adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992IMMIGRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

THE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend theTHE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend theTHE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend theTHE SECRETARY FOR SECURITY moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend the

Immigration Ordinance."Immigration Ordinance."Immigration Ordinance."Immigration Ordinance."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Immigration (Amendment) Bill 1992 beHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Immigration (Amendment) Bill 1992 beHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Immigration (Amendment) Bill 1992 beHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Immigration (Amendment) Bill 1992 be

read a Second time.read a Second time.read a Second time.read a Second time.



The aim of this Bill is to bring certain provisions of the ImmigratiThe aim of this Bill is to bring certain provisions of the ImmigratiThe aim of this Bill is to bring certain provisions of the ImmigratiThe aim of this Bill is to bring certain provisions of the Immigration Ordinanceon Ordinanceon Ordinanceon Ordinance

into line with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  Members are aware that the Immigrationinto line with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  Members are aware that the Immigrationinto line with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  Members are aware that the Immigrationinto line with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  Members are aware that the Immigration

Ordinance is one of six pieces of legislation which, during a one year "freeze" period,Ordinance is one of six pieces of legislation which, during a one year "freeze" period,Ordinance is one of six pieces of legislation which, during a one year "freeze" period,Ordinance is one of six pieces of legislation which, during a one year "freeze" period,

have not been subject to the Bill of Rights.  That one year period will end on 8 June.have not been subject to the Bill of Rights.  That one year period will end on 8 June.have not been subject to the Bill of Rights.  That one year period will end on 8 June.have not been subject to the Bill of Rights.  That one year period will end on 8 June.

The details of the Bill are set out in the explanatory memorandum. They relateThe details of the Bill are set out in the explanatory memorandum. They relateThe details of the Bill are set out in the explanatory memorandum. They relateThe details of the Bill are set out in the explanatory memorandum. They relate

mainly to powers of detention and to certain presumptions in the Ordinance.mainly to powers of detention and to certain presumptions in the Ordinance.mainly to powers of detention and to certain presumptions in the Ordinance.mainly to powers of detention and to certain presumptions in the Ordinance.

The Bill amends or deletes certain provisions regarding the detention ofThe Bill amends or deletes certain provisions regarding the detention ofThe Bill amends or deletes certain provisions regarding the detention ofThe Bill amends or deletes certain provisions regarding the detention of

Vietnamese refugees.  These are no longer necessary as they have been made obsoleteVietnamese refugees.  These are no longer necessary as they have been made obsoleteVietnamese refugees.  These are no longer necessary as they have been made obsoleteVietnamese refugees.  These are no longer necessary as they have been made obsolete

by the change in policy in June 1988, under which all refugees now live in open camps.by the change in policy in June 1988, under which all refugees now live in open camps.by the change in policy in June 1988, under which all refugees now live in open camps.by the change in policy in June 1988, under which all refugees now live in open camps.

Only those who are awaiting screening or have been found to be illegal immigrantsOnly those who are awaiting screening or have been found to be illegal immigrantsOnly those who are awaiting screening or have been found to be illegal immigrantsOnly those who are awaiting screening or have been found to be illegal immigrants

are held in detention.are held in detention.are held in detention.are held in detention.

The Bill also amends presumptions in sections 17I, 17N, and 37K relating to theThe Bill also amends presumptions in sections 17I, 17N, and 37K relating to theThe Bill also amends presumptions in sections 17I, 17N, and 37K relating to theThe Bill also amends presumptions in sections 17I, 17N, and 37K relating to the

offences of employing illegal immigrants and of bringing them to Hong Kong by sea.offences of employing illegal immigrants and of bringing them to Hong Kong by sea.offences of employing illegal immigrants and of bringing them to Hong Kong by sea.offences of employing illegal immigrants and of bringing them to Hong Kong by sea.

I do not believe that the changes proposed will in practice make it harder to bringI do not believe that the changes proposed will in practice make it harder to bringI do not believe that the changes proposed will in practice make it harder to bringI do not believe that the changes proposed will in practice make it harder to bring

successful prosecutions.  I can assure Members that these changes certainly do notsuccessful prosecutions.  I can assure Members that these changes certainly do notsuccessful prosecutions.  I can assure Members that these changes certainly do notsuccessful prosecutions.  I can assure Members that these changes certainly do not

mean that we are in any way relaxing our vigilance or our efforts to deter illegalmean that we are in any way relaxing our vigilance or our efforts to deter illegalmean that we are in any way relaxing our vigilance or our efforts to deter illegalmean that we are in any way relaxing our vigilance or our efforts to deter illegal

immigration.immigration.immigration.immigration.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now aMr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now aMr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now aMr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.djourned.djourned.djourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AERIAL ROPEWAYS (SAFETY) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

THE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "ATHE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "ATHE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "ATHE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "A

Bill to amend the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) Ordinance."Bill to amend the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) Ordinance."Bill to amend the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) Ordinance."Bill to amend the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) Ordinance."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the Second Reading of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety)He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the Second Reading of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety)He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the Second Reading of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety)He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the Second Reading of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety)

(Amendment) Bill 1992.(Amendment) Bill 1992.(Amendment) Bill 1992.(Amendment) Bill 1992.

The aim of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) (Amendment) Bill is to give to theThe aim of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) (Amendment) Bill is to give to theThe aim of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) (Amendment) Bill is to give to theThe aim of the Aerial Ropeways (Safety) (Amendment) Bill is to give to the

Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands the power to make regulations onSecretary for Planning, Environment and Lands the power to make regulations onSecretary for Planning, Environment and Lands the power to make regulations onSecretary for Planning, Environment and Lands the power to make regulations on

technical standards and related matters in respect of aerial ropeway safety.  Thistechnical standards and related matters in respect of aerial ropeway safety.  Thistechnical standards and related matters in respect of aerial ropeway safety.  Thistechnical standards and related matters in respect of aerial ropeway safety.  This

power rests at present with the Governor in Council and the intention is that he shouldpower rests at present with the Governor in Council and the intention is that he shouldpower rests at present with the Governor in Council and the intention is that he shouldpower rests at present with the Governor in Council and the intention is that he should



no longer be required to consider such routine, technical matters.  The power to makeno longer be required to consider such routine, technical matters.  The power to makeno longer be required to consider such routine, technical matters.  The power to makeno longer be required to consider such routine, technical matters.  The power to make

regulations for fees will, however, continue to lie with the Governor in Council.regulations for fees will, however, continue to lie with the Governor in Council.regulations for fees will, however, continue to lie with the Governor in Council.regulations for fees will, however, continue to lie with the Governor in Council.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992

Resumption  of debate on  Second  Reading which was moved on     8 April 1992.Resumption  of debate on  Second  Reading which was moved on     8 April 1992.Resumption  of debate on  Second  Reading which was moved on     8 April 1992.Resumption  of debate on  Second  Reading which was moved on     8 April 1992.

Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.

DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today, we are to resume debateDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today, we are to resume debateDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today, we are to resume debateDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today, we are to resume debate

on the four revenue Bills which seek to give effect to the revenue-related proposalson the four revenue Bills which seek to give effect to the revenue-related proposalson the four revenue Bills which seek to give effect to the revenue-related proposalson the four revenue Bills which seek to give effect to the revenue-related proposals

of the 1992-93 Budget.  We shall first consider the Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.of the 1992-93 Budget.  We shall first consider the Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.of the 1992-93 Budget.  We shall first consider the Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.of the 1992-93 Budget.  We shall first consider the Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.

3) Bill 1992.3) Bill 1992.3) Bill 1992.3) Bill 1992.

As we all know, taxation proposals affect the livelihood of the people, and areAs we all know, taxation proposals affect the livelihood of the people, and areAs we all know, taxation proposals affect the livelihood of the people, and areAs we all know, taxation proposals affect the livelihood of the people, and are

matters of great concern to the general public.  As Members of this Council, we havematters of great concern to the general public.  As Members of this Council, we havematters of great concern to the general public.  As Members of this Council, we havematters of great concern to the general public.  As Members of this Council, we have

the duty to see to it that they are appropriate, reasonable, and are in the intereststhe duty to see to it that they are appropriate, reasonable, and are in the intereststhe duty to see to it that they are appropriate, reasonable, and are in the intereststhe duty to see to it that they are appropriate, reasonable, and are in the interests

of the community as a whole.  As convener of the ad hoc group set up to study theseof the community as a whole.  As convener of the ad hoc group set up to study theseof the community as a whole.  As convener of the ad hoc group set up to study theseof the community as a whole.  As convener of the ad hoc group set up to study these

four revenue Bills, I would like to report that it was in this spirit that the groupfour revenue Bills, I would like to report that it was in this spirit that the groupfour revenue Bills, I would like to report that it was in this spirit that the groupfour revenue Bills, I would like to report that it was in this spirit that the group

conducted its deliberations and drew conclusions.conducted its deliberations and drew conclusions.conducted its deliberations and drew conclusions.conducted its deliberations and drew conclusions.

Turning now to the Bill proper, it seeks to give legislative effect to two taxationTurning now to the Bill proper, it seeks to give legislative effect to two taxationTurning now to the Bill proper, it seeks to give legislative effect to two taxationTurning now to the Bill proper, it seeks to give legislative effect to two taxation

proposals, namely:proposals, namely:proposals, namely:proposals, namely:

(a)(a)(a)(a) to increase corporate profitsto increase corporate profitsto increase corporate profitsto increase corporate profits tax by one percentage point from 16.5% to 17.5%; tax by one percentage point from 16.5% to 17.5%; tax by one percentage point from 16.5% to 17.5%; tax by one percentage point from 16.5% to 17.5%;

andandandand

(b)(b)(b)(b) to increase the amount of personal tax allowances, including basic, marriedto increase the amount of personal tax allowances, including basic, marriedto increase the amount of personal tax allowances, including basic, marriedto increase the amount of personal tax allowances, including basic, married

persons, dependent parent, child and single parent allowances, provided under thepersons, dependent parent, child and single parent allowances, provided under thepersons, dependent parent, child and single parent allowances, provided under thepersons, dependent parent, child and single parent allowances, provided under the

Fourth Schedule of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.Fourth Schedule of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.Fourth Schedule of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.Fourth Schedule of the Inland Revenue Ordinance.

As many Members of this Council have already analysed and discussed in detail theseAs many Members of this Council have already analysed and discussed in detail theseAs many Members of this Council have already analysed and discussed in detail theseAs many Members of this Council have already analysed and discussed in detail these

two major proposals at the Budget Debate, the ad hoc group did not attempt to go overtwo major proposals at the Budget Debate, the ad hoc group did not attempt to go overtwo major proposals at the Budget Debate, the ad hoc group did not attempt to go overtwo major proposals at the Budget Debate, the ad hoc group did not attempt to go over

grounds that had already been covered.  We nevertheless sought proceduralgrounds that had already been covered.  We nevertheless sought proceduralgrounds that had already been covered.  We nevertheless sought proceduralgrounds that had already been covered.  We nevertheless sought procedural



clarification on how Members could indicate their possibly different positions onclarification on how Members could indicate their possibly different positions onclarification on how Members could indicate their possibly different positions onclarification on how Members could indicate their possibly different positions on

the individual clauses under this Bill and to allow Members to do so, we request you,the individual clauses under this Bill and to allow Members to do so, we request you,the individual clauses under this Bill and to allow Members to do so, we request you,the individual clauses under this Bill and to allow Members to do so, we request you,

Mr Deputy President, to direct the Clerk to call the numbers of the clauses pertainingMr Deputy President, to direct the Clerk to call the numbers of the clauses pertainingMr Deputy President, to direct the Clerk to call the numbers of the clauses pertainingMr Deputy President, to direct the Clerk to call the numbers of the clauses pertaining

to the two proposals separately at Committee stage.to the two proposals separately at Committee stage.to the two proposals separately at Committee stage.to the two proposals separately at Committee stage.

Having reported the deliberations of the ad hoc group in respect of this Bill,Having reported the deliberations of the ad hoc group in respect of this Bill,Having reported the deliberations of the ad hoc group in respect of this Bill,Having reported the deliberations of the ad hoc group in respect of this Bill,

I would now like to say a few words on my personal views on the two different proposals.I would now like to say a few words on my personal views on the two different proposals.I would now like to say a few words on my personal views on the two different proposals.I would now like to say a few words on my personal views on the two different proposals.

The United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK) welcome the Financial Secretary's proposalThe United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK) welcome the Financial Secretary's proposalThe United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK) welcome the Financial Secretary's proposalThe United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK) welcome the Financial Secretary's proposal

of raising corporate profits tax by one percentage point for the current financialof raising corporate profits tax by one percentage point for the current financialof raising corporate profits tax by one percentage point for the current financialof raising corporate profits tax by one percentage point for the current financial

year.   We have come to the view that raising the profits tax to 17.5% can increaseyear.   We have come to the view that raising the profits tax to 17.5% can increaseyear.   We have come to the view that raising the profits tax to 17.5% can increaseyear.   We have come to the view that raising the profits tax to 17.5% can increase

the income for government coffers on the one hand, while on the other it will notthe income for government coffers on the one hand, while on the other it will notthe income for government coffers on the one hand, while on the other it will notthe income for government coffers on the one hand, while on the other it will not

dampen foreign investors' incentive to invest in Hong Kong.  This is a benign revenuedampen foreign investors' incentive to invest in Hong Kong.  This is a benign revenuedampen foreign investors' incentive to invest in Hong Kong.  This is a benign revenuedampen foreign investors' incentive to invest in Hong Kong.  This is a benign revenue

proposal.  The UDHK in fact had made the same proposal well before the publicationproposal.  The UDHK in fact had made the same proposal well before the publicationproposal.  The UDHK in fact had made the same proposal well before the publicationproposal.  The UDHK in fact had made the same proposal well before the publication

of the Budget.  We may say that great minds think alike this time.of the Budget.  We may say that great minds think alike this time.of the Budget.  We may say that great minds think alike this time.of the Budget.  We may say that great minds think alike this time.

However, the UDHK does not agree to the proposal on the allowances for personalHowever, the UDHK does not agree to the proposal on the allowances for personalHowever, the UDHK does not agree to the proposal on the allowances for personalHowever, the UDHK does not agree to the proposal on the allowances for personal

income tax, the basic personal allowance in particular. We find the proposal ofincome tax, the basic personal allowance in particular. We find the proposal ofincome tax, the basic personal allowance in particular. We find the proposal ofincome tax, the basic personal allowance in particular. We find the proposal of

increasing the allowance slightly from $41,000 to $46,000 hardly acceptable. We canincreasing the allowance slightly from $41,000 to $46,000 hardly acceptable. We canincreasing the allowance slightly from $41,000 to $46,000 hardly acceptable. We canincreasing the allowance slightly from $41,000 to $46,000 hardly acceptable. We can

hardly forget that this allowance was only perfunctorily increased by $2,000 duringhardly forget that this allowance was only perfunctorily increased by $2,000 duringhardly forget that this allowance was only perfunctorily increased by $2,000 duringhardly forget that this allowance was only perfunctorily increased by $2,000 during

the last financial year, far below last year's inflation rate.  Therefore, anthe last financial year, far below last year's inflation rate.  Therefore, anthe last financial year, far below last year's inflation rate.  Therefore, anthe last financial year, far below last year's inflation rate.  Therefore, an

increase of $5,000 in personal allowance for the current financial year can barelyincrease of $5,000 in personal allowance for the current financial year can barelyincrease of $5,000 in personal allowance for the current financial year can barelyincrease of $5,000 in personal allowance for the current financial year can barely

catch up with this year's inflation.  But there is still no make-up for last year'scatch up with this year's inflation.  But there is still no make-up for last year'scatch up with this year's inflation.  But there is still no make-up for last year'scatch up with this year's inflation.  But there is still no make-up for last year's

difference.  An allowance of only $46,000 implies that people earning an average ofdifference.  An allowance of only $46,000 implies that people earning an average ofdifference.  An allowance of only $46,000 implies that people earning an average ofdifference.  An allowance of only $46,000 implies that people earning an average of

$3,800 monthly will have to pay salaries tax.  How could one earning $3,800 make ends$3,800 monthly will have to pay salaries tax.  How could one earning $3,800 make ends$3,800 monthly will have to pay salaries tax.  How could one earning $3,800 make ends$3,800 monthly will have to pay salaries tax.  How could one earning $3,800 make ends

meet under the current high living index and soaring prices?  And the Government ismeet under the current high living index and soaring prices?  And the Government ismeet under the current high living index and soaring prices?  And the Government ismeet under the current high living index and soaring prices?  And the Government is

now taxing the salaries of this low income group.  It is downright rubbing salt intonow taxing the salaries of this low income group.  It is downright rubbing salt intonow taxing the salaries of this low income group.  It is downright rubbing salt intonow taxing the salaries of this low income group.  It is downright rubbing salt into

their wounds.  According to calculations done by the UDHK, $64,000 will make atheir wounds.  According to calculations done by the UDHK, $64,000 will make atheir wounds.  According to calculations done by the UDHK, $64,000 will make atheir wounds.  According to calculations done by the UDHK, $64,000 will make a

reasonable level for the personal allowance for income tax.  During the last severalreasonable level for the personal allowance for income tax.  During the last severalreasonable level for the personal allowance for income tax.  During the last severalreasonable level for the personal allowance for income tax.  During the last several

months, we have been lobbying the Government through various channels to revise themonths, we have been lobbying the Government through various channels to revise themonths, we have been lobbying the Government through various channels to revise themonths, we have been lobbying the Government through various channels to revise the

allowance to $64,000.  Unfortunately, the Government turned a deaf ear to publicallowance to $64,000.  Unfortunately, the Government turned a deaf ear to publicallowance to $64,000.  Unfortunately, the Government turned a deaf ear to publicallowance to $64,000.  Unfortunately, the Government turned a deaf ear to public

opinion, reluctant to initiate an amendment.  We wanted very much to move an amendmentopinion, reluctant to initiate an amendment.  We wanted very much to move an amendmentopinion, reluctant to initiate an amendment.  We wanted very much to move an amendmentopinion, reluctant to initiate an amendment.  We wanted very much to move an amendment

in this Council but only to have it rejected by the Governor.  Eventually we resortedin this Council but only to have it rejected by the Governor.  Eventually we resortedin this Council but only to have it rejected by the Governor.  Eventually we resortedin this Council but only to have it rejected by the Governor.  Eventually we resorted

to lowering our demand in order to lobby the other Members of this Council to voteto lowering our demand in order to lobby the other Members of this Council to voteto lowering our demand in order to lobby the other Members of this Council to voteto lowering our demand in order to lobby the other Members of this Council to vote

against the appropriation parts of the Budget, thus exerting pressure on theagainst the appropriation parts of the Budget, thus exerting pressure on theagainst the appropriation parts of the Budget, thus exerting pressure on theagainst the appropriation parts of the Budget, thus exerting pressure on the

Government.  Sadly it ended in vain as a result of the other Members' reluctance toGovernment.  Sadly it ended in vain as a result of the other Members' reluctance toGovernment.  Sadly it ended in vain as a result of the other Members' reluctance toGovernment.  Sadly it ended in vain as a result of the other Members' reluctance to

co-operate.  Consequently, the Bill before us today still has the unreasonableco-operate.  Consequently, the Bill before us today still has the unreasonableco-operate.  Consequently, the Bill before us today still has the unreasonableco-operate.  Consequently, the Bill before us today still has the unreasonable

$46,000 written in it.  Logically speaking, the 14 UDHK Members of this Council should$46,000 written in it.  Logically speaking, the 14 UDHK Members of this Council should$46,000 written in it.  Logically speaking, the 14 UDHK Members of this Council should$46,000 written in it.  Logically speaking, the 14 UDHK Members of this Council should

vote against clause 4 of this Bill.  However, if we voted against clause 4 and dulyvote against clause 4 of this Bill.  However, if we voted against clause 4 and dulyvote against clause 4 of this Bill.  However, if we voted against clause 4 and dulyvote against clause 4 of this Bill.  However, if we voted against clause 4 and duly



succeeded, in the wake of our vain attempt to raise the allowance, then the Governmentsucceeded, in the wake of our vain attempt to raise the allowance, then the Governmentsucceeded, in the wake of our vain attempt to raise the allowance, then the Governmentsucceeded, in the wake of our vain attempt to raise the allowance, then the Government

would keep the allowance at last year's level, that is, $41,000.  The public willwould keep the allowance at last year's level, that is, $41,000.  The public willwould keep the allowance at last year's level, that is, $41,000.  The public willwould keep the allowance at last year's level, that is, $41,000.  The public will

then suffer even greater.  Therefore, in the interest of the public, Members fromthen suffer even greater.  Therefore, in the interest of the public, Members fromthen suffer even greater.  Therefore, in the interest of the public, Members fromthen suffer even greater.  Therefore, in the interest of the public, Members from

the UDHK may only abstain when the clause is put to the vote later in order to expressthe UDHK may only abstain when the clause is put to the vote later in order to expressthe UDHK may only abstain when the clause is put to the vote later in order to expressthe UDHK may only abstain when the clause is put to the vote later in order to express

our dissatisfaction and opposition to clause 4 of the Bill.  Nevertheless, on behalfour dissatisfaction and opposition to clause 4 of the Bill.  Nevertheless, on behalfour dissatisfaction and opposition to clause 4 of the Bill.  Nevertheless, on behalfour dissatisfaction and opposition to clause 4 of the Bill.  Nevertheless, on behalf

of the UDHK, I should like to reiterate that we shall continue to fight for an increaseof the UDHK, I should like to reiterate that we shall continue to fight for an increaseof the UDHK, I should like to reiterate that we shall continue to fight for an increaseof the UDHK, I should like to reiterate that we shall continue to fight for an increase

in personal allowance during the year.  Should the Financial Secretary refuse toin personal allowance during the year.  Should the Financial Secretary refuse toin personal allowance during the year.  Should the Financial Secretary refuse toin personal allowance during the year.  Should the Financial Secretary refuse to

increase substantially the personal allowance to a reasonable level in the nextincrease substantially the personal allowance to a reasonable level in the nextincrease substantially the personal allowance to a reasonable level in the nextincrease substantially the personal allowance to a reasonable level in the next

financial year, the UDHK intends to continue to vote against the next Budget.financial year, the UDHK intends to continue to vote against the next Budget.financial year, the UDHK intends to continue to vote against the next Budget.financial year, the UDHK intends to continue to vote against the next Budget.

Finally, I welcome on behalf of the UDHK the Financial Secretary's intention toFinally, I welcome on behalf of the UDHK the Financial Secretary's intention toFinally, I welcome on behalf of the UDHK the Financial Secretary's intention toFinally, I welcome on behalf of the UDHK the Financial Secretary's intention to

abolish the increase in rates.  I am however dissatisfied with having to learn aboutabolish the increase in rates.  I am however dissatisfied with having to learn aboutabolish the increase in rates.  I am however dissatisfied with having to learn aboutabolish the increase in rates.  I am however dissatisfied with having to learn about

this from the press this morning.this from the press this morning.this from the press this morning.this from the press this morning.

MR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, criticisms of the FinancialMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, criticisms of the FinancialMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, criticisms of the FinancialMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, criticisms of the Financial

Secretary's maiden Budget Speech, since its presentation on 4 March, have been voicedSecretary's maiden Budget Speech, since its presentation on 4 March, have been voicedSecretary's maiden Budget Speech, since its presentation on 4 March, have been voicedSecretary's maiden Budget Speech, since its presentation on 4 March, have been voiced

in successive waves by various sectors of the community.  Two most controversialin successive waves by various sectors of the community.  Two most controversialin successive waves by various sectors of the community.  Two most controversialin successive waves by various sectors of the community.  Two most controversial

points are the raising of personal allowance and the 0.5% increase of rates.  Thepoints are the raising of personal allowance and the 0.5% increase of rates.  Thepoints are the raising of personal allowance and the 0.5% increase of rates.  Thepoints are the raising of personal allowance and the 0.5% increase of rates.  The

Financial Secretary has just now made a statement that the Government does nto needFinancial Secretary has just now made a statement that the Government does nto needFinancial Secretary has just now made a statement that the Government does nto needFinancial Secretary has just now made a statement that the Government does nto need

to proceed with an increase to the general rates because it has come by a windfall.to proceed with an increase to the general rates because it has come by a windfall.to proceed with an increase to the general rates because it has come by a windfall.to proceed with an increase to the general rates because it has come by a windfall.

Whatever the reason, it is a welcoming move which shows that the Government has heededWhatever the reason, it is a welcoming move which shows that the Government has heededWhatever the reason, it is a welcoming move which shows that the Government has heededWhatever the reason, it is a welcoming move which shows that the Government has heeded

public opinion.  No response, however, has been made in respect of personalpublic opinion.  No response, however, has been made in respect of personalpublic opinion.  No response, however, has been made in respect of personalpublic opinion.  No response, however, has been made in respect of personal

allowance.allowance.allowance.allowance.

I trust that the GovernmI trust that the GovernmI trust that the GovernmI trust that the Government is well aware of the strong public discontent withent is well aware of the strong public discontent withent is well aware of the strong public discontent withent is well aware of the strong public discontent with

the negligible increase of personal allowance.  If it is raised to merely $46,000,the negligible increase of personal allowance.  If it is raised to merely $46,000,the negligible increase of personal allowance.  If it is raised to merely $46,000,the negligible increase of personal allowance.  If it is raised to merely $46,000,

then someone earning a monthly salary of $3,800 is already liable to pay tax.  Ithen someone earning a monthly salary of $3,800 is already liable to pay tax.  Ithen someone earning a monthly salary of $3,800 is already liable to pay tax.  Ithen someone earning a monthly salary of $3,800 is already liable to pay tax.  I

believe most employees will be caught in the tax net.  The Financial Secretary saidbelieve most employees will be caught in the tax net.  The Financial Secretary saidbelieve most employees will be caught in the tax net.  The Financial Secretary saidbelieve most employees will be caught in the tax net.  The Financial Secretary said

in his Budget Speech that the raising of personal allowance will result in 120 000in his Budget Speech that the raising of personal allowance will result in 120 000in his Budget Speech that the raising of personal allowance will result in 120 000in his Budget Speech that the raising of personal allowance will result in 120 000

people getting off the tax net.  However, suppose these people receive a pay risepeople getting off the tax net.  However, suppose these people receive a pay risepeople getting off the tax net.  However, suppose these people receive a pay risepeople getting off the tax net.  However, suppose these people receive a pay rise

this year, then they will still be drawn into the tax net.  It can be seen thereforethis year, then they will still be drawn into the tax net.  It can be seen thereforethis year, then they will still be drawn into the tax net.  It can be seen thereforethis year, then they will still be drawn into the tax net.  It can be seen therefore

that the proposal is not able to bring tax relief to the people after all.  On thethat the proposal is not able to bring tax relief to the people after all.  On thethat the proposal is not able to bring tax relief to the people after all.  On thethat the proposal is not able to bring tax relief to the people after all.  On the

contrary, it will increase, in particular, the burden on the lower class.  The workingcontrary, it will increase, in particular, the burden on the lower class.  The workingcontrary, it will increase, in particular, the burden on the lower class.  The workingcontrary, it will increase, in particular, the burden on the lower class.  The working

class have commonly experienced negative growth in terms of pay in recent years asclass have commonly experienced negative growth in terms of pay in recent years asclass have commonly experienced negative growth in terms of pay in recent years asclass have commonly experienced negative growth in terms of pay in recent years as

a result of sustained high inflation.  The public resentment is well expected witha result of sustained high inflation.  The public resentment is well expected witha result of sustained high inflation.  The public resentment is well expected witha result of sustained high inflation.  The public resentment is well expected with

the Government being so unsympathetic to their predicament and refusing to lessenthe Government being so unsympathetic to their predicament and refusing to lessenthe Government being so unsympathetic to their predicament and refusing to lessenthe Government being so unsympathetic to their predicament and refusing to lessen

their financial burden.  I am deeply disappointed to see that the Government hastheir financial burden.  I am deeply disappointed to see that the Government hastheir financial burden.  I am deeply disappointed to see that the Government hastheir financial burden.  I am deeply disappointed to see that the Government has

continued to cling to its obdurate course, taking no heed of the opposition voicedcontinued to cling to its obdurate course, taking no heed of the opposition voicedcontinued to cling to its obdurate course, taking no heed of the opposition voicedcontinued to cling to its obdurate course, taking no heed of the opposition voiced



by the whole community.by the whole community.by the whole community.by the whole community.

It is for this reason that I decided to vote "no", but it does not mean that IIt is for this reason that I decided to vote "no", but it does not mean that IIt is for this reason that I decided to vote "no", but it does not mean that IIt is for this reason that I decided to vote "no", but it does not mean that I

wish to maintain personal allowance at the $41,000 level.  Indeed, I have writtenwish to maintain personal allowance at the $41,000 level.  Indeed, I have writtenwish to maintain personal allowance at the $41,000 level.  Indeed, I have writtenwish to maintain personal allowance at the $41,000 level.  Indeed, I have written

to the Financial Secretary to ask him to raise personal allowance to $65,000.  I voteto the Financial Secretary to ask him to raise personal allowance to $65,000.  I voteto the Financial Secretary to ask him to raise personal allowance to $65,000.  I voteto the Financial Secretary to ask him to raise personal allowance to $65,000.  I vote

"no" because the Government has failed to take account of the real needs of the"no" because the Government has failed to take account of the real needs of the"no" because the Government has failed to take account of the real needs of the"no" because the Government has failed to take account of the real needs of the

grassroots in the formulation of the Budget, and more importantly, because I wantgrassroots in the formulation of the Budget, and more importantly, because I wantgrassroots in the formulation of the Budget, and more importantly, because I wantgrassroots in the formulation of the Budget, and more importantly, because I want

to protest against the Government's refusal to accept the amendments to the Budgetto protest against the Government's refusal to accept the amendments to the Budgetto protest against the Government's refusal to accept the amendments to the Budgetto protest against the Government's refusal to accept the amendments to the Budget

made by me and other colleagues.  The Financial Secretary has undertaken tomade by me and other colleagues.  The Financial Secretary has undertaken tomade by me and other colleagues.  The Financial Secretary has undertaken tomade by me and other colleagues.  The Financial Secretary has undertaken to

significantly raise personal allowance in the Budget next year. I hope the Governmentsignificantly raise personal allowance in the Budget next year. I hope the Governmentsignificantly raise personal allowance in the Budget next year. I hope the Governmentsignificantly raise personal allowance in the Budget next year. I hope the Government

can keep its word and realistically reduce the tax burden of the grassroots.can keep its word and realistically reduce the tax burden of the grassroots.can keep its word and realistically reduce the tax burden of the grassroots.can keep its word and realistically reduce the tax burden of the grassroots.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose the motion.

MR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, I would like to take this opportunity to placeMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, I would like to take this opportunity to placeMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, I would like to take this opportunity to placeMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, I would like to take this opportunity to place

on record the disappointment of the Co-operative Resources Centre over the lack ofon record the disappointment of the Co-operative Resources Centre over the lack ofon record the disappointment of the Co-operative Resources Centre over the lack ofon record the disappointment of the Co-operative Resources Centre over the lack of

action by the Financial Secretary on CRC's proposal for the increase of personalaction by the Financial Secretary on CRC's proposal for the increase of personalaction by the Financial Secretary on CRC's proposal for the increase of personalaction by the Financial Secretary on CRC's proposal for the increase of personal

allowance from the proposed $46,000 to $50,000 and the widening of the tax band fromallowance from the proposed $46,000 to $50,000 and the widening of the tax band fromallowance from the proposed $46,000 to $50,000 and the widening of the tax band fromallowance from the proposed $46,000 to $50,000 and the widening of the tax band from

$20,000 to $30,000 for the financial year 1992-93.  CRC believes that this proposal$20,000 to $30,000 for the financial year 1992-93.  CRC believes that this proposal$20,000 to $30,000 for the financial year 1992-93.  CRC believes that this proposal$20,000 to $30,000 for the financial year 1992-93.  CRC believes that this proposal

is not only fair and realistic but clearly affordable by the public purse in viewis not only fair and realistic but clearly affordable by the public purse in viewis not only fair and realistic but clearly affordable by the public purse in viewis not only fair and realistic but clearly affordable by the public purse in view

of the healthy surplus for 1991-92 as well as the projected surplus for 1992-93.  Ifof the healthy surplus for 1991-92 as well as the projected surplus for 1992-93.  Ifof the healthy surplus for 1991-92 as well as the projected surplus for 1992-93.  Ifof the healthy surplus for 1991-92 as well as the projected surplus for 1992-93.  If

history is anything to go by -- and we have seen it this afternoon -- the actual surplushistory is anything to go by -- and we have seen it this afternoon -- the actual surplushistory is anything to go by -- and we have seen it this afternoon -- the actual surplushistory is anything to go by -- and we have seen it this afternoon -- the actual surplus

for 1992-93 will probably be more than the estimated $5.1 billion.  The rationalefor 1992-93 will probably be more than the estimated $5.1 billion.  The rationalefor 1992-93 will probably be more than the estimated $5.1 billion.  The rationalefor 1992-93 will probably be more than the estimated $5.1 billion.  The rationale

behind CRC's proposal was simple. We believe that today is the time to help thebehind CRC's proposal was simple. We believe that today is the time to help thebehind CRC's proposal was simple. We believe that today is the time to help thebehind CRC's proposal was simple. We believe that today is the time to help the

sandwich class.  However, in view of the Financial Secretary's reluctance, CRCsandwich class.  However, in view of the Financial Secretary's reluctance, CRCsandwich class.  However, in view of the Financial Secretary's reluctance, CRCsandwich class.  However, in view of the Financial Secretary's reluctance, CRC

therefore decided to oppose the proposed increase in rates from 5.5% to 6% as thistherefore decided to oppose the proposed increase in rates from 5.5% to 6% as thistherefore decided to oppose the proposed increase in rates from 5.5% to 6% as thistherefore decided to oppose the proposed increase in rates from 5.5% to 6% as this

would have given a measure of relief to the sandwich class.  It was not the best waywould have given a measure of relief to the sandwich class.  It was not the best waywould have given a measure of relief to the sandwich class.  It was not the best waywould have given a measure of relief to the sandwich class.  It was not the best way

to help them but it was the only way that would have been open to us this year.  Itto help them but it was the only way that would have been open to us this year.  Itto help them but it was the only way that would have been open to us this year.  Itto help them but it was the only way that would have been open to us this year.  It

is really therefore with mixed feelings that these objectives have been achieved byis really therefore with mixed feelings that these objectives have been achieved byis really therefore with mixed feelings that these objectives have been achieved byis really therefore with mixed feelings that these objectives have been achieved by

the additional huge surplus of over $6 billion over and above the announced $14the additional huge surplus of over $6 billion over and above the announced $14the additional huge surplus of over $6 billion over and above the announced $14the additional huge surplus of over $6 billion over and above the announced $14

billion.billion.billion.billion.

Mr Deputy President, I bMr Deputy President, I bMr Deputy President, I bMr Deputy President, I believe that this must also be an opportune time to adviseelieve that this must also be an opportune time to adviseelieve that this must also be an opportune time to adviseelieve that this must also be an opportune time to advise

the Financial Secretary and his team that CRC intends to put forward proposals forthe Financial Secretary and his team that CRC intends to put forward proposals forthe Financial Secretary and his team that CRC intends to put forward proposals forthe Financial Secretary and his team that CRC intends to put forward proposals for

the 1993-94 Budget. We naturally hope that this process will not be a one-way streetthe 1993-94 Budget. We naturally hope that this process will not be a one-way streetthe 1993-94 Budget. We naturally hope that this process will not be a one-way streetthe 1993-94 Budget. We naturally hope that this process will not be a one-way street

leading to a roundabout but will result in a meaningful discussion and, ultimatelyleading to a roundabout but will result in a meaningful discussion and, ultimatelyleading to a roundabout but will result in a meaningful discussion and, ultimatelyleading to a roundabout but will result in a meaningful discussion and, ultimately

perhaps, agreement.perhaps, agreement.perhaps, agreement.perhaps, agreement.



Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, CRC reluctantly takes the bird in handMr Deputy President, with these remarks, CRC reluctantly takes the bird in handMr Deputy President, with these remarks, CRC reluctantly takes the bird in handMr Deputy President, with these remarks, CRC reluctantly takes the bird in hand

that is offered by the Financial Secretary but certainly we propose to go after thethat is offered by the Financial Secretary but certainly we propose to go after thethat is offered by the Financial Secretary but certainly we propose to go after thethat is offered by the Financial Secretary but certainly we propose to go after the

two or more in the bush in the next financial year. In view of the Financial Secretary'stwo or more in the bush in the next financial year. In view of the Financial Secretary'stwo or more in the bush in the next financial year. In view of the Financial Secretary'stwo or more in the bush in the next financial year. In view of the Financial Secretary's

decision not to proceed with the rates proposal, we at CRC shall take it as a signdecision not to proceed with the rates proposal, we at CRC shall take it as a signdecision not to proceed with the rates proposal, we at CRC shall take it as a signdecision not to proceed with the rates proposal, we at CRC shall take it as a sign

that Budgets are not therefore sacrosanct.that Budgets are not therefore sacrosanct.that Budgets are not therefore sacrosanct.that Budgets are not therefore sacrosanct.

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in today's debate on the InlandMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in today's debate on the InlandMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in today's debate on the InlandMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in today's debate on the Inland

Revenue (Amendment) (No. 3) Bill 1992, I would like to speak on the issues of profitsRevenue (Amendment) (No. 3) Bill 1992, I would like to speak on the issues of profitsRevenue (Amendment) (No. 3) Bill 1992, I would like to speak on the issues of profitsRevenue (Amendment) (No. 3) Bill 1992, I would like to speak on the issues of profits

tax and personal allowance.  The gap between the rich and the poor is accentuatingtax and personal allowance.  The gap between the rich and the poor is accentuatingtax and personal allowance.  The gap between the rich and the poor is accentuatingtax and personal allowance.  The gap between the rich and the poor is accentuating

in Hong Kong; according to the latest Gini Co-efficient, we are in fact experiencingin Hong Kong; according to the latest Gini Co-efficient, we are in fact experiencingin Hong Kong; according to the latest Gini Co-efficient, we are in fact experiencingin Hong Kong; according to the latest Gini Co-efficient, we are in fact experiencing

the worst wealth gap in 20 years.  The Government can build in a mechanism of wealththe worst wealth gap in 20 years.  The Government can build in a mechanism of wealththe worst wealth gap in 20 years.  The Government can build in a mechanism of wealththe worst wealth gap in 20 years.  The Government can build in a mechanism of wealth

distribution through its tax system to readjust the gap between the rich and the poor.distribution through its tax system to readjust the gap between the rich and the poor.distribution through its tax system to readjust the gap between the rich and the poor.distribution through its tax system to readjust the gap between the rich and the poor.

The adjustments made in the new Budget can be said to have taken no heed at all ofThe adjustments made in the new Budget can be said to have taken no heed at all ofThe adjustments made in the new Budget can be said to have taken no heed at all ofThe adjustments made in the new Budget can be said to have taken no heed at all of

the social instability and the worsening of the wealth gap, which may result; I havethe social instability and the worsening of the wealth gap, which may result; I havethe social instability and the worsening of the wealth gap, which may result; I havethe social instability and the worsening of the wealth gap, which may result; I have

to express my regret over this.to express my regret over this.to express my regret over this.to express my regret over this.

First of all, the increase by one percentage point of the profits tax, from 16.5%First of all, the increase by one percentage point of the profits tax, from 16.5%First of all, the increase by one percentage point of the profits tax, from 16.5%First of all, the increase by one percentage point of the profits tax, from 16.5%

to 17.5%, is too moderate.  As we all know, even with the increase by one percentageto 17.5%, is too moderate.  As we all know, even with the increase by one percentageto 17.5%, is too moderate.  As we all know, even with the increase by one percentageto 17.5%, is too moderate.  As we all know, even with the increase by one percentage

point of the profits tax, Hong Kong has still the lowest profits tax rate among thepoint of the profits tax, Hong Kong has still the lowest profits tax rate among thepoint of the profits tax, Hong Kong has still the lowest profits tax rate among thepoint of the profits tax, Hong Kong has still the lowest profits tax rate among the

four little Asian Dragons.  The profits tax rate is 33% in Singapore, 25% in Taiwan,four little Asian Dragons.  The profits tax rate is 33% in Singapore, 25% in Taiwan,four little Asian Dragons.  The profits tax rate is 33% in Singapore, 25% in Taiwan,four little Asian Dragons.  The profits tax rate is 33% in Singapore, 25% in Taiwan,

30% in South Korea; Japan, which is the most developed country in Asia, actually has30% in South Korea; Japan, which is the most developed country in Asia, actually has30% in South Korea; Japan, which is the most developed country in Asia, actually has30% in South Korea; Japan, which is the most developed country in Asia, actually has

a profits tax of 41%, more than twice that of Hong Kong.  In the context of thea profits tax of 41%, more than twice that of Hong Kong.  In the context of thea profits tax of 41%, more than twice that of Hong Kong.  In the context of thea profits tax of 41%, more than twice that of Hong Kong.  In the context of the

worsening wealth gap in Hong Kong today, it goes without saying that the socialworsening wealth gap in Hong Kong today, it goes without saying that the socialworsening wealth gap in Hong Kong today, it goes without saying that the socialworsening wealth gap in Hong Kong today, it goes without saying that the social

commitment of the big capitalists and businessmen must be increased because they havecommitment of the big capitalists and businessmen must be increased because they havecommitment of the big capitalists and businessmen must be increased because they havecommitment of the big capitalists and businessmen must be increased because they have

been able to reap rich rewards over the past 10 years of flourishing economicbeen able to reap rich rewards over the past 10 years of flourishing economicbeen able to reap rich rewards over the past 10 years of flourishing economicbeen able to reap rich rewards over the past 10 years of flourishing economic

development.  Indeed, in 1984, the Hong Kong Government even made a point of reducingdevelopment.  Indeed, in 1984, the Hong Kong Government even made a point of reducingdevelopment.  Indeed, in 1984, the Hong Kong Government even made a point of reducingdevelopment.  Indeed, in 1984, the Hong Kong Government even made a point of reducing

the profits tax by 2 percentage points from 18.5%, in order that the businessmen couldthe profits tax by 2 percentage points from 18.5%, in order that the businessmen couldthe profits tax by 2 percentage points from 18.5%, in order that the businessmen couldthe profits tax by 2 percentage points from 18.5%, in order that the businessmen could

make more profit while at the same time reducing their social commitment.  Inmake more profit while at the same time reducing their social commitment.  Inmake more profit while at the same time reducing their social commitment.  Inmake more profit while at the same time reducing their social commitment.  In

comparison, the general public has to live with not only the unfair progressive ratecomparison, the general public has to live with not only the unfair progressive ratecomparison, the general public has to live with not only the unfair progressive ratecomparison, the general public has to live with not only the unfair progressive rate

of taxation, but also the skyrocketing property prices and the huge living expensesof taxation, but also the skyrocketing property prices and the huge living expensesof taxation, but also the skyrocketing property prices and the huge living expensesof taxation, but also the skyrocketing property prices and the huge living expenses

of high inflation.  In return for their tax contribution, Hong Kong people are onlyof high inflation.  In return for their tax contribution, Hong Kong people are onlyof high inflation.  In return for their tax contribution, Hong Kong people are onlyof high inflation.  In return for their tax contribution, Hong Kong people are only

able to have an old age allowance which is barely enough for subsistence; youthable to have an old age allowance which is barely enough for subsistence; youthable to have an old age allowance which is barely enough for subsistence; youthable to have an old age allowance which is barely enough for subsistence; youth

services are cut back instead of being expanded.  Even the fondest Chinese dream ofservices are cut back instead of being expanded.  Even the fondest Chinese dream ofservices are cut back instead of being expanded.  Even the fondest Chinese dream ofservices are cut back instead of being expanded.  Even the fondest Chinese dream of

having a humble home and a job is not readily realizable.  One is apt to ask if thathaving a humble home and a job is not readily realizable.  One is apt to ask if thathaving a humble home and a job is not readily realizable.  One is apt to ask if thathaving a humble home and a job is not readily realizable.  One is apt to ask if that

is fair reward for what one pays.  Is the policy regarding capitalists and bigis fair reward for what one pays.  Is the policy regarding capitalists and bigis fair reward for what one pays.  Is the policy regarding capitalists and bigis fair reward for what one pays.  Is the policy regarding capitalists and big

business men fair in the light of the Government being the agent of the communitybusiness men fair in the light of the Government being the agent of the communitybusiness men fair in the light of the Government being the agent of the communitybusiness men fair in the light of the Government being the agent of the community



as whole?  My experience tells me that the answers to these questions are in theas whole?  My experience tells me that the answers to these questions are in theas whole?  My experience tells me that the answers to these questions are in theas whole?  My experience tells me that the answers to these questions are in the

negative.  The cutbacks on social welfare spending will mean that the averagenegative.  The cutbacks on social welfare spending will mean that the averagenegative.  The cutbacks on social welfare spending will mean that the averagenegative.  The cutbacks on social welfare spending will mean that the average

taxpayer will not be able to enjoy commensurate rights in terms of the use of socialtaxpayer will not be able to enjoy commensurate rights in terms of the use of socialtaxpayer will not be able to enjoy commensurate rights in terms of the use of socialtaxpayer will not be able to enjoy commensurate rights in terms of the use of social

welfare services, such as medical care and housing services and retirement benefits.welfare services, such as medical care and housing services and retirement benefits.welfare services, such as medical care and housing services and retirement benefits.welfare services, such as medical care and housing services and retirement benefits.

In particular, the standard tax rate offers the least benefits to the middle incomeIn particular, the standard tax rate offers the least benefits to the middle incomeIn particular, the standard tax rate offers the least benefits to the middle incomeIn particular, the standard tax rate offers the least benefits to the middle income

earners who are subject to the heaviest tax rate of 25%.  If one looks at the wayearners who are subject to the heaviest tax rate of 25%.  If one looks at the wayearners who are subject to the heaviest tax rate of 25%.  If one looks at the wayearners who are subject to the heaviest tax rate of 25%.  If one looks at the way

the Government treats the capitalists, what will spring into view will be the grandthe Government treats the capitalists, what will spring into view will be the grandthe Government treats the capitalists, what will spring into view will be the grandthe Government treats the capitalists, what will spring into view will be the grand

port and airport projects costing hundreds of billions of dollars.  The businessmen,port and airport projects costing hundreds of billions of dollars.  The businessmen,port and airport projects costing hundreds of billions of dollars.  The businessmen,port and airport projects costing hundreds of billions of dollars.  The businessmen,

the consortia and the developers are the first to be generously rewarded in the formthe consortia and the developers are the first to be generously rewarded in the formthe consortia and the developers are the first to be generously rewarded in the formthe consortia and the developers are the first to be generously rewarded in the form

of profits.  The increase of the profits tax by one percentage point will only addof profits.  The increase of the profits tax by one percentage point will only addof profits.  The increase of the profits tax by one percentage point will only addof profits.  The increase of the profits tax by one percentage point will only add

$1.6 billion to the government coffers.  That is peanuts to Hong Kong businessmen.$1.6 billion to the government coffers.  That is peanuts to Hong Kong businessmen.$1.6 billion to the government coffers.  That is peanuts to Hong Kong businessmen.$1.6 billion to the government coffers.  That is peanuts to Hong Kong businessmen.

No wonder then that even developer Mr LI Ka-shing has publicly supported the profitsNo wonder then that even developer Mr LI Ka-shing has publicly supported the profitsNo wonder then that even developer Mr LI Ka-shing has publicly supported the profitsNo wonder then that even developer Mr LI Ka-shing has publicly supported the profits

tax increase, stressing that the one percentage point increase is the right way totax increase, stressing that the one percentage point increase is the right way totax increase, stressing that the one percentage point increase is the right way totax increase, stressing that the one percentage point increase is the right way to

go.  But the increase is still too small.go.  But the increase is still too small.go.  But the increase is still too small.go.  But the increase is still too small.

The Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's Livelihood, to which I belong,The Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's Livelihood, to which I belong,The Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's Livelihood, to which I belong,The Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's Livelihood, to which I belong,

has studied the Hong Kong Budgets of the past several years and made suggestions tohas studied the Hong Kong Budgets of the past several years and made suggestions tohas studied the Hong Kong Budgets of the past several years and made suggestions tohas studied the Hong Kong Budgets of the past several years and made suggestions to

the relevant government departments.  The Association published early this year athe relevant government departments.  The Association published early this year athe relevant government departments.  The Association published early this year athe relevant government departments.  The Association published early this year a

report on tax reform and people's livelihood in the 1990s.  We suggested that areport on tax reform and people's livelihood in the 1990s.  We suggested that areport on tax reform and people's livelihood in the 1990s.  We suggested that areport on tax reform and people's livelihood in the 1990s.  We suggested that a

three-tier system be adopted for calculation of profits tax such that a 16.5% taxthree-tier system be adopted for calculation of profits tax such that a 16.5% taxthree-tier system be adopted for calculation of profits tax such that a 16.5% taxthree-tier system be adopted for calculation of profits tax such that a 16.5% tax

rate applies to corporate profits under $5 million, an 18% tax rate applies torate applies to corporate profits under $5 million, an 18% tax rate applies torate applies to corporate profits under $5 million, an 18% tax rate applies torate applies to corporate profits under $5 million, an 18% tax rate applies to

corporate profits between $5 million and $50 million, and a 20.5% tax rate appliescorporate profits between $5 million and $50 million, and a 20.5% tax rate appliescorporate profits between $5 million and $50 million, and a 20.5% tax rate appliescorporate profits between $5 million and $50 million, and a 20.5% tax rate applies

to corporate profits above $50 million.  This will effectively add $3 billion to theto corporate profits above $50 million.  This will effectively add $3 billion to theto corporate profits above $50 million.  This will effectively add $3 billion to theto corporate profits above $50 million.  This will effectively add $3 billion to the

government coffers without changing the status of Hong Kong as a low tax haven.  Igovernment coffers without changing the status of Hong Kong as a low tax haven.  Igovernment coffers without changing the status of Hong Kong as a low tax haven.  Igovernment coffers without changing the status of Hong Kong as a low tax haven.  I

regret that this suggestion has not been accepted.  The Association and myself willregret that this suggestion has not been accepted.  The Association and myself willregret that this suggestion has not been accepted.  The Association and myself willregret that this suggestion has not been accepted.  The Association and myself will

continue our lobbying in anticipation of next year's Budget until the Governmentcontinue our lobbying in anticipation of next year's Budget until the Governmentcontinue our lobbying in anticipation of next year's Budget until the Governmentcontinue our lobbying in anticipation of next year's Budget until the Government

adopts a more equitable tax system.adopts a more equitable tax system.adopts a more equitable tax system.adopts a more equitable tax system.

I would like to move on to comment on the cosmetic raising of personal allowance.I would like to move on to comment on the cosmetic raising of personal allowance.I would like to move on to comment on the cosmetic raising of personal allowance.I would like to move on to comment on the cosmetic raising of personal allowance.

The increase of a mere $5,000 is not going to help at all with the prevailing doubleThe increase of a mere $5,000 is not going to help at all with the prevailing doubleThe increase of a mere $5,000 is not going to help at all with the prevailing doubleThe increase of a mere $5,000 is not going to help at all with the prevailing double

digit inflation and the steady erosion of the quality of life for the common people.digit inflation and the steady erosion of the quality of life for the common people.digit inflation and the steady erosion of the quality of life for the common people.digit inflation and the steady erosion of the quality of life for the common people.

It is disappointing that the Government has not given any reasonable support, byIt is disappointing that the Government has not given any reasonable support, byIt is disappointing that the Government has not given any reasonable support, byIt is disappointing that the Government has not given any reasonable support, by

raising personal allowance more reasonably to $64,000 for example, to workers whoseraising personal allowance more reasonably to $64,000 for example, to workers whoseraising personal allowance more reasonably to $64,000 for example, to workers whoseraising personal allowance more reasonably to $64,000 for example, to workers whose

real wages have fallen by 1%.  I consider the taxation policy insensitive andreal wages have fallen by 1%.  I consider the taxation policy insensitive andreal wages have fallen by 1%.  I consider the taxation policy insensitive andreal wages have fallen by 1%.  I consider the taxation policy insensitive and

irresponsible which makes a worker whose wages come to a monthly $4,600 fall intoirresponsible which makes a worker whose wages come to a monthly $4,600 fall intoirresponsible which makes a worker whose wages come to a monthly $4,600 fall intoirresponsible which makes a worker whose wages come to a monthly $4,600 fall into

the tax net; this is an extra burden to the poor man who already has difficulty makingthe tax net; this is an extra burden to the poor man who already has difficulty makingthe tax net; this is an extra burden to the poor man who already has difficulty makingthe tax net; this is an extra burden to the poor man who already has difficulty making

ends meet.  It bodes ill for the people whose Government should endorse such a policy.ends meet.  It bodes ill for the people whose Government should endorse such a policy.ends meet.  It bodes ill for the people whose Government should endorse such a policy.ends meet.  It bodes ill for the people whose Government should endorse such a policy.

I hope the Government will, in formulating its policy, take into account the realI hope the Government will, in formulating its policy, take into account the realI hope the Government will, in formulating its policy, take into account the realI hope the Government will, in formulating its policy, take into account the real



conditions of the people and give priority consideration to their views.  Forconditions of the people and give priority consideration to their views.  Forconditions of the people and give priority consideration to their views.  Forconditions of the people and give priority consideration to their views.  For

otherwise its mandate and acceptability will be even more seriously challenged.otherwise its mandate and acceptability will be even more seriously challenged.otherwise its mandate and acceptability will be even more seriously challenged.otherwise its mandate and acceptability will be even more seriously challenged.

I feel very embarrassed about and dissatisfied with the voting mechanism.  MuchI feel very embarrassed about and dissatisfied with the voting mechanism.  MuchI feel very embarrassed about and dissatisfied with the voting mechanism.  MuchI feel very embarrassed about and dissatisfied with the voting mechanism.  Much

as I resent the two proposals made by the Government, I am not able to make amendmentsas I resent the two proposals made by the Government, I am not able to make amendmentsas I resent the two proposals made by the Government, I am not able to make amendmentsas I resent the two proposals made by the Government, I am not able to make amendments

to them.  If I vote "no", the result may be we would end up with a worse deal thanto them.  If I vote "no", the result may be we would end up with a worse deal thanto them.  If I vote "no", the result may be we would end up with a worse deal thanto them.  If I vote "no", the result may be we would end up with a worse deal than

the government proposals offer.  If I vote "yes", it would seem that I support thethe government proposals offer.  If I vote "yes", it would seem that I support thethe government proposals offer.  If I vote "yes", it would seem that I support thethe government proposals offer.  If I vote "yes", it would seem that I support the

government proposals, which I do not.  But what can I do?  Under these circumstances,government proposals, which I do not.  But what can I do?  Under these circumstances,government proposals, which I do not.  But what can I do?  Under these circumstances,government proposals, which I do not.  But what can I do?  Under these circumstances,

I can only abstain from voting altogether, because I think the voting mechanism isI can only abstain from voting altogether, because I think the voting mechanism isI can only abstain from voting altogether, because I think the voting mechanism isI can only abstain from voting altogether, because I think the voting mechanism is

itself flawed.itself flawed.itself flawed.itself flawed.

Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

MR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think it should be the time nowMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think it should be the time nowMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think it should be the time nowMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think it should be the time now

for Meeting Point to state its position on the tax legislation.  First of all, I fullyfor Meeting Point to state its position on the tax legislation.  First of all, I fullyfor Meeting Point to state its position on the tax legislation.  First of all, I fullyfor Meeting Point to state its position on the tax legislation.  First of all, I fully

support, and wish to thank the Financial Secretary for, the withdrawal of the 0.5%support, and wish to thank the Financial Secretary for, the withdrawal of the 0.5%support, and wish to thank the Financial Secretary for, the withdrawal of the 0.5%support, and wish to thank the Financial Secretary for, the withdrawal of the 0.5%

rates increase.  I hope he will be able, given our enormous surplus, to lighten therates increase.  I hope he will be able, given our enormous surplus, to lighten therates increase.  I hope he will be able, given our enormous surplus, to lighten therates increase.  I hope he will be able, given our enormous surplus, to lighten the

tax burden of Hong Kong people in his next Budget.tax burden of Hong Kong people in his next Budget.tax burden of Hong Kong people in his next Budget.tax burden of Hong Kong people in his next Budget.

We, the three Meeting Point Members in this Council, fully support thWe, the three Meeting Point Members in this Council, fully support thWe, the three Meeting Point Members in this Council, fully support thWe, the three Meeting Point Members in this Council, fully support the increasee increasee increasee increase

of corporate profits tax by 1%, which incidentally was what we proposed in the firstof corporate profits tax by 1%, which incidentally was what we proposed in the firstof corporate profits tax by 1%, which incidentally was what we proposed in the firstof corporate profits tax by 1%, which incidentally was what we proposed in the first

place.  The 1% increase of corporate profits tax and the raising of personal allowanceplace.  The 1% increase of corporate profits tax and the raising of personal allowanceplace.  The 1% increase of corporate profits tax and the raising of personal allowanceplace.  The 1% increase of corporate profits tax and the raising of personal allowance

by $4,000 are at first glance an attempt to have the tax burden more equitably shared.by $4,000 are at first glance an attempt to have the tax burden more equitably shared.by $4,000 are at first glance an attempt to have the tax burden more equitably shared.by $4,000 are at first glance an attempt to have the tax burden more equitably shared.

But in practical terms, we do not think that this goal has been achieved.  Since theBut in practical terms, we do not think that this goal has been achieved.  Since theBut in practical terms, we do not think that this goal has been achieved.  Since theBut in practical terms, we do not think that this goal has been achieved.  Since the

early 1980s the proportion that profits tax constitutes of the gross tax revenue hasearly 1980s the proportion that profits tax constitutes of the gross tax revenue hasearly 1980s the proportion that profits tax constitutes of the gross tax revenue hasearly 1980s the proportion that profits tax constitutes of the gross tax revenue has

been diminishing while that represented by the salaries tax has been on the increase.been diminishing while that represented by the salaries tax has been on the increase.been diminishing while that represented by the salaries tax has been on the increase.been diminishing while that represented by the salaries tax has been on the increase.

That is to say, relatively speaking, while the capitalists are paying less tax, theThat is to say, relatively speaking, while the capitalists are paying less tax, theThat is to say, relatively speaking, while the capitalists are paying less tax, theThat is to say, relatively speaking, while the capitalists are paying less tax, the

salary earners are being made to pay more.  The proposed adjustments are not enoughsalary earners are being made to pay more.  The proposed adjustments are not enoughsalary earners are being made to pay more.  The proposed adjustments are not enoughsalary earners are being made to pay more.  The proposed adjustments are not enough

to change the existing trend.  The Financial Secretary's proposals to increaseto change the existing trend.  The Financial Secretary's proposals to increaseto change the existing trend.  The Financial Secretary's proposals to increaseto change the existing trend.  The Financial Secretary's proposals to increase

corporate profits tax and raise personal allowance have not changed the increasinglycorporate profits tax and raise personal allowance have not changed the increasinglycorporate profits tax and raise personal allowance have not changed the increasinglycorporate profits tax and raise personal allowance have not changed the increasingly

unfair distribution of the tax burden between capitalists and salary earners.  Thisunfair distribution of the tax burden between capitalists and salary earners.  Thisunfair distribution of the tax burden between capitalists and salary earners.  Thisunfair distribution of the tax burden between capitalists and salary earners.  This

is an issue which we think the Financial Secretary should address.is an issue which we think the Financial Secretary should address.is an issue which we think the Financial Secretary should address.is an issue which we think the Financial Secretary should address.

The decliniThe decliniThe decliniThe declining proportional contribution of corporate profits tax to the grossng proportional contribution of corporate profits tax to the grossng proportional contribution of corporate profits tax to the grossng proportional contribution of corporate profits tax to the gross

direct tax revenue is indicative of a misguided government policy on the one hand,direct tax revenue is indicative of a misguided government policy on the one hand,direct tax revenue is indicative of a misguided government policy on the one hand,direct tax revenue is indicative of a misguided government policy on the one hand,

and serious tax evasion on the other.  It also reflects the fact that it is gettingand serious tax evasion on the other.  It also reflects the fact that it is gettingand serious tax evasion on the other.  It also reflects the fact that it is gettingand serious tax evasion on the other.  It also reflects the fact that it is getting

more and more difficult to collect profits tax as Hong Kong's economic structure ismore and more difficult to collect profits tax as Hong Kong's economic structure ismore and more difficult to collect profits tax as Hong Kong's economic structure ismore and more difficult to collect profits tax as Hong Kong's economic structure is



undergoing transformation, and the only victims of this system are the salary earners.undergoing transformation, and the only victims of this system are the salary earners.undergoing transformation, and the only victims of this system are the salary earners.undergoing transformation, and the only victims of this system are the salary earners.

We feel that this Budget in its dealing with the issue of tax burden has failedWe feel that this Budget in its dealing with the issue of tax burden has failedWe feel that this Budget in its dealing with the issue of tax burden has failedWe feel that this Budget in its dealing with the issue of tax burden has failed

to provide us a clear picture of the relative tax burdens of the various social classes.to provide us a clear picture of the relative tax burdens of the various social classes.to provide us a clear picture of the relative tax burdens of the various social classes.to provide us a clear picture of the relative tax burdens of the various social classes.

I appeal again that the Financial Secretary, and the Government as a whole, shouldI appeal again that the Financial Secretary, and the Government as a whole, shouldI appeal again that the Financial Secretary, and the Government as a whole, shouldI appeal again that the Financial Secretary, and the Government as a whole, should

conduct a comprehensive review of the existing tax system, particularly the issuesconduct a comprehensive review of the existing tax system, particularly the issuesconduct a comprehensive review of the existing tax system, particularly the issuesconduct a comprehensive review of the existing tax system, particularly the issues

of tax base and relative tax burdens.  With regard to this year's Budget, Meetingof tax base and relative tax burdens.  With regard to this year's Budget, Meetingof tax base and relative tax burdens.  With regard to this year's Budget, Meetingof tax base and relative tax burdens.  With regard to this year's Budget, Meeting

Point had proposed that personal allowance be adjusted upward to $60,000; it isPoint had proposed that personal allowance be adjusted upward to $60,000; it isPoint had proposed that personal allowance be adjusted upward to $60,000; it isPoint had proposed that personal allowance be adjusted upward to $60,000; it is

unfortunate that the Government only raised it to $46,000.  Meeting Point Members,unfortunate that the Government only raised it to $46,000.  Meeting Point Members,unfortunate that the Government only raised it to $46,000.  Meeting Point Members,unfortunate that the Government only raised it to $46,000.  Meeting Point Members,

Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr WONG Wai-yin and myself, will abstain from voting on the issueMr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr WONG Wai-yin and myself, will abstain from voting on the issueMr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr WONG Wai-yin and myself, will abstain from voting on the issueMr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr WONG Wai-yin and myself, will abstain from voting on the issue

of amending the salaries tax; we will neither support nor oppose it.  Although weof amending the salaries tax; we will neither support nor oppose it.  Although weof amending the salaries tax; we will neither support nor oppose it.  Although weof amending the salaries tax; we will neither support nor oppose it.  Although we

have tried hard to propose amendments, they have not been approved by the Governor.have tried hard to propose amendments, they have not been approved by the Governor.have tried hard to propose amendments, they have not been approved by the Governor.have tried hard to propose amendments, they have not been approved by the Governor.

Therefore, we have no alternative but to abstain.  Regarding the raising of theTherefore, we have no alternative but to abstain.  Regarding the raising of theTherefore, we have no alternative but to abstain.  Regarding the raising of theTherefore, we have no alternative but to abstain.  Regarding the raising of the

profits tax by 1%, we will support it.profits tax by 1%, we will support it.profits tax by 1%, we will support it.profits tax by 1%, we will support it.

Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

4.20 pm4.20 pm4.20 pm4.20 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that some Members would like a short break to considerDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that some Members would like a short break to considerDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that some Members would like a short break to considerDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that some Members would like a short break to consider

the Financial Secretary's statement.   I would therefore take a 15-minute breakthe Financial Secretary's statement.   I would therefore take a 15-minute breakthe Financial Secretary's statement.   I would therefore take a 15-minute breakthe Financial Secretary's statement.   I would therefore take a 15-minute break

before calling on the Financial Secretary.before calling on the Financial Secretary.before calling on the Financial Secretary.before calling on the Financial Secretary.

4.41 pm4.41 pm4.41 pm4.41 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, first, may I put on record my appreciationFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, first, may I put on record my appreciationFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, first, may I put on record my appreciationFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, first, may I put on record my appreciation

for the hard work of the ad hoc group on all the Budget related Bills, chaired byfor the hard work of the ad hoc group on all the Budget related Bills, chaired byfor the hard work of the ad hoc group on all the Budget related Bills, chaired byfor the hard work of the ad hoc group on all the Budget related Bills, chaired by

Dr HUANG.Dr HUANG.Dr HUANG.Dr HUANG.

I am pleased that there has been support for my proposal for a 1% increase inI am pleased that there has been support for my proposal for a 1% increase inI am pleased that there has been support for my proposal for a 1% increase inI am pleased that there has been support for my proposal for a 1% increase in

Profits Tax payable by corporations.  This increase will yield a significant amountProfits Tax payable by corporations.  This increase will yield a significant amountProfits Tax payable by corporations.  This increase will yield a significant amountProfits Tax payable by corporations.  This increase will yield a significant amount

in revenue terms -- $1.6 billion in a full year.in revenue terms -- $1.6 billion in a full year.in revenue terms -- $1.6 billion in a full year.in revenue terms -- $1.6 billion in a full year.



I do not believe that this modest increase will blunt our competitiveness as aI do not believe that this modest increase will blunt our competitiveness as aI do not believe that this modest increase will blunt our competitiveness as aI do not believe that this modest increase will blunt our competitiveness as a

business and financial centre.  The new level is still low by any internationalbusiness and financial centre.  The new level is still low by any internationalbusiness and financial centre.  The new level is still low by any internationalbusiness and financial centre.  The new level is still low by any international

standard, and indeed, lower than it has been in Hong Kong in some previous years.standard, and indeed, lower than it has been in Hong Kong in some previous years.standard, and indeed, lower than it has been in Hong Kong in some previous years.standard, and indeed, lower than it has been in Hong Kong in some previous years.

Mr Mr Mr Mr Deputy President, I turn now to clause 4 of the Bill, which proposes significantDeputy President, I turn now to clause 4 of the Bill, which proposes significantDeputy President, I turn now to clause 4 of the Bill, which proposes significantDeputy President, I turn now to clause 4 of the Bill, which proposes significant

increases in Personal Taxation Allowances.  I understand the position of thoseincreases in Personal Taxation Allowances.  I understand the position of thoseincreases in Personal Taxation Allowances.  I understand the position of thoseincreases in Personal Taxation Allowances.  I understand the position of those

Members who would like to see increases on an even more generous scale.  But I canMembers who would like to see increases on an even more generous scale.  But I canMembers who would like to see increases on an even more generous scale.  But I canMembers who would like to see increases on an even more generous scale.  But I can

only emphasize once again that Personal Allowances since 1980 have kept pace withonly emphasize once again that Personal Allowances since 1980 have kept pace withonly emphasize once again that Personal Allowances since 1980 have kept pace withonly emphasize once again that Personal Allowances since 1980 have kept pace with

inflation, and that it is our intention to ensure that they continue to do so overinflation, and that it is our intention to ensure that they continue to do so overinflation, and that it is our intention to ensure that they continue to do so overinflation, and that it is our intention to ensure that they continue to do so over

time.  It is also worth repeating yet again that over half of our working populationtime.  It is also worth repeating yet again that over half of our working populationtime.  It is also worth repeating yet again that over half of our working populationtime.  It is also worth repeating yet again that over half of our working population

now pays no Salaries Tax at all, that only a very small number indeed pay at thenow pays no Salaries Tax at all, that only a very small number indeed pay at thenow pays no Salaries Tax at all, that only a very small number indeed pay at thenow pays no Salaries Tax at all, that only a very small number indeed pay at the

standard rate, and that that standard rate is itself one of the lowest in the world.standard rate, and that that standard rate is itself one of the lowest in the world.standard rate, and that that standard rate is itself one of the lowest in the world.standard rate, and that that standard rate is itself one of the lowest in the world.

That said, I have given assurances about my positive attitude towards increasing taxThat said, I have given assurances about my positive attitude towards increasing taxThat said, I have given assurances about my positive attitude towards increasing taxThat said, I have given assurances about my positive attitude towards increasing tax

allowances and tax bands in my next Budget.allowances and tax bands in my next Budget.allowances and tax bands in my next Budget.allowances and tax bands in my next Budget.

Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.

Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.

DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us containsDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us containsDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us containsDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us contains

four separate revenue proposals.  I would like to deal with these proposals one byfour separate revenue proposals.  I would like to deal with these proposals one byfour separate revenue proposals.  I would like to deal with these proposals one byfour separate revenue proposals.  I would like to deal with these proposals one by

one, reporting briefly on the deliberations of the ad hoc group on each of them.one, reporting briefly on the deliberations of the ad hoc group on each of them.one, reporting briefly on the deliberations of the ad hoc group on each of them.one, reporting briefly on the deliberations of the ad hoc group on each of them.

The first proposal concerns the abolition of duty on soft drinks, about $0.12The first proposal concerns the abolition of duty on soft drinks, about $0.12The first proposal concerns the abolition of duty on soft drinks, about $0.12The first proposal concerns the abolition of duty on soft drinks, about $0.12

on a 200 ml can or $0.20 on a 375 ml can.  The ad hoc group was concerned whetheron a 200 ml can or $0.20 on a 375 ml can.  The ad hoc group was concerned whetheron a 200 ml can or $0.20 on a 375 ml can.  The ad hoc group was concerned whetheron a 200 ml can or $0.20 on a 375 ml can.  The ad hoc group was concerned whether

the removal of his duty would benefit consumers.  The Administration advised thethe removal of his duty would benefit consumers.  The Administration advised thethe removal of his duty would benefit consumers.  The Administration advised thethe removal of his duty would benefit consumers.  The Administration advised the

group that they had received detailed assurances from the Beverage Manufacturersgroup that they had received detailed assurances from the Beverage Manufacturersgroup that they had received detailed assurances from the Beverage Manufacturersgroup that they had received detailed assurances from the Beverage Manufacturers

Association that they would fully comply with the guarantee they made prior to theAssociation that they would fully comply with the guarantee they made prior to theAssociation that they would fully comply with the guarantee they made prior to theAssociation that they would fully comply with the guarantee they made prior to the



introduction of the Bill to pass on the benefit to consumers.  The ad hoc group alsointroduction of the Bill to pass on the benefit to consumers.  The ad hoc group alsointroduction of the Bill to pass on the benefit to consumers.  The ad hoc group alsointroduction of the Bill to pass on the benefit to consumers.  The ad hoc group also

received a letter from the President of the Beverage Manufacturers Associationreceived a letter from the President of the Beverage Manufacturers Associationreceived a letter from the President of the Beverage Manufacturers Associationreceived a letter from the President of the Beverage Manufacturers Association

advising that their members had immediately reduced wholesale prices the day afteradvising that their members had immediately reduced wholesale prices the day afteradvising that their members had immediately reduced wholesale prices the day afteradvising that their members had immediately reduced wholesale prices the day after

the Financial Secretary's Budget Speech, and their research showed that supermarkets,the Financial Secretary's Budget Speech, and their research showed that supermarkets,the Financial Secretary's Budget Speech, and their research showed that supermarkets,the Financial Secretary's Budget Speech, and their research showed that supermarkets,

convenience stores and other major outlets handling approximately 75% of retail salesconvenience stores and other major outlets handling approximately 75% of retail salesconvenience stores and other major outlets handling approximately 75% of retail salesconvenience stores and other major outlets handling approximately 75% of retail sales

had reduced their prices.  It was also explained to the group that reduction ofhad reduced their prices.  It was also explained to the group that reduction ofhad reduced their prices.  It was also explained to the group that reduction ofhad reduced their prices.  It was also explained to the group that reduction of

wholesale prices would help to restrain the smaller retailers from increasing theirwholesale prices would help to restrain the smaller retailers from increasing theirwholesale prices would help to restrain the smaller retailers from increasing theirwholesale prices would help to restrain the smaller retailers from increasing their

prices, thus benefiting the consumers.  The ad hoc group was glad to note theseprices, thus benefiting the consumers.  The ad hoc group was glad to note theseprices, thus benefiting the consumers.  The ad hoc group was glad to note theseprices, thus benefiting the consumers.  The ad hoc group was glad to note these

assurances from the Administration and the Beverage Manufacturers Association, butassurances from the Administration and the Beverage Manufacturers Association, butassurances from the Administration and the Beverage Manufacturers Association, butassurances from the Administration and the Beverage Manufacturers Association, but

some Members still had reservations on how it could be ensured that the tax concessionsome Members still had reservations on how it could be ensured that the tax concessionsome Members still had reservations on how it could be ensured that the tax concessionsome Members still had reservations on how it could be ensured that the tax concession

would be duly reflected in retail prices, given Hong Kong's free market economy andwould be duly reflected in retail prices, given Hong Kong's free market economy andwould be duly reflected in retail prices, given Hong Kong's free market economy andwould be duly reflected in retail prices, given Hong Kong's free market economy and

the variety of factors that would affect pricing.the variety of factors that would affect pricing.the variety of factors that would affect pricing.the variety of factors that would affect pricing.

Notwithstanding, there Notwithstanding, there Notwithstanding, there Notwithstanding, there was general consensus amongst the ad hoc group that thewas general consensus amongst the ad hoc group that thewas general consensus amongst the ad hoc group that thewas general consensus amongst the ad hoc group that the

duty on soft drinks was inappropriate when it was first introduced as a temporaryduty on soft drinks was inappropriate when it was first introduced as a temporaryduty on soft drinks was inappropriate when it was first introduced as a temporaryduty on soft drinks was inappropriate when it was first introduced as a temporary

revenue measure some years ago, and its effects were inflationary.  In this regard,revenue measure some years ago, and its effects were inflationary.  In this regard,revenue measure some years ago, and its effects were inflationary.  In this regard,revenue measure some years ago, and its effects were inflationary.  In this regard,

the abolition of the duty on soft drinks is welcomed.the abolition of the duty on soft drinks is welcomed.the abolition of the duty on soft drinks is welcomed.the abolition of the duty on soft drinks is welcomed.

The second proposal in the Bill concerns the increase of duty rates on liquor,The second proposal in the Bill concerns the increase of duty rates on liquor,The second proposal in the Bill concerns the increase of duty rates on liquor,The second proposal in the Bill concerns the increase of duty rates on liquor,

tobacco and fuel.  The ad hoc group has no special views on the proposed adjustmentstobacco and fuel.  The ad hoc group has no special views on the proposed adjustmentstobacco and fuel.  The ad hoc group has no special views on the proposed adjustmentstobacco and fuel.  The ad hoc group has no special views on the proposed adjustments

which are basically inflation-related.which are basically inflation-related.which are basically inflation-related.which are basically inflation-related.

The third proposal concerns tThe third proposal concerns tThe third proposal concerns tThe third proposal concerns the imposition of duty for light diesel oil used byhe imposition of duty for light diesel oil used byhe imposition of duty for light diesel oil used byhe imposition of duty for light diesel oil used by

pleasure crafts.  The ad hoc group received a number of submissions on this proposalpleasure crafts.  The ad hoc group received a number of submissions on this proposalpleasure crafts.  The ad hoc group received a number of submissions on this proposalpleasure crafts.  The ad hoc group received a number of submissions on this proposal

from interested organizations.  These submissions object to the proposed revenuefrom interested organizations.  These submissions object to the proposed revenuefrom interested organizations.  These submissions object to the proposed revenuefrom interested organizations.  These submissions object to the proposed revenue

measure on the grounds that it would deal a severe blow to the boat industry as wellmeasure on the grounds that it would deal a severe blow to the boat industry as wellmeasure on the grounds that it would deal a severe blow to the boat industry as wellmeasure on the grounds that it would deal a severe blow to the boat industry as well

as boating activities as a sport in Hong Kong.  They also raise the question ofas boating activities as a sport in Hong Kong.  They also raise the question ofas boating activities as a sport in Hong Kong.  They also raise the question ofas boating activities as a sport in Hong Kong.  They also raise the question of

effective collection and policing.  The submissions also include a request from aeffective collection and policing.  The submissions also include a request from aeffective collection and policing.  The submissions also include a request from aeffective collection and policing.  The submissions also include a request from a

certain organization for exemption from the proposed duty for vessel owners who usecertain organization for exemption from the proposed duty for vessel owners who usecertain organization for exemption from the proposed duty for vessel owners who usecertain organization for exemption from the proposed duty for vessel owners who use

their pleasure crafts for commercial hire, pending the outcome of a review on localtheir pleasure crafts for commercial hire, pending the outcome of a review on localtheir pleasure crafts for commercial hire, pending the outcome of a review on localtheir pleasure crafts for commercial hire, pending the outcome of a review on local

crafts conducted by the Administration.crafts conducted by the Administration.crafts conducted by the Administration.crafts conducted by the Administration.

The ad hoc group noted that the levy of duty on light diesel oil used by pleasureThe ad hoc group noted that the levy of duty on light diesel oil used by pleasureThe ad hoc group noted that the levy of duty on light diesel oil used by pleasureThe ad hoc group noted that the levy of duty on light diesel oil used by pleasure

crafts is in line with international practice.  The number of diesel oil-drivencrafts is in line with international practice.  The number of diesel oil-drivencrafts is in line with international practice.  The number of diesel oil-drivencrafts is in line with international practice.  The number of diesel oil-driven

pleasure crafts in the past was small, now that the number of such crafts has increasedpleasure crafts in the past was small, now that the number of such crafts has increasedpleasure crafts in the past was small, now that the number of such crafts has increasedpleasure crafts in the past was small, now that the number of such crafts has increased

to match the number driven by petrol, it is considered fair that they be taxed into match the number driven by petrol, it is considered fair that they be taxed into match the number driven by petrol, it is considered fair that they be taxed into match the number driven by petrol, it is considered fair that they be taxed in

the same way.  The Administration also explained that the use of pleasure crafts forthe same way.  The Administration also explained that the use of pleasure crafts forthe same way.  The Administration also explained that the use of pleasure crafts forthe same way.  The Administration also explained that the use of pleasure crafts for

commercial hire is an improper practice.  To ply for hire, the crafts should becommercial hire is an improper practice.  To ply for hire, the crafts should becommercial hire is an improper practice.  To ply for hire, the crafts should becommercial hire is an improper practice.  To ply for hire, the crafts should be



licensed as launches under separate criteria and if so, they would not be affectedlicensed as launches under separate criteria and if so, they would not be affectedlicensed as launches under separate criteria and if so, they would not be affectedlicensed as launches under separate criteria and if so, they would not be affected

by the current proposal.  The ad hoc group was assured that revenue from this sourceby the current proposal.  The ad hoc group was assured that revenue from this sourceby the current proposal.  The ad hoc group was assured that revenue from this sourceby the current proposal.  The ad hoc group was assured that revenue from this source

could be collected cost effectively, and a marking system to identify duty paid lightcould be collected cost effectively, and a marking system to identify duty paid lightcould be collected cost effectively, and a marking system to identify duty paid lightcould be collected cost effectively, and a marking system to identify duty paid light

diesel oil could be introduced for policing purpose should the need arise.  With thesediesel oil could be introduced for policing purpose should the need arise.  With thesediesel oil could be introduced for policing purpose should the need arise.  With thesediesel oil could be introduced for policing purpose should the need arise.  With these

clarifications from the Administration, the ad hoc group is supportive of this partclarifications from the Administration, the ad hoc group is supportive of this partclarifications from the Administration, the ad hoc group is supportive of this partclarifications from the Administration, the ad hoc group is supportive of this part

of the Bill.of the Bill.of the Bill.of the Bill.

In the course of discussion, the ad hoc group noted that there might be difficultyIn the course of discussion, the ad hoc group noted that there might be difficultyIn the course of discussion, the ad hoc group noted that there might be difficultyIn the course of discussion, the ad hoc group noted that there might be difficulty

for Chinese junks plying for hire to apply for launch registration due to thefor Chinese junks plying for hire to apply for launch registration due to thefor Chinese junks plying for hire to apply for launch registration due to thefor Chinese junks plying for hire to apply for launch registration due to the

definition in the existing law for launches to be European-styled.  Thedefinition in the existing law for launches to be European-styled.  Thedefinition in the existing law for launches to be European-styled.  Thedefinition in the existing law for launches to be European-styled.  The

Administration was asked to look into this anomaly and consider suitable remedies.Administration was asked to look into this anomaly and consider suitable remedies.Administration was asked to look into this anomaly and consider suitable remedies.Administration was asked to look into this anomaly and consider suitable remedies.

We are deeply concerned about the amendment to be made to the Ordinance by theWe are deeply concerned about the amendment to be made to the Ordinance by theWe are deeply concerned about the amendment to be made to the Ordinance by theWe are deeply concerned about the amendment to be made to the Ordinance by the

Government.Government.Government.Government.

The last proposal concerns The last proposal concerns The last proposal concerns The last proposal concerns exemption of duty on diesel fuel used by franchisedexemption of duty on diesel fuel used by franchisedexemption of duty on diesel fuel used by franchisedexemption of duty on diesel fuel used by franchised

bus routes.  The exemption will cover routes of KMB, CMB, New Lantau Bus Company andbus routes.  The exemption will cover routes of KMB, CMB, New Lantau Bus Company andbus routes.  The exemption will cover routes of KMB, CMB, New Lantau Bus Company andbus routes.  The exemption will cover routes of KMB, CMB, New Lantau Bus Company and

City Bus, as well as KCRC Services operating within the Northwest Transit ServiceCity Bus, as well as KCRC Services operating within the Northwest Transit ServiceCity Bus, as well as KCRC Services operating within the Northwest Transit ServiceCity Bus, as well as KCRC Services operating within the Northwest Transit Service

Area.  The Administration assured Members that the respective bus companies hadArea.  The Administration assured Members that the respective bus companies hadArea.  The Administration assured Members that the respective bus companies hadArea.  The Administration assured Members that the respective bus companies had

confirmed that they would pass on the benefits to consumers in their fare adjustmentconfirmed that they would pass on the benefits to consumers in their fare adjustmentconfirmed that they would pass on the benefits to consumers in their fare adjustmentconfirmed that they would pass on the benefits to consumers in their fare adjustment

consideration in the coming year.  To enable the New Lantau Bus Company which operatesconsideration in the coming year.  To enable the New Lantau Bus Company which operatesconsideration in the coming year.  To enable the New Lantau Bus Company which operatesconsideration in the coming year.  To enable the New Lantau Bus Company which operates

a franchised service during only part of the day to benefit from this concession,a franchised service during only part of the day to benefit from this concession,a franchised service during only part of the day to benefit from this concession,a franchised service during only part of the day to benefit from this concession,

the Administration will be moving a technical amendment at the Committee stage.  Thethe Administration will be moving a technical amendment at the Committee stage.  Thethe Administration will be moving a technical amendment at the Committee stage.  Thethe Administration will be moving a technical amendment at the Committee stage.  The

ad hoc group sees no problem with this amendment.ad hoc group sees no problem with this amendment.ad hoc group sees no problem with this amendment.ad hoc group sees no problem with this amendment.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, may I again express my gratitude to Dr HUANGFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, may I again express my gratitude to Dr HUANGFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, may I again express my gratitude to Dr HUANGFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, may I again express my gratitude to Dr HUANG

Chen-ya's ad hoc group.  This particular Bill, although simple in concept, involvesChen-ya's ad hoc group.  This particular Bill, although simple in concept, involvesChen-ya's ad hoc group.  This particular Bill, although simple in concept, involvesChen-ya's ad hoc group.  This particular Bill, although simple in concept, involves

a number of complex technical points on which our exchanges with the ad hoc groupa number of complex technical points on which our exchanges with the ad hoc groupa number of complex technical points on which our exchanges with the ad hoc groupa number of complex technical points on which our exchanges with the ad hoc group

were particularly useful.  I am pleased that, subject to a minor technical amendmentwere particularly useful.  I am pleased that, subject to a minor technical amendmentwere particularly useful.  I am pleased that, subject to a minor technical amendmentwere particularly useful.  I am pleased that, subject to a minor technical amendment

which I shall be moving later this afternoon, the ad hoc group has agreed to givewhich I shall be moving later this afternoon, the ad hoc group has agreed to givewhich I shall be moving later this afternoon, the ad hoc group has agreed to givewhich I shall be moving later this afternoon, the ad hoc group has agreed to give

this Bill its support.this Bill its support.this Bill its support.this Bill its support.

It may be worth briefly rehearsing the purposes of the Bill.  First, it willIt may be worth briefly rehearsing the purposes of the Bill.  First, it willIt may be worth briefly rehearsing the purposes of the Bill.  First, it willIt may be worth briefly rehearsing the purposes of the Bill.  First, it will

result in the abolition of duty on soft drinks.  I can reassure Members that theresult in the abolition of duty on soft drinks.  I can reassure Members that theresult in the abolition of duty on soft drinks.  I can reassure Members that theresult in the abolition of duty on soft drinks.  I can reassure Members that the

Beverage Manufacturers Association of Hong Kong have given me a written undertaking,Beverage Manufacturers Association of Hong Kong have given me a written undertaking,Beverage Manufacturers Association of Hong Kong have given me a written undertaking,Beverage Manufacturers Association of Hong Kong have given me a written undertaking,

which has been copied to the ad hoc group, confirming clearly their earlier assuranceswhich has been copied to the ad hoc group, confirming clearly their earlier assuranceswhich has been copied to the ad hoc group, confirming clearly their earlier assuranceswhich has been copied to the ad hoc group, confirming clearly their earlier assurances

that the full benefit of this concession will be passed on to consumers.that the full benefit of this concession will be passed on to consumers.that the full benefit of this concession will be passed on to consumers.that the full benefit of this concession will be passed on to consumers.



Secondly, the Bill will mean that duty will in future have to be paid on lightSecondly, the Bill will mean that duty will in future have to be paid on lightSecondly, the Bill will mean that duty will in future have to be paid on lightSecondly, the Bill will mean that duty will in future have to be paid on light

diesel oil used by pleasure craft.  Although petrol used by pleasure craft is alreadydiesel oil used by pleasure craft.  Although petrol used by pleasure craft is alreadydiesel oil used by pleasure craft.  Although petrol used by pleasure craft is alreadydiesel oil used by pleasure craft.  Although petrol used by pleasure craft is already

subject to duty, a large number of pleasure craft are now able to use duty free dieselsubject to duty, a large number of pleasure craft are now able to use duty free dieselsubject to duty, a large number of pleasure craft are now able to use duty free dieselsubject to duty, a large number of pleasure craft are now able to use duty free diesel

fuel.  The ending of this inequitable distinction will bring a useful increase tofuel.  The ending of this inequitable distinction will bring a useful increase tofuel.  The ending of this inequitable distinction will bring a useful increase tofuel.  The ending of this inequitable distinction will bring a useful increase to

general revenue.general revenue.general revenue.general revenue.

In response to Dr HUANG, I can confirm that vessels which are legitimatelyIn response to Dr HUANG, I can confirm that vessels which are legitimatelyIn response to Dr HUANG, I can confirm that vessels which are legitimatelyIn response to Dr HUANG, I can confirm that vessels which are legitimately

registered as launches will not be affected by this measure. They will be able toregistered as launches will not be affected by this measure. They will be able toregistered as launches will not be affected by this measure. They will be able toregistered as launches will not be affected by this measure. They will be able to

continue, as at present, to use duty free fuel.  Boats intended for hiring out arecontinue, as at present, to use duty free fuel.  Boats intended for hiring out arecontinue, as at present, to use duty free fuel.  Boats intended for hiring out arecontinue, as at present, to use duty free fuel.  Boats intended for hiring out are

not allowed, under the law, to register as pleasure craft.not allowed, under the law, to register as pleasure craft.not allowed, under the law, to register as pleasure craft.not allowed, under the law, to register as pleasure craft.

Finally, the Bill will also exempt franchised buFinally, the Bill will also exempt franchised buFinally, the Bill will also exempt franchised buFinally, the Bill will also exempt franchised bus companies completely from dutys companies completely from dutys companies completely from dutys companies completely from duty

on diesel fuel.  Under the schemes of control, this concession will automaticallyon diesel fuel.  Under the schemes of control, this concession will automaticallyon diesel fuel.  Under the schemes of control, this concession will automaticallyon diesel fuel.  Under the schemes of control, this concession will automatically

be reflected in future bus fares.be reflected in future bus fares.be reflected in future bus fares.be reflected in future bus fares.

Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.

Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.

DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill seeks to giveDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill seeks to giveDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill seeks to giveDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Bill seeks to give

legislative effect to two revenue-related proposals, namely the extension of thelegislative effect to two revenue-related proposals, namely the extension of thelegislative effect to two revenue-related proposals, namely the extension of thelegislative effect to two revenue-related proposals, namely the extension of the

application of stamp duty to the sale or transfer of covered warrants, and theapplication of stamp duty to the sale or transfer of covered warrants, and theapplication of stamp duty to the sale or transfer of covered warrants, and theapplication of stamp duty to the sale or transfer of covered warrants, and the

reduction of stamp duty on stock transfer from 0.5% to 0.4%.reduction of stamp duty on stock transfer from 0.5% to 0.4%.reduction of stamp duty on stock transfer from 0.5% to 0.4%.reduction of stamp duty on stock transfer from 0.5% to 0.4%.

The ad hoc group formed to examine the Bill has no special views on the firstThe ad hoc group formed to examine the Bill has no special views on the firstThe ad hoc group formed to examine the Bill has no special views on the firstThe ad hoc group formed to examine the Bill has no special views on the first



proposal the justification for which is that it is a logical extension of our existingproposal the justification for which is that it is a logical extension of our existingproposal the justification for which is that it is a logical extension of our existingproposal the justification for which is that it is a logical extension of our existing

tax system on securities trading.tax system on securities trading.tax system on securities trading.tax system on securities trading.

The ad hoc group sought clarification from the Administration on the rationaleThe ad hoc group sought clarification from the Administration on the rationaleThe ad hoc group sought clarification from the Administration on the rationaleThe ad hoc group sought clarification from the Administration on the rationale

for the second proposal and the effect that it would have on the market. Thefor the second proposal and the effect that it would have on the market. Thefor the second proposal and the effect that it would have on the market. Thefor the second proposal and the effect that it would have on the market. The

Administration explained that it is a trend for major countries to abolish stamp dutyAdministration explained that it is a trend for major countries to abolish stamp dutyAdministration explained that it is a trend for major countries to abolish stamp dutyAdministration explained that it is a trend for major countries to abolish stamp duty

on securities transactions: Singapore has abolished the transfer stamp duty at theon securities transactions: Singapore has abolished the transfer stamp duty at theon securities transactions: Singapore has abolished the transfer stamp duty at theon securities transactions: Singapore has abolished the transfer stamp duty at the

end of 1991 and the United Kingdom has scheduled to do so by 1992, and there are veryend of 1991 and the United Kingdom has scheduled to do so by 1992, and there are veryend of 1991 and the United Kingdom has scheduled to do so by 1992, and there are veryend of 1991 and the United Kingdom has scheduled to do so by 1992, and there are very

strong calls from within the industry for the proposed and even further concessionsstrong calls from within the industry for the proposed and even further concessionsstrong calls from within the industry for the proposed and even further concessionsstrong calls from within the industry for the proposed and even further concessions

to help maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market. Theto help maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market. Theto help maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market. Theto help maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market. The

Administration advised that it is not the Government's policy to abolish stamp dutyAdministration advised that it is not the Government's policy to abolish stamp dutyAdministration advised that it is not the Government's policy to abolish stamp dutyAdministration advised that it is not the Government's policy to abolish stamp duty

in Hong Kong at this stage, and while the proposed reduction by 0.1% may not havein Hong Kong at this stage, and while the proposed reduction by 0.1% may not havein Hong Kong at this stage, and while the proposed reduction by 0.1% may not havein Hong Kong at this stage, and while the proposed reduction by 0.1% may not have

an overwhelming effect on the market, it would nevertheless serve as a message toan overwhelming effect on the market, it would nevertheless serve as a message toan overwhelming effect on the market, it would nevertheless serve as a message toan overwhelming effect on the market, it would nevertheless serve as a message to

the market that the Government recognizes the trend and is prepared to renderthe market that the Government recognizes the trend and is prepared to renderthe market that the Government recognizes the trend and is prepared to renderthe market that the Government recognizes the trend and is prepared to render

assistance to the further development of the market.  Having considered theassistance to the further development of the market.  Having considered theassistance to the further development of the market.  Having considered theassistance to the further development of the market.  Having considered the

explanations and the information on comparative transaction costs for investors onexplanations and the information on comparative transaction costs for investors onexplanations and the information on comparative transaction costs for investors onexplanations and the information on comparative transaction costs for investors on

trading Hong Kong stocks provided by the Administration, the ad hoc group is satisfiedtrading Hong Kong stocks provided by the Administration, the ad hoc group is satisfiedtrading Hong Kong stocks provided by the Administration, the ad hoc group is satisfiedtrading Hong Kong stocks provided by the Administration, the ad hoc group is satisfied

that the proposed reduction in contract notes rate is a step in the right direction.that the proposed reduction in contract notes rate is a step in the right direction.that the proposed reduction in contract notes rate is a step in the right direction.that the proposed reduction in contract notes rate is a step in the right direction.

With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the Bill.support the Bill.support the Bill.support the Bill.

MR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Financial Secretary hasMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Financial Secretary hasMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Financial Secretary hasMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Financial Secretary has

proposed to reduce the rate of stamp duty by 0.1%, from 0.5% to 0.4%.  In other words,proposed to reduce the rate of stamp duty by 0.1%, from 0.5% to 0.4%.  In other words,proposed to reduce the rate of stamp duty by 0.1%, from 0.5% to 0.4%.  In other words,proposed to reduce the rate of stamp duty by 0.1%, from 0.5% to 0.4%.  In other words,

both buyer and seller will pay the rate of 0.2% instead of the existing rate of 0.25%.both buyer and seller will pay the rate of 0.2% instead of the existing rate of 0.25%.both buyer and seller will pay the rate of 0.2% instead of the existing rate of 0.25%.both buyer and seller will pay the rate of 0.2% instead of the existing rate of 0.25%.

This is welcome news to the industry.  However, the ad hoc group failed to have aThis is welcome news to the industry.  However, the ad hoc group failed to have aThis is welcome news to the industry.  However, the ad hoc group failed to have aThis is welcome news to the industry.  However, the ad hoc group failed to have a

proper grasp of the situation.  I regret I did not join the group.proper grasp of the situation.  I regret I did not join the group.proper grasp of the situation.  I regret I did not join the group.proper grasp of the situation.  I regret I did not join the group.

The Financial Secretary has clearly stated in his reply to the ad hoc group thatThe Financial Secretary has clearly stated in his reply to the ad hoc group thatThe Financial Secretary has clearly stated in his reply to the ad hoc group thatThe Financial Secretary has clearly stated in his reply to the ad hoc group that

this is an international trend and that Hong Kong as a financial centre must followthis is an international trend and that Hong Kong as a financial centre must followthis is an international trend and that Hong Kong as a financial centre must followthis is an international trend and that Hong Kong as a financial centre must follow

this trend.  In other words, the stamp duty on stock transfer will in fact be reducedthis trend.  In other words, the stamp duty on stock transfer will in fact be reducedthis trend.  In other words, the stamp duty on stock transfer will in fact be reducedthis trend.  In other words, the stamp duty on stock transfer will in fact be reduced

to zero eventually.  The Financial Secretary has made it clear in his reply that someto zero eventually.  The Financial Secretary has made it clear in his reply that someto zero eventually.  The Financial Secretary has made it clear in his reply that someto zero eventually.  The Financial Secretary has made it clear in his reply that some

of the Hong Kong stocks are listed in both the United Kingdom and Singapore.  If Hongof the Hong Kong stocks are listed in both the United Kingdom and Singapore.  If Hongof the Hong Kong stocks are listed in both the United Kingdom and Singapore.  If Hongof the Hong Kong stocks are listed in both the United Kingdom and Singapore.  If Hong

Kong does not abolish the stamp duty or reduce it to a minimum rate, then some ofKong does not abolish the stamp duty or reduce it to a minimum rate, then some ofKong does not abolish the stamp duty or reduce it to a minimum rate, then some ofKong does not abolish the stamp duty or reduce it to a minimum rate, then some of

the trading activities with regard to the local stocks will be conducted in thesethe trading activities with regard to the local stocks will be conducted in thesethe trading activities with regard to the local stocks will be conducted in thesethe trading activities with regard to the local stocks will be conducted in these

two places.  That is to say, Hong Kong's position as an important financial centretwo places.  That is to say, Hong Kong's position as an important financial centretwo places.  That is to say, Hong Kong's position as an important financial centretwo places.  That is to say, Hong Kong's position as an important financial centre

will be undermined.  I am very pleased that the ad hoc group has finally come roundwill be undermined.  I am very pleased that the ad hoc group has finally come roundwill be undermined.  I am very pleased that the ad hoc group has finally come roundwill be undermined.  I am very pleased that the ad hoc group has finally come round

to this view.  I just wish to pass on this message to my colleagues today, and I hopeto this view.  I just wish to pass on this message to my colleagues today, and I hopeto this view.  I just wish to pass on this message to my colleagues today, and I hopeto this view.  I just wish to pass on this message to my colleagues today, and I hope



they will understand that the intention is to reduce stamp duty to zero next year,they will understand that the intention is to reduce stamp duty to zero next year,they will understand that the intention is to reduce stamp duty to zero next year,they will understand that the intention is to reduce stamp duty to zero next year,

or maybe the year after next, but certainly in less than four years, so that nobodyor maybe the year after next, but certainly in less than four years, so that nobodyor maybe the year after next, but certainly in less than four years, so that nobodyor maybe the year after next, but certainly in less than four years, so that nobody

has to raise objection in the next financial year.  I hope that the Financialhas to raise objection in the next financial year.  I hope that the Financialhas to raise objection in the next financial year.  I hope that the Financialhas to raise objection in the next financial year.  I hope that the Financial

Secretary will proceed towards this goal as soon as possible.  The revenue from stampSecretary will proceed towards this goal as soon as possible.  The revenue from stampSecretary will proceed towards this goal as soon as possible.  The revenue from stampSecretary will proceed towards this goal as soon as possible.  The revenue from stamp

duty is merely a little over $1 billion.  And Hong Kong stands to gain far more thanduty is merely a little over $1 billion.  And Hong Kong stands to gain far more thanduty is merely a little over $1 billion.  And Hong Kong stands to gain far more thanduty is merely a little over $1 billion.  And Hong Kong stands to gain far more than

that in other areas if it is able to maintain its leading position in the world.that in other areas if it is able to maintain its leading position in the world.that in other areas if it is able to maintain its leading position in the world.that in other areas if it is able to maintain its leading position in the world.

Mr Deputy President, witMr Deputy President, witMr Deputy President, witMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.h these remarks, I support the motion.h these remarks, I support the motion.h these remarks, I support the motion.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the main purpose of this Bill is to reduceFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the main purpose of this Bill is to reduceFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the main purpose of this Bill is to reduceFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the main purpose of this Bill is to reduce

from 0.5% to 0.4% the rate of stamp duty on contract notes.  This represents thefrom 0.5% to 0.4% the rate of stamp duty on contract notes.  This represents thefrom 0.5% to 0.4% the rate of stamp duty on contract notes.  This represents thefrom 0.5% to 0.4% the rate of stamp duty on contract notes.  This represents the

continuation of a gradual reduction in the duty on stock transfers, essential if wecontinuation of a gradual reduction in the duty on stock transfers, essential if wecontinuation of a gradual reduction in the duty on stock transfers, essential if wecontinuation of a gradual reduction in the duty on stock transfers, essential if we

are to maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market.  The furtherare to maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market.  The furtherare to maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market.  The furtherare to maintain the competitiveness of Hong Kong's securities market.  The further

reasoning behind this proposal has been well summarized in the previous two speeches.reasoning behind this proposal has been well summarized in the previous two speeches.reasoning behind this proposal has been well summarized in the previous two speeches.reasoning behind this proposal has been well summarized in the previous two speeches.

Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        8 April 1992.

Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.

DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Entertainments Tax on cinemaDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Entertainments Tax on cinemaDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Entertainments Tax on cinemaDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Entertainments Tax on cinema

tickets dates back to the year 1930, more than half a century ago, when going to cinemastickets dates back to the year 1930, more than half a century ago, when going to cinemastickets dates back to the year 1930, more than half a century ago, when going to cinemastickets dates back to the year 1930, more than half a century ago, when going to cinemas

was a much less common form of pastime than it now is, and perhaps more of a luxury.was a much less common form of pastime than it now is, and perhaps more of a luxury.was a much less common form of pastime than it now is, and perhaps more of a luxury.was a much less common form of pastime than it now is, and perhaps more of a luxury.

The Bill seeks to give legislative effect to abolishing this tax which accounts forThe Bill seeks to give legislative effect to abolishing this tax which accounts forThe Bill seeks to give legislative effect to abolishing this tax which accounts forThe Bill seeks to give legislative effect to abolishing this tax which accounts for

about 9% of the cost of a normal cinema ticket.about 9% of the cost of a normal cinema ticket.about 9% of the cost of a normal cinema ticket.about 9% of the cost of a normal cinema ticket.

When the Financial Secretary moved the BillWhen the Financial Secretary moved the BillWhen the Financial Secretary moved the BillWhen the Financial Secretary moved the Bill in this Council on 8 April, he said in this Council on 8 April, he said in this Council on 8 April, he said in this Council on 8 April, he said



that assurances had been received from Hong Kong's two largest cinema operators thatthat assurances had been received from Hong Kong's two largest cinema operators thatthat assurances had been received from Hong Kong's two largest cinema operators thatthat assurances had been received from Hong Kong's two largest cinema operators that

the full benefit of this concession would be passed on to cinema-goers.  But thethe full benefit of this concession would be passed on to cinema-goers.  But thethe full benefit of this concession would be passed on to cinema-goers.  But thethe full benefit of this concession would be passed on to cinema-goers.  But the

operators have yet to lower the prices.  The ad hoc group asked the Administrationoperators have yet to lower the prices.  The ad hoc group asked the Administrationoperators have yet to lower the prices.  The ad hoc group asked the Administrationoperators have yet to lower the prices.  The ad hoc group asked the Administration

how it could be ensured that this would be generally followed in the industry andhow it could be ensured that this would be generally followed in the industry andhow it could be ensured that this would be generally followed in the industry andhow it could be ensured that this would be generally followed in the industry and

that there would be no backsliding.  The Administration advised that after furtherthat there would be no backsliding.  The Administration advised that after furtherthat there would be no backsliding.  The Administration advised that after furtherthat there would be no backsliding.  The Administration advised that after further

negotiations with the representatives of Hong Kong's leading cinema chains, cinemanegotiations with the representatives of Hong Kong's leading cinema chains, cinemanegotiations with the representatives of Hong Kong's leading cinema chains, cinemanegotiations with the representatives of Hong Kong's leading cinema chains, cinema

operators had reversed an earlier decision to proceed with a 15% increase in cinemaoperators had reversed an earlier decision to proceed with a 15% increase in cinemaoperators had reversed an earlier decision to proceed with a 15% increase in cinemaoperators had reversed an earlier decision to proceed with a 15% increase in cinema

admission prices at the end of June 1992.  Furthermore, the Administration wouldadmission prices at the end of June 1992.  Furthermore, the Administration wouldadmission prices at the end of June 1992.  Furthermore, the Administration wouldadmission prices at the end of June 1992.  Furthermore, the Administration would

continue to negotiate with the Theatre Association to ensure that all or nearly allcontinue to negotiate with the Theatre Association to ensure that all or nearly allcontinue to negotiate with the Theatre Association to ensure that all or nearly allcontinue to negotiate with the Theatre Association to ensure that all or nearly all

cinemas follow the lead set by the major operators.cinemas follow the lead set by the major operators.cinemas follow the lead set by the major operators.cinemas follow the lead set by the major operators.

Apart from the question of ensuring that the tax concession would benefit theApart from the question of ensuring that the tax concession would benefit theApart from the question of ensuring that the tax concession would benefit theApart from the question of ensuring that the tax concession would benefit the

consumers, the ad hoc group considered whether the tax, or its abolition, was in factconsumers, the ad hoc group considered whether the tax, or its abolition, was in factconsumers, the ad hoc group considered whether the tax, or its abolition, was in factconsumers, the ad hoc group considered whether the tax, or its abolition, was in fact

justified.  The group noted that an important underlying reason for the abolitionjustified.  The group noted that an important underlying reason for the abolitionjustified.  The group noted that an important underlying reason for the abolitionjustified.  The group noted that an important underlying reason for the abolition

of the tax was that it was outdated and inflationary, and it could hardly be arguedof the tax was that it was outdated and inflationary, and it could hardly be arguedof the tax was that it was outdated and inflationary, and it could hardly be arguedof the tax was that it was outdated and inflationary, and it could hardly be argued

why a person should be required to pay a tax for seeing a film at the cinema, butwhy a person should be required to pay a tax for seeing a film at the cinema, butwhy a person should be required to pay a tax for seeing a film at the cinema, butwhy a person should be required to pay a tax for seeing a film at the cinema, but

not when he saw the same film on video at other places.  In view of this, the ad hocnot when he saw the same film on video at other places.  In view of this, the ad hocnot when he saw the same film on video at other places.  In view of this, the ad hocnot when he saw the same film on video at other places.  In view of this, the ad hoc

group concluded that the abolition of entertainments tax on cinema ticket is angroup concluded that the abolition of entertainments tax on cinema ticket is angroup concluded that the abolition of entertainments tax on cinema ticket is angroup concluded that the abolition of entertainments tax on cinema ticket is an

appropriate measure.  I should like to mention in passing that the United Democratsappropriate measure.  I should like to mention in passing that the United Democratsappropriate measure.  I should like to mention in passing that the United Democratsappropriate measure.  I should like to mention in passing that the United Democrats

of Hong Kong are very much dissatisfied with the cinema operators' reluctance to lowerof Hong Kong are very much dissatisfied with the cinema operators' reluctance to lowerof Hong Kong are very much dissatisfied with the cinema operators' reluctance to lowerof Hong Kong are very much dissatisfied with the cinema operators' reluctance to lower

the ticket prices immediately and bagging the concession instead.  Therefore we shallthe ticket prices immediately and bagging the concession instead.  Therefore we shallthe ticket prices immediately and bagging the concession instead.  Therefore we shallthe ticket prices immediately and bagging the concession instead.  Therefore we shall

keep in close view whether they will honour their promise of freezing the prices forkeep in close view whether they will honour their promise of freezing the prices forkeep in close view whether they will honour their promise of freezing the prices forkeep in close view whether they will honour their promise of freezing the prices for

a year.a year.a year.a year.

With these remarks, I suppWith these remarks, I suppWith these remarks, I suppWith these remarks, I support the Bill both as convener of the ad hoc group andort the Bill both as convener of the ad hoc group andort the Bill both as convener of the ad hoc group andort the Bill both as convener of the ad hoc group and

in my personal capacity.in my personal capacity.in my personal capacity.in my personal capacity.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, again, I am grateful that the ad hoc groupFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, again, I am grateful that the ad hoc groupFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, again, I am grateful that the ad hoc groupFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, again, I am grateful that the ad hoc group

has decided to support this significant tax concession which will directly benefithas decided to support this significant tax concession which will directly benefithas decided to support this significant tax concession which will directly benefithas decided to support this significant tax concession which will directly benefit

ordinary households.ordinary households.ordinary households.ordinary households.

I fully share the concern expressed by Dr HUANG that the benefit of this concessionI fully share the concern expressed by Dr HUANG that the benefit of this concessionI fully share the concern expressed by Dr HUANG that the benefit of this concessionI fully share the concern expressed by Dr HUANG that the benefit of this concession

be passed on to consumers to the maximum extent possible.  He has outlined what hasbe passed on to consumers to the maximum extent possible.  He has outlined what hasbe passed on to consumers to the maximum extent possible.  He has outlined what hasbe passed on to consumers to the maximum extent possible.  He has outlined what has

been achieved in this respect.  And I confirm our intention to monitor the situation.been achieved in this respect.  And I confirm our intention to monitor the situation.been achieved in this respect.  And I confirm our intention to monitor the situation.been achieved in this respect.  And I confirm our intention to monitor the situation.

I am pleased to say that the Theatre Association has decided not to proceed with aI am pleased to say that the Theatre Association has decided not to proceed with aI am pleased to say that the Theatre Association has decided not to proceed with aI am pleased to say that the Theatre Association has decided not to proceed with a

15% increase in cinema admission prices originally planned for the end of June 1992.15% increase in cinema admission prices originally planned for the end of June 1992.15% increase in cinema admission prices originally planned for the end of June 1992.15% increase in cinema admission prices originally planned for the end of June 1992.

This will mean a saving to consumers in excess of the value of the abolition of theThis will mean a saving to consumers in excess of the value of the abolition of theThis will mean a saving to consumers in excess of the value of the abolition of theThis will mean a saving to consumers in excess of the value of the abolition of the



Entertainments Tax, which is charged at 10%.  I have been assured by representativesEntertainments Tax, which is charged at 10%.  I have been assured by representativesEntertainments Tax, which is charged at 10%.  I have been assured by representativesEntertainments Tax, which is charged at 10%.  I have been assured by representatives

of the Association that all or nearly all cinemas will follow the lead set in thisof the Association that all or nearly all cinemas will follow the lead set in thisof the Association that all or nearly all cinemas will follow the lead set in thisof the Association that all or nearly all cinemas will follow the lead set in this

regard by the major cinema operators, which have agreed to refrain from any priceregard by the major cinema operators, which have agreed to refrain from any priceregard by the major cinema operators, which have agreed to refrain from any priceregard by the major cinema operators, which have agreed to refrain from any price

increase in cinema tickets for a full year.  We will be looking both to the Consumerincrease in cinema tickets for a full year.  We will be looking both to the Consumerincrease in cinema tickets for a full year.  We will be looking both to the Consumerincrease in cinema tickets for a full year.  We will be looking both to the Consumer

Council and to the Commissioner of Inland Revenue to monitor the situation.Council and to the Commissioner of Inland Revenue to monitor the situation.Council and to the Commissioner of Inland Revenue to monitor the situation.Council and to the Commissioner of Inland Revenue to monitor the situation.

Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      29 January 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      29 January 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      29 January 1992.Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      29 January 1992.

Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.Question on the Second Reading proposed.

MR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, as convenor of the ad hoc group set up to studyMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, as convenor of the ad hoc group set up to studyMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, as convenor of the ad hoc group set up to studyMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, as convenor of the ad hoc group set up to study

the Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill 1992, I should like to say a few words aboutthe Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill 1992, I should like to say a few words aboutthe Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill 1992, I should like to say a few words aboutthe Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill 1992, I should like to say a few words about

the significance of the Bill, the deliberations of the group, and its meetings withthe significance of the Bill, the deliberations of the group, and its meetings withthe significance of the Bill, the deliberations of the group, and its meetings withthe significance of the Bill, the deliberations of the group, and its meetings with

interested parties.interested parties.interested parties.interested parties.

At present, the Medical Registration Ordinance provides only that a holder ofAt present, the Medical Registration Ordinance provides only that a holder ofAt present, the Medical Registration Ordinance provides only that a holder ofAt present, the Medical Registration Ordinance provides only that a holder of

a Hong Kong diploma, a holder of a United Kingdom, Irish or recognized Commonwealtha Hong Kong diploma, a holder of a United Kingdom, Irish or recognized Commonwealtha Hong Kong diploma, a holder of a United Kingdom, Irish or recognized Commonwealtha Hong Kong diploma, a holder of a United Kingdom, Irish or recognized Commonwealth

diploma, or licentiate, may be registered to practise medicine in Hong Kong.  Whilediploma, or licentiate, may be registered to practise medicine in Hong Kong.  Whilediploma, or licentiate, may be registered to practise medicine in Hong Kong.  Whilediploma, or licentiate, may be registered to practise medicine in Hong Kong.  While

the law is intended to serve the community as a whole, it has become apparent overthe law is intended to serve the community as a whole, it has become apparent overthe law is intended to serve the community as a whole, it has become apparent overthe law is intended to serve the community as a whole, it has become apparent over

the years that there are some needs for medical service which are either being metthe years that there are some needs for medical service which are either being metthe years that there are some needs for medical service which are either being metthe years that there are some needs for medical service which are either being met

at the expense of other services or not being met adequately.  This is a long-standingat the expense of other services or not being met adequately.  This is a long-standingat the expense of other services or not being met adequately.  This is a long-standingat the expense of other services or not being met adequately.  This is a long-standing

problem about which some Members and I have spoken in this Chamber on severalproblem about which some Members and I have spoken in this Chamber on severalproblem about which some Members and I have spoken in this Chamber on severalproblem about which some Members and I have spoken in this Chamber on several

occasions.occasions.occasions.occasions.

The Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill offers a solution and gives the MedicalThe Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill offers a solution and gives the MedicalThe Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill offers a solution and gives the MedicalThe Medical Registration (Amendment) Bill offers a solution and gives the Medical

Council discretion to grant limited registration to doctors with overseasCouncil discretion to grant limited registration to doctors with overseasCouncil discretion to grant limited registration to doctors with overseasCouncil discretion to grant limited registration to doctors with overseas

qualifications which are not registerable here but which may be accepted for aqualifications which are not registerable here but which may be accepted for aqualifications which are not registerable here but which may be accepted for aqualifications which are not registerable here but which may be accepted for a

prescribed purpose.  These doctors can then practise conditionally in Hong Kong toprescribed purpose.  These doctors can then practise conditionally in Hong Kong toprescribed purpose.  These doctors can then practise conditionally in Hong Kong toprescribed purpose.  These doctors can then practise conditionally in Hong Kong to

meet medical needs not adequately met.meet medical needs not adequately met.meet medical needs not adequately met.meet medical needs not adequately met.



In the course In the course In the course In the course of examining the Bill, the ad hoc group met with the Medical Councilof examining the Bill, the ad hoc group met with the Medical Councilof examining the Bill, the ad hoc group met with the Medical Councilof examining the Bill, the ad hoc group met with the Medical Council

of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Medical Association, and the British Medical Associationof Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Medical Association, and the British Medical Associationof Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Medical Association, and the British Medical Associationof Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Medical Association, and the British Medical Association

(Hong Kong Branch).  They were concerned that the proposal could lead to a flood of(Hong Kong Branch).  They were concerned that the proposal could lead to a flood of(Hong Kong Branch).  They were concerned that the proposal could lead to a flood of(Hong Kong Branch).  They were concerned that the proposal could lead to a flood of

foreign doctors seeking admission, causing the Medical Council to be inundated withforeign doctors seeking admission, causing the Medical Council to be inundated withforeign doctors seeking admission, causing the Medical Council to be inundated withforeign doctors seeking admission, causing the Medical Council to be inundated with

applications and appeals.  They also sought to pre-define the special needs beforeapplications and appeals.  They also sought to pre-define the special needs beforeapplications and appeals.  They also sought to pre-define the special needs beforeapplications and appeals.  They also sought to pre-define the special needs before

applications were invited.  The ad hoc group also met with the Administration whichapplications were invited.  The ad hoc group also met with the Administration whichapplications were invited.  The ad hoc group also met with the Administration whichapplications were invited.  The ad hoc group also met with the Administration which

considered that in the interests of the community the Bill should cater for all medicalconsidered that in the interests of the community the Bill should cater for all medicalconsidered that in the interests of the community the Bill should cater for all medicalconsidered that in the interests of the community the Bill should cater for all medical

needs not adequately met.  The Administration was insistent that operation of theneeds not adequately met.  The Administration was insistent that operation of theneeds not adequately met.  The Administration was insistent that operation of theneeds not adequately met.  The Administration was insistent that operation of the

scheme should be open and transparent; there must also be scope for both the Medicalscheme should be open and transparent; there must also be scope for both the Medicalscheme should be open and transparent; there must also be scope for both the Medicalscheme should be open and transparent; there must also be scope for both the Medical

Council to determine needs and for special groups, organizations or individuals toCouncil to determine needs and for special groups, organizations or individuals toCouncil to determine needs and for special groups, organizations or individuals toCouncil to determine needs and for special groups, organizations or individuals to

make representations.  The Administration believed that to this end, the Medicalmake representations.  The Administration believed that to this end, the Medicalmake representations.  The Administration believed that to this end, the Medicalmake representations.  The Administration believed that to this end, the Medical

Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion.Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion.Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion.Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion.

As a result of discussions with the ad hoc group, thAs a result of discussions with the ad hoc group, thAs a result of discussions with the ad hoc group, thAs a result of discussions with the ad hoc group, the Administration and thee Administration and thee Administration and thee Administration and the

Medical Council have agreed that:Medical Council have agreed that:Medical Council have agreed that:Medical Council have agreed that:

(a)(a)(a)(a) Limited registration should cater for all medical needs not adequately met.Limited registration should cater for all medical needs not adequately met.Limited registration should cater for all medical needs not adequately met.Limited registration should cater for all medical needs not adequately met.

(b)(b)(b)(b) To protect the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications,To protect the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications,To protect the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications,To protect the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications,

the Medical Council will determine and promulgate the type of employment which itthe Medical Council will determine and promulgate the type of employment which itthe Medical Council will determine and promulgate the type of employment which itthe Medical Council will determine and promulgate the type of employment which it

considers appropriate or necessary for limited registration.  Applications will thenconsiders appropriate or necessary for limited registration.  Applications will thenconsiders appropriate or necessary for limited registration.  Applications will thenconsiders appropriate or necessary for limited registration.  Applications will then

be invited.be invited.be invited.be invited.

(c)(c)(c)(c) There should be scope for organizations or individuals to put to the MedicalThere should be scope for organizations or individuals to put to the MedicalThere should be scope for organizations or individuals to put to the MedicalThere should be scope for organizations or individuals to put to the Medical

Council a case for special needs.Council a case for special needs.Council a case for special needs.Council a case for special needs.

(d)(d)(d)(d) The Medical Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion,The Medical Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion,The Medical Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion,The Medical Council should be given free, full and unfettered discretion,

and the scheme operated with transparency and with an avenue for appeal and review.and the scheme operated with transparency and with an avenue for appeal and review.and the scheme operated with transparency and with an avenue for appeal and review.and the scheme operated with transparency and with an avenue for appeal and review.

And finally, doctors granted limited registration should be subject to the sameAnd finally, doctors granted limited registration should be subject to the sameAnd finally, doctors granted limited registration should be subject to the sameAnd finally, doctors granted limited registration should be subject to the same

penal and discretionary provisions as other doctors covered by the Medicalpenal and discretionary provisions as other doctors covered by the Medicalpenal and discretionary provisions as other doctors covered by the Medicalpenal and discretionary provisions as other doctors covered by the Medical

Registration Ordinance.Registration Ordinance.Registration Ordinance.Registration Ordinance.

The majority of members of the ad hoc group support the revised proposal.  TheThe majority of members of the ad hoc group support the revised proposal.  TheThe majority of members of the ad hoc group support the revised proposal.  TheThe majority of members of the ad hoc group support the revised proposal.  The

Committee stage amendments, which I will later move, will give effect to thisCommittee stage amendments, which I will later move, will give effect to thisCommittee stage amendments, which I will later move, will give effect to thisCommittee stage amendments, which I will later move, will give effect to this

consensus, and I would like to emphasize that the Bill, with these amendments, hasconsensus, and I would like to emphasize that the Bill, with these amendments, hasconsensus, and I would like to emphasize that the Bill, with these amendments, hasconsensus, and I would like to emphasize that the Bill, with these amendments, has

the support of the Medical Council.the support of the Medical Council.the support of the Medical Council.the support of the Medical Council.



Mr Deputy President, limited registration has been a subject of discussion forMr Deputy President, limited registration has been a subject of discussion forMr Deputy President, limited registration has been a subject of discussion forMr Deputy President, limited registration has been a subject of discussion for

close to five years.  Hong Kong, being a caring community, should not ignore the needsclose to five years.  Hong Kong, being a caring community, should not ignore the needsclose to five years.  Hong Kong, being a caring community, should not ignore the needsclose to five years.  Hong Kong, being a caring community, should not ignore the needs

of any group for adequate medical care.  The Bill before this Council is a fair, justof any group for adequate medical care.  The Bill before this Council is a fair, justof any group for adequate medical care.  The Bill before this Council is a fair, justof any group for adequate medical care.  The Bill before this Council is a fair, just

and equitable piece of legislation. It balances both community interests andand equitable piece of legislation. It balances both community interests andand equitable piece of legislation. It balances both community interests andand equitable piece of legislation. It balances both community interests and

professional considerations.  It will give the Medical Council the responsibilityprofessional considerations.  It will give the Medical Council the responsibilityprofessional considerations.  It will give the Medical Council the responsibilityprofessional considerations.  It will give the Medical Council the responsibility

and the ability to meet the medical needs of our community.  In this respect itand the ability to meet the medical needs of our community.  In this respect itand the ability to meet the medical needs of our community.  In this respect itand the ability to meet the medical needs of our community.  In this respect it

represents a sensible evolution in the regime for medical registration.  I hoperepresents a sensible evolution in the regime for medical registration.  I hoperepresents a sensible evolution in the regime for medical registration.  I hoperepresents a sensible evolution in the regime for medical registration.  I hope

Members will share these views and support the Bill.Members will share these views and support the Bill.Members will share these views and support the Bill.Members will share these views and support the Bill.

Finally, I must thanFinally, I must thanFinally, I must thanFinally, I must thank my colleagues on the ad hoc group for their carefulk my colleagues on the ad hoc group for their carefulk my colleagues on the ad hoc group for their carefulk my colleagues on the ad hoc group for their careful

consideration of the Bill.  On their behalf I also thank the Administration forconsideration of the Bill.  On their behalf I also thank the Administration forconsideration of the Bill.  On their behalf I also thank the Administration forconsideration of the Bill.  On their behalf I also thank the Administration for

proposing this much needed change to the Ordinance, and all the parties concernedproposing this much needed change to the Ordinance, and all the parties concernedproposing this much needed change to the Ordinance, and all the parties concernedproposing this much needed change to the Ordinance, and all the parties concerned

for their willingness to co-operate with one another in the general interest of ourfor their willingness to co-operate with one another in the general interest of ourfor their willingness to co-operate with one another in the general interest of ourfor their willingness to co-operate with one another in the general interest of our

community.community.community.community.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks and subject to the Committee stageMr Deputy President, with these remarks and subject to the Committee stageMr Deputy President, with these remarks and subject to the Committee stageMr Deputy President, with these remarks and subject to the Committee stage

amendments which I will shortly move, I support the Bill.amendments which I will shortly move, I support the Bill.amendments which I will shortly move, I support the Bill.amendments which I will shortly move, I support the Bill.

DR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, on behalf of the medical profession, I riseDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, on behalf of the medical profession, I riseDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, on behalf of the medical profession, I riseDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, on behalf of the medical profession, I rise

to oppose this Bill.  To start with, I would like to declare my interest as theto oppose this Bill.  To start with, I would like to declare my interest as theto oppose this Bill.  To start with, I would like to declare my interest as theto oppose this Bill.  To start with, I would like to declare my interest as the

President of the Hong Kong Medical Association and also as a member of the MedicalPresident of the Hong Kong Medical Association and also as a member of the MedicalPresident of the Hong Kong Medical Association and also as a member of the MedicalPresident of the Hong Kong Medical Association and also as a member of the Medical

Council.Council.Council.Council.

The most important criteria for allowing a doctor, and indeed The most important criteria for allowing a doctor, and indeed The most important criteria for allowing a doctor, and indeed The most important criteria for allowing a doctor, and indeed a member of anya member of anya member of anya member of any

profession, to practice are "needs and standards".  Where there are genuine needsprofession, to practice are "needs and standards".  Where there are genuine needsprofession, to practice are "needs and standards".  Where there are genuine needsprofession, to practice are "needs and standards".  Where there are genuine needs

steps should be taken to address these shortfalls. And as those involved in healthsteps should be taken to address these shortfalls. And as those involved in healthsteps should be taken to address these shortfalls. And as those involved in healthsteps should be taken to address these shortfalls. And as those involved in health

care deal with lives, it is paramount that the standard and integrity of the professioncare deal with lives, it is paramount that the standard and integrity of the professioncare deal with lives, it is paramount that the standard and integrity of the professioncare deal with lives, it is paramount that the standard and integrity of the profession

are maintained at all times.are maintained at all times.are maintained at all times.are maintained at all times.

It is therefore grossly erroneous if the criteria for admission to practiseIt is therefore grossly erroneous if the criteria for admission to practiseIt is therefore grossly erroneous if the criteria for admission to practiseIt is therefore grossly erroneous if the criteria for admission to practise

medicine in Hong Kong is relaxed for no other reason than to please internationalmedicine in Hong Kong is relaxed for no other reason than to please internationalmedicine in Hong Kong is relaxed for no other reason than to please internationalmedicine in Hong Kong is relaxed for no other reason than to please international

investors.  In bowing to this type of foreign political pressure, "standards", ininvestors.  In bowing to this type of foreign political pressure, "standards", ininvestors.  In bowing to this type of foreign political pressure, "standards", ininvestors.  In bowing to this type of foreign political pressure, "standards", in

the mind of the Administration, seemed only to play second fiddle.  What this Billthe mind of the Administration, seemed only to play second fiddle.  What this Billthe mind of the Administration, seemed only to play second fiddle.  What this Billthe mind of the Administration, seemed only to play second fiddle.  What this Bill

demonstrates is the Government's wilful blindness to the views of the medicaldemonstrates is the Government's wilful blindness to the views of the medicaldemonstrates is the Government's wilful blindness to the views of the medicaldemonstrates is the Government's wilful blindness to the views of the medical

profession.  Professional autonomy was the very thing the nine professional bodiesprofession.  Professional autonomy was the very thing the nine professional bodiesprofession.  Professional autonomy was the very thing the nine professional bodiesprofession.  Professional autonomy was the very thing the nine professional bodies

fought to have enshrined in the Basic Law and I am sure it is still the same issuefought to have enshrined in the Basic Law and I am sure it is still the same issuefought to have enshrined in the Basic Law and I am sure it is still the same issuefought to have enshrined in the Basic Law and I am sure it is still the same issue



in their mind.in their mind.in their mind.in their mind.

Mr Deputy President, the rules governing admission to practise medicine in HongMr Deputy President, the rules governing admission to practise medicine in HongMr Deputy President, the rules governing admission to practise medicine in HongMr Deputy President, the rules governing admission to practise medicine in Hong

Kong is, as it stands at this present moment, very open-minded when compared withKong is, as it stands at this present moment, very open-minded when compared withKong is, as it stands at this present moment, very open-minded when compared withKong is, as it stands at this present moment, very open-minded when compared with

other professions in Hong Kong, and certainly when compared with the closed shopother professions in Hong Kong, and certainly when compared with the closed shopother professions in Hong Kong, and certainly when compared with the closed shopother professions in Hong Kong, and certainly when compared with the closed shop

practice elsewhere in the world. Irrespective of nationality or residency, we allowpractice elsewhere in the world. Irrespective of nationality or residency, we allowpractice elsewhere in the world. Irrespective of nationality or residency, we allowpractice elsewhere in the world. Irrespective of nationality or residency, we allow

doctors to practise in Hong Kong if they can meet our examination and standarddoctors to practise in Hong Kong if they can meet our examination and standarddoctors to practise in Hong Kong if they can meet our examination and standarddoctors to practise in Hong Kong if they can meet our examination and standard

requirements.requirements.requirements.requirements.

That means any bona fide medical graduates, even though they are not residentsThat means any bona fide medical graduates, even though they are not residentsThat means any bona fide medical graduates, even though they are not residentsThat means any bona fide medical graduates, even though they are not residents

of Hong Kong, can fully register to practise provided they have passed the qualifyingof Hong Kong, can fully register to practise provided they have passed the qualifyingof Hong Kong, can fully register to practise provided they have passed the qualifyingof Hong Kong, can fully register to practise provided they have passed the qualifying

Licentiate examination which asks only for a minimal acceptable standard.  InLicentiate examination which asks only for a minimal acceptable standard.  InLicentiate examination which asks only for a minimal acceptable standard.  InLicentiate examination which asks only for a minimal acceptable standard.  In

addition, if there is a demand for a special skill in the Government, in theaddition, if there is a demand for a special skill in the Government, in theaddition, if there is a demand for a special skill in the Government, in theaddition, if there is a demand for a special skill in the Government, in the

universities or in the Hospital Authority, those possessed with the special skillsuniversities or in the Hospital Authority, those possessed with the special skillsuniversities or in the Hospital Authority, those possessed with the special skillsuniversities or in the Hospital Authority, those possessed with the special skills

are granted the "deemed registrable" status.  In terms of leeway, therefore theare granted the "deemed registrable" status.  In terms of leeway, therefore theare granted the "deemed registrable" status.  In terms of leeway, therefore theare granted the "deemed registrable" status.  In terms of leeway, therefore the

registration of medical personnel of all sectors is quite adequate.registration of medical personnel of all sectors is quite adequate.registration of medical personnel of all sectors is quite adequate.registration of medical personnel of all sectors is quite adequate.

The Bill before us seeks to introduce the new category of "Limited Registration"The Bill before us seeks to introduce the new category of "Limited Registration"The Bill before us seeks to introduce the new category of "Limited Registration"The Bill before us seeks to introduce the new category of "Limited Registration"

in the Medical Registration Ordinance, thereby allowing certain groups of doctorsin the Medical Registration Ordinance, thereby allowing certain groups of doctorsin the Medical Registration Ordinance, thereby allowing certain groups of doctorsin the Medical Registration Ordinance, thereby allowing certain groups of doctors

to practise in Hong Kong for a confined period. The Administration's reasons forto practise in Hong Kong for a confined period. The Administration's reasons forto practise in Hong Kong for a confined period. The Administration's reasons forto practise in Hong Kong for a confined period. The Administration's reasons for

tabling this Bill are to allow volunteer non-registrable doctors to attend patientstabling this Bill are to allow volunteer non-registrable doctors to attend patientstabling this Bill are to allow volunteer non-registrable doctors to attend patientstabling this Bill are to allow volunteer non-registrable doctors to attend patients

in Vietnamese camps, which they would not otherwise be able to do, and to facilitatein Vietnamese camps, which they would not otherwise be able to do, and to facilitatein Vietnamese camps, which they would not otherwise be able to do, and to facilitatein Vietnamese camps, which they would not otherwise be able to do, and to facilitate

the ethnic population to consult doctors from their respective countries.the ethnic population to consult doctors from their respective countries.the ethnic population to consult doctors from their respective countries.the ethnic population to consult doctors from their respective countries.

Mr Deputy President, the people of Hong Kong are concerned that the VietnameseMr Deputy President, the people of Hong Kong are concerned that the VietnameseMr Deputy President, the people of Hong Kong are concerned that the VietnameseMr Deputy President, the people of Hong Kong are concerned that the Vietnamese

boat people are usurping our medical services, which are already inadequate.  I amboat people are usurping our medical services, which are already inadequate.  I amboat people are usurping our medical services, which are already inadequate.  I amboat people are usurping our medical services, which are already inadequate.  I am

however not saying that such people should not be treated, for that is ethically wrong.however not saying that such people should not be treated, for that is ethically wrong.however not saying that such people should not be treated, for that is ethically wrong.however not saying that such people should not be treated, for that is ethically wrong.

To enable them to receive medical care, and to revert resources back to theTo enable them to receive medical care, and to revert resources back to theTo enable them to receive medical care, and to revert resources back to theTo enable them to receive medical care, and to revert resources back to the

underprivileged people of Hong Kong, I and the medical constituency I represent acceptunderprivileged people of Hong Kong, I and the medical constituency I represent acceptunderprivileged people of Hong Kong, I and the medical constituency I represent acceptunderprivileged people of Hong Kong, I and the medical constituency I represent accept

limited registration of non-registrable doctors to cater specifically for thelimited registration of non-registrable doctors to cater specifically for thelimited registration of non-registrable doctors to cater specifically for thelimited registration of non-registrable doctors to cater specifically for the

Vietnamese boat people.Vietnamese boat people.Vietnamese boat people.Vietnamese boat people.

But, Mr Deputy President, those who are visiting Hong Kong or making Hong KongBut, Mr Deputy President, those who are visiting Hong Kong or making Hong KongBut, Mr Deputy President, those who are visiting Hong Kong or making Hong KongBut, Mr Deputy President, those who are visiting Hong Kong or making Hong Kong

their second home should show acceptance and respect for the practices and the waytheir second home should show acceptance and respect for the practices and the waytheir second home should show acceptance and respect for the practices and the waytheir second home should show acceptance and respect for the practices and the way

of life here.  It would be haphazard if we have no uniformity of standards, withof life here.  It would be haphazard if we have no uniformity of standards, withof life here.  It would be haphazard if we have no uniformity of standards, withof life here.  It would be haphazard if we have no uniformity of standards, with

different groups of medical practitioners administering different  medicines.  Mrdifferent groups of medical practitioners administering different  medicines.  Mrdifferent groups of medical practitioners administering different  medicines.  Mrdifferent groups of medical practitioners administering different  medicines.  Mr

Deputy President, I oppose the Bill as it stands, save only for the part for theDeputy President, I oppose the Bill as it stands, save only for the part for theDeputy President, I oppose the Bill as it stands, save only for the part for theDeputy President, I oppose the Bill as it stands, save only for the part for the

Vietnamese boat people camp, which is the only sector where there is a genuine need.Vietnamese boat people camp, which is the only sector where there is a genuine need.Vietnamese boat people camp, which is the only sector where there is a genuine need.Vietnamese boat people camp, which is the only sector where there is a genuine need.



Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Medical Council, back in December 1990, 16Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Medical Council, back in December 1990, 16Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Medical Council, back in December 1990, 16Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Medical Council, back in December 1990, 16

months ago, already submitted to the Health and Welfare Branch its proposal for amonths ago, already submitted to the Health and Welfare Branch its proposal for amonths ago, already submitted to the Health and Welfare Branch its proposal for amonths ago, already submitted to the Health and Welfare Branch its proposal for a

complete overhaul of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  It suggests amongst othercomplete overhaul of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  It suggests amongst othercomplete overhaul of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  It suggests amongst othercomplete overhaul of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  It suggests amongst other

things that members of the Medical Council should be elected instead of beingthings that members of the Medical Council should be elected instead of beingthings that members of the Medical Council should be elected instead of beingthings that members of the Medical Council should be elected instead of being

appointed by the Governor as it is after all a body that oversees the profession.appointed by the Governor as it is after all a body that oversees the profession.appointed by the Governor as it is after all a body that oversees the profession.appointed by the Governor as it is after all a body that oversees the profession.

It also proposes that any application for registration should be based on medicalIt also proposes that any application for registration should be based on medicalIt also proposes that any application for registration should be based on medicalIt also proposes that any application for registration should be based on medical

standards, and the determination of registration of any form should be the role ofstandards, and the determination of registration of any form should be the role ofstandards, and the determination of registration of any form should be the role ofstandards, and the determination of registration of any form should be the role of

the Medical Council.  In it, limited registration was also suggested. Some 16 monthsthe Medical Council.  In it, limited registration was also suggested. Some 16 monthsthe Medical Council.  In it, limited registration was also suggested. Some 16 monthsthe Medical Council.  In it, limited registration was also suggested. Some 16 months

have gone by, the revamp has yet to come into sight.  But instead, the Administrationhave gone by, the revamp has yet to come into sight.  But instead, the Administrationhave gone by, the revamp has yet to come into sight.  But instead, the Administrationhave gone by, the revamp has yet to come into sight.  But instead, the Administration

only took out the suggestion on limited registration and pushed it forward out ofonly took out the suggestion on limited registration and pushed it forward out ofonly took out the suggestion on limited registration and pushed it forward out ofonly took out the suggestion on limited registration and pushed it forward out of

the context of the total amendment that we propose for the Medical Registrationthe context of the total amendment that we propose for the Medical Registrationthe context of the total amendment that we propose for the Medical Registrationthe context of the total amendment that we propose for the Medical Registration

Ordinance.  Mr Deputy President, the Secretary for Health and Welfare will, I suspect,Ordinance.  Mr Deputy President, the Secretary for Health and Welfare will, I suspect,Ordinance.  Mr Deputy President, the Secretary for Health and Welfare will, I suspect,Ordinance.  Mr Deputy President, the Secretary for Health and Welfare will, I suspect,

say that the power of granting limited registration will solely be vested in the handssay that the power of granting limited registration will solely be vested in the handssay that the power of granting limited registration will solely be vested in the handssay that the power of granting limited registration will solely be vested in the hands

of the Medical Council.  That no doubt is in the words of the amendment Bill.  Yet,of the Medical Council.  That no doubt is in the words of the amendment Bill.  Yet,of the Medical Council.  That no doubt is in the words of the amendment Bill.  Yet,of the Medical Council.  That no doubt is in the words of the amendment Bill.  Yet,

I pity the Medical Council which will not only be burdened with a load ofI pity the Medical Council which will not only be burdened with a load ofI pity the Medical Council which will not only be burdened with a load ofI pity the Medical Council which will not only be burdened with a load of

representations from organizations wanting to import unregistrable doctors to Hongrepresentations from organizations wanting to import unregistrable doctors to Hongrepresentations from organizations wanting to import unregistrable doctors to Hongrepresentations from organizations wanting to import unregistrable doctors to Hong

Kong for limited registration, but will also have to shoulder pressure from foreignKong for limited registration, but will also have to shoulder pressure from foreignKong for limited registration, but will also have to shoulder pressure from foreignKong for limited registration, but will also have to shoulder pressure from foreign

political giants around Hong Kong who insist that their nationals are not properlypolitical giants around Hong Kong who insist that their nationals are not properlypolitical giants around Hong Kong who insist that their nationals are not properlypolitical giants around Hong Kong who insist that their nationals are not properly

treated unless attended to by doctors from their own country.  Mr Deputy President,treated unless attended to by doctors from their own country.  Mr Deputy President,treated unless attended to by doctors from their own country.  Mr Deputy President,treated unless attended to by doctors from their own country.  Mr Deputy President,

I would oppose the Bill as it stands unless the category of limited registration beI would oppose the Bill as it stands unless the category of limited registration beI would oppose the Bill as it stands unless the category of limited registration beI would oppose the Bill as it stands unless the category of limited registration be

limited only to Vietnamese boat people camps which is the only sector where therelimited only to Vietnamese boat people camps which is the only sector where therelimited only to Vietnamese boat people camps which is the only sector where therelimited only to Vietnamese boat people camps which is the only sector where there

is such a need.  I would also oppose the spirit of limited registration unless thereis such a need.  I would also oppose the spirit of limited registration unless thereis such a need.  I would also oppose the spirit of limited registration unless thereis such a need.  I would also oppose the spirit of limited registration unless there

is in the context of a complete revamp of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  This,is in the context of a complete revamp of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  This,is in the context of a complete revamp of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  This,is in the context of a complete revamp of the Medical Registration Ordinance.  This,

the Government could have done given the will.  Mr Deputy President, I call upon mythe Government could have done given the will.  Mr Deputy President, I call upon mythe Government could have done given the will.  Mr Deputy President, I call upon mythe Government could have done given the will.  Mr Deputy President, I call upon my

honourable colleagues to do likewise.  I would also call upon colleagues of thehonourable colleagues to do likewise.  I would also call upon colleagues of thehonourable colleagues to do likewise.  I would also call upon colleagues of thehonourable colleagues to do likewise.  I would also call upon colleagues of the

various professional bodies to vote "no"; for in my mind, the passage of this Billvarious professional bodies to vote "no"; for in my mind, the passage of this Billvarious professional bodies to vote "no"; for in my mind, the passage of this Billvarious professional bodies to vote "no"; for in my mind, the passage of this Bill

as it stands is the beginning of an unstoppable process of erosion of professionalas it stands is the beginning of an unstoppable process of erosion of professionalas it stands is the beginning of an unstoppable process of erosion of professionalas it stands is the beginning of an unstoppable process of erosion of professional

autonomy.autonomy.autonomy.autonomy.

I oppose the Bill.I oppose the Bill.I oppose the Bill.I oppose the Bill.

DR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, speaking on this Bill in thisDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, speaking on this Bill in thisDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, speaking on this Bill in thisDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, speaking on this Bill in this

Council on 29 January this year, the Secretary for Health and Welfare identified twoCouncil on 29 January this year, the Secretary for Health and Welfare identified twoCouncil on 29 January this year, the Secretary for Health and Welfare identified twoCouncil on 29 January this year, the Secretary for Health and Welfare identified two

groups with special needs, one of them being the Vietnamese boat people and the other,groups with special needs, one of them being the Vietnamese boat people and the other,groups with special needs, one of them being the Vietnamese boat people and the other,groups with special needs, one of them being the Vietnamese boat people and the other,

the Japanese living in Hong Kong.the Japanese living in Hong Kong.the Japanese living in Hong Kong.the Japanese living in Hong Kong.



First, let me refer to the Vietnamese boat people.  They are an internationalFirst, let me refer to the Vietnamese boat people.  They are an internationalFirst, let me refer to the Vietnamese boat people.  They are an internationalFirst, let me refer to the Vietnamese boat people.  They are an international

issue.  I am therefore pleased to see the Government adopting appropriate measuresissue.  I am therefore pleased to see the Government adopting appropriate measuresissue.  I am therefore pleased to see the Government adopting appropriate measuresissue.  I am therefore pleased to see the Government adopting appropriate measures

to enable the international community to participate in solving problems broughtto enable the international community to participate in solving problems broughtto enable the international community to participate in solving problems broughtto enable the international community to participate in solving problems brought

about by the boat people, including the medical services covered in this Bill.about by the boat people, including the medical services covered in this Bill.about by the boat people, including the medical services covered in this Bill.about by the boat people, including the medical services covered in this Bill.

Secondly, I go on to the medical services for the Japanese in Hong Kong.  TheSecondly, I go on to the medical services for the Japanese in Hong Kong.  TheSecondly, I go on to the medical services for the Japanese in Hong Kong.  TheSecondly, I go on to the medical services for the Japanese in Hong Kong.  The

Secretary for Health and Welfare disclosed that the Japanese Consul was asking forSecretary for Health and Welfare disclosed that the Japanese Consul was asking forSecretary for Health and Welfare disclosed that the Japanese Consul was asking forSecretary for Health and Welfare disclosed that the Japanese Consul was asking for

permission for unregistered Japanese doctors to practise here on the ground ofpermission for unregistered Japanese doctors to practise here on the ground ofpermission for unregistered Japanese doctors to practise here on the ground ofpermission for unregistered Japanese doctors to practise here on the ground of

language barrier.  Such a request by the Japanese Consul is in effect asking forlanguage barrier.  Such a request by the Japanese Consul is in effect asking forlanguage barrier.  Such a request by the Japanese Consul is in effect asking forlanguage barrier.  Such a request by the Japanese Consul is in effect asking for

special privileges for the Japanese people and the Japanese doctors here in Hong Kong.special privileges for the Japanese people and the Japanese doctors here in Hong Kong.special privileges for the Japanese people and the Japanese doctors here in Hong Kong.special privileges for the Japanese people and the Japanese doctors here in Hong Kong.

In actual fact, Japanese businessmen are here to invest for profit.  If there is noIn actual fact, Japanese businessmen are here to invest for profit.  If there is noIn actual fact, Japanese businessmen are here to invest for profit.  If there is noIn actual fact, Japanese businessmen are here to invest for profit.  If there is no

profit in Hong Kong, they would have left.  The Japanese are here to make money andprofit in Hong Kong, they would have left.  The Japanese are here to make money andprofit in Hong Kong, they would have left.  The Japanese are here to make money andprofit in Hong Kong, they would have left.  The Japanese are here to make money and

they seek for special privileges here.  It makes me think of their arrogant facesthey seek for special privileges here.  It makes me think of their arrogant facesthey seek for special privileges here.  It makes me think of their arrogant facesthey seek for special privileges here.  It makes me think of their arrogant faces

during the three years and eight months of Japanese Occupation in Hong Kong at theduring the three years and eight months of Japanese Occupation in Hong Kong at theduring the three years and eight months of Japanese Occupation in Hong Kong at theduring the three years and eight months of Japanese Occupation in Hong Kong at the

Second World War.Second World War.Second World War.Second World War.

That this Bill has lumped together the basic needs of Vietnamese boat people andThat this Bill has lumped together the basic needs of Vietnamese boat people andThat this Bill has lumped together the basic needs of Vietnamese boat people andThat this Bill has lumped together the basic needs of Vietnamese boat people and

the unreasonable request of the Japanese reflects an error in principle and inthe unreasonable request of the Japanese reflects an error in principle and inthe unreasonable request of the Japanese reflects an error in principle and inthe unreasonable request of the Japanese reflects an error in principle and in

technicality.  It may create an impression that in introducing this Bill, the Hongtechnicality.  It may create an impression that in introducing this Bill, the Hongtechnicality.  It may create an impression that in introducing this Bill, the Hongtechnicality.  It may create an impression that in introducing this Bill, the Hong

Kong Government is using Vietnamese boat people as hostages to tide the Japanese over.Kong Government is using Vietnamese boat people as hostages to tide the Japanese over.Kong Government is using Vietnamese boat people as hostages to tide the Japanese over.Kong Government is using Vietnamese boat people as hostages to tide the Japanese over.

Originally, I intended to vote against this Bill.  I have changed my mind in orderOriginally, I intended to vote against this Bill.  I have changed my mind in orderOriginally, I intended to vote against this Bill.  I have changed my mind in orderOriginally, I intended to vote against this Bill.  I have changed my mind in order

that the international community may participate in solving problems brought aboutthat the international community may participate in solving problems brought aboutthat the international community may participate in solving problems brought aboutthat the international community may participate in solving problems brought about

by the Vietnamese boat people.  I now abstain from voting to show my discontent overby the Vietnamese boat people.  I now abstain from voting to show my discontent overby the Vietnamese boat people.  I now abstain from voting to show my discontent overby the Vietnamese boat people.  I now abstain from voting to show my discontent over

this Bill.this Bill.this Bill.this Bill.

Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

MISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, I fully support the amendment Bill which I hopeMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, I fully support the amendment Bill which I hopeMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, I fully support the amendment Bill which I hopeMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, I fully support the amendment Bill which I hope

will bring an end to the five-years saga of trying to provide doctors for thewill bring an end to the five-years saga of trying to provide doctors for thewill bring an end to the five-years saga of trying to provide doctors for thewill bring an end to the five-years saga of trying to provide doctors for the

Vietnamese centres.  As Dr C H LEONG has just pointed out that the VietnameseVietnamese centres.  As Dr C H LEONG has just pointed out that the VietnameseVietnamese centres.  As Dr C H LEONG has just pointed out that the VietnameseVietnamese centres.  As Dr C H LEONG has just pointed out that the Vietnamese

population has placed a heavy burden on local medical services and personnel, I ampopulation has placed a heavy burden on local medical services and personnel, I ampopulation has placed a heavy burden on local medical services and personnel, I ampopulation has placed a heavy burden on local medical services and personnel, I am

therefore dismayed and even disgusted to witness the farcical situation in whichtherefore dismayed and even disgusted to witness the farcical situation in whichtherefore dismayed and even disgusted to witness the farcical situation in whichtherefore dismayed and even disgusted to witness the farcical situation in which

volunteer doctors from the European Community who volunteer to work in the camps arevolunteer doctors from the European Community who volunteer to work in the camps arevolunteer doctors from the European Community who volunteer to work in the camps arevolunteer doctors from the European Community who volunteer to work in the camps are

prohibited from doing so.prohibited from doing so.prohibited from doing so.prohibited from doing so.

Mr Deputy President, the Government began Mr Deputy President, the Government began Mr Deputy President, the Government began Mr Deputy President, the Government began negotiating with the medical professionnegotiating with the medical professionnegotiating with the medical professionnegotiating with the medical profession

way back in 1988 and I am indeed very sorry to see that it has taken five long yearsway back in 1988 and I am indeed very sorry to see that it has taken five long yearsway back in 1988 and I am indeed very sorry to see that it has taken five long yearsway back in 1988 and I am indeed very sorry to see that it has taken five long years



to sort this mess out.  In the meantime both the Hong Kong people and the Vietnameseto sort this mess out.  In the meantime both the Hong Kong people and the Vietnameseto sort this mess out.  In the meantime both the Hong Kong people and the Vietnameseto sort this mess out.  In the meantime both the Hong Kong people and the Vietnamese

suffer.suffer.suffer.suffer.

Mr Deputy President, I am glad to Mr Deputy President, I am glad to Mr Deputy President, I am glad to Mr Deputy President, I am glad to see that the Medical Council has accepted thesee that the Medical Council has accepted thesee that the Medical Council has accepted thesee that the Medical Council has accepted the

principle provided for limited registration in order to cater for community needsprinciple provided for limited registration in order to cater for community needsprinciple provided for limited registration in order to cater for community needsprinciple provided for limited registration in order to cater for community needs

which are not adequately met.  I appreciate the medical profession's anxiety aboutwhich are not adequately met.  I appreciate the medical profession's anxiety aboutwhich are not adequately met.  I appreciate the medical profession's anxiety aboutwhich are not adequately met.  I appreciate the medical profession's anxiety about

moves which could be interpreted as opening the floodgate to doctors whosemoves which could be interpreted as opening the floodgate to doctors whosemoves which could be interpreted as opening the floodgate to doctors whosemoves which could be interpreted as opening the floodgate to doctors whose

qualifications are not recognized in the colony. While I fully accept the principlequalifications are not recognized in the colony. While I fully accept the principlequalifications are not recognized in the colony. While I fully accept the principlequalifications are not recognized in the colony. While I fully accept the principle

of safeguarding the standard of medical practice in Hong Kong, I am in favour of aof safeguarding the standard of medical practice in Hong Kong, I am in favour of aof safeguarding the standard of medical practice in Hong Kong, I am in favour of aof safeguarding the standard of medical practice in Hong Kong, I am in favour of a

more open environment in which no one seems to have a monopoly and that the publicmore open environment in which no one seems to have a monopoly and that the publicmore open environment in which no one seems to have a monopoly and that the publicmore open environment in which no one seems to have a monopoly and that the public

can have access to all kinds of medical care in a free and open market.can have access to all kinds of medical care in a free and open market.can have access to all kinds of medical care in a free and open market.can have access to all kinds of medical care in a free and open market.

With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, I thank the Honourable MartinSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, I thank the Honourable MartinSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, I thank the Honourable MartinSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, I thank the Honourable Martin

BARROW and members of the ad hoc group for their thoughtful consideration of the Bill.BARROW and members of the ad hoc group for their thoughtful consideration of the Bill.BARROW and members of the ad hoc group for their thoughtful consideration of the Bill.BARROW and members of the ad hoc group for their thoughtful consideration of the Bill.

The Bill is important for two reasons.  First, by introducing a scheme of limitedThe Bill is important for two reasons.  First, by introducing a scheme of limitedThe Bill is important for two reasons.  First, by introducing a scheme of limitedThe Bill is important for two reasons.  First, by introducing a scheme of limited

registration, it makes it possible for adequate medical services to be provided toregistration, it makes it possible for adequate medical services to be provided toregistration, it makes it possible for adequate medical services to be provided toregistration, it makes it possible for adequate medical services to be provided to

meet special needs as yet unmet without affecting the registration arrangements formeet special needs as yet unmet without affecting the registration arrangements formeet special needs as yet unmet without affecting the registration arrangements formeet special needs as yet unmet without affecting the registration arrangements for

general medical practice in Hong Kong. Second, and perhaps more importantly, it givesgeneral medical practice in Hong Kong. Second, and perhaps more importantly, it givesgeneral medical practice in Hong Kong. Second, and perhaps more importantly, it givesgeneral medical practice in Hong Kong. Second, and perhaps more importantly, it gives

the Medical Council a new discretionary power which can be seen to be exercised openlythe Medical Council a new discretionary power which can be seen to be exercised openlythe Medical Council a new discretionary power which can be seen to be exercised openlythe Medical Council a new discretionary power which can be seen to be exercised openly

and fairly in the interest of our community.and fairly in the interest of our community.and fairly in the interest of our community.and fairly in the interest of our community.

The proposed limited registration scheme gives the Medical Council the power,The proposed limited registration scheme gives the Medical Council the power,The proposed limited registration scheme gives the Medical Council the power,The proposed limited registration scheme gives the Medical Council the power,

discretion and flexibility it needs:discretion and flexibility it needs:discretion and flexibility it needs:discretion and flexibility it needs:

---- to determine and promulgate where needs existto determine and promulgate where needs existto determine and promulgate where needs existto determine and promulgate where needs exist

---- to decide how many doctors to admitto decide how many doctors to admitto decide how many doctors to admitto decide how many doctors to admit

---- to desigto desigto desigto design what procedures to follown what procedures to follown what procedures to follown what procedures to follow

---- to decide which doctors to admit, or notto decide which doctors to admit, or notto decide which doctors to admit, or notto decide which doctors to admit, or not

---- to limit those doctors' place of practiceto limit those doctors' place of practiceto limit those doctors' place of practiceto limit those doctors' place of practice

---- to limit those doctors' period of practiceto limit those doctors' period of practiceto limit those doctors' period of practiceto limit those doctors' period of practice



---- to discipline those doctors no differently from fully registrableto discipline those doctors no differently from fully registrableto discipline those doctors no differently from fully registrableto discipline those doctors no differently from fully registrable

practitioners.practitioners.practitioners.practitioners.

ThuThuThuThus, the Bill empowers the Medical Council to meet all existing needs and anys, the Bill empowers the Medical Council to meet all existing needs and anys, the Bill empowers the Medical Council to meet all existing needs and anys, the Bill empowers the Medical Council to meet all existing needs and any

future needs which cannot be met or anticipated at this time. It enables the Medicalfuture needs which cannot be met or anticipated at this time. It enables the Medicalfuture needs which cannot be met or anticipated at this time. It enables the Medicalfuture needs which cannot be met or anticipated at this time. It enables the Medical

Council to regulate the scheme and to ensure that standards of medical care are notCouncil to regulate the scheme and to ensure that standards of medical care are notCouncil to regulate the scheme and to ensure that standards of medical care are notCouncil to regulate the scheme and to ensure that standards of medical care are not

compromised.compromised.compromised.compromised.

These are full and unfettered powers of discretion.  These are new powers thatThese are full and unfettered powers of discretion.  These are new powers thatThese are full and unfettered powers of discretion.  These are new powers thatThese are full and unfettered powers of discretion.  These are new powers that

the Medical Council and the medical profession have sought and these are new powersthe Medical Council and the medical profession have sought and these are new powersthe Medical Council and the medical profession have sought and these are new powersthe Medical Council and the medical profession have sought and these are new powers

they should be given.  It is then for the Medical Council to show that they canthey should be given.  It is then for the Medical Council to show that they canthey should be given.  It is then for the Medical Council to show that they canthey should be given.  It is then for the Medical Council to show that they can

exercise these new powers responsibly and responsively.  It is also then time toexercise these new powers responsibly and responsively.  It is also then time toexercise these new powers responsibly and responsively.  It is also then time toexercise these new powers responsibly and responsively.  It is also then time to

review, and maybe to revise, the Medical Registration Ordinance in the light ofreview, and maybe to revise, the Medical Registration Ordinance in the light ofreview, and maybe to revise, the Medical Registration Ordinance in the light ofreview, and maybe to revise, the Medical Registration Ordinance in the light of

experience.experience.experience.experience.

The Bill marks the end of almost five years' efforts by the Administration toThe Bill marks the end of almost five years' efforts by the Administration toThe Bill marks the end of almost five years' efforts by the Administration toThe Bill marks the end of almost five years' efforts by the Administration to

seek a solution, to meet special needs. The Medical Council and the medical professionseek a solution, to meet special needs. The Medical Council and the medical professionseek a solution, to meet special needs. The Medical Council and the medical professionseek a solution, to meet special needs. The Medical Council and the medical profession

have rejected all our previous proposals.  These include:have rejected all our previous proposals.  These include:have rejected all our previous proposals.  These include:have rejected all our previous proposals.  These include:

---- asking the Medical Council to consider using their present powers ofasking the Medical Council to consider using their present powers ofasking the Medical Council to consider using their present powers ofasking the Medical Council to consider using their present powers of

discretiondiscretiondiscretiondiscretion

---- exempting from registration doctors exempting from registration doctors exempting from registration doctors exempting from registration doctors from accredited medical schoolsfrom accredited medical schoolsfrom accredited medical schoolsfrom accredited medical schools

---- exempting from registration doctors serving specific needs in the publicexempting from registration doctors serving specific needs in the publicexempting from registration doctors serving specific needs in the publicexempting from registration doctors serving specific needs in the public

interest.interest.interest.interest.

None was acceptable to the Medical Council.  Their concerns have been legion.None was acceptable to the Medical Council.  Their concerns have been legion.None was acceptable to the Medical Council.  Their concerns have been legion.None was acceptable to the Medical Council.  Their concerns have been legion.

This Bill and Committee stage amendments have addressed This Bill and Committee stage amendments have addressed This Bill and Committee stage amendments have addressed This Bill and Committee stage amendments have addressed all their legitimateall their legitimateall their legitimateall their legitimate

concerns.  Neither the Medical Council nor the medical profession need have any fearconcerns.  Neither the Medical Council nor the medical profession need have any fearconcerns.  Neither the Medical Council nor the medical profession need have any fearconcerns.  Neither the Medical Council nor the medical profession need have any fear

that droves of doctors trained outside Hong Kong will practise here.  It is up tothat droves of doctors trained outside Hong Kong will practise here.  It is up tothat droves of doctors trained outside Hong Kong will practise here.  It is up tothat droves of doctors trained outside Hong Kong will practise here.  It is up to

the Medical Council to set standards to determine numbers and to specify conditionsthe Medical Council to set standards to determine numbers and to specify conditionsthe Medical Council to set standards to determine numbers and to specify conditionsthe Medical Council to set standards to determine numbers and to specify conditions

as appropriate to specific cases in question.as appropriate to specific cases in question.as appropriate to specific cases in question.as appropriate to specific cases in question.

Hong Kong is an open society and, as mentioned by Mr BARROW, a caring community.Hong Kong is an open society and, as mentioned by Mr BARROW, a caring community.Hong Kong is an open society and, as mentioned by Mr BARROW, a caring community.Hong Kong is an open society and, as mentioned by Mr BARROW, a caring community.

There is no room for protectionism, no room for self-interest.  There are noThere is no room for protectionism, no room for self-interest.  There are noThere is no room for protectionism, no room for self-interest.  There are noThere is no room for protectionism, no room for self-interest.  There are no

reasonable or rational grounds to oppose the passage of this Bill.  So, let us delayreasonable or rational grounds to oppose the passage of this Bill.  So, let us delayreasonable or rational grounds to oppose the passage of this Bill.  So, let us delayreasonable or rational grounds to oppose the passage of this Bill.  So, let us delay



no more!  Let us put aside personal and professional interests in the best interestno more!  Let us put aside personal and professional interests in the best interestno more!  Let us put aside personal and professional interests in the best interestno more!  Let us put aside personal and professional interests in the best interest

of our community and Hong Kong as a whole!  Our inability to meet the special needsof our community and Hong Kong as a whole!  Our inability to meet the special needsof our community and Hong Kong as a whole!  Our inability to meet the special needsof our community and Hong Kong as a whole!  Our inability to meet the special needs

of our community does Hong Kong no credit.of our community does Hong Kong no credit.of our community does Hong Kong no credit.of our community does Hong Kong no credit.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I commend to this Council the Bill andMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I commend to this Council the Bill andMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I commend to this Council the Bill andMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I commend to this Council the Bill and

the ad hoc group's proposed Committee stage amendments.the ad hoc group's proposed Committee stage amendments.the ad hoc group's proposed Committee stage amendments.the ad hoc group's proposed Committee stage amendments.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put.

Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Ayes" had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Ayes" had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Ayes" had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Ayes" had it.

DR LEONG CHE-HUNG:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.DR LEONG CHE-HUNG:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.DR LEONG CHE-HUNG:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.DR LEONG CHE-HUNG:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring

for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As Members are familiar with the voting procedure, would youDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As Members are familiar with the voting procedure, would youDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As Members are familiar with the voting procedure, would youDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As Members are familiar with the voting procedure, would you

please proceed to vote?  I will check with you before the result is displayed.please proceed to vote?  I will check with you before the result is displayed.please proceed to vote?  I will check with you before the result is displayed.please proceed to vote?  I will check with you before the result is displayed.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Does any Member have a query before the results are displayed?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Does any Member have a query before the results are displayed?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Does any Member have a query before the results are displayed?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Does any Member have a query before the results are displayed?

If not, the results will be displayed.If not, the results will be displayed.If not, the results will be displayed.If not, the results will be displayed.

The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,

Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, MrMrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, MrMrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, MrMrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr

TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Martin BARROW, MrsTAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Martin BARROW, MrsTAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Martin BARROW, MrsTAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs

Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, ProfMiriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, ProfMiriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, ProfMiriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof

Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong,Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong,Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong,Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong,

Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Timothy HA, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat,Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Timothy HA, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat,Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Timothy HA, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat,Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Timothy HA, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat,

Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, MrMr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, MrMr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, MrMr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Mr

TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum, Mr Howard YOUNG and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted for the motion.TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum, Mr Howard YOUNG and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted for the motion.TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum, Mr Howard YOUNG and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted for the motion.TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum, Mr Howard YOUNG and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted for the motion.



Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Dr LEONG Che-hung, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr EricMr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Dr LEONG Che-hung, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr EricMr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Dr LEONG Che-hung, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr EricMr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Dr LEONG Che-hung, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Eric

LI and Dr Samuel WONG voted against the motion.LI and Dr Samuel WONG voted against the motion.LI and Dr Samuel WONG voted against the motion.LI and Dr Samuel WONG voted against the motion.

Mrs Peggy LAM, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAUMrs Peggy LAM, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAUMrs Peggy LAM, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAUMrs Peggy LAM, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU

Chin-shek and Mr James TO abstained.Chin-shek and Mr James TO abstained.Chin-shek and Mr James TO abstained.Chin-shek and Mr James TO abstained.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 38 votes for the motion and six votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 38 votes for the motion and six votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 38 votes for the motion and six votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 38 votes for the motion and six votes

against it.  He therefore declared that the motion on the Second Reading of the Billagainst it.  He therefore declared that the motion on the Second Reading of the Billagainst it.  He therefore declared that the motion on the Second Reading of the Billagainst it.  He therefore declared that the motion on the Second Reading of the Bill

was carried.was carried.was carried.was carried.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

Committee stage of BillsCommittee stage of BillsCommittee stage of BillsCommittee stage of Bills

Council went into Committee.Council went into Committee.Council went into Committee.Council went into Committee.

INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992

Clauses 1 to 3 and 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 and 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 and 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 and 5 were agreed to.

Clause 4Clause 4Clause 4Clause 4

DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, clause 4 refers to personal allowance.DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, clause 4 refers to personal allowance.DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, clause 4 refers to personal allowance.DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, clause 4 refers to personal allowance.

The UDHK are of the view that the personal allowance is too low especially when weThe UDHK are of the view that the personal allowance is too low especially when weThe UDHK are of the view that the personal allowance is too low especially when weThe UDHK are of the view that the personal allowance is too low especially when we

have massive budget surpluses.  The Financial Secretary should withdraw this Billhave massive budget surpluses.  The Financial Secretary should withdraw this Billhave massive budget surpluses.  The Financial Secretary should withdraw this Billhave massive budget surpluses.  The Financial Secretary should withdraw this Bill

and reintroduce it with an amendment to raise the amount of personal allowance.and reintroduce it with an amendment to raise the amount of personal allowance.and reintroduce it with an amendment to raise the amount of personal allowance.and reintroduce it with an amendment to raise the amount of personal allowance.

Therefore, we can hardly support this clause which relates to personal allowance.Therefore, we can hardly support this clause which relates to personal allowance.Therefore, we can hardly support this clause which relates to personal allowance.Therefore, we can hardly support this clause which relates to personal allowance.

While on the one hand we cannot propose an amendment to this clause because of theWhile on the one hand we cannot propose an amendment to this clause because of theWhile on the one hand we cannot propose an amendment to this clause because of theWhile on the one hand we cannot propose an amendment to this clause because of the

reasons I mentioned earlier on, we cannot oppose it either on the other as so doingreasons I mentioned earlier on, we cannot oppose it either on the other as so doingreasons I mentioned earlier on, we cannot oppose it either on the other as so doingreasons I mentioned earlier on, we cannot oppose it either on the other as so doing

will keep the allowance at the presently more unreasonable level of $41,000.  As awill keep the allowance at the presently more unreasonable level of $41,000.  As awill keep the allowance at the presently more unreasonable level of $41,000.  As awill keep the allowance at the presently more unreasonable level of $41,000.  As a

result, the UDHK can only abstain at this stage in order to express our resentmentresult, the UDHK can only abstain at this stage in order to express our resentmentresult, the UDHK can only abstain at this stage in order to express our resentmentresult, the UDHK can only abstain at this stage in order to express our resentment

against this clause and refusal to support it.  I will call for a division when thisagainst this clause and refusal to support it.  I will call for a division when thisagainst this clause and refusal to support it.  I will call for a division when thisagainst this clause and refusal to support it.  I will call for a division when this



clause is put to the vote so that our stance be recorded in Hansard.  Thank you.clause is put to the vote so that our stance be recorded in Hansard.  Thank you.clause is put to the vote so that our stance be recorded in Hansard.  Thank you.clause is put to the vote so that our stance be recorded in Hansard.  Thank you.

Question on clause 4 proposed and put.Question on clause 4 proposed and put.Question on clause 4 proposed and put.Question on clause 4 proposed and put.

Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.

THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the "Ayes" had it.THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the "Ayes" had it.THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the "Ayes" had it.THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the "Ayes" had it.

DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Chairman,  I claim a division.DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Chairman,  I claim a division.DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Chairman,  I claim a division.DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Chairman,  I claim a division.

THE CHAIRMAN:   Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring forTHE CHAIRMAN:   Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring forTHE CHAIRMAN:   Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring forTHE CHAIRMAN:   Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring for

three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.

THE CHAIRMAN:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?THE CHAIRMAN:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?THE CHAIRMAN:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?THE CHAIRMAN:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?

THE CHAIRMAN:  Before the results are displayed, do Members have any queries?   TheTHE CHAIRMAN:  Before the results are displayed, do Members have any queries?   TheTHE CHAIRMAN:  Before the results are displayed, do Members have any queries?   TheTHE CHAIRMAN:  Before the results are displayed, do Members have any queries?   The

result will now be displayed.result will now be displayed.result will now be displayed.result will now be displayed.

The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,

Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Andrew WONG, MrMrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Andrew WONG, MrMrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Andrew WONG, MrMrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr

LAU Wong-fat, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU,LAU Wong-fat, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU,LAU Wong-fat, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU,LAU Wong-fat, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU,

Dr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr MosesDr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr MosesDr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr MosesDr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses

CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Mr Eric LI,CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Mr Eric LI,CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Mr Eric LI,CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Mr Eric LI,

Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion.Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion.Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion.Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion.

Mr PANG Chun-hoi and Mr TAM Yiu-chung voted against the motion.Mr PANG Chun-hoi and Mr TAM Yiu-chung voted against the motion.Mr PANG Chun-hoi and Mr TAM Yiu-chung voted against the motion.Mr PANG Chun-hoi and Mr TAM Yiu-chung voted against the motion.

Mr SZETO Wah, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood,Mr SZETO Wah, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood,Mr SZETO Wah, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood,Mr SZETO Wah, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood,

Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU,Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU,Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU,Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU,

Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNGMr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNGMr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNGMr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG

Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin abstained.Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin abstained.Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin abstained.Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin abstained.



THE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 28 votes for the motion and two votes againstTHE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 28 votes for the motion and two votes againstTHE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 28 votes for the motion and two votes againstTHE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 28 votes for the motion and two votes against

it.  He therefore declared that the motion that clause 4 stand part of the Bill wasit.  He therefore declared that the motion that clause 4 stand part of the Bill wasit.  He therefore declared that the motion that clause 4 stand part of the Bill wasit.  He therefore declared that the motion that clause 4 stand part of the Bill was

carried.carried.carried.carried.

DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Clauses 1 to 5 and 7 to 20 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 and 7 to 20 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 and 7 to 20 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 and 7 to 20 were agreed to.

Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 6 be amended as set out in theFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 6 be amended as set out in theFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 6 be amended as set out in theFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 6 be amended as set out in the

paper circulated to Members.paper circulated to Members.paper circulated to Members.paper circulated to Members.

The Bill, if enacted, will exempt frThe Bill, if enacted, will exempt frThe Bill, if enacted, will exempt frThe Bill, if enacted, will exempt from duty on diesel fuel franchised busesom duty on diesel fuel franchised busesom duty on diesel fuel franchised busesom duty on diesel fuel franchised buses

running on routes specified under the Public Bus Services Ordinance.  This willrunning on routes specified under the Public Bus Services Ordinance.  This willrunning on routes specified under the Public Bus Services Ordinance.  This willrunning on routes specified under the Public Bus Services Ordinance.  This will

replace the previous arrangement under which franchised bus companies received areplace the previous arrangement under which franchised bus companies received areplace the previous arrangement under which franchised bus companies received areplace the previous arrangement under which franchised bus companies received a

partial refund in respect of duty paid. The Administration considered the possibilitypartial refund in respect of duty paid. The Administration considered the possibilitypartial refund in respect of duty paid. The Administration considered the possibilitypartial refund in respect of duty paid. The Administration considered the possibility

of increasing the refund to 100%.  But it will be easier to administer and to monitorof increasing the refund to 100%.  But it will be easier to administer and to monitorof increasing the refund to 100%.  But it will be easier to administer and to monitorof increasing the refund to 100%.  But it will be easier to administer and to monitor

a system of simple exemption.a system of simple exemption.a system of simple exemption.a system of simple exemption.

A practical difficulty, however, arises in the case of the New Lantau Bus Company.A practical difficulty, however, arises in the case of the New Lantau Bus Company.A practical difficulty, however, arises in the case of the New Lantau Bus Company.A practical difficulty, however, arises in the case of the New Lantau Bus Company.

This company's buses are used for part of the day on specified routes, and for partThis company's buses are used for part of the day on specified routes, and for partThis company's buses are used for part of the day on specified routes, and for partThis company's buses are used for part of the day on specified routes, and for part

of the day on non-specified routes.  It would be impossible for these buses to changeof the day on non-specified routes.  It would be impossible for these buses to changeof the day on non-specified routes.  It would be impossible for these buses to changeof the day on non-specified routes.  It would be impossible for these buses to change

from duty-free to dutiable fuel during the course of the day, or for such a systemfrom duty-free to dutiable fuel during the course of the day, or for such a systemfrom duty-free to dutiable fuel during the course of the day, or for such a systemfrom duty-free to dutiable fuel during the course of the day, or for such a system

to be monitored.  The effect of the amendment, therefore, will be to allow the refundto be monitored.  The effect of the amendment, therefore, will be to allow the refundto be monitored.  The effect of the amendment, therefore, will be to allow the refundto be monitored.  The effect of the amendment, therefore, will be to allow the refund

system to be maintained in respect of this particular company, with the level of refundsystem to be maintained in respect of this particular company, with the level of refundsystem to be maintained in respect of this particular company, with the level of refundsystem to be maintained in respect of this particular company, with the level of refund

being increased to 100%.being increased to 100%.being increased to 100%.being increased to 100%.

Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendment

Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6



That clause 6 be amended by deleting paragraph (h) and substituting --That clause 6 be amended by deleting paragraph (h) and substituting --That clause 6 be amended by deleting paragraph (h) and substituting --That clause 6 be amended by deleting paragraph (h) and substituting --

"(h)"(h)"(h)"(h) in paragraph 2 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 perin paragraph 2 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 perin paragraph 2 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 perin paragraph 2 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 per

litre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the grantee" andlitre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the grantee" andlitre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the grantee" andlitre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the grantee" and

substituting -substituting -substituting -substituting -

"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the

Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";

(ha)(ha)(ha)(ha) in paragraph 3 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 perin paragraph 3 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 perin paragraph 3 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 perin paragraph 3 of Part III by repealing "a sum amounting to $0.65 per

litre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the Corporation" andlitre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the Corporation" andlitre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the Corporation" andlitre of the light diesel oil so used shall be refunded to the Corporation" and

substituting -substituting -substituting -substituting -

"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the"a refund of duty paid on the light diesel oil so used may be granted by the

Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";".Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";".Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";".Commissioner and subject to such conditions as the Commissioner may specify";".

Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clause 6, as amended, proposed put and agreed to.Question on clause 6, as amended, proposed put and agreed to.Question on clause 6, as amended, proposed put and agreed to.Question on clause 6, as amended, proposed put and agreed to.

STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992

Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.

ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.

MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Clauses 1, 3, 4 and 6 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3, 4 and 6 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3, 4 and 6 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3, 4 and 6 were agreed to.

Clauses 2, 5 and 7Clauses 2, 5 and 7Clauses 2, 5 and 7Clauses 2, 5 and 7

MR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 5 and 7 be amended as set outMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 5 and 7 be amended as set outMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 5 and 7 be amended as set outMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 5 and 7 be amended as set out

under my name in the paper circulated to Members.under my name in the paper circulated to Members.under my name in the paper circulated to Members.under my name in the paper circulated to Members.



The amendments are mainly to ensure that the proposed scheme will opThe amendments are mainly to ensure that the proposed scheme will opThe amendments are mainly to ensure that the proposed scheme will opThe amendments are mainly to ensure that the proposed scheme will operate on theerate on theerate on theerate on the

basis of the consensus of the five principles I mentioned just now in my speech onbasis of the consensus of the five principles I mentioned just now in my speech onbasis of the consensus of the five principles I mentioned just now in my speech onbasis of the consensus of the five principles I mentioned just now in my speech on

the resumption of the Second Reading debate.  A new definition of "limitedthe resumption of the Second Reading debate.  A new definition of "limitedthe resumption of the Second Reading debate.  A new definition of "limitedthe resumption of the Second Reading debate.  A new definition of "limited

registration" and amendment to the existing definitions of "registration" andregistration" and amendment to the existing definitions of "registration" andregistration" and amendment to the existing definitions of "registration" andregistration" and amendment to the existing definitions of "registration" and

"register" in clause 2 are intended to make it absolutely clear that the medical"register" in clause 2 are intended to make it absolutely clear that the medical"register" in clause 2 are intended to make it absolutely clear that the medical"register" in clause 2 are intended to make it absolutely clear that the medical

practitioner granted limited registration under section 14A is subject to the samepractitioner granted limited registration under section 14A is subject to the samepractitioner granted limited registration under section 14A is subject to the samepractitioner granted limited registration under section 14A is subject to the same

disciplinary provisions as any other medical practitioner registered under sectiondisciplinary provisions as any other medical practitioner registered under sectiondisciplinary provisions as any other medical practitioner registered under sectiondisciplinary provisions as any other medical practitioner registered under section

14.14.14.14.

To protectTo protectTo protectTo protect the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications, the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications, the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications, the Medical Council from inundation by opportunistic applications,

an additional subsection proposes to enable the Medical Council, having regard toan additional subsection proposes to enable the Medical Council, having regard toan additional subsection proposes to enable the Medical Council, having regard toan additional subsection proposes to enable the Medical Council, having regard to

any representations made to it, to determine and promulgate the employment or typeany representations made to it, to determine and promulgate the employment or typeany representations made to it, to determine and promulgate the employment or typeany representations made to it, to determine and promulgate the employment or type

of employment for which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.of employment for which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.of employment for which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.of employment for which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.

Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendments

Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2

That clause 2 be amended by deleting the clause and substituting --That clause 2 be amended by deleting the clause and substituting --That clause 2 be amended by deleting the clause and substituting --That clause 2 be amended by deleting the clause and substituting --

"2."2."2."2. InterpretationInterpretationInterpretationInterpretation

Section 2 of the Medical Registration Ordinance (Cap. 161) is amended -Section 2 of the Medical Registration Ordinance (Cap. 161) is amended -Section 2 of the Medical Registration Ordinance (Cap. 161) is amended -Section 2 of the Medical Registration Ordinance (Cap. 161) is amended -

(a)(a)(a)(a) by adding after the definition of "Licentiate" -by adding after the definition of "Licentiate" -by adding after the definition of "Licentiate" -by adding after the definition of "Licentiate" -

""limited registration" means registration limited in accordance with section 14A""limited registration" means registration limited in accordance with section 14A""limited registration" means registration limited in accordance with section 14A""limited registration" means registration limited in accordance with section 14A

in respect of the period for which and the employment for the purposes of which itin respect of the period for which and the employment for the purposes of which itin respect of the period for which and the employment for the purposes of which itin respect of the period for which and the employment for the purposes of which it

has effect;"; andhas effect;"; andhas effect;"; andhas effect;"; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) in the definition of "registration" and "registered" by adding "or 14A" afterin the definition of "registration" and "registered" by adding "or 14A" afterin the definition of "registration" and "registered" by adding "or 14A" afterin the definition of "registration" and "registered" by adding "or 14A" after

"14"."."14"."."14"."."14".".



Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5

That clause 5 be amended, in the proposed new section 14A --That clause 5 be amended, in the proposed new section 14A --That clause 5 be amended, in the proposed new section 14A --That clause 5 be amended, in the proposed new section 14A --

(a)(a)(a)(a) by adding before subsection (1) -by adding before subsection (1) -by adding before subsection (1) -by adding before subsection (1) -

"(1A)"(1A)"(1A)"(1A) The Council, having regard to any repreThe Council, having regard to any repreThe Council, having regard to any repreThe Council, having regard to any representations made to it, may determinesentations made to it, may determinesentations made to it, may determinesentations made to it, may determine

and promulgate from time to time the employment or type of employment in respect ofand promulgate from time to time the employment or type of employment in respect ofand promulgate from time to time the employment or type of employment in respect ofand promulgate from time to time the employment or type of employment in respect of

which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.";which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.";which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.";which limited registration is appropriate or necessary.";

(b)(b)(b)(b) by deleting subsection (1)(a) and substituting -by deleting subsection (1)(a) and substituting -by deleting subsection (1)(a) and substituting -by deleting subsection (1)(a) and substituting -

"(a)"(a)"(a)"(a) that he has beenthat he has beenthat he has beenthat he has been selected for employment or for a type of employment selected for employment or for a type of employment selected for employment or for a type of employment selected for employment or for a type of employment

determined and promulgated by the Council under subsection (1A);";determined and promulgated by the Council under subsection (1A);";determined and promulgated by the Council under subsection (1A);";determined and promulgated by the Council under subsection (1A);";

(c)(c)(c)(c) in subsection (1)(b) by deleting "some" and substituting "an";in subsection (1)(b) by deleting "some" and substituting "an";in subsection (1)(b) by deleting "some" and substituting "an";in subsection (1)(b) by deleting "some" and substituting "an";

(d)(d)(d)(d) in subsection (1)(c) by deleting "not less than 2 years'" andin subsection (1)(c) by deleting "not less than 2 years'" andin subsection (1)(c) by deleting "not less than 2 years'" andin subsection (1)(c) by deleting "not less than 2 years'" and substituting substituting substituting substituting

"adequate and relevant";"adequate and relevant";"adequate and relevant";"adequate and relevant";

(e)(e)(e)(e) in subsection (3) by deleting "renewal of such application" and substitutingin subsection (3) by deleting "renewal of such application" and substitutingin subsection (3) by deleting "renewal of such application" and substitutingin subsection (3) by deleting "renewal of such application" and substituting

"renewal of such registration";"renewal of such registration";"renewal of such registration";"renewal of such registration";

(f)(f)(f)(f) in subsection (3)(b) by deleting "a limited registration is either notin subsection (3)(b) by deleting "a limited registration is either notin subsection (3)(b) by deleting "a limited registration is either notin subsection (3)(b) by deleting "a limited registration is either not

appropriate or not necessary" and substituting "limited registration is no longerappropriate or not necessary" and substituting "limited registration is no longerappropriate or not necessary" and substituting "limited registration is no longerappropriate or not necessary" and substituting "limited registration is no longer

appropriate or necessary";appropriate or necessary";appropriate or necessary";appropriate or necessary";

(g)(g)(g)(g) in subsection (3)(c) by deleting "just and equitable" and substitutingin subsection (3)(c) by deleting "just and equitable" and substitutingin subsection (3)(c) by deleting "just and equitable" and substitutingin subsection (3)(c) by deleting "just and equitable" and substituting

"reasonable";"reasonable";"reasonable";"reasonable";

(h)(h)(h)(h) in subsection (4) by deleting "Registrar" and substituting "Secretary".in subsection (4) by deleting "Registrar" and substituting "Secretary".in subsection (4) by deleting "Registrar" and substituting "Secretary".in subsection (4) by deleting "Registrar" and substituting "Secretary".

Clause 7(b)Clause 7(b)Clause 7(b)Clause 7(b)

That clause 7(b) be amended by deleting the proposed new subsection (4A) andThat clause 7(b) be amended by deleting the proposed new subsection (4A) andThat clause 7(b) be amended by deleting the proposed new subsection (4A) andThat clause 7(b) be amended by deleting the proposed new subsection (4A) and



substituting --substituting --substituting --substituting --

"(4A)"(4A)"(4A)"(4A) Where a practising certificate for limited registration is issued or renewedWhere a practising certificate for limited registration is issued or renewedWhere a practising certificate for limited registration is issued or renewedWhere a practising certificate for limited registration is issued or renewed

under section 14A, the certificate shall, subject to subsection (5), be in force forunder section 14A, the certificate shall, subject to subsection (5), be in force forunder section 14A, the certificate shall, subject to subsection (5), be in force forunder section 14A, the certificate shall, subject to subsection (5), be in force for

the period specified in the certificate.".the period specified in the certificate.".the period specified in the certificate.".the period specified in the certificate.".

Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clauses 2, 5 and 7, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2, 5 and 7, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2, 5 and 7, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2, 5 and 7, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.

New clause 8New clause 8New clause 8New clause 8 Unlawful use of title etc. and practice without Unlawful use of title etc. and practice without Unlawful use of title etc. and practice without Unlawful use of title etc. and practice without registrationregistrationregistrationregistration

Clause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant

to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).

Question on the Second Reading of the clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the clause proposed, put and agreed to.

Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.

Proposed additionProposed additionProposed additionProposed addition

New clause 8New clause 8New clause 8New clause 8

That the Bill be amended by adding after clause 7 --That the Bill be amended by adding after clause 7 --That the Bill be amended by adding after clause 7 --That the Bill be amended by adding after clause 7 --

"8."8."8."8. Unlawful use of title etc. and practice without registrationUnlawful use of title etc. and practice without registrationUnlawful use of title etc. and practice without registrationUnlawful use of title etc. and practice without registration

Section 28 is amended by adding after subsection (4) -Section 28 is amended by adding after subsection (4) -Section 28 is amended by adding after subsection (4) -Section 28 is amended by adding after subsection (4) -

"(4A)"(4A)"(4A)"(4A) Any person with limited registration who wilfully and falsely preteAny person with limited registration who wilfully and falsely preteAny person with limited registration who wilfully and falsely preteAny person with limited registration who wilfully and falsely pretends tonds tonds tonds to

be qualified, or takes or uses any name or title implying that he is qualified, tobe qualified, or takes or uses any name or title implying that he is qualified, tobe qualified, or takes or uses any name or title implying that he is qualified, tobe qualified, or takes or uses any name or title implying that he is qualified, to

practise medicine or surgery or to be registered, beyond the limits defined in apractise medicine or surgery or to be registered, beyond the limits defined in apractise medicine or surgery or to be registered, beyond the limits defined in apractise medicine or surgery or to be registered, beyond the limits defined in a

direction under section 14A(1) or (6) relating to that registration commits an offencedirection under section 14A(1) or (6) relating to that registration commits an offencedirection under section 14A(1) or (6) relating to that registration commits an offencedirection under section 14A(1) or (6) relating to that registration commits an offence

and is liable on summary conviction to a fine of $10,000 and to imprisonment for 6and is liable on summary conviction to a fine of $10,000 and to imprisonment for 6and is liable on summary conviction to a fine of $10,000 and to imprisonment for 6and is liable on summary conviction to a fine of $10,000 and to imprisonment for 6

months.months.months.months.

(4B)(4B)(4B)(4B) For the purposes of this section and section 32, a person with limitedFor the purposes of this section and section 32, a person with limitedFor the purposes of this section and section 32, a person with limitedFor the purposes of this section and section 32, a person with limited



registration shall be deemed not to have been registered insofar as his registrationregistration shall be deemed not to have been registered insofar as his registrationregistration shall be deemed not to have been registered insofar as his registrationregistration shall be deemed not to have been registered insofar as his registration

does not have effect under section 14A.".".does not have effect under section 14A.".".does not have effect under section 14A.".".does not have effect under section 14A.".".

Question on the additon of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the additon of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the additon of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the additon of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.

Council then resumed.Council then resumed.Council then resumed.Council then resumed.

Third Reading of BillsThird Reading of BillsThird Reading of BillsThird Reading of Bills

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that theTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that theTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that theTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that the

DUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 and theDUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 and theDUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 and theDUTIABLE COMMODITIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 and the

MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992MEDICAL REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

had passed through Committee with amendments and thehad passed through Committee with amendments and thehad passed through Committee with amendments and thehad passed through Committee with amendments and the

INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992INLAND REVENUE (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992

STAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992 and theSTAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992 and theSTAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992 and theSTAMP DUTY (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) BILL 1992 and the

ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ENTERTAINMENTS TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

had passed through Committee without amendment.  He moved the Third Reading of thehad passed through Committee without amendment.  He moved the Third Reading of thehad passed through Committee without amendment.  He moved the Third Reading of thehad passed through Committee without amendment.  He moved the Third Reading of the

Bills.Bills.Bills.Bills.

Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.

Bills read the Third time and passed.Bills read the Third time and passed.Bills read the Third time and passed.Bills read the Third time and passed.

Member's motionsMember's motionsMember's motionsMember's motions

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  There are two Member's motions for debate in the Order Paper.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  There are two Member's motions for debate in the Order Paper.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  There are two Member's motions for debate in the Order Paper.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  There are two Member's motions for debate in the Order Paper.

Members have, in accordance with recent practice, agreed to place a voluntaryMembers have, in accordance with recent practice, agreed to place a voluntaryMembers have, in accordance with recent practice, agreed to place a voluntaryMembers have, in accordance with recent practice, agreed to place a voluntary

restraint on the length of speeches.  I would therefore hope to be in a position atrestraint on the length of speeches.  I would therefore hope to be in a position atrestraint on the length of speeches.  I would therefore hope to be in a position atrestraint on the length of speeches.  I would therefore hope to be in a position at

or before 7.40 pm to call on the Government for its speech.or before 7.40 pm to call on the Government for its speech.or before 7.40 pm to call on the Government for its speech.or before 7.40 pm to call on the Government for its speech.



SETTING UP OF AN INDEPENDENT INQUIRY ON THE BCCHK INCIDENTSETTING UP OF AN INDEPENDENT INQUIRY ON THE BCCHK INCIDENTSETTING UP OF AN INDEPENDENT INQUIRY ON THE BCCHK INCIDENTSETTING UP OF AN INDEPENDENT INQUIRY ON THE BCCHK INCIDENT

DR HUANG CHEN-YA moved the following motion:DR HUANG CHEN-YA moved the following motion:DR HUANG CHEN-YA moved the following motion:DR HUANG CHEN-YA moved the following motion:

"That this Council takes note of the reports issued by the Commissioner for"That this Council takes note of the reports issued by the Commissioner for"That this Council takes note of the reports issued by the Commissioner for"That this Council takes note of the reports issued by the Commissioner for

Administrative Complaints on the public complaints arising out of the Government'sAdministrative Complaints on the public complaints arising out of the Government'sAdministrative Complaints on the public complaints arising out of the Government'sAdministrative Complaints on the public complaints arising out of the Government's

handling of the failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong (BCCHK) and callshandling of the failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong (BCCHK) and callshandling of the failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong (BCCHK) and callshandling of the failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong (BCCHK) and calls

for an independent inquiry to investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether anyfor an independent inquiry to investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether anyfor an independent inquiry to investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether anyfor an independent inquiry to investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether any

further action needs to be taken, and to review the existing supervision mechanismfurther action needs to be taken, and to review the existing supervision mechanismfurther action needs to be taken, and to review the existing supervision mechanismfurther action needs to be taken, and to review the existing supervision mechanism

of the banking system."of the banking system."of the banking system."of the banking system."

DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the Bank of CreditDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the Bank of CreditDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the Bank of CreditDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the Bank of Credit

and Commerce Hong Kong Limited (BCCHK) has raised questions concerning howand Commerce Hong Kong Limited (BCCHK) has raised questions concerning howand Commerce Hong Kong Limited (BCCHK) has raised questions concerning howand Commerce Hong Kong Limited (BCCHK) has raised questions concerning how

multinational banks are to be supervised; it also has had a negative impact on themultinational banks are to be supervised; it also has had a negative impact on themultinational banks are to be supervised; it also has had a negative impact on themultinational banks are to be supervised; it also has had a negative impact on the

Government's credibility.  In view of this, I move to call upon the Government toGovernment's credibility.  In view of this, I move to call upon the Government toGovernment's credibility.  In view of this, I move to call upon the Government toGovernment's credibility.  In view of this, I move to call upon the Government to

set up an independent commission of inquiry that will look into the incident and thenset up an independent commission of inquiry that will look into the incident and thenset up an independent commission of inquiry that will look into the incident and thenset up an independent commission of inquiry that will look into the incident and then

take appropriate actions on the basis of its findings.  I would also like to urgetake appropriate actions on the basis of its findings.  I would also like to urgetake appropriate actions on the basis of its findings.  I would also like to urgetake appropriate actions on the basis of its findings.  I would also like to urge

the Government to review the existing Banking Ordinance.  I will talk about the reviewthe Government to review the existing Banking Ordinance.  I will talk about the reviewthe Government to review the existing Banking Ordinance.  I will talk about the reviewthe Government to review the existing Banking Ordinance.  I will talk about the review

of the existing Ordinance.  Three other members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong,of the existing Ordinance.  Three other members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong,of the existing Ordinance.  Three other members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong,of the existing Ordinance.  Three other members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong,

namely, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek and Dr YEUNG Sum, will be talking about whynamely, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek and Dr YEUNG Sum, will be talking about whynamely, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek and Dr YEUNG Sum, will be talking about whynamely, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek and Dr YEUNG Sum, will be talking about why

the incident must be further investigated and why an independent commission needsthe incident must be further investigated and why an independent commission needsthe incident must be further investigated and why an independent commission needsthe incident must be further investigated and why an independent commission needs

to be set up to carry out the tasks as described.to be set up to carry out the tasks as described.to be set up to carry out the tasks as described.to be set up to carry out the tasks as described.

Why do we need the investigation and review?  In the wake of the BCCI FinanceWhy do we need the investigation and review?  In the wake of the BCCI FinanceWhy do we need the investigation and review?  In the wake of the BCCI FinanceWhy do we need the investigation and review?  In the wake of the BCCI Finance

International Limited (BCCI) incident governments in many parts of the world reviewedInternational Limited (BCCI) incident governments in many parts of the world reviewedInternational Limited (BCCI) incident governments in many parts of the world reviewedInternational Limited (BCCI) incident governments in many parts of the world reviewed

their efforts at supervision and considered what improvements should be made.  Thetheir efforts at supervision and considered what improvements should be made.  Thetheir efforts at supervision and considered what improvements should be made.  Thetheir efforts at supervision and considered what improvements should be made.  The

British Parliament's Financial Committee took the Bank of England and otherBritish Parliament's Financial Committee took the Bank of England and otherBritish Parliament's Financial Committee took the Bank of England and otherBritish Parliament's Financial Committee took the Bank of England and other

countries' bank supervision agencies to task for failing in their duty.  It alsocountries' bank supervision agencies to task for failing in their duty.  It alsocountries' bank supervision agencies to task for failing in their duty.  It alsocountries' bank supervision agencies to task for failing in their duty.  It also

pointed out that the existing banking regulations were inadequate for purposes ofpointed out that the existing banking regulations were inadequate for purposes ofpointed out that the existing banking regulations were inadequate for purposes ofpointed out that the existing banking regulations were inadequate for purposes of

preventing bank laundering of drug and terrorist money and detecting fraud andpreventing bank laundering of drug and terrorist money and detecting fraud andpreventing bank laundering of drug and terrorist money and detecting fraud andpreventing bank laundering of drug and terrorist money and detecting fraud and

accordingly proposed six recommendations for improving bank supervision.  In theaccordingly proposed six recommendations for improving bank supervision.  In theaccordingly proposed six recommendations for improving bank supervision.  In theaccordingly proposed six recommendations for improving bank supervision.  In the

United States, too, the Federal Reserve Board recently tightened its supervision ofUnited States, too, the Federal Reserve Board recently tightened its supervision ofUnited States, too, the Federal Reserve Board recently tightened its supervision ofUnited States, too, the Federal Reserve Board recently tightened its supervision of

foreign banks.  By the same token, we need to find out what went wrong with our bankforeign banks.  By the same token, we need to find out what went wrong with our bankforeign banks.  By the same token, we need to find out what went wrong with our bankforeign banks.  By the same token, we need to find out what went wrong with our bank

supervision mechanism in the handling of the BCCHK incident, and the mechanism'ssupervision mechanism in the handling of the BCCHK incident, and the mechanism'ssupervision mechanism in the handling of the BCCHK incident, and the mechanism'ssupervision mechanism in the handling of the BCCHK incident, and the mechanism's

loopholes that were exploited by unlawful elements.  This will prevent history fromloopholes that were exploited by unlawful elements.  This will prevent history fromloopholes that were exploited by unlawful elements.  This will prevent history fromloopholes that were exploited by unlawful elements.  This will prevent history from



being repeated.  I see no justification whatsoever for Hong Kong to be complacentbeing repeated.  I see no justification whatsoever for Hong Kong to be complacentbeing repeated.  I see no justification whatsoever for Hong Kong to be complacentbeing repeated.  I see no justification whatsoever for Hong Kong to be complacent

by claiming that our bank supervision mechanism is already quite perfect, so thereby claiming that our bank supervision mechanism is already quite perfect, so thereby claiming that our bank supervision mechanism is already quite perfect, so thereby claiming that our bank supervision mechanism is already quite perfect, so there

is no need to make improvements or to learn a lesson from the BCCHK incident.is no need to make improvements or to learn a lesson from the BCCHK incident.is no need to make improvements or to learn a lesson from the BCCHK incident.is no need to make improvements or to learn a lesson from the BCCHK incident.

Dr Conrad LAM and Mr LAU Chin-shek will be making a further analysis of the BCCHKDr Conrad LAM and Mr LAU Chin-shek will be making a further analysis of the BCCHKDr Conrad LAM and Mr LAU Chin-shek will be making a further analysis of the BCCHKDr Conrad LAM and Mr LAU Chin-shek will be making a further analysis of the BCCHK

incident later on.  Here, I wish merely to raise a few points for my honourableincident later on.  Here, I wish merely to raise a few points for my honourableincident later on.  Here, I wish merely to raise a few points for my honourableincident later on.  Here, I wish merely to raise a few points for my honourable

colleagues' consideration.  On the Saturday in question, the Office of thecolleagues' consideration.  On the Saturday in question, the Office of thecolleagues' consideration.  On the Saturday in question, the Office of thecolleagues' consideration.  On the Saturday in question, the Office of the

Commissioner of Banking (OCB) in Hong Kong decided that the bank could remain openCommissioner of Banking (OCB) in Hong Kong decided that the bank could remain openCommissioner of Banking (OCB) in Hong Kong decided that the bank could remain openCommissioner of Banking (OCB) in Hong Kong decided that the bank could remain open

for business and issued a statement to reassure the depositors.  Yet, on the morningfor business and issued a statement to reassure the depositors.  Yet, on the morningfor business and issued a statement to reassure the depositors.  Yet, on the morningfor business and issued a statement to reassure the depositors.  Yet, on the morning

of 8 July, Monday, it changed its mind and decided to close the bank on the groundsof 8 July, Monday, it changed its mind and decided to close the bank on the groundsof 8 July, Monday, it changed its mind and decided to close the bank on the groundsof 8 July, Monday, it changed its mind and decided to close the bank on the grounds

that VISA had decided to block BCCHK credit cards; shareholders had failed to voicethat VISA had decided to block BCCHK credit cards; shareholders had failed to voicethat VISA had decided to block BCCHK credit cards; shareholders had failed to voicethat VISA had decided to block BCCHK credit cards; shareholders had failed to voice

clear support for the bank; and an additional provision of $100 million was neededclear support for the bank; and an additional provision of $100 million was neededclear support for the bank; and an additional provision of $100 million was neededclear support for the bank; and an additional provision of $100 million was needed

against some of the BCCHK's problem loans and against the BCCHK's trade financingagainst some of the BCCHK's problem loans and against the BCCHK's trade financingagainst some of the BCCHK's problem loans and against the BCCHK's trade financingagainst some of the BCCHK's problem loans and against the BCCHK's trade financing

with the rest of the BCCHK group.  On 9 July, the OCB discovered that the situationwith the rest of the BCCHK group.  On 9 July, the OCB discovered that the situationwith the rest of the BCCHK group.  On 9 July, the OCB discovered that the situationwith the rest of the BCCHK group.  On 9 July, the OCB discovered that the situation

was complicated by the position of the BCCHK's Luxembourg - based holding companywas complicated by the position of the BCCHK's Luxembourg - based holding companywas complicated by the position of the BCCHK's Luxembourg - based holding companywas complicated by the position of the BCCHK's Luxembourg - based holding company

which was about to be placed into administration.  The above clearly shows:which was about to be placed into administration.  The above clearly shows:which was about to be placed into administration.  The above clearly shows:which was about to be placed into administration.  The above clearly shows:

(1)(1)(1)(1) Over three long years from 1988 to 1991, despite knowing that there wereOver three long years from 1988 to 1991, despite knowing that there wereOver three long years from 1988 to 1991, despite knowing that there wereOver three long years from 1988 to 1991, despite knowing that there were

problems in the BCCHK, the OCB nevertheless failed to establish proper contacts withproblems in the BCCHK, the OCB nevertheless failed to establish proper contacts withproblems in the BCCHK, the OCB nevertheless failed to establish proper contacts withproblems in the BCCHK, the OCB nevertheless failed to establish proper contacts with

other regulatory bodies.  It simply had no idea that the BCCHK would fail or thatother regulatory bodies.  It simply had no idea that the BCCHK would fail or thatother regulatory bodies.  It simply had no idea that the BCCHK would fail or thatother regulatory bodies.  It simply had no idea that the BCCHK would fail or that

a whole string of problems would ensue in the wake of its failure.a whole string of problems would ensue in the wake of its failure.a whole string of problems would ensue in the wake of its failure.a whole string of problems would ensue in the wake of its failure.

(2)(2)(2)(2) Surprisingly, after three years under supervision, on 7 July, the authoritiesSurprisingly, after three years under supervision, on 7 July, the authoritiesSurprisingly, after three years under supervision, on 7 July, the authoritiesSurprisingly, after three years under supervision, on 7 July, the authorities

discovered that BCCHK had problem loans for which it had made no capital provisionsdiscovered that BCCHK had problem loans for which it had made no capital provisionsdiscovered that BCCHK had problem loans for which it had made no capital provisionsdiscovered that BCCHK had problem loans for which it had made no capital provisions

and in this year it was further found that the bank had unrecorded liabilities.and in this year it was further found that the bank had unrecorded liabilities.and in this year it was further found that the bank had unrecorded liabilities.and in this year it was further found that the bank had unrecorded liabilities.

According to press reports today, funds were moved around among phony accounts forAccording to press reports today, funds were moved around among phony accounts forAccording to press reports today, funds were moved around among phony accounts forAccording to press reports today, funds were moved around among phony accounts for

purposes of deception.  Very clearly, this shows deficiencies in supervision andpurposes of deception.  Very clearly, this shows deficiencies in supervision andpurposes of deception.  Very clearly, this shows deficiencies in supervision andpurposes of deception.  Very clearly, this shows deficiencies in supervision and

loopholes in the Ordinance.loopholes in the Ordinance.loopholes in the Ordinance.loopholes in the Ordinance.

(3)(3)(3)(3) When problems became so serious that the BCCHK had to be closed, how shouldWhen problems became so serious that the BCCHK had to be closed, how shouldWhen problems became so serious that the BCCHK had to be closed, how shouldWhen problems became so serious that the BCCHK had to be closed, how should

the Government act?  The Government in fact had had three years during which to thinkthe Government act?  The Government in fact had had three years during which to thinkthe Government act?  The Government in fact had had three years during which to thinkthe Government act?  The Government in fact had had three years during which to think

things over.  Yet, as it happened, the Government was completely at its wits' endthings over.  Yet, as it happened, the Government was completely at its wits' endthings over.  Yet, as it happened, the Government was completely at its wits' endthings over.  Yet, as it happened, the Government was completely at its wits' end

and made a mess of things by making the decisions and statements that harmed theand made a mess of things by making the decisions and statements that harmed theand made a mess of things by making the decisions and statements that harmed theand made a mess of things by making the decisions and statements that harmed the

interests of the depositors and impaired its own credibility.  Clearly, theinterests of the depositors and impaired its own credibility.  Clearly, theinterests of the depositors and impaired its own credibility.  Clearly, theinterests of the depositors and impaired its own credibility.  Clearly, the

Government simply did not have a crisis management system, nor a contingency plan.Government simply did not have a crisis management system, nor a contingency plan.Government simply did not have a crisis management system, nor a contingency plan.Government simply did not have a crisis management system, nor a contingency plan.

I am deeply convinced that every business firm, group and government department shouldI am deeply convinced that every business firm, group and government department shouldI am deeply convinced that every business firm, group and government department shouldI am deeply convinced that every business firm, group and government department should

have the knowledge and training of crisis management and contingency planning.  Lasthave the knowledge and training of crisis management and contingency planning.  Lasthave the knowledge and training of crisis management and contingency planning.  Lasthave the knowledge and training of crisis management and contingency planning.  Last

week, as we talked about the Daya Bay matter, I was greatly disturbed by theweek, as we talked about the Daya Bay matter, I was greatly disturbed by theweek, as we talked about the Daya Bay matter, I was greatly disturbed by theweek, as we talked about the Daya Bay matter, I was greatly disturbed by the



Government's totally ineffective contingency planning.  I feel that the GovernmentGovernment's totally ineffective contingency planning.  I feel that the GovernmentGovernment's totally ineffective contingency planning.  I feel that the GovernmentGovernment's totally ineffective contingency planning.  I feel that the Government

quite clearly must conduct a full review of things in the areas of crisis managementquite clearly must conduct a full review of things in the areas of crisis managementquite clearly must conduct a full review of things in the areas of crisis managementquite clearly must conduct a full review of things in the areas of crisis management

and contingency planning.and contingency planning.and contingency planning.and contingency planning.

Only after a detailed investigation and review of theOnly after a detailed investigation and review of theOnly after a detailed investigation and review of theOnly after a detailed investigation and review of the Government's handling of Government's handling of Government's handling of Government's handling of

the whole matter will it be known whether the OCB's manpower and other resources,the whole matter will it be known whether the OCB's manpower and other resources,the whole matter will it be known whether the OCB's manpower and other resources,the whole matter will it be known whether the OCB's manpower and other resources,

as well as the Ordinance, are adequate.  Only then will it be clear whether theas well as the Ordinance, are adequate.  Only then will it be clear whether theas well as the Ordinance, are adequate.  Only then will it be clear whether theas well as the Ordinance, are adequate.  Only then will it be clear whether the

Government had done its best but still could not succeed better in protecting theGovernment had done its best but still could not succeed better in protecting theGovernment had done its best but still could not succeed better in protecting theGovernment had done its best but still could not succeed better in protecting the

interests of the depositors.interests of the depositors.interests of the depositors.interests of the depositors.

The bank runs that hit Hong Kong in the 1960s and the 1980s were all to do withThe bank runs that hit Hong Kong in the 1960s and the 1980s were all to do withThe bank runs that hit Hong Kong in the 1960s and the 1980s were all to do withThe bank runs that hit Hong Kong in the 1960s and the 1980s were all to do with

local banks.  The BCCHK incident is an international problem.  In recent years, therelocal banks.  The BCCHK incident is an international problem.  In recent years, therelocal banks.  The BCCHK incident is an international problem.  In recent years, therelocal banks.  The BCCHK incident is an international problem.  In recent years, there

have all the time been new financial instruments making their debut.  Also,have all the time been new financial instruments making their debut.  Also,have all the time been new financial instruments making their debut.  Also,have all the time been new financial instruments making their debut.  Also,

competition between banks and other financial institutions has become intense.competition between banks and other financial institutions has become intense.competition between banks and other financial institutions has become intense.competition between banks and other financial institutions has become intense.

Because of this and the global economic slow-down, bank failures have been reportedBecause of this and the global economic slow-down, bank failures have been reportedBecause of this and the global economic slow-down, bank failures have been reportedBecause of this and the global economic slow-down, bank failures have been reported

from time to time and I am sure the BCCHK will not be the last one.  This is all thefrom time to time and I am sure the BCCHK will not be the last one.  This is all thefrom time to time and I am sure the BCCHK will not be the last one.  This is all thefrom time to time and I am sure the BCCHK will not be the last one.  This is all the

more necessary for us to learn from these painful lessons and revise the Ordinancemore necessary for us to learn from these painful lessons and revise the Ordinancemore necessary for us to learn from these painful lessons and revise the Ordinancemore necessary for us to learn from these painful lessons and revise the Ordinance

so that problems may be nipped in the bud.so that problems may be nipped in the bud.so that problems may be nipped in the bud.so that problems may be nipped in the bud.

In the area of bank supervision, I feel that we must particularly review (1) theIn the area of bank supervision, I feel that we must particularly review (1) theIn the area of bank supervision, I feel that we must particularly review (1) theIn the area of bank supervision, I feel that we must particularly review (1) the

supervision of foreign banks and (2) problems incidental to new financial instrumentssupervision of foreign banks and (2) problems incidental to new financial instrumentssupervision of foreign banks and (2) problems incidental to new financial instrumentssupervision of foreign banks and (2) problems incidental to new financial instruments

and operation.and operation.and operation.and operation.

Let us first look at problems relating to multinational banks.  Of the 161Let us first look at problems relating to multinational banks.  Of the 161Let us first look at problems relating to multinational banks.  Of the 161Let us first look at problems relating to multinational banks.  Of the 161

licensed banks in Hong Kong, only 30 are of local registry.  The BCCHK is a directlicensed banks in Hong Kong, only 30 are of local registry.  The BCCHK is a directlicensed banks in Hong Kong, only 30 are of local registry.  The BCCHK is a directlicensed banks in Hong Kong, only 30 are of local registry.  The BCCHK is a direct

subsidiary, not a branch, of the BCCI Holdings.  Still, this does not make it immunesubsidiary, not a branch, of the BCCI Holdings.  Still, this does not make it immunesubsidiary, not a branch, of the BCCI Holdings.  Still, this does not make it immunesubsidiary, not a branch, of the BCCI Holdings.  Still, this does not make it immune

to the effect of the failures of other banks in the BCCI group.  The Government hasto the effect of the failures of other banks in the BCCI group.  The Government hasto the effect of the failures of other banks in the BCCI group.  The Government hasto the effect of the failures of other banks in the BCCI group.  The Government has

indeed been paying attention to the business of the BCCI group and a College ofindeed been paying attention to the business of the BCCI group and a College ofindeed been paying attention to the business of the BCCI group and a College ofindeed been paying attention to the business of the BCCI group and a College of

Supervisors was set up in 1988.  Still, it has not been able over the past three yearsSupervisors was set up in 1988.  Still, it has not been able over the past three yearsSupervisors was set up in 1988.  Still, it has not been able over the past three yearsSupervisors was set up in 1988.  Still, it has not been able over the past three years

to handle the problems of the BCCHK properly.  The failure of the BCCHK has made usto handle the problems of the BCCHK properly.  The failure of the BCCHK has made usto handle the problems of the BCCHK properly.  The failure of the BCCHK has made usto handle the problems of the BCCHK properly.  The failure of the BCCHK has made us

realize that multinational banks are hard to supervise.  Also, where risk exposurerealize that multinational banks are hard to supervise.  Also, where risk exposurerealize that multinational banks are hard to supervise.  Also, where risk exposurerealize that multinational banks are hard to supervise.  Also, where risk exposure

is concerned, it is doubtful whether a line could be drawn between a branch bank andis concerned, it is doubtful whether a line could be drawn between a branch bank andis concerned, it is doubtful whether a line could be drawn between a branch bank andis concerned, it is doubtful whether a line could be drawn between a branch bank and

a subsidiary bank in times of trouble.  Both the United Kingdom and the United Statesa subsidiary bank in times of trouble.  Both the United Kingdom and the United Statesa subsidiary bank in times of trouble.  Both the United Kingdom and the United Statesa subsidiary bank in times of trouble.  Both the United Kingdom and the United States

have recently required foreign banks to form locally registered companies insteadhave recently required foreign banks to form locally registered companies insteadhave recently required foreign banks to form locally registered companies insteadhave recently required foreign banks to form locally registered companies instead

of opening branches.  From Hong Kong's experience, there is not much differenceof opening branches.  From Hong Kong's experience, there is not much differenceof opening branches.  From Hong Kong's experience, there is not much differenceof opening branches.  From Hong Kong's experience, there is not much difference

between a branch and a subsidiary where risk exposure is concerned.  This is somethingbetween a branch and a subsidiary where risk exposure is concerned.  This is somethingbetween a branch and a subsidiary where risk exposure is concerned.  This is somethingbetween a branch and a subsidiary where risk exposure is concerned.  This is something

we need to keep in view.we need to keep in view.we need to keep in view.we need to keep in view.



How can we supervise multinational banks?  Hong Kong now entrusts the supervisoryHow can we supervise multinational banks?  Hong Kong now entrusts the supervisoryHow can we supervise multinational banks?  Hong Kong now entrusts the supervisoryHow can we supervise multinational banks?  Hong Kong now entrusts the supervisory

responsibility to the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parentresponsibility to the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parentresponsibility to the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parentresponsibility to the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parent

companies.  Such being the case, we should ask: How strong is the supervisorycompanies.  Such being the case, we should ask: How strong is the supervisorycompanies.  Such being the case, we should ask: How strong is the supervisorycompanies.  Such being the case, we should ask: How strong is the supervisory

capability of the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parentcapability of the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parentcapability of the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parentcapability of the bank supervision agencies of the home countries of the parent

companies?  Do they apply the same criteria as those that are applied in Hong Kong?companies?  Do they apply the same criteria as those that are applied in Hong Kong?companies?  Do they apply the same criteria as those that are applied in Hong Kong?companies?  Do they apply the same criteria as those that are applied in Hong Kong?

For example, Luxembourg's bank supervision agency was obviously unable to superviseFor example, Luxembourg's bank supervision agency was obviously unable to superviseFor example, Luxembourg's bank supervision agency was obviously unable to superviseFor example, Luxembourg's bank supervision agency was obviously unable to supervise

the BCCI effectively.  Therefore, before allowing a multinational bank to open forthe BCCI effectively.  Therefore, before allowing a multinational bank to open forthe BCCI effectively.  Therefore, before allowing a multinational bank to open forthe BCCI effectively.  Therefore, before allowing a multinational bank to open for

business in Hong Kong, should we consider the professionalism of the regulatory agencybusiness in Hong Kong, should we consider the professionalism of the regulatory agencybusiness in Hong Kong, should we consider the professionalism of the regulatory agencybusiness in Hong Kong, should we consider the professionalism of the regulatory agency

of the place of incorporation of its parent company?  Should we consider introducingof the place of incorporation of its parent company?  Should we consider introducingof the place of incorporation of its parent company?  Should we consider introducingof the place of incorporation of its parent company?  Should we consider introducing

the new regulations that the Federal Reserve Board of the United States laid downthe new regulations that the Federal Reserve Board of the United States laid downthe new regulations that the Federal Reserve Board of the United States laid downthe new regulations that the Federal Reserve Board of the United States laid down

recently in the wake of the BCCI incident, requiring foreign banks to discloserecently in the wake of the BCCI incident, requiring foreign banks to discloserecently in the wake of the BCCI incident, requiring foreign banks to discloserecently in the wake of the BCCI incident, requiring foreign banks to disclose

information on their head companies with regard to the identity of the shareholders,information on their head companies with regard to the identity of the shareholders,information on their head companies with regard to the identity of the shareholders,information on their head companies with regard to the identity of the shareholders,

management, operations, financial status, means of supervision and internal policiesmanagement, operations, financial status, means of supervision and internal policiesmanagement, operations, financial status, means of supervision and internal policiesmanagement, operations, financial status, means of supervision and internal policies

and procedures, as well as information on the business of the parent companies andand procedures, as well as information on the business of the parent companies andand procedures, as well as information on the business of the parent companies andand procedures, as well as information on the business of the parent companies and

of the banks themselves?  Similarly the British Parliament recommended that allof the banks themselves?  Similarly the British Parliament recommended that allof the banks themselves?  Similarly the British Parliament recommended that allof the banks themselves?  Similarly the British Parliament recommended that all

foreign companies should submit annual reports on their internal accounting andforeign companies should submit annual reports on their internal accounting andforeign companies should submit annual reports on their internal accounting andforeign companies should submit annual reports on their internal accounting and

administrative standards.administrative standards.administrative standards.administrative standards.

A guideline laid down bA guideline laid down bA guideline laid down bA guideline laid down by the Basle Committee requires that a bank's capital ratioy the Basle Committee requires that a bank's capital ratioy the Basle Committee requires that a bank's capital ratioy the Basle Committee requires that a bank's capital ratio

must not be less than 8%.  However, different countries will apply different criteriamust not be less than 8%.  However, different countries will apply different criteriamust not be less than 8%.  However, different countries will apply different criteriamust not be less than 8%.  However, different countries will apply different criteria

to the computation of capital.  For instance, Japanese and British banks countto the computation of capital.  For instance, Japanese and British banks countto the computation of capital.  For instance, Japanese and British banks countto the computation of capital.  For instance, Japanese and British banks count

unrealized profits as capital.  Should Hong Kong join hands with other countries inunrealized profits as capital.  Should Hong Kong join hands with other countries inunrealized profits as capital.  Should Hong Kong join hands with other countries inunrealized profits as capital.  Should Hong Kong join hands with other countries in

laying down common criteria?  Or should Hong Kong apply its own proper criteria tolaying down common criteria?  Or should Hong Kong apply its own proper criteria tolaying down common criteria?  Or should Hong Kong apply its own proper criteria tolaying down common criteria?  Or should Hong Kong apply its own proper criteria to

all banks opening for business here in the future?  The Basle Agreement is not a pieceall banks opening for business here in the future?  The Basle Agreement is not a pieceall banks opening for business here in the future?  The Basle Agreement is not a pieceall banks opening for business here in the future?  The Basle Agreement is not a piece

of law.  Not all countries are necessarily observing it.  As a condition of allowingof law.  Not all countries are necessarily observing it.  As a condition of allowingof law.  Not all countries are necessarily observing it.  As a condition of allowingof law.  Not all countries are necessarily observing it.  As a condition of allowing

a foreign bank to operate in Hong Kong, should we require its head office to be subjecta foreign bank to operate in Hong Kong, should we require its head office to be subjecta foreign bank to operate in Hong Kong, should we require its head office to be subjecta foreign bank to operate in Hong Kong, should we require its head office to be subject

to regulatory control under the Agreement?to regulatory control under the Agreement?to regulatory control under the Agreement?to regulatory control under the Agreement?

Another problem revealed by the failure of the BCCHK is that, while it cAnother problem revealed by the failure of the BCCHK is that, while it cAnother problem revealed by the failure of the BCCHK is that, while it cAnother problem revealed by the failure of the BCCHK is that, while it can ownan ownan ownan own

a bank, a holding company itself is not subject to supervision by the OCB as the Bankinga bank, a holding company itself is not subject to supervision by the OCB as the Bankinga bank, a holding company itself is not subject to supervision by the OCB as the Bankinga bank, a holding company itself is not subject to supervision by the OCB as the Banking

Ordinance does not apply to such companies.  How great is the risk to which such aOrdinance does not apply to such companies.  How great is the risk to which such aOrdinance does not apply to such companies.  How great is the risk to which such aOrdinance does not apply to such companies.  How great is the risk to which such a

situation exposes the bank?  What kinds of problems will result from an unhealthysituation exposes the bank?  What kinds of problems will result from an unhealthysituation exposes the bank?  What kinds of problems will result from an unhealthysituation exposes the bank?  What kinds of problems will result from an unhealthy

holding company?  Should the OCB have regulatory control over the holding companiesholding company?  Should the OCB have regulatory control over the holding companiesholding company?  Should the OCB have regulatory control over the holding companiesholding company?  Should the OCB have regulatory control over the holding companies

of banks?  All these are questions that we should look into.of banks?  All these are questions that we should look into.of banks?  All these are questions that we should look into.of banks?  All these are questions that we should look into.

Supervision problems incidental to multinational companies aside, anotherSupervision problems incidental to multinational companies aside, anotherSupervision problems incidental to multinational companies aside, anotherSupervision problems incidental to multinational companies aside, another

problem is that the OCB's supervision of banking operations is being beset byproblem is that the OCB's supervision of banking operations is being beset byproblem is that the OCB's supervision of banking operations is being beset byproblem is that the OCB's supervision of banking operations is being beset by

difficulties stemmed from increasingly complex financial instruments and transactiondifficulties stemmed from increasingly complex financial instruments and transactiondifficulties stemmed from increasingly complex financial instruments and transactiondifficulties stemmed from increasingly complex financial instruments and transaction

channels.  Financial instruments are indeed becoming increasingly complex such thatchannels.  Financial instruments are indeed becoming increasingly complex such thatchannels.  Financial instruments are indeed becoming increasingly complex such thatchannels.  Financial instruments are indeed becoming increasingly complex such that



many transactions conducted by banks will not be shown in their statements of assetsmany transactions conducted by banks will not be shown in their statements of assetsmany transactions conducted by banks will not be shown in their statements of assetsmany transactions conducted by banks will not be shown in their statements of assets

and liabilities, for example, interest rate swaps and options, we need to examineand liabilities, for example, interest rate swaps and options, we need to examineand liabilities, for example, interest rate swaps and options, we need to examineand liabilities, for example, interest rate swaps and options, we need to examine

the market-place risk exposure and lay down a capital ratio requirement.  I know thatthe market-place risk exposure and lay down a capital ratio requirement.  I know thatthe market-place risk exposure and lay down a capital ratio requirement.  I know thatthe market-place risk exposure and lay down a capital ratio requirement.  I know that

the OCB has taken note of the problems and will release a consultative paper to invitethe OCB has taken note of the problems and will release a consultative paper to invitethe OCB has taken note of the problems and will release a consultative paper to invitethe OCB has taken note of the problems and will release a consultative paper to invite

public comments.  I hope that we will see satisfactory action.public comments.  I hope that we will see satisfactory action.public comments.  I hope that we will see satisfactory action.public comments.  I hope that we will see satisfactory action.

Foreign exchange risksForeign exchange risksForeign exchange risksForeign exchange risks

At present, 60% of all deposits in Hong Kong are made in foreign currencies, whileAt present, 60% of all deposits in Hong Kong are made in foreign currencies, whileAt present, 60% of all deposits in Hong Kong are made in foreign currencies, whileAt present, 60% of all deposits in Hong Kong are made in foreign currencies, while

80% of all loans are contracted in Hong Kong dollars.  Any exchange rate differential80% of all loans are contracted in Hong Kong dollars.  Any exchange rate differential80% of all loans are contracted in Hong Kong dollars.  Any exchange rate differential80% of all loans are contracted in Hong Kong dollars.  Any exchange rate differential

of the amount of foreign currency deposits and the amount of foreign currency loansof the amount of foreign currency deposits and the amount of foreign currency loansof the amount of foreign currency deposits and the amount of foreign currency loansof the amount of foreign currency deposits and the amount of foreign currency loans

can indeed be resolved by converting foreign currency deposits into Hong Kong dollarscan indeed be resolved by converting foreign currency deposits into Hong Kong dollarscan indeed be resolved by converting foreign currency deposits into Hong Kong dollarscan indeed be resolved by converting foreign currency deposits into Hong Kong dollars

through the foreign exchange market.  It is inevitable, however, that the banks willthrough the foreign exchange market.  It is inevitable, however, that the banks willthrough the foreign exchange market.  It is inevitable, however, that the banks willthrough the foreign exchange market.  It is inevitable, however, that the banks will

suffer from imbalance between its foreign currency assets and liabilities.  As asuffer from imbalance between its foreign currency assets and liabilities.  As asuffer from imbalance between its foreign currency assets and liabilities.  As asuffer from imbalance between its foreign currency assets and liabilities.  As a

result, the banks themselves must take the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates.result, the banks themselves must take the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates.result, the banks themselves must take the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates.result, the banks themselves must take the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates.

While such risk may cause financial problems for the banks, the OCB at this time doesWhile such risk may cause financial problems for the banks, the OCB at this time doesWhile such risk may cause financial problems for the banks, the OCB at this time doesWhile such risk may cause financial problems for the banks, the OCB at this time does

not have a guideline for the proper ratio with regard to foreign currency depositsnot have a guideline for the proper ratio with regard to foreign currency depositsnot have a guideline for the proper ratio with regard to foreign currency depositsnot have a guideline for the proper ratio with regard to foreign currency deposits

and loans.  The daily foreign exchange transactions in Hong Kong now amount to $30and loans.  The daily foreign exchange transactions in Hong Kong now amount to $30and loans.  The daily foreign exchange transactions in Hong Kong now amount to $30and loans.  The daily foreign exchange transactions in Hong Kong now amount to $30

billion.  For the settlement of such large amounts of foreign exchange transactions,billion.  For the settlement of such large amounts of foreign exchange transactions,billion.  For the settlement of such large amounts of foreign exchange transactions,billion.  For the settlement of such large amounts of foreign exchange transactions,

should Hong Kong consider setting up a central foreign exchange clearing house?  Suchshould Hong Kong consider setting up a central foreign exchange clearing house?  Suchshould Hong Kong consider setting up a central foreign exchange clearing house?  Suchshould Hong Kong consider setting up a central foreign exchange clearing house?  Such

a central foreign exchange clearing house can at least reduce the foreign exchangea central foreign exchange clearing house can at least reduce the foreign exchangea central foreign exchange clearing house can at least reduce the foreign exchangea central foreign exchange clearing house can at least reduce the foreign exchange

risk exposures of the individual banks.  The Basle Committee has already laid downrisk exposures of the individual banks.  The Basle Committee has already laid downrisk exposures of the individual banks.  The Basle Committee has already laid downrisk exposures of the individual banks.  The Basle Committee has already laid down

a set of criteria for central foreign exchange transaction settlement, with thea set of criteria for central foreign exchange transaction settlement, with thea set of criteria for central foreign exchange transaction settlement, with thea set of criteria for central foreign exchange transaction settlement, with the

objective of turning them into global settlement criteria.  I feel that theobjective of turning them into global settlement criteria.  I feel that theobjective of turning them into global settlement criteria.  I feel that theobjective of turning them into global settlement criteria.  I feel that the

Government should also carry out a review in this area to see how the foreign exchangeGovernment should also carry out a review in this area to see how the foreign exchangeGovernment should also carry out a review in this area to see how the foreign exchangeGovernment should also carry out a review in this area to see how the foreign exchange

risk exposure of the local banks can be reduced.risk exposure of the local banks can be reduced.risk exposure of the local banks can be reduced.risk exposure of the local banks can be reduced.

Deposits and loansDeposits and loansDeposits and loansDeposits and loans

Differences between deposit and loan maturities can lead to liquidity problemsDifferences between deposit and loan maturities can lead to liquidity problemsDifferences between deposit and loan maturities can lead to liquidity problemsDifferences between deposit and loan maturities can lead to liquidity problems

for banks.  In Hong Kong, deposits usually are short-term ones maturing in threefor banks.  In Hong Kong, deposits usually are short-term ones maturing in threefor banks.  In Hong Kong, deposits usually are short-term ones maturing in threefor banks.  In Hong Kong, deposits usually are short-term ones maturing in three

months or less.  Where loans are concerned they are generally long-term loans to bemonths or less.  Where loans are concerned they are generally long-term loans to bemonths or less.  Where loans are concerned they are generally long-term loans to bemonths or less.  Where loans are concerned they are generally long-term loans to be

paid back between 10 and 20 years.  I think the OCB should take note of the riskpaid back between 10 and 20 years.  I think the OCB should take note of the riskpaid back between 10 and 20 years.  I think the OCB should take note of the riskpaid back between 10 and 20 years.  I think the OCB should take note of the risk

exposure due to differences between the maturities of deposits and loans.exposure due to differences between the maturities of deposits and loans.exposure due to differences between the maturities of deposits and loans.exposure due to differences between the maturities of deposits and loans.

With regard to loans,With regard to loans,With regard to loans,With regard to loans, the current rule is that a bank may not provide to any single the current rule is that a bank may not provide to any single the current rule is that a bank may not provide to any single the current rule is that a bank may not provide to any single

customer an amount of loan exceeding 25% of its capital base.  Is this rule sufficient?customer an amount of loan exceeding 25% of its capital base.  Is this rule sufficient?customer an amount of loan exceeding 25% of its capital base.  Is this rule sufficient?customer an amount of loan exceeding 25% of its capital base.  Is this rule sufficient?

In the case of multinational banks, some countries permit loans to be made to customersIn the case of multinational banks, some countries permit loans to be made to customersIn the case of multinational banks, some countries permit loans to be made to customersIn the case of multinational banks, some countries permit loans to be made to customers



as much as 50% of the capital base.  When the head office has such a big risk exposure,as much as 50% of the capital base.  When the head office has such a big risk exposure,as much as 50% of the capital base.  When the head office has such a big risk exposure,as much as 50% of the capital base.  When the head office has such a big risk exposure,

is it fit to set up a branch or a subsidiary in Hong Kong?  In some countries, theis it fit to set up a branch or a subsidiary in Hong Kong?  In some countries, theis it fit to set up a branch or a subsidiary in Hong Kong?  In some countries, theis it fit to set up a branch or a subsidiary in Hong Kong?  In some countries, the

rule is that the sum of all loans in amounts exceeding 10% of a bank's capital baserule is that the sum of all loans in amounts exceeding 10% of a bank's capital baserule is that the sum of all loans in amounts exceeding 10% of a bank's capital baserule is that the sum of all loans in amounts exceeding 10% of a bank's capital base

may not exceed 80% of the capital base, so as to reduce the bank' risk exposure duemay not exceed 80% of the capital base, so as to reduce the bank' risk exposure duemay not exceed 80% of the capital base, so as to reduce the bank' risk exposure duemay not exceed 80% of the capital base, so as to reduce the bank' risk exposure due

to loans.  Should we not be thinking about this question?  Should there be insuranceto loans.  Should we not be thinking about this question?  Should there be insuranceto loans.  Should we not be thinking about this question?  Should there be insuranceto loans.  Should we not be thinking about this question?  Should there be insurance

for big loans?for big loans?for big loans?for big loans?

In Hong Kong, one-third of all bank loans are now related to real estate.  InIn Hong Kong, one-third of all bank loans are now related to real estate.  InIn Hong Kong, one-third of all bank loans are now related to real estate.  InIn Hong Kong, one-third of all bank loans are now related to real estate.  In

view of the fact that the banking crisis in Europe and the United States is triggeredview of the fact that the banking crisis in Europe and the United States is triggeredview of the fact that the banking crisis in Europe and the United States is triggeredview of the fact that the banking crisis in Europe and the United States is triggered

by declining property prices there, we should examine whether the extent of Hong Kongby declining property prices there, we should examine whether the extent of Hong Kongby declining property prices there, we should examine whether the extent of Hong Kongby declining property prices there, we should examine whether the extent of Hong Kong

banks' exposure to loan risk is in order.  Should there be increased supervision?banks' exposure to loan risk is in order.  Should there be increased supervision?banks' exposure to loan risk is in order.  Should there be increased supervision?banks' exposure to loan risk is in order.  Should there be increased supervision?

At present, some banks are monitoring loans by computing "risk-adjusted returns onAt present, some banks are monitoring loans by computing "risk-adjusted returns onAt present, some banks are monitoring loans by computing "risk-adjusted returns onAt present, some banks are monitoring loans by computing "risk-adjusted returns on

capital." In this way, they know more clearly how risky their loans are.  With thecapital." In this way, they know more clearly how risky their loans are.  With thecapital." In this way, they know more clearly how risky their loans are.  With thecapital." In this way, they know more clearly how risky their loans are.  With the

benefit of hindsight in respect of the problems that countless high-risk loans causedbenefit of hindsight in respect of the problems that countless high-risk loans causedbenefit of hindsight in respect of the problems that countless high-risk loans causedbenefit of hindsight in respect of the problems that countless high-risk loans caused

to the BCCHK and other banks that had failed, we should ask whether the OCB shouldto the BCCHK and other banks that had failed, we should ask whether the OCB shouldto the BCCHK and other banks that had failed, we should ask whether the OCB shouldto the BCCHK and other banks that had failed, we should ask whether the OCB should

require all banks to disclose information on how they compute "risk-adjusted returnsrequire all banks to disclose information on how they compute "risk-adjusted returnsrequire all banks to disclose information on how they compute "risk-adjusted returnsrequire all banks to disclose information on how they compute "risk-adjusted returns

on capital." In this way, the OCB will have a better idea of the quality of bank loanson capital." In this way, the OCB will have a better idea of the quality of bank loanson capital." In this way, the OCB will have a better idea of the quality of bank loanson capital." In this way, the OCB will have a better idea of the quality of bank loans

in Hong Kong.in Hong Kong.in Hong Kong.in Hong Kong.

The above points do not cover all the existing problems in the supervision ofThe above points do not cover all the existing problems in the supervision ofThe above points do not cover all the existing problems in the supervision ofThe above points do not cover all the existing problems in the supervision of

banks.  In fact, it has been a long time since the last review of the Banking Ordinance.banks.  In fact, it has been a long time since the last review of the Banking Ordinance.banks.  In fact, it has been a long time since the last review of the Banking Ordinance.banks.  In fact, it has been a long time since the last review of the Banking Ordinance.

The BCCHK incident and a series of bank runs have naturally made people worry aboutThe BCCHK incident and a series of bank runs have naturally made people worry aboutThe BCCHK incident and a series of bank runs have naturally made people worry aboutThe BCCHK incident and a series of bank runs have naturally made people worry about

the vulnerability of the banking industry.  If one analyses the main cause of thethe vulnerability of the banking industry.  If one analyses the main cause of thethe vulnerability of the banking industry.  If one analyses the main cause of thethe vulnerability of the banking industry.  If one analyses the main cause of the

failure of BCCHK, one finds that it failed because it was not immune to the effectsfailure of BCCHK, one finds that it failed because it was not immune to the effectsfailure of BCCHK, one finds that it failed because it was not immune to the effectsfailure of BCCHK, one finds that it failed because it was not immune to the effects

of the failures of other institutions within the BCCI group.  This shows preciselyof the failures of other institutions within the BCCI group.  This shows preciselyof the failures of other institutions within the BCCI group.  This shows preciselyof the failures of other institutions within the BCCI group.  This shows precisely

that, because of the rapid internationalization and diversification of the bankingthat, because of the rapid internationalization and diversification of the bankingthat, because of the rapid internationalization and diversification of the bankingthat, because of the rapid internationalization and diversification of the banking

industry coupled with the emergence of ever newer financial instruments, manyindustry coupled with the emergence of ever newer financial instruments, manyindustry coupled with the emergence of ever newer financial instruments, manyindustry coupled with the emergence of ever newer financial instruments, many

problems in the supervision of banks have gradually become more apparent and moreproblems in the supervision of banks have gradually become more apparent and moreproblems in the supervision of banks have gradually become more apparent and moreproblems in the supervision of banks have gradually become more apparent and more

complex.  In Hong Kong, which is an important international financial hub, thecomplex.  In Hong Kong, which is an important international financial hub, thecomplex.  In Hong Kong, which is an important international financial hub, thecomplex.  In Hong Kong, which is an important international financial hub, the

soundness of the banking industry depends on the existence of a set of propersoundness of the banking industry depends on the existence of a set of propersoundness of the banking industry depends on the existence of a set of propersoundness of the banking industry depends on the existence of a set of proper

regulatory controls that can meet the needs of the times and the establishment ofregulatory controls that can meet the needs of the times and the establishment ofregulatory controls that can meet the needs of the times and the establishment ofregulatory controls that can meet the needs of the times and the establishment of

an agency that can effectively enforce those controls.  The latter can be providedan agency that can effectively enforce those controls.  The latter can be providedan agency that can effectively enforce those controls.  The latter can be providedan agency that can effectively enforce those controls.  The latter can be provided

by strengthening the training of local financial officials.  The former can beby strengthening the training of local financial officials.  The former can beby strengthening the training of local financial officials.  The former can beby strengthening the training of local financial officials.  The former can be

brought into being through regular reviews of the Banking Ordinance in keeping withbrought into being through regular reviews of the Banking Ordinance in keeping withbrought into being through regular reviews of the Banking Ordinance in keeping withbrought into being through regular reviews of the Banking Ordinance in keeping with

the development of the banking industry.  The liquidation of the BCCHK does not meanthe development of the banking industry.  The liquidation of the BCCHK does not meanthe development of the banking industry.  The liquidation of the BCCHK does not meanthe development of the banking industry.  The liquidation of the BCCHK does not mean

that we have put the banking troubles behind us.  On the contrary, the BCCHK incidentthat we have put the banking troubles behind us.  On the contrary, the BCCHK incidentthat we have put the banking troubles behind us.  On the contrary, the BCCHK incidentthat we have put the banking troubles behind us.  On the contrary, the BCCHK incident

has opened our eyes to the problems in the supervision of banks and to the potentialhas opened our eyes to the problems in the supervision of banks and to the potentialhas opened our eyes to the problems in the supervision of banks and to the potentialhas opened our eyes to the problems in the supervision of banks and to the potential

crisis.  Therefore, in response, a responsible government should conduct a fullcrisis.  Therefore, in response, a responsible government should conduct a fullcrisis.  Therefore, in response, a responsible government should conduct a fullcrisis.  Therefore, in response, a responsible government should conduct a full



review of the Banking Ordinance in due course.review of the Banking Ordinance in due course.review of the Banking Ordinance in due course.review of the Banking Ordinance in due course.

In the wake of the incident, the business community as well as the ordinary peopleIn the wake of the incident, the business community as well as the ordinary peopleIn the wake of the incident, the business community as well as the ordinary peopleIn the wake of the incident, the business community as well as the ordinary people

have had to bear the consequences of the slippage in banking supervision.  I believehave had to bear the consequences of the slippage in banking supervision.  I believehave had to bear the consequences of the slippage in banking supervision.  I believehave had to bear the consequences of the slippage in banking supervision.  I believe

that it is the hope of all the citizens of Hong Kong, including my honourablethat it is the hope of all the citizens of Hong Kong, including my honourablethat it is the hope of all the citizens of Hong Kong, including my honourablethat it is the hope of all the citizens of Hong Kong, including my honourable

colleagues seated in this Council, that the same thing will not happen again.  Icolleagues seated in this Council, that the same thing will not happen again.  Icolleagues seated in this Council, that the same thing will not happen again.  Icolleagues seated in this Council, that the same thing will not happen again.  I

appeal to all Members to support the motion.appeal to all Members to support the motion.appeal to all Members to support the motion.appeal to all Members to support the motion.

Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.

Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.

MR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, the motion moved by Dr the Honourable HUANGMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, the motion moved by Dr the Honourable HUANGMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, the motion moved by Dr the Honourable HUANGMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, the motion moved by Dr the Honourable HUANG

Chen-ya calls for three things: The first is that this Council takes note of theChen-ya calls for three things: The first is that this Council takes note of theChen-ya calls for three things: The first is that this Council takes note of theChen-ya calls for three things: The first is that this Council takes note of the

reports issued by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints on the publicreports issued by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints on the publicreports issued by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints on the publicreports issued by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints on the public

complaints arising out of the Government's handling of the failure of BCCHK.  Thecomplaints arising out of the Government's handling of the failure of BCCHK.  Thecomplaints arising out of the Government's handling of the failure of BCCHK.  Thecomplaints arising out of the Government's handling of the failure of BCCHK.  The

Commissioner for Administrative Complaints investigated two separate complaints: TheCommissioner for Administrative Complaints investigated two separate complaints: TheCommissioner for Administrative Complaints investigated two separate complaints: TheCommissioner for Administrative Complaints investigated two separate complaints: The

first was by a depositor of BCCHK against the office of the Commissioner of Bankingfirst was by a depositor of BCCHK against the office of the Commissioner of Bankingfirst was by a depositor of BCCHK against the office of the Commissioner of Bankingfirst was by a depositor of BCCHK against the office of the Commissioner of Banking

for wilfully providing misleading information on 5 July 1991 whilst the secondfor wilfully providing misleading information on 5 July 1991 whilst the secondfor wilfully providing misleading information on 5 July 1991 whilst the secondfor wilfully providing misleading information on 5 July 1991 whilst the second

complaint came from the chairman of a BCCHK depositors committee against the Monetarycomplaint came from the chairman of a BCCHK depositors committee against the Monetarycomplaint came from the chairman of a BCCHK depositors committee against the Monetarycomplaint came from the chairman of a BCCHK depositors committee against the Monetary

Affairs Branch for the actions of the Commissioner of Banking in the handling of theAffairs Branch for the actions of the Commissioner of Banking in the handling of theAffairs Branch for the actions of the Commissioner of Banking in the handling of theAffairs Branch for the actions of the Commissioner of Banking in the handling of the

affairs of BCCHK and a statement by the Secretary for Monetary Affairs on     9 Augustaffairs of BCCHK and a statement by the Secretary for Monetary Affairs on     9 Augustaffairs of BCCHK and a statement by the Secretary for Monetary Affairs on     9 Augustaffairs of BCCHK and a statement by the Secretary for Monetary Affairs on     9 August

1991 allegedly accusing BCCHK depositors of spreading rumours that caused runs on1991 allegedly accusing BCCHK depositors of spreading rumours that caused runs on1991 allegedly accusing BCCHK depositors of spreading rumours that caused runs on1991 allegedly accusing BCCHK depositors of spreading rumours that caused runs on

two other banks here. From the brief reference I have made we can see that whilsttwo other banks here. From the brief reference I have made we can see that whilsttwo other banks here. From the brief reference I have made we can see that whilsttwo other banks here. From the brief reference I have made we can see that whilst

both complaints stemmed from the BCC incident comments allegedly made by the Secretaryboth complaints stemmed from the BCC incident comments allegedly made by the Secretaryboth complaints stemmed from the BCC incident comments allegedly made by the Secretaryboth complaints stemmed from the BCC incident comments allegedly made by the Secretary

for Monetary Affairs regarding BCCHK depositors are not relevant to the failure offor Monetary Affairs regarding BCCHK depositors are not relevant to the failure offor Monetary Affairs regarding BCCHK depositors are not relevant to the failure offor Monetary Affairs regarding BCCHK depositors are not relevant to the failure of

BCCHK and hence not relevant to the review of the existing supervision mechanism ofBCCHK and hence not relevant to the review of the existing supervision mechanism ofBCCHK and hence not relevant to the review of the existing supervision mechanism ofBCCHK and hence not relevant to the review of the existing supervision mechanism of

the banking system. I point this out because I do not know whether Dr HUANG intendsthe banking system. I point this out because I do not know whether Dr HUANG intendsthe banking system. I point this out because I do not know whether Dr HUANG intendsthe banking system. I point this out because I do not know whether Dr HUANG intends

to include this part in the first part of his motion.to include this part in the first part of his motion.to include this part in the first part of his motion.to include this part in the first part of his motion.

The second limb of the motion contains two parts: the first calls for anThe second limb of the motion contains two parts: the first calls for anThe second limb of the motion contains two parts: the first calls for anThe second limb of the motion contains two parts: the first calls for an

independent enquiry and the second whether any further actions can be taken.  Iindependent enquiry and the second whether any further actions can be taken.  Iindependent enquiry and the second whether any further actions can be taken.  Iindependent enquiry and the second whether any further actions can be taken.  I

imagine Dr HUANG's call for an independent inquiry is as stated in his motion andimagine Dr HUANG's call for an independent inquiry is as stated in his motion andimagine Dr HUANG's call for an independent inquiry is as stated in his motion andimagine Dr HUANG's call for an independent inquiry is as stated in his motion and

that is to investigate the failure of BCCHK.  I would have thought that the failurethat is to investigate the failure of BCCHK.  I would have thought that the failurethat is to investigate the failure of BCCHK.  I would have thought that the failurethat is to investigate the failure of BCCHK.  I would have thought that the failure

of BCCHK was directly linked to the failure of the BCCI Group.  We have been givenof BCCHK was directly linked to the failure of the BCCI Group.  We have been givenof BCCHK was directly linked to the failure of the BCCI Group.  We have been givenof BCCHK was directly linked to the failure of the BCCI Group.  We have been given

extensive briefings by the Administration and I am doubtful, to say the least, asextensive briefings by the Administration and I am doubtful, to say the least, asextensive briefings by the Administration and I am doubtful, to say the least, asextensive briefings by the Administration and I am doubtful, to say the least, as

to whether another inquiry will take the matter any further.  The whole BCCI sagato whether another inquiry will take the matter any further.  The whole BCCI sagato whether another inquiry will take the matter any further.  The whole BCCI sagato whether another inquiry will take the matter any further.  The whole BCCI saga



involves not just Hong Kong but regulatory authorities outside Hong Kong.  Theinvolves not just Hong Kong but regulatory authorities outside Hong Kong.  Theinvolves not just Hong Kong but regulatory authorities outside Hong Kong.  Theinvolves not just Hong Kong but regulatory authorities outside Hong Kong.  The

collapse of the BCCI Group seems to have been brought about by what appears to becollapse of the BCCI Group seems to have been brought about by what appears to becollapse of the BCCI Group seems to have been brought about by what appears to becollapse of the BCCI Group seems to have been brought about by what appears to be

outright fraud and the inability, because of the way the Group was structured, foroutright fraud and the inability, because of the way the Group was structured, foroutright fraud and the inability, because of the way the Group was structured, foroutright fraud and the inability, because of the way the Group was structured, for

any single regulatory authority to have an adequate overall supervisory role.  Thisany single regulatory authority to have an adequate overall supervisory role.  Thisany single regulatory authority to have an adequate overall supervisory role.  Thisany single regulatory authority to have an adequate overall supervisory role.  This

is being addressed by banking regulators around the world.  What is important foris being addressed by banking regulators around the world.  What is important foris being addressed by banking regulators around the world.  What is important foris being addressed by banking regulators around the world.  What is important for

us to understand is that the BCCHK failure was not brought about by the failure ofus to understand is that the BCCHK failure was not brought about by the failure ofus to understand is that the BCCHK failure was not brought about by the failure ofus to understand is that the BCCHK failure was not brought about by the failure of

the banking system in Hong Kong.  It was brought about by the circumstances I havethe banking system in Hong Kong.  It was brought about by the circumstances I havethe banking system in Hong Kong.  It was brought about by the circumstances I havethe banking system in Hong Kong.  It was brought about by the circumstances I have

referred to.  If I am right, does Dr HUANG propose that the inquiry he is seekingreferred to.  If I am right, does Dr HUANG propose that the inquiry he is seekingreferred to.  If I am right, does Dr HUANG propose that the inquiry he is seekingreferred to.  If I am right, does Dr HUANG propose that the inquiry he is seeking

be conducted around the world?  As for further action, we all know that BCCHK is inbe conducted around the world?  As for further action, we all know that BCCHK is inbe conducted around the world?  As for further action, we all know that BCCHK is inbe conducted around the world?  As for further action, we all know that BCCHK is in

the process of liquidation and I am quite sure that those who are far morethe process of liquidation and I am quite sure that those who are far morethe process of liquidation and I am quite sure that those who are far morethe process of liquidation and I am quite sure that those who are far more

knowledgeable than me on the process of liquidation will confirm that no stone willknowledgeable than me on the process of liquidation will confirm that no stone willknowledgeable than me on the process of liquidation will confirm that no stone willknowledgeable than me on the process of liquidation will confirm that no stone will

be left unturned to recoup as much as BCCHK's assets as possible and this would includebe left unturned to recoup as much as BCCHK's assets as possible and this would includebe left unturned to recoup as much as BCCHK's assets as possible and this would includebe left unturned to recoup as much as BCCHK's assets as possible and this would include

taking whatever civil court proceedings that might be necessary.  As for any actstaking whatever civil court proceedings that might be necessary.  As for any actstaking whatever civil court proceedings that might be necessary.  As for any actstaking whatever civil court proceedings that might be necessary.  As for any acts

that may amount to a criminal offence, again I have little doubt that the authoritiesthat may amount to a criminal offence, again I have little doubt that the authoritiesthat may amount to a criminal offence, again I have little doubt that the authoritiesthat may amount to a criminal offence, again I have little doubt that the authorities

here would proceed should the evidence to support criminal charges be available.  Ithere would proceed should the evidence to support criminal charges be available.  Ithere would proceed should the evidence to support criminal charges be available.  Ithere would proceed should the evidence to support criminal charges be available.  It

would of course be helpful if the Administration would confirm that my understandingwould of course be helpful if the Administration would confirm that my understandingwould of course be helpful if the Administration would confirm that my understandingwould of course be helpful if the Administration would confirm that my understanding

is correct.  It is therefore not easy to appreciate what other action Dr HUANG isis correct.  It is therefore not easy to appreciate what other action Dr HUANG isis correct.  It is therefore not easy to appreciate what other action Dr HUANG isis correct.  It is therefore not easy to appreciate what other action Dr HUANG is

thinking of when he refers to "further action".thinking of when he refers to "further action".thinking of when he refers to "further action".thinking of when he refers to "further action".

Mr Deputy President, the third limb of Dr HUANG's motion causes me the mostMr Deputy President, the third limb of Dr HUANG's motion causes me the mostMr Deputy President, the third limb of Dr HUANG's motion causes me the mostMr Deputy President, the third limb of Dr HUANG's motion causes me the most

difficulty.  The regulatory framework of any banking system is designed so as to copedifficulty.  The regulatory framework of any banking system is designed so as to copedifficulty.  The regulatory framework of any banking system is designed so as to copedifficulty.  The regulatory framework of any banking system is designed so as to cope

with ever-evolving economic, financial and technological circumstances and changes.with ever-evolving economic, financial and technological circumstances and changes.with ever-evolving economic, financial and technological circumstances and changes.with ever-evolving economic, financial and technological circumstances and changes.

Banking regulators are required to be highly professional and perhaps the mostBanking regulators are required to be highly professional and perhaps the mostBanking regulators are required to be highly professional and perhaps the mostBanking regulators are required to be highly professional and perhaps the most

difficult job a regulator faces is the constant development and marketing of newdifficult job a regulator faces is the constant development and marketing of newdifficult job a regulator faces is the constant development and marketing of newdifficult job a regulator faces is the constant development and marketing of new

financial products. The line between banking, as we understand the traditionalfinancial products. The line between banking, as we understand the traditionalfinancial products. The line between banking, as we understand the traditionalfinancial products. The line between banking, as we understand the traditional

meaning of the term, and financial services is not always easy to separate ormeaning of the term, and financial services is not always easy to separate ormeaning of the term, and financial services is not always easy to separate ormeaning of the term, and financial services is not always easy to separate or

differentiate. Those who have followed changes in our banking supervisory system anddifferentiate. Those who have followed changes in our banking supervisory system anddifferentiate. Those who have followed changes in our banking supervisory system anddifferentiate. Those who have followed changes in our banking supervisory system and

reforms in our financial markets will appreciate that it is not always possible toreforms in our financial markets will appreciate that it is not always possible toreforms in our financial markets will appreciate that it is not always possible toreforms in our financial markets will appreciate that it is not always possible to

get a regulatory framework right at the first attempt.  Indeed, Members of thisget a regulatory framework right at the first attempt.  Indeed, Members of thisget a regulatory framework right at the first attempt.  Indeed, Members of thisget a regulatory framework right at the first attempt.  Indeed, Members of this

Council will recall that not so long ago we put through an amendment that involvedCouncil will recall that not so long ago we put through an amendment that involvedCouncil will recall that not so long ago we put through an amendment that involvedCouncil will recall that not so long ago we put through an amendment that involved

the Mass Transit Railway Corporation because of an important technicality.  I referthe Mass Transit Railway Corporation because of an important technicality.  I referthe Mass Transit Railway Corporation because of an important technicality.  I referthe Mass Transit Railway Corporation because of an important technicality.  I refer

to this as an example of the constant change in the banking and financial marketsto this as an example of the constant change in the banking and financial marketsto this as an example of the constant change in the banking and financial marketsto this as an example of the constant change in the banking and financial markets

that require constant, and I emphasize constant, review.  It may come as a surprisethat require constant, and I emphasize constant, review.  It may come as a surprisethat require constant, and I emphasize constant, review.  It may come as a surprisethat require constant, and I emphasize constant, review.  It may come as a surprise

to some of my colleagues here but the regulatory framework we have in Hong Kong isto some of my colleagues here but the regulatory framework we have in Hong Kong isto some of my colleagues here but the regulatory framework we have in Hong Kong isto some of my colleagues here but the regulatory framework we have in Hong Kong is

reviewed constantly.  An example is that we introduced capital adequacy requirementsreviewed constantly.  An example is that we introduced capital adequacy requirementsreviewed constantly.  An example is that we introduced capital adequacy requirementsreviewed constantly.  An example is that we introduced capital adequacy requirements

in Hong Kong well before the Bank of International Settlements brought out itsin Hong Kong well before the Bank of International Settlements brought out itsin Hong Kong well before the Bank of International Settlements brought out itsin Hong Kong well before the Bank of International Settlements brought out its

guidelines.  Another recent change is the ability for dialogue, and exchange ofguidelines.  Another recent change is the ability for dialogue, and exchange ofguidelines.  Another recent change is the ability for dialogue, and exchange ofguidelines.  Another recent change is the ability for dialogue, and exchange of

information between the Banking Commissioner's Office and auditors of banks.  Mrinformation between the Banking Commissioner's Office and auditors of banks.  Mrinformation between the Banking Commissioner's Office and auditors of banks.  Mrinformation between the Banking Commissioner's Office and auditors of banks.  Mr



Deputy President, listening to Dr HUANG, one wonders how Hong Kong has become oneDeputy President, listening to Dr HUANG, one wonders how Hong Kong has become oneDeputy President, listening to Dr HUANG, one wonders how Hong Kong has become oneDeputy President, listening to Dr HUANG, one wonders how Hong Kong has become one

of the leading banking, financial and commercial centres.  It certainly was not doneof the leading banking, financial and commercial centres.  It certainly was not doneof the leading banking, financial and commercial centres.  It certainly was not doneof the leading banking, financial and commercial centres.  It certainly was not done

overnight.  We earned it and we must constantly prove to the international communityovernight.  We earned it and we must constantly prove to the international communityovernight.  We earned it and we must constantly prove to the international communityovernight.  We earned it and we must constantly prove to the international community

that we deserve to keep it.  It seems to me therefore that the call for a review ofthat we deserve to keep it.  It seems to me therefore that the call for a review ofthat we deserve to keep it.  It seems to me therefore that the call for a review ofthat we deserve to keep it.  It seems to me therefore that the call for a review of

the existing supervision mechanism of the banking system by way of an independentthe existing supervision mechanism of the banking system by way of an independentthe existing supervision mechanism of the banking system by way of an independentthe existing supervision mechanism of the banking system by way of an independent

inquiry is both unnecessary and ill-conceived.  What we need is constant review byinquiry is both unnecessary and ill-conceived.  What we need is constant review byinquiry is both unnecessary and ill-conceived.  What we need is constant review byinquiry is both unnecessary and ill-conceived.  What we need is constant review by

our banking regulators and a one-off inquiry is neither adequate nor appropriate.our banking regulators and a one-off inquiry is neither adequate nor appropriate.our banking regulators and a one-off inquiry is neither adequate nor appropriate.our banking regulators and a one-off inquiry is neither adequate nor appropriate.

Mr Deputy President, not so long ago an inexplicable thing happened in a criminalMr Deputy President, not so long ago an inexplicable thing happened in a criminalMr Deputy President, not so long ago an inexplicable thing happened in a criminalMr Deputy President, not so long ago an inexplicable thing happened in a criminal

trial in Los Angeles -- and this was only about a week or so ago. The consequencestrial in Los Angeles -- and this was only about a week or so ago. The consequencestrial in Los Angeles -- and this was only about a week or so ago. The consequencestrial in Los Angeles -- and this was only about a week or so ago. The consequences

of that result we have all seen.  Is anyone suggesting that the entire judicial systemof that result we have all seen.  Is anyone suggesting that the entire judicial systemof that result we have all seen.  Is anyone suggesting that the entire judicial systemof that result we have all seen.  Is anyone suggesting that the entire judicial system

in the United States be reviewed by an independent inquiry?  Mr Deputy President,in the United States be reviewed by an independent inquiry?  Mr Deputy President,in the United States be reviewed by an independent inquiry?  Mr Deputy President,in the United States be reviewed by an independent inquiry?  Mr Deputy President,

with these remarks, I regret I cannot support the motion.with these remarks, I regret I cannot support the motion.with these remarks, I regret I cannot support the motion.with these remarks, I regret I cannot support the motion.

MR LAU WAH-SUM: Mr Deputy President, the Honourable David LI, representative of theMR LAU WAH-SUM: Mr Deputy President, the Honourable David LI, representative of theMR LAU WAH-SUM: Mr Deputy President, the Honourable David LI, representative of theMR LAU WAH-SUM: Mr Deputy President, the Honourable David LI, representative of the

Finance Constituency, very much wanted to participate in this debate.  Unfortunately,Finance Constituency, very much wanted to participate in this debate.  Unfortunately,Finance Constituency, very much wanted to participate in this debate.  Unfortunately,Finance Constituency, very much wanted to participate in this debate.  Unfortunately,

an urgent business has called him away from Hong Kong.  I have therefore includedan urgent business has called him away from Hong Kong.  I have therefore includedan urgent business has called him away from Hong Kong.  I have therefore includedan urgent business has called him away from Hong Kong.  I have therefore included

in my speech his views on this motion, which I share and are supported by the bankingin my speech his views on this motion, which I share and are supported by the bankingin my speech his views on this motion, which I share and are supported by the bankingin my speech his views on this motion, which I share and are supported by the banking

industry.industry.industry.industry.

The forthcoming anniversary of the closure of the Bank of Credit and CommerceThe forthcoming anniversary of the closure of the Bank of Credit and CommerceThe forthcoming anniversary of the closure of the Bank of Credit and CommerceThe forthcoming anniversary of the closure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce

Hong Kong Limited will certainly recall painful memories of last summer, and toHong Kong Limited will certainly recall painful memories of last summer, and toHong Kong Limited will certainly recall painful memories of last summer, and toHong Kong Limited will certainly recall painful memories of last summer, and to

rekindle depositors' bitterness and anger over failed attempts at saving the Bankrekindle depositors' bitterness and anger over failed attempts at saving the Bankrekindle depositors' bitterness and anger over failed attempts at saving the Bankrekindle depositors' bitterness and anger over failed attempts at saving the Bank

and over their money.and over their money.and over their money.and over their money.

In considering this motion, Members of this Council must ask themselves: WhaIn considering this motion, Members of this Council must ask themselves: WhaIn considering this motion, Members of this Council must ask themselves: WhaIn considering this motion, Members of this Council must ask themselves: Whatttt

possible purpose might there be in calling for an independent inquiry?possible purpose might there be in calling for an independent inquiry?possible purpose might there be in calling for an independent inquiry?possible purpose might there be in calling for an independent inquiry?

Would such an inquiry be of any benefit to BCCHK depositors?  The answer is no.Would such an inquiry be of any benefit to BCCHK depositors?  The answer is no.Would such an inquiry be of any benefit to BCCHK depositors?  The answer is no.Would such an inquiry be of any benefit to BCCHK depositors?  The answer is no.

Would such an inquiry promote public confidence in our banking system?  WouldWould such an inquiry promote public confidence in our banking system?  WouldWould such an inquiry promote public confidence in our banking system?  WouldWould such an inquiry promote public confidence in our banking system?  Would

it help to prevent a repeat of BCCHK incident? Again, the answer is no.it help to prevent a repeat of BCCHK incident? Again, the answer is no.it help to prevent a repeat of BCCHK incident? Again, the answer is no.it help to prevent a repeat of BCCHK incident? Again, the answer is no.

There is sufficient information available relating to the closure, deliberationsThere is sufficient information available relating to the closure, deliberationsThere is sufficient information available relating to the closure, deliberationsThere is sufficient information available relating to the closure, deliberations

over and eventual liquidation of BCCHK, from which to conclude -- with a high degreeover and eventual liquidation of BCCHK, from which to conclude -- with a high degreeover and eventual liquidation of BCCHK, from which to conclude -- with a high degreeover and eventual liquidation of BCCHK, from which to conclude -- with a high degree

of confidence -- that there was nothing, short of subjecting public money to unlimitedof confidence -- that there was nothing, short of subjecting public money to unlimitedof confidence -- that there was nothing, short of subjecting public money to unlimitedof confidence -- that there was nothing, short of subjecting public money to unlimited

liabilities or of contravening international law that local banking authorities couldliabilities or of contravening international law that local banking authorities couldliabilities or of contravening international law that local banking authorities couldliabilities or of contravening international law that local banking authorities could

have done to keep BCCHK open and viable.have done to keep BCCHK open and viable.have done to keep BCCHK open and viable.have done to keep BCCHK open and viable.



BCCHK was the subsidiary of a very large -- and ultimately, very corrupt --BCCHK was the subsidiary of a very large -- and ultimately, very corrupt --BCCHK was the subsidiary of a very large -- and ultimately, very corrupt --BCCHK was the subsidiary of a very large -- and ultimately, very corrupt --

international banking group.  As such, both BCCHK's managers as well as the localinternational banking group.  As such, both BCCHK's managers as well as the localinternational banking group.  As such, both BCCHK's managers as well as the localinternational banking group.  As such, both BCCHK's managers as well as the local

regulators were vulnerable to the malpractices in management and lapses in regulationregulators were vulnerable to the malpractices in management and lapses in regulationregulators were vulnerable to the malpractices in management and lapses in regulationregulators were vulnerable to the malpractices in management and lapses in regulation

in its sister banks overseas.in its sister banks overseas.in its sister banks overseas.in its sister banks overseas.

As unusual as the overseas claims put forward against BCCAs unusual as the overseas claims put forward against BCCAs unusual as the overseas claims put forward against BCCAs unusual as the overseas claims put forward against BCCHK might appear,HK might appear,HK might appear,HK might appear,

international law requires that they be given a fair hearing in court. Underinternational law requires that they be given a fair hearing in court. Underinternational law requires that they be given a fair hearing in court. Underinternational law requires that they be given a fair hearing in court. Under

international law, a surviving subsidiary of a multinational corporation can be heldinternational law, a surviving subsidiary of a multinational corporation can be heldinternational law, a surviving subsidiary of a multinational corporation can be heldinternational law, a surviving subsidiary of a multinational corporation can be held

accountable for the debts of its parent or sister companies.  The validity ofaccountable for the debts of its parent or sister companies.  The validity ofaccountable for the debts of its parent or sister companies.  The validity ofaccountable for the debts of its parent or sister companies.  The validity of

individual, indirect claims against a subsidiary must be reviewed in court on aindividual, indirect claims against a subsidiary must be reviewed in court on aindividual, indirect claims against a subsidiary must be reviewed in court on aindividual, indirect claims against a subsidiary must be reviewed in court on a

case-by-case basis.case-by-case basis.case-by-case basis.case-by-case basis.

Having lost billions of dollars to one particular arm of a multinationalHaving lost billions of dollars to one particular arm of a multinationalHaving lost billions of dollars to one particular arm of a multinationalHaving lost billions of dollars to one particular arm of a multinational

organization, a creditor might well consider it worth the legal gamble to spendorganization, a creditor might well consider it worth the legal gamble to spendorganization, a creditor might well consider it worth the legal gamble to spendorganization, a creditor might well consider it worth the legal gamble to spend

millions of dollars in a court case against a surviving subsidiary or associatedmillions of dollars in a court case against a surviving subsidiary or associatedmillions of dollars in a court case against a surviving subsidiary or associatedmillions of dollars in a court case against a surviving subsidiary or associated

company in the hope of recovering its much larger losses.company in the hope of recovering its much larger losses.company in the hope of recovering its much larger losses.company in the hope of recovering its much larger losses.

The healthier the surviving subsidiary, the more attractive to the legal gamble.The healthier the surviving subsidiary, the more attractive to the legal gamble.The healthier the surviving subsidiary, the more attractive to the legal gamble.The healthier the surviving subsidiary, the more attractive to the legal gamble.

Hence, surviving subsidiaries in markets which honour international law can beHence, surviving subsidiaries in markets which honour international law can beHence, surviving subsidiaries in markets which honour international law can beHence, surviving subsidiaries in markets which honour international law can be

expected to attract a veritable flood of overseas claims.expected to attract a veritable flood of overseas claims.expected to attract a veritable flood of overseas claims.expected to attract a veritable flood of overseas claims.

The pervasiveness of corruption in -- and the resulting worldwide losses fromThe pervasiveness of corruption in -- and the resulting worldwide losses fromThe pervasiveness of corruption in -- and the resulting worldwide losses fromThe pervasiveness of corruption in -- and the resulting worldwide losses from

-- the global operations of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International meant that-- the global operations of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International meant that-- the global operations of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International meant that-- the global operations of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International meant that

surviving subsidiaries of the Group would inevitably be hit by a tidal wave of legalsurviving subsidiaries of the Group would inevitably be hit by a tidal wave of legalsurviving subsidiaries of the Group would inevitably be hit by a tidal wave of legalsurviving subsidiaries of the Group would inevitably be hit by a tidal wave of legal

claims of unknown magnitude.claims of unknown magnitude.claims of unknown magnitude.claims of unknown magnitude.

More than anything else, these unknown claims were what scuttled the rescueMore than anything else, these unknown claims were what scuttled the rescueMore than anything else, these unknown claims were what scuttled the rescueMore than anything else, these unknown claims were what scuttled the rescue

attempt by the Hong Kong Chinese Bank.attempt by the Hong Kong Chinese Bank.attempt by the Hong Kong Chinese Bank.attempt by the Hong Kong Chinese Bank.

These legaThese legaThese legaThese legal liabilities are real.  They are unavoidable -- unless, of course,l liabilities are real.  They are unavoidable -- unless, of course,l liabilities are real.  They are unavoidable -- unless, of course,l liabilities are real.  They are unavoidable -- unless, of course,

Hong Kong would be willing to disregard international law.  But such action wouldHong Kong would be willing to disregard international law.  But such action wouldHong Kong would be willing to disregard international law.  But such action wouldHong Kong would be willing to disregard international law.  But such action would

have devastating impact on the whole of the economy.have devastating impact on the whole of the economy.have devastating impact on the whole of the economy.have devastating impact on the whole of the economy.

As difficult as it may be for local depositors to aAs difficult as it may be for local depositors to aAs difficult as it may be for local depositors to aAs difficult as it may be for local depositors to accept, their money was notccept, their money was notccept, their money was notccept, their money was not

lost by misconduct or mistakes of the local managers of BCCHK, nor of local regulators.lost by misconduct or mistakes of the local managers of BCCHK, nor of local regulators.lost by misconduct or mistakes of the local managers of BCCHK, nor of local regulators.lost by misconduct or mistakes of the local managers of BCCHK, nor of local regulators.

Their money was lost by managers and regulators in distant markets, managers andTheir money was lost by managers and regulators in distant markets, managers andTheir money was lost by managers and regulators in distant markets, managers andTheir money was lost by managers and regulators in distant markets, managers and

regulators who are not accountable to Hong Kong.regulators who are not accountable to Hong Kong.regulators who are not accountable to Hong Kong.regulators who are not accountable to Hong Kong.



MistakesMistakesMistakesMistakes may have been made in the manner in which the Bank was closed.  But these may have been made in the manner in which the Bank was closed.  But these may have been made in the manner in which the Bank was closed.  But these may have been made in the manner in which the Bank was closed.  But these

mistakes have been widely discussed in the media.  And ultimately, these mistakesmistakes have been widely discussed in the media.  And ultimately, these mistakesmistakes have been widely discussed in the media.  And ultimately, these mistakesmistakes have been widely discussed in the media.  And ultimately, these mistakes

did not have any bearing on the long-term viability of BCCHK.did not have any bearing on the long-term viability of BCCHK.did not have any bearing on the long-term viability of BCCHK.did not have any bearing on the long-term viability of BCCHK.

The failure of the Bank of Credit aThe failure of the Bank of Credit aThe failure of the Bank of Credit aThe failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong was indeed a very rarend Commerce Hong Kong was indeed a very rarend Commerce Hong Kong was indeed a very rarend Commerce Hong Kong was indeed a very rare

event brought about by a unique breakdown of global regulation.event brought about by a unique breakdown of global regulation.event brought about by a unique breakdown of global regulation.event brought about by a unique breakdown of global regulation.

If an inquiry is needed, it should be conducted at the international level,If an inquiry is needed, it should be conducted at the international level,If an inquiry is needed, it should be conducted at the international level,If an inquiry is needed, it should be conducted at the international level,

focusing on the Bank of Luxembourg, which was the lead regulator of the BCCI Groupfocusing on the Bank of Luxembourg, which was the lead regulator of the BCCI Groupfocusing on the Bank of Luxembourg, which was the lead regulator of the BCCI Groupfocusing on the Bank of Luxembourg, which was the lead regulator of the BCCI Group

and was therefore responsible for co-ordinating the regulatory efforts of authoritiesand was therefore responsible for co-ordinating the regulatory efforts of authoritiesand was therefore responsible for co-ordinating the regulatory efforts of authoritiesand was therefore responsible for co-ordinating the regulatory efforts of authorities

in all markets in which the Group had operations.in all markets in which the Group had operations.in all markets in which the Group had operations.in all markets in which the Group had operations.

Perhaps in future, Hong Kong's authorities might be more alert in communicatingPerhaps in future, Hong Kong's authorities might be more alert in communicatingPerhaps in future, Hong Kong's authorities might be more alert in communicatingPerhaps in future, Hong Kong's authorities might be more alert in communicating

with their overseas counterparts to review the status of foreign-based banks whichwith their overseas counterparts to review the status of foreign-based banks whichwith their overseas counterparts to review the status of foreign-based banks whichwith their overseas counterparts to review the status of foreign-based banks which

have significant operations in the territory.have significant operations in the territory.have significant operations in the territory.have significant operations in the territory.

But a local inquiry would serve no purpose.  As all of the lessons of BCCHK haveBut a local inquiry would serve no purpose.  As all of the lessons of BCCHK haveBut a local inquiry would serve no purpose.  As all of the lessons of BCCHK haveBut a local inquiry would serve no purpose.  As all of the lessons of BCCHK have

been learned and recognized, such an inquiry would be likely to devolve into nothingbeen learned and recognized, such an inquiry would be likely to devolve into nothingbeen learned and recognized, such an inquiry would be likely to devolve into nothingbeen learned and recognized, such an inquiry would be likely to devolve into nothing

more than a "witch hunt", which would do little to promote public confidence in, andmore than a "witch hunt", which would do little to promote public confidence in, andmore than a "witch hunt", which would do little to promote public confidence in, andmore than a "witch hunt", which would do little to promote public confidence in, and

the future stability of, the territory's banking system.the future stability of, the territory's banking system.the future stability of, the territory's banking system.the future stability of, the territory's banking system.

Hence, the banking industry opposes this motion.  And for these same reasons,Hence, the banking industry opposes this motion.  And for these same reasons,Hence, the banking industry opposes this motion.  And for these same reasons,Hence, the banking industry opposes this motion.  And for these same reasons,

Mr Deputy President, I likewise oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, I likewise oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, I likewise oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, I likewise oppose the motion.

MR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, inquiring into the cause of an event which causesMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, inquiring into the cause of an event which causesMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, inquiring into the cause of an event which causesMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, inquiring into the cause of an event which causes

major public concern with the view of ascertaining the lesson to be learnt is bothmajor public concern with the view of ascertaining the lesson to be learnt is bothmajor public concern with the view of ascertaining the lesson to be learnt is bothmajor public concern with the view of ascertaining the lesson to be learnt is both

expedient and necessary.  Such inquiry must be thorough and ought to cover all areasexpedient and necessary.  Such inquiry must be thorough and ought to cover all areasexpedient and necessary.  Such inquiry must be thorough and ought to cover all areasexpedient and necessary.  Such inquiry must be thorough and ought to cover all areas

it should cover so that the findings would be meaningful, comprehensive and lessonsit should cover so that the findings would be meaningful, comprehensive and lessonsit should cover so that the findings would be meaningful, comprehensive and lessonsit should cover so that the findings would be meaningful, comprehensive and lessons

need to be learnt would not be missed.  However for fear that some issues might haveneed to be learnt would not be missed.  However for fear that some issues might haveneed to be learnt would not be missed.  However for fear that some issues might haveneed to be learnt would not be missed.  However for fear that some issues might have

been left out, it would be highly tempting for one to go beyond the bound ofbeen left out, it would be highly tempting for one to go beyond the bound ofbeen left out, it would be highly tempting for one to go beyond the bound ofbeen left out, it would be highly tempting for one to go beyond the bound of

reasonableness and fall into the trap of a pursuit without a useful purpose.reasonableness and fall into the trap of a pursuit without a useful purpose.reasonableness and fall into the trap of a pursuit without a useful purpose.reasonableness and fall into the trap of a pursuit without a useful purpose.

The failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong and its deposit takingThe failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong and its deposit takingThe failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong and its deposit takingThe failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce Hong Kong and its deposit taking

company subsidiary, BCCI Finance International Limited, in July 1991 has undoubtedlycompany subsidiary, BCCI Finance International Limited, in July 1991 has undoubtedlycompany subsidiary, BCCI Finance International Limited, in July 1991 has undoubtedlycompany subsidiary, BCCI Finance International Limited, in July 1991 has undoubtedly

aroused substantial concern from the various sectors of our community.  It is mostaroused substantial concern from the various sectors of our community.  It is mostaroused substantial concern from the various sectors of our community.  It is mostaroused substantial concern from the various sectors of our community.  It is most

unfortunate that the proposed take-over of the assets and recorded liabilities ofunfortunate that the proposed take-over of the assets and recorded liabilities ofunfortunate that the proposed take-over of the assets and recorded liabilities ofunfortunate that the proposed take-over of the assets and recorded liabilities of



BCCHK by a new locally incorporated bank to be formed and substantially owned by theBCCHK by a new locally incorporated bank to be formed and substantially owned by theBCCHK by a new locally incorporated bank to be formed and substantially owned by theBCCHK by a new locally incorporated bank to be formed and substantially owned by the

Hong Kong Chinese Bank Limited could not be completed and therefore BCCHK had to beHong Kong Chinese Bank Limited could not be completed and therefore BCCHK had to beHong Kong Chinese Bank Limited could not be completed and therefore BCCHK had to beHong Kong Chinese Bank Limited could not be completed and therefore BCCHK had to be

liquidated.  The depositors of BCCHK and other affected parties who have sufferedliquidated.  The depositors of BCCHK and other affected parties who have sufferedliquidated.  The depositors of BCCHK and other affected parties who have sufferedliquidated.  The depositors of BCCHK and other affected parties who have suffered

substantial pecuniary losses and damage are entitled to have answers to their queries.substantial pecuniary losses and damage are entitled to have answers to their queries.substantial pecuniary losses and damage are entitled to have answers to their queries.substantial pecuniary losses and damage are entitled to have answers to their queries.

Members of the public who question the effectiveness of the regulatory systems ofMembers of the public who question the effectiveness of the regulatory systems ofMembers of the public who question the effectiveness of the regulatory systems ofMembers of the public who question the effectiveness of the regulatory systems of

banks and financial institutions in Hong Kong ought to have the means to evaluatebanks and financial institutions in Hong Kong ought to have the means to evaluatebanks and financial institutions in Hong Kong ought to have the means to evaluatebanks and financial institutions in Hong Kong ought to have the means to evaluate

such systems.such systems.such systems.such systems.

No less than three inquiries have so far been undertaken on the BCCHK fNo less than three inquiries have so far been undertaken on the BCCHK fNo less than three inquiries have so far been undertaken on the BCCHK fNo less than three inquiries have so far been undertaken on the BCCHK failure;ailure;ailure;ailure;

one by the Commissioner of Banking and the other two independently by the Commissionerone by the Commissioner of Banking and the other two independently by the Commissionerone by the Commissioner of Banking and the other two independently by the Commissionerone by the Commissioner of Banking and the other two independently by the Commissioner

for Administrative Complaints pursuant to complaints initiated by depositors of BCCHK.for Administrative Complaints pursuant to complaints initiated by depositors of BCCHK.for Administrative Complaints pursuant to complaints initiated by depositors of BCCHK.for Administrative Complaints pursuant to complaints initiated by depositors of BCCHK.

Events leading to the BCCHK's closure on   7 July 1991 and thereafter have beenEvents leading to the BCCHK's closure on   7 July 1991 and thereafter have beenEvents leading to the BCCHK's closure on   7 July 1991 and thereafter have beenEvents leading to the BCCHK's closure on   7 July 1991 and thereafter have been

established.  Relevant information on the financial position of BCCHK and theestablished.  Relevant information on the financial position of BCCHK and theestablished.  Relevant information on the financial position of BCCHK and theestablished.  Relevant information on the financial position of BCCHK and the

measures and steps taken by the Commissioner of Banking were clearly set out in themeasures and steps taken by the Commissioner of Banking were clearly set out in themeasures and steps taken by the Commissioner of Banking were clearly set out in themeasures and steps taken by the Commissioner of Banking were clearly set out in the

respective reports.  The failure of BCCHK was principally caused by problemsrespective reports.  The failure of BCCHK was principally caused by problemsrespective reports.  The failure of BCCHK was principally caused by problemsrespective reports.  The failure of BCCHK was principally caused by problems

originated outside Hong Kong and was the result of shady and fraudulent practicesoriginated outside Hong Kong and was the result of shady and fraudulent practicesoriginated outside Hong Kong and was the result of shady and fraudulent practicesoriginated outside Hong Kong and was the result of shady and fraudulent practices

of other members of the BCCI Group in other parts of the world.of other members of the BCCI Group in other parts of the world.of other members of the BCCI Group in other parts of the world.of other members of the BCCI Group in other parts of the world.

Evidence indicates that the facts surrounding the failure of the BCCI Group wereEvidence indicates that the facts surrounding the failure of the BCCI Group wereEvidence indicates that the facts surrounding the failure of the BCCI Group wereEvidence indicates that the facts surrounding the failure of the BCCI Group were

rather unique.  If there were problems in regulatory control it would have been therather unique.  If there were problems in regulatory control it would have been therather unique.  If there were problems in regulatory control it would have been therather unique.  If there were problems in regulatory control it would have been the

inability of the banking authorities in Luxembourg to supervise the Group'sinability of the banking authorities in Luxembourg to supervise the Group'sinability of the banking authorities in Luxembourg to supervise the Group'sinability of the banking authorities in Luxembourg to supervise the Group's

activities.  Banking regulators around the world were aware of the unique problemactivities.  Banking regulators around the world were aware of the unique problemactivities.  Banking regulators around the world were aware of the unique problemactivities.  Banking regulators around the world were aware of the unique problem

and are addressing the relevant regulatory issues.  Evidence, however, does notand are addressing the relevant regulatory issues.  Evidence, however, does notand are addressing the relevant regulatory issues.  Evidence, however, does notand are addressing the relevant regulatory issues.  Evidence, however, does not

support that there is any problem in the existing supervisory mechanism of the localsupport that there is any problem in the existing supervisory mechanism of the localsupport that there is any problem in the existing supervisory mechanism of the localsupport that there is any problem in the existing supervisory mechanism of the local

banking system.  People in the banking community around the world confirm that ourbanking system.  People in the banking community around the world confirm that ourbanking system.  People in the banking community around the world confirm that ourbanking system.  People in the banking community around the world confirm that our

regulatory systems are of world standards and are adequate.  Although such systemsregulatory systems are of world standards and are adequate.  Although such systemsregulatory systems are of world standards and are adequate.  Although such systemsregulatory systems are of world standards and are adequate.  Although such systems

are by no means and can never be expected to be perfect, yet there is no immediateare by no means and can never be expected to be perfect, yet there is no immediateare by no means and can never be expected to be perfect, yet there is no immediateare by no means and can never be expected to be perfect, yet there is no immediate

problem which requires urgent fixing.problem which requires urgent fixing.problem which requires urgent fixing.problem which requires urgent fixing.

The investigation and the two reports of the Commissioner for AdministrativeThe investigation and the two reports of the Commissioner for AdministrativeThe investigation and the two reports of the Commissioner for AdministrativeThe investigation and the two reports of the Commissioner for Administrative

Complaints have vigorously scrutinized the steps undertaken by the various governmentComplaints have vigorously scrutinized the steps undertaken by the various governmentComplaints have vigorously scrutinized the steps undertaken by the various governmentComplaints have vigorously scrutinized the steps undertaken by the various government

authorities and departments in their handling of the failure of BCCHK.  Theauthorities and departments in their handling of the failure of BCCHK.  Theauthorities and departments in their handling of the failure of BCCHK.  Theauthorities and departments in their handling of the failure of BCCHK.  The

complaints of the depositors were justifiably and adequately dealt with by thecomplaints of the depositors were justifiably and adequately dealt with by thecomplaints of the depositors were justifiably and adequately dealt with by thecomplaints of the depositors were justifiably and adequately dealt with by the

Commissioner.  One wonders what further useful purpose can be achieved by the repeatCommissioner.  One wonders what further useful purpose can be achieved by the repeatCommissioner.  One wonders what further useful purpose can be achieved by the repeatCommissioner.  One wonders what further useful purpose can be achieved by the repeat

of a similar exercise.of a similar exercise.of a similar exercise.of a similar exercise.

The work of investigation and scrutiny is currently continued by the liquidatorThe work of investigation and scrutiny is currently continued by the liquidatorThe work of investigation and scrutiny is currently continued by the liquidatorThe work of investigation and scrutiny is currently continued by the liquidator

of BCCHK.  The books and records of BCCHK will have to be carefully examined.  Theof BCCHK.  The books and records of BCCHK will have to be carefully examined.  Theof BCCHK.  The books and records of BCCHK will have to be carefully examined.  Theof BCCHK.  The books and records of BCCHK will have to be carefully examined.  The

issue of "unrecorded liabilities" will have to be addressed.  The culprits willissue of "unrecorded liabilities" will have to be addressed.  The culprits willissue of "unrecorded liabilities" will have to be addressed.  The culprits willissue of "unrecorded liabilities" will have to be addressed.  The culprits will



inevitably be identified and dealt with in accordance with provisions of the law.inevitably be identified and dealt with in accordance with provisions of the law.inevitably be identified and dealt with in accordance with provisions of the law.inevitably be identified and dealt with in accordance with provisions of the law.

Any fraudulent act or malpractice by the officers will be pursued for compensationAny fraudulent act or malpractice by the officers will be pursued for compensationAny fraudulent act or malpractice by the officers will be pursued for compensationAny fraudulent act or malpractice by the officers will be pursued for compensation

due to the corporations concerned.  This is all part and partial of the liquidationdue to the corporations concerned.  This is all part and partial of the liquidationdue to the corporations concerned.  This is all part and partial of the liquidationdue to the corporations concerned.  This is all part and partial of the liquidation

exercise.exercise.exercise.exercise.

An independent inquiry called for in the motion before us today would load aAn independent inquiry called for in the motion before us today would load aAn independent inquiry called for in the motion before us today would load aAn independent inquiry called for in the motion before us today would load a

substantial demand on our manpower as well as financial resources. I would have nosubstantial demand on our manpower as well as financial resources. I would have nosubstantial demand on our manpower as well as financial resources. I would have nosubstantial demand on our manpower as well as financial resources. I would have no

hesitation in supporting one if it would serve a useful and meaningful purpose.  Anhesitation in supporting one if it would serve a useful and meaningful purpose.  Anhesitation in supporting one if it would serve a useful and meaningful purpose.  Anhesitation in supporting one if it would serve a useful and meaningful purpose.  An

independent inquiry should be supported if it can achieve what could not have beenindependent inquiry should be supported if it can achieve what could not have beenindependent inquiry should be supported if it can achieve what could not have beenindependent inquiry should be supported if it can achieve what could not have been

achieved by steps already taken or are being taken currently.  It cannot be deniedachieved by steps already taken or are being taken currently.  It cannot be deniedachieved by steps already taken or are being taken currently.  It cannot be deniedachieved by steps already taken or are being taken currently.  It cannot be denied

that the Hong Kong's banking regulatory framework has to be reviewed and revised inthat the Hong Kong's banking regulatory framework has to be reviewed and revised inthat the Hong Kong's banking regulatory framework has to be reviewed and revised inthat the Hong Kong's banking regulatory framework has to be reviewed and revised in

order to catch up with the economic, financial and technological developments andorder to catch up with the economic, financial and technological developments andorder to catch up with the economic, financial and technological developments andorder to catch up with the economic, financial and technological developments and

advancements which inevitably would have significant impacts on banking practices.advancements which inevitably would have significant impacts on banking practices.advancements which inevitably would have significant impacts on banking practices.advancements which inevitably would have significant impacts on banking practices.

However I share the view expressed by my colleague the Honourable Ronald ARCULLI thatHowever I share the view expressed by my colleague the Honourable Ronald ARCULLI thatHowever I share the view expressed by my colleague the Honourable Ronald ARCULLI thatHowever I share the view expressed by my colleague the Honourable Ronald ARCULLI that

such review would entail a continuous and evolutionary process and cannot besuch review would entail a continuous and evolutionary process and cannot besuch review would entail a continuous and evolutionary process and cannot besuch review would entail a continuous and evolutionary process and cannot be

substituted by an independent inquiry.  The existing monitoring mechanism includingsubstituted by an independent inquiry.  The existing monitoring mechanism includingsubstituted by an independent inquiry.  The existing monitoring mechanism includingsubstituted by an independent inquiry.  The existing monitoring mechanism including

the relevant OMELCO panel and banking regulators around the world is in place tothe relevant OMELCO panel and banking regulators around the world is in place tothe relevant OMELCO panel and banking regulators around the world is in place tothe relevant OMELCO panel and banking regulators around the world is in place to

provide the requisite independent check.  Most important of all, members of theprovide the requisite independent check.  Most important of all, members of theprovide the requisite independent check.  Most important of all, members of theprovide the requisite independent check.  Most important of all, members of the

public who have gained in the BCCHK experience and are therefore more knowledgeablepublic who have gained in the BCCHK experience and are therefore more knowledgeablepublic who have gained in the BCCHK experience and are therefore more knowledgeablepublic who have gained in the BCCHK experience and are therefore more knowledgeable

would be keeping close watch over the system.would be keeping close watch over the system.would be keeping close watch over the system.would be keeping close watch over the system.

As such, the need to callAs such, the need to callAs such, the need to callAs such, the need to call for an independent inquiry is not eminent. Neither has for an independent inquiry is not eminent. Neither has for an independent inquiry is not eminent. Neither has for an independent inquiry is not eminent. Neither has

it been established that an independent inquiry will be able to identify any furtherit been established that an independent inquiry will be able to identify any furtherit been established that an independent inquiry will be able to identify any furtherit been established that an independent inquiry will be able to identify any further

action which is required to be taken.  If we so wish we will all learn from the BCCHKaction which is required to be taken.  If we so wish we will all learn from the BCCHKaction which is required to be taken.  If we so wish we will all learn from the BCCHKaction which is required to be taken.  If we so wish we will all learn from the BCCHK

failure the lesson which is there to be learnt.  A repeat of the exercise in the formfailure the lesson which is there to be learnt.  A repeat of the exercise in the formfailure the lesson which is there to be learnt.  A repeat of the exercise in the formfailure the lesson which is there to be learnt.  A repeat of the exercise in the form

of an independent inquiry would have no effect in adding on to the lesson to be learnt.of an independent inquiry would have no effect in adding on to the lesson to be learnt.of an independent inquiry would have no effect in adding on to the lesson to be learnt.of an independent inquiry would have no effect in adding on to the lesson to be learnt.

Mr Deputy President, I have great reservation in supporting the motion.Mr Deputy President, I have great reservation in supporting the motion.Mr Deputy President, I have great reservation in supporting the motion.Mr Deputy President, I have great reservation in supporting the motion.

MR MARVIN CHEUNG: Mr Deputy President, I wish to declare an interest in the matterMR MARVIN CHEUNG: Mr Deputy President, I wish to declare an interest in the matterMR MARVIN CHEUNG: Mr Deputy President, I wish to declare an interest in the matterMR MARVIN CHEUNG: Mr Deputy President, I wish to declare an interest in the matter

of BCCHK.  On 17 July 1991, I was appointed by the Supreme Court as one of the twoof BCCHK.  On 17 July 1991, I was appointed by the Supreme Court as one of the twoof BCCHK.  On 17 July 1991, I was appointed by the Supreme Court as one of the twoof BCCHK.  On 17 July 1991, I was appointed by the Supreme Court as one of the two

Special Managers of BCCHK when it was put into provisional liquidation.  MySpecial Managers of BCCHK when it was put into provisional liquidation.  MySpecial Managers of BCCHK when it was put into provisional liquidation.  MySpecial Managers of BCCHK when it was put into provisional liquidation.  My

appointment as Special Manager came to an end on 3 February 1992, when BCCHK was placedappointment as Special Manager came to an end on 3 February 1992, when BCCHK was placedappointment as Special Manager came to an end on 3 February 1992, when BCCHK was placedappointment as Special Manager came to an end on 3 February 1992, when BCCHK was placed

into liquidation by the Supreme Court.  In the course of my work as Special Manager,into liquidation by the Supreme Court.  In the course of my work as Special Manager,into liquidation by the Supreme Court.  In the course of my work as Special Manager,into liquidation by the Supreme Court.  In the course of my work as Special Manager,

I had access to confidential information concerning the circumstances of the closureI had access to confidential information concerning the circumstances of the closureI had access to confidential information concerning the circumstances of the closureI had access to confidential information concerning the circumstances of the closure

of BCCHK including the state of its financial position at the time.  I alsoof BCCHK including the state of its financial position at the time.  I alsoof BCCHK including the state of its financial position at the time.  I alsoof BCCHK including the state of its financial position at the time.  I also

participated in the negotiations for the proposed sale of the business of BCCHK toparticipated in the negotiations for the proposed sale of the business of BCCHK toparticipated in the negotiations for the proposed sale of the business of BCCHK toparticipated in the negotiations for the proposed sale of the business of BCCHK to



the Lippo Group.  I am therefore aware of the details relating to the complex issuesthe Lippo Group.  I am therefore aware of the details relating to the complex issuesthe Lippo Group.  I am therefore aware of the details relating to the complex issuesthe Lippo Group.  I am therefore aware of the details relating to the complex issues

involved which resulted in the proposals being abandoned.involved which resulted in the proposals being abandoned.involved which resulted in the proposals being abandoned.involved which resulted in the proposals being abandoned.

It is a requirement of my profession as a Certified Public Accountant that anyIt is a requirement of my profession as a Certified Public Accountant that anyIt is a requirement of my profession as a Certified Public Accountant that anyIt is a requirement of my profession as a Certified Public Accountant that any

information obtained in the course of professional work shall be kept confidential,information obtained in the course of professional work shall be kept confidential,information obtained in the course of professional work shall be kept confidential,information obtained in the course of professional work shall be kept confidential,

except with the consent of the client or where there is a public duty to disclose,except with the consent of the client or where there is a public duty to disclose,except with the consent of the client or where there is a public duty to disclose,except with the consent of the client or where there is a public duty to disclose,

or a legal or professional right or duty to disclose.or a legal or professional right or duty to disclose.or a legal or professional right or duty to disclose.or a legal or professional right or duty to disclose.

The resolution before this Council is directly related to my work as SpecialThe resolution before this Council is directly related to my work as SpecialThe resolution before this Council is directly related to my work as SpecialThe resolution before this Council is directly related to my work as Special

Manager in the provisional liquidation of BCCHK.  I have no doubt that my knowledgeManager in the provisional liquidation of BCCHK.  I have no doubt that my knowledgeManager in the provisional liquidation of BCCHK.  I have no doubt that my knowledgeManager in the provisional liquidation of BCCHK.  I have no doubt that my knowledge

of the affairs of BCCHK would have influenced my decision on which way to vote.  Iof the affairs of BCCHK would have influenced my decision on which way to vote.  Iof the affairs of BCCHK would have influenced my decision on which way to vote.  Iof the affairs of BCCHK would have influenced my decision on which way to vote.  I

do not feel that it is fair to my colleagues to cast my vote in the motion eitherdo not feel that it is fair to my colleagues to cast my vote in the motion eitherdo not feel that it is fair to my colleagues to cast my vote in the motion eitherdo not feel that it is fair to my colleagues to cast my vote in the motion either

way without giving them an explanation for my point of view.  However, I would notway without giving them an explanation for my point of view.  However, I would notway without giving them an explanation for my point of view.  However, I would notway without giving them an explanation for my point of view.  However, I would not

be able to do so without breaching confidentiality.be able to do so without breaching confidentiality.be able to do so without breaching confidentiality.be able to do so without breaching confidentiality.

WhWhWhWhilst I do have a definitive view on the motion before this Council, for theilst I do have a definitive view on the motion before this Council, for theilst I do have a definitive view on the motion before this Council, for theilst I do have a definitive view on the motion before this Council, for the

reasons cited I shall have no option but to abstain.  I shall of course follow thereasons cited I shall have no option but to abstain.  I shall of course follow thereasons cited I shall have no option but to abstain.  I shall of course follow thereasons cited I shall have no option but to abstain.  I shall of course follow the

debate with great interest but Members will, I trust, understand the reason for mydebate with great interest but Members will, I trust, understand the reason for mydebate with great interest but Members will, I trust, understand the reason for mydebate with great interest but Members will, I trust, understand the reason for my

abstaining from a vote on this occasion.abstaining from a vote on this occasion.abstaining from a vote on this occasion.abstaining from a vote on this occasion.

MR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the BCCHK incident is anMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the BCCHK incident is anMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the BCCHK incident is anMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the BCCHK incident is an

international incident.  I feel that it involves many political factors.  The press,international incident.  I feel that it involves many political factors.  The press,international incident.  I feel that it involves many political factors.  The press,international incident.  I feel that it involves many political factors.  The press,

however, never mentioned them.  Any incident involving politics is simply beyond thehowever, never mentioned them.  Any incident involving politics is simply beyond thehowever, never mentioned them.  Any incident involving politics is simply beyond thehowever, never mentioned them.  Any incident involving politics is simply beyond the

Hong Kong Government's control.  The Hong Kong Government has learnt one lesson fromHong Kong Government's control.  The Hong Kong Government has learnt one lesson fromHong Kong Government's control.  The Hong Kong Government has learnt one lesson fromHong Kong Government's control.  The Hong Kong Government has learnt one lesson from

the incident, which is that high-ranking government officials should be fullythe incident, which is that high-ranking government officials should be fullythe incident, which is that high-ranking government officials should be fullythe incident, which is that high-ranking government officials should be fully

responsible for what they say or do.  Those who made mistakes should resign becauseresponsible for what they say or do.  Those who made mistakes should resign becauseresponsible for what they say or do.  Those who made mistakes should resign becauseresponsible for what they say or do.  Those who made mistakes should resign because

of them or be dismissed.  Hong Kong has never had such a system.  It is a system thatof them or be dismissed.  Hong Kong has never had such a system.  It is a system thatof them or be dismissed.  Hong Kong has never had such a system.  It is a system thatof them or be dismissed.  Hong Kong has never had such a system.  It is a system that

deserves to be studied in depth and put into practice.  The BCCHK is now beingdeserves to be studied in depth and put into practice.  The BCCHK is now beingdeserves to be studied in depth and put into practice.  The BCCHK is now beingdeserves to be studied in depth and put into practice.  The BCCHK is now being

liquidated.  If the Official Receiver and Liquidator does his job in a responsibleliquidated.  If the Official Receiver and Liquidator does his job in a responsibleliquidated.  If the Official Receiver and Liquidator does his job in a responsibleliquidated.  If the Official Receiver and Liquidator does his job in a responsible

and practical manner, the whole matter can be brought to a close.  I support the spiritand practical manner, the whole matter can be brought to a close.  I support the spiritand practical manner, the whole matter can be brought to a close.  I support the spiritand practical manner, the whole matter can be brought to a close.  I support the spirit

of Dr the Honourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, but I express doubts about his motive.of Dr the Honourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, but I express doubts about his motive.of Dr the Honourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, but I express doubts about his motive.of Dr the Honourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, but I express doubts about his motive.

Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the BCCHK hasMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the BCCHK hasMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the BCCHK hasMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the failure of the BCCHK has

not only caused losses to depositors but provided yet another demonstration of thenot only caused losses to depositors but provided yet another demonstration of thenot only caused losses to depositors but provided yet another demonstration of thenot only caused losses to depositors but provided yet another demonstration of the



unsound state of Hong Kong's bank supervision mechanism.  The BCCHK was at firstunsound state of Hong Kong's bank supervision mechanism.  The BCCHK was at firstunsound state of Hong Kong's bank supervision mechanism.  The BCCHK was at firstunsound state of Hong Kong's bank supervision mechanism.  The BCCHK was at first

described as a sound bank; then it was said to be over-laden with debts and insolventdescribed as a sound bank; then it was said to be over-laden with debts and insolventdescribed as a sound bank; then it was said to be over-laden with debts and insolventdescribed as a sound bank; then it was said to be over-laden with debts and insolvent

and was ordered by the Government to close its business.  Clearly, in its processand was ordered by the Government to close its business.  Clearly, in its processand was ordered by the Government to close its business.  Clearly, in its processand was ordered by the Government to close its business.  Clearly, in its process

of handling the incident, the Government made an about-face in its attitude.  Suchof handling the incident, the Government made an about-face in its attitude.  Suchof handling the incident, the Government made an about-face in its attitude.  Suchof handling the incident, the Government made an about-face in its attitude.  Such

attitudinal inconsistency on the part of the Government caused monetary losses toattitudinal inconsistency on the part of the Government caused monetary losses toattitudinal inconsistency on the part of the Government caused monetary losses toattitudinal inconsistency on the part of the Government caused monetary losses to

depositors and shareholders; it also resulted in a great deal of time being lost.depositors and shareholders; it also resulted in a great deal of time being lost.depositors and shareholders; it also resulted in a great deal of time being lost.depositors and shareholders; it also resulted in a great deal of time being lost.

I think that the authorities concerned acted improperly in their handling of theI think that the authorities concerned acted improperly in their handling of theI think that the authorities concerned acted improperly in their handling of theI think that the authorities concerned acted improperly in their handling of the

BCCHK incident and in their supervision of banking operations.  The authoritiesBCCHK incident and in their supervision of banking operations.  The authoritiesBCCHK incident and in their supervision of banking operations.  The authoritiesBCCHK incident and in their supervision of banking operations.  The authorities

should render a clear account of what happened.  I therefore support Dr the Honourableshould render a clear account of what happened.  I therefore support Dr the Honourableshould render a clear account of what happened.  I therefore support Dr the Honourableshould render a clear account of what happened.  I therefore support Dr the Honourable

HUANG Chen-ya's motion that the Government set up an independent commission of inquiryHUANG Chen-ya's motion that the Government set up an independent commission of inquiryHUANG Chen-ya's motion that the Government set up an independent commission of inquiryHUANG Chen-ya's motion that the Government set up an independent commission of inquiry

to investigate the failure of the BCCHK.  Although the Commissioner forto investigate the failure of the BCCHK.  Although the Commissioner forto investigate the failure of the BCCHK.  Although the Commissioner forto investigate the failure of the BCCHK.  Although the Commissioner for

Administrative Complaints (CAC) has already looked into the BCCHK incident, hisAdministrative Complaints (CAC) has already looked into the BCCHK incident, hisAdministrative Complaints (CAC) has already looked into the BCCHK incident, hisAdministrative Complaints (CAC) has already looked into the BCCHK incident, his

powers are limited.  The CAC uncovered indications of improper handling and improperpowers are limited.  The CAC uncovered indications of improper handling and improperpowers are limited.  The CAC uncovered indications of improper handling and improperpowers are limited.  The CAC uncovered indications of improper handling and improper

administrative action but was unable to take any step to effect remedy or applyadministrative action but was unable to take any step to effect remedy or applyadministrative action but was unable to take any step to effect remedy or applyadministrative action but was unable to take any step to effect remedy or apply

sanctions.  Firstly, an independent commission, if set up, can be vested withsanctions.  Firstly, an independent commission, if set up, can be vested withsanctions.  Firstly, an independent commission, if set up, can be vested withsanctions.  Firstly, an independent commission, if set up, can be vested with

enforcement powers, whereby the existing loopholes can be plugged.  Secondly, theenforcement powers, whereby the existing loopholes can be plugged.  Secondly, theenforcement powers, whereby the existing loopholes can be plugged.  Secondly, theenforcement powers, whereby the existing loopholes can be plugged.  Secondly, the

depositors of the BCCHK will be given reasonable satisfaction.  Also, the people ofdepositors of the BCCHK will be given reasonable satisfaction.  Also, the people ofdepositors of the BCCHK will be given reasonable satisfaction.  Also, the people ofdepositors of the BCCHK will be given reasonable satisfaction.  Also, the people of

Hong Kong will be made to see clearly the active role that the Government plays andHong Kong will be made to see clearly the active role that the Government plays andHong Kong will be made to see clearly the active role that the Government plays andHong Kong will be made to see clearly the active role that the Government plays and

the effort that it makes in the process of supervision.  As a result, the Government,the effort that it makes in the process of supervision.  As a result, the Government,the effort that it makes in the process of supervision.  As a result, the Government,the effort that it makes in the process of supervision.  As a result, the Government,

which is steadily losing credibility, can improve its public image.which is steadily losing credibility, can improve its public image.which is steadily losing credibility, can improve its public image.which is steadily losing credibility, can improve its public image.

Though the GovernmeThough the GovernmeThough the GovernmeThough the Government has been insisting all along that the failure of the BCCHKnt has been insisting all along that the failure of the BCCHKnt has been insisting all along that the failure of the BCCHKnt has been insisting all along that the failure of the BCCHK

is an accident caused by an overseas holding company and has nothing at all to dois an accident caused by an overseas holding company and has nothing at all to dois an accident caused by an overseas holding company and has nothing at all to dois an accident caused by an overseas holding company and has nothing at all to do

with Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, yet the CAC points out in hiswith Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, yet the CAC points out in hiswith Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, yet the CAC points out in hiswith Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, yet the CAC points out in his

investigation report on the BCCHK incident that, as early as late 1990, the Officeinvestigation report on the BCCHK incident that, as early as late 1990, the Officeinvestigation report on the BCCHK incident that, as early as late 1990, the Officeinvestigation report on the BCCHK incident that, as early as late 1990, the Office

of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) already noticed that the BCCHK's lowest assetof the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) already noticed that the BCCHK's lowest assetof the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) already noticed that the BCCHK's lowest assetof the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) already noticed that the BCCHK's lowest asset

ratio was 8.27%, which was lower than the 11% required by the Banking Ordinance.ratio was 8.27%, which was lower than the 11% required by the Banking Ordinance.ratio was 8.27%, which was lower than the 11% required by the Banking Ordinance.ratio was 8.27%, which was lower than the 11% required by the Banking Ordinance.

After several rounds of negotiations, the BCCHK still failed to meet the ratioAfter several rounds of negotiations, the BCCHK still failed to meet the ratioAfter several rounds of negotiations, the BCCHK still failed to meet the ratioAfter several rounds of negotiations, the BCCHK still failed to meet the ratio

required by the Government.  But the Government failed to take firm and decisiverequired by the Government.  But the Government failed to take firm and decisiverequired by the Government.  But the Government failed to take firm and decisiverequired by the Government.  But the Government failed to take firm and decisive

action.  On 27 June 1991, the officials concerned were still repeating their requestaction.  On 27 June 1991, the officials concerned were still repeating their requestaction.  On 27 June 1991, the officials concerned were still repeating their requestaction.  On 27 June 1991, the officials concerned were still repeating their request

to the BCCI head company in Abu Dhabi to inject more capital.  Unfortunately, on theto the BCCI head company in Abu Dhabi to inject more capital.  Unfortunately, on theto the BCCI head company in Abu Dhabi to inject more capital.  Unfortunately, on theto the BCCI head company in Abu Dhabi to inject more capital.  Unfortunately, on the

following day, governments in various countries ordered the BCCI to close its businessfollowing day, governments in various countries ordered the BCCI to close its businessfollowing day, governments in various countries ordered the BCCI to close its businessfollowing day, governments in various countries ordered the BCCI to close its business

immediately on the ground of bad debts.  Clearly, as early as late 1990, theimmediately on the ground of bad debts.  Clearly, as early as late 1990, theimmediately on the ground of bad debts.  Clearly, as early as late 1990, theimmediately on the ground of bad debts.  Clearly, as early as late 1990, the

Government already knew about the problems that had appeared in the BCCHK, but itGovernment already knew about the problems that had appeared in the BCCHK, but itGovernment already knew about the problems that had appeared in the BCCHK, but itGovernment already knew about the problems that had appeared in the BCCHK, but it

hesitated to take decisive action.  As a result, depositors and shareholdershesitated to take decisive action.  As a result, depositors and shareholdershesitated to take decisive action.  As a result, depositors and shareholdershesitated to take decisive action.  As a result, depositors and shareholders

sustained losses.  Such a course of events inevitably raises the question: Is thesustained losses.  Such a course of events inevitably raises the question: Is thesustained losses.  Such a course of events inevitably raises the question: Is thesustained losses.  Such a course of events inevitably raises the question: Is the

supervision system used by the OCB sound and effective?  Another debatable point issupervision system used by the OCB sound and effective?  Another debatable point issupervision system used by the OCB sound and effective?  Another debatable point issupervision system used by the OCB sound and effective?  Another debatable point is



the degree of transparency of the monitoring process.  The ordinary depositor'sthe degree of transparency of the monitoring process.  The ordinary depositor'sthe degree of transparency of the monitoring process.  The ordinary depositor'sthe degree of transparency of the monitoring process.  The ordinary depositor's

access to information is very limited.  Even the amount of a bank's basic reserveaccess to information is very limited.  Even the amount of a bank's basic reserveaccess to information is very limited.  Even the amount of a bank's basic reserveaccess to information is very limited.  Even the amount of a bank's basic reserve

capital is a secret that cannot be disclosed publicly.  This makes it impossible forcapital is a secret that cannot be disclosed publicly.  This makes it impossible forcapital is a secret that cannot be disclosed publicly.  This makes it impossible forcapital is a secret that cannot be disclosed publicly.  This makes it impossible for

members of the public to make an intelligent choice of a sound bank.  If such a bankingmembers of the public to make an intelligent choice of a sound bank.  If such a bankingmembers of the public to make an intelligent choice of a sound bank.  If such a bankingmembers of the public to make an intelligent choice of a sound bank.  If such a banking

supervision mechanism is allowed to continue in operation, the confidence of thesupervision mechanism is allowed to continue in operation, the confidence of thesupervision mechanism is allowed to continue in operation, the confidence of thesupervision mechanism is allowed to continue in operation, the confidence of the

people of Hong Kong will keep on declining.  Setting up an independent commissionpeople of Hong Kong will keep on declining.  Setting up an independent commissionpeople of Hong Kong will keep on declining.  Setting up an independent commissionpeople of Hong Kong will keep on declining.  Setting up an independent commission

to review the banking supervision mechanism is imperative.  Without it, theto review the banking supervision mechanism is imperative.  Without it, theto review the banking supervision mechanism is imperative.  Without it, theto review the banking supervision mechanism is imperative.  Without it, the

development of Hong Kong as a financial centre will be set back.  I hope that thedevelopment of Hong Kong as a financial centre will be set back.  I hope that thedevelopment of Hong Kong as a financial centre will be set back.  I hope that thedevelopment of Hong Kong as a financial centre will be set back.  I hope that the

Government will keep on making progress and improvement in the indicated direction.Government will keep on making progress and improvement in the indicated direction.Government will keep on making progress and improvement in the indicated direction.Government will keep on making progress and improvement in the indicated direction.

Thank you, Mr DepThank you, Mr DepThank you, Mr DepThank you, Mr Deputy President.uty President.uty President.uty President.

DR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to most people, the failure ofDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to most people, the failure ofDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to most people, the failure ofDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to most people, the failure of

the BCCHK is but a topic of conversation after a good cup of tea or a good meal.  Tothe BCCHK is but a topic of conversation after a good cup of tea or a good meal.  Tothe BCCHK is but a topic of conversation after a good cup of tea or a good meal.  Tothe BCCHK is but a topic of conversation after a good cup of tea or a good meal.  To

the depositors of the BCCHK, however, it represents an unending nightmare.  Thethe depositors of the BCCHK, however, it represents an unending nightmare.  Thethe depositors of the BCCHK, however, it represents an unending nightmare.  Thethe depositors of the BCCHK, however, it represents an unending nightmare.  The

Government's inconsistent attitude and compounding of mistakes in the handling ofGovernment's inconsistent attitude and compounding of mistakes in the handling ofGovernment's inconsistent attitude and compounding of mistakes in the handling ofGovernment's inconsistent attitude and compounding of mistakes in the handling of

the BCCHK incident have not only caused the depositors to lose billions of dollarsthe BCCHK incident have not only caused the depositors to lose billions of dollarsthe BCCHK incident have not only caused the depositors to lose billions of dollarsthe BCCHK incident have not only caused the depositors to lose billions of dollars

of their deposits but also caused the Government itself to lose a great deal of face.of their deposits but also caused the Government itself to lose a great deal of face.of their deposits but also caused the Government itself to lose a great deal of face.of their deposits but also caused the Government itself to lose a great deal of face.

True, the Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) has submitted a detailed reportTrue, the Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) has submitted a detailed reportTrue, the Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) has submitted a detailed reportTrue, the Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB) has submitted a detailed report

on the incident, providing an account of the course of the incident from the beginningon the incident, providing an account of the course of the incident from the beginningon the incident, providing an account of the course of the incident from the beginningon the incident, providing an account of the course of the incident from the beginning

to the end and an explanation of why the decisions were made as they were made.to the end and an explanation of why the decisions were made as they were made.to the end and an explanation of why the decisions were made as they were made.to the end and an explanation of why the decisions were made as they were made.

However, there are things in the report that invite contention.  The purpose of myHowever, there are things in the report that invite contention.  The purpose of myHowever, there are things in the report that invite contention.  The purpose of myHowever, there are things in the report that invite contention.  The purpose of my

speech today is to point out some of the contentious things.  Another arguable pointspeech today is to point out some of the contentious things.  Another arguable pointspeech today is to point out some of the contentious things.  Another arguable pointspeech today is to point out some of the contentious things.  Another arguable point

is how appropriate the methods used by the relevant departments in handling the BCCHKis how appropriate the methods used by the relevant departments in handling the BCCHKis how appropriate the methods used by the relevant departments in handling the BCCHKis how appropriate the methods used by the relevant departments in handling the BCCHK

incident are.  On 5 July 1991, even as the Bank of England and the regulatory agenciesincident are.  On 5 July 1991, even as the Bank of England and the regulatory agenciesincident are.  On 5 July 1991, even as the Bank of England and the regulatory agenciesincident are.  On 5 July 1991, even as the Bank of England and the regulatory agencies

of many foreign countries announced that they would take over the BCCI operationsof many foreign countries announced that they would take over the BCCI operationsof many foreign countries announced that they would take over the BCCI operationsof many foreign countries announced that they would take over the BCCI operations

under their jurisdiction, the OCB in Hong Kong declared that there was absolutelyunder their jurisdiction, the OCB in Hong Kong declared that there was absolutelyunder their jurisdiction, the OCB in Hong Kong declared that there was absolutelyunder their jurisdiction, the OCB in Hong Kong declared that there was absolutely

no problem with the BCCHK.  It also issued a statement, giving assurance that theno problem with the BCCHK.  It also issued a statement, giving assurance that theno problem with the BCCHK.  It also issued a statement, giving assurance that theno problem with the BCCHK.  It also issued a statement, giving assurance that the

operations of the BCCHK were sound and reliable.  The BCCHK was allowed to remainoperations of the BCCHK were sound and reliable.  The BCCHK was allowed to remainoperations of the BCCHK were sound and reliable.  The BCCHK was allowed to remainoperations of the BCCHK were sound and reliable.  The BCCHK was allowed to remain

open on 5 July (Saturday).  Were these decisions proper?  The Banking Commissioner'sopen on 5 July (Saturday).  Were these decisions proper?  The Banking Commissioner'sopen on 5 July (Saturday).  Were these decisions proper?  The Banking Commissioner'sopen on 5 July (Saturday).  Were these decisions proper?  The Banking Commissioner's

report cites four grounds for the decisions, as follows:report cites four grounds for the decisions, as follows:report cites four grounds for the decisions, as follows:report cites four grounds for the decisions, as follows:

(1)(1)(1)(1) The BCCHK is a locally incorporated bank.  Legally, it is an independentThe BCCHK is a locally incorporated bank.  Legally, it is an independentThe BCCHK is a locally incorporated bank.  Legally, it is an independentThe BCCHK is a locally incorporated bank.  Legally, it is an independent

entity unrelated to the other members of the BCCI group that were in trouble.entity unrelated to the other members of the BCCI group that were in trouble.entity unrelated to the other members of the BCCI group that were in trouble.entity unrelated to the other members of the BCCI group that were in trouble.

(2)(2)(2)(2) It appears that the BCCHK was not involved in frauIt appears that the BCCHK was not involved in frauIt appears that the BCCHK was not involved in frauIt appears that the BCCHK was not involved in fraud.d.d.d.

(3)(3)(3)(3) It appears that the BCCHK was financially sound.It appears that the BCCHK was financially sound.It appears that the BCCHK was financially sound.It appears that the BCCHK was financially sound.



(4)(4)(4)(4) It appears that the BCCHK was receiving firm support from its largestIt appears that the BCCHK was receiving firm support from its largestIt appears that the BCCHK was receiving firm support from its largestIt appears that the BCCHK was receiving firm support from its largest

shareholder.shareholder.shareholder.shareholder.

First of all, the tone of the Banking Commissioner suggests that he made theFirst of all, the tone of the Banking Commissioner suggests that he made theFirst of all, the tone of the Banking Commissioner suggests that he made theFirst of all, the tone of the Banking Commissioner suggests that he made the

decisions despite having doubts and feelings of unease.  He should have been welldecisions despite having doubts and feelings of unease.  He should have been welldecisions despite having doubts and feelings of unease.  He should have been welldecisions despite having doubts and feelings of unease.  He should have been well

aware that confidence was a prerequisite indispensable to the financial market.  Whenaware that confidence was a prerequisite indispensable to the financial market.  Whenaware that confidence was a prerequisite indispensable to the financial market.  Whenaware that confidence was a prerequisite indispensable to the financial market.  When

its sister banks were being taken over by overseas regulatory agencies because ofits sister banks were being taken over by overseas regulatory agencies because ofits sister banks were being taken over by overseas regulatory agencies because ofits sister banks were being taken over by overseas regulatory agencies because of

improper management and inadequate reserves, how was it possible for the BCCHK toimproper management and inadequate reserves, how was it possible for the BCCHK toimproper management and inadequate reserves, how was it possible for the BCCHK toimproper management and inadequate reserves, how was it possible for the BCCHK to

remain in the clear?  In particular, when the BCC Luxembourg and the BCCI wereremain in the clear?  In particular, when the BCC Luxembourg and the BCCI wereremain in the clear?  In particular, when the BCC Luxembourg and the BCCI wereremain in the clear?  In particular, when the BCC Luxembourg and the BCCI were

involved in fraud and other illicit acts, how could Hong Kong depositors haveinvolved in fraud and other illicit acts, how could Hong Kong depositors haveinvolved in fraud and other illicit acts, how could Hong Kong depositors haveinvolved in fraud and other illicit acts, how could Hong Kong depositors have

confidence in a sister bank of theirs, namely, the BCCHK?  The authorities, inconfidence in a sister bank of theirs, namely, the BCCHK?  The authorities, inconfidence in a sister bank of theirs, namely, the BCCHK?  The authorities, inconfidence in a sister bank of theirs, namely, the BCCHK?  The authorities, in

permitting the BCCHK to remain open, were doing a very dangerous thing.  Sooner orpermitting the BCCHK to remain open, were doing a very dangerous thing.  Sooner orpermitting the BCCHK to remain open, were doing a very dangerous thing.  Sooner orpermitting the BCCHK to remain open, were doing a very dangerous thing.  Sooner or

later, there was going to be a run on the bank.  The OCB should have been aware oflater, there was going to be a run on the bank.  The OCB should have been aware oflater, there was going to be a run on the bank.  The OCB should have been aware oflater, there was going to be a run on the bank.  The OCB should have been aware of

this.  In permitting the BCCHK to remain open for business as usual on 5 July, thethis.  In permitting the BCCHK to remain open for business as usual on 5 July, thethis.  In permitting the BCCHK to remain open for business as usual on 5 July, thethis.  In permitting the BCCHK to remain open for business as usual on 5 July, the

OCB showed its lack of a business sense and its recklessness in dealing with problems.OCB showed its lack of a business sense and its recklessness in dealing with problems.OCB showed its lack of a business sense and its recklessness in dealing with problems.OCB showed its lack of a business sense and its recklessness in dealing with problems.

Another point is that, whereas there were rumours about the BCCHK laundering illicitAnother point is that, whereas there were rumours about the BCCHK laundering illicitAnother point is that, whereas there were rumours about the BCCHK laundering illicitAnother point is that, whereas there were rumours about the BCCHK laundering illicit

money overseas, the Government did not say in the report whether it had looked intomoney overseas, the Government did not say in the report whether it had looked intomoney overseas, the Government did not say in the report whether it had looked intomoney overseas, the Government did not say in the report whether it had looked into

these rumours.these rumours.these rumours.these rumours.

On 2 July, the Banking Commissioner already learnt from London that the BCCOn 2 July, the Banking Commissioner already learnt from London that the BCCOn 2 July, the Banking Commissioner already learnt from London that the BCCOn 2 July, the Banking Commissioner already learnt from London that the BCC

Luxembourg and the BCCI were involved in fraud.  He was also well aware that theseLuxembourg and the BCCI were involved in fraud.  He was also well aware that theseLuxembourg and the BCCI were involved in fraud.  He was also well aware that theseLuxembourg and the BCCI were involved in fraud.  He was also well aware that these

incidents would shake the public's confidence in the BCCHK.  He even planned to takeincidents would shake the public's confidence in the BCCHK.  He even planned to takeincidents would shake the public's confidence in the BCCHK.  He even planned to takeincidents would shake the public's confidence in the BCCHK.  He even planned to take

certain counter-measures.  He intended to audit the books of the BCCHK and then makecertain counter-measures.  He intended to audit the books of the BCCHK and then makecertain counter-measures.  He intended to audit the books of the BCCHK and then makecertain counter-measures.  He intended to audit the books of the BCCHK and then make

an updated assessment of the situation of the BCCHK.  Before the latest financialan updated assessment of the situation of the BCCHK.  Before the latest financialan updated assessment of the situation of the BCCHK.  Before the latest financialan updated assessment of the situation of the BCCHK.  Before the latest financial

situation of the BCCHK was known, however, a public statement was issued, expressingsituation of the BCCHK was known, however, a public statement was issued, expressingsituation of the BCCHK was known, however, a public statement was issued, expressingsituation of the BCCHK was known, however, a public statement was issued, expressing

the view that the BCCHK showed no sign of corruption and was in a sound financialthe view that the BCCHK showed no sign of corruption and was in a sound financialthe view that the BCCHK showed no sign of corruption and was in a sound financialthe view that the BCCHK showed no sign of corruption and was in a sound financial

condition.  That was an irresponsible thing to do.  Subsequent investigation showedcondition.  That was an irresponsible thing to do.  Subsequent investigation showedcondition.  That was an irresponsible thing to do.  Subsequent investigation showedcondition.  That was an irresponsible thing to do.  Subsequent investigation showed

that the BCCHK's financial situation was not as sound as it was said to be.  Thethat the BCCHK's financial situation was not as sound as it was said to be.  Thethat the BCCHK's financial situation was not as sound as it was said to be.  Thethat the BCCHK's financial situation was not as sound as it was said to be.  The

discovery of undocumented liabilities and potentially bad debts led to the collapsediscovery of undocumented liabilities and potentially bad debts led to the collapsediscovery of undocumented liabilities and potentially bad debts led to the collapsediscovery of undocumented liabilities and potentially bad debts led to the collapse

of the talks about a buy-out of the BCCHK.of the talks about a buy-out of the BCCHK.of the talks about a buy-out of the BCCHK.of the talks about a buy-out of the BCCHK.

The report also said that the reason for permitting the BCCHK to remain open forThe report also said that the reason for permitting the BCCHK to remain open forThe report also said that the reason for permitting the BCCHK to remain open forThe report also said that the reason for permitting the BCCHK to remain open for

business as usual on that Saturday was that the Abu Dhabi Government issued abusiness as usual on that Saturday was that the Abu Dhabi Government issued abusiness as usual on that Saturday was that the Abu Dhabi Government issued abusiness as usual on that Saturday was that the Abu Dhabi Government issued a

certification of its link with the bank on 27 June 1991, announced a $125 millioncertification of its link with the bank on 27 June 1991, announced a $125 millioncertification of its link with the bank on 27 June 1991, announced a $125 millioncertification of its link with the bank on 27 June 1991, announced a $125 million

capital infusion and voiced a willingness and an ability to provide a huge amountcapital infusion and voiced a willingness and an ability to provide a huge amountcapital infusion and voiced a willingness and an ability to provide a huge amountcapital infusion and voiced a willingness and an ability to provide a huge amount

of extraordinary financial support to the entire BCCI group.  However, when the OCBof extraordinary financial support to the entire BCCI group.  However, when the OCBof extraordinary financial support to the entire BCCI group.  However, when the OCBof extraordinary financial support to the entire BCCI group.  However, when the OCB

decided to close the bank on 8 July, its most critical consideration was that Hongdecided to close the bank on 8 July, its most critical consideration was that Hongdecided to close the bank on 8 July, its most critical consideration was that Hongdecided to close the bank on 8 July, its most critical consideration was that Hong

Kong learnt on 7 July that the Abu Dhabi Government would not provide the BCCHK withKong learnt on 7 July that the Abu Dhabi Government would not provide the BCCHK withKong learnt on 7 July that the Abu Dhabi Government would not provide the BCCHK withKong learnt on 7 July that the Abu Dhabi Government would not provide the BCCHK with



a written statement of support.  In fact, before taking over the entire BCCI group,a written statement of support.  In fact, before taking over the entire BCCI group,a written statement of support.  In fact, before taking over the entire BCCI group,a written statement of support.  In fact, before taking over the entire BCCI group,

the regulatory agencies of several countries had held meetings to discuss thethe regulatory agencies of several countries had held meetings to discuss thethe regulatory agencies of several countries had held meetings to discuss thethe regulatory agencies of several countries had held meetings to discuss the

impending crisis.  They considered the usefulness of this kind of statement ofimpending crisis.  They considered the usefulness of this kind of statement ofimpending crisis.  They considered the usefulness of this kind of statement ofimpending crisis.  They considered the usefulness of this kind of statement of

support.  In the end, they all decided on taking over.  This shows that asking thesupport.  In the end, they all decided on taking over.  This shows that asking thesupport.  In the end, they all decided on taking over.  This shows that asking thesupport.  In the end, they all decided on taking over.  This shows that asking the

Abu Dhabi Government for a statement of support and for assurances was not a practicalAbu Dhabi Government for a statement of support and for assurances was not a practicalAbu Dhabi Government for a statement of support and for assurances was not a practicalAbu Dhabi Government for a statement of support and for assurances was not a practical

thing to do.  Secondly, within 10 short days, the OCB twice asked the Abu Dhabithing to do.  Secondly, within 10 short days, the OCB twice asked the Abu Dhabithing to do.  Secondly, within 10 short days, the OCB twice asked the Abu Dhabithing to do.  Secondly, within 10 short days, the OCB twice asked the Abu Dhabi

Government for a statement about its link to the bank.  This shows that the OCB atGovernment for a statement about its link to the bank.  This shows that the OCB atGovernment for a statement about its link to the bank.  This shows that the OCB atGovernment for a statement about its link to the bank.  This shows that the OCB at

the time failed to consider matters carefully and fully and was unable to make athe time failed to consider matters carefully and fully and was unable to make athe time failed to consider matters carefully and fully and was unable to make athe time failed to consider matters carefully and fully and was unable to make a

professionally sound judgment.  Then, after the OCB set a limit to the maximum amountprofessionally sound judgment.  Then, after the OCB set a limit to the maximum amountprofessionally sound judgment.  Then, after the OCB set a limit to the maximum amountprofessionally sound judgment.  Then, after the OCB set a limit to the maximum amount

that could be withdrawn, what happened on Saturday was that there were net withdrawalsthat could be withdrawn, what happened on Saturday was that there were net withdrawalsthat could be withdrawn, what happened on Saturday was that there were net withdrawalsthat could be withdrawn, what happened on Saturday was that there were net withdrawals

of $255 million and cash withdrawals of $37 million.  The OCB stressed repeatedlyof $255 million and cash withdrawals of $37 million.  The OCB stressed repeatedlyof $255 million and cash withdrawals of $37 million.  The OCB stressed repeatedlyof $255 million and cash withdrawals of $37 million.  The OCB stressed repeatedly

that the day's withdrawals were not serious.  To the BCCHK's depositors collectively,that the day's withdrawals were not serious.  To the BCCHK's depositors collectively,that the day's withdrawals were not serious.  To the BCCHK's depositors collectively,that the day's withdrawals were not serious.  To the BCCHK's depositors collectively,

however, the situation was unfair.however, the situation was unfair.however, the situation was unfair.however, the situation was unfair.

What the Government did after taking over tWhat the Government did after taking over tWhat the Government did after taking over tWhat the Government did after taking over the BCCHK had in it an element thathe BCCHK had in it an element thathe BCCHK had in it an element thathe BCCHK had in it an element that

would mislead people.  First of all, even before the BCCHK's official liquidator gavewould mislead people.  First of all, even before the BCCHK's official liquidator gavewould mislead people.  First of all, even before the BCCHK's official liquidator gavewould mislead people.  First of all, even before the BCCHK's official liquidator gave

his consent, the OCB hastily decided to offer the BCCHK for sale.  Legally, thehis consent, the OCB hastily decided to offer the BCCHK for sale.  Legally, thehis consent, the OCB hastily decided to offer the BCCHK for sale.  Legally, thehis consent, the OCB hastily decided to offer the BCCHK for sale.  Legally, the

Government had no power to make a decision on its own to offer the BCCHK for sale.Government had no power to make a decision on its own to offer the BCCHK for sale.Government had no power to make a decision on its own to offer the BCCHK for sale.Government had no power to make a decision on its own to offer the BCCHK for sale.

Clearly, the OCB did not have the professional expertise that it should have.Clearly, the OCB did not have the professional expertise that it should have.Clearly, the OCB did not have the professional expertise that it should have.Clearly, the OCB did not have the professional expertise that it should have.

Secondly, the sale of a bank involves complex technical problems.  The OCB shouldSecondly, the sale of a bank involves complex technical problems.  The OCB shouldSecondly, the sale of a bank involves complex technical problems.  The OCB shouldSecondly, the sale of a bank involves complex technical problems.  The OCB should

have been aware of this.  Yet, in the wake of the failure of the BCCHK, the Governmenthave been aware of this.  Yet, in the wake of the failure of the BCCHK, the Governmenthave been aware of this.  Yet, in the wake of the failure of the BCCHK, the Governmenthave been aware of this.  Yet, in the wake of the failure of the BCCHK, the Government

stressed time and again that it was optimistic about finding a buyer for the bank.stressed time and again that it was optimistic about finding a buyer for the bank.stressed time and again that it was optimistic about finding a buyer for the bank.stressed time and again that it was optimistic about finding a buyer for the bank.

What is more, it was completely tight-mouthed about the fact that the BCCHK mightWhat is more, it was completely tight-mouthed about the fact that the BCCHK mightWhat is more, it was completely tight-mouthed about the fact that the BCCHK mightWhat is more, it was completely tight-mouthed about the fact that the BCCHK might

have to be liquidated.  This caused the depositors to entertain unrealistic hopes.have to be liquidated.  This caused the depositors to entertain unrealistic hopes.have to be liquidated.  This caused the depositors to entertain unrealistic hopes.have to be liquidated.  This caused the depositors to entertain unrealistic hopes.

Mr Deputy President, on the basis of the above analysis, the report in fact failedMr Deputy President, on the basis of the above analysis, the report in fact failedMr Deputy President, on the basis of the above analysis, the report in fact failedMr Deputy President, on the basis of the above analysis, the report in fact failed

to provide a detailed analytical account of the failure of the BCCHK.  Many questionsto provide a detailed analytical account of the failure of the BCCHK.  Many questionsto provide a detailed analytical account of the failure of the BCCHK.  Many questionsto provide a detailed analytical account of the failure of the BCCHK.  Many questions

were left unanswered.  Because of this, I ask the Government to set up an independentwere left unanswered.  Because of this, I ask the Government to set up an independentwere left unanswered.  Because of this, I ask the Government to set up an independentwere left unanswered.  Because of this, I ask the Government to set up an independent

commission to look into the failure of the BCCHK and to take appropriate actions oncommission to look into the failure of the BCCHK and to take appropriate actions oncommission to look into the failure of the BCCHK and to take appropriate actions oncommission to look into the failure of the BCCHK and to take appropriate actions on

the basis of its findings.  In addition, I ask the Government to review the existingthe basis of its findings.  In addition, I ask the Government to review the existingthe basis of its findings.  In addition, I ask the Government to review the existingthe basis of its findings.  In addition, I ask the Government to review the existing

Banking Ordinance.Banking Ordinance.Banking Ordinance.Banking Ordinance.

With these remarks, I support the motion.With these remarks, I support the motion.With these remarks, I support the motion.With these remarks, I support the motion.

MR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, what happened outside theMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, what happened outside theMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, what happened outside theMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, what happened outside the

Legislative Council on the afternoon of 17 July last year is still fresh in my memory.Legislative Council on the afternoon of 17 July last year is still fresh in my memory.Legislative Council on the afternoon of 17 July last year is still fresh in my memory.Legislative Council on the afternoon of 17 July last year is still fresh in my memory.

On that day, the Legislative Council passed the Bill enabling the "link and loop"On that day, the Legislative Council passed the Bill enabling the "link and loop"On that day, the Legislative Council passed the Bill enabling the "link and loop"On that day, the Legislative Council passed the Bill enabling the "link and loop"



operations of the knitwear industry to move to China.  This was greeted with repeatedoperations of the knitwear industry to move to China.  This was greeted with repeatedoperations of the knitwear industry to move to China.  This was greeted with repeatedoperations of the knitwear industry to move to China.  This was greeted with repeated

shouts of protest by the workers who were staging a sit-in outside the Legislativeshouts of protest by the workers who were staging a sit-in outside the Legislativeshouts of protest by the workers who were staging a sit-in outside the Legislativeshouts of protest by the workers who were staging a sit-in outside the Legislative

Council Building.  Relatively speaking, however, another group of people outside theCouncil Building.  Relatively speaking, however, another group of people outside theCouncil Building.  Relatively speaking, however, another group of people outside theCouncil Building.  Relatively speaking, however, another group of people outside the

Legislaive Council Building -- BCCHK depositors -- had been dealt what, I believe,Legislaive Council Building -- BCCHK depositors -- had been dealt what, I believe,Legislaive Council Building -- BCCHK depositors -- had been dealt what, I believe,Legislaive Council Building -- BCCHK depositors -- had been dealt what, I believe,

was even a heavier blow.  For days, these BCCHK depositors had been running here andwas even a heavier blow.  For days, these BCCHK depositors had been running here andwas even a heavier blow.  For days, these BCCHK depositors had been running here andwas even a heavier blow.  For days, these BCCHK depositors had been running here and

there in the hope of recovering assets that were theirs to begin with, in the hopethere in the hope of recovering assets that were theirs to begin with, in the hopethere in the hope of recovering assets that were theirs to begin with, in the hopethere in the hope of recovering assets that were theirs to begin with, in the hope

of getting justice.  They petitioned, demonstrated and lobbied.  Unfortunately,of getting justice.  They petitioned, demonstrated and lobbied.  Unfortunately,of getting justice.  They petitioned, demonstrated and lobbied.  Unfortunately,of getting justice.  They petitioned, demonstrated and lobbied.  Unfortunately,

they still failed to avert the final act, which was the liquidation of the BCCHK.they still failed to avert the final act, which was the liquidation of the BCCHK.they still failed to avert the final act, which was the liquidation of the BCCHK.they still failed to avert the final act, which was the liquidation of the BCCHK.

The mention of the BCCHK incident reminds us of a tragedy that befell hundreds andThe mention of the BCCHK incident reminds us of a tragedy that befell hundreds andThe mention of the BCCHK incident reminds us of a tragedy that befell hundreds andThe mention of the BCCHK incident reminds us of a tragedy that befell hundreds and

thousands of depositors.  Among them were those who had put their life's savings inthousands of depositors.  Among them were those who had put their life's savings inthousands of depositors.  Among them were those who had put their life's savings inthousands of depositors.  Among them were those who had put their life's savings in

the BCCHK.  They had hoped that, in their old age, they would be able to live onthe BCCHK.  They had hoped that, in their old age, they would be able to live onthe BCCHK.  They had hoped that, in their old age, they would be able to live onthe BCCHK.  They had hoped that, in their old age, they would be able to live on

interest earnings.  Now they had nothing.  The mention of the BCCHK incident alsointerest earnings.  Now they had nothing.  The mention of the BCCHK incident alsointerest earnings.  Now they had nothing.  The mention of the BCCHK incident alsointerest earnings.  Now they had nothing.  The mention of the BCCHK incident also

makes us feel hopeful.  We have seen how a group of oppressed depositors effectivelymakes us feel hopeful.  We have seen how a group of oppressed depositors effectivelymakes us feel hopeful.  We have seen how a group of oppressed depositors effectivelymakes us feel hopeful.  We have seen how a group of oppressed depositors effectively

got themselves organized to fight for their rights and interests.  "Fat Mother," ingot themselves organized to fight for their rights and interests.  "Fat Mother," ingot themselves organized to fight for their rights and interests.  "Fat Mother," ingot themselves organized to fight for their rights and interests.  "Fat Mother," in

my belief, is the most typical example.my belief, is the most typical example.my belief, is the most typical example.my belief, is the most typical example.

Mr Deputy President, I deeply feel that my colleagues seated here, as well asMr Deputy President, I deeply feel that my colleagues seated here, as well asMr Deputy President, I deeply feel that my colleagues seated here, as well asMr Deputy President, I deeply feel that my colleagues seated here, as well as

the authorities and the general public, should listen more to the views of the BCCHKthe authorities and the general public, should listen more to the views of the BCCHKthe authorities and the general public, should listen more to the views of the BCCHKthe authorities and the general public, should listen more to the views of the BCCHK

depositors.  Mrs Annabelle SHAH, "Fat Mother", the head representative of thedepositors.  Mrs Annabelle SHAH, "Fat Mother", the head representative of thedepositors.  Mrs Annabelle SHAH, "Fat Mother", the head representative of thedepositors.  Mrs Annabelle SHAH, "Fat Mother", the head representative of the

depositors, has poured out her heart in the account below.depositors, has poured out her heart in the account below.depositors, has poured out her heart in the account below.depositors, has poured out her heart in the account below.

On 5 July 1991, as the BCCI closed itsOn 5 July 1991, as the BCCI closed itsOn 5 July 1991, as the BCCI closed itsOn 5 July 1991, as the BCCI closed its operations worldwide after being found operations worldwide after being found operations worldwide after being found operations worldwide after being found

to have engaged in fraud involving huge amounts of money, its branch in Hong Kongto have engaged in fraud involving huge amounts of money, its branch in Hong Kongto have engaged in fraud involving huge amounts of money, its branch in Hong Kongto have engaged in fraud involving huge amounts of money, its branch in Hong Kong

remained open for business.  The Banking Commissioner at the time assured theremained open for business.  The Banking Commissioner at the time assured theremained open for business.  The Banking Commissioner at the time assured theremained open for business.  The Banking Commissioner at the time assured the

depositors and the general public that "the bank's business is sound and the bankdepositors and the general public that "the bank's business is sound and the bankdepositors and the general public that "the bank's business is sound and the bankdepositors and the general public that "the bank's business is sound and the bank

can continue to grow and will remain open for business as usual."  Now, however, wecan continue to grow and will remain open for business as usual."  Now, however, wecan continue to grow and will remain open for business as usual."  Now, however, wecan continue to grow and will remain open for business as usual."  Now, however, we

all know very well that, within 48 hours, he was to have a quick change of mind andall know very well that, within 48 hours, he was to have a quick change of mind andall know very well that, within 48 hours, he was to have a quick change of mind andall know very well that, within 48 hours, he was to have a quick change of mind and

closed the BCCHK.  As a depositor, I would like to ask the following questions:closed the BCCHK.  As a depositor, I would like to ask the following questions:closed the BCCHK.  As a depositor, I would like to ask the following questions:closed the BCCHK.  As a depositor, I would like to ask the following questions:

(1)(1)(1)(1) It is beyond doubt that, with or without premeditation, the BankingIt is beyond doubt that, with or without premeditation, the BankingIt is beyond doubt that, with or without premeditation, the BankingIt is beyond doubt that, with or without premeditation, the Banking

Commissioner that day misled the depositors into believing that the BCCHK was stillCommissioner that day misled the depositors into believing that the BCCHK was stillCommissioner that day misled the depositors into believing that the BCCHK was stillCommissioner that day misled the depositors into believing that the BCCHK was still

sound.  What he did had many harmful consequences.  Some depositors continued to makesound.  What he did had many harmful consequences.  Some depositors continued to makesound.  What he did had many harmful consequences.  Some depositors continued to makesound.  What he did had many harmful consequences.  Some depositors continued to make

deposits on 6 July despite what had happened to the BCCI elsewhere.  They did sodeposits on 6 July despite what had happened to the BCCI elsewhere.  They did sodeposits on 6 July despite what had happened to the BCCI elsewhere.  They did sodeposits on 6 July despite what had happened to the BCCI elsewhere.  They did so

because they trusted the Banking Commissioner and were glad to believe in his words.because they trusted the Banking Commissioner and were glad to believe in his words.because they trusted the Banking Commissioner and were glad to believe in his words.because they trusted the Banking Commissioner and were glad to believe in his words.

As far as they were concerned, a high official's statement was a guarantee.As far as they were concerned, a high official's statement was a guarantee.As far as they were concerned, a high official's statement was a guarantee.As far as they were concerned, a high official's statement was a guarantee.

SeconSeconSeconSecondly, we wonder whether, in keeping the bank open for business on the weekend,dly, we wonder whether, in keeping the bank open for business on the weekend,dly, we wonder whether, in keeping the bank open for business on the weekend,dly, we wonder whether, in keeping the bank open for business on the weekend,

the purpose was to allow sufficient time to the depositors on the inside track, sothe purpose was to allow sufficient time to the depositors on the inside track, sothe purpose was to allow sufficient time to the depositors on the inside track, sothe purpose was to allow sufficient time to the depositors on the inside track, so



that they might withdraw their deposits that day.that they might withdraw their deposits that day.that they might withdraw their deposits that day.that they might withdraw their deposits that day.

(2)(2)(2)(2) The Banking Commissioner said with his The Banking Commissioner said with his The Banking Commissioner said with his The Banking Commissioner said with his own mouth that, though the BCCI hadown mouth that, though the BCCI hadown mouth that, though the BCCI hadown mouth that, though the BCCI had

failed worldwide, he would rely on "words of honour" to reaffirm that its Hong Kongfailed worldwide, he would rely on "words of honour" to reaffirm that its Hong Kongfailed worldwide, he would rely on "words of honour" to reaffirm that its Hong Kongfailed worldwide, he would rely on "words of honour" to reaffirm that its Hong Kong

branch could continue operating.  In fact, although he had tried to ask for it, hebranch could continue operating.  In fact, although he had tried to ask for it, hebranch could continue operating.  In fact, although he had tried to ask for it, hebranch could continue operating.  In fact, although he had tried to ask for it, he

had not received any word of honour at the time he stated that the BCCHK remainedhad not received any word of honour at the time he stated that the BCCHK remainedhad not received any word of honour at the time he stated that the BCCHK remainedhad not received any word of honour at the time he stated that the BCCHK remained

sound.  What was very clear to him then, as it is clear to all of us now, was thatsound.  What was very clear to him then, as it is clear to all of us now, was thatsound.  What was very clear to him then, as it is clear to all of us now, was thatsound.  What was very clear to him then, as it is clear to all of us now, was that

he was waiting for a response from the Abu Dhabi Government.  He should have closedhe was waiting for a response from the Abu Dhabi Government.  He should have closedhe was waiting for a response from the Abu Dhabi Government.  He should have closedhe was waiting for a response from the Abu Dhabi Government.  He should have closed

the BCCHK as a precaution against a possible crisis.the BCCHK as a precaution against a possible crisis.the BCCHK as a precaution against a possible crisis.the BCCHK as a precaution against a possible crisis.

(3)(3)(3)(3) OOOOn 17 July 1991, between 3 pm and 3.30 pm, the Financial Secretary made an 17 July 1991, between 3 pm and 3.30 pm, the Financial Secretary made an 17 July 1991, between 3 pm and 3.30 pm, the Financial Secretary made an 17 July 1991, between 3 pm and 3.30 pm, the Financial Secretary made a

statement to the Legislative Council that BCCHK had been put into liquidation.  Atstatement to the Legislative Council that BCCHK had been put into liquidation.  Atstatement to the Legislative Council that BCCHK had been put into liquidation.  Atstatement to the Legislative Council that BCCHK had been put into liquidation.  At

4 pm, the Special Managers, holding a court order, entered the BCCHK to take over4 pm, the Special Managers, holding a court order, entered the BCCHK to take over4 pm, the Special Managers, holding a court order, entered the BCCHK to take over4 pm, the Special Managers, holding a court order, entered the BCCHK to take over

everything.  Very clearly, the move was fast and well-planned.  As depositors, weeverything.  Very clearly, the move was fast and well-planned.  As depositors, weeverything.  Very clearly, the move was fast and well-planned.  As depositors, weeverything.  Very clearly, the move was fast and well-planned.  As depositors, we

want to ask this: Does the Government always have such a well-considered and efficientwant to ask this: Does the Government always have such a well-considered and efficientwant to ask this: Does the Government always have such a well-considered and efficientwant to ask this: Does the Government always have such a well-considered and efficient

plan before every takeover?  The BCCHK was open for business as usual on 6 July 1991,plan before every takeover?  The BCCHK was open for business as usual on 6 July 1991,plan before every takeover?  The BCCHK was open for business as usual on 6 July 1991,plan before every takeover?  The BCCHK was open for business as usual on 6 July 1991,

Saturday.  Was this because some government insiders wanted to give themselves aSaturday.  Was this because some government insiders wanted to give themselves aSaturday.  Was this because some government insiders wanted to give themselves aSaturday.  Was this because some government insiders wanted to give themselves a

chance to withdraw large amounts of deposits?  The Commissioner for Administrativechance to withdraw large amounts of deposits?  The Commissioner for Administrativechance to withdraw large amounts of deposits?  The Commissioner for Administrativechance to withdraw large amounts of deposits?  The Commissioner for Administrative

Complaints (CAC), Mr Arthur GARCIA, said in his report that some of the depositors'Complaints (CAC), Mr Arthur GARCIA, said in his report that some of the depositors'Complaints (CAC), Mr Arthur GARCIA, said in his report that some of the depositors'Complaints (CAC), Mr Arthur GARCIA, said in his report that some of the depositors'

complaints had grounds.  His report also showed that the Banking Commissioner didcomplaints had grounds.  His report also showed that the Banking Commissioner didcomplaints had grounds.  His report also showed that the Banking Commissioner didcomplaints had grounds.  His report also showed that the Banking Commissioner did

indeed mislead depositors.  Also, did the Legal Department not raise numerousindeed mislead depositors.  Also, did the Legal Department not raise numerousindeed mislead depositors.  Also, did the Legal Department not raise numerousindeed mislead depositors.  Also, did the Legal Department not raise numerous

barriers to slow down the CAC's investigation?  Depositors think that the CAC'sbarriers to slow down the CAC's investigation?  Depositors think that the CAC'sbarriers to slow down the CAC's investigation?  Depositors think that the CAC'sbarriers to slow down the CAC's investigation?  Depositors think that the CAC's

report pointed out some mistakes in the assessment and handling of the BCCHK incidentreport pointed out some mistakes in the assessment and handling of the BCCHK incidentreport pointed out some mistakes in the assessment and handling of the BCCHK incidentreport pointed out some mistakes in the assessment and handling of the BCCHK incident

and reaffirmed the need for an independent inquiry to investigate the incident.  Onlyand reaffirmed the need for an independent inquiry to investigate the incident.  Onlyand reaffirmed the need for an independent inquiry to investigate the incident.  Onlyand reaffirmed the need for an independent inquiry to investigate the incident.  Only

when the BCCHK incident has been thoroughly investigated will the depositors "diewhen the BCCHK incident has been thoroughly investigated will the depositors "diewhen the BCCHK incident has been thoroughly investigated will the depositors "diewhen the BCCHK incident has been thoroughly investigated will the depositors "die

without regret", so to speak.  We need to mount a full search to identify the causeswithout regret", so to speak.  We need to mount a full search to identify the causeswithout regret", so to speak.  We need to mount a full search to identify the causeswithout regret", so to speak.  We need to mount a full search to identify the causes

of government officials' negligence and failure; therefore, an independent inquiryof government officials' negligence and failure; therefore, an independent inquiryof government officials' negligence and failure; therefore, an independent inquiryof government officials' negligence and failure; therefore, an independent inquiry

is absolutely necessary.  We have sent telegrams to Her Majesty the Queen, to Primeis absolutely necessary.  We have sent telegrams to Her Majesty the Queen, to Primeis absolutely necessary.  We have sent telegrams to Her Majesty the Queen, to Primeis absolutely necessary.  We have sent telegrams to Her Majesty the Queen, to Prime

Minister Mr John MAJOR and to Governor Lord WILSON.  The Queen has not given anyMinister Mr John MAJOR and to Governor Lord WILSON.  The Queen has not given anyMinister Mr John MAJOR and to Governor Lord WILSON.  The Queen has not given anyMinister Mr John MAJOR and to Governor Lord WILSON.  The Queen has not given any

response.  Mr MAJOR has simply turned over the responsibility to the Governor.  Theresponse.  Mr MAJOR has simply turned over the responsibility to the Governor.  Theresponse.  Mr MAJOR has simply turned over the responsibility to the Governor.  Theresponse.  Mr MAJOR has simply turned over the responsibility to the Governor.  The

Governor, through the Financial Secretary, has given us a response, expressing theGovernor, through the Financial Secretary, has given us a response, expressing theGovernor, through the Financial Secretary, has given us a response, expressing theGovernor, through the Financial Secretary, has given us a response, expressing the

view that an inquiry is not necessary.  However, we can guarantee this to anybody:view that an inquiry is not necessary.  However, we can guarantee this to anybody:view that an inquiry is not necessary.  However, we can guarantee this to anybody:view that an inquiry is not necessary.  However, we can guarantee this to anybody:

If the depositors cannot get to the truth of the matter, they will carry theirIf the depositors cannot get to the truth of the matter, they will carry theirIf the depositors cannot get to the truth of the matter, they will carry theirIf the depositors cannot get to the truth of the matter, they will carry their

bitterness to their graves.  The BCCHK incident has not only affected the depositors'bitterness to their graves.  The BCCHK incident has not only affected the depositors'bitterness to their graves.  The BCCHK incident has not only affected the depositors'bitterness to their graves.  The BCCHK incident has not only affected the depositors'

everyday life but also impaired people's trust in the banking system as a whole.  Askeveryday life but also impaired people's trust in the banking system as a whole.  Askeveryday life but also impaired people's trust in the banking system as a whole.  Askeveryday life but also impaired people's trust in the banking system as a whole.  Ask

yourselves: What credibility did Government have when it assured all the people ofyourselves: What credibility did Government have when it assured all the people ofyourselves: What credibility did Government have when it assured all the people ofyourselves: What credibility did Government have when it assured all the people of

Hong Kong that the other banks would not follow the same route along which the BCCHKHong Kong that the other banks would not follow the same route along which the BCCHKHong Kong that the other banks would not follow the same route along which the BCCHKHong Kong that the other banks would not follow the same route along which the BCCHK

had failed?  We say once more that we strongly urge the Government to start anhad failed?  We say once more that we strongly urge the Government to start anhad failed?  We say once more that we strongly urge the Government to start anhad failed?  We say once more that we strongly urge the Government to start an



independent inquiry to look into the BCCHK incident not only for the sake of theindependent inquiry to look into the BCCHK incident not only for the sake of theindependent inquiry to look into the BCCHK incident not only for the sake of theindependent inquiry to look into the BCCHK incident not only for the sake of the

depositors but also in the interest of the general public.  Then, the Government willdepositors but also in the interest of the general public.  Then, the Government willdepositors but also in the interest of the general public.  Then, the Government willdepositors but also in the interest of the general public.  Then, the Government will

never again have to waste taxpayer's money on such momentous matters.never again have to waste taxpayer's money on such momentous matters.never again have to waste taxpayer's money on such momentous matters.never again have to waste taxpayer's money on such momentous matters.

Mr DeMr DeMr DeMr Deputy President, the above is how a BCCHK depositor has poured out her heart.puty President, the above is how a BCCHK depositor has poured out her heart.puty President, the above is how a BCCHK depositor has poured out her heart.puty President, the above is how a BCCHK depositor has poured out her heart.

If we are still engaging in high-sounding talk, that is tragic; if we at the sameIf we are still engaging in high-sounding talk, that is tragic; if we at the sameIf we are still engaging in high-sounding talk, that is tragic; if we at the sameIf we are still engaging in high-sounding talk, that is tragic; if we at the same

time are ignoring the demands of the affected depositors, how are we going to be abletime are ignoring the demands of the affected depositors, how are we going to be abletime are ignoring the demands of the affected depositors, how are we going to be abletime are ignoring the demands of the affected depositors, how are we going to be able

to face these depositors?  Finally, I must pay my respect to "Fat Mother" and to theto face these depositors?  Finally, I must pay my respect to "Fat Mother" and to theto face these depositors?  Finally, I must pay my respect to "Fat Mother" and to theto face these depositors?  Finally, I must pay my respect to "Fat Mother" and to the

group of BCCHK depositors who have never stopped fighting for their rights andgroup of BCCHK depositors who have never stopped fighting for their rights andgroup of BCCHK depositors who have never stopped fighting for their rights andgroup of BCCHK depositors who have never stopped fighting for their rights and

interests and for justice.  I particularly admire their spirit of fighting forinterests and for justice.  I particularly admire their spirit of fighting forinterests and for justice.  I particularly admire their spirit of fighting forinterests and for justice.  I particularly admire their spirit of fighting for

justice and the faith that has kept them together while looking difficulties in thejustice and the faith that has kept them together while looking difficulties in thejustice and the faith that has kept them together while looking difficulties in thejustice and the faith that has kept them together while looking difficulties in the

face.  I believe that their behaviour absolutely deserves our respect and support.face.  I believe that their behaviour absolutely deserves our respect and support.face.  I believe that their behaviour absolutely deserves our respect and support.face.  I believe that their behaviour absolutely deserves our respect and support.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.

MISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, Hang Lung Bank, Overseas Trust Bank, Hong KongMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, Hang Lung Bank, Overseas Trust Bank, Hong KongMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, Hang Lung Bank, Overseas Trust Bank, Hong KongMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, Hang Lung Bank, Overseas Trust Bank, Hong Kong

Industrial and Commercial Bank, Ka Wah Bank, Union Bank, Wing On Bank, and Hong NinIndustrial and Commercial Bank, Ka Wah Bank, Union Bank, Wing On Bank, and Hong NinIndustrial and Commercial Bank, Ka Wah Bank, Union Bank, Wing On Bank, and Hong NinIndustrial and Commercial Bank, Ka Wah Bank, Union Bank, Wing On Bank, and Hong Nin

Bank -- I am sure these names sound very familiar.  This is because, not so long ago,Bank -- I am sure these names sound very familiar.  This is because, not so long ago,Bank -- I am sure these names sound very familiar.  This is because, not so long ago,Bank -- I am sure these names sound very familiar.  This is because, not so long ago,

the Government spent billions of dollars of taxpayers' money to rescue them. Lastthe Government spent billions of dollars of taxpayers' money to rescue them. Lastthe Government spent billions of dollars of taxpayers' money to rescue them. Lastthe Government spent billions of dollars of taxpayers' money to rescue them. Last

year it was the BCCHK's turn.  The only exception this time is that taxpayers' moneyyear it was the BCCHK's turn.  The only exception this time is that taxpayers' moneyyear it was the BCCHK's turn.  The only exception this time is that taxpayers' moneyyear it was the BCCHK's turn.  The only exception this time is that taxpayers' money

has not been used to rescue this bank.has not been used to rescue this bank.has not been used to rescue this bank.has not been used to rescue this bank.

Mr Deputy President, faced with this litany of failed banks, one cannot help butMr Deputy President, faced with this litany of failed banks, one cannot help butMr Deputy President, faced with this litany of failed banks, one cannot help butMr Deputy President, faced with this litany of failed banks, one cannot help but

ask: Is there something very wrong with our banking supervision? This vital question,ask: Is there something very wrong with our banking supervision? This vital question,ask: Is there something very wrong with our banking supervision? This vital question,ask: Is there something very wrong with our banking supervision? This vital question,

of course, was not addressed by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints'of course, was not addressed by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints'of course, was not addressed by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints'of course, was not addressed by the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints'

investigation.investigation.investigation.investigation.

On 30 July last year, the Banking Commissioner submitted a report on the collapseOn 30 July last year, the Banking Commissioner submitted a report on the collapseOn 30 July last year, the Banking Commissioner submitted a report on the collapseOn 30 July last year, the Banking Commissioner submitted a report on the collapse

of BCCHK to the Governor.  Some people in the banking industry were disturbed andof BCCHK to the Governor.  Some people in the banking industry were disturbed andof BCCHK to the Governor.  Some people in the banking industry were disturbed andof BCCHK to the Governor.  Some people in the banking industry were disturbed and

alarmed by revelations in the report. More than anything else, they were shocked byalarmed by revelations in the report. More than anything else, they were shocked byalarmed by revelations in the report. More than anything else, they were shocked byalarmed by revelations in the report. More than anything else, they were shocked by

the simplistic approach adopted by the Banking Commissioner and his Office in thethe simplistic approach adopted by the Banking Commissioner and his Office in thethe simplistic approach adopted by the Banking Commissioner and his Office in thethe simplistic approach adopted by the Banking Commissioner and his Office in the

regulation of banks. Despite the globalization of banking and the complexity thatregulation of banks. Despite the globalization of banking and the complexity thatregulation of banks. Despite the globalization of banking and the complexity thatregulation of banks. Despite the globalization of banking and the complexity that

it involves, it appears all that the Commissioner's Office was concerned with wasit involves, it appears all that the Commissioner's Office was concerned with wasit involves, it appears all that the Commissioner's Office was concerned with wasit involves, it appears all that the Commissioner's Office was concerned with was

the so-called "quantitative approach", that is, whether the numbers add up or not.the so-called "quantitative approach", that is, whether the numbers add up or not.the so-called "quantitative approach", that is, whether the numbers add up or not.the so-called "quantitative approach", that is, whether the numbers add up or not.

People who follow fiPeople who follow fiPeople who follow fiPeople who follow financial news will recall that the BCCI's problems first begannancial news will recall that the BCCI's problems first begannancial news will recall that the BCCI's problems first begannancial news will recall that the BCCI's problems first began

surfacing four years ago.  Some people may argue that they started much earlier.  Insurfacing four years ago.  Some people may argue that they started much earlier.  Insurfacing four years ago.  Some people may argue that they started much earlier.  Insurfacing four years ago.  Some people may argue that they started much earlier.  In



1988, the BCCI Group was embroiled in a drug-laundering scandal which resulted in1988, the BCCI Group was embroiled in a drug-laundering scandal which resulted in1988, the BCCI Group was embroiled in a drug-laundering scandal which resulted in1988, the BCCI Group was embroiled in a drug-laundering scandal which resulted in

the jailing of several top bank executives in the United States and the bank beingthe jailing of several top bank executives in the United States and the bank beingthe jailing of several top bank executives in the United States and the bank beingthe jailing of several top bank executives in the United States and the bank being

heavily fined.  It was not without reason that the BCCI was dubbed "The Bank of Crooksheavily fined.  It was not without reason that the BCCI was dubbed "The Bank of Crooksheavily fined.  It was not without reason that the BCCI was dubbed "The Bank of Crooksheavily fined.  It was not without reason that the BCCI was dubbed "The Bank of Crooks

and Criminals International".  It was in that same year that the so-called Collegeand Criminals International".  It was in that same year that the so-called Collegeand Criminals International".  It was in that same year that the so-called Collegeand Criminals International".  It was in that same year that the so-called College

of Supervisors was set up with a view to tightening the supervision of the BCCI Group.of Supervisors was set up with a view to tightening the supervision of the BCCI Group.of Supervisors was set up with a view to tightening the supervision of the BCCI Group.of Supervisors was set up with a view to tightening the supervision of the BCCI Group.

The Banking Commissioner must be aware of this because Hong Kong joined the CollegeThe Banking Commissioner must be aware of this because Hong Kong joined the CollegeThe Banking Commissioner must be aware of this because Hong Kong joined the CollegeThe Banking Commissioner must be aware of this because Hong Kong joined the College

of Supervisors in July 1989.of Supervisors in July 1989.of Supervisors in July 1989.of Supervisors in July 1989.

The BCCI drug-laundering scandal and ensuing events cast grave doubts on theThe BCCI drug-laundering scandal and ensuing events cast grave doubts on theThe BCCI drug-laundering scandal and ensuing events cast grave doubts on theThe BCCI drug-laundering scandal and ensuing events cast grave doubts on the

Group's integrity in the eyes of the international banking community.  BCCHK, beingGroup's integrity in the eyes of the international banking community.  BCCHK, beingGroup's integrity in the eyes of the international banking community.  BCCHK, beingGroup's integrity in the eyes of the international banking community.  BCCHK, being

a branch of the diseased tree and controlled by the holding company, also suffereda branch of the diseased tree and controlled by the holding company, also suffereda branch of the diseased tree and controlled by the holding company, also suffereda branch of the diseased tree and controlled by the holding company, also suffered

a loss of confidence.  According to the bank's accounts for 1990, loans from othera loss of confidence.  According to the bank's accounts for 1990, loans from othera loss of confidence.  According to the bank's accounts for 1990, loans from othera loss of confidence.  According to the bank's accounts for 1990, loans from other

banks dwindled from $1.35 billion in 1989 to less than $0.5 billion in 1990.  Althoughbanks dwindled from $1.35 billion in 1989 to less than $0.5 billion in 1990.  Althoughbanks dwindled from $1.35 billion in 1989 to less than $0.5 billion in 1990.  Althoughbanks dwindled from $1.35 billion in 1989 to less than $0.5 billion in 1990.  Although

the Banking Commissioner did not show us how the accounts of BCCHK looked on 5 Julythe Banking Commissioner did not show us how the accounts of BCCHK looked on 5 Julythe Banking Commissioner did not show us how the accounts of BCCHK looked on 5 Julythe Banking Commissioner did not show us how the accounts of BCCHK looked on 5 July

1991, the day he hailed the bank as sound and viable, my guess is that there were1991, the day he hailed the bank as sound and viable, my guess is that there were1991, the day he hailed the bank as sound and viable, my guess is that there were1991, the day he hailed the bank as sound and viable, my guess is that there were

hardly any loans from banks on BCCHK's books on that day.  In fact, I guess loanshardly any loans from banks on BCCHK's books on that day.  In fact, I guess loanshardly any loans from banks on BCCHK's books on that day.  In fact, I guess loanshardly any loans from banks on BCCHK's books on that day.  In fact, I guess loans

from banks, however meagre, would have been recalled on  6 July 1991, the last dayfrom banks, however meagre, would have been recalled on  6 July 1991, the last dayfrom banks, however meagre, would have been recalled on  6 July 1991, the last dayfrom banks, however meagre, would have been recalled on  6 July 1991, the last day

the bank opened.the bank opened.the bank opened.the bank opened.

Despite all these tell-tale signs, Mr Deputy President, the Banking CommissionerDespite all these tell-tale signs, Mr Deputy President, the Banking CommissionerDespite all these tell-tale signs, Mr Deputy President, the Banking CommissionerDespite all these tell-tale signs, Mr Deputy President, the Banking Commissioner

still stuck to the rules and worked mechanically at the problem.  The rules said thestill stuck to the rules and worked mechanically at the problem.  The rules said thestill stuck to the rules and worked mechanically at the problem.  The rules said thestill stuck to the rules and worked mechanically at the problem.  The rules said the

numbers must be right.  So confident was the Commissioner that he proclaimed in hisnumbers must be right.  So confident was the Commissioner that he proclaimed in hisnumbers must be right.  So confident was the Commissioner that he proclaimed in hisnumbers must be right.  So confident was the Commissioner that he proclaimed in his

report to the Governor that the assets of the bank were realistically valued, thatreport to the Governor that the assets of the bank were realistically valued, thatreport to the Governor that the assets of the bank were realistically valued, thatreport to the Governor that the assets of the bank were realistically valued, that

there was sufficient capital and liquidity, and that BCCHK's exposure to the restthere was sufficient capital and liquidity, and that BCCHK's exposure to the restthere was sufficient capital and liquidity, and that BCCHK's exposure to the restthere was sufficient capital and liquidity, and that BCCHK's exposure to the rest

of the BCCI Group was limited.  The numbers about BCCHK are meaningful only if theyof the BCCI Group was limited.  The numbers about BCCHK are meaningful only if theyof the BCCI Group was limited.  The numbers about BCCHK are meaningful only if theyof the BCCI Group was limited.  The numbers about BCCHK are meaningful only if they

are genuine.  Given the immense doubts cast on the integrity of the BCCI Group, itare genuine.  Given the immense doubts cast on the integrity of the BCCI Group, itare genuine.  Given the immense doubts cast on the integrity of the BCCI Group, itare genuine.  Given the immense doubts cast on the integrity of the BCCI Group, it

should not have taken a financial genius to question whether the figures providedshould not have taken a financial genius to question whether the figures providedshould not have taken a financial genius to question whether the figures providedshould not have taken a financial genius to question whether the figures provided

by BCCHK were suspect.  On 5 July 1991, the College of Supervisors warned there wasby BCCHK were suspect.  On 5 July 1991, the College of Supervisors warned there wasby BCCHK were suspect.  On 5 July 1991, the College of Supervisors warned there wasby BCCHK were suspect.  On 5 July 1991, the College of Supervisors warned there was

prima facie evidence of massive fraud in the BCCI Group in a number of jurisdictionsprima facie evidence of massive fraud in the BCCI Group in a number of jurisdictionsprima facie evidence of massive fraud in the BCCI Group in a number of jurisdictionsprima facie evidence of massive fraud in the BCCI Group in a number of jurisdictions

stretching back over a period of years.stretching back over a period of years.stretching back over a period of years.stretching back over a period of years.

In spite of such dire warning, Mr Deputy President, the Banking Commissioner stillIn spite of such dire warning, Mr Deputy President, the Banking Commissioner stillIn spite of such dire warning, Mr Deputy President, the Banking Commissioner stillIn spite of such dire warning, Mr Deputy President, the Banking Commissioner still

permitted the bank to open on 6 July and told the public that the bank was sound andpermitted the bank to open on 6 July and told the public that the bank was sound andpermitted the bank to open on 6 July and told the public that the bank was sound andpermitted the bank to open on 6 July and told the public that the bank was sound and

viable because the financial ratios seemed right. Even to the untrained eye, theviable because the financial ratios seemed right. Even to the untrained eye, theviable because the financial ratios seemed right. Even to the untrained eye, theviable because the financial ratios seemed right. Even to the untrained eye, the

College of Supervisors' announcement had clear implications for BCCHK.  The BankingCollege of Supervisors' announcement had clear implications for BCCHK.  The BankingCollege of Supervisors' announcement had clear implications for BCCHK.  The BankingCollege of Supervisors' announcement had clear implications for BCCHK.  The Banking

Commissioner should know because his request to the College of Supervisors that theirCommissioner should know because his request to the College of Supervisors that theirCommissioner should know because his request to the College of Supervisors that theirCommissioner should know because his request to the College of Supervisors that their

statement be revised to make it clear that BCCHK was not involved in the problemsstatement be revised to make it clear that BCCHK was not involved in the problemsstatement be revised to make it clear that BCCHK was not involved in the problemsstatement be revised to make it clear that BCCHK was not involved in the problems

being faced by the Group was rejected.being faced by the Group was rejected.being faced by the Group was rejected.being faced by the Group was rejected.



So, instead of concentrating on the management and the integrity of the BCCI Group,So, instead of concentrating on the management and the integrity of the BCCI Group,So, instead of concentrating on the management and the integrity of the BCCI Group,So, instead of concentrating on the management and the integrity of the BCCI Group,

the Commissioner indulged in his own numbers game. One cannot help but ask whetherthe Commissioner indulged in his own numbers game. One cannot help but ask whetherthe Commissioner indulged in his own numbers game. One cannot help but ask whetherthe Commissioner indulged in his own numbers game. One cannot help but ask whether

the Banking Commissioner had any feelers in the banking community to gather bankingthe Banking Commissioner had any feelers in the banking community to gather bankingthe Banking Commissioner had any feelers in the banking community to gather bankingthe Banking Commissioner had any feelers in the banking community to gather banking

intelligence or whether he was assisted by staff who know the market.intelligence or whether he was assisted by staff who know the market.intelligence or whether he was assisted by staff who know the market.intelligence or whether he was assisted by staff who know the market.

Mr Deputy President, the stock market crash of 1987 resulted in the Ian Hay-Mr Deputy President, the stock market crash of 1987 resulted in the Ian Hay-Mr Deputy President, the stock market crash of 1987 resulted in the Ian Hay-Mr Deputy President, the stock market crash of 1987 resulted in the Ian Hay-

Davison Report.  The harsh criticisms levelled at the Office of the Commissioner forDavison Report.  The harsh criticisms levelled at the Office of the Commissioner forDavison Report.  The harsh criticisms levelled at the Office of the Commissioner forDavison Report.  The harsh criticisms levelled at the Office of the Commissioner for

Securities and Commodities Trading that it was inexpertly staffed could well beSecurities and Commodities Trading that it was inexpertly staffed could well beSecurities and Commodities Trading that it was inexpertly staffed could well beSecurities and Commodities Trading that it was inexpertly staffed could well be

applied to the Banking Commissioner's Office.  The fact that when the BCCHK crisisapplied to the Banking Commissioner's Office.  The fact that when the BCCHK crisisapplied to the Banking Commissioner's Office.  The fact that when the BCCHK crisisapplied to the Banking Commissioner's Office.  The fact that when the BCCHK crisis

broke one of the first things the Banking Commissioner did was to go to the Hong Kongbroke one of the first things the Banking Commissioner did was to go to the Hong Kongbroke one of the first things the Banking Commissioner did was to go to the Hong Kongbroke one of the first things the Banking Commissioner did was to go to the Hong Kong

Bank to borrow an expert -- and that guy happened to be on holiday -- must have shownBank to borrow an expert -- and that guy happened to be on holiday -- must have shownBank to borrow an expert -- and that guy happened to be on holiday -- must have shownBank to borrow an expert -- and that guy happened to be on holiday -- must have shown

us how poorly equipped the Banking Commissioner's Office was. The Hay-Davisonus how poorly equipped the Banking Commissioner's Office was. The Hay-Davisonus how poorly equipped the Banking Commissioner's Office was. The Hay-Davisonus how poorly equipped the Banking Commissioner's Office was. The Hay-Davison

Report's solution was that the regulator should be staffed at all levels byReport's solution was that the regulator should be staffed at all levels byReport's solution was that the regulator should be staffed at all levels byReport's solution was that the regulator should be staffed at all levels by

professional people.  I hope an inquiry into the BCCHK would address the pressingprofessional people.  I hope an inquiry into the BCCHK would address the pressingprofessional people.  I hope an inquiry into the BCCHK would address the pressingprofessional people.  I hope an inquiry into the BCCHK would address the pressing

question of banking supervision.question of banking supervision.question of banking supervision.question of banking supervision.

With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the motion.

DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as an international financial centre,DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as an international financial centre,DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as an international financial centre,DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as an international financial centre,

Hong Kong needs to have a sound financial and banking system.  This point is veryHong Kong needs to have a sound financial and banking system.  This point is veryHong Kong needs to have a sound financial and banking system.  This point is veryHong Kong needs to have a sound financial and banking system.  This point is very

important for the long-term economic development of Hong Kong.  A sound financialimportant for the long-term economic development of Hong Kong.  A sound financialimportant for the long-term economic development of Hong Kong.  A sound financialimportant for the long-term economic development of Hong Kong.  A sound financial

and banking system is particularly important if local and overseas investors, andand banking system is particularly important if local and overseas investors, andand banking system is particularly important if local and overseas investors, andand banking system is particularly important if local and overseas investors, and

even the general public, are to have confidence in Hong Kong itself.  It is preciselyeven the general public, are to have confidence in Hong Kong itself.  It is preciselyeven the general public, are to have confidence in Hong Kong itself.  It is preciselyeven the general public, are to have confidence in Hong Kong itself.  It is precisely

for this reason that the United Democrats of Hong Kong think that it is absolutelyfor this reason that the United Democrats of Hong Kong think that it is absolutelyfor this reason that the United Democrats of Hong Kong think that it is absolutelyfor this reason that the United Democrats of Hong Kong think that it is absolutely

essential at this time to conduct an inquiry into the failure of the BCCHK.  Oneessential at this time to conduct an inquiry into the failure of the BCCHK.  Oneessential at this time to conduct an inquiry into the failure of the BCCHK.  Oneessential at this time to conduct an inquiry into the failure of the BCCHK.  One

colleague pointed out a moment ago that the BCCHK incident had nothing to do withcolleague pointed out a moment ago that the BCCHK incident had nothing to do withcolleague pointed out a moment ago that the BCCHK incident had nothing to do withcolleague pointed out a moment ago that the BCCHK incident had nothing to do with

Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, that the needed investigation had alreadyHong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, that the needed investigation had alreadyHong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, that the needed investigation had alreadyHong Kong's banking supervision mechanism, that the needed investigation had already

been conducted, and that a further investigation would not make much sense.  I dobeen conducted, and that a further investigation would not make much sense.  I dobeen conducted, and that a further investigation would not make much sense.  I dobeen conducted, and that a further investigation would not make much sense.  I do

not agree.not agree.not agree.not agree.

I believe that it is generally agreed that the BCCHK incident was the most shockingI believe that it is generally agreed that the BCCHK incident was the most shockingI believe that it is generally agreed that the BCCHK incident was the most shockingI believe that it is generally agreed that the BCCHK incident was the most shocking

and most controversial financial event seen by Hong Kong in recent years.  Theand most controversial financial event seen by Hong Kong in recent years.  Theand most controversial financial event seen by Hong Kong in recent years.  Theand most controversial financial event seen by Hong Kong in recent years.  The

incident has done huge damage to the credibility of the Government, to the confidenceincident has done huge damage to the credibility of the Government, to the confidenceincident has done huge damage to the credibility of the Government, to the confidenceincident has done huge damage to the credibility of the Government, to the confidence

of depositors and investors and to Hong Kong's reputation as an internationalof depositors and investors and to Hong Kong's reputation as an internationalof depositors and investors and to Hong Kong's reputation as an internationalof depositors and investors and to Hong Kong's reputation as an international

financial centre.financial centre.financial centre.financial centre.



First of all, just as Dr the Honourable Conrad LAM pointed out a moment ago, theFirst of all, just as Dr the Honourable Conrad LAM pointed out a moment ago, theFirst of all, just as Dr the Honourable Conrad LAM pointed out a moment ago, theFirst of all, just as Dr the Honourable Conrad LAM pointed out a moment ago, the

Government's inconsistency in what it said and did in the handling of the BCCHKGovernment's inconsistency in what it said and did in the handling of the BCCHKGovernment's inconsistency in what it said and did in the handling of the BCCHKGovernment's inconsistency in what it said and did in the handling of the BCCHK

incident had brought the Government into disrepute.  Depositors felt cheated andincident had brought the Government into disrepute.  Depositors felt cheated andincident had brought the Government into disrepute.  Depositors felt cheated andincident had brought the Government into disrepute.  Depositors felt cheated and

betrayed.  Depositors and investors lost a great deal of confidence in Hong Kong'sbetrayed.  Depositors and investors lost a great deal of confidence in Hong Kong'sbetrayed.  Depositors and investors lost a great deal of confidence in Hong Kong'sbetrayed.  Depositors and investors lost a great deal of confidence in Hong Kong's

banking system and financial regulatory authorities.  The indirect result was abanking system and financial regulatory authorities.  The indirect result was abanking system and financial regulatory authorities.  The indirect result was abanking system and financial regulatory authorities.  The indirect result was a

series of crises that hit the banks subsequently.  Secondly, although the closureseries of crises that hit the banks subsequently.  Secondly, although the closureseries of crises that hit the banks subsequently.  Secondly, although the closureseries of crises that hit the banks subsequently.  Secondly, although the closure

of the BCCHK was an international event the causes of which were far beyond Hong Kong'sof the BCCHK was an international event the causes of which were far beyond Hong Kong'sof the BCCHK was an international event the causes of which were far beyond Hong Kong'sof the BCCHK was an international event the causes of which were far beyond Hong Kong's

control, yet Hong Kong was the only financial centre hit by a crisis of bank runscontrol, yet Hong Kong was the only financial centre hit by a crisis of bank runscontrol, yet Hong Kong was the only financial centre hit by a crisis of bank runscontrol, yet Hong Kong was the only financial centre hit by a crisis of bank runs

in the wake of the incident.  This was a very heavy blow indeed to Hong Kong'sin the wake of the incident.  This was a very heavy blow indeed to Hong Kong'sin the wake of the incident.  This was a very heavy blow indeed to Hong Kong'sin the wake of the incident.  This was a very heavy blow indeed to Hong Kong's

reputation.reputation.reputation.reputation.

The incident also revealed the many loopholes that existed in Hong Kong'sThe incident also revealed the many loopholes that existed in Hong Kong'sThe incident also revealed the many loopholes that existed in Hong Kong'sThe incident also revealed the many loopholes that existed in Hong Kong's

financial and banking supervision.  In addition, the Government's approach to thefinancial and banking supervision.  In addition, the Government's approach to thefinancial and banking supervision.  In addition, the Government's approach to thefinancial and banking supervision.  In addition, the Government's approach to the

incident revealed a serious deficiency in the financial regulatory authorities' graspincident revealed a serious deficiency in the financial regulatory authorities' graspincident revealed a serious deficiency in the financial regulatory authorities' graspincident revealed a serious deficiency in the financial regulatory authorities' grasp

of fast-changing international financial and economic data.  Dr the Honourable HUANGof fast-changing international financial and economic data.  Dr the Honourable HUANGof fast-changing international financial and economic data.  Dr the Honourable HUANGof fast-changing international financial and economic data.  Dr the Honourable HUANG

Chen-ya has also mentioned this point.  There has been no marked improvement in thisChen-ya has also mentioned this point.  There has been no marked improvement in thisChen-ya has also mentioned this point.  There has been no marked improvement in thisChen-ya has also mentioned this point.  There has been no marked improvement in this

particular area since the stock market disaster of 1987.particular area since the stock market disaster of 1987.particular area since the stock market disaster of 1987.particular area since the stock market disaster of 1987.

At the moment, the most important question for Hong Kong's banking system is howAt the moment, the most important question for Hong Kong's banking system is howAt the moment, the most important question for Hong Kong's banking system is howAt the moment, the most important question for Hong Kong's banking system is how

to reform that system, improve the supervision mechanism, prevent a recurrence ofto reform that system, improve the supervision mechanism, prevent a recurrence ofto reform that system, improve the supervision mechanism, prevent a recurrence ofto reform that system, improve the supervision mechanism, prevent a recurrence of

bank runs and re-establish the confidence of depositors and investors in the entirebank runs and re-establish the confidence of depositors and investors in the entirebank runs and re-establish the confidence of depositors and investors in the entirebank runs and re-establish the confidence of depositors and investors in the entire

banking system.  The authorities indeed have the duty to give the public an accountbanking system.  The authorities indeed have the duty to give the public an accountbanking system.  The authorities indeed have the duty to give the public an accountbanking system.  The authorities indeed have the duty to give the public an account

of what happened and to make sure that a healthier financial and banking system willof what happened and to make sure that a healthier financial and banking system willof what happened and to make sure that a healthier financial and banking system willof what happened and to make sure that a healthier financial and banking system will

be established.  For such a purpose, the United Democrats think that the Governmentbe established.  For such a purpose, the United Democrats think that the Governmentbe established.  For such a purpose, the United Democrats think that the Governmentbe established.  For such a purpose, the United Democrats think that the Government

indeed must conduct an independent and objective inquiry into the incident.indeed must conduct an independent and objective inquiry into the incident.indeed must conduct an independent and objective inquiry into the incident.indeed must conduct an independent and objective inquiry into the incident.

True, in the wake of the incident, the Banking Commissioner quickly submittedTrue, in the wake of the incident, the Banking Commissioner quickly submittedTrue, in the wake of the incident, the Banking Commissioner quickly submittedTrue, in the wake of the incident, the Banking Commissioner quickly submitted

a detailed report to the Governor.  The objectivity of that report is, however,a detailed report to the Governor.  The objectivity of that report is, however,a detailed report to the Governor.  The objectivity of that report is, however,a detailed report to the Governor.  The objectivity of that report is, however,

doubtful.  I would like to point out in particular that a major purpose of anydoubtful.  I would like to point out in particular that a major purpose of anydoubtful.  I would like to point out in particular that a major purpose of anydoubtful.  I would like to point out in particular that a major purpose of any

investigation of the BCCHK incident is to restore the confidence of depositors andinvestigation of the BCCHK incident is to restore the confidence of depositors andinvestigation of the BCCHK incident is to restore the confidence of depositors andinvestigation of the BCCHK incident is to restore the confidence of depositors and

investors in Hong Kong's financial regulatory authorities and banking system.investors in Hong Kong's financial regulatory authorities and banking system.investors in Hong Kong's financial regulatory authorities and banking system.investors in Hong Kong's financial regulatory authorities and banking system.

Therefore, the investigation must be seen by the public to be fair and objective.Therefore, the investigation must be seen by the public to be fair and objective.Therefore, the investigation must be seen by the public to be fair and objective.Therefore, the investigation must be seen by the public to be fair and objective.

Otherwise, it will be a wasted effort, for the public has no confidence in the reportOtherwise, it will be a wasted effort, for the public has no confidence in the reportOtherwise, it will be a wasted effort, for the public has no confidence in the reportOtherwise, it will be a wasted effort, for the public has no confidence in the report

in respect of an investigation conducted on its own self by the regulatory agencyin respect of an investigation conducted on its own self by the regulatory agencyin respect of an investigation conducted on its own self by the regulatory agencyin respect of an investigation conducted on its own self by the regulatory agency

concerned.concerned.concerned.concerned.

In fIn fIn fIn fact, the report of the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints (CAC) alsoact, the report of the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints (CAC) alsoact, the report of the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints (CAC) alsoact, the report of the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints (CAC) also

showed that some of the complaints against officials of the Government's financialshowed that some of the complaints against officials of the Government's financialshowed that some of the complaints against officials of the Government's financialshowed that some of the complaints against officials of the Government's financial



and monetary authorities were based on facts.  This point, too, is an indication ofand monetary authorities were based on facts.  This point, too, is an indication ofand monetary authorities were based on facts.  This point, too, is an indication ofand monetary authorities were based on facts.  This point, too, is an indication of

the seriousness of the matter.  The Government needs to render an account to thethe seriousness of the matter.  The Government needs to render an account to thethe seriousness of the matter.  The Government needs to render an account to thethe seriousness of the matter.  The Government needs to render an account to the

public, particularly to the BCCHK depositors.public, particularly to the BCCHK depositors.public, particularly to the BCCHK depositors.public, particularly to the BCCHK depositors.

What is more, the CAC's powers are really limited.  The law provides that theWhat is more, the CAC's powers are really limited.  The law provides that theWhat is more, the CAC's powers are really limited.  The law provides that theWhat is more, the CAC's powers are really limited.  The law provides that the

CAC has no power to review the Government's existing ordinances and policies.CAC has no power to review the Government's existing ordinances and policies.CAC has no power to review the Government's existing ordinances and policies.CAC has no power to review the Government's existing ordinances and policies.

Therefore, he cannot make a full review and critique of the existing bankingTherefore, he cannot make a full review and critique of the existing bankingTherefore, he cannot make a full review and critique of the existing bankingTherefore, he cannot make a full review and critique of the existing banking

supervision mechanism and procedure.supervision mechanism and procedure.supervision mechanism and procedure.supervision mechanism and procedure.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in mid-March, three of us,MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in mid-March, three of us,MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in mid-March, three of us,MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in mid-March, three of us,

Meeting Point members in the Legislative Council, along with other colleagues in thisMeeting Point members in the Legislative Council, along with other colleagues in thisMeeting Point members in the Legislative Council, along with other colleagues in thisMeeting Point members in the Legislative Council, along with other colleagues in this

Council, signed a joint letter to the Governor, urging the Government to investigateCouncil, signed a joint letter to the Governor, urging the Government to investigateCouncil, signed a joint letter to the Governor, urging the Government to investigateCouncil, signed a joint letter to the Governor, urging the Government to investigate

the BCCHK incident.  The Governor, however, responded negatively.  At the In-Housethe BCCHK incident.  The Governor, however, responded negatively.  At the In-Housethe BCCHK incident.  The Governor, however, responded negatively.  At the In-Housethe BCCHK incident.  The Governor, however, responded negatively.  At the In-House

meetings of this Council, we also called for the establishment of a select committeemeetings of this Council, we also called for the establishment of a select committeemeetings of this Council, we also called for the establishment of a select committeemeetings of this Council, we also called for the establishment of a select committee

to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  We did so because, under Standing Order 61(1),to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  We did so because, under Standing Order 61(1),to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  We did so because, under Standing Order 61(1),to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  We did so because, under Standing Order 61(1),

the Legislative Council may adopt a resolution to set up a select committee to lookthe Legislative Council may adopt a resolution to set up a select committee to lookthe Legislative Council may adopt a resolution to set up a select committee to lookthe Legislative Council may adopt a resolution to set up a select committee to look

into a matter on its own.  However, we thought that the inquiry should not be confinedinto a matter on its own.  However, we thought that the inquiry should not be confinedinto a matter on its own.  However, we thought that the inquiry should not be confinedinto a matter on its own.  However, we thought that the inquiry should not be confined

to the issue of who should be held responsible for the incident.  We thought so becauseto the issue of who should be held responsible for the incident.  We thought so becauseto the issue of who should be held responsible for the incident.  We thought so becauseto the issue of who should be held responsible for the incident.  We thought so because

the Commissioner for Administrative Complaints had already produced a very detailedthe Commissioner for Administrative Complaints had already produced a very detailedthe Commissioner for Administrative Complaints had already produced a very detailedthe Commissioner for Administrative Complaints had already produced a very detailed

report on how government officials concerned spoke or acted erroneously or improperlyreport on how government officials concerned spoke or acted erroneously or improperlyreport on how government officials concerned spoke or acted erroneously or improperlyreport on how government officials concerned spoke or acted erroneously or improperly

in their handling of the BCCHK incident.in their handling of the BCCHK incident.in their handling of the BCCHK incident.in their handling of the BCCHK incident.

Today, all three Meeting Point members in this Council will support Dr theToday, all three Meeting Point members in this Council will support Dr theToday, all three Meeting Point members in this Council will support Dr theToday, all three Meeting Point members in this Council will support Dr the

Honourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, urging the Government to set up an independentHonourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, urging the Government to set up an independentHonourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, urging the Government to set up an independentHonourable HUANG Chen-ya's motion, urging the Government to set up an independent

commission of inquiry to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  Should today's motion becommission of inquiry to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  Should today's motion becommission of inquiry to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  Should today's motion becommission of inquiry to follow up on the BCCHK incident.  Should today's motion be

defeated, I shall repeat at the Friday In-House meeting of the Council the requestdefeated, I shall repeat at the Friday In-House meeting of the Council the requestdefeated, I shall repeat at the Friday In-House meeting of the Council the requestdefeated, I shall repeat at the Friday In-House meeting of the Council the request

for the establishment of a select committee to look into the BCCHK incident.  Thefor the establishment of a select committee to look into the BCCHK incident.  Thefor the establishment of a select committee to look into the BCCHK incident.  Thefor the establishment of a select committee to look into the BCCHK incident.  The

committee's terms of reference should not be confined to pursuing the question ofcommittee's terms of reference should not be confined to pursuing the question ofcommittee's terms of reference should not be confined to pursuing the question ofcommittee's terms of reference should not be confined to pursuing the question of

responsibility.  They should include a further inquiry into the BCCHK incident toresponsibility.  They should include a further inquiry into the BCCHK incident toresponsibility.  They should include a further inquiry into the BCCHK incident toresponsibility.  They should include a further inquiry into the BCCHK incident to

see if it may further reveal the unsoundness of the supervision mechanism for Hongsee if it may further reveal the unsoundness of the supervision mechanism for Hongsee if it may further reveal the unsoundness of the supervision mechanism for Hongsee if it may further reveal the unsoundness of the supervision mechanism for Hong

Kong's banking industry and financial system; they should also include theKong's banking industry and financial system; they should also include theKong's banking industry and financial system; they should also include theKong's banking industry and financial system; they should also include the

recommendation of suitable remedial measures for the protection of the public'srecommendation of suitable remedial measures for the protection of the public'srecommendation of suitable remedial measures for the protection of the public'srecommendation of suitable remedial measures for the protection of the public's

interest.  In this way, we will have discharged our obligations as Legislativeinterest.  In this way, we will have discharged our obligations as Legislativeinterest.  In this way, we will have discharged our obligations as Legislativeinterest.  In this way, we will have discharged our obligations as Legislative

Councillors.Councillors.Councillors.Councillors.



I so make my submission.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.I so make my submission.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.I so make my submission.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.I so make my submission.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, as I stated in this Council on 15 MarchFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, as I stated in this Council on 15 MarchFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, as I stated in this Council on 15 MarchFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, as I stated in this Council on 15 March

1992, it is the considered view of the Administration that a further inquiry into1992, it is the considered view of the Administration that a further inquiry into1992, it is the considered view of the Administration that a further inquiry into1992, it is the considered view of the Administration that a further inquiry into

the BCCHK affair would serve no useful purpose, unless there were indications fromthe BCCHK affair would serve no useful purpose, unless there were indications fromthe BCCHK affair would serve no useful purpose, unless there were indications fromthe BCCHK affair would serve no useful purpose, unless there were indications from

outside Hong Kong, or arising in the course of the liquidation of BCCHK, that thereoutside Hong Kong, or arising in the course of the liquidation of BCCHK, that thereoutside Hong Kong, or arising in the course of the liquidation of BCCHK, that thereoutside Hong Kong, or arising in the course of the liquidation of BCCHK, that there

were other important dimensions to the issue which required special examination.  Thewere other important dimensions to the issue which required special examination.  Thewere other important dimensions to the issue which required special examination.  Thewere other important dimensions to the issue which required special examination.  The

position remains that, to the present, no such indications have arisen.position remains that, to the present, no such indications have arisen.position remains that, to the present, no such indications have arisen.position remains that, to the present, no such indications have arisen.

The motion sets out two purposes for the proposed inquiry.  The first is "toThe motion sets out two purposes for the proposed inquiry.  The first is "toThe motion sets out two purposes for the proposed inquiry.  The first is "toThe motion sets out two purposes for the proposed inquiry.  The first is "to

investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether any further action needs to be taken".investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether any further action needs to be taken".investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether any further action needs to be taken".investigate the BCCHK failure and to see whether any further action needs to be taken".

The second is "to review the existing supervision mechanism of the banking system".The second is "to review the existing supervision mechanism of the banking system".The second is "to review the existing supervision mechanism of the banking system".The second is "to review the existing supervision mechanism of the banking system".

The Government does not consider that such an inquiry is necessary or would serveThe Government does not consider that such an inquiry is necessary or would serveThe Government does not consider that such an inquiry is necessary or would serveThe Government does not consider that such an inquiry is necessary or would serve

any useful purpose in these respects.any useful purpose in these respects.any useful purpose in these respects.any useful purpose in these respects.

As far as the failure of BCCHK is concerned, the relevant information isAs far as the failure of BCCHK is concerned, the relevant information isAs far as the failure of BCCHK is concerned, the relevant information isAs far as the failure of BCCHK is concerned, the relevant information is already already already already

in the public domain, including the Commissioner of Banking's Report to the Governorin the public domain, including the Commissioner of Banking's Report to the Governorin the public domain, including the Commissioner of Banking's Report to the Governorin the public domain, including the Commissioner of Banking's Report to the Governor

dated 30 July 1991, and the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints' Reports.  Beardated 30 July 1991, and the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints' Reports.  Beardated 30 July 1991, and the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints' Reports.  Beardated 30 July 1991, and the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints' Reports.  Bear

in mind that the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints was given unrestrictedin mind that the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints was given unrestrictedin mind that the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints was given unrestrictedin mind that the Commissioner of Administrative Complaints was given unrestricted

access to government information in the two complaints he investigated.access to government information in the two complaints he investigated.access to government information in the two complaints he investigated.access to government information in the two complaints he investigated.

As regards the banking system in general, the closure of BCCHK last July hasAs regards the banking system in general, the closure of BCCHK last July hasAs regards the banking system in general, the closure of BCCHK last July hasAs regards the banking system in general, the closure of BCCHK last July has

understandably caused a great deal of distress.  This is a matter which has been ofunderstandably caused a great deal of distress.  This is a matter which has been ofunderstandably caused a great deal of distress.  This is a matter which has been ofunderstandably caused a great deal of distress.  This is a matter which has been of

great concern to us all even though the origins of the crisis lay outside Hong Kong.great concern to us all even though the origins of the crisis lay outside Hong Kong.great concern to us all even though the origins of the crisis lay outside Hong Kong.great concern to us all even though the origins of the crisis lay outside Hong Kong.

The incident, however, did not reflect on the fundamental soundness of our bankingThe incident, however, did not reflect on the fundamental soundness of our bankingThe incident, however, did not reflect on the fundamental soundness of our bankingThe incident, however, did not reflect on the fundamental soundness of our banking

system, which has withstood many serious tests.  I might add that I do not find verysystem, which has withstood many serious tests.  I might add that I do not find verysystem, which has withstood many serious tests.  I might add that I do not find verysystem, which has withstood many serious tests.  I might add that I do not find very

attractive -- or fair -- the spectacle of some of the comments in this debate --attractive -- or fair -- the spectacle of some of the comments in this debate --attractive -- or fair -- the spectacle of some of the comments in this debate --attractive -- or fair -- the spectacle of some of the comments in this debate --

comments full of after-the-event wisdom --comments about the professional judgmentcomments full of after-the-event wisdom --comments about the professional judgmentcomments full of after-the-event wisdom --comments about the professional judgmentcomments full of after-the-event wisdom --comments about the professional judgment

and expertise of those involved.  And even a statement that some civil servants mayand expertise of those involved.  And even a statement that some civil servants mayand expertise of those involved.  And even a statement that some civil servants mayand expertise of those involved.  And even a statement that some civil servants may

have delayed the closure so as to take advantage of inside knowledge -- to removehave delayed the closure so as to take advantage of inside knowledge -- to removehave delayed the closure so as to take advantage of inside knowledge -- to removehave delayed the closure so as to take advantage of inside knowledge -- to remove

their deposits.  The accusation was made that those involved were "simplistic" -their deposits.  The accusation was made that those involved were "simplistic" -their deposits.  The accusation was made that those involved were "simplistic" -their deposits.  The accusation was made that those involved were "simplistic" -

- were "playing a numbers game".  I leave it to the public to judge who is taking- were "playing a numbers game".  I leave it to the public to judge who is taking- were "playing a numbers game".  I leave it to the public to judge who is taking- were "playing a numbers game".  I leave it to the public to judge who is taking

a simplistic view of this complex issue.  That said, I am grateful for the many othera simplistic view of this complex issue.  That said, I am grateful for the many othera simplistic view of this complex issue.  That said, I am grateful for the many othera simplistic view of this complex issue.  That said, I am grateful for the many other

balanced and supportive comments in the debate.balanced and supportive comments in the debate.balanced and supportive comments in the debate.balanced and supportive comments in the debate.

A clear demonstration of the industry's soundness was the banks' ability to switchA clear demonstration of the industry's soundness was the banks' ability to switchA clear demonstration of the industry's soundness was the banks' ability to switchA clear demonstration of the industry's soundness was the banks' ability to switch

to the Basle capital adequacy framework at the end of 1989.  This changeover was ato the Basle capital adequacy framework at the end of 1989.  This changeover was ato the Basle capital adequacy framework at the end of 1989.  This changeover was ato the Basle capital adequacy framework at the end of 1989.  This changeover was a



full three years before the target date for implementation.  Since the majorfull three years before the target date for implementation.  Since the majorfull three years before the target date for implementation.  Since the majorfull three years before the target date for implementation.  Since the major

regulatory reforms were implemented in the mid-1980s, our banking system hasregulatory reforms were implemented in the mid-1980s, our banking system hasregulatory reforms were implemented in the mid-1980s, our banking system hasregulatory reforms were implemented in the mid-1980s, our banking system has

successfully ridden out several periods of difficulties, including the worldwidesuccessfully ridden out several periods of difficulties, including the worldwidesuccessfully ridden out several periods of difficulties, including the worldwidesuccessfully ridden out several periods of difficulties, including the worldwide

stock market crash of 1987, and events in China in 1989, and indeed the aftermathstock market crash of 1987, and events in China in 1989, and indeed the aftermathstock market crash of 1987, and events in China in 1989, and indeed the aftermathstock market crash of 1987, and events in China in 1989, and indeed the aftermath

of the closure of BCCHK.  By emerging from these difficulties unscathed, the bankingof the closure of BCCHK.  By emerging from these difficulties unscathed, the bankingof the closure of BCCHK.  By emerging from these difficulties unscathed, the bankingof the closure of BCCHK.  By emerging from these difficulties unscathed, the banking

system has demonstrated its strength and resilience and continues to grow fromsystem has demonstrated its strength and resilience and continues to grow fromsystem has demonstrated its strength and resilience and continues to grow fromsystem has demonstrated its strength and resilience and continues to grow from

strength to strength.strength to strength.strength to strength.strength to strength.

It may be noted that all the banks which were the subject of unfounded rumoursIt may be noted that all the banks which were the subject of unfounded rumoursIt may be noted that all the banks which were the subject of unfounded rumoursIt may be noted that all the banks which were the subject of unfounded rumours

last summer had a particular good year in 1991, both in terms of the growth of businesslast summer had a particular good year in 1991, both in terms of the growth of businesslast summer had a particular good year in 1991, both in terms of the growth of businesslast summer had a particular good year in 1991, both in terms of the growth of business

and profitability.  In fact 1991 was an exceptionally good year for the banking systemand profitability.  In fact 1991 was an exceptionally good year for the banking systemand profitability.  In fact 1991 was an exceptionally good year for the banking systemand profitability.  In fact 1991 was an exceptionally good year for the banking system

in general.in general.in general.in general.

I hardly need to say anything more about the strength and stability of our bankingI hardly need to say anything more about the strength and stability of our bankingI hardly need to say anything more about the strength and stability of our bankingI hardly need to say anything more about the strength and stability of our banking

system.  That strength could not exist without an effective supervisory regime andsystem.  That strength could not exist without an effective supervisory regime andsystem.  That strength could not exist without an effective supervisory regime andsystem.  That strength could not exist without an effective supervisory regime and

we can be proud of our regulatory framework which compares favourably with those inwe can be proud of our regulatory framework which compares favourably with those inwe can be proud of our regulatory framework which compares favourably with those inwe can be proud of our regulatory framework which compares favourably with those in

other financial centres.  Let me reiterate that the BCC Group's problems did not ariseother financial centres.  Let me reiterate that the BCC Group's problems did not ariseother financial centres.  Let me reiterate that the BCC Group's problems did not ariseother financial centres.  Let me reiterate that the BCC Group's problems did not arise

in Hong Kong.  It should not be forgotten that there were in all some 70 jurisdictionsin Hong Kong.  It should not be forgotten that there were in all some 70 jurisdictionsin Hong Kong.  It should not be forgotten that there were in all some 70 jurisdictionsin Hong Kong.  It should not be forgotten that there were in all some 70 jurisdictions

adversely affected by the BCC crisis.  It is also noteworthy that present indicationsadversely affected by the BCC crisis.  It is also noteworthy that present indicationsadversely affected by the BCC crisis.  It is also noteworthy that present indicationsadversely affected by the BCC crisis.  It is also noteworthy that present indications

are that the position of BCCHK was much more favourable than that of the rest of theare that the position of BCCHK was much more favourable than that of the rest of theare that the position of BCCHK was much more favourable than that of the rest of theare that the position of BCCHK was much more favourable than that of the rest of the

Group.  It has been estimated that, leaving aside any cash injection by the Abu DhabiGroup.  It has been estimated that, leaving aside any cash injection by the Abu DhabiGroup.  It has been estimated that, leaving aside any cash injection by the Abu DhabiGroup.  It has been estimated that, leaving aside any cash injection by the Abu Dhabi

Government, the creditors of BCCI S.A. and BCC Overseas will only be likely to receiveGovernment, the creditors of BCCI S.A. and BCC Overseas will only be likely to receiveGovernment, the creditors of BCCI S.A. and BCC Overseas will only be likely to receiveGovernment, the creditors of BCCI S.A. and BCC Overseas will only be likely to receive

dividends of around 10% over a long period of time.  BCCHK depositors, however, havedividends of around 10% over a long period of time.  BCCHK depositors, however, havedividends of around 10% over a long period of time.  BCCHK depositors, however, havedividends of around 10% over a long period of time.  BCCHK depositors, however, have

already received an advance payment equal to 25% of their deposits up to a maximumalready received an advance payment equal to 25% of their deposits up to a maximumalready received an advance payment equal to 25% of their deposits up to a maximumalready received an advance payment equal to 25% of their deposits up to a maximum

of $500,000.  Furthermore, the liquidator of BCCHK has indicated that he hopes toof $500,000.  Furthermore, the liquidator of BCCHK has indicated that he hopes toof $500,000.  Furthermore, the liquidator of BCCHK has indicated that he hopes toof $500,000.  Furthermore, the liquidator of BCCHK has indicated that he hopes to

pay a first across-the-board dividend here in the region of 40% in about four months'pay a first across-the-board dividend here in the region of 40% in about four months'pay a first across-the-board dividend here in the region of 40% in about four months'pay a first across-the-board dividend here in the region of 40% in about four months'

time, with the distinct possibility of a further dividend or further dividends beingtime, with the distinct possibility of a further dividend or further dividends beingtime, with the distinct possibility of a further dividend or further dividends beingtime, with the distinct possibility of a further dividend or further dividends being

paid during the course of the liquidation.paid during the course of the liquidation.paid during the course of the liquidation.paid during the course of the liquidation.

We must not, however, be complacWe must not, however, be complacWe must not, however, be complacWe must not, however, be complacent and there are undoubtedly some lessons toent and there are undoubtedly some lessons toent and there are undoubtedly some lessons toent and there are undoubtedly some lessons to

be learnt by banking supervisors across the world, particularly in respect of theirbe learnt by banking supervisors across the world, particularly in respect of theirbe learnt by banking supervisors across the world, particularly in respect of theirbe learnt by banking supervisors across the world, particularly in respect of their

stance towards banking groups with diffused corporate structures.  The Internationalstance towards banking groups with diffused corporate structures.  The Internationalstance towards banking groups with diffused corporate structures.  The Internationalstance towards banking groups with diffused corporate structures.  The International

Group of Banks Supervisors based in Basle is currently looking at these issues andGroup of Banks Supervisors based in Basle is currently looking at these issues andGroup of Banks Supervisors based in Basle is currently looking at these issues andGroup of Banks Supervisors based in Basle is currently looking at these issues and

we will certainly wish to consider seriously any recommendations which arise fromwe will certainly wish to consider seriously any recommendations which arise fromwe will certainly wish to consider seriously any recommendations which arise fromwe will certainly wish to consider seriously any recommendations which arise from

their deliberations.their deliberations.their deliberations.their deliberations.

The local supervisory system is under constant review.  We are well advised byThe local supervisory system is under constant review.  We are well advised byThe local supervisory system is under constant review.  We are well advised byThe local supervisory system is under constant review.  We are well advised by

the Banking Advisory Committee and the Deposit-Taking Companies Advisory Committeethe Banking Advisory Committee and the Deposit-Taking Companies Advisory Committeethe Banking Advisory Committee and the Deposit-Taking Companies Advisory Committeethe Banking Advisory Committee and the Deposit-Taking Companies Advisory Committee



in this area.  It is worth noting that when the BCCI Group came to Hong Kong in 1979in this area.  It is worth noting that when the BCCI Group came to Hong Kong in 1979in this area.  It is worth noting that when the BCCI Group came to Hong Kong in 1979in this area.  It is worth noting that when the BCCI Group came to Hong Kong in 1979

by acquiring the Metropolitan Bank which was subsequently renamed BCCHK, the powersby acquiring the Metropolitan Bank which was subsequently renamed BCCHK, the powersby acquiring the Metropolitan Bank which was subsequently renamed BCCHK, the powersby acquiring the Metropolitan Bank which was subsequently renamed BCCHK, the powers

available to the Commissioner of Banking in respect of the entry of foreign ownedavailable to the Commissioner of Banking in respect of the entry of foreign ownedavailable to the Commissioner of Banking in respect of the entry of foreign ownedavailable to the Commissioner of Banking in respect of the entry of foreign owned

banks were undoubtedly inadequate.  Since then the supervisory framework has beenbanks were undoubtedly inadequate.  Since then the supervisory framework has beenbanks were undoubtedly inadequate.  Since then the supervisory framework has beenbanks were undoubtedly inadequate.  Since then the supervisory framework has been

substantially strengthened and it is highly unlikely that the BCCI Group would havesubstantially strengthened and it is highly unlikely that the BCCI Group would havesubstantially strengthened and it is highly unlikely that the BCCI Group would havesubstantially strengthened and it is highly unlikely that the BCCI Group would have

gained entry into Hong Kong under the current regime.  The Commissioner of Bankinggained entry into Hong Kong under the current regime.  The Commissioner of Bankinggained entry into Hong Kong under the current regime.  The Commissioner of Bankinggained entry into Hong Kong under the current regime.  The Commissioner of Banking

now has the power to approve changes of control of authorized institutions in advance,now has the power to approve changes of control of authorized institutions in advance,now has the power to approve changes of control of authorized institutions in advance,now has the power to approve changes of control of authorized institutions in advance,

and to take measures against existing shareholder controllers who are no longerand to take measures against existing shareholder controllers who are no longerand to take measures against existing shareholder controllers who are no longerand to take measures against existing shareholder controllers who are no longer

considered fit and proper.  The Banking (Amendment) Bill 1992 was introduced intoconsidered fit and proper.  The Banking (Amendment) Bill 1992 was introduced intoconsidered fit and proper.  The Banking (Amendment) Bill 1992 was introduced intoconsidered fit and proper.  The Banking (Amendment) Bill 1992 was introduced into

this Council last week with a view to improving the supervisory system even further.this Council last week with a view to improving the supervisory system even further.this Council last week with a view to improving the supervisory system even further.this Council last week with a view to improving the supervisory system even further.

The proposals are mainly to enable auditors to play a greater role in the examinationThe proposals are mainly to enable auditors to play a greater role in the examinationThe proposals are mainly to enable auditors to play a greater role in the examinationThe proposals are mainly to enable auditors to play a greater role in the examination

of the internal controls of banks.  This is part of our ongoing exercise to improveof the internal controls of banks.  This is part of our ongoing exercise to improveof the internal controls of banks.  This is part of our ongoing exercise to improveof the internal controls of banks.  This is part of our ongoing exercise to improve

the regulatory framework which would have been carried out even without the BCCHKthe regulatory framework which would have been carried out even without the BCCHKthe regulatory framework which would have been carried out even without the BCCHKthe regulatory framework which would have been carried out even without the BCCHK

incident.incident.incident.incident.

Apart from further improvements to the supervisory system, the AdministrationApart from further improvements to the supervisory system, the AdministrationApart from further improvements to the supervisory system, the AdministrationApart from further improvements to the supervisory system, the Administration

is considering various measures to offer better protection to depositors in the eventis considering various measures to offer better protection to depositors in the eventis considering various measures to offer better protection to depositors in the eventis considering various measures to offer better protection to depositors in the event

of a bank failure.  These include the possibility of some form of a deposit protectionof a bank failure.  These include the possibility of some form of a deposit protectionof a bank failure.  These include the possibility of some form of a deposit protectionof a bank failure.  These include the possibility of some form of a deposit protection

scheme, on which a consultation paper has been issued, and the possibility ofscheme, on which a consultation paper has been issued, and the possibility ofscheme, on which a consultation paper has been issued, and the possibility ofscheme, on which a consultation paper has been issued, and the possibility of

according higher priority to small depositors in the event of bank liquidations.  Inaccording higher priority to small depositors in the event of bank liquidations.  Inaccording higher priority to small depositors in the event of bank liquidations.  Inaccording higher priority to small depositors in the event of bank liquidations.  In

addition, the new liquidity adjustment facility to be introduced shortly is designedaddition, the new liquidity adjustment facility to be introduced shortly is designedaddition, the new liquidity adjustment facility to be introduced shortly is designedaddition, the new liquidity adjustment facility to be introduced shortly is designed

to help banks in the management of their liquidity.to help banks in the management of their liquidity.to help banks in the management of their liquidity.to help banks in the management of their liquidity.

Given that the BCC incident was an isolated case with little relevance to theGiven that the BCC incident was an isolated case with little relevance to theGiven that the BCC incident was an isolated case with little relevance to theGiven that the BCC incident was an isolated case with little relevance to the

soundness of our banking system as a whole, that proposals to further improve thesoundness of our banking system as a whole, that proposals to further improve thesoundness of our banking system as a whole, that proposals to further improve thesoundness of our banking system as a whole, that proposals to further improve the

supervisory system are in hand, and that measures to better protect small depositorssupervisory system are in hand, and that measures to better protect small depositorssupervisory system are in hand, and that measures to better protect small depositorssupervisory system are in hand, and that measures to better protect small depositors

are being considered, it is difficult to see what useful purpose an independentare being considered, it is difficult to see what useful purpose an independentare being considered, it is difficult to see what useful purpose an independentare being considered, it is difficult to see what useful purpose an independent

inquiry would serve.inquiry would serve.inquiry would serve.inquiry would serve.

The scope of the proposed inquiry is very wide.  The usefulness of such an inquiryThe scope of the proposed inquiry is very wide.  The usefulness of such an inquiryThe scope of the proposed inquiry is very wide.  The usefulness of such an inquiryThe scope of the proposed inquiry is very wide.  The usefulness of such an inquiry

is extremely doubtful since almost all the relevant facts have been well documentedis extremely doubtful since almost all the relevant facts have been well documentedis extremely doubtful since almost all the relevant facts have been well documentedis extremely doubtful since almost all the relevant facts have been well documented

and are publicly available.  An inquiry will take up substantial resources and willand are publicly available.  An inquiry will take up substantial resources and willand are publicly available.  An inquiry will take up substantial resources and willand are publicly available.  An inquiry will take up substantial resources and will

distract attention from the ongoing task of supervision.  BCCHK is now in liquidationdistract attention from the ongoing task of supervision.  BCCHK is now in liquidationdistract attention from the ongoing task of supervision.  BCCHK is now in liquidationdistract attention from the ongoing task of supervision.  BCCHK is now in liquidation

and the top priority must be for that process to proceed with all reasonable speedand the top priority must be for that process to proceed with all reasonable speedand the top priority must be for that process to proceed with all reasonable speedand the top priority must be for that process to proceed with all reasonable speed

so that the creditors, including depositors, can receive as large and as early aso that the creditors, including depositors, can receive as large and as early aso that the creditors, including depositors, can receive as large and as early aso that the creditors, including depositors, can receive as large and as early a

payment as possible.payment as possible.payment as possible.payment as possible.

Mr Deputy President, I oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, I oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, I oppose the motion.Mr Deputy President, I oppose the motion.



DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, July 1991 can be called theDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, July 1991 can be called theDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, July 1991 can be called theDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, July 1991 can be called the

"month of storms that rocked the banking sector".  Every time I turned on the TV or"month of storms that rocked the banking sector".  Every time I turned on the TV or"month of storms that rocked the banking sector".  Every time I turned on the TV or"month of storms that rocked the banking sector".  Every time I turned on the TV or

unfolded a newspaper, I would see reports on the BCCHK incident.  When I occasionallyunfolded a newspaper, I would see reports on the BCCHK incident.  When I occasionallyunfolded a newspaper, I would see reports on the BCCHK incident.  When I occasionallyunfolded a newspaper, I would see reports on the BCCHK incident.  When I occasionally

travelled through Central, I also saw confrontation between the BCCHK depositors andtravelled through Central, I also saw confrontation between the BCCHK depositors andtravelled through Central, I also saw confrontation between the BCCHK depositors andtravelled through Central, I also saw confrontation between the BCCHK depositors and

the police.  At the time, I congratulated myself on not having put money in the BCCHK.the police.  At the time, I congratulated myself on not having put money in the BCCHK.the police.  At the time, I congratulated myself on not having put money in the BCCHK.the police.  At the time, I congratulated myself on not having put money in the BCCHK.

Still, I felt sorry for the depositors.  Let us think.  If my life-long savings shouldStill, I felt sorry for the depositors.  Let us think.  If my life-long savings shouldStill, I felt sorry for the depositors.  Let us think.  If my life-long savings shouldStill, I felt sorry for the depositors.  Let us think.  If my life-long savings should

suddenly and unaccountably turn to naught, I believe that I, too, would behave likesuddenly and unaccountably turn to naught, I believe that I, too, would behave likesuddenly and unaccountably turn to naught, I believe that I, too, would behave likesuddenly and unaccountably turn to naught, I believe that I, too, would behave like

them, running here and there, asking for help.them, running here and there, asking for help.them, running here and there, asking for help.them, running here and there, asking for help.

The BCCHK incident subsequently touched off bank runs.  We can The BCCHK incident subsequently touched off bank runs.  We can The BCCHK incident subsequently touched off bank runs.  We can The BCCHK incident subsequently touched off bank runs.  We can all remember theall remember theall remember theall remember the

runs on several banks, large and small.  Initially, the Dao Hang Bank and theruns on several banks, large and small.  Initially, the Dao Hang Bank and theruns on several banks, large and small.  Initially, the Dao Hang Bank and theruns on several banks, large and small.  Initially, the Dao Hang Bank and the

International Bank of Asia, which had Middle East backing were hit.  Then came theInternational Bank of Asia, which had Middle East backing were hit.  Then came theInternational Bank of Asia, which had Middle East backing were hit.  Then came theInternational Bank of Asia, which had Middle East backing were hit.  Then came the

turn of banking giants, the Citibank and the Standard Chartered Bank.  An analystturn of banking giants, the Citibank and the Standard Chartered Bank.  An analystturn of banking giants, the Citibank and the Standard Chartered Bank.  An analystturn of banking giants, the Citibank and the Standard Chartered Bank.  An analyst

who approached the situation at the time from the point of view of a spectator mightwho approached the situation at the time from the point of view of a spectator mightwho approached the situation at the time from the point of view of a spectator mightwho approached the situation at the time from the point of view of a spectator might

find the behaviour of the depositors childish and laughable, a case of stupidfind the behaviour of the depositors childish and laughable, a case of stupidfind the behaviour of the depositors childish and laughable, a case of stupidfind the behaviour of the depositors childish and laughable, a case of stupid

self-inflicted trouble.  In fact, a government official at the time did accuse theself-inflicted trouble.  In fact, a government official at the time did accuse theself-inflicted trouble.  In fact, a government official at the time did accuse theself-inflicted trouble.  In fact, a government official at the time did accuse the

depositors of ignorance.  However, if one thinks more deeply, one will find that,depositors of ignorance.  However, if one thinks more deeply, one will find that,depositors of ignorance.  However, if one thinks more deeply, one will find that,depositors of ignorance.  However, if one thinks more deeply, one will find that,

in such a state of panic, anybody not wishing to repeat the mistake of the BCCHKin such a state of panic, anybody not wishing to repeat the mistake of the BCCHKin such a state of panic, anybody not wishing to repeat the mistake of the BCCHKin such a state of panic, anybody not wishing to repeat the mistake of the BCCHK

depositors would have reacted in like fashion.depositors would have reacted in like fashion.depositors would have reacted in like fashion.depositors would have reacted in like fashion.

I asked myself.  Is it not true that Hong Kong's bI asked myself.  Is it not true that Hong Kong's bI asked myself.  Is it not true that Hong Kong's bI asked myself.  Is it not true that Hong Kong's banking system and supervisionanking system and supervisionanking system and supervisionanking system and supervision

mechanism have always been quite sound?  Why, then, did the BCCHK incident happen?mechanism have always been quite sound?  Why, then, did the BCCHK incident happen?mechanism have always been quite sound?  Why, then, did the BCCHK incident happen?mechanism have always been quite sound?  Why, then, did the BCCHK incident happen?

If there are real problems in Hong Kong's banking system and supervision mechanism,If there are real problems in Hong Kong's banking system and supervision mechanism,If there are real problems in Hong Kong's banking system and supervision mechanism,If there are real problems in Hong Kong's banking system and supervision mechanism,

then is it not true that our community is sleeping beside a bomb that may go off atthen is it not true that our community is sleeping beside a bomb that may go off atthen is it not true that our community is sleeping beside a bomb that may go off atthen is it not true that our community is sleeping beside a bomb that may go off at

any time?  If I had not consulted my friends in the banking industry, if I had notany time?  If I had not consulted my friends in the banking industry, if I had notany time?  If I had not consulted my friends in the banking industry, if I had notany time?  If I had not consulted my friends in the banking industry, if I had not

consulted economists and scholars, I believe that I would not even have been awareconsulted economists and scholars, I believe that I would not even have been awareconsulted economists and scholars, I believe that I would not even have been awareconsulted economists and scholars, I believe that I would not even have been aware

of the many shocking problems in the banking supervision mechanism.  Like myof the many shocking problems in the banking supervision mechanism.  Like myof the many shocking problems in the banking supervision mechanism.  Like myof the many shocking problems in the banking supervision mechanism.  Like my

colleagues, I would have thought that the world was a safe place where the likes ofcolleagues, I would have thought that the world was a safe place where the likes ofcolleagues, I would have thought that the world was a safe place where the likes ofcolleagues, I would have thought that the world was a safe place where the likes of

the BCCHK incident would not recur.  I would have thought that we could all go tothe BCCHK incident would not recur.  I would have thought that we could all go tothe BCCHK incident would not recur.  I would have thought that we could all go tothe BCCHK incident would not recur.  I would have thought that we could all go to

play golf or mahjong with equanimity.play golf or mahjong with equanimity.play golf or mahjong with equanimity.play golf or mahjong with equanimity.

I feel that there is really a need toI feel that there is really a need toI feel that there is really a need toI feel that there is really a need to review the banking supervision mechanism. review the banking supervision mechanism. review the banking supervision mechanism. review the banking supervision mechanism.

I said a moment ago: (1) The major banks operating in Hong Kong are multinationalI said a moment ago: (1) The major banks operating in Hong Kong are multinationalI said a moment ago: (1) The major banks operating in Hong Kong are multinationalI said a moment ago: (1) The major banks operating in Hong Kong are multinational

banks; it is difficult to supervise multinational banks.  (2) New financialbanks; it is difficult to supervise multinational banks.  (2) New financialbanks; it is difficult to supervise multinational banks.  (2) New financialbanks; it is difficult to supervise multinational banks.  (2) New financial

instruments and methods of operation have added many difficulties to supervision.instruments and methods of operation have added many difficulties to supervision.instruments and methods of operation have added many difficulties to supervision.instruments and methods of operation have added many difficulties to supervision.

I must stress that the failure of the BCCHK will not prove to be the last multinationalI must stress that the failure of the BCCHK will not prove to be the last multinationalI must stress that the failure of the BCCHK will not prove to be the last multinationalI must stress that the failure of the BCCHK will not prove to be the last multinational



bank failure.  I have some other questions to raise.  Hong Kong's banks are notbank failure.  I have some other questions to raise.  Hong Kong's banks are notbank failure.  I have some other questions to raise.  Hong Kong's banks are notbank failure.  I have some other questions to raise.  Hong Kong's banks are not

transparent enough.  In Hong Kong at this time, half of the people simply have notransparent enough.  In Hong Kong at this time, half of the people simply have notransparent enough.  In Hong Kong at this time, half of the people simply have notransparent enough.  In Hong Kong at this time, half of the people simply have no

idea about the banks' financial standing.  This is because the annual reports containidea about the banks' financial standing.  This is because the annual reports containidea about the banks' financial standing.  This is because the annual reports containidea about the banks' financial standing.  This is because the annual reports contain

very little information.  Even the professional analysts cannot tell which bank isvery little information.  Even the professional analysts cannot tell which bank isvery little information.  Even the professional analysts cannot tell which bank isvery little information.  Even the professional analysts cannot tell which bank is

sound.  Also, there are the new financial instruments, such as commercial papers andsound.  Also, there are the new financial instruments, such as commercial papers andsound.  Also, there are the new financial instruments, such as commercial papers andsound.  Also, there are the new financial instruments, such as commercial papers and

securitized charges and loans.  These new instruments will bring many new problems.securitized charges and loans.  These new instruments will bring many new problems.securitized charges and loans.  These new instruments will bring many new problems.securitized charges and loans.  These new instruments will bring many new problems.

At the moment, such financial instruments are just making their debut in Hong Kong.At the moment, such financial instruments are just making their debut in Hong Kong.At the moment, such financial instruments are just making their debut in Hong Kong.At the moment, such financial instruments are just making their debut in Hong Kong.

When they are developing at full strength, how much will their impact be on Hong Kong'sWhen they are developing at full strength, how much will their impact be on Hong Kong'sWhen they are developing at full strength, how much will their impact be on Hong Kong'sWhen they are developing at full strength, how much will their impact be on Hong Kong's

banking system?  We really need to know.  As a major financial centre of Asia, Hongbanking system?  We really need to know.  As a major financial centre of Asia, Hongbanking system?  We really need to know.  As a major financial centre of Asia, Hongbanking system?  We really need to know.  As a major financial centre of Asia, Hong

Kong is naturally making substantial development in the direction of becoming a "toolKong is naturally making substantial development in the direction of becoming a "toolKong is naturally making substantial development in the direction of becoming a "toolKong is naturally making substantial development in the direction of becoming a "tool

box." If we do not take the necessary precautionary measures when there is still time,box." If we do not take the necessary precautionary measures when there is still time,box." If we do not take the necessary precautionary measures when there is still time,box." If we do not take the necessary precautionary measures when there is still time,

the banking system surely will receive a very heavy blow in the days to come.the banking system surely will receive a very heavy blow in the days to come.the banking system surely will receive a very heavy blow in the days to come.the banking system surely will receive a very heavy blow in the days to come.

My purpose today is not to re-open a historical wound, nor to find a scapegoat,My purpose today is not to re-open a historical wound, nor to find a scapegoat,My purpose today is not to re-open a historical wound, nor to find a scapegoat,My purpose today is not to re-open a historical wound, nor to find a scapegoat,

but to seek justice for the BCCHK depositors and let them know whether the Governmentbut to seek justice for the BCCHK depositors and let them know whether the Governmentbut to seek justice for the BCCHK depositors and let them know whether the Governmentbut to seek justice for the BCCHK depositors and let them know whether the Government

did its best to protect their interests.  Another purpose that I have is to preventdid its best to protect their interests.  Another purpose that I have is to preventdid its best to protect their interests.  Another purpose that I have is to preventdid its best to protect their interests.  Another purpose that I have is to prevent

another banking crisis.  In fact, some Councillors disagree.  They think that thereanother banking crisis.  In fact, some Councillors disagree.  They think that thereanother banking crisis.  In fact, some Councillors disagree.  They think that thereanother banking crisis.  In fact, some Councillors disagree.  They think that there

is no problem with the existing supervision mechanism.  But I also know that theis no problem with the existing supervision mechanism.  But I also know that theis no problem with the existing supervision mechanism.  But I also know that theis no problem with the existing supervision mechanism.  But I also know that the

Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB), as the Financial Secretary said recently,Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB), as the Financial Secretary said recently,Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB), as the Financial Secretary said recently,Office of the Commissioner of Banking (OCB), as the Financial Secretary said recently,

is trying to improve Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism by way of remedy.  Iis trying to improve Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism by way of remedy.  Iis trying to improve Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism by way of remedy.  Iis trying to improve Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism by way of remedy.  I

hope that an independent commission of inquiry will be able to find out where thehope that an independent commission of inquiry will be able to find out where thehope that an independent commission of inquiry will be able to find out where thehope that an independent commission of inquiry will be able to find out where the

problems lie.  Its finding will be helpful to the OCB.problems lie.  Its finding will be helpful to the OCB.problems lie.  Its finding will be helpful to the OCB.problems lie.  Its finding will be helpful to the OCB.

Finally, I would like to use a quotation from Bismarck: "Any country that doesFinally, I would like to use a quotation from Bismarck: "Any country that doesFinally, I would like to use a quotation from Bismarck: "Any country that doesFinally, I would like to use a quotation from Bismarck: "Any country that does

not learn from its mistakes is bound to make the same mistakes again." A banking crisisnot learn from its mistakes is bound to make the same mistakes again." A banking crisisnot learn from its mistakes is bound to make the same mistakes again." A banking crisisnot learn from its mistakes is bound to make the same mistakes again." A banking crisis

hit Hong Kong in the 1960s.  At the time, the Government thought, as some colleagueshit Hong Kong in the 1960s.  At the time, the Government thought, as some colleagueshit Hong Kong in the 1960s.  At the time, the Government thought, as some colleagueshit Hong Kong in the 1960s.  At the time, the Government thought, as some colleagues

are thinking now, that such things would not happen again.  However, they did happenare thinking now, that such things would not happen again.  However, they did happenare thinking now, that such things would not happen again.  However, they did happenare thinking now, that such things would not happen again.  However, they did happen

again in the 1980s.  Just as the Honourable Emily LAU said a moment ago whileagain in the 1980s.  Just as the Honourable Emily LAU said a moment ago whileagain in the 1980s.  Just as the Honourable Emily LAU said a moment ago whileagain in the 1980s.  Just as the Honourable Emily LAU said a moment ago while

enumerating a series of problems concerning banking supervision, it was only afterenumerating a series of problems concerning banking supervision, it was only afterenumerating a series of problems concerning banking supervision, it was only afterenumerating a series of problems concerning banking supervision, it was only after

investigation and review that the Government found that there were indeed manyinvestigation and review that the Government found that there were indeed manyinvestigation and review that the Government found that there were indeed manyinvestigation and review that the Government found that there were indeed many

loopholes in Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism at the time and it then madeloopholes in Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism at the time and it then madeloopholes in Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism at the time and it then madeloopholes in Hong Kong's banking supervision mechanism at the time and it then made

the many changes that were needed.  I said a moment ago that we are facing a newthe many changes that were needed.  I said a moment ago that we are facing a newthe many changes that were needed.  I said a moment ago that we are facing a newthe many changes that were needed.  I said a moment ago that we are facing a new

challenge from the banking and financial system and that we have no alternative butchallenge from the banking and financial system and that we have no alternative butchallenge from the banking and financial system and that we have no alternative butchallenge from the banking and financial system and that we have no alternative but

to improve our banking supervision mechanism to meet our present needs.  We must notto improve our banking supervision mechanism to meet our present needs.  We must notto improve our banking supervision mechanism to meet our present needs.  We must notto improve our banking supervision mechanism to meet our present needs.  We must not

think too highly of ourselves and think that problems will never arise again.  I wouldthink too highly of ourselves and think that problems will never arise again.  I wouldthink too highly of ourselves and think that problems will never arise again.  I wouldthink too highly of ourselves and think that problems will never arise again.  I would

like to thank my colleagues who have spoken on the motion.  I hope that they willlike to thank my colleagues who have spoken on the motion.  I hope that they willlike to thank my colleagues who have spoken on the motion.  I hope that they willlike to thank my colleagues who have spoken on the motion.  I hope that they will

support my motion in good conscience and for the sake of the public and the futuresupport my motion in good conscience and for the sake of the public and the futuresupport my motion in good conscience and for the sake of the public and the futuresupport my motion in good conscience and for the sake of the public and the future

of Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.



Question on the motion put.Question on the motion put.Question on the motion put.Question on the motion put.

Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Noes"  had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Noes"  had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Noes"  had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the "Noes"  had it.

DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.DR HUANG CHEN-YA:  Mr Deputy President, I claim a division.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring

for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.

At  this point Mr Jimmy McGREGOR declared interest as vice chairman of the Hong KongAt  this point Mr Jimmy McGREGOR declared interest as vice chairman of the Hong KongAt  this point Mr Jimmy McGREGOR declared interest as vice chairman of the Hong KongAt  this point Mr Jimmy McGREGOR declared interest as vice chairman of the Hong Kong

Chinese Bank.Chinese Bank.Chinese Bank.Chinese Bank.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries before the result is displayed?  TheDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries before the result is displayed?  TheDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries before the result is displayed?  TheDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries before the result is displayed?  The

result will now be displayed.result will now be displayed.result will now be displayed.result will now be displayed.

Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr FrederickMr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr FrederickMr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr FrederickMr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick

FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEEFUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEEFUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEEFUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE

Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONGWing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONGWing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONGWing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG

Wai-yin voted for the motion.Wai-yin voted for the motion.Wai-yin voted for the motion.Wai-yin voted for the motion.

The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,

Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung,Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung,Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung,Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung,

Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr Andrew WONG, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,

Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,Mrs Peggy LAM, Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,

Mr Moses CHENG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, MrMr Moses CHENG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, MrMr Moses CHENG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, MrMr Moses CHENG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr

Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG votedGilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG votedGilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG votedGilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted

against the motion.against the motion.against the motion.against the motion.



Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU and Mr Marvin CHEUNG abstained.Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU and Mr Marvin CHEUNG abstained.Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU and Mr Marvin CHEUNG abstained.Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU and Mr Marvin CHEUNG abstained.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 15 votes for the motion and 29 votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 15 votes for the motion and 29 votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 15 votes for the motion and 29 votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 15 votes for the motion and 29 votes

against it.  He therefore declared that the motion was negatived.against it.  He therefore declared that the motion was negatived.against it.  He therefore declared that the motion was negatived.against it.  He therefore declared that the motion was negatived.

7.15 pm7.15 pm7.15 pm7.15 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I  propose to take a short break now and to resume at 7.35 pm.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I  propose to take a short break now and to resume at 7.35 pm.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I  propose to take a short break now and to resume at 7.35 pm.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I  propose to take a short break now and to resume at 7.35 pm.

7.48 pm7.48 pm7.48 pm7.48 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Council will resume.

LONG TERM HOUSING STRATEGYLONG TERM HOUSING STRATEGYLONG TERM HOUSING STRATEGYLONG TERM HOUSING STRATEGY

MR FREDERICK FUNG moved the following motion:MR FREDERICK FUNG moved the following motion:MR FREDERICK FUNG moved the following motion:MR FREDERICK FUNG moved the following motion:

"To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class"To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class"To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class"To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class

in Hong Kong, this Council urges the Government, whilst looking after housing mattersin Hong Kong, this Council urges the Government, whilst looking after housing mattersin Hong Kong, this Council urges the Government, whilst looking after housing mattersin Hong Kong, this Council urges the Government, whilst looking after housing matters

in both the public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review on the Longin both the public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review on the Longin both the public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review on the Longin both the public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review on the Long

Term Housing Strategy, consider various possible means of assistance, and consultTerm Housing Strategy, consider various possible means of assistance, and consultTerm Housing Strategy, consider various possible means of assistance, and consultTerm Housing Strategy, consider various possible means of assistance, and consult

public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies."public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies."public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies."public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies."

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in moving a motion debate todayMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in moving a motion debate todayMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in moving a motion debate todayMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in moving a motion debate today

on the Long Term Housing Strategy, my purpose is to call everybody's attention toon the Long Term Housing Strategy, my purpose is to call everybody's attention toon the Long Term Housing Strategy, my purpose is to call everybody's attention toon the Long Term Housing Strategy, my purpose is to call everybody's attention to

that strategy once more.that strategy once more.that strategy once more.that strategy once more.

This is the fifth year of the Long Term Housing Strategy published by the thenThis is the fifth year of the Long Term Housing Strategy published by the thenThis is the fifth year of the Long Term Housing Strategy published by the thenThis is the fifth year of the Long Term Housing Strategy published by the then

Housing Branch of the Government Secretariat in 1987.  It is an important documentHousing Branch of the Government Secretariat in 1987.  It is an important documentHousing Branch of the Government Secretariat in 1987.  It is an important documentHousing Branch of the Government Secretariat in 1987.  It is an important document

that in essence is to provide guidance for a housing policy that goes beyond 1997.that in essence is to provide guidance for a housing policy that goes beyond 1997.that in essence is to provide guidance for a housing policy that goes beyond 1997.that in essence is to provide guidance for a housing policy that goes beyond 1997.

During the past five years, we saw its substantive effects on the housing market,During the past five years, we saw its substantive effects on the housing market,During the past five years, we saw its substantive effects on the housing market,During the past five years, we saw its substantive effects on the housing market,

effects that steadily contributed to the worsening housing predicament of the lowereffects that steadily contributed to the worsening housing predicament of the lowereffects that steadily contributed to the worsening housing predicament of the lowereffects that steadily contributed to the worsening housing predicament of the lower

income groups and the sandwich class in Hong Kong.  Therefore, I hope to be able,income groups and the sandwich class in Hong Kong.  Therefore, I hope to be able,income groups and the sandwich class in Hong Kong.  Therefore, I hope to be able,income groups and the sandwich class in Hong Kong.  Therefore, I hope to be able,



through today's debate, to urge the Government to look after housing matters in boththrough today's debate, to urge the Government to look after housing matters in boththrough today's debate, to urge the Government to look after housing matters in boththrough today's debate, to urge the Government to look after housing matters in both

the public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review of the Long Termthe public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review of the Long Termthe public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review of the Long Termthe public and private sectors, to conduct a comprehensive review of the Long Term

Housing Strategy, to consider various possible means of assistance and to consultHousing Strategy, to consider various possible means of assistance and to consultHousing Strategy, to consider various possible means of assistance and to consultHousing Strategy, to consider various possible means of assistance and to consult

public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies.public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies.public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies.public opinion extensively before formulating relevant policies.

I believe that everybody seated here will agree that the ideal lifestyle thatI believe that everybody seated here will agree that the ideal lifestyle thatI believe that everybody seated here will agree that the ideal lifestyle thatI believe that everybody seated here will agree that the ideal lifestyle that

the Chinese aspire to is still a home and a job.  Every family wishes to own a home.the Chinese aspire to is still a home and a job.  Every family wishes to own a home.the Chinese aspire to is still a home and a job.  Every family wishes to own a home.the Chinese aspire to is still a home and a job.  Every family wishes to own a home.

This is not an extravagant wish.  When the Long Term Housing Strategy was firstThis is not an extravagant wish.  When the Long Term Housing Strategy was firstThis is not an extravagant wish.  When the Long Term Housing Strategy was firstThis is not an extravagant wish.  When the Long Term Housing Strategy was first

formulated, its objectives reflected this ideal:formulated, its objectives reflected this ideal:formulated, its objectives reflected this ideal:formulated, its objectives reflected this ideal:

(1)(1)(1)(1) Making sure that every family in Hong Kong will have an independent Making sure that every family in Hong Kong will have an independent Making sure that every family in Hong Kong will have an independent Making sure that every family in Hong Kong will have an independent andandandand

self-contained permanent home;self-contained permanent home;self-contained permanent home;self-contained permanent home;

(2)(2)(2)(2) Making sure that suitable housing will be available to all households atMaking sure that suitable housing will be available to all households atMaking sure that suitable housing will be available to all households atMaking sure that suitable housing will be available to all households at

affordable prices or rents;affordable prices or rents;affordable prices or rents;affordable prices or rents;

(3)(3)(3)(3) Rebuilding the old housing estates and improving their environment.Rebuilding the old housing estates and improving their environment.Rebuilding the old housing estates and improving their environment.Rebuilding the old housing estates and improving their environment.

I am in agreement with these objectiveI am in agreement with these objectiveI am in agreement with these objectiveI am in agreement with these objectives of the Long Term Housing Strategy.s of the Long Term Housing Strategy.s of the Long Term Housing Strategy.s of the Long Term Housing Strategy.

However, in the actual formulation of the strategy, the assessment of housing supplyHowever, in the actual formulation of the strategy, the assessment of housing supplyHowever, in the actual formulation of the strategy, the assessment of housing supplyHowever, in the actual formulation of the strategy, the assessment of housing supply

and demand in the public and private sectors was approached from a purely economicand demand in the public and private sectors was approached from a purely economicand demand in the public and private sectors was approached from a purely economicand demand in the public and private sectors was approached from a purely economic

perspective so as to ensure that the private sector resources for housing constructionperspective so as to ensure that the private sector resources for housing constructionperspective so as to ensure that the private sector resources for housing constructionperspective so as to ensure that the private sector resources for housing construction

should be more fully utilized.  In short, the housing market was to operate undershould be more fully utilized.  In short, the housing market was to operate undershould be more fully utilized.  In short, the housing market was to operate undershould be more fully utilized.  In short, the housing market was to operate under

the guidance of a strategy favouring the private sector.  Hence, the many problemsthe guidance of a strategy favouring the private sector.  Hence, the many problemsthe guidance of a strategy favouring the private sector.  Hence, the many problemsthe guidance of a strategy favouring the private sector.  Hence, the many problems

that we have today.  Therefore, under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingthat we have today.  Therefore, under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingthat we have today.  Therefore, under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingthat we have today.  Therefore, under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being

implemented, not only are the original objectives unaccomplished, but the ideal ofimplemented, not only are the original objectives unaccomplished, but the ideal ofimplemented, not only are the original objectives unaccomplished, but the ideal ofimplemented, not only are the original objectives unaccomplished, but the ideal of

a home and a job has become remote and inaccessible to some families.a home and a job has become remote and inaccessible to some families.a home and a job has become remote and inaccessible to some families.a home and a job has become remote and inaccessible to some families.

First of all, I would like to point out what is wrong with the Long TerFirst of all, I would like to point out what is wrong with the Long TerFirst of all, I would like to point out what is wrong with the Long TerFirst of all, I would like to point out what is wrong with the Long Term Housingm Housingm Housingm Housing

Strategy as now being implemented.  The authorities estimated that an average of 40Strategy as now being implemented.  The authorities estimated that an average of 40Strategy as now being implemented.  The authorities estimated that an average of 40Strategy as now being implemented.  The authorities estimated that an average of 40

000 units of public housing and units of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) with or without000 units of public housing and units of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) with or without000 units of public housing and units of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) with or without000 units of public housing and units of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) with or without

private sector participation and an average of 30 000 units of private sector housingprivate sector participation and an average of 30 000 units of private sector housingprivate sector participation and an average of 30 000 units of private sector housingprivate sector participation and an average of 30 000 units of private sector housing

would be completed each year between 1987 and 2001.  On the basis of this estimate,would be completed each year between 1987 and 2001.  On the basis of this estimate,would be completed each year between 1987 and 2001.  On the basis of this estimate,would be completed each year between 1987 and 2001.  On the basis of this estimate,

the authorities produced projections showing that, by roughly 1996-97, the supplythe authorities produced projections showing that, by roughly 1996-97, the supplythe authorities produced projections showing that, by roughly 1996-97, the supplythe authorities produced projections showing that, by roughly 1996-97, the supply

of public housing would be in balance with demand as represented by the number ofof public housing would be in balance with demand as represented by the number ofof public housing would be in balance with demand as represented by the number ofof public housing would be in balance with demand as represented by the number of

applicants on the public housing waiting lists.  But what has really happened is this:applicants on the public housing waiting lists.  But what has really happened is this:applicants on the public housing waiting lists.  But what has really happened is this:applicants on the public housing waiting lists.  But what has really happened is this:



The Housing Authority has each year assigned about 15 000 units of public housingThe Housing Authority has each year assigned about 15 000 units of public housingThe Housing Authority has each year assigned about 15 000 units of public housingThe Housing Authority has each year assigned about 15 000 units of public housing

to families on the waiting lists, while the waiting lists are 114 000 families long.to families on the waiting lists, while the waiting lists are 114 000 families long.to families on the waiting lists, while the waiting lists are 114 000 families long.to families on the waiting lists, while the waiting lists are 114 000 families long.

Therefore, to me, it is a fantasy to think that the demand will be met in the yearTherefore, to me, it is a fantasy to think that the demand will be met in the yearTherefore, to me, it is a fantasy to think that the demand will be met in the yearTherefore, to me, it is a fantasy to think that the demand will be met in the year

1996-97 for the applicants on the waiting lists.  The truth is that those past1996-97 for the applicants on the waiting lists.  The truth is that those past1996-97 for the applicants on the waiting lists.  The truth is that those past1996-97 for the applicants on the waiting lists.  The truth is that those past

projections must be reviewed today.  In the formulation of the strategy in 1987, whenprojections must be reviewed today.  In the formulation of the strategy in 1987, whenprojections must be reviewed today.  In the formulation of the strategy in 1987, whenprojections must be reviewed today.  In the formulation of the strategy in 1987, when

projections were used to show the future demand for housing in a supply-and-demandprojections were used to show the future demand for housing in a supply-and-demandprojections were used to show the future demand for housing in a supply-and-demandprojections were used to show the future demand for housing in a supply-and-demand

context, what had clearly been overlooked was the fact that housing, being essentiallycontext, what had clearly been overlooked was the fact that housing, being essentiallycontext, what had clearly been overlooked was the fact that housing, being essentiallycontext, what had clearly been overlooked was the fact that housing, being essentially

a commodity, could be an investment vehicle.  This is particularly so because banka commodity, could be an investment vehicle.  This is particularly so because banka commodity, could be an investment vehicle.  This is particularly so because banka commodity, could be an investment vehicle.  This is particularly so because bank

deposits in Hong Kong dollar, the exchange rate of which is pegged to the US dollar,deposits in Hong Kong dollar, the exchange rate of which is pegged to the US dollar,deposits in Hong Kong dollar, the exchange rate of which is pegged to the US dollar,deposits in Hong Kong dollar, the exchange rate of which is pegged to the US dollar,

yield interests which are very low or even negative.  Those with money have to findyield interests which are very low or even negative.  Those with money have to findyield interests which are very low or even negative.  Those with money have to findyield interests which are very low or even negative.  Those with money have to find

ways to invest it.  We must understand this point.  In Hong Kong, buying and sellingways to invest it.  We must understand this point.  In Hong Kong, buying and sellingways to invest it.  We must understand this point.  In Hong Kong, buying and sellingways to invest it.  We must understand this point.  In Hong Kong, buying and selling

housing flats as a form of investment yields much higher returns than any otherhousing flats as a form of investment yields much higher returns than any otherhousing flats as a form of investment yields much higher returns than any otherhousing flats as a form of investment yields much higher returns than any other

investment activity.  When projections of the future demand for public housing andinvestment activity.  When projections of the future demand for public housing andinvestment activity.  When projections of the future demand for public housing andinvestment activity.  When projections of the future demand for public housing and

private sector housing are made, one must consider not only the usual variables butprivate sector housing are made, one must consider not only the usual variables butprivate sector housing are made, one must consider not only the usual variables butprivate sector housing are made, one must consider not only the usual variables but

also the long-term trend of housing prices, the ability of the public to meet mortgagealso the long-term trend of housing prices, the ability of the public to meet mortgagealso the long-term trend of housing prices, the ability of the public to meet mortgagealso the long-term trend of housing prices, the ability of the public to meet mortgage

payments and the availability of land for public housing and private sector housing.payments and the availability of land for public housing and private sector housing.payments and the availability of land for public housing and private sector housing.payments and the availability of land for public housing and private sector housing.

Only thus can one make more accurate projections of the future housing demand.  Also,Only thus can one make more accurate projections of the future housing demand.  Also,Only thus can one make more accurate projections of the future housing demand.  Also,Only thus can one make more accurate projections of the future housing demand.  Also,

when the strategy was formulated, there was a failure to consider the effects ofwhen the strategy was formulated, there was a failure to consider the effects ofwhen the strategy was formulated, there was a failure to consider the effects ofwhen the strategy was formulated, there was a failure to consider the effects of

various external factors on the demand for housing.  Hong Kong's internal factorsvarious external factors on the demand for housing.  Hong Kong's internal factorsvarious external factors on the demand for housing.  Hong Kong's internal factorsvarious external factors on the demand for housing.  Hong Kong's internal factors

were considered to the exclusion of Chinese and overseas factors.  For instance,were considered to the exclusion of Chinese and overseas factors.  For instance,were considered to the exclusion of Chinese and overseas factors.  For instance,were considered to the exclusion of Chinese and overseas factors.  For instance,

there was going to be economic growth in South China, and Hong Kong manufacturersthere was going to be economic growth in South China, and Hong Kong manufacturersthere was going to be economic growth in South China, and Hong Kong manufacturersthere was going to be economic growth in South China, and Hong Kong manufacturers

were going to move their factories to China.  What would the effects of this be onwere going to move their factories to China.  What would the effects of this be onwere going to move their factories to China.  What would the effects of this be onwere going to move their factories to China.  What would the effects of this be on

Hong Kong's local economy, wages and housing market?  The international economicHong Kong's local economy, wages and housing market?  The international economicHong Kong's local economy, wages and housing market?  The international economicHong Kong's local economy, wages and housing market?  The international economic

climate was going to change.  Protectionism was being expected to rear its head inclimate was going to change.  Protectionism was being expected to rear its head inclimate was going to change.  Protectionism was being expected to rear its head inclimate was going to change.  Protectionism was being expected to rear its head in

the developed countries during the 1990s.  There was also going to be a singlethe developed countries during the 1990s.  There was also going to be a singlethe developed countries during the 1990s.  There was also going to be a singlethe developed countries during the 1990s.  There was also going to be a single

European market and the opening up of East European markets following the dissolutionEuropean market and the opening up of East European markets following the dissolutionEuropean market and the opening up of East European markets following the dissolutionEuropean market and the opening up of East European markets following the dissolution

of the USSR.  All these factors would affect Hong Kong's economic development.  Theof the USSR.  All these factors would affect Hong Kong's economic development.  Theof the USSR.  All these factors would affect Hong Kong's economic development.  Theof the USSR.  All these factors would affect Hong Kong's economic development.  The

international factors that I have cited above did not emerge until after the strategyinternational factors that I have cited above did not emerge until after the strategyinternational factors that I have cited above did not emerge until after the strategyinternational factors that I have cited above did not emerge until after the strategy

was laid down in 1987.  The Long Term Housing Strategy, which was laid down in thewas laid down in 1987.  The Long Term Housing Strategy, which was laid down in thewas laid down in 1987.  The Long Term Housing Strategy, which was laid down in thewas laid down in 1987.  The Long Term Housing Strategy, which was laid down in the

past, is out-dated as a strategy for coping with the situation today.  The Long Termpast, is out-dated as a strategy for coping with the situation today.  The Long Termpast, is out-dated as a strategy for coping with the situation today.  The Long Termpast, is out-dated as a strategy for coping with the situation today.  The Long Term

Housing Strategy assumed that the demand would be met if 30 000 units of housing wereHousing Strategy assumed that the demand would be met if 30 000 units of housing wereHousing Strategy assumed that the demand would be met if 30 000 units of housing wereHousing Strategy assumed that the demand would be met if 30 000 units of housing were

completed each year by the private sector.  The truth is that, during the periodcompleted each year by the private sector.  The truth is that, during the periodcompleted each year by the private sector.  The truth is that, during the periodcompleted each year by the private sector.  The truth is that, during the period

between 1985 and 1991, the private sector each year completed more than 30 000 unitsbetween 1985 and 1991, the private sector each year completed more than 30 000 unitsbetween 1985 and 1991, the private sector each year completed more than 30 000 unitsbetween 1985 and 1991, the private sector each year completed more than 30 000 units

of new housing.  Yet the projections for the year 1992-93 show that prices and rentsof new housing.  Yet the projections for the year 1992-93 show that prices and rentsof new housing.  Yet the projections for the year 1992-93 show that prices and rentsof new housing.  Yet the projections for the year 1992-93 show that prices and rents

in the private housing sector will remain perversely high and beyond the public'sin the private housing sector will remain perversely high and beyond the public'sin the private housing sector will remain perversely high and beyond the public'sin the private housing sector will remain perversely high and beyond the public's

ability to afford.  This shows that the Long Term Housing Strategy has failed toability to afford.  This shows that the Long Term Housing Strategy has failed toability to afford.  This shows that the Long Term Housing Strategy has failed toability to afford.  This shows that the Long Term Housing Strategy has failed to

achieve one of its objectives, namely, the objective of making sure that suitableachieve one of its objectives, namely, the objective of making sure that suitableachieve one of its objectives, namely, the objective of making sure that suitableachieve one of its objectives, namely, the objective of making sure that suitable

housing will be available to households at affordable prices or rents.  Thehousing will be available to households at affordable prices or rents.  Thehousing will be available to households at affordable prices or rents.  Thehousing will be available to households at affordable prices or rents.  The



assumption that a strategy favouring the private sector could solve the shortage ofassumption that a strategy favouring the private sector could solve the shortage ofassumption that a strategy favouring the private sector could solve the shortage ofassumption that a strategy favouring the private sector could solve the shortage of

housing is open to doubt and should be reviewed.housing is open to doubt and should be reviewed.housing is open to doubt and should be reviewed.housing is open to doubt and should be reviewed.

Hong Kong's monthly statistical report for February shows that, between 1989 andHong Kong's monthly statistical report for February shows that, between 1989 andHong Kong's monthly statistical report for February shows that, between 1989 andHong Kong's monthly statistical report for February shows that, between 1989 and

1991, the wage cost index rose by 25%, while the housing cost index jumped by 52%1991, the wage cost index rose by 25%, while the housing cost index jumped by 52%1991, the wage cost index rose by 25%, while the housing cost index jumped by 52%1991, the wage cost index rose by 25%, while the housing cost index jumped by 52%

or twice as much as the wage cost index.  A comparison of the figures clearly showsor twice as much as the wage cost index.  A comparison of the figures clearly showsor twice as much as the wage cost index.  A comparison of the figures clearly showsor twice as much as the wage cost index.  A comparison of the figures clearly shows

that the housing prices are already beyond the general public's ability to afford.that the housing prices are already beyond the general public's ability to afford.that the housing prices are already beyond the general public's ability to afford.that the housing prices are already beyond the general public's ability to afford.

Housing prices are now getting out of control.  There is a real need to review nowHousing prices are now getting out of control.  There is a real need to review nowHousing prices are now getting out of control.  There is a real need to review nowHousing prices are now getting out of control.  There is a real need to review now

the inherent relationship between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the rising pricesthe inherent relationship between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the rising pricesthe inherent relationship between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the rising pricesthe inherent relationship between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the rising prices

of housing.  In fact, the continuous sharp rises in the prices of housing have givenof housing.  In fact, the continuous sharp rises in the prices of housing have givenof housing.  In fact, the continuous sharp rises in the prices of housing have givenof housing.  In fact, the continuous sharp rises in the prices of housing have given

rise to structural problem, which is that the sandwich class, which used to be ablerise to structural problem, which is that the sandwich class, which used to be ablerise to structural problem, which is that the sandwich class, which used to be ablerise to structural problem, which is that the sandwich class, which used to be able

to afford private sector housing, can now only buy HOS housing.  Those marginalto afford private sector housing, can now only buy HOS housing.  Those marginalto afford private sector housing, can now only buy HOS housing.  Those marginalto afford private sector housing, can now only buy HOS housing.  Those marginal

sandwich class families which would have been able to afford HOS housing will nowsandwich class families which would have been able to afford HOS housing will nowsandwich class families which would have been able to afford HOS housing will nowsandwich class families which would have been able to afford HOS housing will now

perhaps continue to live in public housing, despite being forced to pay double theperhaps continue to live in public housing, despite being forced to pay double theperhaps continue to live in public housing, despite being forced to pay double theperhaps continue to live in public housing, despite being forced to pay double the

previous rents.  This makes public housing even less available for the applicantsprevious rents.  This makes public housing even less available for the applicantsprevious rents.  This makes public housing even less available for the applicantsprevious rents.  This makes public housing even less available for the applicants

on the public housing waiting lists.  With all these factors bearing on the housingon the public housing waiting lists.  With all these factors bearing on the housingon the public housing waiting lists.  With all these factors bearing on the housingon the public housing waiting lists.  With all these factors bearing on the housing

market, public housing is in short supply compared with demand, while private sectormarket, public housing is in short supply compared with demand, while private sectormarket, public housing is in short supply compared with demand, while private sectormarket, public housing is in short supply compared with demand, while private sector

housing has been reduced to something to be bought and sold speculatively.  Therefore,housing has been reduced to something to be bought and sold speculatively.  Therefore,housing has been reduced to something to be bought and sold speculatively.  Therefore,housing has been reduced to something to be bought and sold speculatively.  Therefore,

making public housing the dominant factor of a housing strategy will not only resolvemaking public housing the dominant factor of a housing strategy will not only resolvemaking public housing the dominant factor of a housing strategy will not only resolvemaking public housing the dominant factor of a housing strategy will not only resolve

the housing predicament of both the lower income groups and the sandwich class, butthe housing predicament of both the lower income groups and the sandwich class, butthe housing predicament of both the lower income groups and the sandwich class, butthe housing predicament of both the lower income groups and the sandwich class, but

also reduce the private property developers' monopolistic control over the housingalso reduce the private property developers' monopolistic control over the housingalso reduce the private property developers' monopolistic control over the housingalso reduce the private property developers' monopolistic control over the housing

market.  It will have a stabilizing effect on the prices of housing.  Under the Longmarket.  It will have a stabilizing effect on the prices of housing.  Under the Longmarket.  It will have a stabilizing effect on the prices of housing.  Under the Longmarket.  It will have a stabilizing effect on the prices of housing.  Under the Long

Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented, many of the lower income groups andTerm Housing Strategy as now being implemented, many of the lower income groups andTerm Housing Strategy as now being implemented, many of the lower income groups andTerm Housing Strategy as now being implemented, many of the lower income groups and

the sandwich class are still faced with an unresolved housing problem.the sandwich class are still faced with an unresolved housing problem.the sandwich class are still faced with an unresolved housing problem.the sandwich class are still faced with an unresolved housing problem.

First of all, I must point out the meaning of "social classes." Generally, I willFirst of all, I must point out the meaning of "social classes." Generally, I willFirst of all, I must point out the meaning of "social classes." Generally, I willFirst of all, I must point out the meaning of "social classes." Generally, I will

base my point on how the authorities define some of the classes.  However, basingbase my point on how the authorities define some of the classes.  However, basingbase my point on how the authorities define some of the classes.  However, basingbase my point on how the authorities define some of the classes.  However, basing

on such definitions does not mean that I agree that they are the correct definitions.on such definitions does not mean that I agree that they are the correct definitions.on such definitions does not mean that I agree that they are the correct definitions.on such definitions does not mean that I agree that they are the correct definitions.

I merely want to avoid argument as to how the words concerned are to be construed,I merely want to avoid argument as to how the words concerned are to be construed,I merely want to avoid argument as to how the words concerned are to be construed,I merely want to avoid argument as to how the words concerned are to be construed,

so I will use the Government's definitions as mine.  When I refer to the lower incomeso I will use the Government's definitions as mine.  When I refer to the lower incomeso I will use the Government's definitions as mine.  When I refer to the lower incomeso I will use the Government's definitions as mine.  When I refer to the lower income

groups, I mean those who are eligible to apply to be put on the public housing waitinggroups, I mean those who are eligible to apply to be put on the public housing waitinggroups, I mean those who are eligible to apply to be put on the public housing waitinggroups, I mean those who are eligible to apply to be put on the public housing waiting

lists.  For an individual, his income is not more than $3,800 a month.  For a familylists.  For an individual, his income is not more than $3,800 a month.  For a familylists.  For an individual, his income is not more than $3,800 a month.  For a familylists.  For an individual, his income is not more than $3,800 a month.  For a family

of four, their income is not more than $9,700 a month.  Such then is the definitionof four, their income is not more than $9,700 a month.  Such then is the definitionof four, their income is not more than $9,700 a month.  Such then is the definitionof four, their income is not more than $9,700 a month.  Such then is the definition

of "the lower income groups." It is estimated that there are about 114 000 familiesof "the lower income groups." It is estimated that there are about 114 000 familiesof "the lower income groups." It is estimated that there are about 114 000 familiesof "the lower income groups." It is estimated that there are about 114 000 families

in lower income groups who, because of their income levels, are eligible to applyin lower income groups who, because of their income levels, are eligible to applyin lower income groups who, because of their income levels, are eligible to applyin lower income groups who, because of their income levels, are eligible to apply

for public housing.  According to the Planning, Environment and Lands Branch, thefor public housing.  According to the Planning, Environment and Lands Branch, thefor public housing.  According to the Planning, Environment and Lands Branch, thefor public housing.  According to the Planning, Environment and Lands Branch, the

availability of land for public housing will begin to show a shortfall this year.availability of land for public housing will begin to show a shortfall this year.availability of land for public housing will begin to show a shortfall this year.availability of land for public housing will begin to show a shortfall this year.

As a result, the number of public housing units to be completed in 1994 will fallAs a result, the number of public housing units to be completed in 1994 will fallAs a result, the number of public housing units to be completed in 1994 will fallAs a result, the number of public housing units to be completed in 1994 will fall



short of the original target.  In the year 2001, the shortfall will be 19 000 unitsshort of the original target.  In the year 2001, the shortfall will be 19 000 unitsshort of the original target.  In the year 2001, the shortfall will be 19 000 unitsshort of the original target.  In the year 2001, the shortfall will be 19 000 units

for the whole of Hong Kong.  This will be a 10% shortfall from the original target.for the whole of Hong Kong.  This will be a 10% shortfall from the original target.for the whole of Hong Kong.  This will be a 10% shortfall from the original target.for the whole of Hong Kong.  This will be a 10% shortfall from the original target.

In other words, public housing construction will be insufficient.  To the extent thatIn other words, public housing construction will be insufficient.  To the extent thatIn other words, public housing construction will be insufficient.  To the extent thatIn other words, public housing construction will be insufficient.  To the extent that

the number of public housing applicants does not remain constant but increases, thethe number of public housing applicants does not remain constant but increases, thethe number of public housing applicants does not remain constant but increases, thethe number of public housing applicants does not remain constant but increases, the

chances of moving into public housing will be reduced for the lower income groups.chances of moving into public housing will be reduced for the lower income groups.chances of moving into public housing will be reduced for the lower income groups.chances of moving into public housing will be reduced for the lower income groups.

They will have to wait longer.  Many of the families are now living in private sectorThey will have to wait longer.  Many of the families are now living in private sectorThey will have to wait longer.  Many of the families are now living in private sectorThey will have to wait longer.  Many of the families are now living in private sector

housing or in squatter huts.  They will have to continue to pay high rents; they willhousing or in squatter huts.  They will have to continue to pay high rents; they willhousing or in squatter huts.  They will have to continue to pay high rents; they willhousing or in squatter huts.  They will have to continue to pay high rents; they will

have to continue indefinitely to live under bad environmental conditions.have to continue indefinitely to live under bad environmental conditions.have to continue indefinitely to live under bad environmental conditions.have to continue indefinitely to live under bad environmental conditions.

Another point is tAnother point is tAnother point is tAnother point is that there are "needy households" among public housing tenants.hat there are "needy households" among public housing tenants.hat there are "needy households" among public housing tenants.hat there are "needy households" among public housing tenants.

These are the families who are not eligible for public assistance but whose residualThese are the families who are not eligible for public assistance but whose residualThese are the families who are not eligible for public assistance but whose residualThese are the families who are not eligible for public assistance but whose residual

income, after deduction of payment of public housing rents, is below the income limitincome, after deduction of payment of public housing rents, is below the income limitincome, after deduction of payment of public housing rents, is below the income limitincome, after deduction of payment of public housing rents, is below the income limit

for waitlisted families.  They are in a permanent financial plight.for waitlisted families.  They are in a permanent financial plight.for waitlisted families.  They are in a permanent financial plight.for waitlisted families.  They are in a permanent financial plight.

As for the "sandwich class," this refers to families whose monthly income isAs for the "sandwich class," this refers to families whose monthly income isAs for the "sandwich class," this refers to families whose monthly income isAs for the "sandwich class," this refers to families whose monthly income is

$18,000 or more.  There are many suggestions on what the upper limit of income should$18,000 or more.  There are many suggestions on what the upper limit of income should$18,000 or more.  There are many suggestions on what the upper limit of income should$18,000 or more.  There are many suggestions on what the upper limit of income should

be.  I hope that the authorities will in due course lay down a clear upper limit.be.  I hope that the authorities will in due course lay down a clear upper limit.be.  I hope that the authorities will in due course lay down a clear upper limit.be.  I hope that the authorities will in due course lay down a clear upper limit.

It has been learnt that the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands will setIt has been learnt that the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands will setIt has been learnt that the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands will setIt has been learnt that the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands will set

the upper limit at $40,000.  Sandwich class families at the moment are not receivingthe upper limit at $40,000.  Sandwich class families at the moment are not receivingthe upper limit at $40,000.  Sandwich class families at the moment are not receivingthe upper limit at $40,000.  Sandwich class families at the moment are not receiving

any kind of financial help.  They have to pay a considerable amount of tax.  Theyany kind of financial help.  They have to pay a considerable amount of tax.  Theyany kind of financial help.  They have to pay a considerable amount of tax.  Theyany kind of financial help.  They have to pay a considerable amount of tax.  They

probably also have to pay high rents or to use a high percentage of their income toprobably also have to pay high rents or to use a high percentage of their income toprobably also have to pay high rents or to use a high percentage of their income toprobably also have to pay high rents or to use a high percentage of their income to

meet mortgage payments.meet mortgage payments.meet mortgage payments.meet mortgage payments.

Also, between the lower income groups and the sandwich class, there is aAlso, between the lower income groups and the sandwich class, there is aAlso, between the lower income groups and the sandwich class, there is aAlso, between the lower income groups and the sandwich class, there is a

"marginal" sandwich class.  The families in this class have an income that is higher"marginal" sandwich class.  The families in this class have an income that is higher"marginal" sandwich class.  The families in this class have an income that is higher"marginal" sandwich class.  The families in this class have an income that is higher

than the upper income limit for meeting the public housing eligibility requirement.than the upper income limit for meeting the public housing eligibility requirement.than the upper income limit for meeting the public housing eligibility requirement.than the upper income limit for meeting the public housing eligibility requirement.

About 80 000 of them have an income that meets the HOS eligibility requirement.About 80 000 of them have an income that meets the HOS eligibility requirement.About 80 000 of them have an income that meets the HOS eligibility requirement.About 80 000 of them have an income that meets the HOS eligibility requirement.

Though they are eligible to apply for HOS housing, their chances of being successfulThough they are eligible to apply for HOS housing, their chances of being successfulThough they are eligible to apply for HOS housing, their chances of being successfulThough they are eligible to apply for HOS housing, their chances of being successful

in the ballotting are quite low.  At the same time, the prices of HOS housing, whichin the ballotting are quite low.  At the same time, the prices of HOS housing, whichin the ballotting are quite low.  At the same time, the prices of HOS housing, whichin the ballotting are quite low.  At the same time, the prices of HOS housing, which

are now linked to market prices, have been rising steadily.  As a result, though theyare now linked to market prices, have been rising steadily.  As a result, though theyare now linked to market prices, have been rising steadily.  As a result, though theyare now linked to market prices, have been rising steadily.  As a result, though they

intend to buy HOS housing, they cannot afford it.  The prices of HOS housing are stillintend to buy HOS housing, they cannot afford it.  The prices of HOS housing are stillintend to buy HOS housing, they cannot afford it.  The prices of HOS housing are stillintend to buy HOS housing, they cannot afford it.  The prices of HOS housing are still

rising.  As time goes on, to the extent that these families will probably be evenrising.  As time goes on, to the extent that these families will probably be evenrising.  As time goes on, to the extent that these families will probably be evenrising.  As time goes on, to the extent that these families will probably be even

less able to afford HOS housing, they will have to apply for public rental housing.less able to afford HOS housing, they will have to apply for public rental housing.less able to afford HOS housing, they will have to apply for public rental housing.less able to afford HOS housing, they will have to apply for public rental housing.

However, until they move into public housing or HOS housing, they will have to continueHowever, until they move into public housing or HOS housing, they will have to continueHowever, until they move into public housing or HOS housing, they will have to continueHowever, until they move into public housing or HOS housing, they will have to continue

carrying the burden of paying expensive private sector housing rents.carrying the burden of paying expensive private sector housing rents.carrying the burden of paying expensive private sector housing rents.carrying the burden of paying expensive private sector housing rents.

In view of the housing predicament of the various classes, I urge the Government,In view of the housing predicament of the various classes, I urge the Government,In view of the housing predicament of the various classes, I urge the Government,In view of the housing predicament of the various classes, I urge the Government,

whilst looking after housing matters in both the public and private sectors, towhilst looking after housing matters in both the public and private sectors, towhilst looking after housing matters in both the public and private sectors, towhilst looking after housing matters in both the public and private sectors, to



conduct a comprehensive review on the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingconduct a comprehensive review on the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingconduct a comprehensive review on the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingconduct a comprehensive review on the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being

implemented.  True, the Housing Authority makes annual reviews of the strategy andimplemented.  True, the Housing Authority makes annual reviews of the strategy andimplemented.  True, the Housing Authority makes annual reviews of the strategy andimplemented.  True, the Housing Authority makes annual reviews of the strategy and

performs functions of monitoring, co-ordination and enforcement with regard to thisperforms functions of monitoring, co-ordination and enforcement with regard to thisperforms functions of monitoring, co-ordination and enforcement with regard to thisperforms functions of monitoring, co-ordination and enforcement with regard to this

strategy.  However, its attention is focussed only on public sector housing.  It hasstrategy.  However, its attention is focussed only on public sector housing.  It hasstrategy.  However, its attention is focussed only on public sector housing.  It hasstrategy.  However, its attention is focussed only on public sector housing.  It has

neither the ability nor the power to do anything outside of its terms of reference.neither the ability nor the power to do anything outside of its terms of reference.neither the ability nor the power to do anything outside of its terms of reference.neither the ability nor the power to do anything outside of its terms of reference.

There used to be a Housing Branch with central planning functions.  It laid down aThere used to be a Housing Branch with central planning functions.  It laid down aThere used to be a Housing Branch with central planning functions.  It laid down aThere used to be a Housing Branch with central planning functions.  It laid down a

strategy under which the private sector was to be the dominant factor in the market,strategy under which the private sector was to be the dominant factor in the market,strategy under which the private sector was to be the dominant factor in the market,strategy under which the private sector was to be the dominant factor in the market,

while public sector housing was to be a supplement.  This being the case, it is clearwhile public sector housing was to be a supplement.  This being the case, it is clearwhile public sector housing was to be a supplement.  This being the case, it is clearwhile public sector housing was to be a supplement.  This being the case, it is clear

that the Housing Authority has its limitations if it is to resolve the housing problemthat the Housing Authority has its limitations if it is to resolve the housing problemthat the Housing Authority has its limitations if it is to resolve the housing problemthat the Housing Authority has its limitations if it is to resolve the housing problem

for the whole of Hong Kong.  The Government at the moment does not have a policy branchfor the whole of Hong Kong.  The Government at the moment does not have a policy branchfor the whole of Hong Kong.  The Government at the moment does not have a policy branchfor the whole of Hong Kong.  The Government at the moment does not have a policy branch

for making overall housing policy.  The result is a split.  The Housing Authorityfor making overall housing policy.  The result is a split.  The Housing Authorityfor making overall housing policy.  The result is a split.  The Housing Authorityfor making overall housing policy.  The result is a split.  The Housing Authority

is responsible only for public housing.  The Land Development Corporation isis responsible only for public housing.  The Land Development Corporation isis responsible only for public housing.  The Land Development Corporation isis responsible only for public housing.  The Land Development Corporation is

responsible for urban renewal.  Nobody controls the private sector housing market.responsible for urban renewal.  Nobody controls the private sector housing market.responsible for urban renewal.  Nobody controls the private sector housing market.responsible for urban renewal.  Nobody controls the private sector housing market.

This is all the more reason why the Long Term Housing Strategy must be reviewed.This is all the more reason why the Long Term Housing Strategy must be reviewed.This is all the more reason why the Long Term Housing Strategy must be reviewed.This is all the more reason why the Long Term Housing Strategy must be reviewed.

During the review of the strategy, the Government may consider setting up a body withDuring the review of the strategy, the Government may consider setting up a body withDuring the review of the strategy, the Government may consider setting up a body withDuring the review of the strategy, the Government may consider setting up a body with

central planning functions, which is independent but under the supervision of thiscentral planning functions, which is independent but under the supervision of thiscentral planning functions, which is independent but under the supervision of thiscentral planning functions, which is independent but under the supervision of this

Council.  This body will formulate a housing policy appropriate to the presentCouncil.  This body will formulate a housing policy appropriate to the presentCouncil.  This body will formulate a housing policy appropriate to the presentCouncil.  This body will formulate a housing policy appropriate to the present

realities.  While reviewing the housing strategy, the Government also shouldrealities.  While reviewing the housing strategy, the Government also shouldrealities.  While reviewing the housing strategy, the Government also shouldrealities.  While reviewing the housing strategy, the Government also should

consider various possible means of assistance so as to resolve the housing predicamentconsider various possible means of assistance so as to resolve the housing predicamentconsider various possible means of assistance so as to resolve the housing predicamentconsider various possible means of assistance so as to resolve the housing predicament

of the various classes.  Looking back, one finds that, in the past, the Government'sof the various classes.  Looking back, one finds that, in the past, the Government'sof the various classes.  Looking back, one finds that, in the past, the Government'sof the various classes.  Looking back, one finds that, in the past, the Government's

intervention in the housing market went no further than direct provision of housingintervention in the housing market went no further than direct provision of housingintervention in the housing market went no further than direct provision of housingintervention in the housing market went no further than direct provision of housing

to the needy.  I have studied the methods used by other countries and can cite someto the needy.  I have studied the methods used by other countries and can cite someto the needy.  I have studied the methods used by other countries and can cite someto the needy.  I have studied the methods used by other countries and can cite some

examples.  However, they are not my recommendations.  I merely hope that Members ofexamples.  However, they are not my recommendations.  I merely hope that Members ofexamples.  However, they are not my recommendations.  I merely hope that Members ofexamples.  However, they are not my recommendations.  I merely hope that Members of

this Council and the authorities will extensively consider them.this Council and the authorities will extensively consider them.this Council and the authorities will extensively consider them.this Council and the authorities will extensively consider them.

(1) Making more land available for public ho(1) Making more land available for public ho(1) Making more land available for public ho(1) Making more land available for public housing.  (2) Providing funds to needyusing.  (2) Providing funds to needyusing.  (2) Providing funds to needyusing.  (2) Providing funds to needy

public housing tenants and to those families in the lower income groups and thepublic housing tenants and to those families in the lower income groups and thepublic housing tenants and to those families in the lower income groups and thepublic housing tenants and to those families in the lower income groups and the

marginal sandwich class which are in financial difficulty because of the rents theymarginal sandwich class which are in financial difficulty because of the rents theymarginal sandwich class which are in financial difficulty because of the rents theymarginal sandwich class which are in financial difficulty because of the rents they

have to pay.  (3) Making mortgage interest payments partially or fully tax-deductible,have to pay.  (3) Making mortgage interest payments partially or fully tax-deductible,have to pay.  (3) Making mortgage interest payments partially or fully tax-deductible,have to pay.  (3) Making mortgage interest payments partially or fully tax-deductible,

favouring the sandwich class, thus helping them to buy homes.  (4) Encouragingfavouring the sandwich class, thus helping them to buy homes.  (4) Encouragingfavouring the sandwich class, thus helping them to buy homes.  (4) Encouragingfavouring the sandwich class, thus helping them to buy homes.  (4) Encouraging

private institutions to build dormitories to help in solving the housing problem ofprivate institutions to build dormitories to help in solving the housing problem ofprivate institutions to build dormitories to help in solving the housing problem ofprivate institutions to build dormitories to help in solving the housing problem of

the rest of their employees.  (5) Allowing a building society to exist in Hong Kongthe rest of their employees.  (5) Allowing a building society to exist in Hong Kongthe rest of their employees.  (5) Allowing a building society to exist in Hong Kongthe rest of their employees.  (5) Allowing a building society to exist in Hong Kong

and letting it accept deposits and make home-buying loans.  (5) The Government isand letting it accept deposits and make home-buying loans.  (5) The Government isand letting it accept deposits and make home-buying loans.  (5) The Government isand letting it accept deposits and make home-buying loans.  (5) The Government is

to buy flat units for sale to members of the sandwich class.to buy flat units for sale to members of the sandwich class.to buy flat units for sale to members of the sandwich class.to buy flat units for sale to members of the sandwich class.

The above are examples from other countries' experience.  Some are recommendedThe above are examples from other countries' experience.  Some are recommendedThe above are examples from other countries' experience.  Some are recommendedThe above are examples from other countries' experience.  Some are recommended

for solving Hong Kong's unique housing problem.  Generally speaking, they are meansfor solving Hong Kong's unique housing problem.  Generally speaking, they are meansfor solving Hong Kong's unique housing problem.  Generally speaking, they are meansfor solving Hong Kong's unique housing problem.  Generally speaking, they are means

of assistance.  There should be a variety of them.  If the authorities are determinedof assistance.  There should be a variety of them.  If the authorities are determinedof assistance.  There should be a variety of them.  If the authorities are determinedof assistance.  There should be a variety of them.  If the authorities are determined



to solve Hong Kong's housing problem, they should then consider these means.  Afterto solve Hong Kong's housing problem, they should then consider these means.  Afterto solve Hong Kong's housing problem, they should then consider these means.  Afterto solve Hong Kong's housing problem, they should then consider these means.  After

reviewing the Long Term Housing Strategy and before formulating a new strategy, Ireviewing the Long Term Housing Strategy and before formulating a new strategy, Ireviewing the Long Term Housing Strategy and before formulating a new strategy, Ireviewing the Long Term Housing Strategy and before formulating a new strategy, I

hope that the authorities will consult public opinion.  During the formulation ofhope that the authorities will consult public opinion.  During the formulation ofhope that the authorities will consult public opinion.  During the formulation ofhope that the authorities will consult public opinion.  During the formulation of

the strategy in 1987, the Government merely printed an explanatory booklet for thethe strategy in 1987, the Government merely printed an explanatory booklet for thethe strategy in 1987, the Government merely printed an explanatory booklet for thethe strategy in 1987, the Government merely printed an explanatory booklet for the

public to read.  No clear consultation period was specified.  Nor was it specifiedpublic to read.  No clear consultation period was specified.  Nor was it specifiedpublic to read.  No clear consultation period was specified.  Nor was it specifiedpublic to read.  No clear consultation period was specified.  Nor was it specified

how opinions were to be submitted.  The booklet failed to provide sufficienthow opinions were to be submitted.  The booklet failed to provide sufficienthow opinions were to be submitted.  The booklet failed to provide sufficienthow opinions were to be submitted.  The booklet failed to provide sufficient

statistics for analysis by the public.  The strategy favouring the private sectorstatistics for analysis by the public.  The strategy favouring the private sectorstatistics for analysis by the public.  The strategy favouring the private sectorstatistics for analysis by the public.  The strategy favouring the private sector

was clearly good only for the property developers.  I will not further go into thiswas clearly good only for the property developers.  I will not further go into thiswas clearly good only for the property developers.  I will not further go into thiswas clearly good only for the property developers.  I will not further go into this

at any great length.  If public opinion is ignored over the housing issue, theat any great length.  If public opinion is ignored over the housing issue, theat any great length.  If public opinion is ignored over the housing issue, theat any great length.  If public opinion is ignored over the housing issue, the

ultimate victim will be the public.  I think that, after a new strategy is drafted,ultimate victim will be the public.  I think that, after a new strategy is drafted,ultimate victim will be the public.  I think that, after a new strategy is drafted,ultimate victim will be the public.  I think that, after a new strategy is drafted,

public opinion should be consulted in many ways.  Consultation papers should bepublic opinion should be consulted in many ways.  Consultation papers should bepublic opinion should be consulted in many ways.  Consultation papers should bepublic opinion should be consulted in many ways.  Consultation papers should be

printed and distributed to all district boards for their discussion.  The Governmentprinted and distributed to all district boards for their discussion.  The Governmentprinted and distributed to all district boards for their discussion.  The Governmentprinted and distributed to all district boards for their discussion.  The Government

also should initiate consultative meetings in all districts.  Members of the publicalso should initiate consultative meetings in all districts.  Members of the publicalso should initiate consultative meetings in all districts.  Members of the publicalso should initiate consultative meetings in all districts.  Members of the public

should be urged to attend them to listen to the discussions and to express their views.should be urged to attend them to listen to the discussions and to express their views.should be urged to attend them to listen to the discussions and to express their views.should be urged to attend them to listen to the discussions and to express their views.

I think that the future strategy must be made to serve the interests of the grassrootsI think that the future strategy must be made to serve the interests of the grassrootsI think that the future strategy must be made to serve the interests of the grassrootsI think that the future strategy must be made to serve the interests of the grassroots

more.....more.....more.....more.....

8.00 pm8.00 pm8.00 pm8.00 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  It is now 8 o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the CouncilDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  It is now 8 o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the CouncilDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  It is now 8 o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the CouncilDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  It is now 8 o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the Council

should now adjourn.should now adjourn.should now adjourn.should now adjourn.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY:  Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that StandingFINANCIAL SECRETARY:  Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that StandingFINANCIAL SECRETARY:  Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that StandingFINANCIAL SECRETARY:  Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that Standing

Order 8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoonOrder 8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoonOrder 8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoonOrder 8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoon

to be concluded.to be concluded.to be concluded.to be concluded.

Question proposed, put and agreed to.Question proposed, put and agreed to.Question proposed, put and agreed to.Question proposed, put and agreed to.

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): When formulating the strategy, the GovernmentMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): When formulating the strategy, the GovernmentMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): When formulating the strategy, the GovernmentMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): When formulating the strategy, the Government

should completely discard its old method of doing things behind closed doors.  Inshould completely discard its old method of doing things behind closed doors.  Inshould completely discard its old method of doing things behind closed doors.  Inshould completely discard its old method of doing things behind closed doors.  In

the making of a policy that will affect the interests of the public, the Governmentthe making of a policy that will affect the interests of the public, the Governmentthe making of a policy that will affect the interests of the public, the Governmentthe making of a policy that will affect the interests of the public, the Government

should listen to their views and do so sincerely and actively.should listen to their views and do so sincerely and actively.should listen to their views and do so sincerely and actively.should listen to their views and do so sincerely and actively.

To sum up, in moving the present motion, my purpose is to express the hope thatTo sum up, in moving the present motion, my purpose is to express the hope thatTo sum up, in moving the present motion, my purpose is to express the hope thatTo sum up, in moving the present motion, my purpose is to express the hope that

the Long Term Housing Strategy will be comprehensively reviewed and that a study willthe Long Term Housing Strategy will be comprehensively reviewed and that a study willthe Long Term Housing Strategy will be comprehensively reviewed and that a study willthe Long Term Housing Strategy will be comprehensively reviewed and that a study will



be made to see if a strategy favouring the private sector is fit to play the dominantbe made to see if a strategy favouring the private sector is fit to play the dominantbe made to see if a strategy favouring the private sector is fit to play the dominantbe made to see if a strategy favouring the private sector is fit to play the dominant

role in the housing market.  I expect that an independent overall body will berole in the housing market.  I expect that an independent overall body will berole in the housing market.  I expect that an independent overall body will berole in the housing market.  I expect that an independent overall body will be

established to conduct the review.  It will not approach the housing problem solelyestablished to conduct the review.  It will not approach the housing problem solelyestablished to conduct the review.  It will not approach the housing problem solelyestablished to conduct the review.  It will not approach the housing problem solely

from the supply and demand angle but will consider all variables, such as the pricesfrom the supply and demand angle but will consider all variables, such as the pricesfrom the supply and demand angle but will consider all variables, such as the pricesfrom the supply and demand angle but will consider all variables, such as the prices

of housing, population, land supply, Hong Kong's economy and the internationalof housing, population, land supply, Hong Kong's economy and the internationalof housing, population, land supply, Hong Kong's economy and the internationalof housing, population, land supply, Hong Kong's economy and the international

economy, factors that affect the housing market.  At the same time, its review shouldeconomy, factors that affect the housing market.  At the same time, its review shouldeconomy, factors that affect the housing market.  At the same time, its review shouldeconomy, factors that affect the housing market.  At the same time, its review should

cover such community problems as have arisen since the laying down of the Long Termcover such community problems as have arisen since the laying down of the Long Termcover such community problems as have arisen since the laying down of the Long Termcover such community problems as have arisen since the laying down of the Long Term

Housing Strategy.  Examples are the effect of urban renewal on housing redevelopmentHousing Strategy.  Examples are the effect of urban renewal on housing redevelopmentHousing Strategy.  Examples are the effect of urban renewal on housing redevelopmentHousing Strategy.  Examples are the effect of urban renewal on housing redevelopment

and housing demand; renewal plans for settling and helping families in the lowerand housing demand; renewal plans for settling and helping families in the lowerand housing demand; renewal plans for settling and helping families in the lowerand housing demand; renewal plans for settling and helping families in the lower

income groups and the sandwich class; replanning of urban land use; and so forth.income groups and the sandwich class; replanning of urban land use; and so forth.income groups and the sandwich class; replanning of urban land use; and so forth.income groups and the sandwich class; replanning of urban land use; and so forth.

All these must be considered during the review of the strategy.  During the reviewAll these must be considered during the review of the strategy.  During the reviewAll these must be considered during the review of the strategy.  During the reviewAll these must be considered during the review of the strategy.  During the review

of the strategy, there should also be consideration of various means of assistance.of the strategy, there should also be consideration of various means of assistance.of the strategy, there should also be consideration of various means of assistance.of the strategy, there should also be consideration of various means of assistance.

Then, there will be a many-sided strategy that will take care of the different housingThen, there will be a many-sided strategy that will take care of the different housingThen, there will be a many-sided strategy that will take care of the different housingThen, there will be a many-sided strategy that will take care of the different housing

needs of Hong Kong's different classes.  After the strategy is reviewed, publicneeds of Hong Kong's different classes.  After the strategy is reviewed, publicneeds of Hong Kong's different classes.  After the strategy is reviewed, publicneeds of Hong Kong's different classes.  After the strategy is reviewed, public

opinion should be consulted.  The feelings of those who are personally affectedopinion should be consulted.  The feelings of those who are personally affectedopinion should be consulted.  The feelings of those who are personally affectedopinion should be consulted.  The feelings of those who are personally affected

should be listened to.  This is what a responsible administration should do.should be listened to.  This is what a responsible administration should do.should be listened to.  This is what a responsible administration should do.should be listened to.  This is what a responsible administration should do.

Therefore, I move the motion.Therefore, I move the motion.Therefore, I move the motion.Therefore, I move the motion.

Regarding the amendment motion, I am put into a somewhat awkward situation.  ThisRegarding the amendment motion, I am put into a somewhat awkward situation.  ThisRegarding the amendment motion, I am put into a somewhat awkward situation.  ThisRegarding the amendment motion, I am put into a somewhat awkward situation.  This

is because the motion for amendment shifts the focus of the motion to the sandwichis because the motion for amendment shifts the focus of the motion to the sandwichis because the motion for amendment shifts the focus of the motion to the sandwichis because the motion for amendment shifts the focus of the motion to the sandwich

class.  Some points about the motion for amendment merit discussion.class.  Some points about the motion for amendment merit discussion.class.  Some points about the motion for amendment merit discussion.class.  Some points about the motion for amendment merit discussion.

(1)(1)(1)(1) Is the amenIs the amenIs the amenIs the amendment necessary?  My motion already covers the sandwich class.dment necessary?  My motion already covers the sandwich class.dment necessary?  My motion already covers the sandwich class.dment necessary?  My motion already covers the sandwich class.

Why not go on and discuss this class in the conext of the original motion?  Why notWhy not go on and discuss this class in the conext of the original motion?  Why notWhy not go on and discuss this class in the conext of the original motion?  Why notWhy not go on and discuss this class in the conext of the original motion?  Why not

discuss the problems of the sandwich class on which attention is being focussed bydiscuss the problems of the sandwich class on which attention is being focussed bydiscuss the problems of the sandwich class on which attention is being focussed bydiscuss the problems of the sandwich class on which attention is being focussed by

all and in this way urge the Government to work for the interests of the sandwichall and in this way urge the Government to work for the interests of the sandwichall and in this way urge the Government to work for the interests of the sandwichall and in this way urge the Government to work for the interests of the sandwich

class?  Why have a different motion?class?  Why have a different motion?class?  Why have a different motion?class?  Why have a different motion?

(2)(2)(2)(2) Is the amendment urgently needed?  The Government has already said that itIs the amendment urgently needed?  The Government has already said that itIs the amendment urgently needed?  The Government has already said that itIs the amendment urgently needed?  The Government has already said that it

will produce within half a year a scheme of housing assistance to the sandwich class.will produce within half a year a scheme of housing assistance to the sandwich class.will produce within half a year a scheme of housing assistance to the sandwich class.will produce within half a year a scheme of housing assistance to the sandwich class.

Whether it is half a year or longer, there will be ample time and opportunity to presentWhether it is half a year or longer, there will be ample time and opportunity to presentWhether it is half a year or longer, there will be ample time and opportunity to presentWhether it is half a year or longer, there will be ample time and opportunity to present

views to the Government or to influence it.views to the Government or to influence it.views to the Government or to influence it.views to the Government or to influence it.

(3)(3)(3)(3) The amendment being moved is not an "amendment." It is a substitution, aThe amendment being moved is not an "amendment." It is a substitution, aThe amendment being moved is not an "amendment." It is a substitution, aThe amendment being moved is not an "amendment." It is a substitution, a

changing of the subject.  In fact, there is no conflict between the two subjects.changing of the subject.  In fact, there is no conflict between the two subjects.changing of the subject.  In fact, there is no conflict between the two subjects.changing of the subject.  In fact, there is no conflict between the two subjects.

I have discussed the matter with some Members.  They agree with both motions but doI have discussed the matter with some Members.  They agree with both motions but doI have discussed the matter with some Members.  They agree with both motions but doI have discussed the matter with some Members.  They agree with both motions but do

not know how they should vote.  They feel that it will be wrong not to help the sandwichnot know how they should vote.  They feel that it will be wrong not to help the sandwichnot know how they should vote.  They feel that it will be wrong not to help the sandwichnot know how they should vote.  They feel that it will be wrong not to help the sandwich

class.  They also feel that it will be wrong not to review the strategy.  If theyclass.  They also feel that it will be wrong not to review the strategy.  If theyclass.  They also feel that it will be wrong not to review the strategy.  If theyclass.  They also feel that it will be wrong not to review the strategy.  If they



vote for the amendment motion, they will be voting against the original motion.  Ifvote for the amendment motion, they will be voting against the original motion.  Ifvote for the amendment motion, they will be voting against the original motion.  Ifvote for the amendment motion, they will be voting against the original motion.  If

they vote against the amendment motion, they will be doing something they do not wantthey vote against the amendment motion, they will be doing something they do not wantthey vote against the amendment motion, they will be doing something they do not wantthey vote against the amendment motion, they will be doing something they do not want

to do.  This is precisely the awkward situation in which I am finding myself.  Thisto do.  This is precisely the awkward situation in which I am finding myself.  Thisto do.  This is precisely the awkward situation in which I am finding myself.  Thisto do.  This is precisely the awkward situation in which I am finding myself.  This

is because I see that the sandwich class has a problem and that the Government shouldis because I see that the sandwich class has a problem and that the Government shouldis because I see that the sandwich class has a problem and that the Government shouldis because I see that the sandwich class has a problem and that the Government should

help them.  The existing system permits unlimited amendments to the wording andhelp them.  The existing system permits unlimited amendments to the wording andhelp them.  The existing system permits unlimited amendments to the wording andhelp them.  The existing system permits unlimited amendments to the wording and

intent of an original motion.  This is why we are having this amendment motion.  Theintent of an original motion.  This is why we are having this amendment motion.  Theintent of an original motion.  This is why we are having this amendment motion.  Theintent of an original motion.  This is why we are having this amendment motion.  The

impression is that one does not know how to handle this administratively.  I haveimpression is that one does not know how to handle this administratively.  I haveimpression is that one does not know how to handle this administratively.  I haveimpression is that one does not know how to handle this administratively.  I have

expressed my views about this to the Clerk and to you, Mr Deputy President.  I expectexpressed my views about this to the Clerk and to you, Mr Deputy President.  I expectexpressed my views about this to the Clerk and to you, Mr Deputy President.  I expectexpressed my views about this to the Clerk and to you, Mr Deputy President.  I expect

that, when the Standing Orders are reviewed in due course, a limit will be set onthat, when the Standing Orders are reviewed in due course, a limit will be set onthat, when the Standing Orders are reviewed in due course, a limit will be set onthat, when the Standing Orders are reviewed in due course, a limit will be set on

amendments to motions.  Let me give an example.  One Member moves a motion callingamendments to motions.  Let me give an example.  One Member moves a motion callingamendments to motions.  Let me give an example.  One Member moves a motion callingamendments to motions.  Let me give an example.  One Member moves a motion calling

for better service by the bus company.  Another Member moves an amendment urgingfor better service by the bus company.  Another Member moves an amendment urgingfor better service by the bus company.  Another Member moves an amendment urgingfor better service by the bus company.  Another Member moves an amendment urging

better bus routes.  If Members agree with both motions, how will they vote?better bus routes.  If Members agree with both motions, how will they vote?better bus routes.  If Members agree with both motions, how will they vote?better bus routes.  If Members agree with both motions, how will they vote?

Mr Deputy President, based on the views expressed above, I move my motion.  ThankMr Deputy President, based on the views expressed above, I move my motion.  ThankMr Deputy President, based on the views expressed above, I move my motion.  ThankMr Deputy President, based on the views expressed above, I move my motion.  Thank

you.you.you.you.

Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr W S LAU has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr W S LAU has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr W S LAU has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr W S LAU has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.

His amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  I

propose to call him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members may debatepropose to call him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members may debatepropose to call him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members may debatepropose to call him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members may debate

the motion and the amendment together.the motion and the amendment together.the motion and the amendment together.the motion and the amendment together.

MR LAU WAH-SUM moved the following amendment to Mr Frederick FUNG's motion:MR LAU WAH-SUM moved the following amendment to Mr Frederick FUNG's motion:MR LAU WAH-SUM moved the following amendment to Mr Frederick FUNG's motion:MR LAU WAH-SUM moved the following amendment to Mr Frederick FUNG's motion:

"To delete 'To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the"To delete 'To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the"To delete 'To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the"To delete 'To resolve the housing predicament of the lower income groups and the

sandwich class in Hong Kong,' and substitute the word 'That', and to delete the wordssandwich class in Hong Kong,' and substitute the word 'That', and to delete the wordssandwich class in Hong Kong,' and substitute the word 'That', and to delete the wordssandwich class in Hong Kong,' and substitute the word 'That', and to delete the words

after the word 'Government,' and substitute the  following : "while continuing toafter the word 'Government,' and substitute the  following : "while continuing toafter the word 'Government,' and substitute the  following : "while continuing toafter the word 'Government,' and substitute the  following : "while continuing to

ensure that the Housing Authority fulfils its commitment in the Long Term Housingensure that the Housing Authority fulfils its commitment in the Long Term Housingensure that the Housing Authority fulfils its commitment in the Long Term Housingensure that the Housing Authority fulfils its commitment in the Long Term Housing

Strategy for the lower income group, to take immediate steps to introduce, withinStrategy for the lower income group, to take immediate steps to introduce, withinStrategy for the lower income group, to take immediate steps to introduce, withinStrategy for the lower income group, to take immediate steps to introduce, within

the next 12 months, a Sandwich Class Housing Scheme involving public and privatethe next 12 months, a Sandwich Class Housing Scheme involving public and privatethe next 12 months, a Sandwich Class Housing Scheme involving public and privatethe next 12 months, a Sandwich Class Housing Scheme involving public and private

initiatives in order to mitigate the urgent housing needs of the sandwich class.""initiatives in order to mitigate the urgent housing needs of the sandwich class.""initiatives in order to mitigate the urgent housing needs of the sandwich class.""initiatives in order to mitigate the urgent housing needs of the sandwich class.""

MR LAU WAH-SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I would like toMR LAU WAH-SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I would like toMR LAU WAH-SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I would like toMR LAU WAH-SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I would like to



explain why I am moving an amendment to the motion.  The explanation is that, in myexplain why I am moving an amendment to the motion.  The explanation is that, in myexplain why I am moving an amendment to the motion.  The explanation is that, in myexplain why I am moving an amendment to the motion.  The explanation is that, in my

opinion, the Government's first and foremost task at this moment is not to reviewopinion, the Government's first and foremost task at this moment is not to reviewopinion, the Government's first and foremost task at this moment is not to reviewopinion, the Government's first and foremost task at this moment is not to review

the housing problem of the lower income groups.  That is the responsibility of thethe housing problem of the lower income groups.  That is the responsibility of thethe housing problem of the lower income groups.  That is the responsibility of thethe housing problem of the lower income groups.  That is the responsibility of the

Housing Authority.  Since 1987, when it laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy,Housing Authority.  Since 1987, when it laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy,Housing Authority.  Since 1987, when it laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy,Housing Authority.  Since 1987, when it laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy,

the Housing Authority has been making quarterly reviews of progress in the publicthe Housing Authority has been making quarterly reviews of progress in the publicthe Housing Authority has been making quarterly reviews of progress in the publicthe Housing Authority has been making quarterly reviews of progress in the public

housing development scheme and annual reassessments of public housing supply andhousing development scheme and annual reassessments of public housing supply andhousing development scheme and annual reassessments of public housing supply andhousing development scheme and annual reassessments of public housing supply and

demand.  Such reassessments have been made employing methodology approved by thedemand.  Such reassessments have been made employing methodology approved by thedemand.  Such reassessments have been made employing methodology approved by thedemand.  Such reassessments have been made employing methodology approved by the

Development Division and the Housing Authority in October 1988.  For this undertaking,Development Division and the Housing Authority in October 1988.  For this undertaking,Development Division and the Housing Authority in October 1988.  For this undertaking,Development Division and the Housing Authority in October 1988.  For this undertaking,

a special advanced computer model was developed.  Each year, new data is fed intoa special advanced computer model was developed.  Each year, new data is fed intoa special advanced computer model was developed.  Each year, new data is fed intoa special advanced computer model was developed.  Each year, new data is fed into

the computer model for the annual review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Therefore,the computer model for the annual review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Therefore,the computer model for the annual review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Therefore,the computer model for the annual review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Therefore,

the Government should not waste resources by duplicating the work already being donethe Government should not waste resources by duplicating the work already being donethe Government should not waste resources by duplicating the work already being donethe Government should not waste resources by duplicating the work already being done

by the Housing Authority.by the Housing Authority.by the Housing Authority.by the Housing Authority.

As to the solution of the housing problem of the sandwich class, that indeed isAs to the solution of the housing problem of the sandwich class, that indeed isAs to the solution of the housing problem of the sandwich class, that indeed isAs to the solution of the housing problem of the sandwich class, that indeed is

a necessary and urgent task.  Helping the sandwich class to solve their housinga necessary and urgent task.  Helping the sandwich class to solve their housinga necessary and urgent task.  Helping the sandwich class to solve their housinga necessary and urgent task.  Helping the sandwich class to solve their housing

problem is an undertaking that certainly has the general support of the community.problem is an undertaking that certainly has the general support of the community.problem is an undertaking that certainly has the general support of the community.problem is an undertaking that certainly has the general support of the community.

All these are beyond question.  Therefore, as Legislative Councillors, we, too, doAll these are beyond question.  Therefore, as Legislative Councillors, we, too, doAll these are beyond question.  Therefore, as Legislative Councillors, we, too, doAll these are beyond question.  Therefore, as Legislative Councillors, we, too, do

not have to waste time on consulting public opinion on the issues.  What we need tonot have to waste time on consulting public opinion on the issues.  What we need tonot have to waste time on consulting public opinion on the issues.  What we need tonot have to waste time on consulting public opinion on the issues.  What we need to

do now is to get moving, to recommend specific ways that can solve the housing problemdo now is to get moving, to recommend specific ways that can solve the housing problemdo now is to get moving, to recommend specific ways that can solve the housing problemdo now is to get moving, to recommend specific ways that can solve the housing problem

of the sandwich class.of the sandwich class.of the sandwich class.of the sandwich class.

Members of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) have made an in-depth studyMembers of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) have made an in-depth studyMembers of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) have made an in-depth studyMembers of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) have made an in-depth study

of the problem.  On the basis of that study, I now move that this Council urges theof the problem.  On the basis of that study, I now move that this Council urges theof the problem.  On the basis of that study, I now move that this Council urges theof the problem.  On the basis of that study, I now move that this Council urges the

Government to take steps at once to establish a housing scheme for the sandwich classGovernment to take steps at once to establish a housing scheme for the sandwich classGovernment to take steps at once to establish a housing scheme for the sandwich classGovernment to take steps at once to establish a housing scheme for the sandwich class

within 12 months, thus easing their pressing need for housing in a situation wherewithin 12 months, thus easing their pressing need for housing in a situation wherewithin 12 months, thus easing their pressing need for housing in a situation wherewithin 12 months, thus easing their pressing need for housing in a situation where

"they are not eligible for public housing but cannot afford the present rents." The"they are not eligible for public housing but cannot afford the present rents." The"they are not eligible for public housing but cannot afford the present rents." The"they are not eligible for public housing but cannot afford the present rents." The

CRC recommends the immediate establishment of a committee composed of government andCRC recommends the immediate establishment of a committee composed of government andCRC recommends the immediate establishment of a committee composed of government andCRC recommends the immediate establishment of a committee composed of government and

non-government members with terms of reference including the following:non-government members with terms of reference including the following:non-government members with terms of reference including the following:non-government members with terms of reference including the following:

(1)(1)(1)(1) In accordance with the Executive Council's guideline, define who are eligibleIn accordance with the Executive Council's guideline, define who are eligibleIn accordance with the Executive Council's guideline, define who are eligibleIn accordance with the Executive Council's guideline, define who are eligible

for the scheme under which housing is to be sold to the sandwich class on favourablefor the scheme under which housing is to be sold to the sandwich class on favourablefor the scheme under which housing is to be sold to the sandwich class on favourablefor the scheme under which housing is to be sold to the sandwich class on favourable

terms.  (We think that the basic requirement should be that the an eligible personterms.  (We think that the basic requirement should be that the an eligible personterms.  (We think that the basic requirement should be that the an eligible personterms.  (We think that the basic requirement should be that the an eligible person

must be a first-time home buyer whose family income is between $18,000 and $40,000must be a first-time home buyer whose family income is between $18,000 and $40,000must be a first-time home buyer whose family income is between $18,000 and $40,000must be a first-time home buyer whose family income is between $18,000 and $40,000

a month.)a month.)a month.)a month.)

(2)(2)(2)(2) Be responsible for reBe responsible for reBe responsible for reBe responsible for reviewing and approving applications and establishing anviewing and approving applications and establishing anviewing and approving applications and establishing anviewing and approving applications and establishing an

order of precedence.order of precedence.order of precedence.order of precedence.



(3)(3)(3)(3) Set up a tender subcommittee to select developers who will construct housingSet up a tender subcommittee to select developers who will construct housingSet up a tender subcommittee to select developers who will construct housingSet up a tender subcommittee to select developers who will construct housing

for sale solely to the sandwich class, on land allocated for this purpose each yearfor sale solely to the sandwich class, on land allocated for this purpose each yearfor sale solely to the sandwich class, on land allocated for this purpose each yearfor sale solely to the sandwich class, on land allocated for this purpose each year

under a policy to be announced by the Governor in Council.under a policy to be announced by the Governor in Council.under a policy to be announced by the Governor in Council.under a policy to be announced by the Governor in Council.

(4)(4)(4)(4) Set the price and floor area of each dwelling unit.Set the price and floor area of each dwelling unit.Set the price and floor area of each dwelling unit.Set the price and floor area of each dwelling unit.

(5)(5)(5)(5) Assist owners of the units to set up incorporated bodies of owners, whichAssist owners of the units to set up incorporated bodies of owners, whichAssist owners of the units to set up incorporated bodies of owners, whichAssist owners of the units to set up incorporated bodies of owners, which

will be responsible for the management of the completed buildings.will be responsible for the management of the completed buildings.will be responsible for the management of the completed buildings.will be responsible for the management of the completed buildings.

(6)(6)(6)(6) Help owners to secure bank mortgages on favourable terms and to haveHelp owners to secure bank mortgages on favourable terms and to haveHelp owners to secure bank mortgages on favourable terms and to haveHelp owners to secure bank mortgages on favourable terms and to have

assignments executed with the help of the Government or a professional body.assignments executed with the help of the Government or a professional body.assignments executed with the help of the Government or a professional body.assignments executed with the help of the Government or a professional body.

(7)(7)(7)(7) Make and enforce rules regarding the transfer of ownership of the units andMake and enforce rules regarding the transfer of ownership of the units andMake and enforce rules regarding the transfer of ownership of the units andMake and enforce rules regarding the transfer of ownership of the units and

deal with the related matters.  For example, lay down a rule which prescribes thatdeal with the related matters.  For example, lay down a rule which prescribes thatdeal with the related matters.  For example, lay down a rule which prescribes thatdeal with the related matters.  For example, lay down a rule which prescribes that

ownership may not be transferred within 10 years without proper authorization butownership may not be transferred within 10 years without proper authorization butownership may not be transferred within 10 years without proper authorization butownership may not be transferred within 10 years without proper authorization but

that units may be traded in the open market after 10 years.that units may be traded in the open market after 10 years.that units may be traded in the open market after 10 years.that units may be traded in the open market after 10 years.

I have the following suggestions to make concerning suchI have the following suggestions to make concerning suchI have the following suggestions to make concerning suchI have the following suggestions to make concerning such a scheme: a scheme: a scheme: a scheme:

(1)(1)(1)(1) After the Government grants the land under the scheme, the said committeeAfter the Government grants the land under the scheme, the said committeeAfter the Government grants the land under the scheme, the said committeeAfter the Government grants the land under the scheme, the said committee

may, according to the level of financial subsidy it is committed to, set and announcemay, according to the level of financial subsidy it is committed to, set and announcemay, according to the level of financial subsidy it is committed to, set and announcemay, according to the level of financial subsidy it is committed to, set and announce

the price per sq ft at which it will buy back the units after they are built by thethe price per sq ft at which it will buy back the units after they are built by thethe price per sq ft at which it will buy back the units after they are built by thethe price per sq ft at which it will buy back the units after they are built by the

developers.  After this, it will invite tenders.  The property developersdevelopers.  After this, it will invite tenders.  The property developersdevelopers.  After this, it will invite tenders.  The property developersdevelopers.  After this, it will invite tenders.  The property developers

participating in the tendering exercise must submit draft designs for the housingparticipating in the tendering exercise must submit draft designs for the housingparticipating in the tendering exercise must submit draft designs for the housingparticipating in the tendering exercise must submit draft designs for the housing

estates to be constructed on the land and the amount of their tenders.  In their bids,estates to be constructed on the land and the amount of their tenders.  In their bids,estates to be constructed on the land and the amount of their tenders.  In their bids,estates to be constructed on the land and the amount of their tenders.  In their bids,

they may specify that the proceeds from the sale of other parts of the housing estates,they may specify that the proceeds from the sale of other parts of the housing estates,they may specify that the proceeds from the sale of other parts of the housing estates,they may specify that the proceeds from the sale of other parts of the housing estates,

for instance, shop spaces and car park spaces will go to them.for instance, shop spaces and car park spaces will go to them.for instance, shop spaces and car park spaces will go to them.for instance, shop spaces and car park spaces will go to them.

(2)(2)(2)(2) As to the criteria to be used by the committee in determining which tenderAs to the criteria to be used by the committee in determining which tenderAs to the criteria to be used by the committee in determining which tenderAs to the criteria to be used by the committee in determining which tender

is successful, they include the amount of the bid and how attractive the buildingis successful, they include the amount of the bid and how attractive the buildingis successful, they include the amount of the bid and how attractive the buildingis successful, they include the amount of the bid and how attractive the building

design is to interested buyers.  When granting land for the purpose of the scheme,design is to interested buyers.  When granting land for the purpose of the scheme,design is to interested buyers.  When granting land for the purpose of the scheme,design is to interested buyers.  When granting land for the purpose of the scheme,

the Government may receive premium from the successful tenderer for the right tothe Government may receive premium from the successful tenderer for the right tothe Government may receive premium from the successful tenderer for the right tothe Government may receive premium from the successful tenderer for the right to

develop the land.  It will then turn over part of the proceeds to the Land Commissiondevelop the land.  It will then turn over part of the proceeds to the Land Commissiondevelop the land.  It will then turn over part of the proceeds to the Land Commissiondevelop the land.  It will then turn over part of the proceeds to the Land Commission

under Chinese control.  However, the granting of land under the scheme should notunder Chinese control.  However, the granting of land under the scheme should notunder Chinese control.  However, the granting of land under the scheme should notunder Chinese control.  However, the granting of land under the scheme should not

affect the Government's land grants under the HOS for the lower income groups.affect the Government's land grants under the HOS for the lower income groups.affect the Government's land grants under the HOS for the lower income groups.affect the Government's land grants under the HOS for the lower income groups.

(3)(3)(3)(3) After the property developer has built and coAfter the property developer has built and coAfter the property developer has built and coAfter the property developer has built and completed a housing estate, thempleted a housing estate, thempleted a housing estate, thempleted a housing estate, the

committee may, with help from the Government, from the Housing Authority or fromcommittee may, with help from the Government, from the Housing Authority or fromcommittee may, with help from the Government, from the Housing Authority or fromcommittee may, with help from the Government, from the Housing Authority or from



members of professional bodies, inspect it before taking it over.  The quality ofmembers of professional bodies, inspect it before taking it over.  The quality ofmembers of professional bodies, inspect it before taking it over.  The quality ofmembers of professional bodies, inspect it before taking it over.  The quality of

construction is to be monitored and controlled.  For instance, rules may be made toconstruction is to be monitored and controlled.  For instance, rules may be made toconstruction is to be monitored and controlled.  For instance, rules may be made toconstruction is to be monitored and controlled.  For instance, rules may be made to

require the developer to provide a three-year guarantee as to the structural qualityrequire the developer to provide a three-year guarantee as to the structural qualityrequire the developer to provide a three-year guarantee as to the structural qualityrequire the developer to provide a three-year guarantee as to the structural quality

of the buildings.  Then the committee will buy back the buildings from the developerof the buildings.  Then the committee will buy back the buildings from the developerof the buildings.  Then the committee will buy back the buildings from the developerof the buildings.  Then the committee will buy back the buildings from the developer

at the price that has been announced.  Finally, the committee may directly sell theat the price that has been announced.  Finally, the committee may directly sell theat the price that has been announced.  Finally, the committee may directly sell theat the price that has been announced.  Finally, the committee may directly sell the

units to selected applicants.  This work may be assigned to the developer and carriedunits to selected applicants.  This work may be assigned to the developer and carriedunits to selected applicants.  This work may be assigned to the developer and carriedunits to selected applicants.  This work may be assigned to the developer and carried

out under the committee's supervision.  In this way, the private sector will becomeout under the committee's supervision.  In this way, the private sector will becomeout under the committee's supervision.  In this way, the private sector will becomeout under the committee's supervision.  In this way, the private sector will become

more involved with the scheme.more involved with the scheme.more involved with the scheme.more involved with the scheme.

(4)(4)(4)(4) The committee will help ownersThe committee will help ownersThe committee will help ownersThe committee will help owners not only in matters of arranging mortgages not only in matters of arranging mortgages not only in matters of arranging mortgages not only in matters of arranging mortgages

and assignment of title; it will also help them in setting up owners' corporations.and assignment of title; it will also help them in setting up owners' corporations.and assignment of title; it will also help them in setting up owners' corporations.and assignment of title; it will also help them in setting up owners' corporations.

In this way, they will be able to manage their own housing estates.In this way, they will be able to manage their own housing estates.In this way, they will be able to manage their own housing estates.In this way, they will be able to manage their own housing estates.

When a government-subvented group or a government-approveWhen a government-subvented group or a government-approveWhen a government-subvented group or a government-approveWhen a government-subvented group or a government-approved group, such as ad group, such as ad group, such as ad group, such as a

teachers' association or a social workers' association, wants to apply for a grantteachers' association or a social workers' association, wants to apply for a grantteachers' association or a social workers' association, wants to apply for a grantteachers' association or a social workers' association, wants to apply for a grant

of land for the construction of housing for its members, the committee may, withinof land for the construction of housing for its members, the committee may, withinof land for the construction of housing for its members, the committee may, withinof land for the construction of housing for its members, the committee may, within

its terms of reference and subject to the special standards approved by the Government,its terms of reference and subject to the special standards approved by the Government,its terms of reference and subject to the special standards approved by the Government,its terms of reference and subject to the special standards approved by the Government,

handle the housing scheme matters for the group making the application.  Standardshandle the housing scheme matters for the group making the application.  Standardshandle the housing scheme matters for the group making the application.  Standardshandle the housing scheme matters for the group making the application.  Standards

are to be applied uniformly in all such cases.are to be applied uniformly in all such cases.are to be applied uniformly in all such cases.are to be applied uniformly in all such cases.

Now that the prices of housing are soaring, I think that such a scheme isNow that the prices of housing are soaring, I think that such a scheme isNow that the prices of housing are soaring, I think that such a scheme isNow that the prices of housing are soaring, I think that such a scheme is

definitely necessary.  The question is how many units we can make available each year.definitely necessary.  The question is how many units we can make available each year.definitely necessary.  The question is how many units we can make available each year.definitely necessary.  The question is how many units we can make available each year.

We must begin by building a first housing estate for the sandwich class on a trialWe must begin by building a first housing estate for the sandwich class on a trialWe must begin by building a first housing estate for the sandwich class on a trialWe must begin by building a first housing estate for the sandwich class on a trial

basis.  Then we will watch the reaction of the sandwich class.  In this way, we canbasis.  Then we will watch the reaction of the sandwich class.  In this way, we canbasis.  Then we will watch the reaction of the sandwich class.  In this way, we canbasis.  Then we will watch the reaction of the sandwich class.  In this way, we can

tell how many units will be needed.tell how many units will be needed.tell how many units will be needed.tell how many units will be needed.

I hope that the housing problem for the sandwich class will be solved within 10I hope that the housing problem for the sandwich class will be solved within 10I hope that the housing problem for the sandwich class will be solved within 10I hope that the housing problem for the sandwich class will be solved within 10

years.  The above are some of the CRC's ideas for a housing scheme for the sandwichyears.  The above are some of the CRC's ideas for a housing scheme for the sandwichyears.  The above are some of the CRC's ideas for a housing scheme for the sandwichyears.  The above are some of the CRC's ideas for a housing scheme for the sandwich

class.  We think that the housing needs of the sandwich class are urgent.  We deeplyclass.  We think that the housing needs of the sandwich class are urgent.  We deeplyclass.  We think that the housing needs of the sandwich class are urgent.  We deeplyclass.  We think that the housing needs of the sandwich class are urgent.  We deeply

believe that the scheme is feasible.  I hope that the Government, my colleagues inbelieve that the scheme is feasible.  I hope that the Government, my colleagues inbelieve that the scheme is feasible.  I hope that the Government, my colleagues inbelieve that the scheme is feasible.  I hope that the Government, my colleagues in

this Council and members of the public will consider and discuss the scheme and supportthis Council and members of the public will consider and discuss the scheme and supportthis Council and members of the public will consider and discuss the scheme and supportthis Council and members of the public will consider and discuss the scheme and support

it.  I hope that colleagues in this Council will supplement the details of the schemeit.  I hope that colleagues in this Council will supplement the details of the schemeit.  I hope that colleagues in this Council will supplement the details of the schemeit.  I hope that colleagues in this Council will supplement the details of the scheme

in the course of debate by contributing their valuable opinions.in the course of debate by contributing their valuable opinions.in the course of debate by contributing their valuable opinions.in the course of debate by contributing their valuable opinions.

With these remarks, I move the amendment.With these remarks, I move the amendment.With these remarks, I move the amendment.With these remarks, I move the amendment.

Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment proposed.Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment proposed.Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment proposed.Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment proposed.



DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I would just remind Members of their agreement as to the limitDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I would just remind Members of their agreement as to the limitDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I would just remind Members of their agreement as to the limitDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I would just remind Members of their agreement as to the limit

on speeches and I therefore expect to be able to call on the Government to speak aton speeches and I therefore expect to be able to call on the Government to speak aton speeches and I therefore expect to be able to call on the Government to speak aton speeches and I therefore expect to be able to call on the Government to speak at

or before 9.50 pm.or before 9.50 pm.or before 9.50 pm.or before 9.50 pm.

MR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, ever since the 1970s, Hong KongMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, ever since the 1970s, Hong KongMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, ever since the 1970s, Hong KongMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, ever since the 1970s, Hong Kong

has been beset with problems of imbalance and lack of co-ordination between housinghas been beset with problems of imbalance and lack of co-ordination between housinghas been beset with problems of imbalance and lack of co-ordination between housinghas been beset with problems of imbalance and lack of co-ordination between housing

supply and demand.  On the surface, the problem appears to be one of relationshipsupply and demand.  On the surface, the problem appears to be one of relationshipsupply and demand.  On the surface, the problem appears to be one of relationshipsupply and demand.  On the surface, the problem appears to be one of relationship

between private sector housing and public sector housing with regard to thebetween private sector housing and public sector housing with regard to thebetween private sector housing and public sector housing with regard to thebetween private sector housing and public sector housing with regard to the

distribution of land resources.  In fact, however, the problem involves the economicdistribution of land resources.  In fact, however, the problem involves the economicdistribution of land resources.  In fact, however, the problem involves the economicdistribution of land resources.  In fact, however, the problem involves the economic

policy that the Government has been following for many years, including the high landpolicy that the Government has been following for many years, including the high landpolicy that the Government has been following for many years, including the high landpolicy that the Government has been following for many years, including the high land

price policy and the laissez faire attitude towards property developers.  Therefore,price policy and the laissez faire attitude towards property developers.  Therefore,price policy and the laissez faire attitude towards property developers.  Therefore,price policy and the laissez faire attitude towards property developers.  Therefore,

if the Government wants to satisfy the home ownership desires of all social classesif the Government wants to satisfy the home ownership desires of all social classesif the Government wants to satisfy the home ownership desires of all social classesif the Government wants to satisfy the home ownership desires of all social classes

at any given time, it cannot rely solely on increasing land resources.  There mustat any given time, it cannot rely solely on increasing land resources.  There mustat any given time, it cannot rely solely on increasing land resources.  There mustat any given time, it cannot rely solely on increasing land resources.  There must

be other policies and measures to complement or supplement it.  However, thisbe other policies and measures to complement or supplement it.  However, thisbe other policies and measures to complement or supplement it.  However, thisbe other policies and measures to complement or supplement it.  However, this

Council's debate today, on both the original motion and the motion for amendment,Council's debate today, on both the original motion and the motion for amendment,Council's debate today, on both the original motion and the motion for amendment,Council's debate today, on both the original motion and the motion for amendment,

is focussed on the housing angle and on the solution of the housing problem of theis focussed on the housing angle and on the solution of the housing problem of theis focussed on the housing angle and on the solution of the housing problem of theis focussed on the housing angle and on the solution of the housing problem of the

lower income groups and the sandwich class.  I think that, as a member of the Housinglower income groups and the sandwich class.  I think that, as a member of the Housinglower income groups and the sandwich class.  I think that, as a member of the Housinglower income groups and the sandwich class.  I think that, as a member of the Housing

Authority, I have a responsibility to give an explanation to my colleagues in thisAuthority, I have a responsibility to give an explanation to my colleagues in thisAuthority, I have a responsibility to give an explanation to my colleagues in thisAuthority, I have a responsibility to give an explanation to my colleagues in this

Council and to members of the public concerning the system whereby the Long TermCouncil and to members of the public concerning the system whereby the Long TermCouncil and to members of the public concerning the system whereby the Long TermCouncil and to members of the public concerning the system whereby the Long Term

Housing Strategy is implemented and supervised, lest misunderstanding should causeHousing Strategy is implemented and supervised, lest misunderstanding should causeHousing Strategy is implemented and supervised, lest misunderstanding should causeHousing Strategy is implemented and supervised, lest misunderstanding should cause

the housing problem to be blamed entirely on the flaws of that strategy.the housing problem to be blamed entirely on the flaws of that strategy.the housing problem to be blamed entirely on the flaws of that strategy.the housing problem to be blamed entirely on the flaws of that strategy.

The Government's Housing Branch laid down the The Government's Housing Branch laid down the The Government's Housing Branch laid down the The Government's Housing Branch laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987.Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987.Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987.Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987.

After that, the Housing Authority and the Housing Department under it took over theAfter that, the Housing Authority and the Housing Department under it took over theAfter that, the Housing Authority and the Housing Department under it took over theAfter that, the Housing Authority and the Housing Department under it took over the

responsibility.  They have regarded that strategy as their development strategy everresponsibility.  They have regarded that strategy as their development strategy everresponsibility.  They have regarded that strategy as their development strategy everresponsibility.  They have regarded that strategy as their development strategy ever

since.  In order to stay within the objective, the Housing Authority set up a specialsince.  In order to stay within the objective, the Housing Authority set up a specialsince.  In order to stay within the objective, the Housing Authority set up a specialsince.  In order to stay within the objective, the Housing Authority set up a special

Development Subcommittee, whose terms of reference include the supervision of theDevelopment Subcommittee, whose terms of reference include the supervision of theDevelopment Subcommittee, whose terms of reference include the supervision of theDevelopment Subcommittee, whose terms of reference include the supervision of the

state of implementation of the Long Term Housing Strategy and the making ofstate of implementation of the Long Term Housing Strategy and the making ofstate of implementation of the Long Term Housing Strategy and the making ofstate of implementation of the Long Term Housing Strategy and the making of

recommendations to the Housing Authority when a revision is needed.  At its meetingrecommendations to the Housing Authority when a revision is needed.  At its meetingrecommendations to the Housing Authority when a revision is needed.  At its meetingrecommendations to the Housing Authority when a revision is needed.  At its meeting

tomorrow, the subcommittee will review the relevant plans in the light of the valuabletomorrow, the subcommittee will review the relevant plans in the light of the valuabletomorrow, the subcommittee will review the relevant plans in the light of the valuabletomorrow, the subcommittee will review the relevant plans in the light of the valuable

data yielded by the 1991 census.  I believe that it will perhaps make somedata yielded by the 1991 census.  I believe that it will perhaps make somedata yielded by the 1991 census.  I believe that it will perhaps make somedata yielded by the 1991 census.  I believe that it will perhaps make some

recommendations for the revision of the projections on housing supply and demand.recommendations for the revision of the projections on housing supply and demand.recommendations for the revision of the projections on housing supply and demand.recommendations for the revision of the projections on housing supply and demand.

There are many flaws in the existing plans.  For example, a state of unevenThere are many flaws in the existing plans.  For example, a state of unevenThere are many flaws in the existing plans.  For example, a state of unevenThere are many flaws in the existing plans.  For example, a state of uneven

distribution of resources has emerged in the effort to solve the housing problem ofdistribution of resources has emerged in the effort to solve the housing problem ofdistribution of resources has emerged in the effort to solve the housing problem ofdistribution of resources has emerged in the effort to solve the housing problem of

the lower income groups, while flaws in the computation base have caused estimatesthe lower income groups, while flaws in the computation base have caused estimatesthe lower income groups, while flaws in the computation base have caused estimatesthe lower income groups, while flaws in the computation base have caused estimates



to differ from the realities.  However, if the wishes of the public are fullyto differ from the realities.  However, if the wishes of the public are fullyto differ from the realities.  However, if the wishes of the public are fullyto differ from the realities.  However, if the wishes of the public are fully

considered, and if efforts are to continue to improve the situation, I believe that,considered, and if efforts are to continue to improve the situation, I believe that,considered, and if efforts are to continue to improve the situation, I believe that,considered, and if efforts are to continue to improve the situation, I believe that,

from the angle of administrative efficiency, the existing strategy still has its goodfrom the angle of administrative efficiency, the existing strategy still has its goodfrom the angle of administrative efficiency, the existing strategy still has its goodfrom the angle of administrative efficiency, the existing strategy still has its good

points as well as indispensable value and functions.points as well as indispensable value and functions.points as well as indispensable value and functions.points as well as indispensable value and functions.

As for the housing problem of the sandwich class, I think that it must not beAs for the housing problem of the sandwich class, I think that it must not beAs for the housing problem of the sandwich class, I think that it must not beAs for the housing problem of the sandwich class, I think that it must not be

attributed entirely to the omissions of the Long Term Housing Strategy or to mistakesattributed entirely to the omissions of the Long Term Housing Strategy or to mistakesattributed entirely to the omissions of the Long Term Housing Strategy or to mistakesattributed entirely to the omissions of the Long Term Housing Strategy or to mistakes

in the assessment of private sector housing supply and demand.  In fact, with itsin the assessment of private sector housing supply and demand.  In fact, with itsin the assessment of private sector housing supply and demand.  In fact, with itsin the assessment of private sector housing supply and demand.  In fact, with its

limited resources, the Housing Authority is already having a hard time coping withlimited resources, the Housing Authority is already having a hard time coping withlimited resources, the Housing Authority is already having a hard time coping withlimited resources, the Housing Authority is already having a hard time coping with

the housing needs of the lower income groups.  Still, it did devise a plan for solvingthe housing needs of the lower income groups.  Still, it did devise a plan for solvingthe housing needs of the lower income groups.  Still, it did devise a plan for solvingthe housing needs of the lower income groups.  Still, it did devise a plan for solving

the housing problem of the sandwich class.  That plan was dropped eventually onlythe housing problem of the sandwich class.  That plan was dropped eventually onlythe housing problem of the sandwich class.  That plan was dropped eventually onlythe housing problem of the sandwich class.  That plan was dropped eventually only

because the Housing Authority had limited funds and the Government did not want tobecause the Housing Authority had limited funds and the Government did not want tobecause the Housing Authority had limited funds and the Government did not want tobecause the Housing Authority had limited funds and the Government did not want to

continue provide funding.continue provide funding.continue provide funding.continue provide funding.

The Government has now set up an internal inter-departmental working group toThe Government has now set up an internal inter-departmental working group toThe Government has now set up an internal inter-departmental working group toThe Government has now set up an internal inter-departmental working group to

find ways of helping the sandwich class to solve their housing problem.  The Housingfind ways of helping the sandwich class to solve their housing problem.  The Housingfind ways of helping the sandwich class to solve their housing problem.  The Housingfind ways of helping the sandwich class to solve their housing problem.  The Housing

Authority has also set up an ad hoc group to study solutions within the Authority'sAuthority has also set up an ad hoc group to study solutions within the Authority'sAuthority has also set up an ad hoc group to study solutions within the Authority'sAuthority has also set up an ad hoc group to study solutions within the Authority's

terms of reference.  For communication and co-ordination between the groups, thereterms of reference.  For communication and co-ordination between the groups, thereterms of reference.  For communication and co-ordination between the groups, thereterms of reference.  For communication and co-ordination between the groups, there

will be government officials who are members of both.  I think that, under thewill be government officials who are members of both.  I think that, under thewill be government officials who are members of both.  I think that, under thewill be government officials who are members of both.  I think that, under the

pressing situation today, such an arrangement is perhaps an acceptable expediency.pressing situation today, such an arrangement is perhaps an acceptable expediency.pressing situation today, such an arrangement is perhaps an acceptable expediency.pressing situation today, such an arrangement is perhaps an acceptable expediency.

I urge the relevant parties to complete their studies expeditiously and bring earlyI urge the relevant parties to complete their studies expeditiously and bring earlyI urge the relevant parties to complete their studies expeditiously and bring earlyI urge the relevant parties to complete their studies expeditiously and bring early

relief to the pressing housing needs of the sandwich class.relief to the pressing housing needs of the sandwich class.relief to the pressing housing needs of the sandwich class.relief to the pressing housing needs of the sandwich class.

Mr Deputy President, the housing problem alone has made many members of the publicMr Deputy President, the housing problem alone has made many members of the publicMr Deputy President, the housing problem alone has made many members of the publicMr Deputy President, the housing problem alone has made many members of the public

disappointed at, and unhappy with, the Government.  What has made things worse isdisappointed at, and unhappy with, the Government.  What has made things worse isdisappointed at, and unhappy with, the Government.  What has made things worse isdisappointed at, and unhappy with, the Government.  What has made things worse is

the steadily widening gap between the rich and the poor in Hong Kong.  I think thatthe steadily widening gap between the rich and the poor in Hong Kong.  I think thatthe steadily widening gap between the rich and the poor in Hong Kong.  I think thatthe steadily widening gap between the rich and the poor in Hong Kong.  I think that

the Government should act quickly and decisively to solve the housing problem of thethe Government should act quickly and decisively to solve the housing problem of thethe Government should act quickly and decisively to solve the housing problem of thethe Government should act quickly and decisively to solve the housing problem of the

lower and middle income groups, thus contributing to social stability and preventinglower and middle income groups, thus contributing to social stability and preventinglower and middle income groups, thus contributing to social stability and preventinglower and middle income groups, thus contributing to social stability and preventing

the occurrence in Hong Kong of the likes of the recent riots in Los Angeles.the occurrence in Hong Kong of the likes of the recent riots in Los Angeles.the occurrence in Hong Kong of the likes of the recent riots in Los Angeles.the occurrence in Hong Kong of the likes of the recent riots in Los Angeles.

With these remarks, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendmentWith these remarks, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendmentWith these remarks, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendmentWith these remarks, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment

which is more realistic.which is more realistic.which is more realistic.which is more realistic.

MR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the original motion and theMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the original motion and theMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the original motion and theMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the original motion and the

Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment are different roads to the sameHonourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment are different roads to the sameHonourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment are different roads to the sameHonourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment are different roads to the same

destination.  They have the same objective.  It is difficult for me to favour eitherdestination.  They have the same objective.  It is difficult for me to favour eitherdestination.  They have the same objective.  It is difficult for me to favour eitherdestination.  They have the same objective.  It is difficult for me to favour either

one more than the other.  However, one point is quite clear.  It is that the lowerone more than the other.  However, one point is quite clear.  It is that the lowerone more than the other.  However, one point is quite clear.  It is that the lowerone more than the other.  However, one point is quite clear.  It is that the lower



income groups feel that the Government has all along been subsidizing their housing.income groups feel that the Government has all along been subsidizing their housing.income groups feel that the Government has all along been subsidizing their housing.income groups feel that the Government has all along been subsidizing their housing.

Now it is the turn of the sandwich class to shout, "Help!" They want financial helpNow it is the turn of the sandwich class to shout, "Help!" They want financial helpNow it is the turn of the sandwich class to shout, "Help!" They want financial helpNow it is the turn of the sandwich class to shout, "Help!" They want financial help

from the Government.  I feel that I have so far said many times that the citizensfrom the Government.  I feel that I have so far said many times that the citizensfrom the Government.  I feel that I have so far said many times that the citizensfrom the Government.  I feel that I have so far said many times that the citizens

of Hong Kong should have a home and are entitled to it.  The matter is not one ofof Hong Kong should have a home and are entitled to it.  The matter is not one ofof Hong Kong should have a home and are entitled to it.  The matter is not one ofof Hong Kong should have a home and are entitled to it.  The matter is not one of

government subsidy.  If the Government is short of money, it will raise taxes.  Sogovernment subsidy.  If the Government is short of money, it will raise taxes.  Sogovernment subsidy.  If the Government is short of money, it will raise taxes.  Sogovernment subsidy.  If the Government is short of money, it will raise taxes.  So

the Government merely does the planning as it should.  One cannot say that thethe Government merely does the planning as it should.  One cannot say that thethe Government merely does the planning as it should.  One cannot say that thethe Government merely does the planning as it should.  One cannot say that the

Government is so kind as to give financial assistance and provide housing.  EvenGovernment is so kind as to give financial assistance and provide housing.  EvenGovernment is so kind as to give financial assistance and provide housing.  EvenGovernment is so kind as to give financial assistance and provide housing.  Even

public housing charges rents.  So I will never agree with those who keep on sayingpublic housing charges rents.  So I will never agree with those who keep on sayingpublic housing charges rents.  So I will never agree with those who keep on sayingpublic housing charges rents.  So I will never agree with those who keep on saying

that housing is a charitable act of the Government.  To say so is wrong.that housing is a charitable act of the Government.  To say so is wrong.that housing is a charitable act of the Government.  To say so is wrong.that housing is a charitable act of the Government.  To say so is wrong.

There is no doubt that housing has become one of the heavy burdens of life forThere is no doubt that housing has become one of the heavy burdens of life forThere is no doubt that housing has become one of the heavy burdens of life forThere is no doubt that housing has become one of the heavy burdens of life for

the majority of the citizens of Hong Kong.  Since housing is a basic need of thethe majority of the citizens of Hong Kong.  Since housing is a basic need of thethe majority of the citizens of Hong Kong.  Since housing is a basic need of thethe majority of the citizens of Hong Kong.  Since housing is a basic need of the

citizens, Hong Kong really needs an ad hoc group or committee to make an overallcitizens, Hong Kong really needs an ad hoc group or committee to make an overallcitizens, Hong Kong really needs an ad hoc group or committee to make an overallcitizens, Hong Kong really needs an ad hoc group or committee to make an overall

development plan not only covering public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS)development plan not only covering public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS)development plan not only covering public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS)development plan not only covering public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS)

housing but also covering private sector housing.housing but also covering private sector housing.housing but also covering private sector housing.housing but also covering private sector housing.

The provision of public sector housing should be the main element of Hong Kong'sThe provision of public sector housing should be the main element of Hong Kong'sThe provision of public sector housing should be the main element of Hong Kong'sThe provision of public sector housing should be the main element of Hong Kong's

housing policy.  The provision of private sector housing should be a supplement.housing policy.  The provision of private sector housing should be a supplement.housing policy.  The provision of private sector housing should be a supplement.housing policy.  The provision of private sector housing should be a supplement.

Private sector housing in the marketplace cannot solve the needs of the general public.Private sector housing in the marketplace cannot solve the needs of the general public.Private sector housing in the marketplace cannot solve the needs of the general public.Private sector housing in the marketplace cannot solve the needs of the general public.

Nor can it easily become a safeguard for the lower income groups.  Housing is a basicNor can it easily become a safeguard for the lower income groups.  Housing is a basicNor can it easily become a safeguard for the lower income groups.  Housing is a basicNor can it easily become a safeguard for the lower income groups.  Housing is a basic

everyday need of the citizens.  This being so, housing rents and prices should beeveryday need of the citizens.  This being so, housing rents and prices should beeveryday need of the citizens.  This being so, housing rents and prices should beeveryday need of the citizens.  This being so, housing rents and prices should be

maintained at reasonable levels, so that housing does not become too heavy a burdenmaintained at reasonable levels, so that housing does not become too heavy a burdenmaintained at reasonable levels, so that housing does not become too heavy a burdenmaintained at reasonable levels, so that housing does not become too heavy a burden

for the citizens.  In the allocation of resources to public sector housing, the orderfor the citizens.  In the allocation of resources to public sector housing, the orderfor the citizens.  In the allocation of resources to public sector housing, the orderfor the citizens.  In the allocation of resources to public sector housing, the order

of priorities is to look after the lower income groups first and the sandwich classof priorities is to look after the lower income groups first and the sandwich classof priorities is to look after the lower income groups first and the sandwich classof priorities is to look after the lower income groups first and the sandwich class

next.next.next.next.

The Government should continue its public rental housing scheme, having regarThe Government should continue its public rental housing scheme, having regarThe Government should continue its public rental housing scheme, having regarThe Government should continue its public rental housing scheme, having regardddd

to the financial situations of the middle and lower income groups, so that thoseto the financial situations of the middle and lower income groups, so that thoseto the financial situations of the middle and lower income groups, so that thoseto the financial situations of the middle and lower income groups, so that those

without the ability to buy their own homes will still be able to enjoy the right towithout the ability to buy their own homes will still be able to enjoy the right towithout the ability to buy their own homes will still be able to enjoy the right towithout the ability to buy their own homes will still be able to enjoy the right to

a home.  At the same time, the Government should continue with the HOS and sell HOSa home.  At the same time, the Government should continue with the HOS and sell HOSa home.  At the same time, the Government should continue with the HOS and sell HOSa home.  At the same time, the Government should continue with the HOS and sell HOS

housing to middle and lower income groups at reasonable prices.housing to middle and lower income groups at reasonable prices.housing to middle and lower income groups at reasonable prices.housing to middle and lower income groups at reasonable prices.

The Government in 1987 began a policy of treating affluent public housing tenantsThe Government in 1987 began a policy of treating affluent public housing tenantsThe Government in 1987 began a policy of treating affluent public housing tenantsThe Government in 1987 began a policy of treating affluent public housing tenants

differently.  However, what it is doing now is contrary to the real spirit of thatdifferently.  However, what it is doing now is contrary to the real spirit of thatdifferently.  However, what it is doing now is contrary to the real spirit of thatdifferently.  However, what it is doing now is contrary to the real spirit of that

policy when it was first laid down.  The policy towards affluent tenant householdspolicy when it was first laid down.  The policy towards affluent tenant householdspolicy when it was first laid down.  The policy towards affluent tenant householdspolicy when it was first laid down.  The policy towards affluent tenant households

has become a disguise for a policy that makes higher rents compulsory.  The Housinghas become a disguise for a policy that makes higher rents compulsory.  The Housinghas become a disguise for a policy that makes higher rents compulsory.  The Housinghas become a disguise for a policy that makes higher rents compulsory.  The Housing

Authority intends to encourage affluent public housing tenants to buy HOS housing.Authority intends to encourage affluent public housing tenants to buy HOS housing.Authority intends to encourage affluent public housing tenants to buy HOS housing.Authority intends to encourage affluent public housing tenants to buy HOS housing.

As inducements, they are allowed to choose flats before the others and are allowedAs inducements, they are allowed to choose flats before the others and are allowedAs inducements, they are allowed to choose flats before the others and are allowedAs inducements, they are allowed to choose flats before the others and are allowed

to use the green application forms.  However, because the policy of linking HOSto use the green application forms.  However, because the policy of linking HOSto use the green application forms.  However, because the policy of linking HOSto use the green application forms.  However, because the policy of linking HOS



housing prices to the market price has not changed, the prices of HOS housing havehousing prices to the market price has not changed, the prices of HOS housing havehousing prices to the market price has not changed, the prices of HOS housing havehousing prices to the market price has not changed, the prices of HOS housing have

risen sharply and, in due course, attained levels that are beyond the public's abilityrisen sharply and, in due course, attained levels that are beyond the public's abilityrisen sharply and, in due course, attained levels that are beyond the public's abilityrisen sharply and, in due course, attained levels that are beyond the public's ability

to afford.  The policy towards affluent public housing tenants has produced benefitsto afford.  The policy towards affluent public housing tenants has produced benefitsto afford.  The policy towards affluent public housing tenants has produced benefitsto afford.  The policy towards affluent public housing tenants has produced benefits

for neither side.  Since it has been in force fruitlessly for five years, thefor neither side.  Since it has been in force fruitlessly for five years, thefor neither side.  Since it has been in force fruitlessly for five years, thefor neither side.  Since it has been in force fruitlessly for five years, the

authorities should abolish it now and adopt other ways of inducing public housingauthorities should abolish it now and adopt other ways of inducing public housingauthorities should abolish it now and adopt other ways of inducing public housingauthorities should abolish it now and adopt other ways of inducing public housing

tenants to buy HOS housing.tenants to buy HOS housing.tenants to buy HOS housing.tenants to buy HOS housing.

The Government has recently relaxed the income limit requirement for HOS housingThe Government has recently relaxed the income limit requirement for HOS housingThe Government has recently relaxed the income limit requirement for HOS housingThe Government has recently relaxed the income limit requirement for HOS housing

applicants, adjusting the original $14,000 to $18,000.  At the same time, however,applicants, adjusting the original $14,000 to $18,000.  At the same time, however,applicants, adjusting the original $14,000 to $18,000.  At the same time, however,applicants, adjusting the original $14,000 to $18,000.  At the same time, however,

the price of HOS housing in the latest offer has risen by 11.5% from the previousthe price of HOS housing in the latest offer has risen by 11.5% from the previousthe price of HOS housing in the latest offer has risen by 11.5% from the previousthe price of HOS housing in the latest offer has risen by 11.5% from the previous

offer.  The Housing Authority has sharply raised the upper income limit requirementoffer.  The Housing Authority has sharply raised the upper income limit requirementoffer.  The Housing Authority has sharply raised the upper income limit requirementoffer.  The Housing Authority has sharply raised the upper income limit requirement

for HOS housing eligibility in order to look after the sandwich class, but immediatelyfor HOS housing eligibility in order to look after the sandwich class, but immediatelyfor HOS housing eligibility in order to look after the sandwich class, but immediatelyfor HOS housing eligibility in order to look after the sandwich class, but immediately

following it the Authority has raised the price of HOS housing.  Instead of helpingfollowing it the Authority has raised the price of HOS housing.  Instead of helpingfollowing it the Authority has raised the price of HOS housing.  Instead of helpingfollowing it the Authority has raised the price of HOS housing.  Instead of helping

the sandwich class, this has gradually moved the middle and lower income groups awaythe sandwich class, this has gradually moved the middle and lower income groups awaythe sandwich class, this has gradually moved the middle and lower income groups awaythe sandwich class, this has gradually moved the middle and lower income groups away

from eligibility for HOS housing.from eligibility for HOS housing.from eligibility for HOS housing.from eligibility for HOS housing.

What Hong Kong faces now is the overall housing problem.  The prices of privateWhat Hong Kong faces now is the overall housing problem.  The prices of privateWhat Hong Kong faces now is the overall housing problem.  The prices of privateWhat Hong Kong faces now is the overall housing problem.  The prices of private

sector housing are rising frantically, affecting the prices of HOS housing.  Thesector housing are rising frantically, affecting the prices of HOS housing.  Thesector housing are rising frantically, affecting the prices of HOS housing.  Thesector housing are rising frantically, affecting the prices of HOS housing.  The

Housing Authority is helpless in dealing with private sector housing.  But it isHousing Authority is helpless in dealing with private sector housing.  But it isHousing Authority is helpless in dealing with private sector housing.  But it isHousing Authority is helpless in dealing with private sector housing.  But it is

carrying the burden of "being financially autonomous." As a result, it is settingcarrying the burden of "being financially autonomous." As a result, it is settingcarrying the burden of "being financially autonomous." As a result, it is settingcarrying the burden of "being financially autonomous." As a result, it is setting

HOS housing prices in a manner that is farther and farther away from that originallyHOS housing prices in a manner that is farther and farther away from that originallyHOS housing prices in a manner that is farther and farther away from that originallyHOS housing prices in a manner that is farther and farther away from that originally

intended under Hong Kong's housing policy.intended under Hong Kong's housing policy.intended under Hong Kong's housing policy.intended under Hong Kong's housing policy.

Obviously, the Housing Authority is no longer able to play its overall planningObviously, the Housing Authority is no longer able to play its overall planningObviously, the Housing Authority is no longer able to play its overall planningObviously, the Housing Authority is no longer able to play its overall planning

role under the rapidly changing social conditions of Hong Kong.  The Governmentrole under the rapidly changing social conditions of Hong Kong.  The Governmentrole under the rapidly changing social conditions of Hong Kong.  The Governmentrole under the rapidly changing social conditions of Hong Kong.  The Government

should set up a broadly based committee to look after housing matters in both theshould set up a broadly based committee to look after housing matters in both theshould set up a broadly based committee to look after housing matters in both theshould set up a broadly based committee to look after housing matters in both the

public and private sectors.  This committee will comprehensively review the Long Termpublic and private sectors.  This committee will comprehensively review the Long Termpublic and private sectors.  This committee will comprehensively review the Long Termpublic and private sectors.  This committee will comprehensively review the Long Term

Housing Strategy, consider various specific proposals and then make policyHousing Strategy, consider various specific proposals and then make policyHousing Strategy, consider various specific proposals and then make policyHousing Strategy, consider various specific proposals and then make policy

recommendations to the Government.recommendations to the Government.recommendations to the Government.recommendations to the Government.

For example, the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands told the OmelcoFor example, the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands told the OmelcoFor example, the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands told the OmelcoFor example, the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands told the Omelco

Housing Panel last Monday that he was considering many options for solving the housingHousing Panel last Monday that he was considering many options for solving the housingHousing Panel last Monday that he was considering many options for solving the housingHousing Panel last Monday that he was considering many options for solving the housing

problem of the sandwich class.  I welcome that.  I hope that the Government willproblem of the sandwich class.  I welcome that.  I hope that the Government willproblem of the sandwich class.  I welcome that.  I hope that the Government willproblem of the sandwich class.  I welcome that.  I hope that the Government will

expeditiously make specific decisions on the housing problem of the sandwich class.expeditiously make specific decisions on the housing problem of the sandwich class.expeditiously make specific decisions on the housing problem of the sandwich class.expeditiously make specific decisions on the housing problem of the sandwich class.

With these remarks, I support the motion.With these remarks, I support the motion.With these remarks, I support the motion.With these remarks, I support the motion.

MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I fully support the HonourableMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I fully support the HonourableMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I fully support the HonourableMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I fully support the Honourable



Frederick FUNG's motion calling for a comprehensive review of the Long Term HousingFrederick FUNG's motion calling for a comprehensive review of the Long Term HousingFrederick FUNG's motion calling for a comprehensive review of the Long Term HousingFrederick FUNG's motion calling for a comprehensive review of the Long Term Housing

Strategy.  I have been watching the housing problem for 20 years.  I have presentedStrategy.  I have been watching the housing problem for 20 years.  I have presentedStrategy.  I have been watching the housing problem for 20 years.  I have presentedStrategy.  I have been watching the housing problem for 20 years.  I have presented

papers on this subject at international conferences and often expressed views aboutpapers on this subject at international conferences and often expressed views aboutpapers on this subject at international conferences and often expressed views aboutpapers on this subject at international conferences and often expressed views about

it at district board and Legislative Council's relevant discussions and debates.it at district board and Legislative Council's relevant discussions and debates.it at district board and Legislative Council's relevant discussions and debates.it at district board and Legislative Council's relevant discussions and debates.

Housing has now become one of our most pressing problems.  Yesterday, I releasedHousing has now become one of our most pressing problems.  Yesterday, I releasedHousing has now become one of our most pressing problems.  Yesterday, I releasedHousing has now become one of our most pressing problems.  Yesterday, I released

to the public a set of basic ideas concerning the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Today,to the public a set of basic ideas concerning the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Today,to the public a set of basic ideas concerning the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Today,to the public a set of basic ideas concerning the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Today,

I would like to recapitulate them in 10 points.I would like to recapitulate them in 10 points.I would like to recapitulate them in 10 points.I would like to recapitulate them in 10 points.

(1)(1)(1)(1) Sell all of the existing 650 000 public housing units to their sitting tenants,Sell all of the existing 650 000 public housing units to their sitting tenants,Sell all of the existing 650 000 public housing units to their sitting tenants,Sell all of the existing 650 000 public housing units to their sitting tenants,

at prices that are 40% of the estimated value of this kind of housing.at prices that are 40% of the estimated value of this kind of housing.at prices that are 40% of the estimated value of this kind of housing.at prices that are 40% of the estimated value of this kind of housing.

(2)(2)(2)(2) Those sitting tenants who do not wish to buy can remain as tenants.Those sitting tenants who do not wish to buy can remain as tenants.Those sitting tenants who do not wish to buy can remain as tenants.Those sitting tenants who do not wish to buy can remain as tenants.  The buyer  The buyer  The buyer  The buyer

of a public housing unit shall be free to re-sell or let it and there shall be noof a public housing unit shall be free to re-sell or let it and there shall be noof a public housing unit shall be free to re-sell or let it and there shall be noof a public housing unit shall be free to re-sell or let it and there shall be no

time restrictions.  Nor is he to be required to pay a premium.time restrictions.  Nor is he to be required to pay a premium.time restrictions.  Nor is he to be required to pay a premium.time restrictions.  Nor is he to be required to pay a premium.

(3)(3)(3)(3) Though it is free to re-sell a public housing unit, the requirement is thatThough it is free to re-sell a public housing unit, the requirement is thatThough it is free to re-sell a public housing unit, the requirement is thatThough it is free to re-sell a public housing unit, the requirement is that

the buyer must be a couple, a single parent family or a core family buying a homethe buyer must be a couple, a single parent family or a core family buying a homethe buyer must be a couple, a single parent family or a core family buying a homethe buyer must be a couple, a single parent family or a core family buying a home

for the first time.for the first time.for the first time.for the first time.

(4)(4)(4)(4) Where a public housing estate is redeveloped, the Government should guaranteeWhere a public housing estate is redeveloped, the Government should guaranteeWhere a public housing estate is redeveloped, the Government should guaranteeWhere a public housing estate is redeveloped, the Government should guarantee

that the owner of each unit therein will, after the redevelopment, be provided inthat the owner of each unit therein will, after the redevelopment, be provided inthat the owner of each unit therein will, after the redevelopment, be provided inthat the owner of each unit therein will, after the redevelopment, be provided in

the same estate with a unit similar to his original unit in area.the same estate with a unit similar to his original unit in area.the same estate with a unit similar to his original unit in area.the same estate with a unit similar to his original unit in area.

(5)(5)(5)(5) Without exception, nobody is to be able to buy a public housing unit moreWithout exception, nobody is to be able to buy a public housing unit moreWithout exception, nobody is to be able to buy a public housing unit moreWithout exception, nobody is to be able to buy a public housing unit more

than once.  This will curb speculation.than once.  This will curb speculation.than once.  This will curb speculation.than once.  This will curb speculation.

(6)(6)(6)(6) Points (2), (3), (4) and (5) are also to apply to Home Ownership SchPoints (2), (3), (4) and (5) are also to apply to Home Ownership SchPoints (2), (3), (4) and (5) are also to apply to Home Ownership SchPoints (2), (3), (4) and (5) are also to apply to Home Ownership Scheme unitseme unitseme unitseme units

(whether built by the Housing Authority itself or with the participation of the(whether built by the Housing Authority itself or with the participation of the(whether built by the Housing Authority itself or with the participation of the(whether built by the Housing Authority itself or with the participation of the

private sector).  In other words, owners of such housing units should be subject toprivate sector).  In other words, owners of such housing units should be subject toprivate sector).  In other words, owners of such housing units should be subject toprivate sector).  In other words, owners of such housing units should be subject to

the same restrictions and entitled to the same rights as the buyers of public housingthe same restrictions and entitled to the same rights as the buyers of public housingthe same restrictions and entitled to the same rights as the buyers of public housingthe same restrictions and entitled to the same rights as the buyers of public housing

units.  The Housing Society should follow the practices similar to those adopted byunits.  The Housing Society should follow the practices similar to those adopted byunits.  The Housing Society should follow the practices similar to those adopted byunits.  The Housing Society should follow the practices similar to those adopted by

the Housing Authority, that is, the abolition of the time restrictions and premiumthe Housing Authority, that is, the abolition of the time restrictions and premiumthe Housing Authority, that is, the abolition of the time restrictions and premiumthe Housing Authority, that is, the abolition of the time restrictions and premium

with regard to the re-sale and letting of the units; the requirement to re-sell thewith regard to the re-sale and letting of the units; the requirement to re-sell thewith regard to the re-sale and letting of the units; the requirement to re-sell thewith regard to the re-sale and letting of the units; the requirement to re-sell the

units only to first-time home-buyers; ensuring that owners will receive units similarunits only to first-time home-buyers; ensuring that owners will receive units similarunits only to first-time home-buyers; ensuring that owners will receive units similarunits only to first-time home-buyers; ensuring that owners will receive units similar

to their original units in the event of redevelopment and nobody will be allowed toto their original units in the event of redevelopment and nobody will be allowed toto their original units in the event of redevelopment and nobody will be allowed toto their original units in the event of redevelopment and nobody will be allowed to

buy a unit more than once.buy a unit more than once.buy a unit more than once.buy a unit more than once.



(7)(7)(7)(7) The Housing Authority must reassess the public's demanThe Housing Authority must reassess the public's demanThe Housing Authority must reassess the public's demanThe Housing Authority must reassess the public's demand for public housingd for public housingd for public housingd for public housing

units offered for sale and their demand for Home Ownership Scheme units and then setunits offered for sale and their demand for Home Ownership Scheme units and then setunits offered for sale and their demand for Home Ownership Scheme units and then setunits offered for sale and their demand for Home Ownership Scheme units and then set

numerical targets for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme units to be built innumerical targets for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme units to be built innumerical targets for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme units to be built innumerical targets for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme units to be built in

the future before taking immediate steps to build them.the future before taking immediate steps to build them.the future before taking immediate steps to build them.the future before taking immediate steps to build them.

(8)(8)(8)(8) The The The The upper limit of the monthly income of those eligible to buy new Homeupper limit of the monthly income of those eligible to buy new Homeupper limit of the monthly income of those eligible to buy new Homeupper limit of the monthly income of those eligible to buy new Home

Ownership Scheme units should be raised from $18,000 to about $25,000.  This is aOwnership Scheme units should be raised from $18,000 to about $25,000.  This is aOwnership Scheme units should be raised from $18,000 to about $25,000.  This is aOwnership Scheme units should be raised from $18,000 to about $25,000.  This is a

rough figure.  The upper limit of the income of those eligible to buy newly completedrough figure.  The upper limit of the income of those eligible to buy newly completedrough figure.  The upper limit of the income of those eligible to buy newly completedrough figure.  The upper limit of the income of those eligible to buy newly completed

public housing units should be set at a lower level, such as $15,000 a month or evenpublic housing units should be set at a lower level, such as $15,000 a month or evenpublic housing units should be set at a lower level, such as $15,000 a month or evenpublic housing units should be set at a lower level, such as $15,000 a month or even

less.less.less.less.

(9)(9)(9)(9) The Housing Authority should provide low-interest mortgages to assistThe Housing Authority should provide low-interest mortgages to assistThe Housing Authority should provide low-interest mortgages to assistThe Housing Authority should provide low-interest mortgages to assist

sitting tenants and end-users in buying public housing units and newly completedsitting tenants and end-users in buying public housing units and newly completedsitting tenants and end-users in buying public housing units and newly completedsitting tenants and end-users in buying public housing units and newly completed

public housing units respectively.  The mortgage rate is to be set according to eachpublic housing units respectively.  The mortgage rate is to be set according to eachpublic housing units respectively.  The mortgage rate is to be set according to eachpublic housing units respectively.  The mortgage rate is to be set according to each

applicant's financial situation.applicant's financial situation.applicant's financial situation.applicant's financial situation.

(10)(10)(10)(10) The Government, on the basis of territory-wide family income statistics,The Government, on the basis of territory-wide family income statistics,The Government, on the basis of territory-wide family income statistics,The Government, on the basis of territory-wide family income statistics,

should lay down a destitution line and a poverty line under the public assistanceshould lay down a destitution line and a poverty line under the public assistanceshould lay down a destitution line and a poverty line under the public assistanceshould lay down a destitution line and a poverty line under the public assistance

scheme.  For those below the destitution line, the public assistance they receivescheme.  For those below the destitution line, the public assistance they receivescheme.  For those below the destitution line, the public assistance they receivescheme.  For those below the destitution line, the public assistance they receive

shall cover their rents.  Those between the destitution line and the poverty lineshall cover their rents.  Those between the destitution line and the poverty lineshall cover their rents.  Those between the destitution line and the poverty lineshall cover their rents.  Those between the destitution line and the poverty line

are to receive housing allowances in amounts that vary with their financial situations.are to receive housing allowances in amounts that vary with their financial situations.are to receive housing allowances in amounts that vary with their financial situations.are to receive housing allowances in amounts that vary with their financial situations.

The Housing Authority must reserve a number of units for the elderly widowers andThe Housing Authority must reserve a number of units for the elderly widowers andThe Housing Authority must reserve a number of units for the elderly widowers andThe Housing Authority must reserve a number of units for the elderly widowers and

widows, orphans, single people with no children, the disabled, the chronically ill,widows, orphans, single people with no children, the disabled, the chronically ill,widows, orphans, single people with no children, the disabled, the chronically ill,widows, orphans, single people with no children, the disabled, the chronically ill,

and those on the ropes, as a kind of welfare benefit.and those on the ropes, as a kind of welfare benefit.and those on the ropes, as a kind of welfare benefit.and those on the ropes, as a kind of welfare benefit.

Mr Deputy President, I think that there iMr Deputy President, I think that there iMr Deputy President, I think that there iMr Deputy President, I think that there is a need for a comprehensive review ofs a need for a comprehensive review ofs a need for a comprehensive review ofs a need for a comprehensive review of

the housing strategy.  If action is taken on my ideas, then the needs of both thethe housing strategy.  If action is taken on my ideas, then the needs of both thethe housing strategy.  If action is taken on my ideas, then the needs of both thethe housing strategy.  If action is taken on my ideas, then the needs of both the

lower income groups and the sandwich class will be looked after.  In my opinion, thelower income groups and the sandwich class will be looked after.  In my opinion, thelower income groups and the sandwich class will be looked after.  In my opinion, thelower income groups and the sandwich class will be looked after.  In my opinion, the

Honourable LAU Wah Sum's amendment motion, although undoubtedly a good concreteHonourable LAU Wah Sum's amendment motion, although undoubtedly a good concreteHonourable LAU Wah Sum's amendment motion, although undoubtedly a good concreteHonourable LAU Wah Sum's amendment motion, although undoubtedly a good concrete

proposal for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class, is completelyproposal for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class, is completelyproposal for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class, is completelyproposal for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class, is completely

different in spirit from the simple and neat ideas that I have expressed.  I am afraiddifferent in spirit from the simple and neat ideas that I have expressed.  I am afraiddifferent in spirit from the simple and neat ideas that I have expressed.  I am afraiddifferent in spirit from the simple and neat ideas that I have expressed.  I am afraid

I am unable to support it.I am unable to support it.I am unable to support it.I am unable to support it.

The existing housing strategy haThe existing housing strategy haThe existing housing strategy haThe existing housing strategy has been riddled with problems for a long time.s been riddled with problems for a long time.s been riddled with problems for a long time.s been riddled with problems for a long time.

The Government knew only how to deal with the problems piecemeal and failed to comeThe Government knew only how to deal with the problems piecemeal and failed to comeThe Government knew only how to deal with the problems piecemeal and failed to comeThe Government knew only how to deal with the problems piecemeal and failed to come

up with a fundamental solution for Hong Kong's housing problem.  Now, I propose theup with a fundamental solution for Hong Kong's housing problem.  Now, I propose theup with a fundamental solution for Hong Kong's housing problem.  Now, I propose theup with a fundamental solution for Hong Kong's housing problem.  Now, I propose the

basic ideas of a bold Long Term Housing Strategy.  And I appeal to honourablebasic ideas of a bold Long Term Housing Strategy.  And I appeal to honourablebasic ideas of a bold Long Term Housing Strategy.  And I appeal to honourablebasic ideas of a bold Long Term Housing Strategy.  And I appeal to honourable

colleagues in this Council, members of the Housing Authority and all the concerncolleagues in this Council, members of the Housing Authority and all the concerncolleagues in this Council, members of the Housing Authority and all the concerncolleagues in this Council, members of the Housing Authority and all the concern



groups in housing area to think about this question with a more open mind from a brandgroups in housing area to think about this question with a more open mind from a brandgroups in housing area to think about this question with a more open mind from a brandgroups in housing area to think about this question with a more open mind from a brand

new perspective as I have suggested and then formulate a strategy to bring the housingnew perspective as I have suggested and then formulate a strategy to bring the housingnew perspective as I have suggested and then formulate a strategy to bring the housingnew perspective as I have suggested and then formulate a strategy to bring the housing

problem to a close.problem to a close.problem to a close.problem to a close.

Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong is now in transition.  I think that, at this pointMr Deputy President, Hong Kong is now in transition.  I think that, at this pointMr Deputy President, Hong Kong is now in transition.  I think that, at this pointMr Deputy President, Hong Kong is now in transition.  I think that, at this point

in time, the Government has all the more reason to show courage to conduct a thoroughin time, the Government has all the more reason to show courage to conduct a thoroughin time, the Government has all the more reason to show courage to conduct a thoroughin time, the Government has all the more reason to show courage to conduct a thorough

review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  This will demonstrate the Government'sreview of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  This will demonstrate the Government'sreview of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  This will demonstrate the Government'sreview of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  This will demonstrate the Government's

commitments to Hong Kong and enable the public to lead a prosperous and contentedcommitments to Hong Kong and enable the public to lead a prosperous and contentedcommitments to Hong Kong and enable the public to lead a prosperous and contentedcommitments to Hong Kong and enable the public to lead a prosperous and contented

life.  They will then feel a stronger sense of belonging as citizens of Hong Kong.life.  They will then feel a stronger sense of belonging as citizens of Hong Kong.life.  They will then feel a stronger sense of belonging as citizens of Hong Kong.life.  They will then feel a stronger sense of belonging as citizens of Hong Kong.

Mr Deputy President, I hereby submit Mr Deputy President, I hereby submit Mr Deputy President, I hereby submit Mr Deputy President, I hereby submit my speech, sincerely supporting themy speech, sincerely supporting themy speech, sincerely supporting themy speech, sincerely supporting the

Honourable Frederick FUNG's original motion.Honourable Frederick FUNG's original motion.Honourable Frederick FUNG's original motion.Honourable Frederick FUNG's original motion.

MR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment toMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment toMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment toMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment to

Mr Frederick FUNG's motion.  It is quite apparent from reading the wording of theMr Frederick FUNG's motion.  It is quite apparent from reading the wording of theMr Frederick FUNG's motion.  It is quite apparent from reading the wording of theMr Frederick FUNG's motion.  It is quite apparent from reading the wording of the

main motion and Mr LAU's amended motion that there exists a fundamental differencemain motion and Mr LAU's amended motion that there exists a fundamental differencemain motion and Mr LAU's amended motion that there exists a fundamental differencemain motion and Mr LAU's amended motion that there exists a fundamental difference

of approach to solving the housing problem of the middle income group as proposedof approach to solving the housing problem of the middle income group as proposedof approach to solving the housing problem of the middle income group as proposedof approach to solving the housing problem of the middle income group as proposed

by Mr Frederick FUNG and as proposed by the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC).  Theby Mr Frederick FUNG and as proposed by the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC).  Theby Mr Frederick FUNG and as proposed by the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC).  Theby Mr Frederick FUNG and as proposed by the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC).  The

CRC has perceived the housing problems of the middle income group, the so-calledCRC has perceived the housing problems of the middle income group, the so-calledCRC has perceived the housing problems of the middle income group, the so-calledCRC has perceived the housing problems of the middle income group, the so-called

sandwich class in Hong Kong, as problems which have been overlooked and that theysandwich class in Hong Kong, as problems which have been overlooked and that theysandwich class in Hong Kong, as problems which have been overlooked and that theysandwich class in Hong Kong, as problems which have been overlooked and that they

have to be addressed as a matter of urgency.have to be addressed as a matter of urgency.have to be addressed as a matter of urgency.have to be addressed as a matter of urgency.

The case of the middle income group has been adequately andThe case of the middle income group has been adequately andThe case of the middle income group has been adequately andThe case of the middle income group has been adequately and strongly argued during strongly argued during strongly argued during strongly argued during

the debate on the Appropriation Bill on 25 and 26 March in this Council, during whichthe debate on the Appropriation Bill on 25 and 26 March in this Council, during whichthe debate on the Appropriation Bill on 25 and 26 March in this Council, during whichthe debate on the Appropriation Bill on 25 and 26 March in this Council, during which

opinions on the problem have almost been unanimous amongst Members of this Council,opinions on the problem have almost been unanimous amongst Members of this Council,opinions on the problem have almost been unanimous amongst Members of this Council,opinions on the problem have almost been unanimous amongst Members of this Council,

and were acknowledged by the Financial Secretary in his response to the debate andand were acknowledged by the Financial Secretary in his response to the debate andand were acknowledged by the Financial Secretary in his response to the debate andand were acknowledged by the Financial Secretary in his response to the debate and

who has committed to examining solutions to the problem and coming up withwho has committed to examining solutions to the problem and coming up withwho has committed to examining solutions to the problem and coming up withwho has committed to examining solutions to the problem and coming up with

recommendations within six months.recommendations within six months.recommendations within six months.recommendations within six months.

The approach taken by Mr Frederick FUNG which is to bring together the housingThe approach taken by Mr Frederick FUNG which is to bring together the housingThe approach taken by Mr Frederick FUNG which is to bring together the housingThe approach taken by Mr Frederick FUNG which is to bring together the housing

problems of the lower income group and the sandwich class by means of conducting aproblems of the lower income group and the sandwich class by means of conducting aproblems of the lower income group and the sandwich class by means of conducting aproblems of the lower income group and the sandwich class by means of conducting a

comprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy will inevitably attractcomprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy will inevitably attractcomprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy will inevitably attractcomprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy will inevitably attract

complications, and perhaps controversy as suggested by Mr Andrew WONG, which willcomplications, and perhaps controversy as suggested by Mr Andrew WONG, which willcomplications, and perhaps controversy as suggested by Mr Andrew WONG, which willcomplications, and perhaps controversy as suggested by Mr Andrew WONG, which will

delay resolving the housing problems of the middle income group whilst risking thedelay resolving the housing problems of the middle income group whilst risking thedelay resolving the housing problems of the middle income group whilst risking thedelay resolving the housing problems of the middle income group whilst risking the

pace of development of housing for the lower income group.pace of development of housing for the lower income group.pace of development of housing for the lower income group.pace of development of housing for the lower income group.

Since the Long Term Housing Strategy was initiated, the Housing Authority  has,Since the Long Term Housing Strategy was initiated, the Housing Authority  has,Since the Long Term Housing Strategy was initiated, the Housing Authority  has,Since the Long Term Housing Strategy was initiated, the Housing Authority  has,

together  with the  Housing  Society,  produced a  total  of    273 425 flatstogether  with the  Housing  Society,  produced a  total  of    273 425 flatstogether  with the  Housing  Society,  produced a  total  of    273 425 flatstogether  with the  Housing  Society,  produced a  total  of    273 425 flats



which, together with a total of 198 800 flats produced by the private sector, broughtwhich, together with a total of 198 800 flats produced by the private sector, broughtwhich, together with a total of 198 800 flats produced by the private sector, broughtwhich, together with a total of 198 800 flats produced by the private sector, brought

the  total  private  and  public  flat  production  to    475 225 against thethe  total  private  and  public  flat  production  to    475 225 against thethe  total  private  and  public  flat  production  to    475 225 against thethe  total  private  and  public  flat  production  to    475 225 against the

original target of 453 500.  It should also be noted that to cater for the changingoriginal target of 453 500.  It should also be noted that to cater for the changingoriginal target of 453 500.  It should also be noted that to cater for the changingoriginal target of 453 500.  It should also be noted that to cater for the changing

demand, household ability to afford flats from the private sector, and the revisionsdemand, household ability to afford flats from the private sector, and the revisionsdemand, household ability to afford flats from the private sector, and the revisionsdemand, household ability to afford flats from the private sector, and the revisions

in housing policies, the original production target has actually been revised in threein housing policies, the original production target has actually been revised in threein housing policies, the original production target has actually been revised in threein housing policies, the original production target has actually been revised in three

previous assessments resulting in a total of net increase in public sector productionprevious assessments resulting in a total of net increase in public sector productionprevious assessments resulting in a total of net increase in public sector productionprevious assessments resulting in a total of net increase in public sector production

targets of 56 000 flats for the whole strategy period.targets of 56 000 flats for the whole strategy period.targets of 56 000 flats for the whole strategy period.targets of 56 000 flats for the whole strategy period.

Insofar as home ownership is concerned, the figures from the latest censusInsofar as home ownership is concerned, the figures from the latest censusInsofar as home ownership is concerned, the figures from the latest censusInsofar as home ownership is concerned, the figures from the latest census

indicated that the percentage of owner-occupier households has risen from 35.1% inindicated that the percentage of owner-occupier households has risen from 35.1% inindicated that the percentage of owner-occupier households has risen from 35.1% inindicated that the percentage of owner-occupier households has risen from 35.1% in

1986 to 42% in 1991.  This percentage, taken together with households that are already1986 to 42% in 1991.  This percentage, taken together with households that are already1986 to 42% in 1991.  This percentage, taken together with households that are already1986 to 42% in 1991.  This percentage, taken together with households that are already

accommodated in public housing and excluding private sector households that areaccommodated in public housing and excluding private sector households that areaccommodated in public housing and excluding private sector households that areaccommodated in public housing and excluding private sector households that are

eligible for public housing, the net non-owner occupier in private sector not eligibleeligible for public housing, the net non-owner occupier in private sector not eligibleeligible for public housing, the net non-owner occupier in private sector not eligibleeligible for public housing, the net non-owner occupier in private sector not eligible

for public housing is only 7.6%.  Since a percentage of this last group of householdsfor public housing is only 7.6%.  Since a percentage of this last group of householdsfor public housing is only 7.6%.  Since a percentage of this last group of householdsfor public housing is only 7.6%.  Since a percentage of this last group of households

can be assumed to be able to afford to purchase their own flats but have not chosencan be assumed to be able to afford to purchase their own flats but have not chosencan be assumed to be able to afford to purchase their own flats but have not chosencan be assumed to be able to afford to purchase their own flats but have not chosen

to do so, it can be seen therefore that the Long Term Housing Strategy has been largelyto do so, it can be seen therefore that the Long Term Housing Strategy has been largelyto do so, it can be seen therefore that the Long Term Housing Strategy has been largelyto do so, it can be seen therefore that the Long Term Housing Strategy has been largely

satisfactory.  The problem that we are facing therefore is a particular sector ofsatisfactory.  The problem that we are facing therefore is a particular sector ofsatisfactory.  The problem that we are facing therefore is a particular sector ofsatisfactory.  The problem that we are facing therefore is a particular sector of

our community which has been considered lower down in priorities in publicly assistedour community which has been considered lower down in priorities in publicly assistedour community which has been considered lower down in priorities in publicly assistedour community which has been considered lower down in priorities in publicly assisted

housing, yet not able to afford to purchase private housing at current market prices.housing, yet not able to afford to purchase private housing at current market prices.housing, yet not able to afford to purchase private housing at current market prices.housing, yet not able to afford to purchase private housing at current market prices.

Within the framework of the Long Term Housing Strategy, Within the framework of the Long Term Housing Strategy, Within the framework of the Long Term Housing Strategy, Within the framework of the Long Term Housing Strategy, the Housing Authoritythe Housing Authoritythe Housing Authoritythe Housing Authority

can and has undertaken reviews and made adjustments to various types of public housingcan and has undertaken reviews and made adjustments to various types of public housingcan and has undertaken reviews and made adjustments to various types of public housingcan and has undertaken reviews and made adjustments to various types of public housing

to reflect demand and to co-ordinate with production figures of the private sector.to reflect demand and to co-ordinate with production figures of the private sector.to reflect demand and to co-ordinate with production figures of the private sector.to reflect demand and to co-ordinate with production figures of the private sector.

A comprehensive review is thus not warranted at this point.A comprehensive review is thus not warranted at this point.A comprehensive review is thus not warranted at this point.A comprehensive review is thus not warranted at this point.

The proposal put forward by the CRC and which has been elaborated by Mr LAU Wah-sumThe proposal put forward by the CRC and which has been elaborated by Mr LAU Wah-sumThe proposal put forward by the CRC and which has been elaborated by Mr LAU Wah-sumThe proposal put forward by the CRC and which has been elaborated by Mr LAU Wah-sum

is one option that can be put in hand almost immediately, as it merely channels partis one option that can be put in hand almost immediately, as it merely channels partis one option that can be put in hand almost immediately, as it merely channels partis one option that can be put in hand almost immediately, as it merely channels part

of the land disposal programme towards building for the middle income group.of the land disposal programme towards building for the middle income group.of the land disposal programme towards building for the middle income group.of the land disposal programme towards building for the middle income group.

Due to tDue to tDue to tDue to time constraint, I shall conclude by outlining a set of basic principlesime constraint, I shall conclude by outlining a set of basic principlesime constraint, I shall conclude by outlining a set of basic principlesime constraint, I shall conclude by outlining a set of basic principles

that should be followed in addressing the housing problem of the middle income group:that should be followed in addressing the housing problem of the middle income group:that should be followed in addressing the housing problem of the middle income group:that should be followed in addressing the housing problem of the middle income group:

(i)(i)(i)(i) that it should be a programme specifically designed to address the problemthat it should be a programme specifically designed to address the problemthat it should be a programme specifically designed to address the problemthat it should be a programme specifically designed to address the problem

of the housing of the middle income group in the most expedient, efficient, and simpleof the housing of the middle income group in the most expedient, efficient, and simpleof the housing of the middle income group in the most expedient, efficient, and simpleof the housing of the middle income group in the most expedient, efficient, and simple

manner;manner;manner;manner;

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) that the production of housing for the middle income group should notthat the production of housing for the middle income group should notthat the production of housing for the middle income group should notthat the production of housing for the middle income group should not

be at the expense of production of housing for the lower income group, thus additionalbe at the expense of production of housing for the lower income group, thus additionalbe at the expense of production of housing for the lower income group, thus additionalbe at the expense of production of housing for the lower income group, thus additional



resources would be required;resources would be required;resources would be required;resources would be required;

(iii)(iii)(iii)(iii) that such additional resources should not constitute an inordinatethat such additional resources should not constitute an inordinatethat such additional resources should not constitute an inordinatethat such additional resources should not constitute an inordinate

burden to the community;burden to the community;burden to the community;burden to the community;

(iv)(iv)(iv)(iv) that the solution to the middle income housing problem should not inthat the solution to the middle income housing problem should not inthat the solution to the middle income housing problem should not inthat the solution to the middle income housing problem should not in

itself fuel further inflation in housing costs;itself fuel further inflation in housing costs;itself fuel further inflation in housing costs;itself fuel further inflation in housing costs;

(v)(v)(v)(v) that we musthat we musthat we musthat we must make full use of the resources of the private sector and nott make full use of the resources of the private sector and nott make full use of the resources of the private sector and nott make full use of the resources of the private sector and not

dampen its initiatives for production;dampen its initiatives for production;dampen its initiatives for production;dampen its initiatives for production;

(vi)(vi)(vi)(vi) that in addressing problems, we should not enlarge the governmentthat in addressing problems, we should not enlarge the governmentthat in addressing problems, we should not enlarge the governmentthat in addressing problems, we should not enlarge the government

bureaucracy nor further increase the ambit of the Housing Authority; andbureaucracy nor further increase the ambit of the Housing Authority; andbureaucracy nor further increase the ambit of the Housing Authority; andbureaucracy nor further increase the ambit of the Housing Authority; and

(vii)(vii)(vii)(vii) that we must target specifically a defined group of middle incomethat we must target specifically a defined group of middle incomethat we must target specifically a defined group of middle incomethat we must target specifically a defined group of middle income

first-home-buyers that fall outside of publicly assisted criteria and yet not ablefirst-home-buyers that fall outside of publicly assisted criteria and yet not ablefirst-home-buyers that fall outside of publicly assisted criteria and yet not ablefirst-home-buyers that fall outside of publicly assisted criteria and yet not able

to afford private housing.to afford private housing.to afford private housing.to afford private housing.

Finally, Mr Deputy President, I have stated in this Council before that to comFinally, Mr Deputy President, I have stated in this Council before that to comFinally, Mr Deputy President, I have stated in this Council before that to comFinally, Mr Deputy President, I have stated in this Council before that to combatbatbatbat

speculation of housing in the private sector, we must take great care not tospeculation of housing in the private sector, we must take great care not tospeculation of housing in the private sector, we must take great care not tospeculation of housing in the private sector, we must take great care not to

artificially intervene in our long-cherished free market philosophy which has beenartificially intervene in our long-cherished free market philosophy which has beenartificially intervene in our long-cherished free market philosophy which has beenartificially intervene in our long-cherished free market philosophy which has been

the cornerstone of Hong Kong's economic success.  Our solution to rising prices mustthe cornerstone of Hong Kong's economic success.  Our solution to rising prices mustthe cornerstone of Hong Kong's economic success.  Our solution to rising prices mustthe cornerstone of Hong Kong's economic success.  Our solution to rising prices must

be to satisfy the demand by increasing supply, and increase in supply can only bebe to satisfy the demand by increasing supply, and increase in supply can only bebe to satisfy the demand by increasing supply, and increase in supply can only bebe to satisfy the demand by increasing supply, and increase in supply can only be

achieved through additional supply of land and associated infrastructure for housing.achieved through additional supply of land and associated infrastructure for housing.achieved through additional supply of land and associated infrastructure for housing.achieved through additional supply of land and associated infrastructure for housing.

In my speech during the Budget debate, I have elaborated how further land supply canIn my speech during the Budget debate, I have elaborated how further land supply canIn my speech during the Budget debate, I have elaborated how further land supply canIn my speech during the Budget debate, I have elaborated how further land supply can

be facilitated.be facilitated.be facilitated.be facilitated.

With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendmentWith these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendmentWith these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendmentWith these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment

motion.motion.motion.motion.

MRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Long Term Housing Strategy sounds good.  WhatMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Long Term Housing Strategy sounds good.  WhatMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Long Term Housing Strategy sounds good.  WhatMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Long Term Housing Strategy sounds good.  What

worries me is how this strategy is working out in practice, and whether we are dealingworries me is how this strategy is working out in practice, and whether we are dealingworries me is how this strategy is working out in practice, and whether we are dealingworries me is how this strategy is working out in practice, and whether we are dealing

with people, rather than merely impressive figures.  One would imagine with all thewith people, rather than merely impressive figures.  One would imagine with all thewith people, rather than merely impressive figures.  One would imagine with all thewith people, rather than merely impressive figures.  One would imagine with all the

housing being built, the need would be greatly reduced.  Yet I find that the housinghousing being built, the need would be greatly reduced.  Yet I find that the housinghousing being built, the need would be greatly reduced.  Yet I find that the housinghousing being built, the need would be greatly reduced.  Yet I find that the housing

need is increasing as rents in private housing, and now even buying in the Homeneed is increasing as rents in private housing, and now even buying in the Homeneed is increasing as rents in private housing, and now even buying in the Homeneed is increasing as rents in private housing, and now even buying in the Home

Ownership Scheme or private housing, become prohibitive to an increasingly largeOwnership Scheme or private housing, become prohibitive to an increasingly largeOwnership Scheme or private housing, become prohibitive to an increasingly largeOwnership Scheme or private housing, become prohibitive to an increasingly large

proportion of the population.  About 60% of all cases dealt with in ward offices areproportion of the population.  About 60% of all cases dealt with in ward offices areproportion of the population.  About 60% of all cases dealt with in ward offices areproportion of the population.  About 60% of all cases dealt with in ward offices are



still housing problems, just as they were 30 years ago.  So obviously something hasstill housing problems, just as they were 30 years ago.  So obviously something hasstill housing problems, just as they were 30 years ago.  So obviously something hasstill housing problems, just as they were 30 years ago.  So obviously something has

gone wrong with the strategy and I cannot agree to continuing that strategy.gone wrong with the strategy and I cannot agree to continuing that strategy.gone wrong with the strategy and I cannot agree to continuing that strategy.gone wrong with the strategy and I cannot agree to continuing that strategy.

I will pinpoint a few areas in which I find that the need for housing is not evenI will pinpoint a few areas in which I find that the need for housing is not evenI will pinpoint a few areas in which I find that the need for housing is not evenI will pinpoint a few areas in which I find that the need for housing is not even

being tackled, let alone solved:being tackled, let alone solved:being tackled, let alone solved:being tackled, let alone solved:

First there are the young families on the waiting list who are pFirst there are the young families on the waiting list who are pFirst there are the young families on the waiting list who are pFirst there are the young families on the waiting list who are prepared to acceptrepared to acceptrepared to acceptrepared to accept

housing anywhere it is available.  The Housing Department seems to be playing a timehousing anywhere it is available.  The Housing Department seems to be playing a timehousing anywhere it is available.  The Housing Department seems to be playing a timehousing anywhere it is available.  The Housing Department seems to be playing a time

game with them.  They advise the applicants to change their choice from one estategame with them.  They advise the applicants to change their choice from one estategame with them.  They advise the applicants to change their choice from one estategame with them.  They advise the applicants to change their choice from one estate

to another to get earlier allocation, but when the applicants do so they merely findto another to get earlier allocation, but when the applicants do so they merely findto another to get earlier allocation, but when the applicants do so they merely findto another to get earlier allocation, but when the applicants do so they merely find

themselves on another waiting list and are told to wait until there is a suitablethemselves on another waiting list and are told to wait until there is a suitablethemselves on another waiting list and are told to wait until there is a suitablethemselves on another waiting list and are told to wait until there is a suitable

vacancy.  In fact, from information supplied to ward offices, it is clear that therevacancy.  In fact, from information supplied to ward offices, it is clear that therevacancy.  In fact, from information supplied to ward offices, it is clear that therevacancy.  In fact, from information supplied to ward offices, it is clear that there

are only casual vacancies on all estates, and applicants are therefore being advisedare only casual vacancies on all estates, and applicants are therefore being advisedare only casual vacancies on all estates, and applicants are therefore being advisedare only casual vacancies on all estates, and applicants are therefore being advised

to opt for Tin Shui Wai.  Even when they agree to do that, they find themselves onto opt for Tin Shui Wai.  Even when they agree to do that, they find themselves onto opt for Tin Shui Wai.  Even when they agree to do that, they find themselves onto opt for Tin Shui Wai.  Even when they agree to do that, they find themselves on

yet another waiting list no better than the lists for the other estates. Applicantsyet another waiting list no better than the lists for the other estates. Applicantsyet another waiting list no better than the lists for the other estates. Applicantsyet another waiting list no better than the lists for the other estates. Applicants

can see housing being built everywhere, as well as many flats left vacant for yearscan see housing being built everywhere, as well as many flats left vacant for yearscan see housing being built everywhere, as well as many flats left vacant for yearscan see housing being built everywhere, as well as many flats left vacant for years

in existing estates.  Yet none of it seems to be for them.  I am forced to concludein existing estates.  Yet none of it seems to be for them.  I am forced to concludein existing estates.  Yet none of it seems to be for them.  I am forced to concludein existing estates.  Yet none of it seems to be for them.  I am forced to conclude

that housing today is being built mainly for those who can afford to buy thethat housing today is being built mainly for those who can afford to buy thethat housing today is being built mainly for those who can afford to buy thethat housing today is being built mainly for those who can afford to buy the

ever-more-expensive Home Ownership flats, or for those who live in estates to beever-more-expensive Home Ownership flats, or for those who live in estates to beever-more-expensive Home Ownership flats, or for those who live in estates to beever-more-expensive Home Ownership flats, or for those who live in estates to be

redeveloped because the Government wants the land to make more money on it.  Littleredeveloped because the Government wants the land to make more money on it.  Littleredeveloped because the Government wants the land to make more money on it.  Littleredeveloped because the Government wants the land to make more money on it.  Little

or no attention is paid to those suffering in private housing.or no attention is paid to those suffering in private housing.or no attention is paid to those suffering in private housing.or no attention is paid to those suffering in private housing.

Another neglected group are the elderly.  There is a policy to allocate priorityAnother neglected group are the elderly.  There is a policy to allocate priorityAnother neglected group are the elderly.  There is a policy to allocate priorityAnother neglected group are the elderly.  There is a policy to allocate priority

housing to the elderly.  What the elderly applicants are not told is that they willhousing to the elderly.  What the elderly applicants are not told is that they willhousing to the elderly.  What the elderly applicants are not told is that they willhousing to the elderly.  What the elderly applicants are not told is that they will

wait forever unless they are prepared to share with others.  It should be commonwait forever unless they are prepared to share with others.  It should be commonwait forever unless they are prepared to share with others.  It should be commonwait forever unless they are prepared to share with others.  It should be common

knowledge that many elderly people are afraid to live with others who may be sickknowledge that many elderly people are afraid to live with others who may be sickknowledge that many elderly people are afraid to live with others who may be sickknowledge that many elderly people are afraid to live with others who may be sick

or incompatible as co-tenants.  Only very exceptional cases recommended by the Socialor incompatible as co-tenants.  Only very exceptional cases recommended by the Socialor incompatible as co-tenants.  Only very exceptional cases recommended by the Socialor incompatible as co-tenants.  Only very exceptional cases recommended by the Social

Welfare Department are lucky enough to get a room for themselves.  Money can be thrownWelfare Department are lucky enough to get a room for themselves.  Money can be thrownWelfare Department are lucky enough to get a room for themselves.  Money can be thrownWelfare Department are lucky enough to get a room for themselves.  Money can be thrown

around for consultants, or for every luxury under the sun, but to provide small singlearound for consultants, or for every luxury under the sun, but to provide small singlearound for consultants, or for every luxury under the sun, but to provide small singlearound for consultants, or for every luxury under the sun, but to provide small single

rooms for elderly people is regarded as a waste of money on plumbing!  Consequentlyrooms for elderly people is regarded as a waste of money on plumbing!  Consequentlyrooms for elderly people is regarded as a waste of money on plumbing!  Consequentlyrooms for elderly people is regarded as a waste of money on plumbing!  Consequently

many elderly people live in cages, on stairways, under flyovers, or even on the streets.many elderly people live in cages, on stairways, under flyovers, or even on the streets.many elderly people live in cages, on stairways, under flyovers, or even on the streets.many elderly people live in cages, on stairways, under flyovers, or even on the streets.

I find this shameful in our affluent society.I find this shameful in our affluent society.I find this shameful in our affluent society.I find this shameful in our affluent society.

Another category of persons who cannot share in our housing miracle are tAnother category of persons who cannot share in our housing miracle are tAnother category of persons who cannot share in our housing miracle are tAnother category of persons who cannot share in our housing miracle are thosehosehosehose

in the lower layer of what I call the club sandwich class.  The bottom layer of thein the lower layer of what I call the club sandwich class.  The bottom layer of thein the lower layer of what I call the club sandwich class.  The bottom layer of thein the lower layer of what I call the club sandwich class.  The bottom layer of the

club sandwich are those who earn only a few dollars above the income for public rentedclub sandwich are those who earn only a few dollars above the income for public rentedclub sandwich are those who earn only a few dollars above the income for public rentedclub sandwich are those who earn only a few dollars above the income for public rented

housing, but who are well below the income required to buy in the Home Ownership Scheme.housing, but who are well below the income required to buy in the Home Ownership Scheme.housing, but who are well below the income required to buy in the Home Ownership Scheme.housing, but who are well below the income required to buy in the Home Ownership Scheme.

For example, a family of four earning a few dollars over $9,700 will be rejected forFor example, a family of four earning a few dollars over $9,700 will be rejected forFor example, a family of four earning a few dollars over $9,700 will be rejected forFor example, a family of four earning a few dollars over $9,700 will be rejected for



public rented housing because of over income.  With those few dollars, which may bepublic rented housing because of over income.  With those few dollars, which may bepublic rented housing because of over income.  With those few dollars, which may bepublic rented housing because of over income.  With those few dollars, which may be

less than ten dollars, they are then expected to be able to buy into Home Ownership.less than ten dollars, they are then expected to be able to buy into Home Ownership.less than ten dollars, they are then expected to be able to buy into Home Ownership.less than ten dollars, they are then expected to be able to buy into Home Ownership.

That would cost them more than half their income in mortgage payments.  They are thenThat would cost them more than half their income in mortgage payments.  They are thenThat would cost them more than half their income in mortgage payments.  They are thenThat would cost them more than half their income in mortgage payments.  They are then

forced to rent substandard housing in the private sector, where they will pay overforced to rent substandard housing in the private sector, where they will pay overforced to rent substandard housing in the private sector, where they will pay overforced to rent substandard housing in the private sector, where they will pay over

one third of their income for one room of a shared flat.one third of their income for one room of a shared flat.one third of their income for one room of a shared flat.one third of their income for one room of a shared flat.

Many other policiesMany other policiesMany other policiesMany other policies need to be revised because they do not deal with actual people. need to be revised because they do not deal with actual people. need to be revised because they do not deal with actual people. need to be revised because they do not deal with actual people.

I will give one example of the unfair policies.I will give one example of the unfair policies.I will give one example of the unfair policies.I will give one example of the unfair policies.

In a demolition exercise, young childless couples are usually allocated onlyIn a demolition exercise, young childless couples are usually allocated onlyIn a demolition exercise, young childless couples are usually allocated onlyIn a demolition exercise, young childless couples are usually allocated only

temporary housing or New Territories housing.  I have no objection to that if thetemporary housing or New Territories housing.  I have no objection to that if thetemporary housing or New Territories housing.  I have no objection to that if thetemporary housing or New Territories housing.  I have no objection to that if the

couples are in good health and both able to work. Unfortunately, the word "couple"couples are in good health and both able to work. Unfortunately, the word "couple"couples are in good health and both able to work. Unfortunately, the word "couple"couples are in good health and both able to work. Unfortunately, the word "couple"

is being interpreted also to mean one parent and a child. Sometimes a family of threeis being interpreted also to mean one parent and a child. Sometimes a family of threeis being interpreted also to mean one parent and a child. Sometimes a family of threeis being interpreted also to mean one parent and a child. Sometimes a family of three

is about to be allocated public housing when by misfortune the husband or wife diesis about to be allocated public housing when by misfortune the husband or wife diesis about to be allocated public housing when by misfortune the husband or wife diesis about to be allocated public housing when by misfortune the husband or wife dies

or the couple is divorced.  The remaining spouse is then told that the family is noor the couple is divorced.  The remaining spouse is then told that the family is noor the couple is divorced.  The remaining spouse is then told that the family is noor the couple is divorced.  The remaining spouse is then told that the family is no

longer a trio but only a couple; so they are no longer eligible for proper housing.longer a trio but only a couple; so they are no longer eligible for proper housing.longer a trio but only a couple; so they are no longer eligible for proper housing.longer a trio but only a couple; so they are no longer eligible for proper housing.

Yet this kind of family is often in greater need than before.  This is a callous misuseYet this kind of family is often in greater need than before.  This is a callous misuseYet this kind of family is often in greater need than before.  This is a callous misuseYet this kind of family is often in greater need than before.  This is a callous misuse

of a policy intended to be applied to an able-bodied working couple.  Although I haveof a policy intended to be applied to an able-bodied working couple.  Although I haveof a policy intended to be applied to an able-bodied working couple.  Although I haveof a policy intended to be applied to an able-bodied working couple.  Although I have

succeeded in getting a fair settlement for individual cases, I call for thissucceeded in getting a fair settlement for individual cases, I call for thissucceeded in getting a fair settlement for individual cases, I call for thissucceeded in getting a fair settlement for individual cases, I call for this

unreasonable policy to be changed.unreasonable policy to be changed.unreasonable policy to be changed.unreasonable policy to be changed.

Mr Deputy President, some real thought Mr Deputy President, some real thought Mr Deputy President, some real thought Mr Deputy President, some real thought about real people and real needs shouldabout real people and real needs shouldabout real people and real needs shouldabout real people and real needs should

be introduced into strategy.  Mr LAU's amendment deals only with the upper layer ofbe introduced into strategy.  Mr LAU's amendment deals only with the upper layer ofbe introduced into strategy.  Mr LAU's amendment deals only with the upper layer ofbe introduced into strategy.  Mr LAU's amendment deals only with the upper layer of

the sandwich class and almost ignores the greater need of the bottom layer.  I mustthe sandwich class and almost ignores the greater need of the bottom layer.  I mustthe sandwich class and almost ignores the greater need of the bottom layer.  I mustthe sandwich class and almost ignores the greater need of the bottom layer.  I must

therefore support the wider motion proposed by Mr Frederick FUNG.therefore support the wider motion proposed by Mr Frederick FUNG.therefore support the wider motion proposed by Mr Frederick FUNG.therefore support the wider motion proposed by Mr Frederick FUNG.

REV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the way thatREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the way thatREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the way thatREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the way that

the existing housing strategy has led to increases in property prices, thus makingthe existing housing strategy has led to increases in property prices, thus makingthe existing housing strategy has led to increases in property prices, thus makingthe existing housing strategy has led to increases in property prices, thus making

the sustained high housing prices and rents beyond the reach of the public.the sustained high housing prices and rents beyond the reach of the public.the sustained high housing prices and rents beyond the reach of the public.the sustained high housing prices and rents beyond the reach of the public.

When it laid down the present housing strategy some years ago, the Housing BranchWhen it laid down the present housing strategy some years ago, the Housing BranchWhen it laid down the present housing strategy some years ago, the Housing BranchWhen it laid down the present housing strategy some years ago, the Housing Branch

estimated that future household income would grow at an annual rate of 4.1% betweenestimated that future household income would grow at an annual rate of 4.1% betweenestimated that future household income would grow at an annual rate of 4.1% betweenestimated that future household income would grow at an annual rate of 4.1% between

1990 and 1995 and at an annual rate of 4.5% between 1995 and 2001.  However, in the1990 and 1995 and at an annual rate of 4.5% between 1995 and 2001.  However, in the1990 and 1995 and at an annual rate of 4.5% between 1995 and 2001.  However, in the1990 and 1995 and at an annual rate of 4.5% between 1995 and 2001.  However, in the

year 1990-91, real wages showed a downward trend.  With the threat of politicalyear 1990-91, real wages showed a downward trend.  With the threat of politicalyear 1990-91, real wages showed a downward trend.  With the threat of politicalyear 1990-91, real wages showed a downward trend.  With the threat of political

instability probably rearing its head during the transition to 1997 and the continuousinstability probably rearing its head during the transition to 1997 and the continuousinstability probably rearing its head during the transition to 1997 and the continuousinstability probably rearing its head during the transition to 1997 and the continuous

expansion of the labour importation scheme, the wage increase projections for theexpansion of the labour importation scheme, the wage increase projections for theexpansion of the labour importation scheme, the wage increase projections for theexpansion of the labour importation scheme, the wage increase projections for the

period from 1990 to 2001 are really overoptimistic.  These overoptimisticperiod from 1990 to 2001 are really overoptimistic.  These overoptimisticperiod from 1990 to 2001 are really overoptimistic.  These overoptimisticperiod from 1990 to 2001 are really overoptimistic.  These overoptimistic



projections explained why the Government pinned too much hope on the public'sprojections explained why the Government pinned too much hope on the public'sprojections explained why the Government pinned too much hope on the public'sprojections explained why the Government pinned too much hope on the public's

affordability of decent homes in the private property market and underestimated theaffordability of decent homes in the private property market and underestimated theaffordability of decent homes in the private property market and underestimated theaffordability of decent homes in the private property market and underestimated the

demand for public housing.demand for public housing.demand for public housing.demand for public housing.

It is a common knowledge that housing prices have gone up exorbitantly over theIt is a common knowledge that housing prices have gone up exorbitantly over theIt is a common knowledge that housing prices have gone up exorbitantly over theIt is a common knowledge that housing prices have gone up exorbitantly over the

past few years.  What worries us is that the gap between wage growth and housing pricepast few years.  What worries us is that the gap between wage growth and housing pricepast few years.  What worries us is that the gap between wage growth and housing pricepast few years.  What worries us is that the gap between wage growth and housing price

increase has become wider and wider.increase has become wider and wider.increase has become wider and wider.increase has become wider and wider.

From mid-1987, when the Government laid down From mid-1987, when the Government laid down From mid-1987, when the Government laid down From mid-1987, when the Government laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy, tothe Long Term Housing Strategy, tothe Long Term Housing Strategy, tothe Long Term Housing Strategy, to

early 1991, the housing price index went up by 89.4%.  By the third quarter of 1991,early 1991, the housing price index went up by 89.4%.  By the third quarter of 1991,early 1991, the housing price index went up by 89.4%.  By the third quarter of 1991,early 1991, the housing price index went up by 89.4%.  By the third quarter of 1991,

it shot up to 125.8%.  The rent index increased by 83.3% and 87.9% over the sameit shot up to 125.8%.  The rent index increased by 83.3% and 87.9% over the sameit shot up to 125.8%.  The rent index increased by 83.3% and 87.9% over the sameit shot up to 125.8%.  The rent index increased by 83.3% and 87.9% over the same

periods.  As for the real wage index, it had climbed by a mere 6.9% between June 1987periods.  As for the real wage index, it had climbed by a mere 6.9% between June 1987periods.  As for the real wage index, it had climbed by a mere 6.9% between June 1987periods.  As for the real wage index, it had climbed by a mere 6.9% between June 1987

and March 1991.  The then Housing Branch's paper, "Review of Long Term Housingand March 1991.  The then Housing Branch's paper, "Review of Long Term Housingand March 1991.  The then Housing Branch's paper, "Review of Long Term Housingand March 1991.  The then Housing Branch's paper, "Review of Long Term Housing

Strategy", which took nearly two years to prepare before it was finished in FebruaryStrategy", which took nearly two years to prepare before it was finished in FebruaryStrategy", which took nearly two years to prepare before it was finished in FebruaryStrategy", which took nearly two years to prepare before it was finished in February

1987 to serve as the basis upon which the housing strategy now in place was formulated,1987 to serve as the basis upon which the housing strategy now in place was formulated,1987 to serve as the basis upon which the housing strategy now in place was formulated,1987 to serve as the basis upon which the housing strategy now in place was formulated,

commended the current policy as being instrumental in stabilizing the privatecommended the current policy as being instrumental in stabilizing the privatecommended the current policy as being instrumental in stabilizing the privatecommended the current policy as being instrumental in stabilizing the private

property market (Paragraph 102d). The paper also specified that the first and foremostproperty market (Paragraph 102d). The paper also specified that the first and foremostproperty market (Paragraph 102d). The paper also specified that the first and foremostproperty market (Paragraph 102d). The paper also specified that the first and foremost

objective of the policy was to make sure that suitable housing will be made availableobjective of the policy was to make sure that suitable housing will be made availableobjective of the policy was to make sure that suitable housing will be made availableobjective of the policy was to make sure that suitable housing will be made available

to all households at affordable prices or rents.  Regrettably, that wish has not cometo all households at affordable prices or rents.  Regrettably, that wish has not cometo all households at affordable prices or rents.  Regrettably, that wish has not cometo all households at affordable prices or rents.  Regrettably, that wish has not come

true.  The frightful price increases have reached a level that is beyond the generaltrue.  The frightful price increases have reached a level that is beyond the generaltrue.  The frightful price increases have reached a level that is beyond the generaltrue.  The frightful price increases have reached a level that is beyond the general

public's affordability.public's affordability.public's affordability.public's affordability.

The policy in place which I have madeThe policy in place which I have madeThe policy in place which I have madeThe policy in place which I have made reference to several times just now is "the reference to several times just now is "the reference to several times just now is "the reference to several times just now is "the

strategy favouring the private sector." Under that policy, when the private sectorstrategy favouring the private sector." Under that policy, when the private sectorstrategy favouring the private sector." Under that policy, when the private sectorstrategy favouring the private sector." Under that policy, when the private sector

is able to make sufficient housing available to people who wish to buy subsidizedis able to make sufficient housing available to people who wish to buy subsidizedis able to make sufficient housing available to people who wish to buy subsidizedis able to make sufficient housing available to people who wish to buy subsidized

or non-subsidized homes, the Government will reduce the construction of Homeor non-subsidized homes, the Government will reduce the construction of Homeor non-subsidized homes, the Government will reduce the construction of Homeor non-subsidized homes, the Government will reduce the construction of Home

Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats and those with private participation.  If the privateOwnership Scheme (HOS) flats and those with private participation.  If the privateOwnership Scheme (HOS) flats and those with private participation.  If the privateOwnership Scheme (HOS) flats and those with private participation.  If the private

sector is not able to do so, the Government will then build more public housing tosector is not able to do so, the Government will then build more public housing tosector is not able to do so, the Government will then build more public housing tosector is not able to do so, the Government will then build more public housing to

make up for any shortfall.  As a result, in the supply of housing, the Governmentmake up for any shortfall.  As a result, in the supply of housing, the Governmentmake up for any shortfall.  As a result, in the supply of housing, the Governmentmake up for any shortfall.  As a result, in the supply of housing, the Government

has been playing a passive and supplementary role.  It must adjust the supply ofhas been playing a passive and supplementary role.  It must adjust the supply ofhas been playing a passive and supplementary role.  It must adjust the supply ofhas been playing a passive and supplementary role.  It must adjust the supply of

public rental housing or public housing flats for sale to ensure that the privatepublic rental housing or public housing flats for sale to ensure that the privatepublic rental housing or public housing flats for sale to ensure that the privatepublic rental housing or public housing flats for sale to ensure that the private

property market will not be affected.  The Government now makes sure that at leastproperty market will not be affected.  The Government now makes sure that at leastproperty market will not be affected.  The Government now makes sure that at leastproperty market will not be affected.  The Government now makes sure that at least

30 000 flats will be put on the private property market per annum.  The fact that30 000 flats will be put on the private property market per annum.  The fact that30 000 flats will be put on the private property market per annum.  The fact that30 000 flats will be put on the private property market per annum.  The fact that

the Government has switched from its long-standing "supply-led approach" based onthe Government has switched from its long-standing "supply-led approach" based onthe Government has switched from its long-standing "supply-led approach" based onthe Government has switched from its long-standing "supply-led approach" based on

the community's needs to a "demand-led approach" adjusted to availability in thethe community's needs to a "demand-led approach" adjusted to availability in thethe community's needs to a "demand-led approach" adjusted to availability in thethe community's needs to a "demand-led approach" adjusted to availability in the

private property market amounts to the abandonment of the practice of using publicprivate property market amounts to the abandonment of the practice of using publicprivate property market amounts to the abandonment of the practice of using publicprivate property market amounts to the abandonment of the practice of using public

housing as a damper on property speculation.  The property market thereuponhousing as a damper on property speculation.  The property market thereuponhousing as a damper on property speculation.  The property market thereuponhousing as a damper on property speculation.  The property market thereupon

completely gets out of hand.completely gets out of hand.completely gets out of hand.completely gets out of hand.



One may suppose that when the private sector is unable to make sOne may suppose that when the private sector is unable to make sOne may suppose that when the private sector is unable to make sOne may suppose that when the private sector is unable to make sufficient housingufficient housingufficient housingufficient housing

available, the Government should step in and stabilize the private property marketavailable, the Government should step in and stabilize the private property marketavailable, the Government should step in and stabilize the private property marketavailable, the Government should step in and stabilize the private property market

by increasing the supply of public housing.  But, the hard fact is, as clearly pointedby increasing the supply of public housing.  But, the hard fact is, as clearly pointedby increasing the supply of public housing.  But, the hard fact is, as clearly pointedby increasing the supply of public housing.  But, the hard fact is, as clearly pointed

out by the then Secretary for Housing, Mr TODD, that when the Government detects anout by the then Secretary for Housing, Mr TODD, that when the Government detects anout by the then Secretary for Housing, Mr TODD, that when the Government detects anout by the then Secretary for Housing, Mr TODD, that when the Government detects an

undersupply, it would normally take two years before sufficient public sector housingundersupply, it would normally take two years before sufficient public sector housingundersupply, it would normally take two years before sufficient public sector housingundersupply, it would normally take two years before sufficient public sector housing

could be constructed to make up for the shortfall.  In other words, when housingcould be constructed to make up for the shortfall.  In other words, when housingcould be constructed to make up for the shortfall.  In other words, when housingcould be constructed to make up for the shortfall.  In other words, when housing

prices remain high, the Government simply has no quick way of supplying enough HOSprices remain high, the Government simply has no quick way of supplying enough HOSprices remain high, the Government simply has no quick way of supplying enough HOSprices remain high, the Government simply has no quick way of supplying enough HOS

flats to keep down the prices.  So the Government should make plans early.flats to keep down the prices.  So the Government should make plans early.flats to keep down the prices.  So the Government should make plans early.flats to keep down the prices.  So the Government should make plans early.

Another protection that the current policy affords the private sector is thatAnother protection that the current policy affords the private sector is thatAnother protection that the current policy affords the private sector is thatAnother protection that the current policy affords the private sector is that

the units annually constructed by both the public and private sectors are to bethe units annually constructed by both the public and private sectors are to bethe units annually constructed by both the public and private sectors are to bethe units annually constructed by both the public and private sectors are to be

maintained at roughly between 70 000 and 75 000 (Paragraph 62 a, "Review of Long Termmaintained at roughly between 70 000 and 75 000 (Paragraph 62 a, "Review of Long Termmaintained at roughly between 70 000 and 75 000 (Paragraph 62 a, "Review of Long Termmaintained at roughly between 70 000 and 75 000 (Paragraph 62 a, "Review of Long Term

Housing Strategy"). The paper said that housing construction in such a quantity wouldHousing Strategy"). The paper said that housing construction in such a quantity wouldHousing Strategy"). The paper said that housing construction in such a quantity wouldHousing Strategy"). The paper said that housing construction in such a quantity would

have no negative impact on the economy.  What it failed to reveal, however, was thathave no negative impact on the economy.  What it failed to reveal, however, was thathave no negative impact on the economy.  What it failed to reveal, however, was thathave no negative impact on the economy.  What it failed to reveal, however, was that

housing development on such scale would guarantee basic profits to the private sector.housing development on such scale would guarantee basic profits to the private sector.housing development on such scale would guarantee basic profits to the private sector.housing development on such scale would guarantee basic profits to the private sector.

During the past three years, though more than 80 000 units of housing were constructedDuring the past three years, though more than 80 000 units of housing were constructedDuring the past three years, though more than 80 000 units of housing were constructedDuring the past three years, though more than 80 000 units of housing were constructed

each year, the demand for housing still far exceeded supply.  Housing prices are alsoeach year, the demand for housing still far exceeded supply.  Housing prices are alsoeach year, the demand for housing still far exceeded supply.  Housing prices are alsoeach year, the demand for housing still far exceeded supply.  Housing prices are also

expected to rise steadily.  It is going to dash the dream of the home-buyers.expected to rise steadily.  It is going to dash the dream of the home-buyers.expected to rise steadily.  It is going to dash the dream of the home-buyers.expected to rise steadily.  It is going to dash the dream of the home-buyers.

Therefore, even if the present housing policy is not the main factor behind the risingTherefore, even if the present housing policy is not the main factor behind the risingTherefore, even if the present housing policy is not the main factor behind the risingTherefore, even if the present housing policy is not the main factor behind the rising

property prices, it is definitely one of the contributing factors.property prices, it is definitely one of the contributing factors.property prices, it is definitely one of the contributing factors.property prices, it is definitely one of the contributing factors.

Mr Deputy President, with Mr Deputy President, with Mr Deputy President, with Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose the amendment motion.these remarks, I oppose the amendment motion.these remarks, I oppose the amendment motion.these remarks, I oppose the amendment motion.

DR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present, the supply of housingDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present, the supply of housingDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present, the supply of housingDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, at present, the supply of housing

of all kinds is falling short of demand.  Against this background, I will speak onof all kinds is falling short of demand.  Against this background, I will speak onof all kinds is falling short of demand.  Against this background, I will speak onof all kinds is falling short of demand.  Against this background, I will speak on

the Government's underestimation of housing demand in the past.  My speech and thatthe Government's underestimation of housing demand in the past.  My speech and thatthe Government's underestimation of housing demand in the past.  My speech and thatthe Government's underestimation of housing demand in the past.  My speech and that

of the Honourable LAU Chin-shek are to point out that, unless the present policy isof the Honourable LAU Chin-shek are to point out that, unless the present policy isof the Honourable LAU Chin-shek are to point out that, unless the present policy isof the Honourable LAU Chin-shek are to point out that, unless the present policy is

changed, it will be impossible to accomplish the objectives set out in Paragraph 29changed, it will be impossible to accomplish the objectives set out in Paragraph 29changed, it will be impossible to accomplish the objectives set out in Paragraph 29changed, it will be impossible to accomplish the objectives set out in Paragraph 29

of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  These objectives include:of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  These objectives include:of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  These objectives include:of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  These objectives include:

(1)(1)(1)(1) by 1995, most outstanding demand for public rental housing from clearanceby 1995, most outstanding demand for public rental housing from clearanceby 1995, most outstanding demand for public rental housing from clearanceby 1995, most outstanding demand for public rental housing from clearance

and redevelopment of non-self-contained public rental housing flats could beand redevelopment of non-self-contained public rental housing flats could beand redevelopment of non-self-contained public rental housing flats could beand redevelopment of non-self-contained public rental housing flats could be

satisfied;satisfied;satisfied;satisfied;

(2)(2)(2)(2) by 1996-97, the outstanding demand for public rental housing froby 1996-97, the outstanding demand for public rental housing froby 1996-97, the outstanding demand for public rental housing froby 1996-97, the outstanding demand for public rental housing from waitingm waitingm waitingm waiting

list applicants could be substantially cleared;list applicants could be substantially cleared;list applicants could be substantially cleared;list applicants could be substantially cleared;



(3)(3)(3)(3) by 2001, additional redevelopment could be accomplied; andby 2001, additional redevelopment could be accomplied; andby 2001, additional redevelopment could be accomplied; andby 2001, additional redevelopment could be accomplied; and

(4)(4)(4)(4) by 2001, all identified outstanding demand for home purchase from bothby 2001, all identified outstanding demand for home purchase from bothby 2001, all identified outstanding demand for home purchase from bothby 2001, all identified outstanding demand for home purchase from both

sitting tenants and eligible families among the general public could be satisfied.sitting tenants and eligible families among the general public could be satisfied.sitting tenants and eligible families among the general public could be satisfied.sitting tenants and eligible families among the general public could be satisfied.

With regard to the underestimation of the housing demand in private sector, IWith regard to the underestimation of the housing demand in private sector, IWith regard to the underestimation of the housing demand in private sector, IWith regard to the underestimation of the housing demand in private sector, I

think the Government, when computing the supply of housing, intentionally or not,think the Government, when computing the supply of housing, intentionally or not,think the Government, when computing the supply of housing, intentionally or not,think the Government, when computing the supply of housing, intentionally or not,

overlooked the fact that housing has investment value.  In fact, buying property canoverlooked the fact that housing has investment value.  In fact, buying property canoverlooked the fact that housing has investment value.  In fact, buying property canoverlooked the fact that housing has investment value.  In fact, buying property can

be a way of investment to beat inflation.  But the Long Term Housing Strategy failedbe a way of investment to beat inflation.  But the Long Term Housing Strategy failedbe a way of investment to beat inflation.  But the Long Term Housing Strategy failedbe a way of investment to beat inflation.  But the Long Term Housing Strategy failed

completely to consider the fact that property has investment value apart fromcompletely to consider the fact that property has investment value apart fromcompletely to consider the fact that property has investment value apart fromcompletely to consider the fact that property has investment value apart from

residential value.  Thus, how could one avoid making a serious mistake if it isresidential value.  Thus, how could one avoid making a serious mistake if it isresidential value.  Thus, how could one avoid making a serious mistake if it isresidential value.  Thus, how could one avoid making a serious mistake if it is

assumed that all private housing completed each year would get into the hands ofassumed that all private housing completed each year would get into the hands ofassumed that all private housing completed each year would get into the hands ofassumed that all private housing completed each year would get into the hands of

end-users?  The number of vacant private housing units in 1991 matched the numberend-users?  The number of vacant private housing units in 1991 matched the numberend-users?  The number of vacant private housing units in 1991 matched the numberend-users?  The number of vacant private housing units in 1991 matched the number

of those newly completed during that same year.  Such a serious problem was of courseof those newly completed during that same year.  Such a serious problem was of courseof those newly completed during that same year.  Such a serious problem was of courseof those newly completed during that same year.  Such a serious problem was of course

related to the rising property prices due to favouritism shown to the private sector.related to the rising property prices due to favouritism shown to the private sector.related to the rising property prices due to favouritism shown to the private sector.related to the rising property prices due to favouritism shown to the private sector.

With continuous rising prices, property takes on great value as an investment vehicle.With continuous rising prices, property takes on great value as an investment vehicle.With continuous rising prices, property takes on great value as an investment vehicle.With continuous rising prices, property takes on great value as an investment vehicle.

Profits from investment in residential property are more reliable and greater thanProfits from investment in residential property are more reliable and greater thanProfits from investment in residential property are more reliable and greater thanProfits from investment in residential property are more reliable and greater than

those secured from investing in non-residential property, bullion, shares or foreignthose secured from investing in non-residential property, bullion, shares or foreignthose secured from investing in non-residential property, bullion, shares or foreignthose secured from investing in non-residential property, bullion, shares or foreign

exchange.  Investment in property is less risky and less demanding on the investor'sexchange.  Investment in property is less risky and less demanding on the investor'sexchange.  Investment in property is less risky and less demanding on the investor'sexchange.  Investment in property is less risky and less demanding on the investor's

energy and time.  This being so, the result is of course that speculation in propertyenergy and time.  This being so, the result is of course that speculation in propertyenergy and time.  This being so, the result is of course that speculation in propertyenergy and time.  This being so, the result is of course that speculation in property

should become a rage and that property is increasingly regarded as a commodity.  Theshould become a rage and that property is increasingly regarded as a commodity.  Theshould become a rage and that property is increasingly regarded as a commodity.  Theshould become a rage and that property is increasingly regarded as a commodity.  The

ultimate result is a social tragedy in which some people have nowhere to live whileultimate result is a social tragedy in which some people have nowhere to live whileultimate result is a social tragedy in which some people have nowhere to live whileultimate result is a social tragedy in which some people have nowhere to live while

some flats are left vacant.some flats are left vacant.some flats are left vacant.some flats are left vacant.

Let us look at the explanatory booklet on the Long Term HLet us look at the explanatory booklet on the Long Term HLet us look at the explanatory booklet on the Long Term HLet us look at the explanatory booklet on the Long Term Housing Strategy.  Toousing Strategy.  Toousing Strategy.  Toousing Strategy.  To

one's surprise, it estimated that, if only 30 000 private housing units were completedone's surprise, it estimated that, if only 30 000 private housing units were completedone's surprise, it estimated that, if only 30 000 private housing units were completedone's surprise, it estimated that, if only 30 000 private housing units were completed

each year, there would be an oversupply by 1990.  However, the indisputable fact iseach year, there would be an oversupply by 1990.  However, the indisputable fact iseach year, there would be an oversupply by 1990.  However, the indisputable fact iseach year, there would be an oversupply by 1990.  However, the indisputable fact is

that we have not seen any oversupply of private housing.  On the one hand, thethat we have not seen any oversupply of private housing.  On the one hand, thethat we have not seen any oversupply of private housing.  On the one hand, thethat we have not seen any oversupply of private housing.  On the one hand, the

Government underestimated the demand for private housing; on the other, itGovernment underestimated the demand for private housing; on the other, itGovernment underestimated the demand for private housing; on the other, itGovernment underestimated the demand for private housing; on the other, it

overestimated the supply of public housing.  This has greatly worsened theoverestimated the supply of public housing.  This has greatly worsened theoverestimated the supply of public housing.  This has greatly worsened theoverestimated the supply of public housing.  This has greatly worsened the

predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class in terms of housing.predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class in terms of housing.predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class in terms of housing.predicament of the lower income groups and the sandwich class in terms of housing.

The Honourable LAU Chin-shek will analyse in his speech the causes of theThe Honourable LAU Chin-shek will analyse in his speech the causes of theThe Honourable LAU Chin-shek will analyse in his speech the causes of theThe Honourable LAU Chin-shek will analyse in his speech the causes of the

overestimation of the supply of public housing.overestimation of the supply of public housing.overestimation of the supply of public housing.overestimation of the supply of public housing.

With these remarks, I support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.With these remarks, I support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.With these remarks, I support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.With these remarks, I support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.



MR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, Dr Conrad LAM just now pointedMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, Dr Conrad LAM just now pointedMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, Dr Conrad LAM just now pointedMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, Dr Conrad LAM just now pointed

out that the Government in the past underestimated the demand for housing.  I willout that the Government in the past underestimated the demand for housing.  I willout that the Government in the past underestimated the demand for housing.  I willout that the Government in the past underestimated the demand for housing.  I will

now follow up the line of argument and analyse how the supply of public housing hasnow follow up the line of argument and analyse how the supply of public housing hasnow follow up the line of argument and analyse how the supply of public housing hasnow follow up the line of argument and analyse how the supply of public housing has

come to be overestimated.  I will then discuss the undersupply of public rentalcome to be overestimated.  I will then discuss the undersupply of public rentalcome to be overestimated.  I will then discuss the undersupply of public rentalcome to be overestimated.  I will then discuss the undersupply of public rental

housing.housing.housing.housing.

The supply of public housing was overestimated because the now defunct HousingThe supply of public housing was overestimated because the now defunct HousingThe supply of public housing was overestimated because the now defunct HousingThe supply of public housing was overestimated because the now defunct Housing

Branch failed to take three factors into consideration, namely, the large number ofBranch failed to take three factors into consideration, namely, the large number ofBranch failed to take three factors into consideration, namely, the large number ofBranch failed to take three factors into consideration, namely, the large number of

public housing units being left vacant, the practice in the old public housing estatespublic housing units being left vacant, the practice in the old public housing estatespublic housing units being left vacant, the practice in the old public housing estatespublic housing units being left vacant, the practice in the old public housing estates

of assigning two units to one family to reduce over-crowding, and the unpopularityof assigning two units to one family to reduce over-crowding, and the unpopularityof assigning two units to one family to reduce over-crowding, and the unpopularityof assigning two units to one family to reduce over-crowding, and the unpopularity

of units in remote new towns.  As time is running out, I will focus on the last factor.of units in remote new towns.  As time is running out, I will focus on the last factor.of units in remote new towns.  As time is running out, I will focus on the last factor.of units in remote new towns.  As time is running out, I will focus on the last factor.

Most of the new public housing estates completed in recent years are situated in newMost of the new public housing estates completed in recent years are situated in newMost of the new public housing estates completed in recent years are situated in newMost of the new public housing estates completed in recent years are situated in new

towns in the New Territories, such as Tuen Mun, Tai Po and Sheung Shui.  However,towns in the New Territories, such as Tuen Mun, Tai Po and Sheung Shui.  However,towns in the New Territories, such as Tuen Mun, Tai Po and Sheung Shui.  However,towns in the New Territories, such as Tuen Mun, Tai Po and Sheung Shui.  However,

the insufficient community  support facilities there have generally discouragedthe insufficient community  support facilities there have generally discouragedthe insufficient community  support facilities there have generally discouragedthe insufficient community  support facilities there have generally discouraged

people from moving into public housing in these areas.  In fact, when planning thepeople from moving into public housing in these areas.  In fact, when planning thepeople from moving into public housing in these areas.  In fact, when planning thepeople from moving into public housing in these areas.  In fact, when planning the

new towns, the Government did not effectively look after the needs of their futurenew towns, the Government did not effectively look after the needs of their futurenew towns, the Government did not effectively look after the needs of their futurenew towns, the Government did not effectively look after the needs of their future

inhabitants with regard to employment, access to the outside, children's schoolinginhabitants with regard to employment, access to the outside, children's schoolinginhabitants with regard to employment, access to the outside, children's schoolinginhabitants with regard to employment, access to the outside, children's schooling

and the maintenance of original social contacts.  The inhabitants of the remote newand the maintenance of original social contacts.  The inhabitants of the remote newand the maintenance of original social contacts.  The inhabitants of the remote newand the maintenance of original social contacts.  The inhabitants of the remote new

towns have thus become toiling pioneers.  They have to pay higher fare for publictowns have thus become toiling pioneers.  They have to pay higher fare for publictowns have thus become toiling pioneers.  They have to pay higher fare for publictowns have thus become toiling pioneers.  They have to pay higher fare for public

transport and to spend more time on the road.  They are provided with unsatisfactorytransport and to spend more time on the road.  They are provided with unsatisfactorytransport and to spend more time on the road.  They are provided with unsatisfactorytransport and to spend more time on the road.  They are provided with unsatisfactory

community facilities.  It is also difficult for them to maintain proper socialcommunity facilities.  It is also difficult for them to maintain proper socialcommunity facilities.  It is also difficult for them to maintain proper socialcommunity facilities.  It is also difficult for them to maintain proper social

contacts.  What is even more ironical is that after they have successfullycontacts.  What is even more ironical is that after they have successfullycontacts.  What is even more ironical is that after they have successfullycontacts.  What is even more ironical is that after they have successfully

established a fairly satisfactory community with their efforts, the Housingestablished a fairly satisfactory community with their efforts, the Housingestablished a fairly satisfactory community with their efforts, the Housingestablished a fairly satisfactory community with their efforts, the Housing

Department will raise their rents because the price of land there has gone up.  InDepartment will raise their rents because the price of land there has gone up.  InDepartment will raise their rents because the price of land there has gone up.  InDepartment will raise their rents because the price of land there has gone up.  In

short, because of these and other problems, public housing estates in the new townsshort, because of these and other problems, public housing estates in the new townsshort, because of these and other problems, public housing estates in the new townsshort, because of these and other problems, public housing estates in the new towns

have proved to be unpopular.have proved to be unpopular.have proved to be unpopular.have proved to be unpopular.

Because of the three factors mentioned above, it is believed that the Long TermBecause of the three factors mentioned above, it is believed that the Long TermBecause of the three factors mentioned above, it is believed that the Long TermBecause of the three factors mentioned above, it is believed that the Long Term

Housing Strategy overestimated the supply of public housing during the period fromHousing Strategy overestimated the supply of public housing during the period fromHousing Strategy overestimated the supply of public housing during the period fromHousing Strategy overestimated the supply of public housing during the period from

now to 2001 by tens of thousands.  In addition, there is the underestimation ofnow to 2001 by tens of thousands.  In addition, there is the underestimation ofnow to 2001 by tens of thousands.  In addition, there is the underestimation ofnow to 2001 by tens of thousands.  In addition, there is the underestimation of

housing demand as analysed by Dr Conrad LAM.  It can be said with certainty that,housing demand as analysed by Dr Conrad LAM.  It can be said with certainty that,housing demand as analysed by Dr Conrad LAM.  It can be said with certainty that,housing demand as analysed by Dr Conrad LAM.  It can be said with certainty that,

under the present policy, it will simply be impossible to satisfy the demand for publicunder the present policy, it will simply be impossible to satisfy the demand for publicunder the present policy, it will simply be impossible to satisfy the demand for publicunder the present policy, it will simply be impossible to satisfy the demand for public

rental housing units.  The Government has pointed out that only 37.5% of therental housing units.  The Government has pointed out that only 37.5% of therental housing units.  The Government has pointed out that only 37.5% of therental housing units.  The Government has pointed out that only 37.5% of the

applicants on the waiting list are found eligible for public housing.  In fact,applicants on the waiting list are found eligible for public housing.  In fact,applicants on the waiting list are found eligible for public housing.  In fact,applicants on the waiting list are found eligible for public housing.  In fact,

however, 40% of the ineligible applicants will be eventually  settled as theirhowever, 40% of the ineligible applicants will be eventually  settled as theirhowever, 40% of the ineligible applicants will be eventually  settled as theirhowever, 40% of the ineligible applicants will be eventually  settled as their

application may come within other categories.  As for the remaining half, they mayapplication may come within other categories.  As for the remaining half, they mayapplication may come within other categories.  As for the remaining half, they mayapplication may come within other categories.  As for the remaining half, they may

lose their eligibility for public housing because their income has exceeded the upperlose their eligibility for public housing because their income has exceeded the upperlose their eligibility for public housing because their income has exceeded the upperlose their eligibility for public housing because their income has exceeded the upper

limit.  Many such people, now living in private sector housing, have to take uplimit.  Many such people, now living in private sector housing, have to take uplimit.  Many such people, now living in private sector housing, have to take uplimit.  Many such people, now living in private sector housing, have to take up



several part-time jobs in order to earn enough money to pay the high rents.  And duringseveral part-time jobs in order to earn enough money to pay the high rents.  And duringseveral part-time jobs in order to earn enough money to pay the high rents.  And duringseveral part-time jobs in order to earn enough money to pay the high rents.  And during

the several years that they spend waiting for public housing, their income may havethe several years that they spend waiting for public housing, their income may havethe several years that they spend waiting for public housing, their income may havethe several years that they spend waiting for public housing, their income may have

exceeded the upper limit for public housing tenants.  In the final analysis, theexceeded the upper limit for public housing tenants.  In the final analysis, theexceeded the upper limit for public housing tenants.  In the final analysis, theexceeded the upper limit for public housing tenants.  In the final analysis, the

problem is attributable to the Government's decreasing supply of land for publicproblem is attributable to the Government's decreasing supply of land for publicproblem is attributable to the Government's decreasing supply of land for publicproblem is attributable to the Government's decreasing supply of land for public

housing and the unrealistic upper income limit for public housing applicants.housing and the unrealistic upper income limit for public housing applicants.housing and the unrealistic upper income limit for public housing applicants.housing and the unrealistic upper income limit for public housing applicants.

Therefore, the Government should substantially increase the supply of land for theTherefore, the Government should substantially increase the supply of land for theTherefore, the Government should substantially increase the supply of land for theTherefore, the Government should substantially increase the supply of land for the

construction of public rental housing estates and thoroughly review the income limitsconstruction of public rental housing estates and thoroughly review the income limitsconstruction of public rental housing estates and thoroughly review the income limitsconstruction of public rental housing estates and thoroughly review the income limits

set for public housing applicants with an aim to solve the housing problem of theset for public housing applicants with an aim to solve the housing problem of theset for public housing applicants with an aim to solve the housing problem of theset for public housing applicants with an aim to solve the housing problem of the

lower income groups.lower income groups.lower income groups.lower income groups.

Finally, I think the present policy is driving people to the property market.Finally, I think the present policy is driving people to the property market.Finally, I think the present policy is driving people to the property market.Finally, I think the present policy is driving people to the property market.

The prices of private housing are soaring continuously.  To buy a home, people areThe prices of private housing are soaring continuously.  To buy a home, people areThe prices of private housing are soaring continuously.  To buy a home, people areThe prices of private housing are soaring continuously.  To buy a home, people are

trying to save by reducing their expenses on food and clothing and doing their besttrying to save by reducing their expenses on food and clothing and doing their besttrying to save by reducing their expenses on food and clothing and doing their besttrying to save by reducing their expenses on food and clothing and doing their best

to secure financial assistance from the Government.  Therefore, even if theto secure financial assistance from the Government.  Therefore, even if theto secure financial assistance from the Government.  Therefore, even if theto secure financial assistance from the Government.  Therefore, even if the

Government overestimates their affordability, they have no other choice but to buyGovernment overestimates their affordability, they have no other choice but to buyGovernment overestimates their affordability, they have no other choice but to buyGovernment overestimates their affordability, they have no other choice but to buy

their own homes.  They are afraid that, if they miss the chance now, they will regrettheir own homes.  They are afraid that, if they miss the chance now, they will regrettheir own homes.  They are afraid that, if they miss the chance now, they will regrettheir own homes.  They are afraid that, if they miss the chance now, they will regret

it for the rest of their life.  What is more, the double rent policy implemented init for the rest of their life.  What is more, the double rent policy implemented init for the rest of their life.  What is more, the double rent policy implemented init for the rest of their life.  What is more, the double rent policy implemented in

recent years and the ever higher rents have narrowed the gap between public housingrecent years and the ever higher rents have narrowed the gap between public housingrecent years and the ever higher rents have narrowed the gap between public housingrecent years and the ever higher rents have narrowed the gap between public housing

rents and mortgage payments.  This has reduced the attractiveness of public housing.rents and mortgage payments.  This has reduced the attractiveness of public housing.rents and mortgage payments.  This has reduced the attractiveness of public housing.rents and mortgage payments.  This has reduced the attractiveness of public housing.

More and more public housing tenants are being forced to go to the private propertyMore and more public housing tenants are being forced to go to the private propertyMore and more public housing tenants are being forced to go to the private propertyMore and more public housing tenants are being forced to go to the private property

market.  Even if this policy fails to force public housing tenants to vacate theirmarket.  Even if this policy fails to force public housing tenants to vacate theirmarket.  Even if this policy fails to force public housing tenants to vacate theirmarket.  Even if this policy fails to force public housing tenants to vacate their

units, it could help boost the coffers of the Housing Authority, and it erodes publicunits, it could help boost the coffers of the Housing Authority, and it erodes publicunits, it could help boost the coffers of the Housing Authority, and it erodes publicunits, it could help boost the coffers of the Housing Authority, and it erodes public

housing residents' quality of life.  The above measures appear to be inducements.housing residents' quality of life.  The above measures appear to be inducements.housing residents' quality of life.  The above measures appear to be inducements.housing residents' quality of life.  The above measures appear to be inducements.

They are in fact ways of coercing public housing tenants to buy their own homes byThey are in fact ways of coercing public housing tenants to buy their own homes byThey are in fact ways of coercing public housing tenants to buy their own homes byThey are in fact ways of coercing public housing tenants to buy their own homes by

raising their home ownership expectation.  The demand for private housing hasraising their home ownership expectation.  The demand for private housing hasraising their home ownership expectation.  The demand for private housing hasraising their home ownership expectation.  The demand for private housing has

therefore grown even greater.  There will be tens of thousands of people unable totherefore grown even greater.  There will be tens of thousands of people unable totherefore grown even greater.  There will be tens of thousands of people unable totherefore grown even greater.  There will be tens of thousands of people unable to

find suitable homes within the next 10 years.  Therefore, I strongly urge that nofind suitable homes within the next 10 years.  Therefore, I strongly urge that nofind suitable homes within the next 10 years.  Therefore, I strongly urge that nofind suitable homes within the next 10 years.  Therefore, I strongly urge that no

favouritism should be shown to the private sector.favouritism should be shown to the private sector.favouritism should be shown to the private sector.favouritism should be shown to the private sector.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable FrederickMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable FrederickMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable FrederickMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable Frederick

FUNG's original motion.FUNG's original motion.FUNG's original motion.FUNG's original motion.

MR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, some CouncillorsMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, some CouncillorsMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, some CouncillorsMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, some Councillors

who are members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong made strong statements aboutwho are members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong made strong statements aboutwho are members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong made strong statements aboutwho are members of the United Democrats of Hong Kong made strong statements about

the harmful effect of the Long Term Housing Strategy, but the United Democrats arethe harmful effect of the Long Term Housing Strategy, but the United Democrats arethe harmful effect of the Long Term Housing Strategy, but the United Democrats arethe harmful effect of the Long Term Housing Strategy, but the United Democrats are

opposed to a strategy that favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Ouropposed to a strategy that favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Ouropposed to a strategy that favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Ouropposed to a strategy that favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Our

organization does not identify itself with the operating principles behind a strategyorganization does not identify itself with the operating principles behind a strategyorganization does not identify itself with the operating principles behind a strategyorganization does not identify itself with the operating principles behind a strategy



that favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Therefore, I intend to discussthat favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Therefore, I intend to discussthat favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Therefore, I intend to discussthat favours a dominant role for the private sector.  Therefore, I intend to discuss

matters of principle about such a policy, looking at them macroscopically.  In 1987,matters of principle about such a policy, looking at them macroscopically.  In 1987,matters of principle about such a policy, looking at them macroscopically.  In 1987,matters of principle about such a policy, looking at them macroscopically.  In 1987,

the Housing Branch based the formulation of the Long Term Housing Strategy on twothe Housing Branch based the formulation of the Long Term Housing Strategy on twothe Housing Branch based the formulation of the Long Term Housing Strategy on twothe Housing Branch based the formulation of the Long Term Housing Strategy on two

principles.  These principles are: (1) Fair and effective use of limited resourcesprinciples.  These principles are: (1) Fair and effective use of limited resourcesprinciples.  These principles are: (1) Fair and effective use of limited resourcesprinciples.  These principles are: (1) Fair and effective use of limited resources

to satisfy the housing needs of different income groups.  (2) Improvement of livingto satisfy the housing needs of different income groups.  (2) Improvement of livingto satisfy the housing needs of different income groups.  (2) Improvement of livingto satisfy the housing needs of different income groups.  (2) Improvement of living

conditions and increase of home-buying opportunities to promote social stability andconditions and increase of home-buying opportunities to promote social stability andconditions and increase of home-buying opportunities to promote social stability andconditions and increase of home-buying opportunities to promote social stability and

inspire a sense of community belonging.inspire a sense of community belonging.inspire a sense of community belonging.inspire a sense of community belonging.

With regard to the first principle, the United Democrats identify themselves withWith regard to the first principle, the United Democrats identify themselves withWith regard to the first principle, the United Democrats identify themselves withWith regard to the first principle, the United Democrats identify themselves with

the use of fair principles for satisfying the housing needs of different income groups.the use of fair principles for satisfying the housing needs of different income groups.the use of fair principles for satisfying the housing needs of different income groups.the use of fair principles for satisfying the housing needs of different income groups.

By fairness, we do not mean that society's resources should be equally redistributed.By fairness, we do not mean that society's resources should be equally redistributed.By fairness, we do not mean that society's resources should be equally redistributed.By fairness, we do not mean that society's resources should be equally redistributed.

We mean that society's resources should be used to help the middle income and lowerWe mean that society's resources should be used to help the middle income and lowerWe mean that society's resources should be used to help the middle income and lowerWe mean that society's resources should be used to help the middle income and lower

income groups who cannot find suitable housing in the private property market.  Theincome groups who cannot find suitable housing in the private property market.  Theincome groups who cannot find suitable housing in the private property market.  Theincome groups who cannot find suitable housing in the private property market.  The

resources will then be more fairly distributed, thus narrowing the gap between theresources will then be more fairly distributed, thus narrowing the gap between theresources will then be more fairly distributed, thus narrowing the gap between theresources will then be more fairly distributed, thus narrowing the gap between the

poor and the rich.  As for the principles of fairness mentioned in the Government'spoor and the rich.  As for the principles of fairness mentioned in the Government'spoor and the rich.  As for the principles of fairness mentioned in the Government'spoor and the rich.  As for the principles of fairness mentioned in the Government's

Long Term Housing Strategy, we think that they are only "false fairness" used toLong Term Housing Strategy, we think that they are only "false fairness" used toLong Term Housing Strategy, we think that they are only "false fairness" used toLong Term Housing Strategy, we think that they are only "false fairness" used to

protect the interests of big consortia.  Rev the Honourable FUNG Chi-wood, in hisprotect the interests of big consortia.  Rev the Honourable FUNG Chi-wood, in hisprotect the interests of big consortia.  Rev the Honourable FUNG Chi-wood, in hisprotect the interests of big consortia.  Rev the Honourable FUNG Chi-wood, in his

analysis of the causes of rising housing prices a moment ago, already showed thatanalysis of the causes of rising housing prices a moment ago, already showed thatanalysis of the causes of rising housing prices a moment ago, already showed thatanalysis of the causes of rising housing prices a moment ago, already showed that

the Government's arrangements under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingthe Government's arrangements under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingthe Government's arrangements under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingthe Government's arrangements under the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being

implemented are all in the best interests of big consortia, property developers, banksimplemented are all in the best interests of big consortia, property developers, banksimplemented are all in the best interests of big consortia, property developers, banksimplemented are all in the best interests of big consortia, property developers, banks

and many big and small speculators.  For instance, the annual supply of housing isand many big and small speculators.  For instance, the annual supply of housing isand many big and small speculators.  For instance, the annual supply of housing isand many big and small speculators.  For instance, the annual supply of housing is

subjected to unnecessary and unreasonable restrictions.  The Government and thesubjected to unnecessary and unreasonable restrictions.  The Government and thesubjected to unnecessary and unreasonable restrictions.  The Government and thesubjected to unnecessary and unreasonable restrictions.  The Government and the

Housing Authority initiated moves whereby the use of public sector housing forHousing Authority initiated moves whereby the use of public sector housing forHousing Authority initiated moves whereby the use of public sector housing forHousing Authority initiated moves whereby the use of public sector housing for

regulating private sector housing prices was abandoned.  Certain housing policies,regulating private sector housing prices was abandoned.  Certain housing policies,regulating private sector housing prices was abandoned.  Certain housing policies,regulating private sector housing prices was abandoned.  Certain housing policies,

such as that concerning the pricing of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) housing, are basedsuch as that concerning the pricing of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) housing, are basedsuch as that concerning the pricing of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) housing, are basedsuch as that concerning the pricing of Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) housing, are based

on considerations one of which is that the private housing sector is not to be scathed.on considerations one of which is that the private housing sector is not to be scathed.on considerations one of which is that the private housing sector is not to be scathed.on considerations one of which is that the private housing sector is not to be scathed.

The Government often stresses that resources are limited; it regards short-termThe Government often stresses that resources are limited; it regards short-termThe Government often stresses that resources are limited; it regards short-termThe Government often stresses that resources are limited; it regards short-term

financial gain as a major factor to be considered.  In fact, if the Government makesfinancial gain as a major factor to be considered.  In fact, if the Government makesfinancial gain as a major factor to be considered.  In fact, if the Government makesfinancial gain as a major factor to be considered.  In fact, if the Government makes

more housing resources available, thus enabling more people to own homes and to livemore housing resources available, thus enabling more people to own homes and to livemore housing resources available, thus enabling more people to own homes and to livemore housing resources available, thus enabling more people to own homes and to live

under better environmental conditions, this will increase the public's sense ofunder better environmental conditions, this will increase the public's sense ofunder better environmental conditions, this will increase the public's sense ofunder better environmental conditions, this will increase the public's sense of

community belonging and be conducive to the establishment of a harmonious and stablecommunity belonging and be conducive to the establishment of a harmonious and stablecommunity belonging and be conducive to the establishment of a harmonious and stablecommunity belonging and be conducive to the establishment of a harmonious and stable

community.  However, the Government now is refraining from building sufficientcommunity.  However, the Government now is refraining from building sufficientcommunity.  However, the Government now is refraining from building sufficientcommunity.  However, the Government now is refraining from building sufficient

public sector housing.  As a result, the middle income and lower income groups whopublic sector housing.  As a result, the middle income and lower income groups whopublic sector housing.  As a result, the middle income and lower income groups whopublic sector housing.  As a result, the middle income and lower income groups who

should receive financial help from the Government, as well as the sandwich class whoshould receive financial help from the Government, as well as the sandwich class whoshould receive financial help from the Government, as well as the sandwich class whoshould receive financial help from the Government, as well as the sandwich class who

needs help, are forced to turn to the private property market.  They have thus becomeneeds help, are forced to turn to the private property market.  They have thus becomeneeds help, are forced to turn to the private property market.  They have thus becomeneeds help, are forced to turn to the private property market.  They have thus become

the victims of high land prices and high housing prices.the victims of high land prices and high housing prices.the victims of high land prices and high housing prices.the victims of high land prices and high housing prices.

In regard to the second principle, we of course agree that the environment inIn regard to the second principle, we of course agree that the environment inIn regard to the second principle, we of course agree that the environment inIn regard to the second principle, we of course agree that the environment in



which people live should be improved.  But the environment in which people live iswhich people live should be improved.  But the environment in which people live iswhich people live should be improved.  But the environment in which people live iswhich people live should be improved.  But the environment in which people live is

only a part of life.  If the environment in which people live is to be improved atonly a part of life.  If the environment in which people live is to be improved atonly a part of life.  If the environment in which people live is to be improved atonly a part of life.  If the environment in which people live is to be improved at

the cost of a sharp drop in living standards, it will be the Government'sthe cost of a sharp drop in living standards, it will be the Government'sthe cost of a sharp drop in living standards, it will be the Government'sthe cost of a sharp drop in living standards, it will be the Government's

responsibility to provide direct financial assistance to the affected households andresponsibility to provide direct financial assistance to the affected households andresponsibility to provide direct financial assistance to the affected households andresponsibility to provide direct financial assistance to the affected households and

adopt measures to restrain private sector housing prices, keeping them at a leveladopt measures to restrain private sector housing prices, keeping them at a leveladopt measures to restrain private sector housing prices, keeping them at a leveladopt measures to restrain private sector housing prices, keeping them at a level

that the sandwich class can afford.that the sandwich class can afford.that the sandwich class can afford.that the sandwich class can afford.

The Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented is already arousingThe Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented is already arousingThe Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented is already arousingThe Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented is already arousing

widespread discontent in the community.  Such discontent is threatening long-termwidespread discontent in the community.  Such discontent is threatening long-termwidespread discontent in the community.  Such discontent is threatening long-termwidespread discontent in the community.  Such discontent is threatening long-term

social stability.  This is because rent payments or mortgage payments are creatingsocial stability.  This is because rent payments or mortgage payments are creatingsocial stability.  This is because rent payments or mortgage payments are creatingsocial stability.  This is because rent payments or mortgage payments are creating

heavy burdens for the public.  Such stresses of life have become a potential causeheavy burdens for the public.  Such stresses of life have become a potential causeheavy burdens for the public.  Such stresses of life have become a potential causeheavy burdens for the public.  Such stresses of life have become a potential cause

of social unrest.  The riots in the United States have shown us clearly that we mustof social unrest.  The riots in the United States have shown us clearly that we mustof social unrest.  The riots in the United States have shown us clearly that we mustof social unrest.  The riots in the United States have shown us clearly that we must

take a proper look at social injustices.  Failure to take note of the feelings oftake a proper look at social injustices.  Failure to take note of the feelings oftake a proper look at social injustices.  Failure to take note of the feelings oftake a proper look at social injustices.  Failure to take note of the feelings of

discontent of the oppressed will exact a heavy price from society.  Therefore, thediscontent of the oppressed will exact a heavy price from society.  Therefore, thediscontent of the oppressed will exact a heavy price from society.  Therefore, thediscontent of the oppressed will exact a heavy price from society.  Therefore, the

United Democrats are opposed to a strategy that favours private sector housing andUnited Democrats are opposed to a strategy that favours private sector housing andUnited Democrats are opposed to a strategy that favours private sector housing andUnited Democrats are opposed to a strategy that favours private sector housing and

stress that housing is a basic need of life and that the Government has astress that housing is a basic need of life and that the Government has astress that housing is a basic need of life and that the Government has astress that housing is a basic need of life and that the Government has a

responsibility to adopt sensible policies to enable every citizen to rent or buy aresponsibility to adopt sensible policies to enable every citizen to rent or buy aresponsibility to adopt sensible policies to enable every citizen to rent or buy aresponsibility to adopt sensible policies to enable every citizen to rent or buy a

suitable unit within his means.  Now that the present policy has failed to accomplishsuitable unit within his means.  Now that the present policy has failed to accomplishsuitable unit within his means.  Now that the present policy has failed to accomplishsuitable unit within his means.  Now that the present policy has failed to accomplish

such a goal, it must be reviewed expeditiously.such a goal, it must be reviewed expeditiously.such a goal, it must be reviewed expeditiously.such a goal, it must be reviewed expeditiously.

If the Government is to reaffirm its responsibility in the housing area, theIf the Government is to reaffirm its responsibility in the housing area, theIf the Government is to reaffirm its responsibility in the housing area, theIf the Government is to reaffirm its responsibility in the housing area, the

specific way to do so is as follows.  Firstly, it should greatly increase thespecific way to do so is as follows.  Firstly, it should greatly increase thespecific way to do so is as follows.  Firstly, it should greatly increase thespecific way to do so is as follows.  Firstly, it should greatly increase the

construction of public rental housing units for meeting pressing needs.  It shouldconstruction of public rental housing units for meeting pressing needs.  It shouldconstruction of public rental housing units for meeting pressing needs.  It shouldconstruction of public rental housing units for meeting pressing needs.  It should

sell public housing and HOS housing at prices which represent costs plus a slightsell public housing and HOS housing at prices which represent costs plus a slightsell public housing and HOS housing at prices which represent costs plus a slightsell public housing and HOS housing at prices which represent costs plus a slight

profit margin.  In addition, the Government should hold discussions with China soprofit margin.  In addition, the Government should hold discussions with China soprofit margin.  In addition, the Government should hold discussions with China soprofit margin.  In addition, the Government should hold discussions with China so

that more land may be made available each year.  Appropriate measures should be takenthat more land may be made available each year.  Appropriate measures should be takenthat more land may be made available each year.  Appropriate measures should be takenthat more land may be made available each year.  Appropriate measures should be taken

to cool the private sector housing market.  A home ownership housing scheme for theto cool the private sector housing market.  A home ownership housing scheme for theto cool the private sector housing market.  A home ownership housing scheme for theto cool the private sector housing market.  A home ownership housing scheme for the

sandwich class should be put into effect.  At the same time, the double rent policysandwich class should be put into effect.  At the same time, the double rent policysandwich class should be put into effect.  At the same time, the double rent policysandwich class should be put into effect.  At the same time, the double rent policy

should be revoked.  It should be made possible for members of the public to save moneyshould be revoked.  It should be made possible for members of the public to save moneyshould be revoked.  It should be made possible for members of the public to save moneyshould be revoked.  It should be made possible for members of the public to save money

and use the savings to improve the quality of life and to buy homes.  Mr Deputyand use the savings to improve the quality of life and to buy homes.  Mr Deputyand use the savings to improve the quality of life and to buy homes.  Mr Deputyand use the savings to improve the quality of life and to buy homes.  Mr Deputy

President, the United Democrats think that there is no substantive conflict betweenPresident, the United Democrats think that there is no substantive conflict betweenPresident, the United Democrats think that there is no substantive conflict betweenPresident, the United Democrats think that there is no substantive conflict between

the housing needs of the middle income and lower income groups and those of thethe housing needs of the middle income and lower income groups and those of thethe housing needs of the middle income and lower income groups and those of thethe housing needs of the middle income and lower income groups and those of the

sandwich class.  Both are victims of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingsandwich class.  Both are victims of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingsandwich class.  Both are victims of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now beingsandwich class.  Both are victims of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being

implemented.  The middle income and lower income groups are facing a hardship causedimplemented.  The middle income and lower income groups are facing a hardship causedimplemented.  The middle income and lower income groups are facing a hardship causedimplemented.  The middle income and lower income groups are facing a hardship caused

by the declining supply of public housing.  The sandwich class are having to bearby the declining supply of public housing.  The sandwich class are having to bearby the declining supply of public housing.  The sandwich class are having to bearby the declining supply of public housing.  The sandwich class are having to bear

the consequences of rapidly rising housing prices.  As to the nature of housing andthe consequences of rapidly rising housing prices.  As to the nature of housing andthe consequences of rapidly rising housing prices.  As to the nature of housing andthe consequences of rapidly rising housing prices.  As to the nature of housing and

the interpretation of the Government's role, I voice opposition on behalf of thethe interpretation of the Government's role, I voice opposition on behalf of thethe interpretation of the Government's role, I voice opposition on behalf of thethe interpretation of the Government's role, I voice opposition on behalf of the

United Democrats to the strategy of favouring private sector housing, which is anUnited Democrats to the strategy of favouring private sector housing, which is anUnited Democrats to the strategy of favouring private sector housing, which is anUnited Democrats to the strategy of favouring private sector housing, which is an



element of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  We propose a switch to a strategy of aelement of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  We propose a switch to a strategy of aelement of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  We propose a switch to a strategy of aelement of the Long Term Housing Strategy.  We propose a switch to a strategy of a

mixed mode of public housing and HOS housing.  Concerning the United Democrats'mixed mode of public housing and HOS housing.  Concerning the United Democrats'mixed mode of public housing and HOS housing.  Concerning the United Democrats'mixed mode of public housing and HOS housing.  Concerning the United Democrats'

suggestions for the Long Term Housing Strategy, Mr James TO and Dr YEUNG Sum willsuggestions for the Long Term Housing Strategy, Mr James TO and Dr YEUNG Sum willsuggestions for the Long Term Housing Strategy, Mr James TO and Dr YEUNG Sum willsuggestions for the Long Term Housing Strategy, Mr James TO and Dr YEUNG Sum will

be explaining them later on.be explaining them later on.be explaining them later on.be explaining them later on.

On behalf of the United Democrats, I voice opposition to the Honourable LAUOn behalf of the United Democrats, I voice opposition to the Honourable LAUOn behalf of the United Democrats, I voice opposition to the Honourable LAUOn behalf of the United Democrats, I voice opposition to the Honourable LAU

Wah-sum's motion for amendment, on the ground that the motion for amendment indicatesWah-sum's motion for amendment, on the ground that the motion for amendment indicatesWah-sum's motion for amendment, on the ground that the motion for amendment indicatesWah-sum's motion for amendment, on the ground that the motion for amendment indicates

full acceptance of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented.  Thisfull acceptance of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented.  Thisfull acceptance of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented.  Thisfull acceptance of the Long Term Housing Strategy as now being implemented.  This

strategy is now causing private sector housing prices to rise rapidly, with the resultstrategy is now causing private sector housing prices to rise rapidly, with the resultstrategy is now causing private sector housing prices to rise rapidly, with the resultstrategy is now causing private sector housing prices to rise rapidly, with the result

that many people have to live in "caged" housing or in squatter huts or have to livethat many people have to live in "caged" housing or in squatter huts or have to livethat many people have to live in "caged" housing or in squatter huts or have to livethat many people have to live in "caged" housing or in squatter huts or have to live

in private sector housing and pay monthly rents of several thousand dollars.  Theyin private sector housing and pay monthly rents of several thousand dollars.  Theyin private sector housing and pay monthly rents of several thousand dollars.  Theyin private sector housing and pay monthly rents of several thousand dollars.  They

will have to wait for many years before they get their chance to move into publicwill have to wait for many years before they get their chance to move into publicwill have to wait for many years before they get their chance to move into publicwill have to wait for many years before they get their chance to move into public

housing.  This is intolerable.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum proposes that thehousing.  This is intolerable.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum proposes that thehousing.  This is intolerable.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum proposes that thehousing.  This is intolerable.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum proposes that the

Government should produce within one year a scheme for solving the housing problemGovernment should produce within one year a scheme for solving the housing problemGovernment should produce within one year a scheme for solving the housing problemGovernment should produce within one year a scheme for solving the housing problem

of the sandwich class.of the sandwich class.of the sandwich class.of the sandwich class.

We really are puzzled by this time-frame which is six months longer than the six monthsWe really are puzzled by this time-frame which is six months longer than the six monthsWe really are puzzled by this time-frame which is six months longer than the six monthsWe really are puzzled by this time-frame which is six months longer than the six months

already promised by the Government.  On behalf of the United Democrats, I voicealready promised by the Government.  On behalf of the United Democrats, I voicealready promised by the Government.  On behalf of the United Democrats, I voicealready promised by the Government.  On behalf of the United Democrats, I voice

opposition to the motion for amendment.  I hope that the authorities will take actionopposition to the motion for amendment.  I hope that the authorities will take actionopposition to the motion for amendment.  I hope that the authorities will take actionopposition to the motion for amendment.  I hope that the authorities will take action

as soon as possible for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class and willas soon as possible for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class and willas soon as possible for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class and willas soon as possible for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class and will

not drag their feet unduly.  Here, on behalf of the many "shell-less snails" nownot drag their feet unduly.  Here, on behalf of the many "shell-less snails" nownot drag their feet unduly.  Here, on behalf of the many "shell-less snails" nownot drag their feet unduly.  Here, on behalf of the many "shell-less snails" now

living in "caged" housing, squatter huts, public housing and private sector housing,living in "caged" housing, squatter huts, public housing and private sector housing,living in "caged" housing, squatter huts, public housing and private sector housing,living in "caged" housing, squatter huts, public housing and private sector housing,

I voice opposition to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment.  Thank you,I voice opposition to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment.  Thank you,I voice opposition to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment.  Thank you,I voice opposition to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's motion for amendment.  Thank you,

Mr Deputy President.Mr Deputy President.Mr Deputy President.Mr Deputy President.

MR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think that the original motion,MR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think that the original motion,MR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think that the original motion,MR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think that the original motion,

as presented, fails to address the most pressing housing problem we are facing now.as presented, fails to address the most pressing housing problem we are facing now.as presented, fails to address the most pressing housing problem we are facing now.as presented, fails to address the most pressing housing problem we are facing now.

To use a term previously used by some colleagues, the motion is not directed againstTo use a term previously used by some colleagues, the motion is not directed againstTo use a term previously used by some colleagues, the motion is not directed againstTo use a term previously used by some colleagues, the motion is not directed against

something specific and lacks a point of emphasis.something specific and lacks a point of emphasis.something specific and lacks a point of emphasis.something specific and lacks a point of emphasis.

Our colleagues of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) think that the mostOur colleagues of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) think that the mostOur colleagues of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) think that the mostOur colleagues of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) think that the most

pressing task before us is to find the ways and means to resolve the difficulty ofpressing task before us is to find the ways and means to resolve the difficulty ofpressing task before us is to find the ways and means to resolve the difficulty ofpressing task before us is to find the ways and means to resolve the difficulty of

the sandwich class in home purchases.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum just now has saidthe sandwich class in home purchases.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum just now has saidthe sandwich class in home purchases.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum just now has saidthe sandwich class in home purchases.  The Honourable LAU Wah-sum just now has said

that, compared with the long-neglected predicament of the sandwich class, the reviewthat, compared with the long-neglected predicament of the sandwich class, the reviewthat, compared with the long-neglected predicament of the sandwich class, the reviewthat, compared with the long-neglected predicament of the sandwich class, the review

of the public housing policy for the lower income groups is clearly not the mostof the public housing policy for the lower income groups is clearly not the mostof the public housing policy for the lower income groups is clearly not the mostof the public housing policy for the lower income groups is clearly not the most

pressing matter of the moment.  In fact, according to recent government statisticspressing matter of the moment.  In fact, according to recent government statisticspressing matter of the moment.  In fact, according to recent government statisticspressing matter of the moment.  In fact, according to recent government statistics

for the supply of land for housing, land available for public housing flats cateringfor the supply of land for housing, land available for public housing flats cateringfor the supply of land for housing, land available for public housing flats cateringfor the supply of land for housing, land available for public housing flats catering

for the lower income groups will remain plentiful by 1995.  However, it calls forfor the lower income groups will remain plentiful by 1995.  However, it calls forfor the lower income groups will remain plentiful by 1995.  However, it calls forfor the lower income groups will remain plentiful by 1995.  However, it calls for



our immediate action to give a hand to the sandwich class who find it very difficultour immediate action to give a hand to the sandwich class who find it very difficultour immediate action to give a hand to the sandwich class who find it very difficultour immediate action to give a hand to the sandwich class who find it very difficult

in home buying before their predicament gets worse.  The flood waters are rising abovein home buying before their predicament gets worse.  The flood waters are rising abovein home buying before their predicament gets worse.  The flood waters are rising abovein home buying before their predicament gets worse.  The flood waters are rising above

their ears, so to speak.  I must stress that it does not mean that Hong Kong willtheir ears, so to speak.  I must stress that it does not mean that Hong Kong willtheir ears, so to speak.  I must stress that it does not mean that Hong Kong willtheir ears, so to speak.  I must stress that it does not mean that Hong Kong will

have no need to review the provision of housing for the lower income groups from timehave no need to review the provision of housing for the lower income groups from timehave no need to review the provision of housing for the lower income groups from timehave no need to review the provision of housing for the lower income groups from time

to time.  Yet I must say that everything has to be dealt with according to urgency.to time.  Yet I must say that everything has to be dealt with according to urgency.to time.  Yet I must say that everything has to be dealt with according to urgency.to time.  Yet I must say that everything has to be dealt with according to urgency.

It is one hundred percent proper that what the Government should do at this momentIt is one hundred percent proper that what the Government should do at this momentIt is one hundred percent proper that what the Government should do at this momentIt is one hundred percent proper that what the Government should do at this moment

is to resolve the housing predicament of the sandwich class.is to resolve the housing predicament of the sandwich class.is to resolve the housing predicament of the sandwich class.is to resolve the housing predicament of the sandwich class.

The CRC's suggestions for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class wereThe CRC's suggestions for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class wereThe CRC's suggestions for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class wereThe CRC's suggestions for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class were

briefly described by the Honourable LAU Wah-sum and Edward HO a moment ago.  I willbriefly described by the Honourable LAU Wah-sum and Edward HO a moment ago.  I willbriefly described by the Honourable LAU Wah-sum and Edward HO a moment ago.  I willbriefly described by the Honourable LAU Wah-sum and Edward HO a moment ago.  I will

give an account of what the recommendations are for the scheme as regards landgive an account of what the recommendations are for the scheme as regards landgive an account of what the recommendations are for the scheme as regards landgive an account of what the recommendations are for the scheme as regards land

allocation, the number and size of flats, pricing and restrictions on ownershipallocation, the number and size of flats, pricing and restrictions on ownershipallocation, the number and size of flats, pricing and restrictions on ownershipallocation, the number and size of flats, pricing and restrictions on ownership

transfers.transfers.transfers.transfers.

The CRC recommends that the Government allocate five hectares annuallThe CRC recommends that the Government allocate five hectares annuallThe CRC recommends that the Government allocate five hectares annuallThe CRC recommends that the Government allocate five hectares annually for they for they for they for the

construction of 5 000 flats, the average size of which is 75 sq m or 800 sq ft.  Toconstruction of 5 000 flats, the average size of which is 75 sq m or 800 sq ft.  Toconstruction of 5 000 flats, the average size of which is 75 sq m or 800 sq ft.  Toconstruction of 5 000 flats, the average size of which is 75 sq m or 800 sq ft.  To

a typical middle income family of four, this living space is relatively reasonable.a typical middle income family of four, this living space is relatively reasonable.a typical middle income family of four, this living space is relatively reasonable.a typical middle income family of four, this living space is relatively reasonable.

I must stress here that our purpose in putting forth this idea of home ownership schemeI must stress here that our purpose in putting forth this idea of home ownership schemeI must stress here that our purpose in putting forth this idea of home ownership schemeI must stress here that our purpose in putting forth this idea of home ownership scheme

for the sandwich class is to give real help to the sandwich class to rid theirfor the sandwich class is to give real help to the sandwich class to rid theirfor the sandwich class is to give real help to the sandwich class to rid theirfor the sandwich class is to give real help to the sandwich class to rid their

home-purchasing difficulty.  We hope that people of this large middle class, as thehome-purchasing difficulty.  We hope that people of this large middle class, as thehome-purchasing difficulty.  We hope that people of this large middle class, as thehome-purchasing difficulty.  We hope that people of this large middle class, as the

mainstay of Hong Kong, are able to have a home in addition to a job, so that theymainstay of Hong Kong, are able to have a home in addition to a job, so that theymainstay of Hong Kong, are able to have a home in addition to a job, so that theymainstay of Hong Kong, are able to have a home in addition to a job, so that they

may continue to make contributions to Hong Kong's prosperity.  So this kind of housingmay continue to make contributions to Hong Kong's prosperity.  So this kind of housingmay continue to make contributions to Hong Kong's prosperity.  So this kind of housingmay continue to make contributions to Hong Kong's prosperity.  So this kind of housing

for the sandwich class should be of a design that is competitively attractive.  Suchfor the sandwich class should be of a design that is competitively attractive.  Suchfor the sandwich class should be of a design that is competitively attractive.  Suchfor the sandwich class should be of a design that is competitively attractive.  Such

housing should not be of a second-rate design because it is cheaper than private sectorhousing should not be of a second-rate design because it is cheaper than private sectorhousing should not be of a second-rate design because it is cheaper than private sectorhousing should not be of a second-rate design because it is cheaper than private sector

housing.housing.housing.housing.

How should the housing for the sandwich class be priced?  As far as this isHow should the housing for the sandwich class be priced?  As far as this isHow should the housing for the sandwich class be priced?  As far as this isHow should the housing for the sandwich class be priced?  As far as this is

concerned, our views are close to those that have been expressed by the speakers beforeconcerned, our views are close to those that have been expressed by the speakers beforeconcerned, our views are close to those that have been expressed by the speakers beforeconcerned, our views are close to those that have been expressed by the speakers before

me.  We think that the method of pricing used under the present Home Ownership Scheme,me.  We think that the method of pricing used under the present Home Ownership Scheme,me.  We think that the method of pricing used under the present Home Ownership Scheme,me.  We think that the method of pricing used under the present Home Ownership Scheme,

which is to fix the prices on the basis of the market value and then give a discountwhich is to fix the prices on the basis of the market value and then give a discountwhich is to fix the prices on the basis of the market value and then give a discountwhich is to fix the prices on the basis of the market value and then give a discount

at a certain level, has been generally accepted by the public.  Such a method hasat a certain level, has been generally accepted by the public.  Such a method hasat a certain level, has been generally accepted by the public.  Such a method hasat a certain level, has been generally accepted by the public.  Such a method has

its merits.  Therefore, the CRC advocates a pricing method which takes the marketits merits.  Therefore, the CRC advocates a pricing method which takes the marketits merits.  Therefore, the CRC advocates a pricing method which takes the marketits merits.  Therefore, the CRC advocates a pricing method which takes the market

price and gives a 50% discount, bearing in mind that the sandwich class simply hasprice and gives a 50% discount, bearing in mind that the sandwich class simply hasprice and gives a 50% discount, bearing in mind that the sandwich class simply hasprice and gives a 50% discount, bearing in mind that the sandwich class simply has

no chance to buy suitable flats at current prices in the market.  According to ourno chance to buy suitable flats at current prices in the market.  According to ourno chance to buy suitable flats at current prices in the market.  According to ourno chance to buy suitable flats at current prices in the market.  According to our

computation, a flat of 800 sq ft, at 50% of the market price, will be priced at $1.6computation, a flat of 800 sq ft, at 50% of the market price, will be priced at $1.6computation, a flat of 800 sq ft, at 50% of the market price, will be priced at $1.6computation, a flat of 800 sq ft, at 50% of the market price, will be priced at $1.6

million or about $2,000 per sq ft.  If a 90% mortgage is made available with repaymentmillion or about $2,000 per sq ft.  If a 90% mortgage is made available with repaymentmillion or about $2,000 per sq ft.  If a 90% mortgage is made available with repaymentmillion or about $2,000 per sq ft.  If a 90% mortgage is made available with repayment

spreading over 20 years, and the mortgage rate is 10%, then the monthly instalmentspreading over 20 years, and the mortgage rate is 10%, then the monthly instalmentspreading over 20 years, and the mortgage rate is 10%, then the monthly instalmentspreading over 20 years, and the mortgage rate is 10%, then the monthly instalment

is $14,000, which is about 35% or one-third of the income of a sandwich class family.is $14,000, which is about 35% or one-third of the income of a sandwich class family.is $14,000, which is about 35% or one-third of the income of a sandwich class family.is $14,000, which is about 35% or one-third of the income of a sandwich class family.



We recommend a 50% discount of the market price because a home ownership housing flatWe recommend a 50% discount of the market price because a home ownership housing flatWe recommend a 50% discount of the market price because a home ownership housing flatWe recommend a 50% discount of the market price because a home ownership housing flat

for the sandwich class is bigger in area than an ordinary unit under the Home Ownershipfor the sandwich class is bigger in area than an ordinary unit under the Home Ownershipfor the sandwich class is bigger in area than an ordinary unit under the Home Ownershipfor the sandwich class is bigger in area than an ordinary unit under the Home Ownership

Scheme and carries a higher price tag.  Only with such a discount will the sandwichScheme and carries a higher price tag.  Only with such a discount will the sandwichScheme and carries a higher price tag.  Only with such a discount will the sandwichScheme and carries a higher price tag.  Only with such a discount will the sandwich

class find the flats affordable.class find the flats affordable.class find the flats affordable.class find the flats affordable.

Home ownership housing for the sandwich class is a product of governmentHome ownership housing for the sandwich class is a product of governmentHome ownership housing for the sandwich class is a product of governmentHome ownership housing for the sandwich class is a product of government

intervention in the market-place.  Its objective is to help sandwich class familiesintervention in the market-place.  Its objective is to help sandwich class familiesintervention in the market-place.  Its objective is to help sandwich class familiesintervention in the market-place.  Its objective is to help sandwich class families

to buy their own homes.  It is for these reasons that if the owner of such a flatto buy their own homes.  It is for these reasons that if the owner of such a flatto buy their own homes.  It is for these reasons that if the owner of such a flatto buy their own homes.  It is for these reasons that if the owner of such a flat

wishes to sell it, he should be subject to certain restrictions.  We suggest thatwishes to sell it, he should be subject to certain restrictions.  We suggest thatwishes to sell it, he should be subject to certain restrictions.  We suggest thatwishes to sell it, he should be subject to certain restrictions.  We suggest that

should an owner wish to sell such a flat within 10 years from the date of completion,should an owner wish to sell such a flat within 10 years from the date of completion,should an owner wish to sell such a flat within 10 years from the date of completion,should an owner wish to sell such a flat within 10 years from the date of completion,

he can only sell it to an authority for home ownership housing for the sandwich class.he can only sell it to an authority for home ownership housing for the sandwich class.he can only sell it to an authority for home ownership housing for the sandwich class.he can only sell it to an authority for home ownership housing for the sandwich class.

The selling price is to be determined on the basis of the prices of new housing ofThe selling price is to be determined on the basis of the prices of new housing ofThe selling price is to be determined on the basis of the prices of new housing ofThe selling price is to be determined on the basis of the prices of new housing of

this kind and reduce it by a depreciation rate.  Ten years after their completion,this kind and reduce it by a depreciation rate.  Ten years after their completion,this kind and reduce it by a depreciation rate.  Ten years after their completion,this kind and reduce it by a depreciation rate.  Ten years after their completion,

flats under this scheme can be traded freely in the market.  Under such an arrangement,flats under this scheme can be traded freely in the market.  Under such an arrangement,flats under this scheme can be traded freely in the market.  Under such an arrangement,flats under this scheme can be traded freely in the market.  Under such an arrangement,

owners of home ownership housing for the sandwich class will also be benefited byowners of home ownership housing for the sandwich class will also be benefited byowners of home ownership housing for the sandwich class will also be benefited byowners of home ownership housing for the sandwich class will also be benefited by

property appreciation due to rising property prices or inflation.property appreciation due to rising property prices or inflation.property appreciation due to rising property prices or inflation.property appreciation due to rising property prices or inflation.

Mr Deputy President, we totally agree that the Government should regularly reviewMr Deputy President, we totally agree that the Government should regularly reviewMr Deputy President, we totally agree that the Government should regularly reviewMr Deputy President, we totally agree that the Government should regularly review

the housing problems of different income groups and consult the public and listenthe housing problems of different income groups and consult the public and listenthe housing problems of different income groups and consult the public and listenthe housing problems of different income groups and consult the public and listen

to their views when formulating specific policies.  But this is only the generalto their views when formulating specific policies.  But this is only the generalto their views when formulating specific policies.  But this is only the generalto their views when formulating specific policies.  But this is only the general

principle.  The present situation is quite clear.  The sharp price increases in theprinciple.  The present situation is quite clear.  The sharp price increases in theprinciple.  The present situation is quite clear.  The sharp price increases in theprinciple.  The present situation is quite clear.  The sharp price increases in the

property market in the past year has made housing an increasingly difficult problemproperty market in the past year has made housing an increasingly difficult problemproperty market in the past year has made housing an increasingly difficult problemproperty market in the past year has made housing an increasingly difficult problem

for the sandwich class.  Their predicament is so well-known that we do not need anyfor the sandwich class.  Their predicament is so well-known that we do not need anyfor the sandwich class.  Their predicament is so well-known that we do not need anyfor the sandwich class.  Their predicament is so well-known that we do not need any

further investigation or research to ascertain it.  As for the housing problem forfurther investigation or research to ascertain it.  As for the housing problem forfurther investigation or research to ascertain it.  As for the housing problem forfurther investigation or research to ascertain it.  As for the housing problem for

the lower income groups, there is admittedly much room for improvement.  And thethe lower income groups, there is admittedly much room for improvement.  And thethe lower income groups, there is admittedly much room for improvement.  And thethe lower income groups, there is admittedly much room for improvement.  And the

Housing Authority has a system in place to review the situation each year.  However,Housing Authority has a system in place to review the situation each year.  However,Housing Authority has a system in place to review the situation each year.  However,Housing Authority has a system in place to review the situation each year.  However,

their problem is comparatively less urgent than that of the complaining sandwich class,their problem is comparatively less urgent than that of the complaining sandwich class,their problem is comparatively less urgent than that of the complaining sandwich class,their problem is comparatively less urgent than that of the complaining sandwich class,

which has been long neglected.  Therefore, the Government should see which is thewhich has been long neglected.  Therefore, the Government should see which is thewhich has been long neglected.  Therefore, the Government should see which is thewhich has been long neglected.  Therefore, the Government should see which is the

real problem and immediately come up with a concrete scheme.  We hope that the schemereal problem and immediately come up with a concrete scheme.  We hope that the schemereal problem and immediately come up with a concrete scheme.  We hope that the schemereal problem and immediately come up with a concrete scheme.  We hope that the scheme

the CRC is proposing today will meet with Members' valuable comments.the CRC is proposing today will meet with Members' valuable comments.the CRC is proposing today will meet with Members' valuable comments.the CRC is proposing today will meet with Members' valuable comments.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarksMr Deputy President, with these remarksMr Deputy President, with these remarksMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's, I support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's

amendment motion.amendment motion.amendment motion.amendment motion.

MR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, after listening to the views of severalMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, after listening to the views of severalMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, after listening to the views of severalMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, after listening to the views of several

Members in the course of the debate today , I feel that they sounded as if the LongMembers in the course of the debate today , I feel that they sounded as if the LongMembers in the course of the debate today , I feel that they sounded as if the LongMembers in the course of the debate today , I feel that they sounded as if the Long

Term Housing Strategy were something special for the Housing Authority to do, andTerm Housing Strategy were something special for the Housing Authority to do, andTerm Housing Strategy were something special for the Housing Authority to do, andTerm Housing Strategy were something special for the Housing Authority to do, and



it is imperative to give the priority to the sandwich class in terms of housingit is imperative to give the priority to the sandwich class in terms of housingit is imperative to give the priority to the sandwich class in terms of housingit is imperative to give the priority to the sandwich class in terms of housing

arrangement.  I am of the view that they were diverging from the entire discussion.arrangement.  I am of the view that they were diverging from the entire discussion.arrangement.  I am of the view that they were diverging from the entire discussion.arrangement.  I am of the view that they were diverging from the entire discussion.

The Honourable Frederick FUNG's suggestion is that the Long Term Housing StrategyThe Honourable Frederick FUNG's suggestion is that the Long Term Housing StrategyThe Honourable Frederick FUNG's suggestion is that the Long Term Housing StrategyThe Honourable Frederick FUNG's suggestion is that the Long Term Housing Strategy

should be comprehensively reviewed.  In 1985, the then Secretary for Housing (thisshould be comprehensively reviewed.  In 1985, the then Secretary for Housing (thisshould be comprehensively reviewed.  In 1985, the then Secretary for Housing (thisshould be comprehensively reviewed.  In 1985, the then Secretary for Housing (this

post has been scrapped), Mr TODD, undertook a study of Hong Kong's overall housingpost has been scrapped), Mr TODD, undertook a study of Hong Kong's overall housingpost has been scrapped), Mr TODD, undertook a study of Hong Kong's overall housingpost has been scrapped), Mr TODD, undertook a study of Hong Kong's overall housing

policy for the next 15 years and put together and published in April 1987, a "Whitepolicy for the next 15 years and put together and published in April 1987, a "Whitepolicy for the next 15 years and put together and published in April 1987, a "Whitepolicy for the next 15 years and put together and published in April 1987, a "White

Paper on the Long Term Housing Strategy".  The policy as laid down in the White PaperPaper on the Long Term Housing Strategy".  The policy as laid down in the White PaperPaper on the Long Term Housing Strategy".  The policy as laid down in the White PaperPaper on the Long Term Housing Strategy".  The policy as laid down in the White Paper

is not one of the Housing Authority or the Housing Department, but the view of theis not one of the Housing Authority or the Housing Department, but the view of theis not one of the Housing Authority or the Housing Department, but the view of theis not one of the Housing Authority or the Housing Department, but the view of the

central government.  The Long Term Housing Strategy stated right from the verycentral government.  The Long Term Housing Strategy stated right from the verycentral government.  The Long Term Housing Strategy stated right from the verycentral government.  The Long Term Housing Strategy stated right from the very

beginning that the authorities must carry out the basic objective of the policy, thatbeginning that the authorities must carry out the basic objective of the policy, thatbeginning that the authorities must carry out the basic objective of the policy, thatbeginning that the authorities must carry out the basic objective of the policy, that

is, to ensure that suitable housing would be made available to all households atis, to ensure that suitable housing would be made available to all households atis, to ensure that suitable housing would be made available to all households atis, to ensure that suitable housing would be made available to all households at

affordable prices or rents for the public.  If we go back to these words with today'saffordable prices or rents for the public.  If we go back to these words with today'saffordable prices or rents for the public.  If we go back to these words with today'saffordable prices or rents for the public.  If we go back to these words with today's

property prices in mind, it is obvious that the objective has not been accomplished.property prices in mind, it is obvious that the objective has not been accomplished.property prices in mind, it is obvious that the objective has not been accomplished.property prices in mind, it is obvious that the objective has not been accomplished.

This is why members of the Co-operative Resources Centre, members of the UnitedThis is why members of the Co-operative Resources Centre, members of the UnitedThis is why members of the Co-operative Resources Centre, members of the UnitedThis is why members of the Co-operative Resources Centre, members of the United

Democrats of Hong Kong and other Members all feel that today's sustained high propertyDemocrats of Hong Kong and other Members all feel that today's sustained high propertyDemocrats of Hong Kong and other Members all feel that today's sustained high propertyDemocrats of Hong Kong and other Members all feel that today's sustained high property

prices are beyond the reach of the sandwich class.  I think that this is our consensus.prices are beyond the reach of the sandwich class.  I think that this is our consensus.prices are beyond the reach of the sandwich class.  I think that this is our consensus.prices are beyond the reach of the sandwich class.  I think that this is our consensus.

The difference lies in the question of emphasis.  Some say that now is the time toThe difference lies in the question of emphasis.  Some say that now is the time toThe difference lies in the question of emphasis.  Some say that now is the time toThe difference lies in the question of emphasis.  Some say that now is the time to

look after the sandwich class, while matters concerning the lower and middle incomelook after the sandwich class, while matters concerning the lower and middle incomelook after the sandwich class, while matters concerning the lower and middle incomelook after the sandwich class, while matters concerning the lower and middle income

groups should be left to the Housing Authority to review.  I feel that this is slightlygroups should be left to the Housing Authority to review.  I feel that this is slightlygroups should be left to the Housing Authority to review.  I feel that this is slightlygroups should be left to the Housing Authority to review.  I feel that this is slightly

off the mark.  I feel that the housing problem should be considered in its entirety,off the mark.  I feel that the housing problem should be considered in its entirety,off the mark.  I feel that the housing problem should be considered in its entirety,off the mark.  I feel that the housing problem should be considered in its entirety,

rather than dividing housing into private sector housing and public sector housingrather than dividing housing into private sector housing and public sector housingrather than dividing housing into private sector housing and public sector housingrather than dividing housing into private sector housing and public sector housing

and then sub-dividing public sector housing into public rental housing, Homeand then sub-dividing public sector housing into public rental housing, Homeand then sub-dividing public sector housing into public rental housing, Homeand then sub-dividing public sector housing into public rental housing, Home

Ownership Scheme flats or super home ownership housing, that is, high quality homeOwnership Scheme flats or super home ownership housing, that is, high quality homeOwnership Scheme flats or super home ownership housing, that is, high quality homeOwnership Scheme flats or super home ownership housing, that is, high quality home

ownership housing.  I think that we should take a panoramic view, instead of puttingownership housing.  I think that we should take a panoramic view, instead of puttingownership housing.  I think that we should take a panoramic view, instead of puttingownership housing.  I think that we should take a panoramic view, instead of putting

a special emphasis on urging the Government to look after the sandwich class.  Fora special emphasis on urging the Government to look after the sandwich class.  Fora special emphasis on urging the Government to look after the sandwich class.  Fora special emphasis on urging the Government to look after the sandwich class.  For

its part, the Government also expresses its hope to be able to produce a report inits part, the Government also expresses its hope to be able to produce a report inits part, the Government also expresses its hope to be able to produce a report inits part, the Government also expresses its hope to be able to produce a report in

six months.  We should do our best to provide our views to the Government concerningsix months.  We should do our best to provide our views to the Government concerningsix months.  We should do our best to provide our views to the Government concerningsix months.  We should do our best to provide our views to the Government concerning

the housing problem of the sandwich class.  I feel that a comprehensive review isthe housing problem of the sandwich class.  I feel that a comprehensive review isthe housing problem of the sandwich class.  I feel that a comprehensive review isthe housing problem of the sandwich class.  I feel that a comprehensive review is

the crux of this debate.the crux of this debate.the crux of this debate.the crux of this debate.

Why is a comprehensive review needed?  It is because when the Long Term HousingWhy is a comprehensive review needed?  It is because when the Long Term HousingWhy is a comprehensive review needed?  It is because when the Long Term HousingWhy is a comprehensive review needed?  It is because when the Long Term Housing

Strategy was put forth in 1987, it stated that in 15 years, that is, by the year 2001,Strategy was put forth in 1987, it stated that in 15 years, that is, by the year 2001,Strategy was put forth in 1987, it stated that in 15 years, that is, by the year 2001,Strategy was put forth in 1987, it stated that in 15 years, that is, by the year 2001,

the Government and the private sector should have built        1 085 000 new unitsthe Government and the private sector should have built        1 085 000 new unitsthe Government and the private sector should have built        1 085 000 new unitsthe Government and the private sector should have built        1 085 000 new units

(including new units from redevelopment), but that demand was to be met basically(including new units from redevelopment), but that demand was to be met basically(including new units from redevelopment), but that demand was to be met basically(including new units from redevelopment), but that demand was to be met basically

through a strategy favouring the private sector, which would play a dominant role.through a strategy favouring the private sector, which would play a dominant role.through a strategy favouring the private sector, which would play a dominant role.through a strategy favouring the private sector, which would play a dominant role.

The strategy was based on three basic assumptions.  Firstly, there would be increasesThe strategy was based on three basic assumptions.  Firstly, there would be increasesThe strategy was based on three basic assumptions.  Firstly, there would be increasesThe strategy was based on three basic assumptions.  Firstly, there would be increases

of between 3% and 4.5% in household real income.  However, there have basically beenof between 3% and 4.5% in household real income.  However, there have basically beenof between 3% and 4.5% in household real income.  However, there have basically beenof between 3% and 4.5% in household real income.  However, there have basically been

no real upward revision made to qualifying income limits under Home Ownership Schemeno real upward revision made to qualifying income limits under Home Ownership Schemeno real upward revision made to qualifying income limits under Home Ownership Schemeno real upward revision made to qualifying income limits under Home Ownership Scheme



and for public housing, making more people become ineligible for these units.and for public housing, making more people become ineligible for these units.and for public housing, making more people become ineligible for these units.and for public housing, making more people become ineligible for these units.

Secondly, when assessing the demand, the Government failed completely to considerSecondly, when assessing the demand, the Government failed completely to considerSecondly, when assessing the demand, the Government failed completely to considerSecondly, when assessing the demand, the Government failed completely to consider

the market demand for private housing as an investment vehicle.  In fact, this demandthe market demand for private housing as an investment vehicle.  In fact, this demandthe market demand for private housing as an investment vehicle.  In fact, this demandthe market demand for private housing as an investment vehicle.  In fact, this demand

will fluctuate with the the market movement.  The Long Term Housing Strategy hadwill fluctuate with the the market movement.  The Long Term Housing Strategy hadwill fluctuate with the the market movement.  The Long Term Housing Strategy hadwill fluctuate with the the market movement.  The Long Term Housing Strategy had

nothing specific to say concerning the public's affordability, leading us to doubtnothing specific to say concerning the public's affordability, leading us to doubtnothing specific to say concerning the public's affordability, leading us to doubtnothing specific to say concerning the public's affordability, leading us to doubt

that, when laying down the Long Term Housing Strategy, if the Government gave anythat, when laying down the Long Term Housing Strategy, if the Government gave anythat, when laying down the Long Term Housing Strategy, if the Government gave anythat, when laying down the Long Term Housing Strategy, if the Government gave any

serious consideration to the public's affordability.  Thirdly, the resources of theserious consideration to the public's affordability.  Thirdly, the resources of theserious consideration to the public's affordability.  Thirdly, the resources of theserious consideration to the public's affordability.  Thirdly, the resources of the

private property developers were not being fully utilized.  So the private sectorprivate property developers were not being fully utilized.  So the private sectorprivate property developers were not being fully utilized.  So the private sectorprivate property developers were not being fully utilized.  So the private sector

was left to play a dominant role.  This view is very questionable.  In a marketwas left to play a dominant role.  This view is very questionable.  In a marketwas left to play a dominant role.  This view is very questionable.  In a marketwas left to play a dominant role.  This view is very questionable.  In a market

economy, or indeed a free market economy, which, I think, will have many colleagues'economy, or indeed a free market economy, which, I think, will have many colleagues'economy, or indeed a free market economy, which, I think, will have many colleagues'economy, or indeed a free market economy, which, I think, will have many colleagues'

support, when demand declines in one sector or its resources fail to be properlysupport, when demand declines in one sector or its resources fail to be properlysupport, when demand declines in one sector or its resources fail to be properlysupport, when demand declines in one sector or its resources fail to be properly

utilized, then some of its resources should be shifted to another sector for theutilized, then some of its resources should be shifted to another sector for theutilized, then some of its resources should be shifted to another sector for theutilized, then some of its resources should be shifted to another sector for the

manufacturing of other products.  This is purely a question of supply and demand inmanufacturing of other products.  This is purely a question of supply and demand inmanufacturing of other products.  This is purely a question of supply and demand inmanufacturing of other products.  This is purely a question of supply and demand in

a free market.a free market.a free market.a free market.

Why the Government still shows favouritism to the private sector to play theWhy the Government still shows favouritism to the private sector to play theWhy the Government still shows favouritism to the private sector to play theWhy the Government still shows favouritism to the private sector to play the

dominant role in the Long Term Housing Strategy, in spite of the fact that privatedominant role in the Long Term Housing Strategy, in spite of the fact that privatedominant role in the Long Term Housing Strategy, in spite of the fact that privatedominant role in the Long Term Housing Strategy, in spite of the fact that private

sector resources are not being properly utilized?  We can see from the statisticssector resources are not being properly utilized?  We can see from the statisticssector resources are not being properly utilized?  We can see from the statisticssector resources are not being properly utilized?  We can see from the statistics

that public housing in urban areas is now no longer available to applicants.  Theythat public housing in urban areas is now no longer available to applicants.  Theythat public housing in urban areas is now no longer available to applicants.  Theythat public housing in urban areas is now no longer available to applicants.  They

can only resign to public housing in the New Territories.  Nowadays, the supply ofcan only resign to public housing in the New Territories.  Nowadays, the supply ofcan only resign to public housing in the New Territories.  Nowadays, the supply ofcan only resign to public housing in the New Territories.  Nowadays, the supply of

public rental housing is indeed as tight as it was five years ago, when the Long Termpublic rental housing is indeed as tight as it was five years ago, when the Long Termpublic rental housing is indeed as tight as it was five years ago, when the Long Termpublic rental housing is indeed as tight as it was five years ago, when the Long Term

Housing Strategy was first laid down. Secondly, there are 170 000 people on publicHousing Strategy was first laid down. Secondly, there are 170 000 people on publicHousing Strategy was first laid down. Secondly, there are 170 000 people on publicHousing Strategy was first laid down. Secondly, there are 170 000 people on public

housing's waiting lists.  The Housing Department estimates that among them only abouthousing's waiting lists.  The Housing Department estimates that among them only abouthousing's waiting lists.  The Housing Department estimates that among them only abouthousing's waiting lists.  The Housing Department estimates that among them only about

60 000 families will ultimately be able to move into public housing.  On the basis60 000 families will ultimately be able to move into public housing.  On the basis60 000 families will ultimately be able to move into public housing.  On the basis60 000 families will ultimately be able to move into public housing.  On the basis

of this calculation, with the supply of, say, 10 000-plus public rental housing flatsof this calculation, with the supply of, say, 10 000-plus public rental housing flatsof this calculation, with the supply of, say, 10 000-plus public rental housing flatsof this calculation, with the supply of, say, 10 000-plus public rental housing flats

each year, then by about 1997 or 1998, the target of meeting public housing needseach year, then by about 1997 or 1998, the target of meeting public housing needseach year, then by about 1997 or 1998, the target of meeting public housing needseach year, then by about 1997 or 1998, the target of meeting public housing needs

of these    170 000 people (actually 60 000 households) on the waiting lists willof these    170 000 people (actually 60 000 households) on the waiting lists willof these    170 000 people (actually 60 000 households) on the waiting lists willof these    170 000 people (actually 60 000 households) on the waiting lists will

have been achieved.   But one must not forget that 30 000 new applicants will be addedhave been achieved.   But one must not forget that 30 000 new applicants will be addedhave been achieved.   But one must not forget that 30 000 new applicants will be addedhave been achieved.   But one must not forget that 30 000 new applicants will be added

to the lists each year.   By the same method of calculation, while 9 000 householdsto the lists each year.   By the same method of calculation, while 9 000 householdsto the lists each year.   By the same method of calculation, while 9 000 householdsto the lists each year.   By the same method of calculation, while 9 000 households

will be moving into public housing estates each year, how long, then, must each year'swill be moving into public housing estates each year, how long, then, must each year'swill be moving into public housing estates each year, how long, then, must each year'swill be moving into public housing estates each year, how long, then, must each year's

new applicants wait before their housing problem can be solved?  Very clearly, 2001new applicants wait before their housing problem can be solved?  Very clearly, 2001new applicants wait before their housing problem can be solved?  Very clearly, 2001new applicants wait before their housing problem can be solved?  Very clearly, 2001

is not the year when we can see the end of the problem.  What is more, there are alsois not the year when we can see the end of the problem.  What is more, there are alsois not the year when we can see the end of the problem.  What is more, there are alsois not the year when we can see the end of the problem.  What is more, there are also

the squatter huts and temporary housing that have to be demolished.  Therefore, thethe squatter huts and temporary housing that have to be demolished.  Therefore, thethe squatter huts and temporary housing that have to be demolished.  Therefore, thethe squatter huts and temporary housing that have to be demolished.  Therefore, the

actual demand is really huge.actual demand is really huge.actual demand is really huge.actual demand is really huge.

In view of various factors, I feel that the five-year-old Long Term HousingIn view of various factors, I feel that the five-year-old Long Term HousingIn view of various factors, I feel that the five-year-old Long Term HousingIn view of various factors, I feel that the five-year-old Long Term Housing

Strategy must be comprehensively reviewed.  Therefore, I deeply regret that I cannotStrategy must be comprehensively reviewed.  Therefore, I deeply regret that I cannotStrategy must be comprehensively reviewed.  Therefore, I deeply regret that I cannotStrategy must be comprehensively reviewed.  Therefore, I deeply regret that I cannot

support the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion because his motion only focusessupport the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion because his motion only focusessupport the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion because his motion only focusessupport the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion because his motion only focuses



on the needs of the sandwich class.  I feel that the housing problem must be lookedon the needs of the sandwich class.  I feel that the housing problem must be lookedon the needs of the sandwich class.  I feel that the housing problem must be lookedon the needs of the sandwich class.  I feel that the housing problem must be looked

at macroscopically in its entirety.  As such, I feel that it is time to conduct aat macroscopically in its entirety.  As such, I feel that it is time to conduct aat macroscopically in its entirety.  As such, I feel that it is time to conduct aat macroscopically in its entirety.  As such, I feel that it is time to conduct a

comprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.comprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.comprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.comprehensive review of the Long Term Housing Strategy.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable FrederickMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable FrederickMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable FrederickMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable Frederick

FUNG's motion.FUNG's motion.FUNG's motion.FUNG's motion.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): The high land price policy, coupled with high inflationMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): The high land price policy, coupled with high inflationMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): The high land price policy, coupled with high inflationMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): The high land price policy, coupled with high inflation

and low interest rate, has driven up housing prices unremittingly.  In recent years,and low interest rate, has driven up housing prices unremittingly.  In recent years,and low interest rate, has driven up housing prices unremittingly.  In recent years,and low interest rate, has driven up housing prices unremittingly.  In recent years,

Hong Kong people made a lot of money in the Pearl River Delta.  This factor, togetherHong Kong people made a lot of money in the Pearl River Delta.  This factor, togetherHong Kong people made a lot of money in the Pearl River Delta.  This factor, togetherHong Kong people made a lot of money in the Pearl River Delta.  This factor, together

with the devaluation of the Hong Kong dollar caused by low interest rate, and thewith the devaluation of the Hong Kong dollar caused by low interest rate, and thewith the devaluation of the Hong Kong dollar caused by low interest rate, and thewith the devaluation of the Hong Kong dollar caused by low interest rate, and the

fact that investment in the property market is profitable but not too risky, peoplefact that investment in the property market is profitable but not too risky, peoplefact that investment in the property market is profitable but not too risky, peoplefact that investment in the property market is profitable but not too risky, people

generally come to the view that the buying of flats, as a form of investment, is agenerally come to the view that the buying of flats, as a form of investment, is agenerally come to the view that the buying of flats, as a form of investment, is agenerally come to the view that the buying of flats, as a form of investment, is a

good hedge against inflation.  Consequently, large sums of money have been channelledgood hedge against inflation.  Consequently, large sums of money have been channelledgood hedge against inflation.  Consequently, large sums of money have been channelledgood hedge against inflation.  Consequently, large sums of money have been channelled

to the property market, thus sustaining a bullish tone.  The United Democrats of Hongto the property market, thus sustaining a bullish tone.  The United Democrats of Hongto the property market, thus sustaining a bullish tone.  The United Democrats of Hongto the property market, thus sustaining a bullish tone.  The United Democrats of Hong

Kong (UDHK) think that an excessive concentration of investment in the property marketKong (UDHK) think that an excessive concentration of investment in the property marketKong (UDHK) think that an excessive concentration of investment in the property marketKong (UDHK) think that an excessive concentration of investment in the property market

is unhealthy.is unhealthy.is unhealthy.is unhealthy.

Under the present strategy of "favouring the private sector", private developersUnder the present strategy of "favouring the private sector", private developersUnder the present strategy of "favouring the private sector", private developersUnder the present strategy of "favouring the private sector", private developers

can put their completed flats on the market in numbers according to the demand.  Theycan put their completed flats on the market in numbers according to the demand.  Theycan put their completed flats on the market in numbers according to the demand.  Theycan put their completed flats on the market in numbers according to the demand.  They

almost take no risk but are assured of profitable returns.  The only question is howalmost take no risk but are assured of profitable returns.  The only question is howalmost take no risk but are assured of profitable returns.  The only question is howalmost take no risk but are assured of profitable returns.  The only question is how

large the profit is.  On the other hand, the upper limit of public housing eligibilitylarge the profit is.  On the other hand, the upper limit of public housing eligibilitylarge the profit is.  On the other hand, the upper limit of public housing eligibilitylarge the profit is.  On the other hand, the upper limit of public housing eligibility

income is set at a level so low that many people are not eligible for the flats providedincome is set at a level so low that many people are not eligible for the flats providedincome is set at a level so low that many people are not eligible for the flats providedincome is set at a level so low that many people are not eligible for the flats provided

by the Housing Authority and they have no choice but to look for housing in the openby the Housing Authority and they have no choice but to look for housing in the openby the Housing Authority and they have no choice but to look for housing in the openby the Housing Authority and they have no choice but to look for housing in the open

market.  Accordingly, their strong demand would then push the prices of privatemarket.  Accordingly, their strong demand would then push the prices of privatemarket.  Accordingly, their strong demand would then push the prices of privatemarket.  Accordingly, their strong demand would then push the prices of private

housing even higher.housing even higher.housing even higher.housing even higher.

The current property prices have reached a level beyond the affordability of theThe current property prices have reached a level beyond the affordability of theThe current property prices have reached a level beyond the affordability of theThe current property prices have reached a level beyond the affordability of the

ordinary people.  The UDHK think that housing is a basic necessity of the people.ordinary people.  The UDHK think that housing is a basic necessity of the people.ordinary people.  The UDHK think that housing is a basic necessity of the people.ordinary people.  The UDHK think that housing is a basic necessity of the people.

The lowly citizens have to spend their life's savings from hard work on buying homesThe lowly citizens have to spend their life's savings from hard work on buying homesThe lowly citizens have to spend their life's savings from hard work on buying homesThe lowly citizens have to spend their life's savings from hard work on buying homes

and have to toil all life long before they can pay off the mortgages on their homes,and have to toil all life long before they can pay off the mortgages on their homes,and have to toil all life long before they can pay off the mortgages on their homes,and have to toil all life long before they can pay off the mortgages on their homes,

only to see that their hard-earned money ultimately goes into the pockets of propertyonly to see that their hard-earned money ultimately goes into the pockets of propertyonly to see that their hard-earned money ultimately goes into the pockets of propertyonly to see that their hard-earned money ultimately goes into the pockets of property

developers.  The Government really should take it upon itself to have a proper lookdevelopers.  The Government really should take it upon itself to have a proper lookdevelopers.  The Government really should take it upon itself to have a proper lookdevelopers.  The Government really should take it upon itself to have a proper look

at this question.at this question.at this question.at this question.

On the question of dampening property speculation, the UDHK think that it is yetOn the question of dampening property speculation, the UDHK think that it is yetOn the question of dampening property speculation, the UDHK think that it is yetOn the question of dampening property speculation, the UDHK think that it is yet

to be seen how effective the Stamp Duty (Amendment) Ordinance will be for coolingto be seen how effective the Stamp Duty (Amendment) Ordinance will be for coolingto be seen how effective the Stamp Duty (Amendment) Ordinance will be for coolingto be seen how effective the Stamp Duty (Amendment) Ordinance will be for cooling



down the property market.  The Government should closely monitor the effectivenessdown the property market.  The Government should closely monitor the effectivenessdown the property market.  The Government should closely monitor the effectivenessdown the property market.  The Government should closely monitor the effectiveness

of the existing measures on mortgages and stamp duty for cooling down the propertyof the existing measures on mortgages and stamp duty for cooling down the propertyof the existing measures on mortgages and stamp duty for cooling down the propertyof the existing measures on mortgages and stamp duty for cooling down the property

market.  If they are found to be not very effective, the Government should takemarket.  If they are found to be not very effective, the Government should takemarket.  If they are found to be not very effective, the Government should takemarket.  If they are found to be not very effective, the Government should take

further actions to regulate the property market.  In addition, the Inland Revenuefurther actions to regulate the property market.  In addition, the Inland Revenuefurther actions to regulate the property market.  In addition, the Inland Revenuefurther actions to regulate the property market.  In addition, the Inland Revenue

Department should step up its effort for the collection of profits tax on housingDepartment should step up its effort for the collection of profits tax on housingDepartment should step up its effort for the collection of profits tax on housingDepartment should step up its effort for the collection of profits tax on housing

transactions.  Further limits should be set on internal subscriptions to flats astransactions.  Further limits should be set on internal subscriptions to flats astransactions.  Further limits should be set on internal subscriptions to flats astransactions.  Further limits should be set on internal subscriptions to flats as

well.well.well.well.

At the same time, the UDHK suggest that the Housing Authority should considerAt the same time, the UDHK suggest that the Housing Authority should considerAt the same time, the UDHK suggest that the Housing Authority should considerAt the same time, the UDHK suggest that the Housing Authority should consider

building home ownership housing for the sandwich class, thus letting these familiesbuilding home ownership housing for the sandwich class, thus letting these familiesbuilding home ownership housing for the sandwich class, thus letting these familiesbuilding home ownership housing for the sandwich class, thus letting these families

(with monthly incomes of between $18,000 and $40,000) buy their own homes.  Our(with monthly incomes of between $18,000 and $40,000) buy their own homes.  Our(with monthly incomes of between $18,000 and $40,000) buy their own homes.  Our(with monthly incomes of between $18,000 and $40,000) buy their own homes.  Our

specific suggestions were made public the other day.  I will not repeat them at lengthspecific suggestions were made public the other day.  I will not repeat them at lengthspecific suggestions were made public the other day.  I will not repeat them at lengthspecific suggestions were made public the other day.  I will not repeat them at length

here.  In the long term, the Government should grant more land and should increasehere.  In the long term, the Government should grant more land and should increasehere.  In the long term, the Government should grant more land and should increasehere.  In the long term, the Government should grant more land and should increase

the allocation of land to the Housing Authority.  The Government also should collectthe allocation of land to the Housing Authority.  The Government also should collectthe allocation of land to the Housing Authority.  The Government also should collectthe allocation of land to the Housing Authority.  The Government also should collect

a capital gains tax on property but waive it for end-users.a capital gains tax on property but waive it for end-users.a capital gains tax on property but waive it for end-users.a capital gains tax on property but waive it for end-users.

The Long Term Housing Strategy makes no cThe Long Term Housing Strategy makes no cThe Long Term Housing Strategy makes no cThe Long Term Housing Strategy makes no commitment to one-member or two-memberommitment to one-member or two-memberommitment to one-member or two-memberommitment to one-member or two-member

families.  Let us look at the demand of such families for flats of their own.  Itfamilies.  Let us look at the demand of such families for flats of their own.  Itfamilies.  Let us look at the demand of such families for flats of their own.  Itfamilies.  Let us look at the demand of such families for flats of their own.  It

is expected that the average size of the family will decline steadily.  Besides, asis expected that the average size of the family will decline steadily.  Besides, asis expected that the average size of the family will decline steadily.  Besides, asis expected that the average size of the family will decline steadily.  Besides, as

a result of the redevelopment of old housing estates, the total number of householdsa result of the redevelopment of old housing estates, the total number of householdsa result of the redevelopment of old housing estates, the total number of householdsa result of the redevelopment of old housing estates, the total number of households

will increase through splitting.  Under the circumstances, we suggest that thewill increase through splitting.  Under the circumstances, we suggest that thewill increase through splitting.  Under the circumstances, we suggest that thewill increase through splitting.  Under the circumstances, we suggest that the

Government should build more small-sized public housing units to satisfy this demand.Government should build more small-sized public housing units to satisfy this demand.Government should build more small-sized public housing units to satisfy this demand.Government should build more small-sized public housing units to satisfy this demand.

As the physical infrastructure projects have been launchAs the physical infrastructure projects have been launchAs the physical infrastructure projects have been launchAs the physical infrastructure projects have been launched, a detailed studyed, a detailed studyed, a detailed studyed, a detailed study

should be made on the use and allocation of the land around the present airport andshould be made on the use and allocation of the land around the present airport andshould be made on the use and allocation of the land around the present airport andshould be made on the use and allocation of the land around the present airport and

the Western Kowloon Reclamation.  At the moment, because of the severe shortage ofthe Western Kowloon Reclamation.  At the moment, because of the severe shortage ofthe Western Kowloon Reclamation.  At the moment, because of the severe shortage ofthe Western Kowloon Reclamation.  At the moment, because of the severe shortage of

urban land available for the construction of public housing and Home Ownership Schemeurban land available for the construction of public housing and Home Ownership Schemeurban land available for the construction of public housing and Home Ownership Schemeurban land available for the construction of public housing and Home Ownership Scheme

flats, most of the applicants on the waiting lists for such housing can only beflats, most of the applicants on the waiting lists for such housing can only beflats, most of the applicants on the waiting lists for such housing can only beflats, most of the applicants on the waiting lists for such housing can only be

assigned flats in very remote new towns.  In contrast, the private developers holdassigned flats in very remote new towns.  In contrast, the private developers holdassigned flats in very remote new towns.  In contrast, the private developers holdassigned flats in very remote new towns.  In contrast, the private developers hold

a lot of land.  The Land Development Corporation, working with private developers,a lot of land.  The Land Development Corporation, working with private developers,a lot of land.  The Land Development Corporation, working with private developers,a lot of land.  The Land Development Corporation, working with private developers,

acquires land for urban redevelopment projects and the flats they completed are soldacquires land for urban redevelopment projects and the flats they completed are soldacquires land for urban redevelopment projects and the flats they completed are soldacquires land for urban redevelopment projects and the flats they completed are sold

at market prices.  The market price is now more than $3,000 per sq ft.  A flat withat market prices.  The market price is now more than $3,000 per sq ft.  A flat withat market prices.  The market price is now more than $3,000 per sq ft.  A flat withat market prices.  The market price is now more than $3,000 per sq ft.  A flat with

a built-over area of a little over 300 sq ft, consisting only of a living room anda built-over area of a little over 300 sq ft, consisting only of a living room anda built-over area of a little over 300 sq ft, consisting only of a living room anda built-over area of a little over 300 sq ft, consisting only of a living room and

a bedroom, has a price tag of $1 million.  The ordinary citizens simply cannot afforda bedroom, has a price tag of $1 million.  The ordinary citizens simply cannot afforda bedroom, has a price tag of $1 million.  The ordinary citizens simply cannot afforda bedroom, has a price tag of $1 million.  The ordinary citizens simply cannot afford

to buy flats in urban areas.to buy flats in urban areas.to buy flats in urban areas.to buy flats in urban areas.

Housing prices remain high.  The result is that only wealthy families can affordHousing prices remain high.  The result is that only wealthy families can affordHousing prices remain high.  The result is that only wealthy families can affordHousing prices remain high.  The result is that only wealthy families can afford

to live in urban areas.  Citizens on the waiting lists for public housing are assignedto live in urban areas.  Citizens on the waiting lists for public housing are assignedto live in urban areas.  Citizens on the waiting lists for public housing are assignedto live in urban areas.  Citizens on the waiting lists for public housing are assigned



flats in remote areas like Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Tin Shui Wai and Fanling.  Shouldflats in remote areas like Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Tin Shui Wai and Fanling.  Shouldflats in remote areas like Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Tin Shui Wai and Fanling.  Shouldflats in remote areas like Tuen Mun, Yuen Long, Tin Shui Wai and Fanling.  Should

this trend continue, a day will come when only the rich would be living in the urbanthis trend continue, a day will come when only the rich would be living in the urbanthis trend continue, a day will come when only the rich would be living in the urbanthis trend continue, a day will come when only the rich would be living in the urban

areas, while the lower income groups would be living in remote towns and, becauseareas, while the lower income groups would be living in remote towns and, becauseareas, while the lower income groups would be living in remote towns and, becauseareas, while the lower income groups would be living in remote towns and, because

job opportunities are lacking there, they have to spend long travelling time to gojob opportunities are lacking there, they have to spend long travelling time to gojob opportunities are lacking there, they have to spend long travelling time to gojob opportunities are lacking there, they have to spend long travelling time to go

to their workplace.to their workplace.to their workplace.to their workplace.

A well-balanced urban area should have inhabitants coming from different classes.A well-balanced urban area should have inhabitants coming from different classes.A well-balanced urban area should have inhabitants coming from different classes.A well-balanced urban area should have inhabitants coming from different classes.

When making plans for granting land in the two large areas mentioned above, theWhen making plans for granting land in the two large areas mentioned above, theWhen making plans for granting land in the two large areas mentioned above, theWhen making plans for granting land in the two large areas mentioned above, the

Government should reserve considerable portions of them for the development of publicGovernment should reserve considerable portions of them for the development of publicGovernment should reserve considerable portions of them for the development of publicGovernment should reserve considerable portions of them for the development of public

housing estates and/or Home Ownership Scheme flats, thus giving people in the lowerhousing estates and/or Home Ownership Scheme flats, thus giving people in the lowerhousing estates and/or Home Ownership Scheme flats, thus giving people in the lowerhousing estates and/or Home Ownership Scheme flats, thus giving people in the lower

income groups the opportunity to choose whether to live in urban areas.income groups the opportunity to choose whether to live in urban areas.income groups the opportunity to choose whether to live in urban areas.income groups the opportunity to choose whether to live in urban areas.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the original motion and amMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the original motion and amMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the original motion and amMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the original motion and am

opposed to the amendment motion.opposed to the amendment motion.opposed to the amendment motion.opposed to the amendment motion.

DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I intend to explain very brieflyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I intend to explain very brieflyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I intend to explain very brieflyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I intend to explain very briefly

why it is necessary to conduct a review on the Long Term Housing Strategy now in forcewhy it is necessary to conduct a review on the Long Term Housing Strategy now in forcewhy it is necessary to conduct a review on the Long Term Housing Strategy now in forcewhy it is necessary to conduct a review on the Long Term Housing Strategy now in force

and the suggestions of the United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK).and the suggestions of the United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK).and the suggestions of the United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK).and the suggestions of the United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK).

The strategy of showing favouritism to private housing basically enables privateThe strategy of showing favouritism to private housing basically enables privateThe strategy of showing favouritism to private housing basically enables privateThe strategy of showing favouritism to private housing basically enables private

property developers to play an active role and is partial to the interests of bigproperty developers to play an active role and is partial to the interests of bigproperty developers to play an active role and is partial to the interests of bigproperty developers to play an active role and is partial to the interests of big

consortia and causes social injustice.  Relatively speaking, the strategy also helpsconsortia and causes social injustice.  Relatively speaking, the strategy also helpsconsortia and causes social injustice.  Relatively speaking, the strategy also helpsconsortia and causes social injustice.  Relatively speaking, the strategy also helps

lessen the Government's commitment to solve the housing problem of the lower incomelessen the Government's commitment to solve the housing problem of the lower incomelessen the Government's commitment to solve the housing problem of the lower incomelessen the Government's commitment to solve the housing problem of the lower income

groups.groups.groups.groups.

With regard to the policy-making process, at the tWith regard to the policy-making process, at the tWith regard to the policy-making process, at the tWith regard to the policy-making process, at the time, that is in 1987, the Housingime, that is in 1987, the Housingime, that is in 1987, the Housingime, that is in 1987, the Housing

Authority failed to take an initiative to hold a public consultation concerning theAuthority failed to take an initiative to hold a public consultation concerning theAuthority failed to take an initiative to hold a public consultation concerning theAuthority failed to take an initiative to hold a public consultation concerning the

housing strategy.  It merely printed an explanatory booklet containing incompletehousing strategy.  It merely printed an explanatory booklet containing incompletehousing strategy.  It merely printed an explanatory booklet containing incompletehousing strategy.  It merely printed an explanatory booklet containing incomplete

data.  No formal consultation was held.data.  No formal consultation was held.data.  No formal consultation was held.data.  No formal consultation was held.

Unless the presUnless the presUnless the presUnless the present policy is changed, two problems will become difficult to solve.ent policy is changed, two problems will become difficult to solve.ent policy is changed, two problems will become difficult to solve.ent policy is changed, two problems will become difficult to solve.

Firstly, it will be difficult for the public to afford the sustained high housingFirstly, it will be difficult for the public to afford the sustained high housingFirstly, it will be difficult for the public to afford the sustained high housingFirstly, it will be difficult for the public to afford the sustained high housing

prices or rents and their quality of life will decline as a result.  Secondly, theprices or rents and their quality of life will decline as a result.  Secondly, theprices or rents and their quality of life will decline as a result.  Secondly, theprices or rents and their quality of life will decline as a result.  Secondly, the

supply of all kinds of housing, particularly public housing and Home Ownership Schemesupply of all kinds of housing, particularly public housing and Home Ownership Schemesupply of all kinds of housing, particularly public housing and Home Ownership Schemesupply of all kinds of housing, particularly public housing and Home Ownership Scheme

flats, will fall far short of demand; the objectives of the present policy will notflats, will fall far short of demand; the objectives of the present policy will notflats, will fall far short of demand; the objectives of the present policy will notflats, will fall far short of demand; the objectives of the present policy will not

be accomplished, with the result that new housing from the year 2001 onwards willbe accomplished, with the result that new housing from the year 2001 onwards willbe accomplished, with the result that new housing from the year 2001 onwards willbe accomplished, with the result that new housing from the year 2001 onwards will

have to meet the increase in new demand as well as the demand of those who have nothave to meet the increase in new demand as well as the demand of those who have nothave to meet the increase in new demand as well as the demand of those who have nothave to meet the increase in new demand as well as the demand of those who have not

found suitable housing up to then, including the households who have been on publicfound suitable housing up to then, including the households who have been on publicfound suitable housing up to then, including the households who have been on publicfound suitable housing up to then, including the households who have been on public



housing's waiting lists for years.housing's waiting lists for years.housing's waiting lists for years.housing's waiting lists for years.

The Housing Authority laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987 on theThe Housing Authority laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987 on theThe Housing Authority laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987 on theThe Housing Authority laid down the Long Term Housing Strategy in 1987 on the

basis of a number of assumptions.  One assumption, for example, was that there wouldbasis of a number of assumptions.  One assumption, for example, was that there wouldbasis of a number of assumptions.  One assumption, for example, was that there wouldbasis of a number of assumptions.  One assumption, for example, was that there would

be an excess of supply of public housing in the 1990s and an excess of resources onbe an excess of supply of public housing in the 1990s and an excess of resources onbe an excess of supply of public housing in the 1990s and an excess of resources onbe an excess of supply of public housing in the 1990s and an excess of resources on

the part of private property developers.  However, things have changed in the coursethe part of private property developers.  However, things have changed in the coursethe part of private property developers.  However, things have changed in the coursethe part of private property developers.  However, things have changed in the course

of time.  Projections and assumptions of the past are no longer valid today.  Sinceof time.  Projections and assumptions of the past are no longer valid today.  Sinceof time.  Projections and assumptions of the past are no longer valid today.  Sinceof time.  Projections and assumptions of the past are no longer valid today.  Since

1989, Hong Kong has undergone vast changes politically, economically and culturally.1989, Hong Kong has undergone vast changes politically, economically and culturally.1989, Hong Kong has undergone vast changes politically, economically and culturally.1989, Hong Kong has undergone vast changes politically, economically and culturally.

In addition, there are factors to which no proper importance was attached in the past.In addition, there are factors to which no proper importance was attached in the past.In addition, there are factors to which no proper importance was attached in the past.In addition, there are factors to which no proper importance was attached in the past.

Some examples are as follows:Some examples are as follows:Some examples are as follows:Some examples are as follows:

Firstly, factors which were not considered at the time included the effects of theFirstly, factors which were not considered at the time included the effects of theFirstly, factors which were not considered at the time included the effects of theFirstly, factors which were not considered at the time included the effects of the

physical infrastructure projects on housing demand and the housing market and thephysical infrastructure projects on housing demand and the housing market and thephysical infrastructure projects on housing demand and the housing market and thephysical infrastructure projects on housing demand and the housing market and the

insufficient supply of land.insufficient supply of land.insufficient supply of land.insufficient supply of land.

Secondly, past projections were flawed, such as those on housing prices, wageSecondly, past projections were flawed, such as those on housing prices, wageSecondly, past projections were flawed, such as those on housing prices, wageSecondly, past projections were flawed, such as those on housing prices, wage

increases, the average family size, the number of two-member families and their needsincreases, the average family size, the number of two-member families and their needsincreases, the average family size, the number of two-member families and their needsincreases, the average family size, the number of two-member families and their needs

and the housing demand stemmed from the redevelopment of private housing.and the housing demand stemmed from the redevelopment of private housing.and the housing demand stemmed from the redevelopment of private housing.and the housing demand stemmed from the redevelopment of private housing.

Thirdly, the income limits which applicants for public housing are subject to areThirdly, the income limits which applicants for public housing are subject to areThirdly, the income limits which applicants for public housing are subject to areThirdly, the income limits which applicants for public housing are subject to are

unrealistic.  An upward revision of the upper limit will greatly boost the demandunrealistic.  An upward revision of the upper limit will greatly boost the demandunrealistic.  An upward revision of the upper limit will greatly boost the demandunrealistic.  An upward revision of the upper limit will greatly boost the demand

for public housing.for public housing.for public housing.for public housing.

Now I will explain the UDHK's suggestions concerning the Long Term HousingNow I will explain the UDHK's suggestions concerning the Long Term HousingNow I will explain the UDHK's suggestions concerning the Long Term HousingNow I will explain the UDHK's suggestions concerning the Long Term Housing

Strategy.Strategy.Strategy.Strategy.

The Long Term Housing StrategThe Long Term Housing StrategThe Long Term Housing StrategThe Long Term Housing Strategy should mainly consider three housing strategyy should mainly consider three housing strategyy should mainly consider three housing strategyy should mainly consider three housing strategy

options, namely, "public housing-led approach", "Home Ownership Scheme-led approach"options, namely, "public housing-led approach", "Home Ownership Scheme-led approach"options, namely, "public housing-led approach", "Home Ownership Scheme-led approach"options, namely, "public housing-led approach", "Home Ownership Scheme-led approach"

and "private sector-led approach." What it means by a certain kind of housing to playand "private sector-led approach." What it means by a certain kind of housing to playand "private sector-led approach." What it means by a certain kind of housing to playand "private sector-led approach." What it means by a certain kind of housing to play

a leading role is that particular kind of housing should be built in the largesta leading role is that particular kind of housing should be built in the largesta leading role is that particular kind of housing should be built in the largesta leading role is that particular kind of housing should be built in the largest

quantity.  The UDHK suggest the adoption of a "Public Housing and Home Ownershipquantity.  The UDHK suggest the adoption of a "Public Housing and Home Ownershipquantity.  The UDHK suggest the adoption of a "Public Housing and Home Ownershipquantity.  The UDHK suggest the adoption of a "Public Housing and Home Ownership

Housing Scheme-led approach." Such an approach has four characteristics:Housing Scheme-led approach." Such an approach has four characteristics:Housing Scheme-led approach." Such an approach has four characteristics:Housing Scheme-led approach." Such an approach has four characteristics:

(1)(1)(1)(1) Public housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats to bePublic housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats to bePublic housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats to bePublic housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats to be the main source of the main source of the main source of the main source of

supply.supply.supply.supply.

(2)(2)(2)(2) Public housing to play a leading role in meeting our housing needs.Public housing to play a leading role in meeting our housing needs.Public housing to play a leading role in meeting our housing needs.Public housing to play a leading role in meeting our housing needs.



(3)(3)(3)(3) An increase in the supply of public housing that can be converted into HomeAn increase in the supply of public housing that can be converted into HomeAn increase in the supply of public housing that can be converted into HomeAn increase in the supply of public housing that can be converted into Home

Ownership Scheme flats.Ownership Scheme flats.Ownership Scheme flats.Ownership Scheme flats.

(4)(4)(4)(4) An increase in the supply of public housinAn increase in the supply of public housinAn increase in the supply of public housinAn increase in the supply of public housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats.g and Home Ownership Scheme flats.g and Home Ownership Scheme flats.g and Home Ownership Scheme flats.

We feel that such a policy will forestall private developers to become the majorWe feel that such a policy will forestall private developers to become the majorWe feel that such a policy will forestall private developers to become the majorWe feel that such a policy will forestall private developers to become the major

supplier of housing.  With public housing playing the leading role, the Governmentsupplier of housing.  With public housing playing the leading role, the Governmentsupplier of housing.  With public housing playing the leading role, the Governmentsupplier of housing.  With public housing playing the leading role, the Government

will scrape the practice of adjusting the supply of public housing according to thewill scrape the practice of adjusting the supply of public housing according to thewill scrape the practice of adjusting the supply of public housing according to thewill scrape the practice of adjusting the supply of public housing according to the

private housing market.  Instead, the Government will be able to consider the realprivate housing market.  Instead, the Government will be able to consider the realprivate housing market.  Instead, the Government will be able to consider the realprivate housing market.  Instead, the Government will be able to consider the real

housing needs of the community.  Such an approach will turn the Government's rolehousing needs of the community.  Such an approach will turn the Government's rolehousing needs of the community.  Such an approach will turn the Government's rolehousing needs of the community.  Such an approach will turn the Government's role

from a supporting one to a dominant one, from a passive one to an active one.  Itfrom a supporting one to a dominant one, from a passive one to an active one.  Itfrom a supporting one to a dominant one, from a passive one to an active one.  Itfrom a supporting one to a dominant one, from a passive one to an active one.  It

will propel the Government to take up its basic responsibility for meeting the housingwill propel the Government to take up its basic responsibility for meeting the housingwill propel the Government to take up its basic responsibility for meeting the housingwill propel the Government to take up its basic responsibility for meeting the housing

needs of the lower income groups and the sandwich class, thus improving the people'sneeds of the lower income groups and the sandwich class, thus improving the people'sneeds of the lower income groups and the sandwich class, thus improving the people'sneeds of the lower income groups and the sandwich class, thus improving the people's

quality of life.quality of life.quality of life.quality of life.

Finally, I wish to express some concern aboutFinally, I wish to express some concern aboutFinally, I wish to express some concern aboutFinally, I wish to express some concern about the housing strategy.  Mr Deputy the housing strategy.  Mr Deputy the housing strategy.  Mr Deputy the housing strategy.  Mr Deputy

President, housing is people's basic need.  At the moment, 50% of our population livePresident, housing is people's basic need.  At the moment, 50% of our population livePresident, housing is people's basic need.  At the moment, 50% of our population livePresident, housing is people's basic need.  At the moment, 50% of our population live

in Home Ownership Scheme flats or public housing built by the Housing Authority.in Home Ownership Scheme flats or public housing built by the Housing Authority.in Home Ownership Scheme flats or public housing built by the Housing Authority.in Home Ownership Scheme flats or public housing built by the Housing Authority.

Given that the rents of public housing are cheaper and a higher percentage of publicGiven that the rents of public housing are cheaper and a higher percentage of publicGiven that the rents of public housing are cheaper and a higher percentage of publicGiven that the rents of public housing are cheaper and a higher percentage of public

housing tenants have employment, generally speaking, public housing tenants have morehousing tenants have employment, generally speaking, public housing tenants have morehousing tenants have employment, generally speaking, public housing tenants have morehousing tenants have employment, generally speaking, public housing tenants have more

disposable income that can be used to improve their quality of life.  Also, publicdisposable income that can be used to improve their quality of life.  Also, publicdisposable income that can be used to improve their quality of life.  Also, publicdisposable income that can be used to improve their quality of life.  Also, public

housing tenants have lived in the same estates for a long time.  They have establishedhousing tenants have lived in the same estates for a long time.  They have establishedhousing tenants have lived in the same estates for a long time.  They have establishedhousing tenants have lived in the same estates for a long time.  They have established

a kind of community spirit which is helpful to our social stability.  Regrettably,a kind of community spirit which is helpful to our social stability.  Regrettably,a kind of community spirit which is helpful to our social stability.  Regrettably,a kind of community spirit which is helpful to our social stability.  Regrettably,

in 1987, without fully consulting the public, the Housing Authority launched the Longin 1987, without fully consulting the public, the Housing Authority launched the Longin 1987, without fully consulting the public, the Housing Authority launched the Longin 1987, without fully consulting the public, the Housing Authority launched the Long

Term Housing Strategy in which private housing was made to play the leading role,Term Housing Strategy in which private housing was made to play the leading role,Term Housing Strategy in which private housing was made to play the leading role,Term Housing Strategy in which private housing was made to play the leading role,

while the Housing Authority reduced its responsibility for the construction of publicwhile the Housing Authority reduced its responsibility for the construction of publicwhile the Housing Authority reduced its responsibility for the construction of publicwhile the Housing Authority reduced its responsibility for the construction of public

housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats.  Moreover, in applying market principles,housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats.  Moreover, in applying market principles,housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats.  Moreover, in applying market principles,housing and Home Ownership Scheme flats.  Moreover, in applying market principles,

it linked the prices of Home Ownership Scheme flats to the market prices.  This hasit linked the prices of Home Ownership Scheme flats to the market prices.  This hasit linked the prices of Home Ownership Scheme flats to the market prices.  This hasit linked the prices of Home Ownership Scheme flats to the market prices.  This has

undermined the significance of public housing as a type of social service.  At theundermined the significance of public housing as a type of social service.  At theundermined the significance of public housing as a type of social service.  At theundermined the significance of public housing as a type of social service.  At the

moment, public housing tenants are labouring under the burden of paying doubled rents.moment, public housing tenants are labouring under the burden of paying doubled rents.moment, public housing tenants are labouring under the burden of paying doubled rents.moment, public housing tenants are labouring under the burden of paying doubled rents.

On the other hand, they cannot afford the expensive Home Ownership Scheme flats.  TheyOn the other hand, they cannot afford the expensive Home Ownership Scheme flats.  TheyOn the other hand, they cannot afford the expensive Home Ownership Scheme flats.  TheyOn the other hand, they cannot afford the expensive Home Ownership Scheme flats.  They

are indeed in a dilemma.  Mr Deputy President, the current housing problem is notare indeed in a dilemma.  Mr Deputy President, the current housing problem is notare indeed in a dilemma.  Mr Deputy President, the current housing problem is notare indeed in a dilemma.  Mr Deputy President, the current housing problem is not

only affecting the general public but also dealing a blow to the quality of life ofonly affecting the general public but also dealing a blow to the quality of life ofonly affecting the general public but also dealing a blow to the quality of life ofonly affecting the general public but also dealing a blow to the quality of life of

the sandwich class.  Numerous are the members of the sandwich class who have beenthe sandwich class.  Numerous are the members of the sandwich class who have beenthe sandwich class.  Numerous are the members of the sandwich class who have beenthe sandwich class.  Numerous are the members of the sandwich class who have been

toiling most of their lives to meet mortgage payments.  Should such a situation betoiling most of their lives to meet mortgage payments.  Should such a situation betoiling most of their lives to meet mortgage payments.  Should such a situation betoiling most of their lives to meet mortgage payments.  Should such a situation be

allowed to go on unchecked, it will certainly become a time bomb for our socialallowed to go on unchecked, it will certainly become a time bomb for our socialallowed to go on unchecked, it will certainly become a time bomb for our socialallowed to go on unchecked, it will certainly become a time bomb for our social

stability that may go off at any time.  The UDHK strongly urge the Government tostability that may go off at any time.  The UDHK strongly urge the Government tostability that may go off at any time.  The UDHK strongly urge the Government tostability that may go off at any time.  The UDHK strongly urge the Government to

refrain from shirking its responsibility for building more Home Ownership Schemerefrain from shirking its responsibility for building more Home Ownership Schemerefrain from shirking its responsibility for building more Home Ownership Schemerefrain from shirking its responsibility for building more Home Ownership Scheme



flats and public housing.  Still less should it tolerate frantic property speculationflats and public housing.  Still less should it tolerate frantic property speculationflats and public housing.  Still less should it tolerate frantic property speculationflats and public housing.  Still less should it tolerate frantic property speculation

in the name of the free market, thus eroding the quality of life of the sandwich class.in the name of the free market, thus eroding the quality of life of the sandwich class.in the name of the free market, thus eroding the quality of life of the sandwich class.in the name of the free market, thus eroding the quality of life of the sandwich class.

Hong Kong is in the latter half of the transitional period.  It is imperative forHong Kong is in the latter half of the transitional period.  It is imperative forHong Kong is in the latter half of the transitional period.  It is imperative forHong Kong is in the latter half of the transitional period.  It is imperative for

the Government to strengthen the community's solidarity and forestall anything thatthe Government to strengthen the community's solidarity and forestall anything thatthe Government to strengthen the community's solidarity and forestall anything thatthe Government to strengthen the community's solidarity and forestall anything that

may undermine the public's sense of identity with the community.  Mr Deputy President,may undermine the public's sense of identity with the community.  Mr Deputy President,may undermine the public's sense of identity with the community.  Mr Deputy President,may undermine the public's sense of identity with the community.  Mr Deputy President,

the UDHK strongly urge the Government to review the housing strategy and expeditiouslythe UDHK strongly urge the Government to review the housing strategy and expeditiouslythe UDHK strongly urge the Government to review the housing strategy and expeditiouslythe UDHK strongly urge the Government to review the housing strategy and expeditiously

provide reasonable housing to the sandwich class.provide reasonable housing to the sandwich class.provide reasonable housing to the sandwich class.provide reasonable housing to the sandwich class.

Lastly, in consideration of the fact that the review of the Long Term HousingLastly, in consideration of the fact that the review of the Long Term HousingLastly, in consideration of the fact that the review of the Long Term HousingLastly, in consideration of the fact that the review of the Long Term Housing

Strategy and the housing problem of the sandwich class are inter-related andStrategy and the housing problem of the sandwich class are inter-related andStrategy and the housing problem of the sandwich class are inter-related andStrategy and the housing problem of the sandwich class are inter-related and

integrated, the UDHK fully support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion and opposeintegrated, the UDHK fully support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion and opposeintegrated, the UDHK fully support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion and opposeintegrated, the UDHK fully support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion and oppose

the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, the HonourableMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, the HonourableMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, the HonourableMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, a moment ago, the Honourable

Fred LI, my colleague of Meeting Point, has made an analysis of the Long Term HousingFred LI, my colleague of Meeting Point, has made an analysis of the Long Term HousingFred LI, my colleague of Meeting Point, has made an analysis of the Long Term HousingFred LI, my colleague of Meeting Point, has made an analysis of the Long Term Housing

Strategy laid down in 1987 and given a response to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum'sStrategy laid down in 1987 and given a response to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum'sStrategy laid down in 1987 and given a response to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum'sStrategy laid down in 1987 and given a response to the Honourable LAU Wah-sum's

amendment motion.  I will concentrate on why a comprehensive review of the Long Termamendment motion.  I will concentrate on why a comprehensive review of the Long Termamendment motion.  I will concentrate on why a comprehensive review of the Long Termamendment motion.  I will concentrate on why a comprehensive review of the Long Term

Housing Strategy is called for.Housing Strategy is called for.Housing Strategy is called for.Housing Strategy is called for.

The Long Term Housing Strategy has now been put into practice for five years.The Long Term Housing Strategy has now been put into practice for five years.The Long Term Housing Strategy has now been put into practice for five years.The Long Term Housing Strategy has now been put into practice for five years.

It has led to the various problems that are in evidence today and reached a pointIt has led to the various problems that are in evidence today and reached a pointIt has led to the various problems that are in evidence today and reached a pointIt has led to the various problems that are in evidence today and reached a point

where it must be revised.  The reasons for this are as follows: firstly, the propertywhere it must be revised.  The reasons for this are as follows: firstly, the propertywhere it must be revised.  The reasons for this are as follows: firstly, the propertywhere it must be revised.  The reasons for this are as follows: firstly, the property

prices have been rising steadily and are now beyond the public's affordability.  Inprices have been rising steadily and are now beyond the public's affordability.  Inprices have been rising steadily and are now beyond the public's affordability.  Inprices have been rising steadily and are now beyond the public's affordability.  In

the private housing market, mortgage payment is a financial burden that now takesthe private housing market, mortgage payment is a financial burden that now takesthe private housing market, mortgage payment is a financial burden that now takesthe private housing market, mortgage payment is a financial burden that now takes

up an average of more than 70% of household income.  Even in the case of Home Ownershipup an average of more than 70% of household income.  Even in the case of Home Ownershipup an average of more than 70% of household income.  Even in the case of Home Ownershipup an average of more than 70% of household income.  Even in the case of Home Ownership

Scheme (HOS) flats, whose prices are linked to the market prices, the monthly mortgageScheme (HOS) flats, whose prices are linked to the market prices, the monthly mortgageScheme (HOS) flats, whose prices are linked to the market prices, the monthly mortgageScheme (HOS) flats, whose prices are linked to the market prices, the monthly mortgage

payment accounts for 50% of household income.payment accounts for 50% of household income.payment accounts for 50% of household income.payment accounts for 50% of household income.

Secondly, in fact, the rising housing prices have something to do with ourSecondly, in fact, the rising housing prices have something to do with ourSecondly, in fact, the rising housing prices have something to do with ourSecondly, in fact, the rising housing prices have something to do with our

economic structure.  On the one hand, the Hong Kong dollar is pegged to the US dollar,economic structure.  On the one hand, the Hong Kong dollar is pegged to the US dollar,economic structure.  On the one hand, the Hong Kong dollar is pegged to the US dollar,economic structure.  On the one hand, the Hong Kong dollar is pegged to the US dollar,

and the US interest rate has remained low for a long time.  The result is that theand the US interest rate has remained low for a long time.  The result is that theand the US interest rate has remained low for a long time.  The result is that theand the US interest rate has remained low for a long time.  The result is that the

interest return on Hong Kong dollar deposits is negative in real terms.  It is ininterest return on Hong Kong dollar deposits is negative in real terms.  It is ininterest return on Hong Kong dollar deposits is negative in real terms.  It is ininterest return on Hong Kong dollar deposits is negative in real terms.  It is in

sharp contrast to the property prices which are on the rise.  This has furthersharp contrast to the property prices which are on the rise.  This has furthersharp contrast to the property prices which are on the rise.  This has furthersharp contrast to the property prices which are on the rise.  This has further

stimulated the demand for investment vehicles.  On the other hand, due to the grantstimulated the demand for investment vehicles.  On the other hand, due to the grantstimulated the demand for investment vehicles.  On the other hand, due to the grantstimulated the demand for investment vehicles.  On the other hand, due to the grant

of land limited to 50 hectares per year, as stipulated in the Sino-British Jointof land limited to 50 hectares per year, as stipulated in the Sino-British Jointof land limited to 50 hectares per year, as stipulated in the Sino-British Jointof land limited to 50 hectares per year, as stipulated in the Sino-British Joint

Declaration, land available for new housing development has become even scarcer.Declaration, land available for new housing development has become even scarcer.Declaration, land available for new housing development has become even scarcer.Declaration, land available for new housing development has become even scarcer.



Thirdly, it is of particular significance that the Government heretofore reliedThirdly, it is of particular significance that the Government heretofore reliedThirdly, it is of particular significance that the Government heretofore reliedThirdly, it is of particular significance that the Government heretofore relied

heavily on the private sector for the solution of our housing problem.  It is wishfulheavily on the private sector for the solution of our housing problem.  It is wishfulheavily on the private sector for the solution of our housing problem.  It is wishfulheavily on the private sector for the solution of our housing problem.  It is wishful

thinking on the part of the Government to assume that Hong Kong's real estate marketthinking on the part of the Government to assume that Hong Kong's real estate marketthinking on the part of the Government to assume that Hong Kong's real estate marketthinking on the part of the Government to assume that Hong Kong's real estate market

was a free market.  But the fact is that our free market mechanism has been seriouslywas a free market.  But the fact is that our free market mechanism has been seriouslywas a free market.  But the fact is that our free market mechanism has been seriouslywas a free market.  But the fact is that our free market mechanism has been seriously

impaired by some large property developers.  Hong Kong's 10 largest propertyimpaired by some large property developers.  Hong Kong's 10 largest propertyimpaired by some large property developers.  Hong Kong's 10 largest propertyimpaired by some large property developers.  Hong Kong's 10 largest property

developers now collectively supply more than 80% of our private housing.  What isdevelopers now collectively supply more than 80% of our private housing.  What isdevelopers now collectively supply more than 80% of our private housing.  What isdevelopers now collectively supply more than 80% of our private housing.  What is

more, they have built up huge land bank.  For instance, Hong Kong's four largestmore, they have built up huge land bank.  For instance, Hong Kong's four largestmore, they have built up huge land bank.  For instance, Hong Kong's four largestmore, they have built up huge land bank.  For instance, Hong Kong's four largest

property developers together hold nearly seven million sq m of land.  If all the landproperty developers together hold nearly seven million sq m of land.  If all the landproperty developers together hold nearly seven million sq m of land.  If all the landproperty developers together hold nearly seven million sq m of land.  If all the land

is used for building 60-sq m housing units, it can produce 120 000 such units.  Thisis used for building 60-sq m housing units, it can produce 120 000 such units.  Thisis used for building 60-sq m housing units, it can produce 120 000 such units.  Thisis used for building 60-sq m housing units, it can produce 120 000 such units.  This

figure corresponds to four years' supply of private housing.  Now let us look atfigure corresponds to four years' supply of private housing.  Now let us look atfigure corresponds to four years' supply of private housing.  Now let us look atfigure corresponds to four years' supply of private housing.  Now let us look at

another problem, which is the high vacancy rate of private housing.  At the moment,another problem, which is the high vacancy rate of private housing.  At the moment,another problem, which is the high vacancy rate of private housing.  At the moment,another problem, which is the high vacancy rate of private housing.  At the moment,

the supply of private housing is about 30 000 units a year.  Yet, according to thethe supply of private housing is about 30 000 units a year.  Yet, according to thethe supply of private housing is about 30 000 units a year.  Yet, according to thethe supply of private housing is about 30 000 units a year.  Yet, according to the

1992 property review report, the vacancy rate for the past few years was shockingly1992 property review report, the vacancy rate for the past few years was shockingly1992 property review report, the vacancy rate for the past few years was shockingly1992 property review report, the vacancy rate for the past few years was shockingly

high.  It was 57.7% in 1989, 47.1% in 1990 and 54% last year.  The total number ofhigh.  It was 57.7% in 1989, 47.1% in 1990 and 54% last year.  The total number ofhigh.  It was 57.7% in 1989, 47.1% in 1990 and 54% last year.  The total number ofhigh.  It was 57.7% in 1989, 47.1% in 1990 and 54% last year.  The total number of

vacant units last year stood at more than 33 000.  And housing prices kept on risingvacant units last year stood at more than 33 000.  And housing prices kept on risingvacant units last year stood at more than 33 000.  And housing prices kept on risingvacant units last year stood at more than 33 000.  And housing prices kept on rising

with no sign of easing.  This shows that some people are hoarding housing units towith no sign of easing.  This shows that some people are hoarding housing units towith no sign of easing.  This shows that some people are hoarding housing units towith no sign of easing.  This shows that some people are hoarding housing units to

jack up prices.  The property developers' monopoly of land and the hoarding of housingjack up prices.  The property developers' monopoly of land and the hoarding of housingjack up prices.  The property developers' monopoly of land and the hoarding of housingjack up prices.  The property developers' monopoly of land and the hoarding of housing

units are a far cry from the operation of a free market expected by the Government.units are a far cry from the operation of a free market expected by the Government.units are a far cry from the operation of a free market expected by the Government.units are a far cry from the operation of a free market expected by the Government.

The land and real estate markets have now become the speculators' paradise.  If theThe land and real estate markets have now become the speculators' paradise.  If theThe land and real estate markets have now become the speculators' paradise.  If theThe land and real estate markets have now become the speculators' paradise.  If the

Government continues to carry out arbitrarily the private housing-led strategy, theGovernment continues to carry out arbitrarily the private housing-led strategy, theGovernment continues to carry out arbitrarily the private housing-led strategy, theGovernment continues to carry out arbitrarily the private housing-led strategy, the

ultimate victim will be the lowly citizens like us.ultimate victim will be the lowly citizens like us.ultimate victim will be the lowly citizens like us.ultimate victim will be the lowly citizens like us.

Fourthly, with regard to pubFourthly, with regard to pubFourthly, with regard to pubFourthly, with regard to public housing, the latest information from thelic housing, the latest information from thelic housing, the latest information from thelic housing, the latest information from the

Government shows that there are still 114 000 households who are eligible for publicGovernment shows that there are still 114 000 households who are eligible for publicGovernment shows that there are still 114 000 households who are eligible for publicGovernment shows that there are still 114 000 households who are eligible for public

housing but are still living in private housing units which are not their own property.housing but are still living in private housing units which are not their own property.housing but are still living in private housing units which are not their own property.housing but are still living in private housing units which are not their own property.

In addition, there are 85 000 people still living in temporary housing or cottageIn addition, there are 85 000 people still living in temporary housing or cottageIn addition, there are 85 000 people still living in temporary housing or cottageIn addition, there are 85 000 people still living in temporary housing or cottage

areas and 290 000 people still living in squatter huts in the urban areas and theareas and 290 000 people still living in squatter huts in the urban areas and theareas and 290 000 people still living in squatter huts in the urban areas and theareas and 290 000 people still living in squatter huts in the urban areas and the

New Territories.  All these people are waiting for public housing.  The Government,New Territories.  All these people are waiting for public housing.  The Government,New Territories.  All these people are waiting for public housing.  The Government,New Territories.  All these people are waiting for public housing.  The Government,

too, admits that, if the method of computation of the income requirement for publictoo, admits that, if the method of computation of the income requirement for publictoo, admits that, if the method of computation of the income requirement for publictoo, admits that, if the method of computation of the income requirement for public

housing eligibility is modified, to use the highest household expenses of the bottomhousing eligibility is modified, to use the highest household expenses of the bottomhousing eligibility is modified, to use the highest household expenses of the bottomhousing eligibility is modified, to use the highest household expenses of the bottom

one-third of the families (excluding rents and rates) as the basis of computationone-third of the families (excluding rents and rates) as the basis of computationone-third of the families (excluding rents and rates) as the basis of computationone-third of the families (excluding rents and rates) as the basis of computation

instead, the number of eligible households will jump to more than 170 000.  Thisinstead, the number of eligible households will jump to more than 170 000.  Thisinstead, the number of eligible households will jump to more than 170 000.  Thisinstead, the number of eligible households will jump to more than 170 000.  This

precisely shows that the demand for public housing indeed hinges to a very great extentprecisely shows that the demand for public housing indeed hinges to a very great extentprecisely shows that the demand for public housing indeed hinges to a very great extentprecisely shows that the demand for public housing indeed hinges to a very great extent

on government policy.on government policy.on government policy.on government policy.

Fifthly, the demand for HOS flats, too, is influenced by government policy.  ThisFifthly, the demand for HOS flats, too, is influenced by government policy.  ThisFifthly, the demand for HOS flats, too, is influenced by government policy.  ThisFifthly, the demand for HOS flats, too, is influenced by government policy.  This

is reflected from the fact that when the Housing Authority recently raised the incomeis reflected from the fact that when the Housing Authority recently raised the incomeis reflected from the fact that when the Housing Authority recently raised the incomeis reflected from the fact that when the Housing Authority recently raised the income

ceiling for HOS to $18,000 a month, the number of households eligible to apply forceiling for HOS to $18,000 a month, the number of households eligible to apply forceiling for HOS to $18,000 a month, the number of households eligible to apply forceiling for HOS to $18,000 a month, the number of households eligible to apply for



the Scheme immediately increased by more than 80 000 who are in the so-called sandwichthe Scheme immediately increased by more than 80 000 who are in the so-called sandwichthe Scheme immediately increased by more than 80 000 who are in the so-called sandwichthe Scheme immediately increased by more than 80 000 who are in the so-called sandwich

class.  This shows that the competition among the applicants for HOS flats will becomeclass.  This shows that the competition among the applicants for HOS flats will becomeclass.  This shows that the competition among the applicants for HOS flats will becomeclass.  This shows that the competition among the applicants for HOS flats will become

more intense.more intense.more intense.more intense.

In view of Hong Kong's unique circumstances, Meeting Point think that our housingIn view of Hong Kong's unique circumstances, Meeting Point think that our housingIn view of Hong Kong's unique circumstances, Meeting Point think that our housingIn view of Hong Kong's unique circumstances, Meeting Point think that our housing

policy should adopt "a multiple-choice-public-housing-led approach." The reasons arepolicy should adopt "a multiple-choice-public-housing-led approach." The reasons arepolicy should adopt "a multiple-choice-public-housing-led approach." The reasons arepolicy should adopt "a multiple-choice-public-housing-led approach." The reasons are

as follows:as follows:as follows:as follows:

FirFirFirFirstly, the Government has always had a part to play in Hong Kong's housing andstly, the Government has always had a part to play in Hong Kong's housing andstly, the Government has always had a part to play in Hong Kong's housing andstly, the Government has always had a part to play in Hong Kong's housing and

property market.  All land is supplied by the Government.  Therefore, the controlproperty market.  All land is supplied by the Government.  Therefore, the controlproperty market.  All land is supplied by the Government.  Therefore, the controlproperty market.  All land is supplied by the Government.  Therefore, the control

of land supply is itself monopolistic.  The land supply scheme has a direct bearingof land supply is itself monopolistic.  The land supply scheme has a direct bearingof land supply is itself monopolistic.  The land supply scheme has a direct bearingof land supply is itself monopolistic.  The land supply scheme has a direct bearing

on housing prices.  It has, after all, nothing to do with the question of interventionon housing prices.  It has, after all, nothing to do with the question of interventionon housing prices.  It has, after all, nothing to do with the question of interventionon housing prices.  It has, after all, nothing to do with the question of intervention

or non-intervention.  Secondly, public housing is let or sold directly to theor non-intervention.  Secondly, public housing is let or sold directly to theor non-intervention.  Secondly, public housing is let or sold directly to theor non-intervention.  Secondly, public housing is let or sold directly to the

end-users and basically will not fall into speculators' hands.  Thirdly, an increaseend-users and basically will not fall into speculators' hands.  Thirdly, an increaseend-users and basically will not fall into speculators' hands.  Thirdly, an increaseend-users and basically will not fall into speculators' hands.  Thirdly, an increase

in the supply of public housing will lead to a corresponding decrease in the demandin the supply of public housing will lead to a corresponding decrease in the demandin the supply of public housing will lead to a corresponding decrease in the demandin the supply of public housing will lead to a corresponding decrease in the demand

for private housing and therefore cool off the speculative market.  Fourthly,for private housing and therefore cool off the speculative market.  Fourthly,for private housing and therefore cool off the speculative market.  Fourthly,for private housing and therefore cool off the speculative market.  Fourthly,

increasing the range of choices of public housing in terms of type, price, locationincreasing the range of choices of public housing in terms of type, price, locationincreasing the range of choices of public housing in terms of type, price, locationincreasing the range of choices of public housing in terms of type, price, location

and quality will make it less possible for the private developers to monopolize theand quality will make it less possible for the private developers to monopolize theand quality will make it less possible for the private developers to monopolize theand quality will make it less possible for the private developers to monopolize the

property market.  This will help to keep housing prices down.property market.  This will help to keep housing prices down.property market.  This will help to keep housing prices down.property market.  This will help to keep housing prices down.

Now I wish to discuss why it is impractical to subsidize private consumption.Now I wish to discuss why it is impractical to subsidize private consumption.Now I wish to discuss why it is impractical to subsidize private consumption.Now I wish to discuss why it is impractical to subsidize private consumption.

As housing prices are maintained at a high level beyond the affordability of ordinaryAs housing prices are maintained at a high level beyond the affordability of ordinaryAs housing prices are maintained at a high level beyond the affordability of ordinaryAs housing prices are maintained at a high level beyond the affordability of ordinary

households, some proposals have been made to help the sandwich class buy homes.  Amonghouseholds, some proposals have been made to help the sandwich class buy homes.  Amonghouseholds, some proposals have been made to help the sandwich class buy homes.  Amonghouseholds, some proposals have been made to help the sandwich class buy homes.  Among

them are to provide tax concession to first-time home-buyers and to expand the Homethem are to provide tax concession to first-time home-buyers and to expand the Homethem are to provide tax concession to first-time home-buyers and to expand the Homethem are to provide tax concession to first-time home-buyers and to expand the Home

Purchase Loan Scheme.  These proposed measures are actually subsidizing privatePurchase Loan Scheme.  These proposed measures are actually subsidizing privatePurchase Loan Scheme.  These proposed measures are actually subsidizing privatePurchase Loan Scheme.  These proposed measures are actually subsidizing private

consumption.  Meeting Point wish to point out that subsidy of private consumptionconsumption.  Meeting Point wish to point out that subsidy of private consumptionconsumption.  Meeting Point wish to point out that subsidy of private consumptionconsumption.  Meeting Point wish to point out that subsidy of private consumption

will in fact backfire and fuel demand.  Now that housing is in short supply in Hongwill in fact backfire and fuel demand.  Now that housing is in short supply in Hongwill in fact backfire and fuel demand.  Now that housing is in short supply in Hongwill in fact backfire and fuel demand.  Now that housing is in short supply in Hong

Kong, increasing demand will only make things worse and cause housing prices to goKong, increasing demand will only make things worse and cause housing prices to goKong, increasing demand will only make things worse and cause housing prices to goKong, increasing demand will only make things worse and cause housing prices to go

up further.  In the final analysis, it will turn out that we are in fact subsidizingup further.  In the final analysis, it will turn out that we are in fact subsidizingup further.  In the final analysis, it will turn out that we are in fact subsidizingup further.  In the final analysis, it will turn out that we are in fact subsidizing

developers and speculators with taxpayers' money.developers and speculators with taxpayers' money.developers and speculators with taxpayers' money.developers and speculators with taxpayers' money.

Finally, Meeting Point think that the time has come for a comprehensive reviewFinally, Meeting Point think that the time has come for a comprehensive reviewFinally, Meeting Point think that the time has come for a comprehensive reviewFinally, Meeting Point think that the time has come for a comprehensive review

of the private housing-led strategy.  It is hoped that the Government will carefullyof the private housing-led strategy.  It is hoped that the Government will carefullyof the private housing-led strategy.  It is hoped that the Government will carefullyof the private housing-led strategy.  It is hoped that the Government will carefully

review our housing situation and give serious consideration to a Long Term Housingreview our housing situation and give serious consideration to a Long Term Housingreview our housing situation and give serious consideration to a Long Term Housingreview our housing situation and give serious consideration to a Long Term Housing

Strategy adopting a multiple-choice-public-housing led approach.Strategy adopting a multiple-choice-public-housing led approach.Strategy adopting a multiple-choice-public-housing led approach.Strategy adopting a multiple-choice-public-housing led approach.

Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.  Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.  Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.  Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.  The three Councillors from MeetingThe three Councillors from MeetingThe three Councillors from MeetingThe three Councillors from Meeting

Point, namely, Mr Fred LI, Mr TIK Chi-yuen and myself, all fully support the HonourablePoint, namely, Mr Fred LI, Mr TIK Chi-yuen and myself, all fully support the HonourablePoint, namely, Mr Fred LI, Mr TIK Chi-yuen and myself, all fully support the HonourablePoint, namely, Mr Fred LI, Mr TIK Chi-yuen and myself, all fully support the Honourable



Frederick FUNG's original motion.Frederick FUNG's original motion.Frederick FUNG's original motion.Frederick FUNG's original motion.

MR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to put it briefly, the "LongMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to put it briefly, the "LongMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to put it briefly, the "LongMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, to put it briefly, the "Long

Term Housing Strategy" laid down in 1987 was to replace the "public housing-ledTerm Housing Strategy" laid down in 1987 was to replace the "public housing-ledTerm Housing Strategy" laid down in 1987 was to replace the "public housing-ledTerm Housing Strategy" laid down in 1987 was to replace the "public housing-led

housing strategy" that had been in force since 1973 with a "private housing-ledhousing strategy" that had been in force since 1973 with a "private housing-ledhousing strategy" that had been in force since 1973 with a "private housing-ledhousing strategy" that had been in force since 1973 with a "private housing-led

strategy" which is supplemented by public housing.  The strategy has translated intostrategy" which is supplemented by public housing.  The strategy has translated intostrategy" which is supplemented by public housing.  The strategy has translated intostrategy" which is supplemented by public housing.  The strategy has translated into

the following housing policies: the scaling down of the construction of public housing,the following housing policies: the scaling down of the construction of public housing,the following housing policies: the scaling down of the construction of public housing,the following housing policies: the scaling down of the construction of public housing,

particularly of public rental housing; the introduction of the Home Purchase Loanparticularly of public rental housing; the introduction of the Home Purchase Loanparticularly of public rental housing; the introduction of the Home Purchase Loanparticularly of public rental housing; the introduction of the Home Purchase Loan

Scheme; and the redevelopment of old urban housing estates.  The Government has setScheme; and the redevelopment of old urban housing estates.  The Government has setScheme; and the redevelopment of old urban housing estates.  The Government has setScheme; and the redevelopment of old urban housing estates.  The Government has set

a grandiose objective for the Long Term Housing Strategy, that is, to satisfy everya grandiose objective for the Long Term Housing Strategy, that is, to satisfy everya grandiose objective for the Long Term Housing Strategy, that is, to satisfy everya grandiose objective for the Long Term Housing Strategy, that is, to satisfy every

family's wish to own its home.  However, if one looks at either the substance of thefamily's wish to own its home.  However, if one looks at either the substance of thefamily's wish to own its home.  However, if one looks at either the substance of thefamily's wish to own its home.  However, if one looks at either the substance of the

strategy or how the specific policies were implemented, one will realize that thestrategy or how the specific policies were implemented, one will realize that thestrategy or how the specific policies were implemented, one will realize that thestrategy or how the specific policies were implemented, one will realize that the

Long Term Housing Strategy in fact gives preferential consideration to financial gain.Long Term Housing Strategy in fact gives preferential consideration to financial gain.Long Term Housing Strategy in fact gives preferential consideration to financial gain.Long Term Housing Strategy in fact gives preferential consideration to financial gain.

According to the Strategy, housing has been privatized and commercialized to reduceAccording to the Strategy, housing has been privatized and commercialized to reduceAccording to the Strategy, housing has been privatized and commercialized to reduceAccording to the Strategy, housing has been privatized and commercialized to reduce

the Government's huge burden in the area of public housing construction and at thethe Government's huge burden in the area of public housing construction and at thethe Government's huge burden in the area of public housing construction and at thethe Government's huge burden in the area of public housing construction and at the

same time to increase the Government's financial gain from land sale.same time to increase the Government's financial gain from land sale.same time to increase the Government's financial gain from land sale.same time to increase the Government's financial gain from land sale.

The Long Term Housing Strategy has now been in force for nearly five years.  ItThe Long Term Housing Strategy has now been in force for nearly five years.  ItThe Long Term Housing Strategy has now been in force for nearly five years.  ItThe Long Term Housing Strategy has now been in force for nearly five years.  It

clearly has had three effects on the people of Hong Kong where housing is concerned:clearly has had three effects on the people of Hong Kong where housing is concerned:clearly has had three effects on the people of Hong Kong where housing is concerned:clearly has had three effects on the people of Hong Kong where housing is concerned:

Firstly, it underestimated the demand for public rFirstly, it underestimated the demand for public rFirstly, it underestimated the demand for public rFirstly, it underestimated the demand for public rental housing and has failedental housing and has failedental housing and has failedental housing and has failed

to solve the housing needs of the lower income groups.  The Long Term Housing Strategyto solve the housing needs of the lower income groups.  The Long Term Housing Strategyto solve the housing needs of the lower income groups.  The Long Term Housing Strategyto solve the housing needs of the lower income groups.  The Long Term Housing Strategy

estimated that the public's demand for public rental housing would reach theestimated that the public's demand for public rental housing would reach theestimated that the public's demand for public rental housing would reach theestimated that the public's demand for public rental housing would reach the

saturation point in 1996, at which time the demand for public rental housing wouldsaturation point in 1996, at which time the demand for public rental housing wouldsaturation point in 1996, at which time the demand for public rental housing wouldsaturation point in 1996, at which time the demand for public rental housing would

become very limited.  Guided by such an estimate, the Government decided to reducebecome very limited.  Guided by such an estimate, the Government decided to reducebecome very limited.  Guided by such an estimate, the Government decided to reducebecome very limited.  Guided by such an estimate, the Government decided to reduce

gradually the construction of public rental housing.  However, now that we are onlygradually the construction of public rental housing.  However, now that we are onlygradually the construction of public rental housing.  However, now that we are onlygradually the construction of public rental housing.  However, now that we are only

four years away from 1996, the number of households on public housing's waiting listsfour years away from 1996, the number of households on public housing's waiting listsfour years away from 1996, the number of households on public housing's waiting listsfour years away from 1996, the number of households on public housing's waiting lists

is still as high as        114 000.  At the present annual rate of supply of publicis still as high as        114 000.  At the present annual rate of supply of publicis still as high as        114 000.  At the present annual rate of supply of publicis still as high as        114 000.  At the present annual rate of supply of public

housing, their needs will not have been met by the end of the century.  What is more,housing, their needs will not have been met by the end of the century.  What is more,housing, their needs will not have been met by the end of the century.  What is more,housing, their needs will not have been met by the end of the century.  What is more,

the Housing Authority has decided to reduce the construction of public housing eventhe Housing Authority has decided to reduce the construction of public housing eventhe Housing Authority has decided to reduce the construction of public housing eventhe Housing Authority has decided to reduce the construction of public housing even

further.  If the Government continues the policies formulated under the Long Termfurther.  If the Government continues the policies formulated under the Long Termfurther.  If the Government continues the policies formulated under the Long Termfurther.  If the Government continues the policies formulated under the Long Term

Housing Strategy, these more than 100 000 households, as well as the stream of newHousing Strategy, these more than 100 000 households, as well as the stream of newHousing Strategy, these more than 100 000 households, as well as the stream of newHousing Strategy, these more than 100 000 households, as well as the stream of new

applicants added to the waiting lists, will be doomed to pay high rents or put upapplicants added to the waiting lists, will be doomed to pay high rents or put upapplicants added to the waiting lists, will be doomed to pay high rents or put upapplicants added to the waiting lists, will be doomed to pay high rents or put up

with poor living conditions indefinitely.with poor living conditions indefinitely.with poor living conditions indefinitely.with poor living conditions indefinitely.

Secondly, this strategy with a private housing-led approach has placed the publicSecondly, this strategy with a private housing-led approach has placed the publicSecondly, this strategy with a private housing-led approach has placed the publicSecondly, this strategy with a private housing-led approach has placed the public

under the pressure of high housing prices.  To carry out such a housing strategy,under the pressure of high housing prices.  To carry out such a housing strategy,under the pressure of high housing prices.  To carry out such a housing strategy,under the pressure of high housing prices.  To carry out such a housing strategy,



the Government has insisted that the income limits required to be met by eligiblethe Government has insisted that the income limits required to be met by eligiblethe Government has insisted that the income limits required to be met by eligiblethe Government has insisted that the income limits required to be met by eligible

applicants for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats should be setapplicants for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats should be setapplicants for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats should be setapplicants for public housing and Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats should be set

at low levels.  At the same time, it has kept the construction of public rental housingat low levels.  At the same time, it has kept the construction of public rental housingat low levels.  At the same time, it has kept the construction of public rental housingat low levels.  At the same time, it has kept the construction of public rental housing

and public housing flats for sale at a low level.  By these means, it has forced aand public housing flats for sale at a low level.  By these means, it has forced aand public housing flats for sale at a low level.  By these means, it has forced aand public housing flats for sale at a low level.  By these means, it has forced a

large number of people in the middle and lower income groups to enter into the privatelarge number of people in the middle and lower income groups to enter into the privatelarge number of people in the middle and lower income groups to enter into the privatelarge number of people in the middle and lower income groups to enter into the private

housing market.  In addition, it has, through the Home Purchase Loan Scheme, enticedhousing market.  In addition, it has, through the Home Purchase Loan Scheme, enticedhousing market.  In addition, it has, through the Home Purchase Loan Scheme, enticedhousing market.  In addition, it has, through the Home Purchase Loan Scheme, enticed

former public housing tenants to enter into the private housing market as well.  Theseformer public housing tenants to enter into the private housing market as well.  Theseformer public housing tenants to enter into the private housing market as well.  Theseformer public housing tenants to enter into the private housing market as well.  These

measures, in turn, have indirectly sped up the rise in prices and rents of privatemeasures, in turn, have indirectly sped up the rise in prices and rents of privatemeasures, in turn, have indirectly sped up the rise in prices and rents of privatemeasures, in turn, have indirectly sped up the rise in prices and rents of private

housing.  At the moment, the price of a flat in Hong Kong is more than 10 times thehousing.  At the moment, the price of a flat in Hong Kong is more than 10 times thehousing.  At the moment, the price of a flat in Hong Kong is more than 10 times thehousing.  At the moment, the price of a flat in Hong Kong is more than 10 times the

annual salary of a flat buyer.  This is indeed intolerable.  The Government reallyannual salary of a flat buyer.  This is indeed intolerable.  The Government reallyannual salary of a flat buyer.  This is indeed intolerable.  The Government reallyannual salary of a flat buyer.  This is indeed intolerable.  The Government really

should review how the Long Term Housing Strategy has brought about such a price level.should review how the Long Term Housing Strategy has brought about such a price level.should review how the Long Term Housing Strategy has brought about such a price level.should review how the Long Term Housing Strategy has brought about such a price level.

Thirdly, residents of public housing have been forced to move to remote areas.Thirdly, residents of public housing have been forced to move to remote areas.Thirdly, residents of public housing have been forced to move to remote areas.Thirdly, residents of public housing have been forced to move to remote areas.

With financial gain as its top priority, the Government has carried out redevelopmentWith financial gain as its top priority, the Government has carried out redevelopmentWith financial gain as its top priority, the Government has carried out redevelopmentWith financial gain as its top priority, the Government has carried out redevelopment

of old housing estates and used most of the cleared sites for the construction ofof old housing estates and used most of the cleared sites for the construction ofof old housing estates and used most of the cleared sites for the construction ofof old housing estates and used most of the cleared sites for the construction of

Home Ownership Scheme flats or for sale to private developers.  This has boosted theHome Ownership Scheme flats or for sale to private developers.  This has boosted theHome Ownership Scheme flats or for sale to private developers.  This has boosted theHome Ownership Scheme flats or for sale to private developers.  This has boosted the

coffers.  And new public housing estates are constructed in locations far away fromcoffers.  And new public housing estates are constructed in locations far away fromcoffers.  And new public housing estates are constructed in locations far away fromcoffers.  And new public housing estates are constructed in locations far away from

town.  This is undoubtedly a discrimination against the residents of public housing.town.  This is undoubtedly a discrimination against the residents of public housing.town.  This is undoubtedly a discrimination against the residents of public housing.town.  This is undoubtedly a discrimination against the residents of public housing.

Every day, they have to take long-distance rides at high fare and to make do withEvery day, they have to take long-distance rides at high fare and to make do withEvery day, they have to take long-distance rides at high fare and to make do withEvery day, they have to take long-distance rides at high fare and to make do with

poor community facilities.  Domestic trouble and family problems have often arisenpoor community facilities.  Domestic trouble and family problems have often arisenpoor community facilities.  Domestic trouble and family problems have often arisenpoor community facilities.  Domestic trouble and family problems have often arisen

for low income families in there new public housing estates as a result.for low income families in there new public housing estates as a result.for low income families in there new public housing estates as a result.for low income families in there new public housing estates as a result.

In short, the negative effects of the Long Term Housing Strategy include itsIn short, the negative effects of the Long Term Housing Strategy include itsIn short, the negative effects of the Long Term Housing Strategy include itsIn short, the negative effects of the Long Term Housing Strategy include its

failure to solve the housing needs of the middle and lower income groups; thefailure to solve the housing needs of the middle and lower income groups; thefailure to solve the housing needs of the middle and lower income groups; thefailure to solve the housing needs of the middle and lower income groups; the

commercialization of housing which has increased the burden for members of the middlecommercialization of housing which has increased the burden for members of the middlecommercialization of housing which has increased the burden for members of the middlecommercialization of housing which has increased the burden for members of the middle

and lower income groups; the aggravation of social injustice and the driving up ofand lower income groups; the aggravation of social injustice and the driving up ofand lower income groups; the aggravation of social injustice and the driving up ofand lower income groups; the aggravation of social injustice and the driving up of

housing prices.  These would intensify social conflicts.  For these reasons, I willhousing prices.  These would intensify social conflicts.  For these reasons, I willhousing prices.  These would intensify social conflicts.  For these reasons, I willhousing prices.  These would intensify social conflicts.  For these reasons, I will

support the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.  A comprehensive review of the Longsupport the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.  A comprehensive review of the Longsupport the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.  A comprehensive review of the Longsupport the Honourable Frederick FUNG's motion.  A comprehensive review of the Long

Term Housing Strategy really cannot brook one moment's delay.Term Housing Strategy really cannot brook one moment's delay.Term Housing Strategy really cannot brook one moment's delay.Term Housing Strategy really cannot brook one moment's delay.

MRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum'sMRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum'sMRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum'sMRS SELINA CHOW (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's

amendment motion.  Mr Frederick FUNG has just now raised three points concerningamendment motion.  Mr Frederick FUNG has just now raised three points concerningamendment motion.  Mr Frederick FUNG has just now raised three points concerningamendment motion.  Mr Frederick FUNG has just now raised three points concerning

whether or not the amendment motion is really necessary.  First, does it really needwhether or not the amendment motion is really necessary.  First, does it really needwhether or not the amendment motion is really necessary.  First, does it really needwhether or not the amendment motion is really necessary.  First, does it really need

to be amended?  I believe that the sandwich class has been consistently ignored forto be amended?  I believe that the sandwich class has been consistently ignored forto be amended?  I believe that the sandwich class has been consistently ignored forto be amended?  I believe that the sandwich class has been consistently ignored for

years.  But their voice is very weak.  They do not have organizing ability to advanceyears.  But their voice is very weak.  They do not have organizing ability to advanceyears.  But their voice is very weak.  They do not have organizing ability to advanceyears.  But their voice is very weak.  They do not have organizing ability to advance

their common cause, nor are their views taken seriously.  To have some idea abouttheir common cause, nor are their views taken seriously.  To have some idea abouttheir common cause, nor are their views taken seriously.  To have some idea abouttheir common cause, nor are their views taken seriously.  To have some idea about

their situation, one merely has to take a look at how, today, in his Council, manytheir situation, one merely has to take a look at how, today, in his Council, manytheir situation, one merely has to take a look at how, today, in his Council, manytheir situation, one merely has to take a look at how, today, in his Council, many

colleagues have spoken up only for the lower income groups with regard to their needscolleagues have spoken up only for the lower income groups with regard to their needscolleagues have spoken up only for the lower income groups with regard to their needscolleagues have spoken up only for the lower income groups with regard to their needs

of public housing and the necessary improvements.  We already have a large Housingof public housing and the necessary improvements.  We already have a large Housingof public housing and the necessary improvements.  We already have a large Housingof public housing and the necessary improvements.  We already have a large Housing



Authority that is making plans for those living in public housing and for thoseAuthority that is making plans for those living in public housing and for thoseAuthority that is making plans for those living in public housing and for thoseAuthority that is making plans for those living in public housing and for those

eligible to live in public housing who are now on waiting lists.  Conversely, memberseligible to live in public housing who are now on waiting lists.  Conversely, memberseligible to live in public housing who are now on waiting lists.  Conversely, memberseligible to live in public housing who are now on waiting lists.  Conversely, members

of the sandwich class have been ignored for years.  Honourable colleagues have beenof the sandwich class have been ignored for years.  Honourable colleagues have beenof the sandwich class have been ignored for years.  Honourable colleagues have beenof the sandwich class have been ignored for years.  Honourable colleagues have been

championing the cause of the sandwich class for 11 years to no avail and still, nochampioning the cause of the sandwich class for 11 years to no avail and still, nochampioning the cause of the sandwich class for 11 years to no avail and still, nochampioning the cause of the sandwich class for 11 years to no avail and still, no

policy has been framed particularly to help them solve their housing problem.policy has been framed particularly to help them solve their housing problem.policy has been framed particularly to help them solve their housing problem.policy has been framed particularly to help them solve their housing problem.

What do we mean by the "sandwich class"?  The sandwich class refers to youngWhat do we mean by the "sandwich class"?  The sandwich class refers to youngWhat do we mean by the "sandwich class"?  The sandwich class refers to youngWhat do we mean by the "sandwich class"?  The sandwich class refers to young

skilled or professional persons.  Most of them are salary earners with stable incomes.skilled or professional persons.  Most of them are salary earners with stable incomes.skilled or professional persons.  Most of them are salary earners with stable incomes.skilled or professional persons.  Most of them are salary earners with stable incomes.

They are relatively well educated or have received professional training, or theyThey are relatively well educated or have received professional training, or theyThey are relatively well educated or have received professional training, or theyThey are relatively well educated or have received professional training, or they

are intellectuals.  All of them are pillars of the community.  And our stability owesare intellectuals.  All of them are pillars of the community.  And our stability owesare intellectuals.  All of them are pillars of the community.  And our stability owesare intellectuals.  All of them are pillars of the community.  And our stability owes

much to their contribution.  They are the so-called "pragmatists." However, theymuch to their contribution.  They are the so-called "pragmatists." However, theymuch to their contribution.  They are the so-called "pragmatists." However, theymuch to their contribution.  They are the so-called "pragmatists." However, they

spend most of their time on their jobs.  They work nonstop, so as to make both endsspend most of their time on their jobs.  They work nonstop, so as to make both endsspend most of their time on their jobs.  They work nonstop, so as to make both endsspend most of their time on their jobs.  They work nonstop, so as to make both ends

meet.meet.meet.meet.

Members of the sandwich class come from many different professions.  OMELCO panelMembers of the sandwich class come from many different professions.  OMELCO panelMembers of the sandwich class come from many different professions.  OMELCO panelMembers of the sandwich class come from many different professions.  OMELCO panel

members and those of us who are responsible for education matters have exchanged viewsmembers and those of us who are responsible for education matters have exchanged viewsmembers and those of us who are responsible for education matters have exchanged viewsmembers and those of us who are responsible for education matters have exchanged views

with teachers who came to OMELCO.  It has come to our knowledge from these meetingswith teachers who came to OMELCO.  It has come to our knowledge from these meetingswith teachers who came to OMELCO.  It has come to our knowledge from these meetingswith teachers who came to OMELCO.  It has come to our knowledge from these meetings

that, even when a couple is earning $20,000 or more a month, their lives are stillthat, even when a couple is earning $20,000 or more a month, their lives are stillthat, even when a couple is earning $20,000 or more a month, their lives are stillthat, even when a couple is earning $20,000 or more a month, their lives are still

hard.  I believe that their lives are harder than the lives of some people now livinghard.  I believe that their lives are harder than the lives of some people now livinghard.  I believe that their lives are harder than the lives of some people now livinghard.  I believe that their lives are harder than the lives of some people now living

in public housing.  This is because they receive no subsidy whatsoever as far asin public housing.  This is because they receive no subsidy whatsoever as far asin public housing.  This is because they receive no subsidy whatsoever as far asin public housing.  This is because they receive no subsidy whatsoever as far as

housing is concerned.  Several of our colleagues have interviewed them and found thathousing is concerned.  Several of our colleagues have interviewed them and found thathousing is concerned.  Several of our colleagues have interviewed them and found thathousing is concerned.  Several of our colleagues have interviewed them and found that

they are in great need of help.they are in great need of help.they are in great need of help.they are in great need of help.

I will now talk about these people.  Due to time constraint, Mrs Rita FAN asksI will now talk about these people.  Due to time constraint, Mrs Rita FAN asksI will now talk about these people.  Due to time constraint, Mrs Rita FAN asksI will now talk about these people.  Due to time constraint, Mrs Rita FAN asks

me to express the following views which, I think all of us concur.  The people inme to express the following views which, I think all of us concur.  The people inme to express the following views which, I think all of us concur.  The people inme to express the following views which, I think all of us concur.  The people in

question are teachers working in subsidized schools.  Many of them are members ofquestion are teachers working in subsidized schools.  Many of them are members ofquestion are teachers working in subsidized schools.  Many of them are members ofquestion are teachers working in subsidized schools.  Many of them are members of

the sandwich class, particularly those young teachers.  In face of soaring housingthe sandwich class, particularly those young teachers.  In face of soaring housingthe sandwich class, particularly those young teachers.  In face of soaring housingthe sandwich class, particularly those young teachers.  In face of soaring housing

prices, there is no way for them to afford the mortgage payments if they are to buyprices, there is no way for them to afford the mortgage payments if they are to buyprices, there is no way for them to afford the mortgage payments if they are to buyprices, there is no way for them to afford the mortgage payments if they are to buy

their own homes.  To enable them to buy their own homes at reasonable prices and stoptheir own homes.  To enable them to buy their own homes at reasonable prices and stoptheir own homes.  To enable them to buy their own homes at reasonable prices and stoptheir own homes.  To enable them to buy their own homes at reasonable prices and stop

worrying about rising rents so that they may educate our children with heart and soul,worrying about rising rents so that they may educate our children with heart and soul,worrying about rising rents so that they may educate our children with heart and soul,worrying about rising rents so that they may educate our children with heart and soul,

we strongly support a special housing scheme for the sandwich class.  Through thiswe strongly support a special housing scheme for the sandwich class.  Through thiswe strongly support a special housing scheme for the sandwich class.  Through thiswe strongly support a special housing scheme for the sandwich class.  Through this

scheme, they can have a flat while leading a prosperous and fruitful life.  I hopescheme, they can have a flat while leading a prosperous and fruitful life.  I hopescheme, they can have a flat while leading a prosperous and fruitful life.  I hopescheme, they can have a flat while leading a prosperous and fruitful life.  I hope

that the scheme will help to keep our teachers in Hong Kong and to maintain the qualitythat the scheme will help to keep our teachers in Hong Kong and to maintain the qualitythat the scheme will help to keep our teachers in Hong Kong and to maintain the qualitythat the scheme will help to keep our teachers in Hong Kong and to maintain the quality

of education.  We are convinced that such a scheme will help.  Of course, teachersof education.  We are convinced that such a scheme will help.  Of course, teachersof education.  We are convinced that such a scheme will help.  Of course, teachersof education.  We are convinced that such a scheme will help.  Of course, teachers

are not the only group in need of assistance.  Professionals of other kinds ofare not the only group in need of assistance.  Professionals of other kinds ofare not the only group in need of assistance.  Professionals of other kinds ofare not the only group in need of assistance.  Professionals of other kinds of

subsidized agencies, such as social workers, also need such help.  As long as onesubsidized agencies, such as social workers, also need such help.  As long as onesubsidized agencies, such as social workers, also need such help.  As long as onesubsidized agencies, such as social workers, also need such help.  As long as one

is a member of the sandwich class, he should be entitled to enjoy the benefits ofis a member of the sandwich class, he should be entitled to enjoy the benefits ofis a member of the sandwich class, he should be entitled to enjoy the benefits ofis a member of the sandwich class, he should be entitled to enjoy the benefits of

this scheme.this scheme.this scheme.this scheme.



We feel that the Government really must take a good look at this problem.  WhileWe feel that the Government really must take a good look at this problem.  WhileWe feel that the Government really must take a good look at this problem.  WhileWe feel that the Government really must take a good look at this problem.  While

the interests of some members of the sandwich class are represented by well-the interests of some members of the sandwich class are represented by well-the interests of some members of the sandwich class are represented by well-the interests of some members of the sandwich class are represented by well-

established organizations, some are not.  For the latter, arrangements may have toestablished organizations, some are not.  For the latter, arrangements may have toestablished organizations, some are not.  For the latter, arrangements may have toestablished organizations, some are not.  For the latter, arrangements may have to

be made by a committee, like the one proposed by Mr LAU Wah-sum a moment ago.  Webe made by a committee, like the one proposed by Mr LAU Wah-sum a moment ago.  Webe made by a committee, like the one proposed by Mr LAU Wah-sum a moment ago.  Webe made by a committee, like the one proposed by Mr LAU Wah-sum a moment ago.  We

believe that the sandwich class is facing a very unique problem; so it calls for abelieve that the sandwich class is facing a very unique problem; so it calls for abelieve that the sandwich class is facing a very unique problem; so it calls for abelieve that the sandwich class is facing a very unique problem; so it calls for a

unique solution and scheme.  The Housing Authority should continue its efficient workunique solution and scheme.  The Housing Authority should continue its efficient workunique solution and scheme.  The Housing Authority should continue its efficient workunique solution and scheme.  The Housing Authority should continue its efficient work

to help the lower income groups.  But the sandwich class has deep-rooted grievancesto help the lower income groups.  But the sandwich class has deep-rooted grievancesto help the lower income groups.  But the sandwich class has deep-rooted grievancesto help the lower income groups.  But the sandwich class has deep-rooted grievances

and the problem is quite serious.  The authorities should take immediate andand the problem is quite serious.  The authorities should take immediate andand the problem is quite serious.  The authorities should take immediate andand the problem is quite serious.  The authorities should take immediate and

effective measures to solve the problem without any hesitation and there is no needeffective measures to solve the problem without any hesitation and there is no needeffective measures to solve the problem without any hesitation and there is no needeffective measures to solve the problem without any hesitation and there is no need

to conduct any further studies, reviews, consultations or debates.  Therefore, weto conduct any further studies, reviews, consultations or debates.  Therefore, weto conduct any further studies, reviews, consultations or debates.  Therefore, weto conduct any further studies, reviews, consultations or debates.  Therefore, we

support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion and we appeal to other colleagues to supportsupport Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion and we appeal to other colleagues to supportsupport Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion and we appeal to other colleagues to supportsupport Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion and we appeal to other colleagues to support

it.  Mr Frederick FUNG has said just now that the amendment motion has put him init.  Mr Frederick FUNG has said just now that the amendment motion has put him init.  Mr Frederick FUNG has said just now that the amendment motion has put him init.  Mr Frederick FUNG has said just now that the amendment motion has put him in

an awkward position.  We think that it should not have made him feel awkward.an awkward position.  We think that it should not have made him feel awkward.an awkward position.  We think that it should not have made him feel awkward.an awkward position.  We think that it should not have made him feel awkward.

Actually, I believe that his views have many supporters in this Council.  But thereActually, I believe that his views have many supporters in this Council.  But thereActually, I believe that his views have many supporters in this Council.  But thereActually, I believe that his views have many supporters in this Council.  But there

are already many channels in place through which we can continue our fight for aare already many channels in place through which we can continue our fight for aare already many channels in place through which we can continue our fight for aare already many channels in place through which we can continue our fight for a

solution to the housing problem plaguing the lower income groups.  For this reason,solution to the housing problem plaguing the lower income groups.  For this reason,solution to the housing problem plaguing the lower income groups.  For this reason,solution to the housing problem plaguing the lower income groups.  For this reason,

we think that it is imperative to direct our effort at the solution of what is nowwe think that it is imperative to direct our effort at the solution of what is nowwe think that it is imperative to direct our effort at the solution of what is nowwe think that it is imperative to direct our effort at the solution of what is now

the most pressing problem.  We believe that this is the only way to force thethe most pressing problem.  We believe that this is the only way to force thethe most pressing problem.  We believe that this is the only way to force thethe most pressing problem.  We believe that this is the only way to force the

Government to lay down some practical and feasible schemes within one year.Government to lay down some practical and feasible schemes within one year.Government to lay down some practical and feasible schemes within one year.Government to lay down some practical and feasible schemes within one year.

The authorities said that a report on the findings of their study will be submittedThe authorities said that a report on the findings of their study will be submittedThe authorities said that a report on the findings of their study will be submittedThe authorities said that a report on the findings of their study will be submitted

within six months.  However, we know from the past that consultation will have towithin six months.  However, we know from the past that consultation will have towithin six months.  However, we know from the past that consultation will have towithin six months.  However, we know from the past that consultation will have to

be held following the release of many of such reports and that the consultation willbe held following the release of many of such reports and that the consultation willbe held following the release of many of such reports and that the consultation willbe held following the release of many of such reports and that the consultation will

take another six months or a year; and then the result of the consultation will havetake another six months or a year; and then the result of the consultation will havetake another six months or a year; and then the result of the consultation will havetake another six months or a year; and then the result of the consultation will have

to be further studied, taking perhaps another six months.  With things dragging onto be further studied, taking perhaps another six months.  With things dragging onto be further studied, taking perhaps another six months.  With things dragging onto be further studied, taking perhaps another six months.  With things dragging on

like this, one cannot tell when a real solution will be found for those who are inlike this, one cannot tell when a real solution will be found for those who are inlike this, one cannot tell when a real solution will be found for those who are inlike this, one cannot tell when a real solution will be found for those who are in

dire difficulties.  As such, we hope that all honourable colleagues will agree todire difficulties.  As such, we hope that all honourable colleagues will agree todire difficulties.  As such, we hope that all honourable colleagues will agree todire difficulties.  As such, we hope that all honourable colleagues will agree to

the proposal of setting a 12-month limit.  In other words, we make a time-table forthe proposal of setting a 12-month limit.  In other words, we make a time-table forthe proposal of setting a 12-month limit.  In other words, we make a time-table forthe proposal of setting a 12-month limit.  In other words, we make a time-table for

the Government and press the Government to identify some solutions, and to producethe Government and press the Government to identify some solutions, and to producethe Government and press the Government to identify some solutions, and to producethe Government and press the Government to identify some solutions, and to produce

a substantive scheme for ending once and for all a pressing and real problem.a substantive scheme for ending once and for all a pressing and real problem.a substantive scheme for ending once and for all a pressing and real problem.a substantive scheme for ending once and for all a pressing and real problem.

I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.I support Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to speak on theMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to speak on theMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to speak on theMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to speak on the

Honourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.  Why did I say that I felt the HonourableHonourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.  Why did I say that I felt the HonourableHonourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.  Why did I say that I felt the HonourableHonourable LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion.  Why did I say that I felt the Honourable

LAU Wah-sum's amendment motion had put me in an awkward situation?  The answer isLAU Wah-sum's amendment motion had put me in an awkward situation?  The answer isLAU Wah-sum's amendment motion had put me in an awkward situation?  The answer isLAU Wah-sum's amendment motion had put me in an awkward situation?  The answer is



that my original motion already covered the sandwich class.  Should I vote againstthat my original motion already covered the sandwich class.  Should I vote againstthat my original motion already covered the sandwich class.  Should I vote againstthat my original motion already covered the sandwich class.  Should I vote against

the amendment motion, it would seem that I am against speaking up for the sandwichthe amendment motion, it would seem that I am against speaking up for the sandwichthe amendment motion, it would seem that I am against speaking up for the sandwichthe amendment motion, it would seem that I am against speaking up for the sandwich

class.  This is the awkward situation that I referred to.  In fact, I never intendedclass.  This is the awkward situation that I referred to.  In fact, I never intendedclass.  This is the awkward situation that I referred to.  In fact, I never intendedclass.  This is the awkward situation that I referred to.  In fact, I never intended

to be against speaking up for the sandwich class.  In comparison with the amendmentto be against speaking up for the sandwich class.  In comparison with the amendmentto be against speaking up for the sandwich class.  In comparison with the amendmentto be against speaking up for the sandwich class.  In comparison with the amendment

motion, the original motion appears on the surface to have aimed at merely the lowermotion, the original motion appears on the surface to have aimed at merely the lowermotion, the original motion appears on the surface to have aimed at merely the lowermotion, the original motion appears on the surface to have aimed at merely the lower

income groups.  (The motion says clearly, however, that the motion is also moved forincome groups.  (The motion says clearly, however, that the motion is also moved forincome groups.  (The motion says clearly, however, that the motion is also moved forincome groups.  (The motion says clearly, however, that the motion is also moved for

the interests of the sandwich class.) The amendment motion is trying to force us tothe interests of the sandwich class.) The amendment motion is trying to force us tothe interests of the sandwich class.) The amendment motion is trying to force us tothe interests of the sandwich class.) The amendment motion is trying to force us to

stand aside or to corner us.  I feel that the original motion already covered thestand aside or to corner us.  I feel that the original motion already covered thestand aside or to corner us.  I feel that the original motion already covered thestand aside or to corner us.  I feel that the original motion already covered the

sandwich class.  This is clear from our documents and from my speech.  I do not wishsandwich class.  This is clear from our documents and from my speech.  I do not wishsandwich class.  This is clear from our documents and from my speech.  I do not wishsandwich class.  This is clear from our documents and from my speech.  I do not wish

to repeat here.  Members may remember I have said that the sandwich class, despiteto repeat here.  Members may remember I have said that the sandwich class, despiteto repeat here.  Members may remember I have said that the sandwich class, despiteto repeat here.  Members may remember I have said that the sandwich class, despite

having to pay a lot of tax, receives no financial assistance, no welfare benefitshaving to pay a lot of tax, receives no financial assistance, no welfare benefitshaving to pay a lot of tax, receives no financial assistance, no welfare benefitshaving to pay a lot of tax, receives no financial assistance, no welfare benefits

and simply nothing.  I did say so.and simply nothing.  I did say so.and simply nothing.  I did say so.and simply nothing.  I did say so.

Secondly, I wish to talk about current market conditions.  The sandwich classSecondly, I wish to talk about current market conditions.  The sandwich classSecondly, I wish to talk about current market conditions.  The sandwich classSecondly, I wish to talk about current market conditions.  The sandwich class

used to be able to afford to buy their own homes.  But now they cannot.  Therefore,used to be able to afford to buy their own homes.  But now they cannot.  Therefore,used to be able to afford to buy their own homes.  But now they cannot.  Therefore,used to be able to afford to buy their own homes.  But now they cannot.  Therefore,

we need to help them.  I fail completely to see how we have failed to speak up forwe need to help them.  I fail completely to see how we have failed to speak up forwe need to help them.  I fail completely to see how we have failed to speak up forwe need to help them.  I fail completely to see how we have failed to speak up for

the sandwich class.  Meanwhile, after listening to the suggestions of my friends inthe sandwich class.  Meanwhile, after listening to the suggestions of my friends inthe sandwich class.  Meanwhile, after listening to the suggestions of my friends inthe sandwich class.  Meanwhile, after listening to the suggestions of my friends in

the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC), I was made to feel even more awkward.  Itthe Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC), I was made to feel even more awkward.  Itthe Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC), I was made to feel even more awkward.  Itthe Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC), I was made to feel even more awkward.  It

happens that they share our views.  How so?  Two things.  First, their definitionhappens that they share our views.  How so?  Two things.  First, their definitionhappens that they share our views.  How so?  Two things.  First, their definitionhappens that they share our views.  How so?  Two things.  First, their definition

of the sandwich class is those earning between $18,000 and $40,000 a month.  I wouldof the sandwich class is those earning between $18,000 and $40,000 a month.  I wouldof the sandwich class is those earning between $18,000 and $40,000 a month.  I wouldof the sandwich class is those earning between $18,000 and $40,000 a month.  I would

like to tell them that families with an income of $18,000 a month are among the toplike to tell them that families with an income of $18,000 a month are among the toplike to tell them that families with an income of $18,000 a month are among the toplike to tell them that families with an income of $18,000 a month are among the top

22% of Hong Kong's highest-income families, while families with a household income22% of Hong Kong's highest-income families, while families with a household income22% of Hong Kong's highest-income families, while families with a household income22% of Hong Kong's highest-income families, while families with a household income

of $40,000 a month are among the top 5%.  In other words, my friends in the CRC areof $40,000 a month are among the top 5%.  In other words, my friends in the CRC areof $40,000 a month are among the top 5%.  In other words, my friends in the CRC areof $40,000 a month are among the top 5%.  In other words, my friends in the CRC are

asking the Government to provide a housing service to 95% of the population of Hongasking the Government to provide a housing service to 95% of the population of Hongasking the Government to provide a housing service to 95% of the population of Hongasking the Government to provide a housing service to 95% of the population of Hong

Kong.  At the moment, only 46% are receiving housing benefits provided by theKong.  At the moment, only 46% are receiving housing benefits provided by theKong.  At the moment, only 46% are receiving housing benefits provided by theKong.  At the moment, only 46% are receiving housing benefits provided by the

Government.  Yet this figure has already been criticized as being too high.  Why,Government.  Yet this figure has already been criticized as being too high.  Why,Government.  Yet this figure has already been criticized as being too high.  Why,Government.  Yet this figure has already been criticized as being too high.  Why,

then, are they asking to raise the figure to 95%?then, are they asking to raise the figure to 95%?then, are they asking to raise the figure to 95%?then, are they asking to raise the figure to 95%?

The second point where the CRC's views are like ours is their recommendThe second point where the CRC's views are like ours is their recommendThe second point where the CRC's views are like ours is their recommendThe second point where the CRC's views are like ours is their recommendation thatation thatation thatation that

the Government should provide each sandwich class family with 800 sq ft of livingthe Government should provide each sandwich class family with 800 sq ft of livingthe Government should provide each sandwich class family with 800 sq ft of livingthe Government should provide each sandwich class family with 800 sq ft of living

space and give them a 50% discount off the market price.  Such housing is no differencespace and give them a 50% discount off the market price.  Such housing is no differencespace and give them a 50% discount off the market price.  Such housing is no differencespace and give them a 50% discount off the market price.  Such housing is no difference

at all from the present Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats.  They are indeed the sameat all from the present Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats.  They are indeed the sameat all from the present Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats.  They are indeed the sameat all from the present Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats.  They are indeed the same

in nature.  This demonstrates precisely a public housing-led approach, not a privatein nature.  This demonstrates precisely a public housing-led approach, not a privatein nature.  This demonstrates precisely a public housing-led approach, not a privatein nature.  This demonstrates precisely a public housing-led approach, not a private

housing-led approach.  I feel that we hold the same view in this respect.  And thehousing-led approach.  I feel that we hold the same view in this respect.  And thehousing-led approach.  I feel that we hold the same view in this respect.  And thehousing-led approach.  I feel that we hold the same view in this respect.  And the

only difference between us is the course of action, not a difference in spirit.  Ionly difference between us is the course of action, not a difference in spirit.  Ionly difference between us is the course of action, not a difference in spirit.  Ionly difference between us is the course of action, not a difference in spirit.  I

hope that our speeches today will bring home to the Housing Department and thehope that our speeches today will bring home to the Housing Department and thehope that our speeches today will bring home to the Housing Department and thehope that our speeches today will bring home to the Housing Department and the

Buildings and Lands Department that Legislative Councillors are now united in spiritBuildings and Lands Department that Legislative Councillors are now united in spiritBuildings and Lands Department that Legislative Councillors are now united in spiritBuildings and Lands Department that Legislative Councillors are now united in spirit

over certain issues and that we would like to have a housing policy in which publicover certain issues and that we would like to have a housing policy in which publicover certain issues and that we would like to have a housing policy in which publicover certain issues and that we would like to have a housing policy in which public



housing is to play the dominant role.  Having said that, I am afraid I cannot totallyhousing is to play the dominant role.  Having said that, I am afraid I cannot totallyhousing is to play the dominant role.  Having said that, I am afraid I cannot totallyhousing is to play the dominant role.  Having said that, I am afraid I cannot totally

accept the policy as proposed by the CRC, as a long term structural strategy.  I doaccept the policy as proposed by the CRC, as a long term structural strategy.  I doaccept the policy as proposed by the CRC, as a long term structural strategy.  I doaccept the policy as proposed by the CRC, as a long term structural strategy.  I do

not agree that the Government should provide housing to 95% of the population, fornot agree that the Government should provide housing to 95% of the population, fornot agree that the Government should provide housing to 95% of the population, fornot agree that the Government should provide housing to 95% of the population, for

that would be too much.  Still less can I accept their proposed discount rate sincethat would be too much.  Still less can I accept their proposed discount rate sincethat would be too much.  Still less can I accept their proposed discount rate sincethat would be too much.  Still less can I accept their proposed discount rate since

the pricing the HOS flats at 70% of the market price has already been regarded asthe pricing the HOS flats at 70% of the market price has already been regarded asthe pricing the HOS flats at 70% of the market price has already been regarded asthe pricing the HOS flats at 70% of the market price has already been regarded as

free lunch.  What kind of free meal will it be then if the discount is set at 50%?free lunch.  What kind of free meal will it be then if the discount is set at 50%?free lunch.  What kind of free meal will it be then if the discount is set at 50%?free lunch.  What kind of free meal will it be then if the discount is set at 50%?

After all, we feel that our difference is really not too great.  And I thank the CRCAfter all, we feel that our difference is really not too great.  And I thank the CRCAfter all, we feel that our difference is really not too great.  And I thank the CRCAfter all, we feel that our difference is really not too great.  And I thank the CRC

very much for making such a good proposal to the Government.very much for making such a good proposal to the Government.very much for making such a good proposal to the Government.very much for making such a good proposal to the Government.

May I remind honourable colleagues once again that I do not wish to see anyMay I remind honourable colleagues once again that I do not wish to see anyMay I remind honourable colleagues once again that I do not wish to see anyMay I remind honourable colleagues once again that I do not wish to see any

polarization among us.  The most important thing in fact is to solve our housingpolarization among us.  The most important thing in fact is to solve our housingpolarization among us.  The most important thing in fact is to solve our housingpolarization among us.  The most important thing in fact is to solve our housing

problem.  I will try to cite some statistics objectively.  I hope that honourableproblem.  I will try to cite some statistics objectively.  I hope that honourableproblem.  I will try to cite some statistics objectively.  I hope that honourableproblem.  I will try to cite some statistics objectively.  I hope that honourable

colleagues will see from these statistics the plight of the various sectors in ourcolleagues will see from these statistics the plight of the various sectors in ourcolleagues will see from these statistics the plight of the various sectors in ourcolleagues will see from these statistics the plight of the various sectors in our

community.  Then, I hope to be able to persuade our friends in the CRC to withdrawcommunity.  Then, I hope to be able to persuade our friends in the CRC to withdrawcommunity.  Then, I hope to be able to persuade our friends in the CRC to withdrawcommunity.  Then, I hope to be able to persuade our friends in the CRC to withdraw

their amendment motion or to support my motion because  I feel that we are in agreement.their amendment motion or to support my motion because  I feel that we are in agreement.their amendment motion or to support my motion because  I feel that we are in agreement.their amendment motion or to support my motion because  I feel that we are in agreement.

What, then, is the first element of the plight?  At the moment, there are 1.73 millionWhat, then, is the first element of the plight?  At the moment, there are 1.73 millionWhat, then, is the first element of the plight?  At the moment, there are 1.73 millionWhat, then, is the first element of the plight?  At the moment, there are 1.73 million

independent housing units in Hong Kong, but we have only 1.6 million households.  Inindependent housing units in Hong Kong, but we have only 1.6 million households.  Inindependent housing units in Hong Kong, but we have only 1.6 million households.  Inindependent housing units in Hong Kong, but we have only 1.6 million households.  In

other words, we have an excess of 130 000 units.  If each household is to be providedother words, we have an excess of 130 000 units.  If each household is to be providedother words, we have an excess of 130 000 units.  If each household is to be providedother words, we have an excess of 130 000 units.  If each household is to be provided

with one unit, then meeting the demand will be no problem.  If the 35 000 hotel roomswith one unit, then meeting the demand will be no problem.  If the 35 000 hotel roomswith one unit, then meeting the demand will be no problem.  If the 35 000 hotel roomswith one unit, then meeting the demand will be no problem.  If the 35 000 hotel rooms

and 20 000 vacant public housing units are again deducted from the approximately 1.7and 20 000 vacant public housing units are again deducted from the approximately 1.7and 20 000 vacant public housing units are again deducted from the approximately 1.7and 20 000 vacant public housing units are again deducted from the approximately 1.7

million units, we will still have 75 000 units.  The problem, therefore, is not onemillion units, we will still have 75 000 units.  The problem, therefore, is not onemillion units, we will still have 75 000 units.  The problem, therefore, is not onemillion units, we will still have 75 000 units.  The problem, therefore, is not one

of supply and demand.  Very clearly, something else is making it impossible for eachof supply and demand.  Very clearly, something else is making it impossible for eachof supply and demand.  Very clearly, something else is making it impossible for eachof supply and demand.  Very clearly, something else is making it impossible for each

family to be provided with one unit.  I think that there are two possibilities.  Onefamily to be provided with one unit.  I think that there are two possibilities.  Onefamily to be provided with one unit.  I think that there are two possibilities.  Onefamily to be provided with one unit.  I think that there are two possibilities.  One

is speculation or investment as a hedge against inflation.  The other is externalis speculation or investment as a hedge against inflation.  The other is externalis speculation or investment as a hedge against inflation.  The other is externalis speculation or investment as a hedge against inflation.  The other is external

factors.  Other than the 1.6 million households of Hong Kong, there are externalfactors.  Other than the 1.6 million households of Hong Kong, there are externalfactors.  Other than the 1.6 million households of Hong Kong, there are externalfactors.  Other than the 1.6 million households of Hong Kong, there are external

factors creating a housing demand with the result that some of us cannot have flatsfactors creating a housing demand with the result that some of us cannot have flatsfactors creating a housing demand with the result that some of us cannot have flatsfactors creating a housing demand with the result that some of us cannot have flats

of our own.  The external factors may be that people in China are investing in Hongof our own.  The external factors may be that people in China are investing in Hongof our own.  The external factors may be that people in China are investing in Hongof our own.  The external factors may be that people in China are investing in Hong

Kong with the money that they have made or that overseas companies are buying flatsKong with the money that they have made or that overseas companies are buying flatsKong with the money that they have made or that overseas companies are buying flatsKong with the money that they have made or that overseas companies are buying flats

for their staff as quarters.for their staff as quarters.for their staff as quarters.for their staff as quarters.

Here I wish to cite another seHere I wish to cite another seHere I wish to cite another seHere I wish to cite another set of statistics for the information of the public.t of statistics for the information of the public.t of statistics for the information of the public.t of statistics for the information of the public.

According to press reports, from now until 1997, it is estimated that there will beAccording to press reports, from now until 1997, it is estimated that there will beAccording to press reports, from now until 1997, it is estimated that there will beAccording to press reports, from now until 1997, it is estimated that there will be

a shortfall of 19 000 public housing units and 29 000 Home Ownership Scheme flats,a shortfall of 19 000 public housing units and 29 000 Home Ownership Scheme flats,a shortfall of 19 000 public housing units and 29 000 Home Ownership Scheme flats,a shortfall of 19 000 public housing units and 29 000 Home Ownership Scheme flats,

while the supply of private housing will be ample.  In the years to come, the annualwhile the supply of private housing will be ample.  In the years to come, the annualwhile the supply of private housing will be ample.  In the years to come, the annualwhile the supply of private housing will be ample.  In the years to come, the annual

supply of private housing will be 50 000 units.  Among them 15 000 are redevelopedsupply of private housing will be 50 000 units.  Among them 15 000 are redevelopedsupply of private housing will be 50 000 units.  Among them 15 000 are redevelopedsupply of private housing will be 50 000 units.  Among them 15 000 are redeveloped

units, and the remaining 35 000 are new units.  In other words, the supply of privateunits, and the remaining 35 000 are new units.  In other words, the supply of privateunits, and the remaining 35 000 are new units.  In other words, the supply of privateunits, and the remaining 35 000 are new units.  In other words, the supply of private



housing will not be a problem.  The problem is the speculation activities.housing will not be a problem.  The problem is the speculation activities.housing will not be a problem.  The problem is the speculation activities.housing will not be a problem.  The problem is the speculation activities.

Where the housing problem is concerned, the population of Hong Kong may be dividedWhere the housing problem is concerned, the population of Hong Kong may be dividedWhere the housing problem is concerned, the population of Hong Kong may be dividedWhere the housing problem is concerned, the population of Hong Kong may be divided

into three sectors.  The first is the lower income groups.  Their incomes are toointo three sectors.  The first is the lower income groups.  Their incomes are toointo three sectors.  The first is the lower income groups.  Their incomes are toointo three sectors.  The first is the lower income groups.  Their incomes are too

high to make them eligible for public assistance.  But, after paying rents, they arehigh to make them eligible for public assistance.  But, after paying rents, they arehigh to make them eligible for public assistance.  But, after paying rents, they arehigh to make them eligible for public assistance.  But, after paying rents, they are

financially rather tight.  The second is those living in private housing.  Evenfinancially rather tight.  The second is those living in private housing.  Evenfinancially rather tight.  The second is those living in private housing.  Evenfinancially rather tight.  The second is those living in private housing.  Even

though they are eligible for public housing, their chances are slim in view of thethough they are eligible for public housing, their chances are slim in view of thethough they are eligible for public housing, their chances are slim in view of thethough they are eligible for public housing, their chances are slim in view of the

long waiting lists.  Then there is the marginal sandwich class.  Their incomes barelylong waiting lists.  Then there is the marginal sandwich class.  Their incomes barelylong waiting lists.  Then there is the marginal sandwich class.  Their incomes barelylong waiting lists.  Then there is the marginal sandwich class.  Their incomes barely

exceed the upper income limit for public housing, but not enough to afford them toexceed the upper income limit for public housing, but not enough to afford them toexceed the upper income limit for public housing, but not enough to afford them toexceed the upper income limit for public housing, but not enough to afford them to

buy HOS flats, not to mention private housing.  They, too, have to pay high rentsbuy HOS flats, not to mention private housing.  They, too, have to pay high rentsbuy HOS flats, not to mention private housing.  They, too, have to pay high rentsbuy HOS flats, not to mention private housing.  They, too, have to pay high rents

for the private housing in which they live, just like the sandwich class.  The thirdfor the private housing in which they live, just like the sandwich class.  The thirdfor the private housing in which they live, just like the sandwich class.  The thirdfor the private housing in which they live, just like the sandwich class.  The third

sector is the sandwich class.  Now I wish to show you the ratio of these three sectors.sector is the sandwich class.  Now I wish to show you the ratio of these three sectors.sector is the sandwich class.  Now I wish to show you the ratio of these three sectors.sector is the sandwich class.  Now I wish to show you the ratio of these three sectors.

Numerically, there are 110 000 households waiting for their turns to move into publicNumerically, there are 110 000 households waiting for their turns to move into publicNumerically, there are 110 000 households waiting for their turns to move into publicNumerically, there are 110 000 households waiting for their turns to move into public

housing (the waiting time is 10 years for urban public housing, seven years for thathousing (the waiting time is 10 years for urban public housing, seven years for thathousing (the waiting time is 10 years for urban public housing, seven years for thathousing (the waiting time is 10 years for urban public housing, seven years for that

in Sha Tin and three years for that in Fanling).  There are 75 000 households whoin Sha Tin and three years for that in Fanling).  There are 75 000 households whoin Sha Tin and three years for that in Fanling).  There are 75 000 households whoin Sha Tin and three years for that in Fanling).  There are 75 000 households who

fall into the category of the marginal sandwich class.  To use Mr EASON's definition,fall into the category of the marginal sandwich class.  To use Mr EASON's definition,fall into the category of the marginal sandwich class.  To use Mr EASON's definition,fall into the category of the marginal sandwich class.  To use Mr EASON's definition,

we have 30 000 households in the sandwich class.  In terms of ratio, it would bewe have 30 000 households in the sandwich class.  In terms of ratio, it would bewe have 30 000 households in the sandwich class.  In terms of ratio, it would bewe have 30 000 households in the sandwich class.  In terms of ratio, it would be

3.7:2.5:1.  What if one uses income comparisons?  If one uses the upper income limit3.7:2.5:1.  What if one uses income comparisons?  If one uses the upper income limit3.7:2.5:1.  What if one uses income comparisons?  If one uses the upper income limit3.7:2.5:1.  What if one uses income comparisons?  If one uses the upper income limit

of those eligible for public housing, it is $9,700.  If one uses the highest incomeof those eligible for public housing, it is $9,700.  If one uses the highest incomeof those eligible for public housing, it is $9,700.  If one uses the highest incomeof those eligible for public housing, it is $9,700.  If one uses the highest income

limit for the white form applicants used by the marginal sandwich class households,limit for the white form applicants used by the marginal sandwich class households,limit for the white form applicants used by the marginal sandwich class households,limit for the white form applicants used by the marginal sandwich class households,

it is $18,000.  The upper income limit for the sandwich class is $40,000.  Then theit is $18,000.  The upper income limit for the sandwich class is $40,000.  Then theit is $18,000.  The upper income limit for the sandwich class is $40,000.  Then theit is $18,000.  The upper income limit for the sandwich class is $40,000.  Then the

earning power ratio in terms of incomes of the lower income groups, the marginalearning power ratio in terms of incomes of the lower income groups, the marginalearning power ratio in terms of incomes of the lower income groups, the marginalearning power ratio in terms of incomes of the lower income groups, the marginal

sandwich class and the sandwich class is 1:2:4.  Therefore, from this angle, it cansandwich class and the sandwich class is 1:2:4.  Therefore, from this angle, it cansandwich class and the sandwich class is 1:2:4.  Therefore, from this angle, it cansandwich class and the sandwich class is 1:2:4.  Therefore, from this angle, it can

be seen that all the three sectors are in difficult situations.  All of them warrantbe seen that all the three sectors are in difficult situations.  All of them warrantbe seen that all the three sectors are in difficult situations.  All of them warrantbe seen that all the three sectors are in difficult situations.  All of them warrant

our attention.  But will the Housing Authority really solve the housing problem ofour attention.  But will the Housing Authority really solve the housing problem ofour attention.  But will the Housing Authority really solve the housing problem ofour attention.  But will the Housing Authority really solve the housing problem of

the lower income groups and the marginal class?the lower income groups and the marginal class?the lower income groups and the marginal class?the lower income groups and the marginal class?

Now I wish to give honourable coNow I wish to give honourable coNow I wish to give honourable coNow I wish to give honourable colleagues another set of statistics.  Two yearslleagues another set of statistics.  Two yearslleagues another set of statistics.  Two yearslleagues another set of statistics.  Two years

ago, in the Housing Authority's housing supplies, the ratio of public housing to HOSago, in the Housing Authority's housing supplies, the ratio of public housing to HOSago, in the Housing Authority's housing supplies, the ratio of public housing to HOSago, in the Housing Authority's housing supplies, the ratio of public housing to HOS

flats was 3:1.  That is to say, for every 30 000 units of public housing, there wereflats was 3:1.  That is to say, for every 30 000 units of public housing, there wereflats was 3:1.  That is to say, for every 30 000 units of public housing, there wereflats was 3:1.  That is to say, for every 30 000 units of public housing, there were

10 000 HOS flats.  This year, the ratio is 1:1.  There are  15 000 HOS flats to 1510 000 HOS flats.  This year, the ratio is 1:1.  There are  15 000 HOS flats to 1510 000 HOS flats.  This year, the ratio is 1:1.  There are  15 000 HOS flats to 1510 000 HOS flats.  This year, the ratio is 1:1.  There are  15 000 HOS flats to 15

000 units of public housing.  Does this mean that the livelihood of those on public000 units of public housing.  Does this mean that the livelihood of those on public000 units of public housing.  Does this mean that the livelihood of those on public000 units of public housing.  Does this mean that the livelihood of those on public

housing's waiting lists has been improved?  On the other hand, in formulating thehousing's waiting lists has been improved?  On the other hand, in formulating thehousing's waiting lists has been improved?  On the other hand, in formulating thehousing's waiting lists has been improved?  On the other hand, in formulating the

Long Term Housing Strategy, the Housing Authority asked the Government for $6.5Long Term Housing Strategy, the Housing Authority asked the Government for $6.5Long Term Housing Strategy, the Housing Authority asked the Government for $6.5Long Term Housing Strategy, the Housing Authority asked the Government for $6.5

billion.  The Government was generous enough to allocate the Authority $10 billion.billion.  The Government was generous enough to allocate the Authority $10 billion.billion.  The Government was generous enough to allocate the Authority $10 billion.billion.  The Government was generous enough to allocate the Authority $10 billion.

However, two years ago, when I became its member, the Housing Authority said thatHowever, two years ago, when I became its member, the Housing Authority said thatHowever, two years ago, when I became its member, the Housing Authority said thatHowever, two years ago, when I became its member, the Housing Authority said that

it had a deficit of $2.7 billion.  Why?  What happened was that the figure of $5.6it had a deficit of $2.7 billion.  Why?  What happened was that the figure of $5.6it had a deficit of $2.7 billion.  Why?  What happened was that the figure of $5.6it had a deficit of $2.7 billion.  Why?  What happened was that the figure of $5.6

billion was worked out on the assumption that the inflation rate would be 6.5%.  Butbillion was worked out on the assumption that the inflation rate would be 6.5%.  Butbillion was worked out on the assumption that the inflation rate would be 6.5%.  Butbillion was worked out on the assumption that the inflation rate would be 6.5%.  But



the fact is that from 1988 to 1990, the annual inflation rate of the constructionthe fact is that from 1988 to 1990, the annual inflation rate of the constructionthe fact is that from 1988 to 1990, the annual inflation rate of the constructionthe fact is that from 1988 to 1990, the annual inflation rate of the construction

cost was 40%.  Thus, despite the fact that the allocation is $3.5 billion more thancost was 40%.  Thus, despite the fact that the allocation is $3.5 billion more thancost was 40%.  Thus, despite the fact that the allocation is $3.5 billion more thancost was 40%.  Thus, despite the fact that the allocation is $3.5 billion more than

the amount asked for, it was still insufficient.  The Housing Authority has made athe amount asked for, it was still insufficient.  The Housing Authority has made athe amount asked for, it was still insufficient.  The Housing Authority has made athe amount asked for, it was still insufficient.  The Housing Authority has made a

total of three requests to the central government for loans but been told that nottotal of three requests to the central government for loans but been told that nottotal of three requests to the central government for loans but been told that nottotal of three requests to the central government for loans but been told that not

a single cent can be spared.  This being so, how can the Long Term Housing Strategya single cent can be spared.  This being so, how can the Long Term Housing Strategya single cent can be spared.  This being so, how can the Long Term Housing Strategya single cent can be spared.  This being so, how can the Long Term Housing Strategy

be implemented in order to solve the housing problem of the lower income groups andbe implemented in order to solve the housing problem of the lower income groups andbe implemented in order to solve the housing problem of the lower income groups andbe implemented in order to solve the housing problem of the lower income groups and

the marginal sandwich class?the marginal sandwich class?the marginal sandwich class?the marginal sandwich class?

It can be seen from the above that all three sectors have difficulties and problems.It can be seen from the above that all three sectors have difficulties and problems.It can be seen from the above that all three sectors have difficulties and problems.It can be seen from the above that all three sectors have difficulties and problems.

In terms of ratio, number and economic resourcefulness, I feel that the lower incomeIn terms of ratio, number and economic resourcefulness, I feel that the lower incomeIn terms of ratio, number and economic resourcefulness, I feel that the lower incomeIn terms of ratio, number and economic resourcefulness, I feel that the lower income

groups and the marginal sandwich class need far more help than the sandwich class.groups and the marginal sandwich class need far more help than the sandwich class.groups and the marginal sandwich class need far more help than the sandwich class.groups and the marginal sandwich class need far more help than the sandwich class.

Still, I feel that we cannot deny service to the sandwich class in view of the currentStill, I feel that we cannot deny service to the sandwich class in view of the currentStill, I feel that we cannot deny service to the sandwich class in view of the currentStill, I feel that we cannot deny service to the sandwich class in view of the current

situation in the property market.  How is this service to be provided with?  In whatsituation in the property market.  How is this service to be provided with?  In whatsituation in the property market.  How is this service to be provided with?  In whatsituation in the property market.  How is this service to be provided with?  In what

form?  How are resources to be distributed?  I feel that we should look at theseform?  How are resources to be distributed?  I feel that we should look at theseform?  How are resources to be distributed?  I feel that we should look at theseform?  How are resources to be distributed?  I feel that we should look at these

questions in a broad manner.  This is why I hope that friends in the CRC andquestions in a broad manner.  This is why I hope that friends in the CRC andquestions in a broad manner.  This is why I hope that friends in the CRC andquestions in a broad manner.  This is why I hope that friends in the CRC and

independent Members, after listening to my speech and the statistics cited, will feelindependent Members, after listening to my speech and the statistics cited, will feelindependent Members, after listening to my speech and the statistics cited, will feelindependent Members, after listening to my speech and the statistics cited, will feel

that there is in fact no disagreement between us.  The Legislative Council as a wholethat there is in fact no disagreement between us.  The Legislative Council as a wholethat there is in fact no disagreement between us.  The Legislative Council as a wholethat there is in fact no disagreement between us.  The Legislative Council as a whole

is working to solve the housing problem of the people in Hong Kong.  The truth isis working to solve the housing problem of the people in Hong Kong.  The truth isis working to solve the housing problem of the people in Hong Kong.  The truth isis working to solve the housing problem of the people in Hong Kong.  The truth is

that all of us would like to see the Government intervene in the market so that peoplethat all of us would like to see the Government intervene in the market so that peoplethat all of us would like to see the Government intervene in the market so that peoplethat all of us would like to see the Government intervene in the market so that people

in question could have independent, self-contained permanent homes of their own.in question could have independent, self-contained permanent homes of their own.in question could have independent, self-contained permanent homes of their own.in question could have independent, self-contained permanent homes of their own.

Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the wide-rangingSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the wide-rangingSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the wide-rangingSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the wide-ranging

views and comments on the housing needs of our community put forward by Members todayviews and comments on the housing needs of our community put forward by Members todayviews and comments on the housing needs of our community put forward by Members todayviews and comments on the housing needs of our community put forward by Members today

are most welcome. In response may I say at the outset that the Long Term Housingare most welcome. In response may I say at the outset that the Long Term Housingare most welcome. In response may I say at the outset that the Long Term Housingare most welcome. In response may I say at the outset that the Long Term Housing

Strategy, or LTHS in short, is the most important source of guidance for the HousingStrategy, or LTHS in short, is the most important source of guidance for the HousingStrategy, or LTHS in short, is the most important source of guidance for the HousingStrategy, or LTHS in short, is the most important source of guidance for the Housing

Authority's planning and operations and its continual review and implementation isAuthority's planning and operations and its continual review and implementation isAuthority's planning and operations and its continual review and implementation isAuthority's planning and operations and its continual review and implementation is

accorded top priority by the Authority.  To illustrate this, I would like to takeaccorded top priority by the Authority.  To illustrate this, I would like to takeaccorded top priority by the Authority.  To illustrate this, I would like to takeaccorded top priority by the Authority.  To illustrate this, I would like to take

Members through the origin, objectives, and progress to date of the LTHS.Members through the origin, objectives, and progress to date of the LTHS.Members through the origin, objectives, and progress to date of the LTHS.Members through the origin, objectives, and progress to date of the LTHS.

Origin of the LTHSOrigin of the LTHSOrigin of the LTHSOrigin of the LTHS

In 1986 the AdminisIn 1986 the AdminisIn 1986 the AdminisIn 1986 the Administration carried out a comprehensive review of housing policytration carried out a comprehensive review of housing policytration carried out a comprehensive review of housing policytration carried out a comprehensive review of housing policy

to identify measures necessary to meet the housing needs of Hong Kong up to the yearto identify measures necessary to meet the housing needs of Hong Kong up to the yearto identify measures necessary to meet the housing needs of Hong Kong up to the yearto identify measures necessary to meet the housing needs of Hong Kong up to the year

2001.  Six basic objectives were identified, which were briefly these:2001.  Six basic objectives were identified, which were briefly these:2001.  Six basic objectives were identified, which were briefly these:2001.  Six basic objectives were identified, which were briefly these:



(a)(a)(a)(a) to ensure adequate housing at an to ensure adequate housing at an to ensure adequate housing at an to ensure adequate housing at an affordable price or rent for all households;affordable price or rent for all households;affordable price or rent for all households;affordable price or rent for all households;

(b)(b)(b)(b) to satisfy the growing demand for home purchase;to satisfy the growing demand for home purchase;to satisfy the growing demand for home purchase;to satisfy the growing demand for home purchase;

(c)(c)(c)(c) to ensure the timely provision of housing to meet demand;to ensure the timely provision of housing to meet demand;to ensure the timely provision of housing to meet demand;to ensure the timely provision of housing to meet demand;

(d)(d)(d)(d) to improve living conditions by redeveloping sub-standard older public andto improve living conditions by redeveloping sub-standard older public andto improve living conditions by redeveloping sub-standard older public andto improve living conditions by redeveloping sub-standard older public and

private housing;private housing;private housing;private housing;

(e)(e)(e)(e) to secure the most effective use of both the public and private sectors into secure the most effective use of both the public and private sectors into secure the most effective use of both the public and private sectors into secure the most effective use of both the public and private sectors in

housing production; andhousing production; andhousing production; andhousing production; and

(f)(f)(f)(f) to ensure the efficient use of public resources by relating housing subsidyto ensure the efficient use of public resources by relating housing subsidyto ensure the efficient use of public resources by relating housing subsidyto ensure the efficient use of public resources by relating housing subsidy

to need.to need.to need.to need.

Based on surveys and projections in 1986, it was estBased on surveys and projections in 1986, it was estBased on surveys and projections in 1986, it was estBased on surveys and projections in 1986, it was estimated that about one millionimated that about one millionimated that about one millionimated that about one million

new housing units would need to be built to satisfy all demand by 2001.  Usingnew housing units would need to be built to satisfy all demand by 2001.  Usingnew housing units would need to be built to satisfy all demand by 2001.  Usingnew housing units would need to be built to satisfy all demand by 2001.  Using

affordability as the main criterion for assessing how this demand might be met byaffordability as the main criterion for assessing how this demand might be met byaffordability as the main criterion for assessing how this demand might be met byaffordability as the main criterion for assessing how this demand might be met by

various types of housing, it was concluded that the private sector would need to buildvarious types of housing, it was concluded that the private sector would need to buildvarious types of housing, it was concluded that the private sector would need to buildvarious types of housing, it was concluded that the private sector would need to build

an average of about 30 000 flats and the public sector about 38 000 a year.  Of thean average of about 30 000 flats and the public sector about 38 000 a year.  Of thean average of about 30 000 flats and the public sector about 38 000 a year.  Of thean average of about 30 000 flats and the public sector about 38 000 a year.  Of the

public housing units, the ratio of rental units to assisted home purchase units waspublic housing units, the ratio of rental units to assisted home purchase units waspublic housing units, the ratio of rental units to assisted home purchase units waspublic housing units, the ratio of rental units to assisted home purchase units was

set at approximately 1.4:1.  In addition, it was assumed that a proportion of privateset at approximately 1.4:1.  In addition, it was assumed that a proportion of privateset at approximately 1.4:1.  In addition, it was assumed that a proportion of privateset at approximately 1.4:1.  In addition, it was assumed that a proportion of private

sector production would be taken up with assistance from the Home Purchase Loansector production would be taken up with assistance from the Home Purchase Loansector production would be taken up with assistance from the Home Purchase Loansector production would be taken up with assistance from the Home Purchase Loan

Scheme.Scheme.Scheme.Scheme.

In drawing up programmes to implement the LTHS, it was recognized that productionIn drawing up programmes to implement the LTHS, it was recognized that productionIn drawing up programmes to implement the LTHS, it was recognized that productionIn drawing up programmes to implement the LTHS, it was recognized that production

would need to be higher during the earlier years to facilitate clearance andwould need to be higher during the earlier years to facilitate clearance andwould need to be higher during the earlier years to facilitate clearance andwould need to be higher during the earlier years to facilitate clearance and

redevelopment programmes, and that there would need to be a gradual but significantredevelopment programmes, and that there would need to be a gradual but significantredevelopment programmes, and that there would need to be a gradual but significantredevelopment programmes, and that there would need to be a gradual but significant

shift from public rental to Home Ownership Scheme production during the LTHS periodshift from public rental to Home Ownership Scheme production during the LTHS periodshift from public rental to Home Ownership Scheme production during the LTHS periodshift from public rental to Home Ownership Scheme production during the LTHS period

to meet demand.to meet demand.to meet demand.to meet demand.

The LTHS was formally accepted as government policy in ApThe LTHS was formally accepted as government policy in ApThe LTHS was formally accepted as government policy in ApThe LTHS was formally accepted as government policy in April 1987.  The strategyril 1987.  The strategyril 1987.  The strategyril 1987.  The strategy

covers the period from 1985-86 to 2001-02.covers the period from 1985-86 to 2001-02.covers the period from 1985-86 to 2001-02.covers the period from 1985-86 to 2001-02.

ProgressProgressProgressProgress

The early period of the LTHS has seen production exceeding the original targets.The early period of the LTHS has seen production exceeding the original targets.The early period of the LTHS has seen production exceeding the original targets.The early period of the LTHS has seen production exceeding the original targets.

Some 545 000 units were produced from 1985-86 to 1991-92, over a target of 528 000Some 545 000 units were produced from 1985-86 to 1991-92, over a target of 528 000Some 545 000 units were produced from 1985-86 to 1991-92, over a target of 528 000Some 545 000 units were produced from 1985-86 to 1991-92, over a target of 528 000



units.  In particular, the private sector contribution surpassed the target by almostunits.  In particular, the private sector contribution surpassed the target by almostunits.  In particular, the private sector contribution surpassed the target by almostunits.  In particular, the private sector contribution surpassed the target by almost

11%.11%.11%.11%.

I will give a few illustrations of how these numbers translate into improvedI will give a few illustrations of how these numbers translate into improvedI will give a few illustrations of how these numbers translate into improvedI will give a few illustrations of how these numbers translate into improved

housing.  First, all urban squatters other than those on private land are nowhousing.  First, all urban squatters other than those on private land are nowhousing.  First, all urban squatters other than those on private land are nowhousing.  First, all urban squatters other than those on private land are now

scheduled to be cleared by 1995.  Second, good progress is being made to clearscheduled to be cleared by 1995.  Second, good progress is being made to clearscheduled to be cleared by 1995.  Second, good progress is being made to clearscheduled to be cleared by 1995.  Second, good progress is being made to clear

non-self-contained public housing blocks.  The last of the Mark I and II blocks wentnon-self-contained public housing blocks.  The last of the Mark I and II blocks wentnon-self-contained public housing blocks.  The last of the Mark I and II blocks wentnon-self-contained public housing blocks.  The last of the Mark I and II blocks went

in 1991 and action has now shifted to Mark III and later blocks.in 1991 and action has now shifted to Mark III and later blocks.in 1991 and action has now shifted to Mark III and later blocks.in 1991 and action has now shifted to Mark III and later blocks.

Third, the programmed supply of new flats pluThird, the programmed supply of new flats pluThird, the programmed supply of new flats pluThird, the programmed supply of new flats plus casual vacancies over the nexts casual vacancies over the nexts casual vacancies over the nexts casual vacancies over the next

five years, after allowing for redevelopment and clearance demands, should enablefive years, after allowing for redevelopment and clearance demands, should enablefive years, after allowing for redevelopment and clearance demands, should enablefive years, after allowing for redevelopment and clearance demands, should enable

the outstanding effective demand in the waiting list for public rental housing tothe outstanding effective demand in the waiting list for public rental housing tothe outstanding effective demand in the waiting list for public rental housing tothe outstanding effective demand in the waiting list for public rental housing to

be met by 1997-98.  This will be only one year later than originally targeted, andbe met by 1997-98.  This will be only one year later than originally targeted, andbe met by 1997-98.  This will be only one year later than originally targeted, andbe met by 1997-98.  This will be only one year later than originally targeted, and

is mainly because of growth in demand arising from the recent increase in the waitingis mainly because of growth in demand arising from the recent increase in the waitingis mainly because of growth in demand arising from the recent increase in the waitingis mainly because of growth in demand arising from the recent increase in the waiting

list income limit. Priority is currently given to the elderly, and because of this,list income limit. Priority is currently given to the elderly, and because of this,list income limit. Priority is currently given to the elderly, and because of this,list income limit. Priority is currently given to the elderly, and because of this,

demand from single person households will take longer to satisfy.  But both are areasdemand from single person households will take longer to satisfy.  But both are areasdemand from single person households will take longer to satisfy.  But both are areasdemand from single person households will take longer to satisfy.  But both are areas

of concern and special attention is being given to them by the Housing Authority.of concern and special attention is being given to them by the Housing Authority.of concern and special attention is being given to them by the Housing Authority.of concern and special attention is being given to them by the Housing Authority.

Fourth, of the blocks scheduled to be redeveloped by 2001 under the comprehensiveFourth, of the blocks scheduled to be redeveloped by 2001 under the comprehensiveFourth, of the blocks scheduled to be redeveloped by 2001 under the comprehensiveFourth, of the blocks scheduled to be redeveloped by 2001 under the comprehensive

redevelopment programme, some 30% have already gone and the remainder should alsoredevelopment programme, some 30% have already gone and the remainder should alsoredevelopment programme, some 30% have already gone and the remainder should alsoredevelopment programme, some 30% have already gone and the remainder should also

be cleared on target, provided some of the existing tenants are prepared to be rehousedbe cleared on target, provided some of the existing tenants are prepared to be rehousedbe cleared on target, provided some of the existing tenants are prepared to be rehousedbe cleared on target, provided some of the existing tenants are prepared to be rehoused

outside their district.outside their district.outside their district.outside their district.

Finally, even though HOS and PSPS sales are often over-subscribed, the publicFinally, even though HOS and PSPS sales are often over-subscribed, the publicFinally, even though HOS and PSPS sales are often over-subscribed, the publicFinally, even though HOS and PSPS sales are often over-subscribed, the public

and private sector production targets for the first part of the LTHS period have beenand private sector production targets for the first part of the LTHS period have beenand private sector production targets for the first part of the LTHS period have beenand private sector production targets for the first part of the LTHS period have been

more than met.  So long as production targets for the remainder of the period aremore than met.  So long as production targets for the remainder of the period aremore than met.  So long as production targets for the remainder of the period aremore than met.  So long as production targets for the remainder of the period are

achieved, only about 12 000 households will constitute the outstanding demand forachieved, only about 12 000 households will constitute the outstanding demand forachieved, only about 12 000 households will constitute the outstanding demand forachieved, only about 12 000 households will constitute the outstanding demand for

assisted home purchase by 2001.assisted home purchase by 2001.assisted home purchase by 2001.assisted home purchase by 2001.

Overall, therefore, Overall, therefore, Overall, therefore, Overall, therefore, the LTHS as originally conceived has so far been implementedthe LTHS as originally conceived has so far been implementedthe LTHS as originally conceived has so far been implementedthe LTHS as originally conceived has so far been implemented

very successfully.  Production targets have been met and remarkable progress has beenvery successfully.  Production targets have been met and remarkable progress has beenvery successfully.  Production targets have been met and remarkable progress has beenvery successfully.  Production targets have been met and remarkable progress has been

made against specific goals, considering the enormity and complexity of the challengemade against specific goals, considering the enormity and complexity of the challengemade against specific goals, considering the enormity and complexity of the challengemade against specific goals, considering the enormity and complexity of the challenge

involved in moving and rehousing hundreds of thousands of people.involved in moving and rehousing hundreds of thousands of people.involved in moving and rehousing hundreds of thousands of people.involved in moving and rehousing hundreds of thousands of people.

ReviewReviewReviewReview

Nothing I have said so far is intended to suggest there are no issues to be facedNothing I have said so far is intended to suggest there are no issues to be facedNothing I have said so far is intended to suggest there are no issues to be facedNothing I have said so far is intended to suggest there are no issues to be faced

and resolved.  But the fact that the strategy is basically on course is due in noand resolved.  But the fact that the strategy is basically on course is due in noand resolved.  But the fact that the strategy is basically on course is due in noand resolved.  But the fact that the strategy is basically on course is due in no



small measure to its being subject to regular review and fine tuning.  Because itsmall measure to its being subject to regular review and fine tuning.  Because itsmall measure to its being subject to regular review and fine tuning.  Because itsmall measure to its being subject to regular review and fine tuning.  Because it

is a demand led strategy, the roles of the public and the private sectors shouldis a demand led strategy, the roles of the public and the private sectors shouldis a demand led strategy, the roles of the public and the private sectors shouldis a demand led strategy, the roles of the public and the private sectors should

complement each other.  To ensure its continued applicability in the face of changingcomplement each other.  To ensure its continued applicability in the face of changingcomplement each other.  To ensure its continued applicability in the face of changingcomplement each other.  To ensure its continued applicability in the face of changing

circumstances, the LTHS is reviewed comprehensively each year, with demand beingcircumstances, the LTHS is reviewed comprehensively each year, with demand beingcircumstances, the LTHS is reviewed comprehensively each year, with demand beingcircumstances, the LTHS is reviewed comprehensively each year, with demand being

re-assessed and production programmes adjusted accordingly.re-assessed and production programmes adjusted accordingly.re-assessed and production programmes adjusted accordingly.re-assessed and production programmes adjusted accordingly.

Reviews of the LTHS since its commencement have led to the original productionReviews of the LTHS since its commencement have led to the original productionReviews of the LTHS since its commencement have led to the original productionReviews of the LTHS since its commencement have led to the original production

targets for the public sector being increased by 56 000 units. The latest reviewtargets for the public sector being increased by 56 000 units. The latest reviewtargets for the public sector being increased by 56 000 units. The latest reviewtargets for the public sector being increased by 56 000 units. The latest review

indicates that a further 29 000 public housing flats will be required by 2001.  Thisindicates that a further 29 000 public housing flats will be required by 2001.  Thisindicates that a further 29 000 public housing flats will be required by 2001.  Thisindicates that a further 29 000 public housing flats will be required by 2001.  This

shows that the LTHS is a dynamic not a static strategy.  It is responsive to changingshows that the LTHS is a dynamic not a static strategy.  It is responsive to changingshows that the LTHS is a dynamic not a static strategy.  It is responsive to changingshows that the LTHS is a dynamic not a static strategy.  It is responsive to changing

needs.  In any public policy, it is a fact of life that assumptions made at any pointneeds.  In any public policy, it is a fact of life that assumptions made at any pointneeds.  In any public policy, it is a fact of life that assumptions made at any pointneeds.  In any public policy, it is a fact of life that assumptions made at any point

of time will not remain valid permanently.  The thing is to recognize the need forof time will not remain valid permanently.  The thing is to recognize the need forof time will not remain valid permanently.  The thing is to recognize the need forof time will not remain valid permanently.  The thing is to recognize the need for

review.review.review.review.

Production in the private sector, as I mentioned earlier, has been running atProduction in the private sector, as I mentioned earlier, has been running atProduction in the private sector, as I mentioned earlier, has been running atProduction in the private sector, as I mentioned earlier, has been running at

a higher level than originally envisaged at around 33 000 units a year, but accounta higher level than originally envisaged at around 33 000 units a year, but accounta higher level than originally envisaged at around 33 000 units a year, but accounta higher level than originally envisaged at around 33 000 units a year, but account

must be taken of affordability.  The affordability of housing is a corner stone ofmust be taken of affordability.  The affordability of housing is a corner stone ofmust be taken of affordability.  The affordability of housing is a corner stone ofmust be taken of affordability.  The affordability of housing is a corner stone of

the LTHS, with public housing programmes seeking to meet demand which cannot bethe LTHS, with public housing programmes seeking to meet demand which cannot bethe LTHS, with public housing programmes seeking to meet demand which cannot bethe LTHS, with public housing programmes seeking to meet demand which cannot be

satisfied by the private sector. If, in spite of the high private sector productionsatisfied by the private sector. If, in spite of the high private sector productionsatisfied by the private sector. If, in spite of the high private sector productionsatisfied by the private sector. If, in spite of the high private sector production

levels, prices also remain high for various reasons, public sector production mustlevels, prices also remain high for various reasons, public sector production mustlevels, prices also remain high for various reasons, public sector production mustlevels, prices also remain high for various reasons, public sector production must

be maintained at a high level.  Here I think we need to bear in mind the presencebe maintained at a high level.  Here I think we need to bear in mind the presencebe maintained at a high level.  Here I think we need to bear in mind the presencebe maintained at a high level.  Here I think we need to bear in mind the presence

of investors in the private sector market alongside home buyers.of investors in the private sector market alongside home buyers.of investors in the private sector market alongside home buyers.of investors in the private sector market alongside home buyers.

The latest review of the LTHS sThe latest review of the LTHS sThe latest review of the LTHS sThe latest review of the LTHS suggests that the demand for private housing asuggests that the demand for private housing asuggests that the demand for private housing asuggests that the demand for private housing as

such, taking into account affordability and the slow down in new household formation,such, taking into account affordability and the slow down in new household formation,such, taking into account affordability and the slow down in new household formation,such, taking into account affordability and the slow down in new household formation,

will fall by 67 000 units up to 2001.  This means that the split of public housingwill fall by 67 000 units up to 2001.  This means that the split of public housingwill fall by 67 000 units up to 2001.  This means that the split of public housingwill fall by 67 000 units up to 2001.  This means that the split of public housing

between rental and sale units will need to be revised.  The current split providesbetween rental and sale units will need to be revised.  The current split providesbetween rental and sale units will need to be revised.  The current split providesbetween rental and sale units will need to be revised.  The current split provides

for 64% of the production to be sold by 2001.  On the basis of the latest review,for 64% of the production to be sold by 2001.  On the basis of the latest review,for 64% of the production to be sold by 2001.  On the basis of the latest review,for 64% of the production to be sold by 2001.  On the basis of the latest review,

this may well need to be adjusted downwards.  The current public housing block designthis may well need to be adjusted downwards.  The current public housing block designthis may well need to be adjusted downwards.  The current public housing block designthis may well need to be adjusted downwards.  The current public housing block design

provides the necessary flexibility for the method of disposal to be adjusted to meetprovides the necessary flexibility for the method of disposal to be adjusted to meetprovides the necessary flexibility for the method of disposal to be adjusted to meetprovides the necessary flexibility for the method of disposal to be adjusted to meet

changing needs.changing needs.changing needs.changing needs.

Increasing the supply of public housing means additional land requirements.  TheIncreasing the supply of public housing means additional land requirements.  TheIncreasing the supply of public housing means additional land requirements.  TheIncreasing the supply of public housing means additional land requirements.  The

Administration and the Housing Authority are actively pursuing this and I am confidentAdministration and the Housing Authority are actively pursuing this and I am confidentAdministration and the Housing Authority are actively pursuing this and I am confidentAdministration and the Housing Authority are actively pursuing this and I am confident

that requirements will be met.that requirements will be met.that requirements will be met.that requirements will be met.

Sandwich class housingSandwich class housingSandwich class housingSandwich class housing



The housing related problems of the sandwich class remain a continuing matterThe housing related problems of the sandwich class remain a continuing matterThe housing related problems of the sandwich class remain a continuing matterThe housing related problems of the sandwich class remain a continuing matter

of concern.  As I advised Members during the Budget debate, the Administration willof concern.  As I advised Members during the Budget debate, the Administration willof concern.  As I advised Members during the Budget debate, the Administration willof concern.  As I advised Members during the Budget debate, the Administration will

be studying this issue over a six-month period.  An inter-departmental Working Groupbe studying this issue over a six-month period.  An inter-departmental Working Groupbe studying this issue over a six-month period.  An inter-departmental Working Groupbe studying this issue over a six-month period.  An inter-departmental Working Group

on Sandwich Class Housing, which I chair, is already meeting.  The group includeson Sandwich Class Housing, which I chair, is already meeting.  The group includeson Sandwich Class Housing, which I chair, is already meeting.  The group includeson Sandwich Class Housing, which I chair, is already meeting.  The group includes

representatives from various government branches and departments, such as the Financerepresentatives from various government branches and departments, such as the Financerepresentatives from various government branches and departments, such as the Financerepresentatives from various government branches and departments, such as the Finance

Branch, Rating and Valuation Department, Housing Department and Buildings and LandsBranch, Rating and Valuation Department, Housing Department and Buildings and LandsBranch, Rating and Valuation Department, Housing Department and Buildings and LandsBranch, Rating and Valuation Department, Housing Department and Buildings and Lands

Department.  In addition, the Housing  Authority  which  conducted a useful  studyDepartment.  In addition, the Housing  Authority  which  conducted a useful  studyDepartment.  In addition, the Housing  Authority  which  conducted a useful  studyDepartment.  In addition, the Housing  Authority  which  conducted a useful  study

of this issue in 1989-90, has decided to take a fresh look at the problem again withinof this issue in 1989-90, has decided to take a fresh look at the problem again withinof this issue in 1989-90, has decided to take a fresh look at the problem again withinof this issue in 1989-90, has decided to take a fresh look at the problem again within

the limits of its responsibilities.the limits of its responsibilities.the limits of its responsibilities.the limits of its responsibilities.

The Administration's working groupThe Administration's working groupThe Administration's working groupThe Administration's working group has agreed on a programme of work.  One of has agreed on a programme of work.  One of has agreed on a programme of work.  One of has agreed on a programme of work.  One of

its first tasks is a detailed examination of the definition of the sandwich classits first tasks is a detailed examination of the definition of the sandwich classits first tasks is a detailed examination of the definition of the sandwich classits first tasks is a detailed examination of the definition of the sandwich class

and the housing problems which the target group faces. This is necessary to ensureand the housing problems which the target group faces. This is necessary to ensureand the housing problems which the target group faces. This is necessary to ensureand the housing problems which the target group faces. This is necessary to ensure

the remainder of its work is based on somewhat firmer foundations than the oftenthe remainder of its work is based on somewhat firmer foundations than the oftenthe remainder of its work is based on somewhat firmer foundations than the oftenthe remainder of its work is based on somewhat firmer foundations than the often

subjective and under-researched estimates offered by various parties so far.subjective and under-researched estimates offered by various parties so far.subjective and under-researched estimates offered by various parties so far.subjective and under-researched estimates offered by various parties so far.

The working group is also considering several imaginative approaches suggestedThe working group is also considering several imaginative approaches suggestedThe working group is also considering several imaginative approaches suggestedThe working group is also considering several imaginative approaches suggested

by different groups and individuals.  Examples of the ideas being pursued areby different groups and individuals.  Examples of the ideas being pursued areby different groups and individuals.  Examples of the ideas being pursued areby different groups and individuals.  Examples of the ideas being pursued are

assisted housing schemes dedicated to the sandwich class and joint ventures with theassisted housing schemes dedicated to the sandwich class and joint ventures with theassisted housing schemes dedicated to the sandwich class and joint ventures with theassisted housing schemes dedicated to the sandwich class and joint ventures with the

private sector.  Other suggestions concern legislative and fiscal measures, privateprivate sector.  Other suggestions concern legislative and fiscal measures, privateprivate sector.  Other suggestions concern legislative and fiscal measures, privateprivate sector.  Other suggestions concern legislative and fiscal measures, private

sector initiatives and so on.  The thoughts and suggestions put forward by Memberssector initiatives and so on.  The thoughts and suggestions put forward by Memberssector initiatives and so on.  The thoughts and suggestions put forward by Memberssector initiatives and so on.  The thoughts and suggestions put forward by Members

today will provide further material for careful consideration by both thetoday will provide further material for careful consideration by both thetoday will provide further material for careful consideration by both thetoday will provide further material for careful consideration by both the

Administration's working group and the Housing Authority.Administration's working group and the Housing Authority.Administration's working group and the Housing Authority.Administration's working group and the Housing Authority.

At this stage, the working group does not have any preconceived ideas as to theAt this stage, the working group does not have any preconceived ideas as to theAt this stage, the working group does not have any preconceived ideas as to theAt this stage, the working group does not have any preconceived ideas as to the

direction its recommendations may take and I do not wish to predict the outcome ofdirection its recommendations may take and I do not wish to predict the outcome ofdirection its recommendations may take and I do not wish to predict the outcome ofdirection its recommendations may take and I do not wish to predict the outcome of

our deliberations.  The working group has set itself the target of completing itsour deliberations.  The working group has set itself the target of completing itsour deliberations.  The working group has set itself the target of completing itsour deliberations.  The working group has set itself the target of completing its

task in September this year, sooner if possible. If its recommendations involve, fortask in September this year, sooner if possible. If its recommendations involve, fortask in September this year, sooner if possible. If its recommendations involve, fortask in September this year, sooner if possible. If its recommendations involve, for

example, drawing on existing and predicted ready supplies of flats, then clearlyexample, drawing on existing and predicted ready supplies of flats, then clearlyexample, drawing on existing and predicted ready supplies of flats, then clearlyexample, drawing on existing and predicted ready supplies of flats, then clearly

solutions are more likely to be implementable in the near term, subject to thesolutions are more likely to be implementable in the near term, subject to thesolutions are more likely to be implementable in the near term, subject to thesolutions are more likely to be implementable in the near term, subject to the

availability of any necessary resources.  However, should the production of freshavailability of any necessary resources.  However, should the production of freshavailability of any necessary resources.  However, should the production of freshavailability of any necessary resources.  However, should the production of fresh

housing stock either by the public or private sector be required, then a longer leadhousing stock either by the public or private sector be required, then a longer leadhousing stock either by the public or private sector be required, then a longer leadhousing stock either by the public or private sector be required, then a longer lead

time will inevitably be involved.time will inevitably be involved.time will inevitably be involved.time will inevitably be involved.

The Administration fully appreciates and is entirely in sympathy with the concernThe Administration fully appreciates and is entirely in sympathy with the concernThe Administration fully appreciates and is entirely in sympathy with the concernThe Administration fully appreciates and is entirely in sympathy with the concern

of Members and the public that something should be done for the sandwich class, andof Members and the public that something should be done for the sandwich class, andof Members and the public that something should be done for the sandwich class, andof Members and the public that something should be done for the sandwich class, and

done sooner rather than later.  We are also conscious of the need both to avoiddone sooner rather than later.  We are also conscious of the need both to avoiddone sooner rather than later.  We are also conscious of the need both to avoiddone sooner rather than later.  We are also conscious of the need both to avoid

heavy-handed intervention in the market and to ensure that assistance for the sandwichheavy-handed intervention in the market and to ensure that assistance for the sandwichheavy-handed intervention in the market and to ensure that assistance for the sandwichheavy-handed intervention in the market and to ensure that assistance for the sandwich

class is not achieved at the expense of lower income groups and beneficiaries ofclass is not achieved at the expense of lower income groups and beneficiaries ofclass is not achieved at the expense of lower income groups and beneficiaries ofclass is not achieved at the expense of lower income groups and beneficiaries of



existing public housing programmes.  The issue of sandwich class housing willexisting public housing programmes.  The issue of sandwich class housing willexisting public housing programmes.  The issue of sandwich class housing willexisting public housing programmes.  The issue of sandwich class housing will

therefore have to be approached with a mixture of vision and imagination, balancetherefore have to be approached with a mixture of vision and imagination, balancetherefore have to be approached with a mixture of vision and imagination, balancetherefore have to be approached with a mixture of vision and imagination, balance

and pragmatism.  This is our aim and in keeping with the spirit of the views expressedand pragmatism.  This is our aim and in keeping with the spirit of the views expressedand pragmatism.  This is our aim and in keeping with the spirit of the views expressedand pragmatism.  This is our aim and in keeping with the spirit of the views expressed

by many Members of this Council.by many Members of this Council.by many Members of this Council.by many Members of this Council.

ConsultationConsultationConsultationConsultation

The Housing Authority's intention is to ensure that housing policies areThe Housing Authority's intention is to ensure that housing policies areThe Housing Authority's intention is to ensure that housing policies areThe Housing Authority's intention is to ensure that housing policies are

sensitive to the needs of all sectors.  This means that every effort must be madesensitive to the needs of all sectors.  This means that every effort must be madesensitive to the needs of all sectors.  This means that every effort must be madesensitive to the needs of all sectors.  This means that every effort must be made

to assess demand as accurately as possible for this purpose. Information is obtainedto assess demand as accurately as possible for this purpose. Information is obtainedto assess demand as accurately as possible for this purpose. Information is obtainedto assess demand as accurately as possible for this purpose. Information is obtained

from a variety of sources, including the territory-wide household Census, and isfrom a variety of sources, including the territory-wide household Census, and isfrom a variety of sources, including the territory-wide household Census, and isfrom a variety of sources, including the territory-wide household Census, and is

carefully assessed and evaluated.  Other recognized channels for obtainingcarefully assessed and evaluated.  Other recognized channels for obtainingcarefully assessed and evaluated.  Other recognized channels for obtainingcarefully assessed and evaluated.  Other recognized channels for obtaining

information and consulting end-users include discussions with district boards,information and consulting end-users include discussions with district boards,information and consulting end-users include discussions with district boards,information and consulting end-users include discussions with district boards,

meetings with other bodies particularly concerned with public housing, and surveys.meetings with other bodies particularly concerned with public housing, and surveys.meetings with other bodies particularly concerned with public housing, and surveys.meetings with other bodies particularly concerned with public housing, and surveys.

The LTHS is reviewed regularly by the Housing Authority and its standingThe LTHS is reviewed regularly by the Housing Authority and its standingThe LTHS is reviewed regularly by the Housing Authority and its standingThe LTHS is reviewed regularly by the Housing Authority and its standing

committees, which include representatives of public housing residents and othercommittees, which include representatives of public housing residents and othercommittees, which include representatives of public housing residents and othercommittees, which include representatives of public housing residents and other

sectors of the community and reflect a wide range of opinion.  Major changes or newsectors of the community and reflect a wide range of opinion.  Major changes or newsectors of the community and reflect a wide range of opinion.  Major changes or newsectors of the community and reflect a wide range of opinion.  Major changes or new

initiatives aimed at improving the services of the Housing Authority are invariablyinitiatives aimed at improving the services of the Housing Authority are invariablyinitiatives aimed at improving the services of the Housing Authority are invariablyinitiatives aimed at improving the services of the Housing Authority are invariably

the subject of formal consultation exercises.  The findings of the 1992 LTHS reviewthe subject of formal consultation exercises.  The findings of the 1992 LTHS reviewthe subject of formal consultation exercises.  The findings of the 1992 LTHS reviewthe subject of formal consultation exercises.  The findings of the 1992 LTHS review

and any changes emanating from it will be considered by the Authority at its Juneand any changes emanating from it will be considered by the Authority at its Juneand any changes emanating from it will be considered by the Authority at its Juneand any changes emanating from it will be considered by the Authority at its June

meeting. The review will also be the subject of discussion between the Authority andmeeting. The review will also be the subject of discussion between the Authority andmeeting. The review will also be the subject of discussion between the Authority andmeeting. The review will also be the subject of discussion between the Authority and

Administration.  Once agreed, it will be published widely and reactions to it willAdministration.  Once agreed, it will be published widely and reactions to it willAdministration.  Once agreed, it will be published widely and reactions to it willAdministration.  Once agreed, it will be published widely and reactions to it will

be monitored carefully.  Similarly, the process of examining the problems of thebe monitored carefully.  Similarly, the process of examining the problems of thebe monitored carefully.  Similarly, the process of examining the problems of thebe monitored carefully.  Similarly, the process of examining the problems of the

sandwich class will also involve progressive consultation, that is during and aftersandwich class will also involve progressive consultation, that is during and aftersandwich class will also involve progressive consultation, that is during and aftersandwich class will also involve progressive consultation, that is during and after

the period of the working group's studies.the period of the working group's studies.the period of the working group's studies.the period of the working group's studies.

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

To sum up: arrangements already in place for LTHS implementation, the LTHS reviewTo sum up: arrangements already in place for LTHS implementation, the LTHS reviewTo sum up: arrangements already in place for LTHS implementation, the LTHS reviewTo sum up: arrangements already in place for LTHS implementation, the LTHS review

process, the special study of the housing-related problems of the sandwich class andprocess, the special study of the housing-related problems of the sandwich class andprocess, the special study of the housing-related problems of the sandwich class andprocess, the special study of the housing-related problems of the sandwich class and

normal consultation procedures can fully serve the various aims which Members innormal consultation procedures can fully serve the various aims which Members innormal consultation procedures can fully serve the various aims which Members innormal consultation procedures can fully serve the various aims which Members in

today's debate have urged the Government to pursue.  There is therefore notoday's debate have urged the Government to pursue.  There is therefore notoday's debate have urged the Government to pursue.  There is therefore notoday's debate have urged the Government to pursue.  There is therefore no

fundamental divergence between the thrust of the debate and the Administration'sfundamental divergence between the thrust of the debate and the Administration'sfundamental divergence between the thrust of the debate and the Administration'sfundamental divergence between the thrust of the debate and the Administration's

approach to the community's housing problems.approach to the community's housing problems.approach to the community's housing problems.approach to the community's housing problems.

Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.Question on Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.



Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.

The division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediatelyThe division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediatelyThe division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediatelyThe division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediately

afterwards.afterwards.afterwards.afterwards.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:   Are there any queries before the results are displayed?  TheDEPUTY PRESIDENT:   Are there any queries before the results are displayed?  TheDEPUTY PRESIDENT:   Are there any queries before the results are displayed?  TheDEPUTY PRESIDENT:   Are there any queries before the results are displayed?  The

results will now be displayed.results will now be displayed.results will now be displayed.results will now be displayed.

The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,

Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,

Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG,Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG,Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG,Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG,

Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,

Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG votedMr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG votedMr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG votedMr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted

for the amendment.for the amendment.for the amendment.for the amendment.

Mr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr  Jimmy McGREGOR,Mr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr  Jimmy McGREGOR,Mr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr  Jimmy McGREGOR,Mr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr  Jimmy McGREGOR,

Mrs  Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNGMrs  Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNGMrs  Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNGMrs  Elsie TU, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG

Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, MissChi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, MissChi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, MissChi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss

Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr JamesEmily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr JamesEmily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr JamesEmily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James

TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amendment and 22 votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amendment and 22 votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amendment and 22 votesTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amendment and 22 votes

against it.  He therefore declared that Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was approved.against it.  He therefore declared that Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was approved.against it.  He therefore declared that Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was approved.against it.  He therefore declared that Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was approved.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that Mr LEE Wing-tat wishes to speak on the amendedDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that Mr LEE Wing-tat wishes to speak on the amendedDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that Mr LEE Wing-tat wishes to speak on the amendedDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  I understand that Mr LEE Wing-tat wishes to speak on the amended

motion, which he is entitled to under Standing Orders.motion, which he is entitled to under Standing Orders.motion, which he is entitled to under Standing Orders.motion, which he is entitled to under Standing Orders.

MR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): I know that many honourable colleagues are in a hurryMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): I know that many honourable colleagues are in a hurryMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): I know that many honourable colleagues are in a hurryMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): I know that many honourable colleagues are in a hurry



to go on to the next debate.  So I will keep my speech very brief.  Mr Deputy President,to go on to the next debate.  So I will keep my speech very brief.  Mr Deputy President,to go on to the next debate.  So I will keep my speech very brief.  Mr Deputy President,to go on to the next debate.  So I will keep my speech very brief.  Mr Deputy President,

when I am standing here to talk about the issue, I do not think that we are in anwhen I am standing here to talk about the issue, I do not think that we are in anwhen I am standing here to talk about the issue, I do not think that we are in anwhen I am standing here to talk about the issue, I do not think that we are in an

awkward situation nor the issue comes into conflict with other questions.  I knowawkward situation nor the issue comes into conflict with other questions.  I knowawkward situation nor the issue comes into conflict with other questions.  I knowawkward situation nor the issue comes into conflict with other questions.  I know

very clearly that I support the original motion.  There is an essential differencevery clearly that I support the original motion.  There is an essential differencevery clearly that I support the original motion.  There is an essential differencevery clearly that I support the original motion.  There is an essential difference

between the original motion and the amendment motion.  Councillors who are membersbetween the original motion and the amendment motion.  Councillors who are membersbetween the original motion and the amendment motion.  Councillors who are membersbetween the original motion and the amendment motion.  Councillors who are members

of the United Democrats of Hong Kong have all indicated in their speeches that weof the United Democrats of Hong Kong have all indicated in their speeches that weof the United Democrats of Hong Kong have all indicated in their speeches that weof the United Democrats of Hong Kong have all indicated in their speeches that we

are against the principle adopted in framing the Long Term Housing Strategy, thatare against the principle adopted in framing the Long Term Housing Strategy, thatare against the principle adopted in framing the Long Term Housing Strategy, thatare against the principle adopted in framing the Long Term Housing Strategy, that

is, showing favouritism to the private sector.  In fact, some colleagues have alsois, showing favouritism to the private sector.  In fact, some colleagues have alsois, showing favouritism to the private sector.  In fact, some colleagues have alsois, showing favouritism to the private sector.  In fact, some colleagues have also

talked about the correlation between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the housingtalked about the correlation between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the housingtalked about the correlation between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the housingtalked about the correlation between the Long Term Housing Strategy and the housing

problem of the sandwich class.  One colleague feels that there is a contradictionproblem of the sandwich class.  One colleague feels that there is a contradictionproblem of the sandwich class.  One colleague feels that there is a contradictionproblem of the sandwich class.  One colleague feels that there is a contradiction

between the two.  But we do not see any contradiction at all.  The housing problembetween the two.  But we do not see any contradiction at all.  The housing problembetween the two.  But we do not see any contradiction at all.  The housing problembetween the two.  But we do not see any contradiction at all.  The housing problem

of the sandwich class is a pressing one and a study would be completed within halfof the sandwich class is a pressing one and a study would be completed within halfof the sandwich class is a pressing one and a study would be completed within halfof the sandwich class is a pressing one and a study would be completed within half

a month to find a solution.  As for the Long Term Housing Strategy, it is targetteda month to find a solution.  As for the Long Term Housing Strategy, it is targetteda month to find a solution.  As for the Long Term Housing Strategy, it is targetteda month to find a solution.  As for the Long Term Housing Strategy, it is targetted

at dealing with housing problems up to the year 2000.  So we can map out a plan toat dealing with housing problems up to the year 2000.  So we can map out a plan toat dealing with housing problems up to the year 2000.  So we can map out a plan toat dealing with housing problems up to the year 2000.  So we can map out a plan to

address the housing problem of the sandwich class and review the Long Term Housingaddress the housing problem of the sandwich class and review the Long Term Housingaddress the housing problem of the sandwich class and review the Long Term Housingaddress the housing problem of the sandwich class and review the Long Term Housing

Strategy as well.Strategy as well.Strategy as well.Strategy as well.

From the speeches delivered jFrom the speeches delivered jFrom the speeches delivered jFrom the speeches delivered just now, I learnt that both colleagues who areust now, I learnt that both colleagues who areust now, I learnt that both colleagues who areust now, I learnt that both colleagues who are

members of the United Democrats and colleagues who are members of Meeting Point weremembers of the United Democrats and colleagues who are members of Meeting Point weremembers of the United Democrats and colleagues who are members of Meeting Point weremembers of the United Democrats and colleagues who are members of Meeting Point were

opposed to the Long Term Housing Strategy for its siding with the private sector.opposed to the Long Term Housing Strategy for its siding with the private sector.opposed to the Long Term Housing Strategy for its siding with the private sector.opposed to the Long Term Housing Strategy for its siding with the private sector.

They queried the role of private developers in the supply of housing.  However, IThey queried the role of private developers in the supply of housing.  However, IThey queried the role of private developers in the supply of housing.  However, IThey queried the role of private developers in the supply of housing.  However, I

failed to hear any objection from other colleagues to the way the strategy was laidfailed to hear any objection from other colleagues to the way the strategy was laidfailed to hear any objection from other colleagues to the way the strategy was laidfailed to hear any objection from other colleagues to the way the strategy was laid

down.  Neither did I hear them indicate whether they found the present prices ofdown.  Neither did I hear them indicate whether they found the present prices ofdown.  Neither did I hear them indicate whether they found the present prices ofdown.  Neither did I hear them indicate whether they found the present prices of

private housing acceptable or what role private developers should play in determiningprivate housing acceptable or what role private developers should play in determiningprivate housing acceptable or what role private developers should play in determiningprivate housing acceptable or what role private developers should play in determining

the prices of property.  Today of course is not the occasion for debating all thesethe prices of property.  Today of course is not the occasion for debating all thesethe prices of property.  Today of course is not the occasion for debating all thesethe prices of property.  Today of course is not the occasion for debating all these

questions.  However, I think that we should make our different views clearly known.questions.  However, I think that we should make our different views clearly known.questions.  However, I think that we should make our different views clearly known.questions.  However, I think that we should make our different views clearly known.

It is for this reason, members of the United Democrats who speak later will elaborateIt is for this reason, members of the United Democrats who speak later will elaborateIt is for this reason, members of the United Democrats who speak later will elaborateIt is for this reason, members of the United Democrats who speak later will elaborate

why we are opposed to the amendment motion.why we are opposed to the amendment motion.why we are opposed to the amendment motion.why we are opposed to the amendment motion.

Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As must be apparent, every Member is strictly entitled to speakDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As must be apparent, every Member is strictly entitled to speakDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As must be apparent, every Member is strictly entitled to speakDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  As must be apparent, every Member is strictly entitled to speak

on the amended motion;  so I will therefore entertain a request to speak and thaton the amended motion;  so I will therefore entertain a request to speak and thaton the amended motion;  so I will therefore entertain a request to speak and thaton the amended motion;  so I will therefore entertain a request to speak and that

includes the Government.includes the Government.includes the Government.includes the Government.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr  K K FUNG, you wish to reply, I believe.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr  K K FUNG, you wish to reply, I believe.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr  K K FUNG, you wish to reply, I believe.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Mr  K K FUNG, you wish to reply, I believe.



MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): I would like very much to respond to the HonourableMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): I would like very much to respond to the HonourableMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): I would like very much to respond to the HonourableMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): I would like very much to respond to the Honourable

LEE Wing-tat's reference to "awkwardness".  I feel that it would be ideal if, as aLEE Wing-tat's reference to "awkwardness".  I feel that it would be ideal if, as aLEE Wing-tat's reference to "awkwardness".  I feel that it would be ideal if, as aLEE Wing-tat's reference to "awkwardness".  I feel that it would be ideal if, as a

legislature, we could reach a consensus and collectively urge the Government to dolegislature, we could reach a consensus and collectively urge the Government to dolegislature, we could reach a consensus and collectively urge the Government to dolegislature, we could reach a consensus and collectively urge the Government to do

one and the same thing.  Normally, an ideal is something that one goes after.  I amone and the same thing.  Normally, an ideal is something that one goes after.  I amone and the same thing.  Normally, an ideal is something that one goes after.  I amone and the same thing.  Normally, an ideal is something that one goes after.  I am

still going after an ideal that has not yet been attained.  After listening tostill going after an ideal that has not yet been attained.  After listening tostill going after an ideal that has not yet been attained.  After listening tostill going after an ideal that has not yet been attained.  After listening to

Members' speeches, I feel that there are two "points of agreement" and two "pointsMembers' speeches, I feel that there are two "points of agreement" and two "pointsMembers' speeches, I feel that there are two "points of agreement" and two "pointsMembers' speeches, I feel that there are two "points of agreement" and two "points

of disagreement" in this Council.of disagreement" in this Council.of disagreement" in this Council.of disagreement" in this Council.

The first "point of agreement" is that nobody has ever voiced opposition toThe first "point of agreement" is that nobody has ever voiced opposition toThe first "point of agreement" is that nobody has ever voiced opposition toThe first "point of agreement" is that nobody has ever voiced opposition to

letting public sector housing play the dominant role in a strategy for solving Hongletting public sector housing play the dominant role in a strategy for solving Hongletting public sector housing play the dominant role in a strategy for solving Hongletting public sector housing play the dominant role in a strategy for solving Hong

Kong's housing problem.  As I have perceived and analysed it, it is also theKong's housing problem.  As I have perceived and analysed it, it is also theKong's housing problem.  As I have perceived and analysed it, it is also theKong's housing problem.  As I have perceived and analysed it, it is also the

suggestion of members of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) to let public sectorsuggestion of members of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) to let public sectorsuggestion of members of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) to let public sectorsuggestion of members of the Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) to let public sector

housing play the dominant role, since they want the Government to build high-pricedhousing play the dominant role, since they want the Government to build high-pricedhousing play the dominant role, since they want the Government to build high-pricedhousing play the dominant role, since they want the Government to build high-priced

home ownership housing.  This can be the suggestion of the United Democrats of Honghome ownership housing.  This can be the suggestion of the United Democrats of Honghome ownership housing.  This can be the suggestion of the United Democrats of Honghome ownership housing.  This can be the suggestion of the United Democrats of Hong

Kong, of the Meeting Point or of the Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People'sKong, of the Meeting Point or of the Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People'sKong, of the Meeting Point or of the Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People'sKong, of the Meeting Point or of the Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's

Livelihood.  So I feel that we are all in agreement on this.  Also, there is the callLivelihood.  So I feel that we are all in agreement on this.  Also, there is the callLivelihood.  So I feel that we are all in agreement on this.  Also, there is the callLivelihood.  So I feel that we are all in agreement on this.  Also, there is the call

for the construction of another type of home ownership housing -- home ownershipfor the construction of another type of home ownership housing -- home ownershipfor the construction of another type of home ownership housing -- home ownershipfor the construction of another type of home ownership housing -- home ownership

housing for the sandwich class   with due financial assistance from the Government.housing for the sandwich class   with due financial assistance from the Government.housing for the sandwich class   with due financial assistance from the Government.housing for the sandwich class   with due financial assistance from the Government.

Its price is to be 50% of the market price.  Comparing this pricing with the presentIts price is to be 50% of the market price.  Comparing this pricing with the presentIts price is to be 50% of the market price.  Comparing this pricing with the presentIts price is to be 50% of the market price.  Comparing this pricing with the present

pricing of the Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats, which is 70% of the market price,pricing of the Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats, which is 70% of the market price,pricing of the Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats, which is 70% of the market price,pricing of the Home Ownership Scheme (HOS) flats, which is 70% of the market price,

one sees no difference in principle.  Any difference is technical.  So I feel thatone sees no difference in principle.  Any difference is technical.  So I feel thatone sees no difference in principle.  Any difference is technical.  So I feel thatone sees no difference in principle.  Any difference is technical.  So I feel that

we are all in agreement in these respects.  The second "point of agreement" is thatwe are all in agreement in these respects.  The second "point of agreement" is thatwe are all in agreement in these respects.  The second "point of agreement" is thatwe are all in agreement in these respects.  The second "point of agreement" is that

we all feel that Hong Kong's housing problem affects all and sundry.  The differencewe all feel that Hong Kong's housing problem affects all and sundry.  The differencewe all feel that Hong Kong's housing problem affects all and sundry.  The differencewe all feel that Hong Kong's housing problem affects all and sundry.  The difference

is that the CRC wants to "emphasize" the sandwich class, while we want to "emphasize"is that the CRC wants to "emphasize" the sandwich class, while we want to "emphasize"is that the CRC wants to "emphasize" the sandwich class, while we want to "emphasize"is that the CRC wants to "emphasize" the sandwich class, while we want to "emphasize"

the lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class.  But we do not deny thatthe lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class.  But we do not deny thatthe lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class.  But we do not deny thatthe lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class.  But we do not deny that

the problem affects the sandwich class.  So, on this point, too, we are in agreement.the problem affects the sandwich class.  So, on this point, too, we are in agreement.the problem affects the sandwich class.  So, on this point, too, we are in agreement.the problem affects the sandwich class.  So, on this point, too, we are in agreement.

I feel that all three classes of people have a housing problem.  The disagreementI feel that all three classes of people have a housing problem.  The disagreementI feel that all three classes of people have a housing problem.  The disagreementI feel that all three classes of people have a housing problem.  The disagreement

is over how resources are to be distributed and in what order.  This is the firstis over how resources are to be distributed and in what order.  This is the firstis over how resources are to be distributed and in what order.  This is the firstis over how resources are to be distributed and in what order.  This is the first

"point of disagreement." The second "point of disagreement" is over the extent of"point of disagreement." The second "point of disagreement" is over the extent of"point of disagreement." The second "point of disagreement" is over the extent of"point of disagreement." The second "point of disagreement" is over the extent of

financial assistance.  Here is an example.  If a sandwich class family earns $40,000financial assistance.  Here is an example.  If a sandwich class family earns $40,000financial assistance.  Here is an example.  If a sandwich class family earns $40,000financial assistance.  Here is an example.  If a sandwich class family earns $40,000

a month (being therefore in the top 5% of Hong Kong's richest families), do we stilla month (being therefore in the top 5% of Hong Kong's richest families), do we stilla month (being therefore in the top 5% of Hong Kong's richest families), do we stilla month (being therefore in the top 5% of Hong Kong's richest families), do we still

want the Government to provide a housing service to this kind of high-income family?want the Government to provide a housing service to this kind of high-income family?want the Government to provide a housing service to this kind of high-income family?want the Government to provide a housing service to this kind of high-income family?

I do not think so.  Also, HOS flats at present are priced at 70% or 65% of the marketI do not think so.  Also, HOS flats at present are priced at 70% or 65% of the marketI do not think so.  Also, HOS flats at present are priced at 70% or 65% of the marketI do not think so.  Also, HOS flats at present are priced at 70% or 65% of the market

price.  Why must home ownership housing for the sandwich class be priced at 50% ofprice.  Why must home ownership housing for the sandwich class be priced at 50% ofprice.  Why must home ownership housing for the sandwich class be priced at 50% ofprice.  Why must home ownership housing for the sandwich class be priced at 50% of

the market price?  To this, too, I disagree.  I also do not agree with the CRC's view.the market price?  To this, too, I disagree.  I also do not agree with the CRC's view.the market price?  To this, too, I disagree.  I also do not agree with the CRC's view.the market price?  To this, too, I disagree.  I also do not agree with the CRC's view.

If I am giving out free lunch, then the CRC is giving out free dinner.  Normally,If I am giving out free lunch, then the CRC is giving out free dinner.  Normally,If I am giving out free lunch, then the CRC is giving out free dinner.  Normally,If I am giving out free lunch, then the CRC is giving out free dinner.  Normally,



dinners are more substantial than lunches.  What I feel awkward about is that theredinners are more substantial than lunches.  What I feel awkward about is that theredinners are more substantial than lunches.  What I feel awkward about is that theredinners are more substantial than lunches.  What I feel awkward about is that there

could have been agreement.  There could have been agreement in calling on thecould have been agreement.  There could have been agreement in calling on thecould have been agreement.  There could have been agreement in calling on thecould have been agreement.  There could have been agreement in calling on the

Government to ameliorate Hong Kong's housing problem.  But what is essentially aGovernment to ameliorate Hong Kong's housing problem.  But what is essentially aGovernment to ameliorate Hong Kong's housing problem.  But what is essentially aGovernment to ameliorate Hong Kong's housing problem.  But what is essentially a

matter of disagreement on priorities is being made to look like a case of polarization.matter of disagreement on priorities is being made to look like a case of polarization.matter of disagreement on priorities is being made to look like a case of polarization.matter of disagreement on priorities is being made to look like a case of polarization.

In fact, it is not polarization.  I hope that the above will answer the HonourableIn fact, it is not polarization.  I hope that the above will answer the HonourableIn fact, it is not polarization.  I hope that the above will answer the HonourableIn fact, it is not polarization.  I hope that the above will answer the Honourable

LEE Wing-tat's query as regards "awkwardness".LEE Wing-tat's query as regards "awkwardness".LEE Wing-tat's query as regards "awkwardness".LEE Wing-tat's query as regards "awkwardness".

I would like to draw some conclusions; I hope that the Government will take noteI would like to draw some conclusions; I hope that the Government will take noteI would like to draw some conclusions; I hope that the Government will take noteI would like to draw some conclusions; I hope that the Government will take note

of my views.  I have no formal suggestion to make about how to solve the housingof my views.  I have no formal suggestion to make about how to solve the housingof my views.  I have no formal suggestion to make about how to solve the housingof my views.  I have no formal suggestion to make about how to solve the housing

problem of the sandwich class.  I would like, however, to cite some statistics forproblem of the sandwich class.  I would like, however, to cite some statistics forproblem of the sandwich class.  I would like, however, to cite some statistics forproblem of the sandwich class.  I would like, however, to cite some statistics for

all.  There are now 1.6 million families in Hong Kong and there are 1.73 million unitsall.  There are now 1.6 million families in Hong Kong and there are 1.73 million unitsall.  There are now 1.6 million families in Hong Kong and there are 1.73 million unitsall.  There are now 1.6 million families in Hong Kong and there are 1.73 million units

of housing in the territory.  After deducting hotel rooms and vacant public housingof housing in the territory.  After deducting hotel rooms and vacant public housingof housing in the territory.  After deducting hotel rooms and vacant public housingof housing in the territory.  After deducting hotel rooms and vacant public housing

units, there are still 75 000 units.  Why, then, is it that not every family in Hongunits, there are still 75 000 units.  Why, then, is it that not every family in Hongunits, there are still 75 000 units.  Why, then, is it that not every family in Hongunits, there are still 75 000 units.  Why, then, is it that not every family in Hong

Kong has its share of one unit?  Very clearly, the question is not one of distribution,Kong has its share of one unit?  Very clearly, the question is not one of distribution,Kong has its share of one unit?  Very clearly, the question is not one of distribution,Kong has its share of one unit?  Very clearly, the question is not one of distribution,

or one of supply and demand.  The problem lies with the way the market operates.  Someor one of supply and demand.  The problem lies with the way the market operates.  Someor one of supply and demand.  The problem lies with the way the market operates.  Someor one of supply and demand.  The problem lies with the way the market operates.  Some

are not able to buy any unit.  Others buy more than one unit each.  I feel that theare not able to buy any unit.  Others buy more than one unit each.  I feel that theare not able to buy any unit.  Others buy more than one unit each.  I feel that theare not able to buy any unit.  Others buy more than one unit each.  I feel that the

fixed exchange rate is one factor; it causes people to invest their money or engagefixed exchange rate is one factor; it causes people to invest their money or engagefixed exchange rate is one factor; it causes people to invest their money or engagefixed exchange rate is one factor; it causes people to invest their money or engage

in speculation as a hedge against inflation.  Another factor comes from the outside.in speculation as a hedge against inflation.  Another factor comes from the outside.in speculation as a hedge against inflation.  Another factor comes from the outside.in speculation as a hedge against inflation.  Another factor comes from the outside.

People from outside come to Hong Kong to buy housing units.  I feel that, if helpPeople from outside come to Hong Kong to buy housing units.  I feel that, if helpPeople from outside come to Hong Kong to buy housing units.  I feel that, if helpPeople from outside come to Hong Kong to buy housing units.  I feel that, if help

is to be given to those who are without resources or the ability to buy housing, theis to be given to those who are without resources or the ability to buy housing, theis to be given to those who are without resources or the ability to buy housing, theis to be given to those who are without resources or the ability to buy housing, the

Government must intervene.  Who else can intervene?Government must intervene.  Who else can intervene?Government must intervene.  Who else can intervene?Government must intervene.  Who else can intervene?

All our friends in the CRC hope that the Government will intervene.  I think thatAll our friends in the CRC hope that the Government will intervene.  I think thatAll our friends in the CRC hope that the Government will intervene.  I think thatAll our friends in the CRC hope that the Government will intervene.  I think that

we are all in agreement here.  I hope that the Government will heed this view.  Whowe are all in agreement here.  I hope that the Government will heed this view.  Whowe are all in agreement here.  I hope that the Government will heed this view.  Whowe are all in agreement here.  I hope that the Government will heed this view.  Who

needs help?  I would like to show the Government the answer by describing three thingsneeds help?  I would like to show the Government the answer by describing three thingsneeds help?  I would like to show the Government the answer by describing three thingsneeds help?  I would like to show the Government the answer by describing three things

about the sandwich class.  According to statistics from the Housing Authority, afterabout the sandwich class.  According to statistics from the Housing Authority, afterabout the sandwich class.  According to statistics from the Housing Authority, afterabout the sandwich class.  According to statistics from the Housing Authority, after

the income limits required to be met by eligible applicants for public housing werethe income limits required to be met by eligible applicants for public housing werethe income limits required to be met by eligible applicants for public housing werethe income limits required to be met by eligible applicants for public housing were

relaxed in April this year, there are 110 000 people in the lower income groups; 75relaxed in April this year, there are 110 000 people in the lower income groups; 75relaxed in April this year, there are 110 000 people in the lower income groups; 75relaxed in April this year, there are 110 000 people in the lower income groups; 75

000 people in the marginal sandwich class, their income being $18,000 a month or less;000 people in the marginal sandwich class, their income being $18,000 a month or less;000 people in the marginal sandwich class, their income being $18,000 a month or less;000 people in the marginal sandwich class, their income being $18,000 a month or less;

and 30 000 people in the sandwich class as defined by Mr EASON.  The ratio is 3.7:2.5:1.and 30 000 people in the sandwich class as defined by Mr EASON.  The ratio is 3.7:2.5:1.and 30 000 people in the sandwich class as defined by Mr EASON.  The ratio is 3.7:2.5:1.and 30 000 people in the sandwich class as defined by Mr EASON.  The ratio is 3.7:2.5:1.

As regards income, that of the lower income groups is $9,700 a month; that of theAs regards income, that of the lower income groups is $9,700 a month; that of theAs regards income, that of the lower income groups is $9,700 a month; that of theAs regards income, that of the lower income groups is $9,700 a month; that of the

marginal sandwich class, $18,000; and that of the sandwich class, $40,000 at themarginal sandwich class, $18,000; and that of the sandwich class, $40,000 at themarginal sandwich class, $18,000; and that of the sandwich class, $40,000 at themarginal sandwich class, $18,000; and that of the sandwich class, $40,000 at the

higher end.  The ratio with regard to income is 1:2:4.  It is clear from the abovehigher end.  The ratio with regard to income is 1:2:4.  It is clear from the abovehigher end.  The ratio with regard to income is 1:2:4.  It is clear from the abovehigher end.  The ratio with regard to income is 1:2:4.  It is clear from the above

that the numerical ratio is just the reverse of the economic resourcefulness ratio.that the numerical ratio is just the reverse of the economic resourcefulness ratio.that the numerical ratio is just the reverse of the economic resourcefulness ratio.that the numerical ratio is just the reverse of the economic resourcefulness ratio.

It can be seen clearly from the above statistics that, among all the people who liveIt can be seen clearly from the above statistics that, among all the people who liveIt can be seen clearly from the above statistics that, among all the people who liveIt can be seen clearly from the above statistics that, among all the people who live

in private sector housing, counting members of the lower income groups, members ofin private sector housing, counting members of the lower income groups, members ofin private sector housing, counting members of the lower income groups, members ofin private sector housing, counting members of the lower income groups, members of

the marginal sandwich class and members of the sandwich class, the housing problemthe marginal sandwich class and members of the sandwich class, the housing problemthe marginal sandwich class and members of the sandwich class, the housing problemthe marginal sandwich class and members of the sandwich class, the housing problem

affects members of the lower income groups in the largest number.  This is beyondaffects members of the lower income groups in the largest number.  This is beyondaffects members of the lower income groups in the largest number.  This is beyondaffects members of the lower income groups in the largest number.  This is beyond



doubt.  I did not fabricate the statistics.  They are supplied by the Housingdoubt.  I did not fabricate the statistics.  They are supplied by the Housingdoubt.  I did not fabricate the statistics.  They are supplied by the Housingdoubt.  I did not fabricate the statistics.  They are supplied by the Housing

Authority and the Government.  Does the Housing Authority really have the resourcesAuthority and the Government.  Does the Housing Authority really have the resourcesAuthority and the Government.  Does the Housing Authority really have the resourcesAuthority and the Government.  Does the Housing Authority really have the resources

for looking after their needs?  I repeat that the Government up to now has neverfor looking after their needs?  I repeat that the Government up to now has neverfor looking after their needs?  I repeat that the Government up to now has neverfor looking after their needs?  I repeat that the Government up to now has never

allocated sufficient land to the Housing Authority for housing construction use.  Theallocated sufficient land to the Housing Authority for housing construction use.  Theallocated sufficient land to the Housing Authority for housing construction use.  Theallocated sufficient land to the Housing Authority for housing construction use.  The

Housing Authority has held three meetings with the Finance Branch and asked if itHousing Authority has held three meetings with the Finance Branch and asked if itHousing Authority has held three meetings with the Finance Branch and asked if itHousing Authority has held three meetings with the Finance Branch and asked if it

can borrow from the Government.  Each time, the Government's response was that therecan borrow from the Government.  Each time, the Government's response was that therecan borrow from the Government.  Each time, the Government's response was that therecan borrow from the Government.  Each time, the Government's response was that there

was "no money to lend."  I would like to tell Members that I had a private meetingwas "no money to lend."  I would like to tell Members that I had a private meetingwas "no money to lend."  I would like to tell Members that I had a private meetingwas "no money to lend."  I would like to tell Members that I had a private meeting

with the Financial Branch (the press not being notified) and asked if money couldwith the Financial Branch (the press not being notified) and asked if money couldwith the Financial Branch (the press not being notified) and asked if money couldwith the Financial Branch (the press not being notified) and asked if money could

be lent to the Housing Authority at a 5% interest rate.  That request, too, was denied.be lent to the Housing Authority at a 5% interest rate.  That request, too, was denied.be lent to the Housing Authority at a 5% interest rate.  That request, too, was denied.be lent to the Housing Authority at a 5% interest rate.  That request, too, was denied.

How can a Long Term Housing Strategy with so many limitations help to solve the housingHow can a Long Term Housing Strategy with so many limitations help to solve the housingHow can a Long Term Housing Strategy with so many limitations help to solve the housingHow can a Long Term Housing Strategy with so many limitations help to solve the housing

problem of the lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class?  I would alsoproblem of the lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class?  I would alsoproblem of the lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class?  I would alsoproblem of the lower income groups and the marginal sandwich class?  I would also

like to tell Members that I made to the Housing Authority a suggestion on a homelike to tell Members that I made to the Housing Authority a suggestion on a homelike to tell Members that I made to the Housing Authority a suggestion on a homelike to tell Members that I made to the Housing Authority a suggestion on a home

ownership housing scheme for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class.  Iownership housing scheme for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class.  Iownership housing scheme for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class.  Iownership housing scheme for solving the housing problem of the sandwich class.  I

suggested that housing be sold to the sandwich class at 100% of the market price ofsuggested that housing be sold to the sandwich class at 100% of the market price ofsuggested that housing be sold to the sandwich class at 100% of the market price ofsuggested that housing be sold to the sandwich class at 100% of the market price of

HOS flats.  By 100% of the market price of HOS flats, I mean between 70% and 80% ofHOS flats.  By 100% of the market price of HOS flats, I mean between 70% and 80% ofHOS flats.  By 100% of the market price of HOS flats, I mean between 70% and 80% ofHOS flats.  By 100% of the market price of HOS flats, I mean between 70% and 80% of

the price of private sector housing.  For example, in Tai Po, where the price of athe price of private sector housing.  For example, in Tai Po, where the price of athe price of private sector housing.  For example, in Tai Po, where the price of athe price of private sector housing.  For example, in Tai Po, where the price of a

400 sq ft unit of private sector housing is $2,500 per sq ft, the price of a similar400 sq ft unit of private sector housing is $2,500 per sq ft, the price of a similar400 sq ft unit of private sector housing is $2,500 per sq ft, the price of a similar400 sq ft unit of private sector housing is $2,500 per sq ft, the price of a similar

unit of HOS flats will be between $2,000 and $2,200 per sq ft.  That is also the marketunit of HOS flats will be between $2,000 and $2,200 per sq ft.  That is also the marketunit of HOS flats will be between $2,000 and $2,200 per sq ft.  That is also the marketunit of HOS flats will be between $2,000 and $2,200 per sq ft.  That is also the market

price of HOS flats.  Is such a price beyond the sandwich class' ability to afford?price of HOS flats.  Is such a price beyond the sandwich class' ability to afford?price of HOS flats.  Is such a price beyond the sandwich class' ability to afford?price of HOS flats.  Is such a price beyond the sandwich class' ability to afford?

I would not want to say that that was my only suggestion.  I feel that conditionsI would not want to say that that was my only suggestion.  I feel that conditionsI would not want to say that that was my only suggestion.  I feel that conditionsI would not want to say that that was my only suggestion.  I feel that conditions

in Hong Kong are very complex; so we should have multiple suggestions and ain Hong Kong are very complex; so we should have multiple suggestions and ain Hong Kong are very complex; so we should have multiple suggestions and ain Hong Kong are very complex; so we should have multiple suggestions and a

multi-action agency with power to deal with the problems.  I will not repeat whatmulti-action agency with power to deal with the problems.  I will not repeat whatmulti-action agency with power to deal with the problems.  I will not repeat whatmulti-action agency with power to deal with the problems.  I will not repeat what

I have just said.I have just said.I have just said.I have just said.

Finally, I would like to highlight people's concern for the housing problem andFinally, I would like to highlight people's concern for the housing problem andFinally, I would like to highlight people's concern for the housing problem andFinally, I would like to highlight people's concern for the housing problem and

I will do so in ways that are not too abstract or too "rigid", ways that are moreI will do so in ways that are not too abstract or too "rigid", ways that are moreI will do so in ways that are not too abstract or too "rigid", ways that are moreI will do so in ways that are not too abstract or too "rigid", ways that are more

"perceptual." With some colleagues of this Council, I attended a seminar held in the"perceptual." With some colleagues of this Council, I attended a seminar held in the"perceptual." With some colleagues of this Council, I attended a seminar held in the"perceptual." With some colleagues of this Council, I attended a seminar held in the

United Kingdom on 3-5 April.  With me were Dr YEUNG Sum of the United Democrats andUnited Kingdom on 3-5 April.  With me were Dr YEUNG Sum of the United Democrats andUnited Kingdom on 3-5 April.  With me were Dr YEUNG Sum of the United Democrats andUnited Kingdom on 3-5 April.  With me were Dr YEUNG Sum of the United Democrats and

Mrs CHOW of the CRC.  The purpose of that seminar was to urge university studentsMrs CHOW of the CRC.  The purpose of that seminar was to urge university studentsMrs CHOW of the CRC.  The purpose of that seminar was to urge university studentsMrs CHOW of the CRC.  The purpose of that seminar was to urge university students

and members of professions (originally from Hong Kong) to return to Hong Kong in aand members of professions (originally from Hong Kong) to return to Hong Kong in aand members of professions (originally from Hong Kong) to return to Hong Kong in aand members of professions (originally from Hong Kong) to return to Hong Kong in a

reverse brain drain.  My job was to talk about housing, the last question on the agendareverse brain drain.  My job was to talk about housing, the last question on the agendareverse brain drain.  My job was to talk about housing, the last question on the agendareverse brain drain.  My job was to talk about housing, the last question on the agenda

in the discussions of the reverse brain drain.  Among the seminar's participants werein the discussions of the reverse brain drain.  Among the seminar's participants werein the discussions of the reverse brain drain.  Among the seminar's participants werein the discussions of the reverse brain drain.  Among the seminar's participants were

holders of bachelor degrees, master degrees or doctor degrees and people who hadholders of bachelor degrees, master degrees or doctor degrees and people who hadholders of bachelor degrees, master degrees or doctor degrees and people who hadholders of bachelor degrees, master degrees or doctor degrees and people who had

already left university.  All of them harped on the same tune.  Because of thealready left university.  All of them harped on the same tune.  Because of thealready left university.  All of them harped on the same tune.  Because of thealready left university.  All of them harped on the same tune.  Because of the

recession, racial problems and lack of opportunities for advancement in the Unitedrecession, racial problems and lack of opportunities for advancement in the Unitedrecession, racial problems and lack of opportunities for advancement in the Unitedrecession, racial problems and lack of opportunities for advancement in the United

Kingdom, they thought that returning to Hong Kong for career development was reallyKingdom, they thought that returning to Hong Kong for career development was reallyKingdom, they thought that returning to Hong Kong for career development was reallyKingdom, they thought that returning to Hong Kong for career development was really

not a bad idea.  But one thing deterred them.  What worried them was not the transfernot a bad idea.  But one thing deterred them.  What worried them was not the transfernot a bad idea.  But one thing deterred them.  What worried them was not the transfernot a bad idea.  But one thing deterred them.  What worried them was not the transfer

of sovereignty, but the prospect of being without housing after they returned to Hongof sovereignty, but the prospect of being without housing after they returned to Hongof sovereignty, but the prospect of being without housing after they returned to Hongof sovereignty, but the prospect of being without housing after they returned to Hong



Kong.  They thought that, if they returned to Hong Kong to do the same kind of work,Kong.  They thought that, if they returned to Hong Kong to do the same kind of work,Kong.  They thought that, if they returned to Hong Kong to do the same kind of work,Kong.  They thought that, if they returned to Hong Kong to do the same kind of work,

they would earn more than what they were earning in the United Kingdom, but they wouldthey would earn more than what they were earning in the United Kingdom, but they wouldthey would earn more than what they were earning in the United Kingdom, but they wouldthey would earn more than what they were earning in the United Kingdom, but they would

have no place to live in.  In the United Kingdom, they at least had roofs over theirhave no place to live in.  In the United Kingdom, they at least had roofs over theirhave no place to live in.  In the United Kingdom, they at least had roofs over theirhave no place to live in.  In the United Kingdom, they at least had roofs over their

heads.  They said to me, "Frederick FUNG, you go back to Hong Kong and fix Hong Kong'sheads.  They said to me, "Frederick FUNG, you go back to Hong Kong and fix Hong Kong'sheads.  They said to me, "Frederick FUNG, you go back to Hong Kong and fix Hong Kong'sheads.  They said to me, "Frederick FUNG, you go back to Hong Kong and fix Hong Kong's

housing problem first.  Then you will not have to worry about the brain drain."housing problem first.  Then you will not have to worry about the brain drain."housing problem first.  Then you will not have to worry about the brain drain."housing problem first.  Then you will not have to worry about the brain drain."

I would like to tell Members a true story about a young man.  HeI would like to tell Members a true story about a young man.  HeI would like to tell Members a true story about a young man.  HeI would like to tell Members a true story about a young man.  He had worked for had worked for had worked for had worked for

13 years.  He was not married.  He had moved his place of residence nine times, about13 years.  He was not married.  He had moved his place of residence nine times, about13 years.  He was not married.  He had moved his place of residence nine times, about13 years.  He was not married.  He had moved his place of residence nine times, about

once every 18 months.  At first, he packed his things in apple crates and cardboardonce every 18 months.  At first, he packed his things in apple crates and cardboardonce every 18 months.  At first, he packed his things in apple crates and cardboardonce every 18 months.  At first, he packed his things in apple crates and cardboard

boxes.  He would unpack them at his new place.  Then, even before he finishedboxes.  He would unpack them at his new place.  Then, even before he finishedboxes.  He would unpack them at his new place.  Then, even before he finishedboxes.  He would unpack them at his new place.  Then, even before he finished

unpacking, he found that he had to move again.  In the end, he simply did not botherunpacking, he found that he had to move again.  In the end, he simply did not botherunpacking, he found that he had to move again.  In the end, he simply did not botherunpacking, he found that he had to move again.  In the end, he simply did not bother

to unpack.  He slept with the boxes, so to speak, until he bought his own home.  Thento unpack.  He slept with the boxes, so to speak, until he bought his own home.  Thento unpack.  He slept with the boxes, so to speak, until he bought his own home.  Thento unpack.  He slept with the boxes, so to speak, until he bought his own home.  Then

he began buying furniture and began feeling that he had a place of his own.  Thenhe began buying furniture and began feeling that he had a place of his own.  Thenhe began buying furniture and began feeling that he had a place of his own.  Thenhe began buying furniture and began feeling that he had a place of his own.  Then

he began feeling a sense of security and the warmth of a home.he began feeling a sense of security and the warmth of a home.he began feeling a sense of security and the warmth of a home.he began feeling a sense of security and the warmth of a home.

I always feel that Hong Kong is my home.  I remember that the poet Du Fu in theI always feel that Hong Kong is my home.  I remember that the poet Du Fu in theI always feel that Hong Kong is my home.  I remember that the poet Du Fu in theI always feel that Hong Kong is my home.  I remember that the poet Du Fu in the

Tang Dynasty a thousand years ago wrote a poem containing these lines: "It will beTang Dynasty a thousand years ago wrote a poem containing these lines: "It will beTang Dynasty a thousand years ago wrote a poem containing these lines: "It will beTang Dynasty a thousand years ago wrote a poem containing these lines: "It will be

nice to have thousands of spacious mansions.  Poor people of the land, finding shelter,nice to have thousands of spacious mansions.  Poor people of the land, finding shelter,nice to have thousands of spacious mansions.  Poor people of the land, finding shelter,nice to have thousands of spacious mansions.  Poor people of the land, finding shelter,

will smile with delight.  In a storm, they will feel safe and sturdy as a mountain."will smile with delight.  In a storm, they will feel safe and sturdy as a mountain."will smile with delight.  In a storm, they will feel safe and sturdy as a mountain."will smile with delight.  In a storm, they will feel safe and sturdy as a mountain."

I believe that colleagues and I are having the same dream as Du Fu's.  But the questionI believe that colleagues and I are having the same dream as Du Fu's.  But the questionI believe that colleagues and I are having the same dream as Du Fu's.  But the questionI believe that colleagues and I are having the same dream as Du Fu's.  But the question

is: How are we to find so much housing for supply to the general public, be they membersis: How are we to find so much housing for supply to the general public, be they membersis: How are we to find so much housing for supply to the general public, be they membersis: How are we to find so much housing for supply to the general public, be they members

of the lower income groups or the sandwich class?  I can tell Members this.  Byof the lower income groups or the sandwich class?  I can tell Members this.  Byof the lower income groups or the sandwich class?  I can tell Members this.  Byof the lower income groups or the sandwich class?  I can tell Members this.  By

himself, a man may be able to solve some of his personal problems.  Where his personalhimself, a man may be able to solve some of his personal problems.  Where his personalhimself, a man may be able to solve some of his personal problems.  Where his personalhimself, a man may be able to solve some of his personal problems.  Where his personal

problems cannot be solved by himself and where many others have the same problems,problems cannot be solved by himself and where many others have the same problems,problems cannot be solved by himself and where many others have the same problems,problems cannot be solved by himself and where many others have the same problems,

then these become social problems.  When there are social problems, we must solvethen these become social problems.  When there are social problems, we must solvethen these become social problems.  When there are social problems, we must solvethen these become social problems.  When there are social problems, we must solve

them with the allocation of resources according to an order of priority.  I feel thatthem with the allocation of resources according to an order of priority.  I feel thatthem with the allocation of resources according to an order of priority.  I feel thatthem with the allocation of resources according to an order of priority.  I feel that

providing a home to people and inspiring in them a sense of security and a sense ofproviding a home to people and inspiring in them a sense of security and a sense ofproviding a home to people and inspiring in them a sense of security and a sense ofproviding a home to people and inspiring in them a sense of security and a sense of

belonging is a very meaningful thing to do.  People are a community's resources.belonging is a very meaningful thing to do.  People are a community's resources.belonging is a very meaningful thing to do.  People are a community's resources.belonging is a very meaningful thing to do.  People are a community's resources.

Here, I would like to tell Members that I have never asked for a free lunch.  ButHere, I would like to tell Members that I have never asked for a free lunch.  ButHere, I would like to tell Members that I have never asked for a free lunch.  ButHere, I would like to tell Members that I have never asked for a free lunch.  But

I do feel that the Government must be charged with a mission, and that mission isI do feel that the Government must be charged with a mission, and that mission isI do feel that the Government must be charged with a mission, and that mission isI do feel that the Government must be charged with a mission, and that mission is

to enable every person in Hong Kong to afford to own a home and to feel at home.  Thankto enable every person in Hong Kong to afford to own a home and to feel at home.  Thankto enable every person in Hong Kong to afford to own a home and to feel at home.  Thankto enable every person in Hong Kong to afford to own a home and to feel at home.  Thank

you, Mr Deputy President.you, Mr Deputy President.you, Mr Deputy President.you, Mr Deputy President.

Question on Mr Frederick FUNG's motion as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.Question on Mr Frederick FUNG's motion as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.Question on Mr Frederick FUNG's motion as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.Question on Mr Frederick FUNG's motion as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment put.

Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.Voice vote taken.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  We shall need a division.  Council will proceed to a division.



The division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediatelyThe division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediatelyThe division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediatelyThe division bell will ring for three minutes and the division will be held immediately

afterwards.afterwards.afterwards.afterwards.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Would Members now please proceed to vote?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: This appears to be one person short.  Have all Members registeredDEPUTY PRESIDENT: This appears to be one person short.  Have all Members registeredDEPUTY PRESIDENT: This appears to be one person short.  Have all Members registeredDEPUTY PRESIDENT: This appears to be one person short.  Have all Members registered

their presence?  Now all have been accounted for.  Do Members have any query beforetheir presence?  Now all have been accounted for.  Do Members have any query beforetheir presence?  Now all have been accounted for.  Do Members have any query beforetheir presence?  Now all have been accounted for.  Do Members have any query before

the result is displayed?  The result will now be displayed.the result is displayed?  The result will now be displayed.the result is displayed?  The result will now be displayed.the result is displayed?  The result will now be displayed.

The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,The Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mrs Rita FAN, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,

Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Peggy LAM,

Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Vincent CHENG,

Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, DrMr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, DrMr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, DrMr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Timothy HA, Mr Simon IP, Dr

LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr SamuelLAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr SamuelLAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr SamuelLAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Samuel

WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion as amended.WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion as amended.WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion as amended.WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the motion as amended.

Mr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr Albert CHAN, MrMr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr Albert CHAN, MrMr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr Albert CHAN, MrMr Martin LEE, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr

CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr ConradCHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr ConradCHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr ConradCHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad

LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIKLAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIKLAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIKLAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK

Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the motion asChi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the motion asChi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the motion asChi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the motion as

amended.amended.amended.amended.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 27 votes for the motion as amendedTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 27 votes for the motion as amendedTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 27 votes for the motion as amendedTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 27 votes for the motion as amended

and 18 votes against it.  He therefore declared that the motion proposed by Mrand 18 votes against it.  He therefore declared that the motion proposed by Mrand 18 votes against it.  He therefore declared that the motion proposed by Mrand 18 votes against it.  He therefore declared that the motion proposed by Mr

Frederick FUNG as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was carried.Frederick FUNG as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was carried.Frederick FUNG as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was carried.Frederick FUNG as amended by Mr LAU Wah-sum's amendment was carried.

AdjournmentAdjournmentAdjournmentAdjournment

FINANCIAL SECRETARY: I move that this Council do now adjourn.FINANCIAL SECRETARY: I move that this Council do now adjourn.FINANCIAL SECRETARY: I move that this Council do now adjourn.FINANCIAL SECRETARY: I move that this Council do now adjourn.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr MAN Sai-cheong has given notice to raise a matter for reply byDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr MAN Sai-cheong has given notice to raise a matter for reply byDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr MAN Sai-cheong has given notice to raise a matter for reply byDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr MAN Sai-cheong has given notice to raise a matter for reply by



the Government.  Could I remind Members that in an adjournment debate there are 45the Government.  Could I remind Members that in an adjournment debate there are 45the Government.  Could I remind Members that in an adjournment debate there are 45the Government.  Could I remind Members that in an adjournment debate there are 45

minutes for Members to speak.  At that point or after all the Members wishing to speakminutes for Members to speak.  At that point or after all the Members wishing to speakminutes for Members to speak.  At that point or after all the Members wishing to speakminutes for Members to speak.  At that point or after all the Members wishing to speak

have spoken, whichever is the earlier, I will call upon the Secretary  for Planning,have spoken, whichever is the earlier, I will call upon the Secretary  for Planning,have spoken, whichever is the earlier, I will call upon the Secretary  for Planning,have spoken, whichever is the earlier, I will call upon the Secretary  for Planning,

Environment and Lands and the Secretary for Home Affairs to reply.Environment and Lands and the Secretary for Home Affairs to reply.Environment and Lands and the Secretary for Home Affairs to reply.Environment and Lands and the Secretary for Home Affairs to reply.

PUBLIC CONCERN OVER THE PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND EHTICAL STANDARDS OF ESTATEPUBLIC CONCERN OVER THE PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND EHTICAL STANDARDS OF ESTATEPUBLIC CONCERN OVER THE PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND EHTICAL STANDARDS OF ESTATEPUBLIC CONCERN OVER THE PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND EHTICAL STANDARDS OF ESTATE

AGENTS AND PROPERTY MANAGERSAGENTS AND PROPERTY MANAGERSAGENTS AND PROPERTY MANAGERSAGENTS AND PROPERTY MANAGERS

10.32 pm10.32 pm10.32 pm10.32 pm

MR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the subject which I proposeMR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the subject which I proposeMR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the subject which I proposeMR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the subject which I propose

for today's adjournment debate is: public concern over the professionalfor today's adjournment debate is: public concern over the professionalfor today's adjournment debate is: public concern over the professionalfor today's adjournment debate is: public concern over the professional

qualifications and ethical standards of estate agents and property managers.qualifications and ethical standards of estate agents and property managers.qualifications and ethical standards of estate agents and property managers.qualifications and ethical standards of estate agents and property managers.

According to figures provided by the Consumer Council, complaints about estateAccording to figures provided by the Consumer Council, complaints about estateAccording to figures provided by the Consumer Council, complaints about estateAccording to figures provided by the Consumer Council, complaints about estate

agents have risen from 88 cases in 1988 to 248 cases in 1991, by almost three times.agents have risen from 88 cases in 1988 to 248 cases in 1991, by almost three times.agents have risen from 88 cases in 1988 to 248 cases in 1991, by almost three times.agents have risen from 88 cases in 1988 to 248 cases in 1991, by almost three times.

Cases being handled by the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)Cases being handled by the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)Cases being handled by the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)Cases being handled by the Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)

concerning estate agents have also risen from 63 in 1989 to 80 in 1991; they involveconcerning estate agents have also risen from 63 in 1989 to 80 in 1991; they involveconcerning estate agents have also risen from 63 in 1989 to 80 in 1991; they involveconcerning estate agents have also risen from 63 in 1989 to 80 in 1991; they involve

corruption, fraud and the charging of excessive commission.  Estate transactioncorruption, fraud and the charging of excessive commission.  Estate transactioncorruption, fraud and the charging of excessive commission.  Estate transactioncorruption, fraud and the charging of excessive commission.  Estate transaction

involves enormous amounts of money and property buying for most Hong Kong people isinvolves enormous amounts of money and property buying for most Hong Kong people isinvolves enormous amounts of money and property buying for most Hong Kong people isinvolves enormous amounts of money and property buying for most Hong Kong people is

a big venture costing one's entire life savings.  It is for this reason that people'sa big venture costing one's entire life savings.  It is for this reason that people'sa big venture costing one's entire life savings.  It is for this reason that people'sa big venture costing one's entire life savings.  It is for this reason that people's

rights have to be protected.  However, estate agents are not governed by anyrights have to be protected.  However, estate agents are not governed by anyrights have to be protected.  However, estate agents are not governed by anyrights have to be protected.  However, estate agents are not governed by any

legislation.  Anyone can become an estate agent by business registration.  Since itlegislation.  Anyone can become an estate agent by business registration.  Since itlegislation.  Anyone can become an estate agent by business registration.  Since itlegislation.  Anyone can become an estate agent by business registration.  Since it

is so easy to enter the profession, some of its practitioners do not have any formalis so easy to enter the profession, some of its practitioners do not have any formalis so easy to enter the profession, some of its practitioners do not have any formalis so easy to enter the profession, some of its practitioners do not have any formal

training and they are not able to handle enquiries from their clients.  There is notraining and they are not able to handle enquiries from their clients.  There is notraining and they are not able to handle enquiries from their clients.  There is notraining and they are not able to handle enquiries from their clients.  There is no

code of conduct for practitioners; there is no professional examination to ensurecode of conduct for practitioners; there is no professional examination to ensurecode of conduct for practitioners; there is no professional examination to ensurecode of conduct for practitioners; there is no professional examination to ensure

quality of service.  There is no statutory union or association to regulatequality of service.  There is no statutory union or association to regulatequality of service.  There is no statutory union or association to regulatequality of service.  There is no statutory union or association to regulate

practitioners and penalize the unscrupulous ones among them.  In this regard, it canpractitioners and penalize the unscrupulous ones among them.  In this regard, it canpractitioners and penalize the unscrupulous ones among them.  In this regard, it canpractitioners and penalize the unscrupulous ones among them.  In this regard, it can

be said that over 10 000 estate agents of the over 3 000 estate agencies are effectivelybe said that over 10 000 estate agents of the over 3 000 estate agencies are effectivelybe said that over 10 000 estate agents of the over 3 000 estate agencies are effectivelybe said that over 10 000 estate agents of the over 3 000 estate agencies are effectively

not bound by any rules or regulations.  There is at present a proliferation of allnot bound by any rules or regulations.  There is at present a proliferation of allnot bound by any rules or regulations.  There is at present a proliferation of allnot bound by any rules or regulations.  There is at present a proliferation of all

sorts of malpractices by estate agents.  Some of them, in order to get a speedysorts of malpractices by estate agents.  Some of them, in order to get a speedysorts of malpractices by estate agents.  Some of them, in order to get a speedysorts of malpractices by estate agents.  Some of them, in order to get a speedy

transaction, give misleading information to the consumer regarding, for example, thetransaction, give misleading information to the consumer regarding, for example, thetransaction, give misleading information to the consumer regarding, for example, thetransaction, give misleading information to the consumer regarding, for example, the

age of the building and flat size, whilst withholding some vital information.  Thisage of the building and flat size, whilst withholding some vital information.  Thisage of the building and flat size, whilst withholding some vital information.  Thisage of the building and flat size, whilst withholding some vital information.  This

kind of vital information is usually not included in the preliminary sale and purchasekind of vital information is usually not included in the preliminary sale and purchasekind of vital information is usually not included in the preliminary sale and purchasekind of vital information is usually not included in the preliminary sale and purchase

agreement prepared by the estate agent.  Consequently, although the consumer mayagreement prepared by the estate agent.  Consequently, although the consumer mayagreement prepared by the estate agent.  Consequently, although the consumer mayagreement prepared by the estate agent.  Consequently, although the consumer may

later on discover that the preliminary agreement is a trap, once he has signed it,later on discover that the preliminary agreement is a trap, once he has signed it,later on discover that the preliminary agreement is a trap, once he has signed it,later on discover that the preliminary agreement is a trap, once he has signed it,

he could only give up his deposit if he does not want to be forced to complete thehe could only give up his deposit if he does not want to be forced to complete thehe could only give up his deposit if he does not want to be forced to complete thehe could only give up his deposit if he does not want to be forced to complete the



transaction.  ICAC investigation reveals that some estate agents have actuallytransaction.  ICAC investigation reveals that some estate agents have actuallytransaction.  ICAC investigation reveals that some estate agents have actuallytransaction.  ICAC investigation reveals that some estate agents have actually

pocketed the difference between the buying and selling prices, while both buyer andpocketed the difference between the buying and selling prices, while both buyer andpocketed the difference between the buying and selling prices, while both buyer andpocketed the difference between the buying and selling prices, while both buyer and

seller are kept in the dark, by acting as a confirmor in the transaction.  Apart fromseller are kept in the dark, by acting as a confirmor in the transaction.  Apart fromseller are kept in the dark, by acting as a confirmor in the transaction.  Apart fromseller are kept in the dark, by acting as a confirmor in the transaction.  Apart from

profiting from the difference, this kind of transaction also contributes to theprofiting from the difference, this kind of transaction also contributes to theprofiting from the difference, this kind of transaction also contributes to theprofiting from the difference, this kind of transaction also contributes to the

inflation of property prices.  It is worth noting that, according to statisticsinflation of property prices.  It is worth noting that, according to statisticsinflation of property prices.  It is worth noting that, according to statisticsinflation of property prices.  It is worth noting that, according to statistics

released by the Government for the period between October 1990 and October 1991,released by the Government for the period between October 1990 and October 1991,released by the Government for the period between October 1990 and October 1991,released by the Government for the period between October 1990 and October 1991,

transactions involving a confirmor numbered 310 in Taikoo Shing, accounting for 17.8%transactions involving a confirmor numbered 310 in Taikoo Shing, accounting for 17.8%transactions involving a confirmor numbered 310 in Taikoo Shing, accounting for 17.8%transactions involving a confirmor numbered 310 in Taikoo Shing, accounting for 17.8%

of the total yearly transactions in the area; 541 in Whampoa Garden, accounting forof the total yearly transactions in the area; 541 in Whampoa Garden, accounting forof the total yearly transactions in the area; 541 in Whampoa Garden, accounting forof the total yearly transactions in the area; 541 in Whampoa Garden, accounting for

21.7% of the total yearly transactions in the area.  This is a point worth noting.21.7% of the total yearly transactions in the area.  This is a point worth noting.21.7% of the total yearly transactions in the area.  This is a point worth noting.21.7% of the total yearly transactions in the area.  This is a point worth noting.

Other malpractices are also so rampant and so frequently complained about by buyersOther malpractices are also so rampant and so frequently complained about by buyersOther malpractices are also so rampant and so frequently complained about by buyersOther malpractices are also so rampant and so frequently complained about by buyers

or consumers in general that they can no longer be tolerated.  They includeor consumers in general that they can no longer be tolerated.  They includeor consumers in general that they can no longer be tolerated.  They includeor consumers in general that they can no longer be tolerated.  They include

mishandling of clients' money, keeping buyer's deposit from seller for longer thanmishandling of clients' money, keeping buyer's deposit from seller for longer thanmishandling of clients' money, keeping buyer's deposit from seller for longer thanmishandling of clients' money, keeping buyer's deposit from seller for longer than

is necessary, charging commission before completion of transaction, prescribingis necessary, charging commission before completion of transaction, prescribingis necessary, charging commission before completion of transaction, prescribingis necessary, charging commission before completion of transaction, prescribing

buyer to use a chosen bank or law firm in order to obtain a kickback or even to cheatbuyer to use a chosen bank or law firm in order to obtain a kickback or even to cheatbuyer to use a chosen bank or law firm in order to obtain a kickback or even to cheatbuyer to use a chosen bank or law firm in order to obtain a kickback or even to cheat

buyer and seller, and so on.  There is no way the Government can continue sittingbuyer and seller, and so on.  There is no way the Government can continue sittingbuyer and seller, and so on.  There is no way the Government can continue sittingbuyer and seller, and so on.  There is no way the Government can continue sitting

around and doing nothing about the situation.  The United Democrats propose thataround and doing nothing about the situation.  The United Democrats propose thataround and doing nothing about the situation.  The United Democrats propose thataround and doing nothing about the situation.  The United Democrats propose that

estate agents be regulated by legislation.  We also hope that the Government can setestate agents be regulated by legislation.  We also hope that the Government can setestate agents be regulated by legislation.  We also hope that the Government can setestate agents be regulated by legislation.  We also hope that the Government can set

up a rational licensing system for the industry in order to make sure that estateup a rational licensing system for the industry in order to make sure that estateup a rational licensing system for the industry in order to make sure that estateup a rational licensing system for the industry in order to make sure that estate

agents have the professional qualifications required and abide by a professional codeagents have the professional qualifications required and abide by a professional codeagents have the professional qualifications required and abide by a professional codeagents have the professional qualifications required and abide by a professional code

of conduct.  We need to have the legislation in place, and urgently.  The Unitedof conduct.  We need to have the legislation in place, and urgently.  The Unitedof conduct.  We need to have the legislation in place, and urgently.  The Unitedof conduct.  We need to have the legislation in place, and urgently.  The United

Democrats propose that the relevant details should be studied and a Bill drafted asDemocrats propose that the relevant details should be studied and a Bill drafted asDemocrats propose that the relevant details should be studied and a Bill drafted asDemocrats propose that the relevant details should be studied and a Bill drafted as

a matter of priority; public consultation should also be conducted on the Bill.a matter of priority; public consultation should also be conducted on the Bill.a matter of priority; public consultation should also be conducted on the Bill.a matter of priority; public consultation should also be conducted on the Bill.

One of the advantages of lOne of the advantages of lOne of the advantages of lOne of the advantages of legislation is that the preliminary sale and purchaseegislation is that the preliminary sale and purchaseegislation is that the preliminary sale and purchaseegislation is that the preliminary sale and purchase

agreement will be standardized such that it will provide accurate and detailedagreement will be standardized such that it will provide accurate and detailedagreement will be standardized such that it will provide accurate and detailedagreement will be standardized such that it will provide accurate and detailed

information about the property regarding its age and size and whether the seller hasinformation about the property regarding its age and size and whether the seller hasinformation about the property regarding its age and size and whether the seller hasinformation about the property regarding its age and size and whether the seller has

the lawful title to the property, and so on.  This is to ensure that the estate agentthe lawful title to the property, and so on.  This is to ensure that the estate agentthe lawful title to the property, and so on.  This is to ensure that the estate agentthe lawful title to the property, and so on.  This is to ensure that the estate agent

will not be able to mislead the public and cheat them of their money.  Anotherwill not be able to mislead the public and cheat them of their money.  Anotherwill not be able to mislead the public and cheat them of their money.  Anotherwill not be able to mislead the public and cheat them of their money.  Another

advantage is that the basic quality of service of the estate agent can be ensured,advantage is that the basic quality of service of the estate agent can be ensured,advantage is that the basic quality of service of the estate agent can be ensured,advantage is that the basic quality of service of the estate agent can be ensured,

and his basic responsibilities formulated, such that irresponsible estate agents whoand his basic responsibilities formulated, such that irresponsible estate agents whoand his basic responsibilities formulated, such that irresponsible estate agents whoand his basic responsibilities formulated, such that irresponsible estate agents who

breach the law will be penalized.  For example, according to the Estate Agents Actbreach the law will be penalized.  For example, according to the Estate Agents Actbreach the law will be penalized.  For example, according to the Estate Agents Actbreach the law will be penalized.  For example, according to the Estate Agents Act

1979 of the United Kingdom, the Director General of Fair Trading is empowered to ban1979 of the United Kingdom, the Director General of Fair Trading is empowered to ban1979 of the United Kingdom, the Director General of Fair Trading is empowered to ban1979 of the United Kingdom, the Director General of Fair Trading is empowered to ban

an estate agent who does not observe the law from practising, and investigate propertyan estate agent who does not observe the law from practising, and investigate propertyan estate agent who does not observe the law from practising, and investigate propertyan estate agent who does not observe the law from practising, and investigate property

transactions to deter and penalize any unscrupulous estate agents.  Legislation hastransactions to deter and penalize any unscrupulous estate agents.  Legislation hastransactions to deter and penalize any unscrupulous estate agents.  Legislation hastransactions to deter and penalize any unscrupulous estate agents.  Legislation has

also the advantage of providing channels for complaint, and a statutory code ofalso the advantage of providing channels for complaint, and a statutory code ofalso the advantage of providing channels for complaint, and a statutory code ofalso the advantage of providing channels for complaint, and a statutory code of

conduct applicable to the whole industry, so that consumer rights are properlyconduct applicable to the whole industry, so that consumer rights are properlyconduct applicable to the whole industry, so that consumer rights are properlyconduct applicable to the whole industry, so that consumer rights are properly

protected.  The Estate Agents Act 1979 of the United Kingdom also explicitly statesprotected.  The Estate Agents Act 1979 of the United Kingdom also explicitly statesprotected.  The Estate Agents Act 1979 of the United Kingdom also explicitly statesprotected.  The Estate Agents Act 1979 of the United Kingdom also explicitly states

that the buyer's deposit will be kept in an escrow account; consumer protection isthat the buyer's deposit will be kept in an escrow account; consumer protection isthat the buyer's deposit will be kept in an escrow account; consumer protection isthat the buyer's deposit will be kept in an escrow account; consumer protection is



in this way enhanced.  It is up to the estate agents to improve their professionalin this way enhanced.  It is up to the estate agents to improve their professionalin this way enhanced.  It is up to the estate agents to improve their professionalin this way enhanced.  It is up to the estate agents to improve their professional

ethics.  Apart from self-regulation, a licensing system will in the long run enhanceethics.  Apart from self-regulation, a licensing system will in the long run enhanceethics.  Apart from self-regulation, a licensing system will in the long run enhanceethics.  Apart from self-regulation, a licensing system will in the long run enhance

the professionalism of estate agents.  The adoption of a licensing system is not tothe professionalism of estate agents.  The adoption of a licensing system is not tothe professionalism of estate agents.  The adoption of a licensing system is not tothe professionalism of estate agents.  The adoption of a licensing system is not to

be taken as a means of making it more difficult for one to enter the profession.  Thebe taken as a means of making it more difficult for one to enter the profession.  Thebe taken as a means of making it more difficult for one to enter the profession.  Thebe taken as a means of making it more difficult for one to enter the profession.  The

licensing system in many foreign countries usually requires estate agents to studylicensing system in many foreign countries usually requires estate agents to studylicensing system in many foreign countries usually requires estate agents to studylicensing system in many foreign countries usually requires estate agents to study

short courses and pass certain examinations in order to make sure that practitionersshort courses and pass certain examinations in order to make sure that practitionersshort courses and pass certain examinations in order to make sure that practitionersshort courses and pass certain examinations in order to make sure that practitioners

meet the minimum standards.  In the long run, a reasonable licensing system ismeet the minimum standards.  In the long run, a reasonable licensing system ismeet the minimum standards.  In the long run, a reasonable licensing system ismeet the minimum standards.  In the long run, a reasonable licensing system is

actually a goal which all estate agents should strive for, for the good of theiractually a goal which all estate agents should strive for, for the good of theiractually a goal which all estate agents should strive for, for the good of theiractually a goal which all estate agents should strive for, for the good of their

profession.profession.profession.profession.

As publicly proposed by Mr A R SCOTT, head of the Division of Corruption PreventionAs publicly proposed by Mr A R SCOTT, head of the Division of Corruption PreventionAs publicly proposed by Mr A R SCOTT, head of the Division of Corruption PreventionAs publicly proposed by Mr A R SCOTT, head of the Division of Corruption Prevention

of the ICAC recently, regulation may take place along the following lines.of the ICAC recently, regulation may take place along the following lines.of the ICAC recently, regulation may take place along the following lines.of the ICAC recently, regulation may take place along the following lines.

(1)(1)(1)(1) The Government should legislate against unlicensed and unqualified estateThe Government should legislate against unlicensed and unqualified estateThe Government should legislate against unlicensed and unqualified estateThe Government should legislate against unlicensed and unqualified estate

agents from practising in Hong Kong;agents from practising in Hong Kong;agents from practising in Hong Kong;agents from practising in Hong Kong;

(2)(2)(2)(2) It is up to the real estate sector to rigorously enforce regulations andIt is up to the real estate sector to rigorously enforce regulations andIt is up to the real estate sector to rigorously enforce regulations andIt is up to the real estate sector to rigorously enforce regulations and

disciplinary actions to combat unscrupulous estate agents, or alternatively, adisciplinary actions to combat unscrupulous estate agents, or alternatively, adisciplinary actions to combat unscrupulous estate agents, or alternatively, adisciplinary actions to combat unscrupulous estate agents, or alternatively, a

monitoring body should be set up to do the job.monitoring body should be set up to do the job.monitoring body should be set up to do the job.monitoring body should be set up to do the job.

(3)(3)(3)(3) Channels should be made available to enable property buyers and sellers whoChannels should be made available to enable property buyers and sellers whoChannels should be made available to enable property buyers and sellers whoChannels should be made available to enable property buyers and sellers who

have been cheated by estate agents to lodge their complaints and applications forhave been cheated by estate agents to lodge their complaints and applications forhave been cheated by estate agents to lodge their complaints and applications forhave been cheated by estate agents to lodge their complaints and applications for

compensation more speedily and efficiently.compensation more speedily and efficiently.compensation more speedily and efficiently.compensation more speedily and efficiently.

It is clear from the above analysis that legislative control, industrialIt is clear from the above analysis that legislative control, industrialIt is clear from the above analysis that legislative control, industrialIt is clear from the above analysis that legislative control, industrial

discipline and a licensing system are three, mutually compatible, ways of ensuringdiscipline and a licensing system are three, mutually compatible, ways of ensuringdiscipline and a licensing system are three, mutually compatible, ways of ensuringdiscipline and a licensing system are three, mutually compatible, ways of ensuring

professional ethics and standards of estate agents.  It is up to the authoritiesprofessional ethics and standards of estate agents.  It is up to the authoritiesprofessional ethics and standards of estate agents.  It is up to the authoritiesprofessional ethics and standards of estate agents.  It is up to the authorities

concerned to get on with the legislation as a matter of priority to make sure thatconcerned to get on with the legislation as a matter of priority to make sure thatconcerned to get on with the legislation as a matter of priority to make sure thatconcerned to get on with the legislation as a matter of priority to make sure that

home buyers are duly protected.  Both the Consumer Council and the ICAC have proposedhome buyers are duly protected.  Both the Consumer Council and the ICAC have proposedhome buyers are duly protected.  Both the Consumer Council and the ICAC have proposedhome buyers are duly protected.  Both the Consumer Council and the ICAC have proposed

legislative control and licensing as measures to be taken.  May I ask the Secretarylegislative control and licensing as measures to be taken.  May I ask the Secretarylegislative control and licensing as measures to be taken.  May I ask the Secretarylegislative control and licensing as measures to be taken.  May I ask the Secretary

for Planning, Environment and Lands to explain whether it is because of insurmountablefor Planning, Environment and Lands to explain whether it is because of insurmountablefor Planning, Environment and Lands to explain whether it is because of insurmountablefor Planning, Environment and Lands to explain whether it is because of insurmountable

difficulties that decision has not been taken even now to legislate against thedifficulties that decision has not been taken even now to legislate against thedifficulties that decision has not been taken even now to legislate against thedifficulties that decision has not been taken even now to legislate against the

malpractices.malpractices.malpractices.malpractices.

I would also like to talk about the professional standards and ethicaI would also like to talk about the professional standards and ethicaI would also like to talk about the professional standards and ethicaI would also like to talk about the professional standards and ethical conductl conductl conductl conduct

of property managers.of property managers.of property managers.of property managers.

Some private building management companies do not conduct their businessSome private building management companies do not conduct their businessSome private building management companies do not conduct their businessSome private building management companies do not conduct their business

ethically.  For example, management fees are randomly raised without the need toethically.  For example, management fees are randomly raised without the need toethically.  For example, management fees are randomly raised without the need toethically.  For example, management fees are randomly raised without the need to



secure the consent of the vast majority of individual owners.  Litigation costssecure the consent of the vast majority of individual owners.  Litigation costssecure the consent of the vast majority of individual owners.  Litigation costssecure the consent of the vast majority of individual owners.  Litigation costs

arising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company are invariablyarising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company are invariablyarising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company are invariablyarising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company are invariably

to be borne by the individual owners.  Books of account are in a mess.  It is dueto be borne by the individual owners.  Books of account are in a mess.  It is dueto be borne by the individual owners.  Books of account are in a mess.  It is dueto be borne by the individual owners.  Books of account are in a mess.  It is due

to such problems that the United Democrats propose that some of the unfair clausesto such problems that the United Democrats propose that some of the unfair clausesto such problems that the United Democrats propose that some of the unfair clausesto such problems that the United Democrats propose that some of the unfair clauses

of the deed of mutual covenant governing private building management should be legallyof the deed of mutual covenant governing private building management should be legallyof the deed of mutual covenant governing private building management should be legallyof the deed of mutual covenant governing private building management should be legally

rectified.  The Government should also legislate to clearly define the legalrectified.  The Government should also legislate to clearly define the legalrectified.  The Government should also legislate to clearly define the legalrectified.  The Government should also legislate to clearly define the legal

responsibilities of the property managers so that they will not be able to pass theresponsibilities of the property managers so that they will not be able to pass theresponsibilities of the property managers so that they will not be able to pass theresponsibilities of the property managers so that they will not be able to pass the

buck to the individual owners.  Legislative means should also be used to make surebuck to the individual owners.  Legislative means should also be used to make surebuck to the individual owners.  Legislative means should also be used to make surebuck to the individual owners.  Legislative means should also be used to make sure

that the property managers are not able to randomly raise the management fee, andthat the property managers are not able to randomly raise the management fee, andthat the property managers are not able to randomly raise the management fee, andthat the property managers are not able to randomly raise the management fee, and

that they have to keep a clear account, so that the rights of the individual ownersthat they have to keep a clear account, so that the rights of the individual ownersthat they have to keep a clear account, so that the rights of the individual ownersthat they have to keep a clear account, so that the rights of the individual owners

will not be trespassed upon by the unethical management companies.will not be trespassed upon by the unethical management companies.will not be trespassed upon by the unethical management companies.will not be trespassed upon by the unethical management companies.

The professional standard of property managers is also a matter of public concern.The professional standard of property managers is also a matter of public concern.The professional standard of property managers is also a matter of public concern.The professional standard of property managers is also a matter of public concern.

The best monitoring mechanism is the setting up of a registering, licensing andThe best monitoring mechanism is the setting up of a registering, licensing andThe best monitoring mechanism is the setting up of a registering, licensing andThe best monitoring mechanism is the setting up of a registering, licensing and

scrutinizing system which will promote a systematic training programme.  Licensingscrutinizing system which will promote a systematic training programme.  Licensingscrutinizing system which will promote a systematic training programme.  Licensingscrutinizing system which will promote a systematic training programme.  Licensing

by category will enable the property management companies to, each according to theirby category will enable the property management companies to, each according to theirby category will enable the property management companies to, each according to theirby category will enable the property management companies to, each according to their

size, have a given number of trained property managers in their employ, and improvesize, have a given number of trained property managers in their employ, and improvesize, have a given number of trained property managers in their employ, and improvesize, have a given number of trained property managers in their employ, and improve

their management quality generally.  I understand that the relevant professionaltheir management quality generally.  I understand that the relevant professionaltheir management quality generally.  I understand that the relevant professionaltheir management quality generally.  I understand that the relevant professional

property management associations, including the Hong Kong Chapter of the Britishproperty management associations, including the Hong Kong Chapter of the Britishproperty management associations, including the Hong Kong Chapter of the Britishproperty management associations, including the Hong Kong Chapter of the British

Institute of Estate Management, have also thought about devising a code of conduct.Institute of Estate Management, have also thought about devising a code of conduct.Institute of Estate Management, have also thought about devising a code of conduct.Institute of Estate Management, have also thought about devising a code of conduct.

The public will of course welcome self-regulation and the formulation of aThe public will of course welcome self-regulation and the formulation of aThe public will of course welcome self-regulation and the formulation of aThe public will of course welcome self-regulation and the formulation of a

professional code of conduct.  But if we want to find a radical solution to the problemprofessional code of conduct.  But if we want to find a radical solution to the problemprofessional code of conduct.  But if we want to find a radical solution to the problemprofessional code of conduct.  But if we want to find a radical solution to the problem

of estate management, we will have to meet the most important requirement that bothof estate management, we will have to meet the most important requirement that bothof estate management, we will have to meet the most important requirement that bothof estate management, we will have to meet the most important requirement that both

legislation and a licensing system must be in place to ensure the quality oflegislation and a licensing system must be in place to ensure the quality oflegislation and a licensing system must be in place to ensure the quality oflegislation and a licensing system must be in place to ensure the quality of

professional estate management service and the protection of the rights of propertyprofessional estate management service and the protection of the rights of propertyprofessional estate management service and the protection of the rights of propertyprofessional estate management service and the protection of the rights of property

buyers.buyers.buyers.buyers.

With these remarks, I propose we proceed with the adjournment debate.With these remarks, I propose we proceed with the adjournment debate.With these remarks, I propose we proceed with the adjournment debate.With these remarks, I propose we proceed with the adjournment debate.

MR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong has one of the most active real estateMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong has one of the most active real estateMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong has one of the most active real estateMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong has one of the most active real estate

markets in the world.markets in the world.markets in the world.markets in the world.

Real estate is a vital feature of our economy.  This is true both in terms ofReal estate is a vital feature of our economy.  This is true both in terms ofReal estate is a vital feature of our economy.  This is true both in terms ofReal estate is a vital feature of our economy.  This is true both in terms of

the wealth creation process in its widest sense and also, of course, in terms ofthe wealth creation process in its widest sense and also, of course, in terms ofthe wealth creation process in its widest sense and also, of course, in terms ofthe wealth creation process in its widest sense and also, of course, in terms of

government revenues.  Furthermore Hong Kong real estate development and managementgovernment revenues.  Furthermore Hong Kong real estate development and managementgovernment revenues.  Furthermore Hong Kong real estate development and managementgovernment revenues.  Furthermore Hong Kong real estate development and management

practices are becoming increasingly relevant to China's budding real estate industry.practices are becoming increasingly relevant to China's budding real estate industry.practices are becoming increasingly relevant to China's budding real estate industry.practices are becoming increasingly relevant to China's budding real estate industry.



The health and well being of our real estate industry are therefore legitimateThe health and well being of our real estate industry are therefore legitimateThe health and well being of our real estate industry are therefore legitimateThe health and well being of our real estate industry are therefore legitimate

concerns of this Council.concerns of this Council.concerns of this Council.concerns of this Council.

Hong Kong has a wealth of outstanHong Kong has a wealth of outstanHong Kong has a wealth of outstanHong Kong has a wealth of outstanding and thoroughly professional talent workingding and thoroughly professional talent workingding and thoroughly professional talent workingding and thoroughly professional talent working

in its real estate industry both among the development and investment companiesin its real estate industry both among the development and investment companiesin its real estate industry both among the development and investment companiesin its real estate industry both among the development and investment companies

themselves and also among the agency firms that serve them.  Unfortunately there arethemselves and also among the agency firms that serve them.  Unfortunately there arethemselves and also among the agency firms that serve them.  Unfortunately there arethemselves and also among the agency firms that serve them.  Unfortunately there are

also a few bad apples as has become apparent in the recent speculative boom.  Thisalso a few bad apples as has become apparent in the recent speculative boom.  Thisalso a few bad apples as has become apparent in the recent speculative boom.  Thisalso a few bad apples as has become apparent in the recent speculative boom.  This

is a problem not unique to Hong Kong.is a problem not unique to Hong Kong.is a problem not unique to Hong Kong.is a problem not unique to Hong Kong.

I submit that the right policy for Hong Kong should be to create an environmentI submit that the right policy for Hong Kong should be to create an environmentI submit that the right policy for Hong Kong should be to create an environmentI submit that the right policy for Hong Kong should be to create an environment

in which the healthy development of our property services industry will be encouraged.in which the healthy development of our property services industry will be encouraged.in which the healthy development of our property services industry will be encouraged.in which the healthy development of our property services industry will be encouraged.

Our first priority should be to encourage the good to drive out the bad.Our first priority should be to encourage the good to drive out the bad.Our first priority should be to encourage the good to drive out the bad.Our first priority should be to encourage the good to drive out the bad.

I am convinced that the property services industry has both the motive and theI am convinced that the property services industry has both the motive and theI am convinced that the property services industry has both the motive and theI am convinced that the property services industry has both the motive and the

will to clean its own house.  My reasons for saying this are:will to clean its own house.  My reasons for saying this are:will to clean its own house.  My reasons for saying this are:will to clean its own house.  My reasons for saying this are:

Firstly, the danger to the industry as a whole and thus to the livelihoods of theFirstly, the danger to the industry as a whole and thus to the livelihoods of theFirstly, the danger to the industry as a whole and thus to the livelihoods of theFirstly, the danger to the industry as a whole and thus to the livelihoods of the

major participants posed by leaving matters unchanged;major participants posed by leaving matters unchanged;major participants posed by leaving matters unchanged;major participants posed by leaving matters unchanged;

Secondly, the fact that responsible members of the industry have already, in responseSecondly, the fact that responsible members of the industry have already, in responseSecondly, the fact that responsible members of the industry have already, in responseSecondly, the fact that responsible members of the industry have already, in response

to the same concerns that prompted this debate, gone ahead and formed the Hong Kongto the same concerns that prompted this debate, gone ahead and formed the Hong Kongto the same concerns that prompted this debate, gone ahead and formed the Hong Kongto the same concerns that prompted this debate, gone ahead and formed the Hong Kong

Association of Real Estate Agents and the Association of Property ManagementAssociation of Real Estate Agents and the Association of Property ManagementAssociation of Real Estate Agents and the Association of Property ManagementAssociation of Real Estate Agents and the Association of Property Management

Companies with the specific objective of moving these industries towardsCompanies with the specific objective of moving these industries towardsCompanies with the specific objective of moving these industries towardsCompanies with the specific objective of moving these industries towards

professionalism and self regulation as well as earning the esteem of the communityprofessionalism and self regulation as well as earning the esteem of the communityprofessionalism and self regulation as well as earning the esteem of the communityprofessionalism and self regulation as well as earning the esteem of the community

and the Government.and the Government.and the Government.and the Government.

What this Council needs to do is to give them the tools to do the job. This wouldWhat this Council needs to do is to give them the tools to do the job. This wouldWhat this Council needs to do is to give them the tools to do the job. This wouldWhat this Council needs to do is to give them the tools to do the job. This would

include empowering the governing bodies of the associations I have just mentionedinclude empowering the governing bodies of the associations I have just mentionedinclude empowering the governing bodies of the associations I have just mentionedinclude empowering the governing bodies of the associations I have just mentioned

to penalize, deregister or otherwise discipline their members in the same way as otherto penalize, deregister or otherwise discipline their members in the same way as otherto penalize, deregister or otherwise discipline their members in the same way as otherto penalize, deregister or otherwise discipline their members in the same way as other

professional bodies are able to do.professional bodies are able to do.professional bodies are able to do.professional bodies are able to do.

Mr Deputy President, I suggest that the approach I have outlined should provideMr Deputy President, I suggest that the approach I have outlined should provideMr Deputy President, I suggest that the approach I have outlined should provideMr Deputy President, I suggest that the approach I have outlined should provide

Hong Kong with an efficient and ethical real estate services industry at no cost toHong Kong with an efficient and ethical real estate services industry at no cost toHong Kong with an efficient and ethical real estate services industry at no cost toHong Kong with an efficient and ethical real estate services industry at no cost to

the public purse (other than that of enacting some simple legislation) and with nothe public purse (other than that of enacting some simple legislation) and with nothe public purse (other than that of enacting some simple legislation) and with nothe public purse (other than that of enacting some simple legislation) and with no

additional government bureaucracy.additional government bureaucracy.additional government bureaucracy.additional government bureaucracy.

Finally, Mr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has asked me to say that heFinally, Mr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has asked me to say that heFinally, Mr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has asked me to say that heFinally, Mr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has asked me to say that he

endorses these remarks.endorses these remarks.endorses these remarks.endorses these remarks.



Thank you.Thank you.Thank you.Thank you.

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong, with its unique economy, has alwaysMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong, with its unique economy, has alwaysMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong, with its unique economy, has alwaysMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, Hong Kong, with its unique economy, has always

been a place where speculation has been an important, indeed essential, element ofbeen a place where speculation has been an important, indeed essential, element ofbeen a place where speculation has been an important, indeed essential, element ofbeen a place where speculation has been an important, indeed essential, element of

business development.  Hong Kong, following a free enterprise, free trade philosophybusiness development.  Hong Kong, following a free enterprise, free trade philosophybusiness development.  Hong Kong, following a free enterprise, free trade philosophybusiness development.  Hong Kong, following a free enterprise, free trade philosophy

has always provided ample opportunity for speculators.  We have been a territoryhas always provided ample opportunity for speculators.  We have been a territoryhas always provided ample opportunity for speculators.  We have been a territoryhas always provided ample opportunity for speculators.  We have been a territory

where the devil takes the hindmost and there has been little sympathy for the loser.where the devil takes the hindmost and there has been little sympathy for the loser.where the devil takes the hindmost and there has been little sympathy for the loser.where the devil takes the hindmost and there has been little sympathy for the loser.

To the victor the spoils.To the victor the spoils.To the victor the spoils.To the victor the spoils.

That philosophy has nurtured our economy and we have been greatly successful.That philosophy has nurtured our economy and we have been greatly successful.That philosophy has nurtured our economy and we have been greatly successful.That philosophy has nurtured our economy and we have been greatly successful.

Other economies have learned from us and some have copied us with good results.Other economies have learned from us and some have copied us with good results.Other economies have learned from us and some have copied us with good results.Other economies have learned from us and some have copied us with good results.

But the end result of economic growth and success must be a fair division of wealthBut the end result of economic growth and success must be a fair division of wealthBut the end result of economic growth and success must be a fair division of wealthBut the end result of economic growth and success must be a fair division of wealth

and a society in which unfair advantage is restrained. As our economy has grown, theand a society in which unfair advantage is restrained. As our economy has grown, theand a society in which unfair advantage is restrained. As our economy has grown, theand a society in which unfair advantage is restrained. As our economy has grown, the

people of Hong Kong have also benefitted and have earned continually improving realpeople of Hong Kong have also benefitted and have earned continually improving realpeople of Hong Kong have also benefitted and have earned continually improving realpeople of Hong Kong have also benefitted and have earned continually improving real

wages.  These have been used to provide better education for their children, and awages.  These have been used to provide better education for their children, and awages.  These have been used to provide better education for their children, and awages.  These have been used to provide better education for their children, and a

better living environment for their families.  A large proportion of our workingbetter living environment for their families.  A large proportion of our workingbetter living environment for their families.  A large proportion of our workingbetter living environment for their families.  A large proportion of our working

people have entertained the hope that they might buy and own a home.  In every country,people have entertained the hope that they might buy and own a home.  In every country,people have entertained the hope that they might buy and own a home.  In every country,people have entertained the hope that they might buy and own a home.  In every country,

home ownership is a vital element in the stable development of the society.  Thehome ownership is a vital element in the stable development of the society.  Thehome ownership is a vital element in the stable development of the society.  Thehome ownership is a vital element in the stable development of the society.  The

Government of Hong Kong realized in 1953 that an essential ingredient in domesticGovernment of Hong Kong realized in 1953 that an essential ingredient in domesticGovernment of Hong Kong realized in 1953 that an essential ingredient in domesticGovernment of Hong Kong realized in 1953 that an essential ingredient in domestic

stability was the provision of housing for families.  The resettlement over manystability was the provision of housing for families.  The resettlement over manystability was the provision of housing for families.  The resettlement over manystability was the provision of housing for families.  The resettlement over many

years of over    two million people in government housing had an enormous stabilizingyears of over    two million people in government housing had an enormous stabilizingyears of over    two million people in government housing had an enormous stabilizingyears of over    two million people in government housing had an enormous stabilizing

effect allowing parents to concentrate on earning wages and raising families.  Aseffect allowing parents to concentrate on earning wages and raising families.  Aseffect allowing parents to concentrate on earning wages and raising families.  Aseffect allowing parents to concentrate on earning wages and raising families.  As

the economy improved and savings increased, the Government and the private sectorthe economy improved and savings increased, the Government and the private sectorthe economy improved and savings increased, the Government and the private sectorthe economy improved and savings increased, the Government and the private sector

combined to build homes not for rent but for sale.  The partnership has producedcombined to build homes not for rent but for sale.  The partnership has producedcombined to build homes not for rent but for sale.  The partnership has producedcombined to build homes not for rent but for sale.  The partnership has produced

hundreds of thousands of family-owned homes.hundreds of thousands of family-owned homes.hundreds of thousands of family-owned homes.hundreds of thousands of family-owned homes.

Our economy is very strong by world standards and real wages continue to increase.Our economy is very strong by world standards and real wages continue to increase.Our economy is very strong by world standards and real wages continue to increase.Our economy is very strong by world standards and real wages continue to increase.

The demand for homes therefore is almost insatiable. Our massive home buildingThe demand for homes therefore is almost insatiable. Our massive home buildingThe demand for homes therefore is almost insatiable. Our massive home buildingThe demand for homes therefore is almost insatiable. Our massive home building

programme progresses but does not fully meet the needs, nor will it ever do so.programme progresses but does not fully meet the needs, nor will it ever do so.programme progresses but does not fully meet the needs, nor will it ever do so.programme progresses but does not fully meet the needs, nor will it ever do so.

In this situation, where demand outstrips supply by a considerable margin, theIn this situation, where demand outstrips supply by a considerable margin, theIn this situation, where demand outstrips supply by a considerable margin, theIn this situation, where demand outstrips supply by a considerable margin, the

temptation for developers, and agents, to manipulate prices and take unreasonabletemptation for developers, and agents, to manipulate prices and take unreasonabletemptation for developers, and agents, to manipulate prices and take unreasonabletemptation for developers, and agents, to manipulate prices and take unreasonable

profits must be very great.  We have seen a very large upward movement in price forprofits must be very great.  We have seen a very large upward movement in price forprofits must be very great.  We have seen a very large upward movement in price forprofits must be very great.  We have seen a very large upward movement in price for

new homes during the last two years, to a worrying extent.  A high proportion of allnew homes during the last two years, to a worrying extent.  A high proportion of allnew homes during the last two years, to a worrying extent.  A high proportion of allnew homes during the last two years, to a worrying extent.  A high proportion of all

new homes appears to be in the hands of speculators.  We have seen disturbing evidencenew homes appears to be in the hands of speculators.  We have seen disturbing evidencenew homes appears to be in the hands of speculators.  We have seen disturbing evidencenew homes appears to be in the hands of speculators.  We have seen disturbing evidence

of triad involvement in the allocation of purchasing rights for new homes in someof triad involvement in the allocation of purchasing rights for new homes in someof triad involvement in the allocation of purchasing rights for new homes in someof triad involvement in the allocation of purchasing rights for new homes in some



cases leading to intimidation and violence.  We have noted that some developers havecases leading to intimidation and violence.  We have noted that some developers havecases leading to intimidation and violence.  We have noted that some developers havecases leading to intimidation and violence.  We have noted that some developers have

appeared unwilling or unable to control initial sales effectively and fairly.appeared unwilling or unable to control initial sales effectively and fairly.appeared unwilling or unable to control initial sales effectively and fairly.appeared unwilling or unable to control initial sales effectively and fairly.

We have also noted that homes are sold on the market under differing measurementWe have also noted that homes are sold on the market under differing measurementWe have also noted that homes are sold on the market under differing measurementWe have also noted that homes are sold on the market under differing measurement

criteria for the saleable area and that there is no compulsion on developers andcriteria for the saleable area and that there is no compulsion on developers andcriteria for the saleable area and that there is no compulsion on developers andcriteria for the saleable area and that there is no compulsion on developers and

salesmen to provide standardized information on homes placed on the market andsalesmen to provide standardized information on homes placed on the market andsalesmen to provide standardized information on homes placed on the market andsalesmen to provide standardized information on homes placed on the market and

advertised.  Apartments advertised as having 1 500 sq ft may have less than 1 000advertised.  Apartments advertised as having 1 500 sq ft may have less than 1 000advertised.  Apartments advertised as having 1 500 sq ft may have less than 1 000advertised.  Apartments advertised as having 1 500 sq ft may have less than 1 000

sq ft of saleable floor space.  The system by which saleable area is advertised issq ft of saleable floor space.  The system by which saleable area is advertised issq ft of saleable floor space.  The system by which saleable area is advertised issq ft of saleable floor space.  The system by which saleable area is advertised is

not regulated by law in all cases.  Private developers and property agents are notnot regulated by law in all cases.  Private developers and property agents are notnot regulated by law in all cases.  Private developers and property agents are notnot regulated by law in all cases.  Private developers and property agents are not

required by law to disclose the saleable area for all premises advertised for sale.required by law to disclose the saleable area for all premises advertised for sale.required by law to disclose the saleable area for all premises advertised for sale.required by law to disclose the saleable area for all premises advertised for sale.

Prospective purchasers may well be misled.  Since an apartment may be the mostProspective purchasers may well be misled.  Since an apartment may be the mostProspective purchasers may well be misled.  Since an apartment may be the mostProspective purchasers may well be misled.  Since an apartment may be the most

important purchase ever undertaken by an individual or family, there must surely beimportant purchase ever undertaken by an individual or family, there must surely beimportant purchase ever undertaken by an individual or family, there must surely beimportant purchase ever undertaken by an individual or family, there must surely be

a clear legal protection of the rights of the purchaser to know exactly what is beinga clear legal protection of the rights of the purchaser to know exactly what is beinga clear legal protection of the rights of the purchaser to know exactly what is beinga clear legal protection of the rights of the purchaser to know exactly what is being

purchased including the precise saleable area and facilities.purchased including the precise saleable area and facilities.purchased including the precise saleable area and facilities.purchased including the precise saleable area and facilities.

In addition, the standards which estate agents have exhibited have shownIn addition, the standards which estate agents have exhibited have shownIn addition, the standards which estate agents have exhibited have shownIn addition, the standards which estate agents have exhibited have shown

substantial differences.  Some have been good and sometimes very good.  Others havesubstantial differences.  Some have been good and sometimes very good.  Others havesubstantial differences.  Some have been good and sometimes very good.  Others havesubstantial differences.  Some have been good and sometimes very good.  Others have

been, unfortunately, very, very bad.  It is not necessary for me to spell out thebeen, unfortunately, very, very bad.  It is not necessary for me to spell out thebeen, unfortunately, very, very bad.  It is not necessary for me to spell out thebeen, unfortunately, very, very bad.  It is not necessary for me to spell out the

common faults.  They are well known and my colleagues in the Council have set outcommon faults.  They are well known and my colleagues in the Council have set outcommon faults.  They are well known and my colleagues in the Council have set outcommon faults.  They are well known and my colleagues in the Council have set out

many of them already. Complaints have been directed at the Government and at themany of them already. Complaints have been directed at the Government and at themany of them already. Complaints have been directed at the Government and at themany of them already. Complaints have been directed at the Government and at the

Consumer Council many times and with justification.  The professional bodies whichConsumer Council many times and with justification.  The professional bodies whichConsumer Council many times and with justification.  The professional bodies whichConsumer Council many times and with justification.  The professional bodies which

represent estate agents agree that standards must be established and then maintainedrepresent estate agents agree that standards must be established and then maintainedrepresent estate agents agree that standards must be established and then maintainedrepresent estate agents agree that standards must be established and then maintained

by law since self-regulation has not worked and will not work in the face ofby law since self-regulation has not worked and will not work in the face ofby law since self-regulation has not worked and will not work in the face ofby law since self-regulation has not worked and will not work in the face of

speculation and greed.  I am therefore in favour of action by the Government to setspeculation and greed.  I am therefore in favour of action by the Government to setspeculation and greed.  I am therefore in favour of action by the Government to setspeculation and greed.  I am therefore in favour of action by the Government to set

up a committee charged with the examination of the present situation and to put upup a committee charged with the examination of the present situation and to put upup a committee charged with the examination of the present situation and to put upup a committee charged with the examination of the present situation and to put up

proposals to provide protection to a long suffering public in the purchase of theirproposals to provide protection to a long suffering public in the purchase of theirproposals to provide protection to a long suffering public in the purchase of theirproposals to provide protection to a long suffering public in the purchase of their

homes.  I note, incidentally, that this debate has already galvanized the real estatehomes.  I note, incidentally, that this debate has already galvanized the real estatehomes.  I note, incidentally, that this debate has already galvanized the real estatehomes.  I note, incidentally, that this debate has already galvanized the real estate

industry into making various useful proposals in this direction.  It is a pity inindustry into making various useful proposals in this direction.  It is a pity inindustry into making various useful proposals in this direction.  It is a pity inindustry into making various useful proposals in this direction.  It is a pity in

my view that such action was not proposed long ago when it became clear that estatemy view that such action was not proposed long ago when it became clear that estatemy view that such action was not proposed long ago when it became clear that estatemy view that such action was not proposed long ago when it became clear that estate

agents were not playing the game with the buying public.agents were not playing the game with the buying public.agents were not playing the game with the buying public.agents were not playing the game with the buying public.

I also take this opportunity of suggesting that the management of private sectorI also take this opportunity of suggesting that the management of private sectorI also take this opportunity of suggesting that the management of private sectorI also take this opportunity of suggesting that the management of private sector

housing estates should be a subject for detailed examination by the Government.  Herehousing estates should be a subject for detailed examination by the Government.  Herehousing estates should be a subject for detailed examination by the Government.  Herehousing estates should be a subject for detailed examination by the Government.  Here

again, we have examples of very bad managers being able to continue to manage largeagain, we have examples of very bad managers being able to continue to manage largeagain, we have examples of very bad managers being able to continue to manage largeagain, we have examples of very bad managers being able to continue to manage large

private housing estates whose individual apartment owners feel deeply aggrieved thatprivate housing estates whose individual apartment owners feel deeply aggrieved thatprivate housing estates whose individual apartment owners feel deeply aggrieved thatprivate housing estates whose individual apartment owners feel deeply aggrieved that

their rights are not being respected yet who cannot do much themselves to improvetheir rights are not being respected yet who cannot do much themselves to improvetheir rights are not being respected yet who cannot do much themselves to improvetheir rights are not being respected yet who cannot do much themselves to improve

the situation.the situation.the situation.the situation.



I am dealing at prI am dealing at prI am dealing at prI am dealing at present with one such case where, oddly enough, the managers areesent with one such case where, oddly enough, the managers areesent with one such case where, oddly enough, the managers areesent with one such case where, oddly enough, the managers are

of the highest quality, yet where a most serious dispute which has lasted for severalof the highest quality, yet where a most serious dispute which has lasted for severalof the highest quality, yet where a most serious dispute which has lasted for severalof the highest quality, yet where a most serious dispute which has lasted for several

years has not yet been resolved.  The circumstances of this particular dispute seemyears has not yet been resolved.  The circumstances of this particular dispute seemyears has not yet been resolved.  The circumstances of this particular dispute seemyears has not yet been resolved.  The circumstances of this particular dispute seem

to me to warrant a public inquiry.  It would certainly provide a very good case studyto me to warrant a public inquiry.  It would certainly provide a very good case studyto me to warrant a public inquiry.  It would certainly provide a very good case studyto me to warrant a public inquiry.  It would certainly provide a very good case study

in what can go wrong without adequate legal protection and a satisfactory system ofin what can go wrong without adequate legal protection and a satisfactory system ofin what can go wrong without adequate legal protection and a satisfactory system ofin what can go wrong without adequate legal protection and a satisfactory system of

arbitration for use by all the parties concerned.arbitration for use by all the parties concerned.arbitration for use by all the parties concerned.arbitration for use by all the parties concerned.

MR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the issue ofMR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the issue ofMR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the issue ofMR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I will speak on the issue of

property management.  It is estimated that about 60% of Hong Kong people live inproperty management.  It is estimated that about 60% of Hong Kong people live inproperty management.  It is estimated that about 60% of Hong Kong people live inproperty management.  It is estimated that about 60% of Hong Kong people live in

private buildings.  However, the Government has always failed to formulate a soundprivate buildings.  However, the Government has always failed to formulate a soundprivate buildings.  However, the Government has always failed to formulate a soundprivate buildings.  However, the Government has always failed to formulate a sound

policy and to establish proper monitoring mechanism with regard to the managementpolicy and to establish proper monitoring mechanism with regard to the managementpolicy and to establish proper monitoring mechanism with regard to the managementpolicy and to establish proper monitoring mechanism with regard to the management

of private buildings, which has consequently become a most controversial socialof private buildings, which has consequently become a most controversial socialof private buildings, which has consequently become a most controversial socialof private buildings, which has consequently become a most controversial social

issue.issue.issue.issue.

Insofar as the management of private buildings is concerned, given that most ofInsofar as the management of private buildings is concerned, given that most ofInsofar as the management of private buildings is concerned, given that most ofInsofar as the management of private buildings is concerned, given that most of

the management companies are in fact the subsidiary companies of the developer, therethe management companies are in fact the subsidiary companies of the developer, therethe management companies are in fact the subsidiary companies of the developer, therethe management companies are in fact the subsidiary companies of the developer, there

is no way the small proprietors can protect their own interests.  Unfair clauses areis no way the small proprietors can protect their own interests.  Unfair clauses areis no way the small proprietors can protect their own interests.  Unfair clauses areis no way the small proprietors can protect their own interests.  Unfair clauses are

commonly found in the existing deeds of mutual covenant, including the prohibitioncommonly found in the existing deeds of mutual covenant, including the prohibitioncommonly found in the existing deeds of mutual covenant, including the prohibitioncommonly found in the existing deeds of mutual covenant, including the prohibition

of small proprietors from forming an owners' corporation to manage their buildingof small proprietors from forming an owners' corporation to manage their buildingof small proprietors from forming an owners' corporation to manage their buildingof small proprietors from forming an owners' corporation to manage their building

by themselves.  Secondly, the management right is given to the subsidiary companyby themselves.  Secondly, the management right is given to the subsidiary companyby themselves.  Secondly, the management right is given to the subsidiary companyby themselves.  Secondly, the management right is given to the subsidiary company

of the developer, either for good or for an extended period of time.  Thirdly, theof the developer, either for good or for an extended period of time.  Thirdly, theof the developer, either for good or for an extended period of time.  Thirdly, theof the developer, either for good or for an extended period of time.  Thirdly, the

management company approved by the developer has the absolute right of formulatingmanagement company approved by the developer has the absolute right of formulatingmanagement company approved by the developer has the absolute right of formulatingmanagement company approved by the developer has the absolute right of formulating

and amending the provisions governing the building without the need to seek in advanceand amending the provisions governing the building without the need to seek in advanceand amending the provisions governing the building without the need to seek in advanceand amending the provisions governing the building without the need to seek in advance

the views of the majority of the small proprietors.  Fourthly, litigation costs andthe views of the majority of the small proprietors.  Fourthly, litigation costs andthe views of the majority of the small proprietors.  Fourthly, litigation costs andthe views of the majority of the small proprietors.  Fourthly, litigation costs and

compensation arising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company arecompensation arising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company arecompensation arising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company arecompensation arising from mismanagement or negligence of the management company are

to be met by management fees paid by the small proprietors.  It is obvious that theto be met by management fees paid by the small proprietors.  It is obvious that theto be met by management fees paid by the small proprietors.  It is obvious that theto be met by management fees paid by the small proprietors.  It is obvious that the

small proprietors have been deprived of the right to manage the building in whichsmall proprietors have been deprived of the right to manage the building in whichsmall proprietors have been deprived of the right to manage the building in whichsmall proprietors have been deprived of the right to manage the building in which

they live.  There is no way they can check irregularities, involving unreasonablythey live.  There is no way they can check irregularities, involving unreasonablythey live.  There is no way they can check irregularities, involving unreasonablythey live.  There is no way they can check irregularities, involving unreasonably

high management fee, inadequate supervision on expenditure, and problems relatinghigh management fee, inadequate supervision on expenditure, and problems relatinghigh management fee, inadequate supervision on expenditure, and problems relatinghigh management fee, inadequate supervision on expenditure, and problems relating

to tender selection.  They will have to grin and bear it.  For even if they decideto tender selection.  They will have to grin and bear it.  For even if they decideto tender selection.  They will have to grin and bear it.  For even if they decideto tender selection.  They will have to grin and bear it.  For even if they decide

to take legal action and actually win the case in court, the costs and indemnity willto take legal action and actually win the case in court, the costs and indemnity willto take legal action and actually win the case in court, the costs and indemnity willto take legal action and actually win the case in court, the costs and indemnity will

have to be paid for by the small proprietors themselves.  It is not worth the troublehave to be paid for by the small proprietors themselves.  It is not worth the troublehave to be paid for by the small proprietors themselves.  It is not worth the troublehave to be paid for by the small proprietors themselves.  It is not worth the trouble

after all.after all.after all.after all.

On the other hand, that there is no way for them to supervise the managementOn the other hand, that there is no way for them to supervise the managementOn the other hand, that there is no way for them to supervise the managementOn the other hand, that there is no way for them to supervise the management

company has given rise to a lot of problems.  For example, the deed of mutual covenantcompany has given rise to a lot of problems.  For example, the deed of mutual covenantcompany has given rise to a lot of problems.  For example, the deed of mutual covenantcompany has given rise to a lot of problems.  For example, the deed of mutual covenant

(DMC) has been breached in the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen managed by the Estate(DMC) has been breached in the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen managed by the Estate(DMC) has been breached in the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen managed by the Estate(DMC) has been breached in the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen managed by the Estate



Management Office of the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC).  According toManagement Office of the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC).  According toManagement Office of the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC).  According toManagement Office of the Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC).  According to

Section 6H(2) of the DMC of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen, the management company has to putSection 6H(2) of the DMC of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen, the management company has to putSection 6H(2) of the DMC of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen, the management company has to putSection 6H(2) of the DMC of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen, the management company has to put

into a separate bank account the fund deposits paid by flat occupants and the surplusinto a separate bank account the fund deposits paid by flat occupants and the surplusinto a separate bank account the fund deposits paid by flat occupants and the surplusinto a separate bank account the fund deposits paid by flat occupants and the surplus

from management fees.  However, during the period from the start of 1984 untilfrom management fees.  However, during the period from the start of 1984 untilfrom management fees.  However, during the period from the start of 1984 untilfrom management fees.  However, during the period from the start of 1984 until

September 1991, the money has instead been put into the consolidated account of theSeptember 1991, the money has instead been put into the consolidated account of theSeptember 1991, the money has instead been put into the consolidated account of theSeptember 1991, the money has instead been put into the consolidated account of the

MTRC.  The MTRC dutifully paid interest to the residents on the deposits, but sinceMTRC.  The MTRC dutifully paid interest to the residents on the deposits, but sinceMTRC.  The MTRC dutifully paid interest to the residents on the deposits, but sinceMTRC.  The MTRC dutifully paid interest to the residents on the deposits, but since

it is not a financial company, it is liable to pay an interest tax to the Government.it is not a financial company, it is liable to pay an interest tax to the Government.it is not a financial company, it is liable to pay an interest tax to the Government.it is not a financial company, it is liable to pay an interest tax to the Government.

It has taken the working group on finance of former owners' association two yearsIt has taken the working group on finance of former owners' association two yearsIt has taken the working group on finance of former owners' association two yearsIt has taken the working group on finance of former owners' association two years

to work out, towards the end of 1989, that the interest tax paid by the MTRC fromto work out, towards the end of 1989, that the interest tax paid by the MTRC fromto work out, towards the end of 1989, that the interest tax paid by the MTRC fromto work out, towards the end of 1989, that the interest tax paid by the MTRC from

1984 to 1989 actually cost the residents a total of $240,000.  This incident was1984 to 1989 actually cost the residents a total of $240,000.  This incident was1984 to 1989 actually cost the residents a total of $240,000.  This incident was1984 to 1989 actually cost the residents a total of $240,000.  This incident was

reported in the February 1 edition of the Pai Shing Semi-monthly.  I have taken itreported in the February 1 edition of the Pai Shing Semi-monthly.  I have taken itreported in the February 1 edition of the Pai Shing Semi-monthly.  I have taken itreported in the February 1 edition of the Pai Shing Semi-monthly.  I have taken it

upon myself to put out a special pamphlet on the issue. I requested the managementupon myself to put out a special pamphlet on the issue. I requested the managementupon myself to put out a special pamphlet on the issue. I requested the managementupon myself to put out a special pamphlet on the issue. I requested the management

company to give permission for me to distribute the pamphlet and questionnaires incompany to give permission for me to distribute the pamphlet and questionnaires incompany to give permission for me to distribute the pamphlet and questionnaires incompany to give permission for me to distribute the pamphlet and questionnaires in

the Estate to canvass views of the residents, but the request was turned down.the Estate to canvass views of the residents, but the request was turned down.the Estate to canvass views of the residents, but the request was turned down.the Estate to canvass views of the residents, but the request was turned down.

Subsequently, some proprietors quoted that, at a meeting of proprietors held on 27Subsequently, some proprietors quoted that, at a meeting of proprietors held on 27Subsequently, some proprietors quoted that, at a meeting of proprietors held on 27Subsequently, some proprietors quoted that, at a meeting of proprietors held on 27

March 1991, they received a letter from the MTRC in both English and Chinese versionsMarch 1991, they received a letter from the MTRC in both English and Chinese versionsMarch 1991, they received a letter from the MTRC in both English and Chinese versionsMarch 1991, they received a letter from the MTRC in both English and Chinese versions

admitting a breach of the DMC.  But on 3 May of the same year, the MTRC wrote to theadmitting a breach of the DMC.  But on 3 May of the same year, the MTRC wrote to theadmitting a breach of the DMC.  But on 3 May of the same year, the MTRC wrote to theadmitting a breach of the DMC.  But on 3 May of the same year, the MTRC wrote to the

proprietors of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen to state that it had not breached the DMC.  Theproprietors of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen to state that it had not breached the DMC.  Theproprietors of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen to state that it had not breached the DMC.  Theproprietors of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen to state that it had not breached the DMC.  The

inconsistency has left many small proprietors quite puzzled.  Although the MTRCinconsistency has left many small proprietors quite puzzled.  Although the MTRCinconsistency has left many small proprietors quite puzzled.  Although the MTRCinconsistency has left many small proprietors quite puzzled.  Although the MTRC

agreed eventually in September 1991 to open a separate account for the residents ofagreed eventually in September 1991 to open a separate account for the residents ofagreed eventually in September 1991 to open a separate account for the residents ofagreed eventually in September 1991 to open a separate account for the residents of

Luk Yeung Sun Chuen, the letter from the MTRC reiterated that it had not broken theLuk Yeung Sun Chuen, the letter from the MTRC reiterated that it had not broken theLuk Yeung Sun Chuen, the letter from the MTRC reiterated that it had not broken theLuk Yeung Sun Chuen, the letter from the MTRC reiterated that it had not broken the

DMC and would not acknowledge any responsibility for the consequences.  The fact isDMC and would not acknowledge any responsibility for the consequences.  The fact isDMC and would not acknowledge any responsibility for the consequences.  The fact isDMC and would not acknowledge any responsibility for the consequences.  The fact is

that we can see from the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen that the rights of the smallthat we can see from the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen that the rights of the smallthat we can see from the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen that the rights of the smallthat we can see from the case of Luk Yeung Sun Chuen that the rights of the small

proprietors are not protected at all.  Even an elected Councillor returned in thatproprietors are not protected at all.  Even an elected Councillor returned in thatproprietors are not protected at all.  Even an elected Councillor returned in thatproprietors are not protected at all.  Even an elected Councillor returned in that

constituency has not been able, being repeatedly thwarted by the MTRC Estate Office,constituency has not been able, being repeatedly thwarted by the MTRC Estate Office,constituency has not been able, being repeatedly thwarted by the MTRC Estate Office,constituency has not been able, being repeatedly thwarted by the MTRC Estate Office,

to canvass views of the residents or present a work report to them; indeed, theto canvass views of the residents or present a work report to them; indeed, theto canvass views of the residents or present a work report to them; indeed, theto canvass views of the residents or present a work report to them; indeed, the

questionnaires delivered on the doorsteps were fished out one by one by the securityquestionnaires delivered on the doorsteps were fished out one by one by the securityquestionnaires delivered on the doorsteps were fished out one by one by the securityquestionnaires delivered on the doorsteps were fished out one by one by the security

guards.  Residents' queries of the security department and the management companyguards.  Residents' queries of the security department and the management companyguards.  Residents' queries of the security department and the management companyguards.  Residents' queries of the security department and the management company

have not received reasonable explanation.  Residents have no channels of to air theirhave not received reasonable explanation.  Residents have no channels of to air theirhave not received reasonable explanation.  Residents have no channels of to air theirhave not received reasonable explanation.  Residents have no channels of to air their

grievances at all.  If this can happen to a large company such as the MTRC, thegrievances at all.  If this can happen to a large company such as the MTRC, thegrievances at all.  If this can happen to a large company such as the MTRC, thegrievances at all.  If this can happen to a large company such as the MTRC, the

seriousness of the problem with smaller companies is not hard to imagine.seriousness of the problem with smaller companies is not hard to imagine.seriousness of the problem with smaller companies is not hard to imagine.seriousness of the problem with smaller companies is not hard to imagine.

Due to the various management problems of private buildings, I and the other UDHKDue to the various management problems of private buildings, I and the other UDHKDue to the various management problems of private buildings, I and the other UDHKDue to the various management problems of private buildings, I and the other UDHK

Members of this Council propose that the Government set up as soon as possible a soundMembers of this Council propose that the Government set up as soon as possible a soundMembers of this Council propose that the Government set up as soon as possible a soundMembers of this Council propose that the Government set up as soon as possible a sound

system of registration, licensing and scrutiny.  It should be stipulated that eachsystem of registration, licensing and scrutiny.  It should be stipulated that eachsystem of registration, licensing and scrutiny.  It should be stipulated that eachsystem of registration, licensing and scrutiny.  It should be stipulated that each

management company should according to its size have a proportional number ofmanagement company should according to its size have a proportional number ofmanagement company should according to its size have a proportional number ofmanagement company should according to its size have a proportional number of

professionally qualified staff and it will not be allowed to operate until it hasprofessionally qualified staff and it will not be allowed to operate until it hasprofessionally qualified staff and it will not be allowed to operate until it hasprofessionally qualified staff and it will not be allowed to operate until it has

been properly registered and issued with a licence after careful assessment by thebeen properly registered and issued with a licence after careful assessment by thebeen properly registered and issued with a licence after careful assessment by thebeen properly registered and issued with a licence after careful assessment by the



Government.  Management companies may be divided into three categories.  CategoryGovernment.  Management companies may be divided into three categories.  CategoryGovernment.  Management companies may be divided into three categories.  CategoryGovernment.  Management companies may be divided into three categories.  Category

one companies can manage all kinds of buildings and large estates. Category twoone companies can manage all kinds of buildings and large estates. Category twoone companies can manage all kinds of buildings and large estates. Category twoone companies can manage all kinds of buildings and large estates. Category two

companies can manage an estate of two to six blocks.  Category three companies cancompanies can manage an estate of two to six blocks.  Category three companies cancompanies can manage an estate of two to six blocks.  Category three companies cancompanies can manage an estate of two to six blocks.  Category three companies can

only manage a single building.  Any management company which has committedonly manage a single building.  Any management company which has committedonly manage a single building.  Any management company which has committedonly manage a single building.  Any management company which has committed

mismanagement or other very serious offence is liable to have its licence revoked.mismanagement or other very serious offence is liable to have its licence revoked.mismanagement or other very serious offence is liable to have its licence revoked.mismanagement or other very serious offence is liable to have its licence revoked.

Due to the lack of proper monitoring of the management companies, I believe thisDue to the lack of proper monitoring of the management companies, I believe thisDue to the lack of proper monitoring of the management companies, I believe thisDue to the lack of proper monitoring of the management companies, I believe this

problem is actually a time bomb.  In the event of a management company closing downproblem is actually a time bomb.  In the event of a management company closing downproblem is actually a time bomb.  In the event of a management company closing downproblem is actually a time bomb.  In the event of a management company closing down

or flying by night with their clients' money, it is likely that over tens of millionsor flying by night with their clients' money, it is likely that over tens of millionsor flying by night with their clients' money, it is likely that over tens of millionsor flying by night with their clients' money, it is likely that over tens of millions

of dollars will be involved.  Should it continue to turn a blind eye to this problem,of dollars will be involved.  Should it continue to turn a blind eye to this problem,of dollars will be involved.  Should it continue to turn a blind eye to this problem,of dollars will be involved.  Should it continue to turn a blind eye to this problem,

I  think, if any mishap takes place, the Government must be held accountable for it.I  think, if any mishap takes place, the Government must be held accountable for it.I  think, if any mishap takes place, the Government must be held accountable for it.I  think, if any mishap takes place, the Government must be held accountable for it.

Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Five Members have yet to speak.  At 11.20 pm I shall call on theDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Five Members have yet to speak.  At 11.20 pm I shall call on theDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Five Members have yet to speak.  At 11.20 pm I shall call on theDEPUTY PRESIDENT:  Five Members have yet to speak.  At 11.20 pm I shall call on the

Government to reply.Government to reply.Government to reply.Government to reply.

PROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, in Hong Kong's booming property market, estatePROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, in Hong Kong's booming property market, estatePROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, in Hong Kong's booming property market, estatePROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, in Hong Kong's booming property market, estate

agents play a very active role in the transactions of properties, particularlyagents play a very active role in the transactions of properties, particularlyagents play a very active role in the transactions of properties, particularlyagents play a very active role in the transactions of properties, particularly

second-hand properties.  They are also active in promoting overseas properties.second-hand properties.  They are also active in promoting overseas properties.second-hand properties.  They are also active in promoting overseas properties.second-hand properties.  They are also active in promoting overseas properties.

Unfortunately, incompetent, deceptive and/or unethical practices of the trade haveUnfortunately, incompetent, deceptive and/or unethical practices of the trade haveUnfortunately, incompetent, deceptive and/or unethical practices of the trade haveUnfortunately, incompetent, deceptive and/or unethical practices of the trade have

become a source of consumer grievance.  In the past three years, the Consumer Councilbecome a source of consumer grievance.  In the past three years, the Consumer Councilbecome a source of consumer grievance.  In the past three years, the Consumer Councilbecome a source of consumer grievance.  In the past three years, the Consumer Council

received a total of 430 complaints against estate agents, which grew from 67 in 1989received a total of 430 complaints against estate agents, which grew from 67 in 1989received a total of 430 complaints against estate agents, which grew from 67 in 1989received a total of 430 complaints against estate agents, which grew from 67 in 1989

to 248 in 1991.  The magnitude of the problem is most likely far greater than hasto 248 in 1991.  The magnitude of the problem is most likely far greater than hasto 248 in 1991.  The magnitude of the problem is most likely far greater than hasto 248 in 1991.  The magnitude of the problem is most likely far greater than has

been suggested by the number of complaints received, as in many cases neither thebeen suggested by the number of complaints received, as in many cases neither thebeen suggested by the number of complaints received, as in many cases neither thebeen suggested by the number of complaints received, as in many cases neither the

purchaser nor the vendor is aware of the fact that he has been the victim of malpracticepurchaser nor the vendor is aware of the fact that he has been the victim of malpracticepurchaser nor the vendor is aware of the fact that he has been the victim of malpracticepurchaser nor the vendor is aware of the fact that he has been the victim of malpractice

or fraud.or fraud.or fraud.or fraud.

To improve the protection to consumers in the second-hand property market, itTo improve the protection to consumers in the second-hand property market, itTo improve the protection to consumers in the second-hand property market, itTo improve the protection to consumers in the second-hand property market, it

is the view of the Consumer Council and many professional bodies that there is ais the view of the Consumer Council and many professional bodies that there is ais the view of the Consumer Council and many professional bodies that there is ais the view of the Consumer Council and many professional bodies that there is a

genuine need to regulate the operation of estate agents in Hong Kong; specifically,genuine need to regulate the operation of estate agents in Hong Kong; specifically,genuine need to regulate the operation of estate agents in Hong Kong; specifically,genuine need to regulate the operation of estate agents in Hong Kong; specifically,

legislation which eventually leads to a full licensing system of all estates agentslegislation which eventually leads to a full licensing system of all estates agentslegislation which eventually leads to a full licensing system of all estates agentslegislation which eventually leads to a full licensing system of all estates agents

should be enacted.should be enacted.should be enacted.should be enacted.

As the establishment of a full licensing system would take time and there is anAs the establishment of a full licensing system would take time and there is anAs the establishment of a full licensing system would take time and there is anAs the establishment of a full licensing system would take time and there is an

urgent need to regulate the present malpractice of many estate agents, an Estateurgent need to regulate the present malpractice of many estate agents, an Estateurgent need to regulate the present malpractice of many estate agents, an Estateurgent need to regulate the present malpractice of many estate agents, an Estate

Agents Ordinance ought to be enacted first to set out the minimum standards to beAgents Ordinance ought to be enacted first to set out the minimum standards to beAgents Ordinance ought to be enacted first to set out the minimum standards to beAgents Ordinance ought to be enacted first to set out the minimum standards to be



met and duties to be performed by all estate agents.  The Government should alsomet and duties to be performed by all estate agents.  The Government should alsomet and duties to be performed by all estate agents.  The Government should alsomet and duties to be performed by all estate agents.  The Government should also

explore the possibility of regulating the sales of overseas properties.  At present,explore the possibility of regulating the sales of overseas properties.  At present,explore the possibility of regulating the sales of overseas properties.  At present,explore the possibility of regulating the sales of overseas properties.  At present,

the Securities and Futures Commission is given the task of monitoring the promotionthe Securities and Futures Commission is given the task of monitoring the promotionthe Securities and Futures Commission is given the task of monitoring the promotionthe Securities and Futures Commission is given the task of monitoring the promotion

of overseas immigration funds in Hong Kong.  A similar monitoring of the promotionof overseas immigration funds in Hong Kong.  A similar monitoring of the promotionof overseas immigration funds in Hong Kong.  A similar monitoring of the promotionof overseas immigration funds in Hong Kong.  A similar monitoring of the promotion

of overseas properties should also be undertaken by a relevant government department.of overseas properties should also be undertaken by a relevant government department.of overseas properties should also be undertaken by a relevant government department.of overseas properties should also be undertaken by a relevant government department.

Since May 1991, self-regulation has been initiated by some parties within theSince May 1991, self-regulation has been initiated by some parties within theSince May 1991, self-regulation has been initiated by some parties within theSince May 1991, self-regulation has been initiated by some parties within the

trade of estate agents.  It is understood that the Government has deferred decisiontrade of estate agents.  It is understood that the Government has deferred decisiontrade of estate agents.  It is understood that the Government has deferred decisiontrade of estate agents.  It is understood that the Government has deferred decision

on the legislative control of the trade pending the outcome of self-regulation.on the legislative control of the trade pending the outcome of self-regulation.on the legislative control of the trade pending the outcome of self-regulation.on the legislative control of the trade pending the outcome of self-regulation.

While selfWhile selfWhile selfWhile self-regulation can certainly raise the professional standard of the trade,-regulation can certainly raise the professional standard of the trade,-regulation can certainly raise the professional standard of the trade,-regulation can certainly raise the professional standard of the trade,

nothing short of legislation can ensure universal compliance to any code of ethicsnothing short of legislation can ensure universal compliance to any code of ethicsnothing short of legislation can ensure universal compliance to any code of ethicsnothing short of legislation can ensure universal compliance to any code of ethics

or requirements for professional qualifications.  A steering committee should be setor requirements for professional qualifications.  A steering committee should be setor requirements for professional qualifications.  A steering committee should be setor requirements for professional qualifications.  A steering committee should be set

up by the Government with a view to working out the legislative framework to regulateup by the Government with a view to working out the legislative framework to regulateup by the Government with a view to working out the legislative framework to regulateup by the Government with a view to working out the legislative framework to regulate

estate agents.  The committee should also lay down the terms and conditions on whichestate agents.  The committee should also lay down the terms and conditions on whichestate agents.  The committee should also lay down the terms and conditions on whichestate agents.  The committee should also lay down the terms and conditions on which

self-regulation is based.self-regulation is based.self-regulation is based.self-regulation is based.

The Consumer Council also received many complaints against property managThe Consumer Council also received many complaints against property managThe Consumer Council also received many complaints against property managThe Consumer Council also received many complaints against property managementementementement

companies.  For the years 1990 and 1991, the number of complaints were 51 and 52companies.  For the years 1990 and 1991, the number of complaints were 51 and 52companies.  For the years 1990 and 1991, the number of complaints were 51 and 52companies.  For the years 1990 and 1991, the number of complaints were 51 and 52

respectively, complaining about excessive maintenance fees, poor quality of service,respectively, complaining about excessive maintenance fees, poor quality of service,respectively, complaining about excessive maintenance fees, poor quality of service,respectively, complaining about excessive maintenance fees, poor quality of service,

and lack of building maintenance.and lack of building maintenance.and lack of building maintenance.and lack of building maintenance.

The Administration is urged to consider the follThe Administration is urged to consider the follThe Administration is urged to consider the follThe Administration is urged to consider the following: First, it is moreowing: First, it is moreowing: First, it is moreowing: First, it is more

reasonable for the owners to be able to terminate the appointment of the propertyreasonable for the owners to be able to terminate the appointment of the propertyreasonable for the owners to be able to terminate the appointment of the propertyreasonable for the owners to be able to terminate the appointment of the property

manager upon a resolution reached in voting by owners of not less than one half ofmanager upon a resolution reached in voting by owners of not less than one half ofmanager upon a resolution reached in voting by owners of not less than one half ofmanager upon a resolution reached in voting by owners of not less than one half of

the undivided shares, instead of not less than two thirds. Second, a standardizedthe undivided shares, instead of not less than two thirds. Second, a standardizedthe undivided shares, instead of not less than two thirds. Second, a standardizedthe undivided shares, instead of not less than two thirds. Second, a standardized

and equitable system for the allotment of undivided shares in the determination ofand equitable system for the allotment of undivided shares in the determination ofand equitable system for the allotment of undivided shares in the determination ofand equitable system for the allotment of undivided shares in the determination of

the contribution to management fees should be formulated.  And lastly, a tribunalthe contribution to management fees should be formulated.  And lastly, a tribunalthe contribution to management fees should be formulated.  And lastly, a tribunalthe contribution to management fees should be formulated.  And lastly, a tribunal

should be set up to deal specifically with property management disputes.should be set up to deal specifically with property management disputes.should be set up to deal specifically with property management disputes.should be set up to deal specifically with property management disputes.

MR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, complaints against estate agents are increasing.MR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, complaints against estate agents are increasing.MR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, complaints against estate agents are increasing.MR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, complaints against estate agents are increasing.

We have heard statistics from other speakers and those that have been provided byWe have heard statistics from other speakers and those that have been provided byWe have heard statistics from other speakers and those that have been provided byWe have heard statistics from other speakers and those that have been provided by

the Consumer Council show that in 1990, 115 complaints were received and in 1991,the Consumer Council show that in 1990, 115 complaints were received and in 1991,the Consumer Council show that in 1990, 115 complaints were received and in 1991,the Consumer Council show that in 1990, 115 complaints were received and in 1991,

248 complaints were made.  These complaints vary in nature but are usually serious,248 complaints were made.  These complaints vary in nature but are usually serious,248 complaints were made.  These complaints vary in nature but are usually serious,248 complaints were made.  These complaints vary in nature but are usually serious,

involving dishonest or unethical practices.  Some of the more common complaintsinvolving dishonest or unethical practices.  Some of the more common complaintsinvolving dishonest or unethical practices.  Some of the more common complaintsinvolving dishonest or unethical practices.  Some of the more common complaints

include, for example, confirmor sales by agents who push up the price of a propertyinclude, for example, confirmor sales by agents who push up the price of a propertyinclude, for example, confirmor sales by agents who push up the price of a propertyinclude, for example, confirmor sales by agents who push up the price of a property

between  the  time  it  leaves  a  genuine  seller  and is bought by a genuinebetween  the  time  it  leaves  a  genuine  seller  and is bought by a genuinebetween  the  time  it  leaves  a  genuine  seller  and is bought by a genuinebetween  the  time  it  leaves  a  genuine  seller  and is bought by a genuine



buyer; deception of the vendor or purchaser or both as to the value and size of thebuyer; deception of the vendor or purchaser or both as to the value and size of thebuyer; deception of the vendor or purchaser or both as to the value and size of thebuyer; deception of the vendor or purchaser or both as to the value and size of the

property; mishandling or misappropriation of clients' money; manipulation of theproperty; mishandling or misappropriation of clients' money; manipulation of theproperty; mishandling or misappropriation of clients' money; manipulation of theproperty; mishandling or misappropriation of clients' money; manipulation of the

terms of sale to the disadvantage of the vendor or the purchaser; coercion of clientsterms of sale to the disadvantage of the vendor or the purchaser; coercion of clientsterms of sale to the disadvantage of the vendor or the purchaser; coercion of clientsterms of sale to the disadvantage of the vendor or the purchaser; coercion of clients

over the choice of a solicitor or a bank in order to benefit from commission paymentsover the choice of a solicitor or a bank in order to benefit from commission paymentsover the choice of a solicitor or a bank in order to benefit from commission paymentsover the choice of a solicitor or a bank in order to benefit from commission payments

from that solicitor or bank.from that solicitor or bank.from that solicitor or bank.from that solicitor or bank.

Given our buoyant property market, we are seeing more and more individualsGiven our buoyant property market, we are seeing more and more individualsGiven our buoyant property market, we are seeing more and more individualsGiven our buoyant property market, we are seeing more and more individuals

profiting as estate agents, often at the expense of the consumer. Many of them areprofiting as estate agents, often at the expense of the consumer. Many of them areprofiting as estate agents, often at the expense of the consumer. Many of them areprofiting as estate agents, often at the expense of the consumer. Many of them are

without any qualification and need no more capital than the cost of a newspaperwithout any qualification and need no more capital than the cost of a newspaperwithout any qualification and need no more capital than the cost of a newspaperwithout any qualification and need no more capital than the cost of a newspaper

advertisement and a mobile telephone.  Their activities are wholly unregulated byadvertisement and a mobile telephone.  Their activities are wholly unregulated byadvertisement and a mobile telephone.  Their activities are wholly unregulated byadvertisement and a mobile telephone.  Their activities are wholly unregulated by

legislation and there are no ready means of redress by those who are victims of theirlegislation and there are no ready means of redress by those who are victims of theirlegislation and there are no ready means of redress by those who are victims of theirlegislation and there are no ready means of redress by those who are victims of their

malpractices.malpractices.malpractices.malpractices.

It is against this background of rising complaints and a booming property marketIt is against this background of rising complaints and a booming property marketIt is against this background of rising complaints and a booming property marketIt is against this background of rising complaints and a booming property market

that I urge the Government to initiate measures to regulate and control estate agents.that I urge the Government to initiate measures to regulate and control estate agents.that I urge the Government to initiate measures to regulate and control estate agents.that I urge the Government to initiate measures to regulate and control estate agents.

TTTThe strong presence of speculative elements in the residential property markethe strong presence of speculative elements in the residential property markethe strong presence of speculative elements in the residential property markethe strong presence of speculative elements in the residential property market

makes it all the more important to protect genuine investors and end-users frommakes it all the more important to protect genuine investors and end-users frommakes it all the more important to protect genuine investors and end-users frommakes it all the more important to protect genuine investors and end-users from

unscrupulous operators.unscrupulous operators.unscrupulous operators.unscrupulous operators.

I urge the Administration to introduce an Estate Agents Ordinance which I urge the Administration to introduce an Estate Agents Ordinance which I urge the Administration to introduce an Estate Agents Ordinance which I urge the Administration to introduce an Estate Agents Ordinance which would,would,would,would,

among other things, provide for the licensing of estate agents, set minimum standardsamong other things, provide for the licensing of estate agents, set minimum standardsamong other things, provide for the licensing of estate agents, set minimum standardsamong other things, provide for the licensing of estate agents, set minimum standards

to be observed by them, provide legislative sanctions against dishonest or unethicalto be observed by them, provide legislative sanctions against dishonest or unethicalto be observed by them, provide legislative sanctions against dishonest or unethicalto be observed by them, provide legislative sanctions against dishonest or unethical

practices, offer redress to consumers, mandate a standard form of preliminarypractices, offer redress to consumers, mandate a standard form of preliminarypractices, offer redress to consumers, mandate a standard form of preliminarypractices, offer redress to consumers, mandate a standard form of preliminary

agreement for sale and purchase, specify conditions under which clients' money isagreement for sale and purchase, specify conditions under which clients' money isagreement for sale and purchase, specify conditions under which clients' money isagreement for sale and purchase, specify conditions under which clients' money is

to be held and establish an independent body to monitor the practices of the trade.to be held and establish an independent body to monitor the practices of the trade.to be held and establish an independent body to monitor the practices of the trade.to be held and establish an independent body to monitor the practices of the trade.

Licensing should be a pre-condition to practice as an estate agent.  To obtain aLicensing should be a pre-condition to practice as an estate agent.  To obtain aLicensing should be a pre-condition to practice as an estate agent.  To obtain aLicensing should be a pre-condition to practice as an estate agent.  To obtain a

licence, an agent should demonstrate a suitable level of knowledge of estate agencylicence, an agent should demonstrate a suitable level of knowledge of estate agencylicence, an agent should demonstrate a suitable level of knowledge of estate agencylicence, an agent should demonstrate a suitable level of knowledge of estate agency

law and practice and be judged by a licensing body as a fit and proper person.law and practice and be judged by a licensing body as a fit and proper person.law and practice and be judged by a licensing body as a fit and proper person.law and practice and be judged by a licensing body as a fit and proper person.

The licensing body should be vested with the power and responsibility to regulateThe licensing body should be vested with the power and responsibility to regulateThe licensing body should be vested with the power and responsibility to regulateThe licensing body should be vested with the power and responsibility to regulate

and monitor the actions of its members, and to discipline those who fall below acceptedand monitor the actions of its members, and to discipline those who fall below acceptedand monitor the actions of its members, and to discipline those who fall below acceptedand monitor the actions of its members, and to discipline those who fall below accepted

standards of ethical conduct.standards of ethical conduct.standards of ethical conduct.standards of ethical conduct.

A compensation fund should be set up to compensate clients against defaultingA compensation fund should be set up to compensate clients against defaultingA compensation fund should be set up to compensate clients against defaultingA compensation fund should be set up to compensate clients against defaulting

agents who cannot satisfy claims from their own resources.agents who cannot satisfy claims from their own resources.agents who cannot satisfy claims from their own resources.agents who cannot satisfy claims from their own resources.

Mr Deputy PresiMr Deputy PresiMr Deputy PresiMr Deputy President, in view of its public importance and the lack of any visibledent, in view of its public importance and the lack of any visibledent, in view of its public importance and the lack of any visibledent, in view of its public importance and the lack of any visible



action by the Government to deal with the problem, I urge the Government to addressaction by the Government to deal with the problem, I urge the Government to addressaction by the Government to deal with the problem, I urge the Government to addressaction by the Government to deal with the problem, I urge the Government to address

this issue with urgency.this issue with urgency.this issue with urgency.this issue with urgency.

MR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I have to first of all declareMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I have to first of all declareMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I have to first of all declareMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I have to first of all declare

that my surveying firm is related to estate agencies.  Today's subject for thethat my surveying firm is related to estate agencies.  Today's subject for thethat my surveying firm is related to estate agencies.  Today's subject for thethat my surveying firm is related to estate agencies.  Today's subject for the

adjournment debate addresses both estate agents and property managers, who areadjournment debate addresses both estate agents and property managers, who areadjournment debate addresses both estate agents and property managers, who areadjournment debate addresses both estate agents and property managers, who are

engaged in fact in two quite different lines of work.  Given the time constraint,engaged in fact in two quite different lines of work.  Given the time constraint,engaged in fact in two quite different lines of work.  Given the time constraint,engaged in fact in two quite different lines of work.  Given the time constraint,

I will only focus on the issue involving estate agents.I will only focus on the issue involving estate agents.I will only focus on the issue involving estate agents.I will only focus on the issue involving estate agents.

I sometimes have the feeling that Hong Kong is really a very strange place.  InI sometimes have the feeling that Hong Kong is really a very strange place.  InI sometimes have the feeling that Hong Kong is really a very strange place.  InI sometimes have the feeling that Hong Kong is really a very strange place.  In

terms of real estate transaction, Chinese people attach the greatest importance toterms of real estate transaction, Chinese people attach the greatest importance toterms of real estate transaction, Chinese people attach the greatest importance toterms of real estate transaction, Chinese people attach the greatest importance to

a comfortable place in which to live and Hong Kong people, low and high income earnersa comfortable place in which to live and Hong Kong people, low and high income earnersa comfortable place in which to live and Hong Kong people, low and high income earnersa comfortable place in which to live and Hong Kong people, low and high income earners

alike, are most keen on owning a comfortable home.  It is for this reason that thealike, are most keen on owning a comfortable home.  It is for this reason that thealike, are most keen on owning a comfortable home.  It is for this reason that thealike, are most keen on owning a comfortable home.  It is for this reason that the

real estate industry has always been so prosperous in Hong Kong.  However, thesereal estate industry has always been so prosperous in Hong Kong.  However, thesereal estate industry has always been so prosperous in Hong Kong.  However, thesereal estate industry has always been so prosperous in Hong Kong.  However, these

important business activities have never been regulated by the Government.important business activities have never been regulated by the Government.important business activities have never been regulated by the Government.important business activities have never been regulated by the Government.

Consequently, even though the price of a flat is as high as $2 million, making propertyConsequently, even though the price of a flat is as high as $2 million, making propertyConsequently, even though the price of a flat is as high as $2 million, making propertyConsequently, even though the price of a flat is as high as $2 million, making property

absolutely a big ticket luxury item, its buyer does not enjoy any greater protectionabsolutely a big ticket luxury item, its buyer does not enjoy any greater protectionabsolutely a big ticket luxury item, its buyer does not enjoy any greater protectionabsolutely a big ticket luxury item, its buyer does not enjoy any greater protection

as a consumer than the buyer of a piece of vegetable in the fruit market.as a consumer than the buyer of a piece of vegetable in the fruit market.as a consumer than the buyer of a piece of vegetable in the fruit market.as a consumer than the buyer of a piece of vegetable in the fruit market.

Since property transaction involves millions of dollars, the estate agent as aSince property transaction involves millions of dollars, the estate agent as aSince property transaction involves millions of dollars, the estate agent as aSince property transaction involves millions of dollars, the estate agent as a

go-between should have wide and expert knowledge of the law and financial management.go-between should have wide and expert knowledge of the law and financial management.go-between should have wide and expert knowledge of the law and financial management.go-between should have wide and expert knowledge of the law and financial management.

The Government has so far paid no attention to professional qualifications of estateThe Government has so far paid no attention to professional qualifications of estateThe Government has so far paid no attention to professional qualifications of estateThe Government has so far paid no attention to professional qualifications of estate

agents and their code of conduct.  The Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) takes theagents and their code of conduct.  The Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) takes theagents and their code of conduct.  The Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) takes theagents and their code of conduct.  The Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) takes the

view that this kind of extreme laissez-faire policy which completely disregards theview that this kind of extreme laissez-faire policy which completely disregards theview that this kind of extreme laissez-faire policy which completely disregards theview that this kind of extreme laissez-faire policy which completely disregards the

impact on consumers should be immediately abandoned.impact on consumers should be immediately abandoned.impact on consumers should be immediately abandoned.impact on consumers should be immediately abandoned.

A competent estatA competent estatA competent estatA competent estate agent should, I think, receive training in the three followinge agent should, I think, receive training in the three followinge agent should, I think, receive training in the three followinge agent should, I think, receive training in the three following

areas.  First of all, he should have the legal knowledge associated with the propertyareas.  First of all, he should have the legal knowledge associated with the propertyareas.  First of all, he should have the legal knowledge associated with the propertyareas.  First of all, he should have the legal knowledge associated with the property

sale and purchase agreement.  He, as a facilitator of the property transaction,sale and purchase agreement.  He, as a facilitator of the property transaction,sale and purchase agreement.  He, as a facilitator of the property transaction,sale and purchase agreement.  He, as a facilitator of the property transaction,

should have the basic legal knowledge about transaction contracts in general, andshould have the basic legal knowledge about transaction contracts in general, andshould have the basic legal knowledge about transaction contracts in general, andshould have the basic legal knowledge about transaction contracts in general, and

contracts concerning property in particular, for otherwise there is no way he couldcontracts concerning property in particular, for otherwise there is no way he couldcontracts concerning property in particular, for otherwise there is no way he couldcontracts concerning property in particular, for otherwise there is no way he could

tell whether a contract is legally binding or not.  Secondly, he has to have the legaltell whether a contract is legally binding or not.  Secondly, he has to have the legaltell whether a contract is legally binding or not.  Secondly, he has to have the legaltell whether a contract is legally binding or not.  Secondly, he has to have the legal

knowledge associated with the transaction of real estate.  For example, the recentlyknowledge associated with the transaction of real estate.  For example, the recentlyknowledge associated with the transaction of real estate.  For example, the recentlyknowledge associated with the transaction of real estate.  For example, the recently

passed amendment Bill relating to stamp duty has extended the scope of stamp duty.passed amendment Bill relating to stamp duty has extended the scope of stamp duty.passed amendment Bill relating to stamp duty has extended the scope of stamp duty.passed amendment Bill relating to stamp duty has extended the scope of stamp duty.

It is up to the estate agent to provide the expert knowledge and service to his clients.It is up to the estate agent to provide the expert knowledge and service to his clients.It is up to the estate agent to provide the expert knowledge and service to his clients.It is up to the estate agent to provide the expert knowledge and service to his clients.

He should be very familiar with the laws and be professionally upright in order thatHe should be very familiar with the laws and be professionally upright in order thatHe should be very familiar with the laws and be professionally upright in order thatHe should be very familiar with the laws and be professionally upright in order that

the rights of both seller and buyer are protected.  The third area of training isthe rights of both seller and buyer are protected.  The third area of training isthe rights of both seller and buyer are protected.  The third area of training isthe rights of both seller and buyer are protected.  The third area of training is



in the knowledge of financial management.  The estate agent has to regularly handlein the knowledge of financial management.  The estate agent has to regularly handlein the knowledge of financial management.  The estate agent has to regularly handlein the knowledge of financial management.  The estate agent has to regularly handle

the deposit money of buyers on behalf of the sellers and other moneys in the coursethe deposit money of buyers on behalf of the sellers and other moneys in the coursethe deposit money of buyers on behalf of the sellers and other moneys in the coursethe deposit money of buyers on behalf of the sellers and other moneys in the course

of property transactions.  It is absolutely necessary that he should have theof property transactions.  It is absolutely necessary that he should have theof property transactions.  It is absolutely necessary that he should have theof property transactions.  It is absolutely necessary that he should have the

knowledge of financial management and adhere to a strict code of conduct so that heknowledge of financial management and adhere to a strict code of conduct so that heknowledge of financial management and adhere to a strict code of conduct so that heknowledge of financial management and adhere to a strict code of conduct so that he

can appropriately handle the money in his temporary care.can appropriately handle the money in his temporary care.can appropriately handle the money in his temporary care.can appropriately handle the money in his temporary care.

But what is the real situation like?  I think everyone knows the answer.  It isBut what is the real situation like?  I think everyone knows the answer.  It isBut what is the real situation like?  I think everyone knows the answer.  It isBut what is the real situation like?  I think everyone knows the answer.  It is

true that in recent years training courses are organized by some estate agents andtrue that in recent years training courses are organized by some estate agents andtrue that in recent years training courses are organized by some estate agents andtrue that in recent years training courses are organized by some estate agents and

a code of professional conduct is in the early stages of being formulated.  However,a code of professional conduct is in the early stages of being formulated.  However,a code of professional conduct is in the early stages of being formulated.  However,a code of professional conduct is in the early stages of being formulated.  However,

there have been two associations set up within the industry which, generally speaking,there have been two associations set up within the industry which, generally speaking,there have been two associations set up within the industry which, generally speaking,there have been two associations set up within the industry which, generally speaking,

is still very much a free-for-all.  Put in another way, most of its practitionersis still very much a free-for-all.  Put in another way, most of its practitionersis still very much a free-for-all.  Put in another way, most of its practitionersis still very much a free-for-all.  Put in another way, most of its practitioners

are still not trained in their trade and, theoretically speaking, anyone can becomeare still not trained in their trade and, theoretically speaking, anyone can becomeare still not trained in their trade and, theoretically speaking, anyone can becomeare still not trained in their trade and, theoretically speaking, anyone can become

an estate agent.an estate agent.an estate agent.an estate agent.

CRC believes that in order to get rid of the black sheep in the industry and toCRC believes that in order to get rid of the black sheep in the industry and toCRC believes that in order to get rid of the black sheep in the industry and toCRC believes that in order to get rid of the black sheep in the industry and to

protect the rights of consumers, the Government should change its longstandingprotect the rights of consumers, the Government should change its longstandingprotect the rights of consumers, the Government should change its longstandingprotect the rights of consumers, the Government should change its longstanding

attitude of live and let live.  The trend towards self-regulation of estate agentsattitude of live and let live.  The trend towards self-regulation of estate agentsattitude of live and let live.  The trend towards self-regulation of estate agentsattitude of live and let live.  The trend towards self-regulation of estate agents

in recent years is an encouraging development, but the Government has so far failedin recent years is an encouraging development, but the Government has so far failedin recent years is an encouraging development, but the Government has so far failedin recent years is an encouraging development, but the Government has so far failed

to provide any legal base or parameters for their self-regulation.  No attempt hasto provide any legal base or parameters for their self-regulation.  No attempt hasto provide any legal base or parameters for their self-regulation.  No attempt hasto provide any legal base or parameters for their self-regulation.  No attempt has

been made to reconcile the differences between the two associations of estate agents.been made to reconcile the differences between the two associations of estate agents.been made to reconcile the differences between the two associations of estate agents.been made to reconcile the differences between the two associations of estate agents.

Self- regulation has not been able to proceed beyond the first step.Self- regulation has not been able to proceed beyond the first step.Self- regulation has not been able to proceed beyond the first step.Self- regulation has not been able to proceed beyond the first step.

CRC believes that self-regulation is a very good concept.  Most of theCRC believes that self-regulation is a very good concept.  Most of theCRC believes that self-regulation is a very good concept.  Most of theCRC believes that self-regulation is a very good concept.  Most of the

professions, such as the medical, legal, accounting and surveying professions, areprofessions, such as the medical, legal, accounting and surveying professions, areprofessions, such as the medical, legal, accounting and surveying professions, areprofessions, such as the medical, legal, accounting and surveying professions, are

regulated by means of self-regulation.  But what is indispensable in this wholeregulated by means of self-regulation.  But what is indispensable in this wholeregulated by means of self-regulation.  But what is indispensable in this wholeregulated by means of self-regulation.  But what is indispensable in this whole

business of self-regulation is that a body of law has to be available for compliancebusiness of self-regulation is that a body of law has to be available for compliancebusiness of self-regulation is that a body of law has to be available for compliancebusiness of self-regulation is that a body of law has to be available for compliance

to ensure that the self-regulatory rules devised by the professions are really into ensure that the self-regulatory rules devised by the professions are really into ensure that the self-regulatory rules devised by the professions are really into ensure that the self-regulatory rules devised by the professions are really in

line with the public interest.line with the public interest.line with the public interest.line with the public interest.

Indeed, estate agents are already regulated in many developed countries nowadays.Indeed, estate agents are already regulated in many developed countries nowadays.Indeed, estate agents are already regulated in many developed countries nowadays.Indeed, estate agents are already regulated in many developed countries nowadays.

The Government can refer to the overseas experience to come up with a system whichThe Government can refer to the overseas experience to come up with a system whichThe Government can refer to the overseas experience to come up with a system whichThe Government can refer to the overseas experience to come up with a system which

is suitable to Hong Kong.  For example, the Government can make it obligatory foris suitable to Hong Kong.  For example, the Government can make it obligatory foris suitable to Hong Kong.  For example, the Government can make it obligatory foris suitable to Hong Kong.  For example, the Government can make it obligatory for

estate agents to receive a given amount of training as well as establish a licensingestate agents to receive a given amount of training as well as establish a licensingestate agents to receive a given amount of training as well as establish a licensingestate agents to receive a given amount of training as well as establish a licensing

system such that anyone breaching professional ethics or the law will have his orsystem such that anyone breaching professional ethics or the law will have his orsystem such that anyone breaching professional ethics or the law will have his orsystem such that anyone breaching professional ethics or the law will have his or

her licence revoked.  Both the Consumer Council and the Independent Commissionher licence revoked.  Both the Consumer Council and the Independent Commissionher licence revoked.  Both the Consumer Council and the Independent Commissionher licence revoked.  Both the Consumer Council and the Independent Commission

Against Corruption have asked the Government to legislate to regulate the estateAgainst Corruption have asked the Government to legislate to regulate the estateAgainst Corruption have asked the Government to legislate to regulate the estateAgainst Corruption have asked the Government to legislate to regulate the estate

agents; the Government cannot afford to waste any more time by not acting.  Mr Deputyagents; the Government cannot afford to waste any more time by not acting.  Mr Deputyagents; the Government cannot afford to waste any more time by not acting.  Mr Deputyagents; the Government cannot afford to waste any more time by not acting.  Mr Deputy

President, CRC reiterates that the Government should immediately study specific meansPresident, CRC reiterates that the Government should immediately study specific meansPresident, CRC reiterates that the Government should immediately study specific meansPresident, CRC reiterates that the Government should immediately study specific means



of exercising supervision over estate agents.  It is not an issue of whether or notof exercising supervision over estate agents.  It is not an issue of whether or notof exercising supervision over estate agents.  It is not an issue of whether or notof exercising supervision over estate agents.  It is not an issue of whether or not

to act, but one of how to act.  Thank you very much.to act, but one of how to act.  Thank you very much.to act, but one of how to act.  Thank you very much.to act, but one of how to act.  Thank you very much.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is vitally important that theMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is vitally important that theMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is vitally important that theMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is vitally important that the

quality of property managers should be improved.  We can refer to some backgroundquality of property managers should be improved.  We can refer to some backgroundquality of property managers should be improved.  We can refer to some backgroundquality of property managers should be improved.  We can refer to some background

information.information.information.information.

First of all, half of Hong Kong's population or more live in private multi-storeyFirst of all, half of Hong Kong's population or more live in private multi-storeyFirst of all, half of Hong Kong's population or more live in private multi-storeyFirst of all, half of Hong Kong's population or more live in private multi-storey

buildings.  Improvement of the management of multi-storey buildings has far reachingbuildings.  Improvement of the management of multi-storey buildings has far reachingbuildings.  Improvement of the management of multi-storey buildings has far reachingbuildings.  Improvement of the management of multi-storey buildings has far reaching

implication to law and order, environment and public hygiene.  Secondly, the Homeimplication to law and order, environment and public hygiene.  Secondly, the Homeimplication to law and order, environment and public hygiene.  Secondly, the Homeimplication to law and order, environment and public hygiene.  Secondly, the Home

Ownership Scheme (HOS) estates are in the process of transferring to the managementOwnership Scheme (HOS) estates are in the process of transferring to the managementOwnership Scheme (HOS) estates are in the process of transferring to the managementOwnership Scheme (HOS) estates are in the process of transferring to the management

of private firms and this will have an implication to more and more people.  Thirdly,of private firms and this will have an implication to more and more people.  Thirdly,of private firms and this will have an implication to more and more people.  Thirdly,of private firms and this will have an implication to more and more people.  Thirdly,

the Government will shortly introduce a Bill to repeal Section 2A and to rectify thethe Government will shortly introduce a Bill to repeal Section 2A and to rectify thethe Government will shortly introduce a Bill to repeal Section 2A and to rectify thethe Government will shortly introduce a Bill to repeal Section 2A and to rectify the

inequity of the Deed of Mutual Covenant (DMC).  It is for this reason that there isinequity of the Deed of Mutual Covenant (DMC).  It is for this reason that there isinequity of the Deed of Mutual Covenant (DMC).  It is for this reason that there isinequity of the Deed of Mutual Covenant (DMC).  It is for this reason that there is

a greater demand for high quality managers.  Improvement of quality is inevitable;a greater demand for high quality managers.  Improvement of quality is inevitable;a greater demand for high quality managers.  Improvement of quality is inevitable;a greater demand for high quality managers.  Improvement of quality is inevitable;

the question is how to bring this about.the question is how to bring this about.the question is how to bring this about.the question is how to bring this about.

Indeed, Indeed, Indeed, Indeed, the present climate is already too favourable to the companies alreadythe present climate is already too favourable to the companies alreadythe present climate is already too favourable to the companies alreadythe present climate is already too favourable to the companies already

in the industry.  We need a system and climate which can improve quality for it isin the industry.  We need a system and climate which can improve quality for it isin the industry.  We need a system and climate which can improve quality for it isin the industry.  We need a system and climate which can improve quality for it is

only through competition that improvement can come about.  There is no competitiononly through competition that improvement can come about.  There is no competitiononly through competition that improvement can come about.  There is no competitiononly through competition that improvement can come about.  There is no competition

to speak of in the present practice.  First of all, the big proprietors tend to appointto speak of in the present practice.  First of all, the big proprietors tend to appointto speak of in the present practice.  First of all, the big proprietors tend to appointto speak of in the present practice.  First of all, the big proprietors tend to appoint

their favoured management company through the DMC; the big developer usually leavestheir favoured management company through the DMC; the big developer usually leavestheir favoured management company through the DMC; the big developer usually leavestheir favoured management company through the DMC; the big developer usually leaves

the management to a subsidiary company while the small developer simply gets friendsthe management to a subsidiary company while the small developer simply gets friendsthe management to a subsidiary company while the small developer simply gets friendsthe management to a subsidiary company while the small developer simply gets friends

or relatives to do it.  There is no improvement without competition.  If they haveor relatives to do it.  There is no improvement without competition.  If they haveor relatives to do it.  There is no improvement without competition.  If they haveor relatives to do it.  There is no improvement without competition.  If they have

not done a good job, the paying small proprietors have no way of dismissing or choosingnot done a good job, the paying small proprietors have no way of dismissing or choosingnot done a good job, the paying small proprietors have no way of dismissing or choosingnot done a good job, the paying small proprietors have no way of dismissing or choosing

another management company. Secondly, the management company is almost risk free.another management company. Secondly, the management company is almost risk free.another management company. Secondly, the management company is almost risk free.another management company. Secondly, the management company is almost risk free.

Not even the factor of inflation need to be taken into account in terms of cost outlayNot even the factor of inflation need to be taken into account in terms of cost outlayNot even the factor of inflation need to be taken into account in terms of cost outlayNot even the factor of inflation need to be taken into account in terms of cost outlay

because the manager's fee is calculated according to a percentage of expenditure andbecause the manager's fee is calculated according to a percentage of expenditure andbecause the manager's fee is calculated according to a percentage of expenditure andbecause the manager's fee is calculated according to a percentage of expenditure and

all costs are effectively paid for by the small proprietors.  Inflation will pushall costs are effectively paid for by the small proprietors.  Inflation will pushall costs are effectively paid for by the small proprietors.  Inflation will pushall costs are effectively paid for by the small proprietors.  Inflation will push

up expenditure but it will also boost the manager's fee as well.  Thirdly, if theup expenditure but it will also boost the manager's fee as well.  Thirdly, if theup expenditure but it will also boost the manager's fee as well.  Thirdly, if theup expenditure but it will also boost the manager's fee as well.  Thirdly, if the

management company does not discharge its duties properly, it need not take any blamemanagement company does not discharge its duties properly, it need not take any blamemanagement company does not discharge its duties properly, it need not take any blamemanagement company does not discharge its duties properly, it need not take any blame

for it.  Monetary compensation resulting from litigation will be paid out of afor it.  Monetary compensation resulting from litigation will be paid out of afor it.  Monetary compensation resulting from litigation will be paid out of afor it.  Monetary compensation resulting from litigation will be paid out of a

contingency fund to which the small proprietors are contributors.  If you sue himcontingency fund to which the small proprietors are contributors.  If you sue himcontingency fund to which the small proprietors are contributors.  If you sue himcontingency fund to which the small proprietors are contributors.  If you sue him

for dereliction of duty, he will use your money to fight the legal battle with you.for dereliction of duty, he will use your money to fight the legal battle with you.for dereliction of duty, he will use your money to fight the legal battle with you.for dereliction of duty, he will use your money to fight the legal battle with you.

That is extremely unfair.That is extremely unfair.That is extremely unfair.That is extremely unfair.

We believe that to solve the problem, we have to first of all encourage aWe believe that to solve the problem, we have to first of all encourage aWe believe that to solve the problem, we have to first of all encourage aWe believe that to solve the problem, we have to first of all encourage a



competitive environment.  First of all, Section 2A and all other provisions andcompetitive environment.  First of all, Section 2A and all other provisions andcompetitive environment.  First of all, Section 2A and all other provisions andcompetitive environment.  First of all, Section 2A and all other provisions and

systems, which get in the way of the small proprietor asserting his rights and takingsystems, which get in the way of the small proprietor asserting his rights and takingsystems, which get in the way of the small proprietor asserting his rights and takingsystems, which get in the way of the small proprietor asserting his rights and taking

over the right and the freedom to choose the manager, should be abolished.  Secondly,over the right and the freedom to choose the manager, should be abolished.  Secondly,over the right and the freedom to choose the manager, should be abolished.  Secondly,over the right and the freedom to choose the manager, should be abolished.  Secondly,

the legal responsibilities of the manager should be explicitly spelt out by meansthe legal responsibilities of the manager should be explicitly spelt out by meansthe legal responsibilities of the manager should be explicitly spelt out by meansthe legal responsibilities of the manager should be explicitly spelt out by means

of legislation.  It should be explicitly stipulated in the legislation that if theof legislation.  It should be explicitly stipulated in the legislation that if theof legislation.  It should be explicitly stipulated in the legislation that if theof legislation.  It should be explicitly stipulated in the legislation that if the

manager acts incompatibly with his role as a trustee or maliciously derelicts hismanager acts incompatibly with his role as a trustee or maliciously derelicts hismanager acts incompatibly with his role as a trustee or maliciously derelicts hismanager acts incompatibly with his role as a trustee or maliciously derelicts his

duties or commits any criminal offence, then the legal consequences and monetaryduties or commits any criminal offence, then the legal consequences and monetaryduties or commits any criminal offence, then the legal consequences and monetaryduties or commits any criminal offence, then the legal consequences and monetary

compensation which result will be borne by the manager, instead of by the smallcompensation which result will be borne by the manager, instead of by the smallcompensation which result will be borne by the manager, instead of by the smallcompensation which result will be borne by the manager, instead of by the small

proprietors.  Serious dereliction of duty could even be regarded as a criminalproprietors.  Serious dereliction of duty could even be regarded as a criminalproprietors.  Serious dereliction of duty could even be regarded as a criminalproprietors.  Serious dereliction of duty could even be regarded as a criminal

offence.  We understand that the Government, as a first step, is going to releaseoffence.  We understand that the Government, as a first step, is going to releaseoffence.  We understand that the Government, as a first step, is going to releaseoffence.  We understand that the Government, as a first step, is going to release

a bill rectifying the unfair provisions regarding estate management but the abovea bill rectifying the unfair provisions regarding estate management but the abovea bill rectifying the unfair provisions regarding estate management but the abovea bill rectifying the unfair provisions regarding estate management but the above

point has not been taken into consideration.  I hope that the Government will be ablepoint has not been taken into consideration.  I hope that the Government will be ablepoint has not been taken into consideration.  I hope that the Government will be ablepoint has not been taken into consideration.  I hope that the Government will be able

to make a response before long.  Thirdly, the quality of managers has to be improved.to make a response before long.  Thirdly, the quality of managers has to be improved.to make a response before long.  Thirdly, the quality of managers has to be improved.to make a response before long.  Thirdly, the quality of managers has to be improved.

Presently, there is a shortage of professional managers in this area.  We suggestPresently, there is a shortage of professional managers in this area.  We suggestPresently, there is a shortage of professional managers in this area.  We suggestPresently, there is a shortage of professional managers in this area.  We suggest

that formal training courses should be organized by professional bodies, thethat formal training courses should be organized by professional bodies, thethat formal training courses should be organized by professional bodies, thethat formal training courses should be organized by professional bodies, the

universities and the polytechnics to produce more professional managers.  Meanwhile,universities and the polytechnics to produce more professional managers.  Meanwhile,universities and the polytechnics to produce more professional managers.  Meanwhile,universities and the polytechnics to produce more professional managers.  Meanwhile,

in-service training should also be held for serving Housing Officers or Housingin-service training should also be held for serving Housing Officers or Housingin-service training should also be held for serving Housing Officers or Housingin-service training should also be held for serving Housing Officers or Housing

Assistants in order that they will have more opportunities for further studies toAssistants in order that they will have more opportunities for further studies toAssistants in order that they will have more opportunities for further studies toAssistants in order that they will have more opportunities for further studies to

upgrade the general quality of management.  My UDHK colleagues have already spokenupgrade the general quality of management.  My UDHK colleagues have already spokenupgrade the general quality of management.  My UDHK colleagues have already spokenupgrade the general quality of management.  My UDHK colleagues have already spoken

on the issue of setting up a licensing system.  Also, we also suggest the settingon the issue of setting up a licensing system.  Also, we also suggest the settingon the issue of setting up a licensing system.  Also, we also suggest the settingon the issue of setting up a licensing system.  Also, we also suggest the setting

up of a private buildings tribunal so that disputes could be settled expeditiouslyup of a private buildings tribunal so that disputes could be settled expeditiouslyup of a private buildings tribunal so that disputes could be settled expeditiouslyup of a private buildings tribunal so that disputes could be settled expeditiously

and cost-effectively.and cost-effectively.and cost-effectively.and cost-effectively.

Lastly, I personally like to bring up a point concerningLastly, I personally like to bring up a point concerningLastly, I personally like to bring up a point concerningLastly, I personally like to bring up a point concerning a bill to be introduced a bill to be introduced a bill to be introduced a bill to be introduced

by the City and New Territories Administration (CNTA), which in its drafting stageby the City and New Territories Administration (CNTA), which in its drafting stageby the City and New Territories Administration (CNTA), which in its drafting stageby the City and New Territories Administration (CNTA), which in its drafting stage

stipulates that the Secretary for Home Affairs may send staff to inspect some of thestipulates that the Secretary for Home Affairs may send staff to inspect some of thestipulates that the Secretary for Home Affairs may send staff to inspect some of thestipulates that the Secretary for Home Affairs may send staff to inspect some of the

accounting records of the relevant companies.  I wish to issue a warning again onaccounting records of the relevant companies.  I wish to issue a warning again onaccounting records of the relevant companies.  I wish to issue a warning again onaccounting records of the relevant companies.  I wish to issue a warning again on

this occasion that in the transitional period many small management companies willthis occasion that in the transitional period many small management companies willthis occasion that in the transitional period many small management companies willthis occasion that in the transitional period many small management companies will

seek to take advantage of the chaotic situation.  I hope that CNTA will increase staffseek to take advantage of the chaotic situation.  I hope that CNTA will increase staffseek to take advantage of the chaotic situation.  I hope that CNTA will increase staffseek to take advantage of the chaotic situation.  I hope that CNTA will increase staff

to exercise its power to monitor the transitional arrangements of the companiesto exercise its power to monitor the transitional arrangements of the companiesto exercise its power to monitor the transitional arrangements of the companiesto exercise its power to monitor the transitional arrangements of the companies

involved to forestall small proprietors, particularly the so-called dang-tou-louinvolved to forestall small proprietors, particularly the so-called dang-tou-louinvolved to forestall small proprietors, particularly the so-called dang-tou-louinvolved to forestall small proprietors, particularly the so-called dang-tou-lou

(that is, single building) small firms, from engaging in serious irregularities.(that is, single building) small firms, from engaging in serious irregularities.(that is, single building) small firms, from engaging in serious irregularities.(that is, single building) small firms, from engaging in serious irregularities.

Lastly, as the United Democrats spokesman on private housing matters, I would likeLastly, as the United Democrats spokesman on private housing matters, I would likeLastly, as the United Democrats spokesman on private housing matters, I would likeLastly, as the United Democrats spokesman on private housing matters, I would like

to urge the Government to seriously consider, as some Members have proposed just now,to urge the Government to seriously consider, as some Members have proposed just now,to urge the Government to seriously consider, as some Members have proposed just now,to urge the Government to seriously consider, as some Members have proposed just now,

the immediate formulation of an estate agents ordinance.the immediate formulation of an estate agents ordinance.the immediate formulation of an estate agents ordinance.the immediate formulation of an estate agents ordinance.

MR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, we have spent nearly two hoursMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, we have spent nearly two hoursMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, we have spent nearly two hoursMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, we have spent nearly two hours



today debating the housing problem and we have also mentioned the sandwich class.today debating the housing problem and we have also mentioned the sandwich class.today debating the housing problem and we have also mentioned the sandwich class.today debating the housing problem and we have also mentioned the sandwich class.

As property buyers the sandwich class are the most vulnerable to exploitation by theAs property buyers the sandwich class are the most vulnerable to exploitation by theAs property buyers the sandwich class are the most vulnerable to exploitation by theAs property buyers the sandwich class are the most vulnerable to exploitation by the

unscrupulous estate agents.  The money they use to buy property could very well beunscrupulous estate agents.  The money they use to buy property could very well beunscrupulous estate agents.  The money they use to buy property could very well beunscrupulous estate agents.  The money they use to buy property could very well be

the largest expenditure of their life time.  Many practices of the estate agents arethe largest expenditure of their life time.  Many practices of the estate agents arethe largest expenditure of their life time.  Many practices of the estate agents arethe largest expenditure of their life time.  Many practices of the estate agents are

in fact in violation of the interests of these home buyers.  Generally speaking, thein fact in violation of the interests of these home buyers.  Generally speaking, thein fact in violation of the interests of these home buyers.  Generally speaking, thein fact in violation of the interests of these home buyers.  Generally speaking, the

normal practice in Hong Kong is for the buyer to pay the commission to the estatenormal practice in Hong Kong is for the buyer to pay the commission to the estatenormal practice in Hong Kong is for the buyer to pay the commission to the estatenormal practice in Hong Kong is for the buyer to pay the commission to the estate

agent, through whom he conducts his transaction.  It should be the case that whenagent, through whom he conducts his transaction.  It should be the case that whenagent, through whom he conducts his transaction.  It should be the case that whenagent, through whom he conducts his transaction.  It should be the case that when

someone buys something, and pays his agent a commission, then the agent is expectedsomeone buys something, and pays his agent a commission, then the agent is expectedsomeone buys something, and pays his agent a commission, then the agent is expectedsomeone buys something, and pays his agent a commission, then the agent is expected

to act in the interest of the person from whom he receives his commission, but theto act in the interest of the person from whom he receives his commission, but theto act in the interest of the person from whom he receives his commission, but theto act in the interest of the person from whom he receives his commission, but the

contrary is true in a lot of cases.  For example, the malpractice of pocketing thecontrary is true in a lot of cases.  For example, the malpractice of pocketing thecontrary is true in a lot of cases.  For example, the malpractice of pocketing thecontrary is true in a lot of cases.  For example, the malpractice of pocketing the

difference between the buying and selling prices is not uncommon in the process ofdifference between the buying and selling prices is not uncommon in the process ofdifference between the buying and selling prices is not uncommon in the process ofdifference between the buying and selling prices is not uncommon in the process of

the estate agent finding a flat for the client buyer.  Actually, Mr MAN Sai-cheongthe estate agent finding a flat for the client buyer.  Actually, Mr MAN Sai-cheongthe estate agent finding a flat for the client buyer.  Actually, Mr MAN Sai-cheongthe estate agent finding a flat for the client buyer.  Actually, Mr MAN Sai-cheong

has just talked about the estate agent acting as a confirmor; with the property pricehas just talked about the estate agent acting as a confirmor; with the property pricehas just talked about the estate agent acting as a confirmor; with the property pricehas just talked about the estate agent acting as a confirmor; with the property price

being raised artificially, the estate agent receives commission from the client buyerbeing raised artificially, the estate agent receives commission from the client buyerbeing raised artificially, the estate agent receives commission from the client buyerbeing raised artificially, the estate agent receives commission from the client buyer

at the same time as he is acting against the latter's interest.  In the second scenario,at the same time as he is acting against the latter's interest.  In the second scenario,at the same time as he is acting against the latter's interest.  In the second scenario,at the same time as he is acting against the latter's interest.  In the second scenario,

the estate agent, having found a flat for, and received the deposit from, the clientthe estate agent, having found a flat for, and received the deposit from, the clientthe estate agent, having found a flat for, and received the deposit from, the clientthe estate agent, having found a flat for, and received the deposit from, the client

buyer, then goes out to persuade the seller to renege and give up the deposit.  Hebuyer, then goes out to persuade the seller to renege and give up the deposit.  Hebuyer, then goes out to persuade the seller to renege and give up the deposit.  Hebuyer, then goes out to persuade the seller to renege and give up the deposit.  He

says that he has found a buyer who is willing to pay a higher price than the agreedsays that he has found a buyer who is willing to pay a higher price than the agreedsays that he has found a buyer who is willing to pay a higher price than the agreedsays that he has found a buyer who is willing to pay a higher price than the agreed

price in the morning and that it is better to pay back double the deposit to the buyerprice in the morning and that it is better to pay back double the deposit to the buyerprice in the morning and that it is better to pay back double the deposit to the buyerprice in the morning and that it is better to pay back double the deposit to the buyer

in order to re-sell to the higher-bidding buyer.  But he has already accepted thein order to re-sell to the higher-bidding buyer.  But he has already accepted thein order to re-sell to the higher-bidding buyer.  But he has already accepted thein order to re-sell to the higher-bidding buyer.  But he has already accepted the

commission of the original buyer.  I think that this kind of malpractice creates greatcommission of the original buyer.  I think that this kind of malpractice creates greatcommission of the original buyer.  I think that this kind of malpractice creates greatcommission of the original buyer.  I think that this kind of malpractice creates great

injustice to the sandwich class whom we sympathize with and wish to help.injustice to the sandwich class whom we sympathize with and wish to help.injustice to the sandwich class whom we sympathize with and wish to help.injustice to the sandwich class whom we sympathize with and wish to help.

I recall a visit to a flat selling site at Ma On Shan at Easter.  Two gangs wereI recall a visit to a flat selling site at Ma On Shan at Easter.  Two gangs wereI recall a visit to a flat selling site at Ma On Shan at Easter.  Two gangs wereI recall a visit to a flat selling site at Ma On Shan at Easter.  Two gangs were

already handing out pamphlets outside the entrance even before the flat sale began.already handing out pamphlets outside the entrance even before the flat sale began.already handing out pamphlets outside the entrance even before the flat sale began.already handing out pamphlets outside the entrance even before the flat sale began.

One was saying, "If you want a flat here, some people make $230,000, some $80,000,One was saying, "If you want a flat here, some people make $230,000, some $80,000,One was saying, "If you want a flat here, some people make $230,000, some $80,000,One was saying, "If you want a flat here, some people make $230,000, some $80,000,

some $30,000.  Please contact Estate Agency X." Another was saying while handing outsome $30,000.  Please contact Estate Agency X." Another was saying while handing outsome $30,000.  Please contact Estate Agency X." Another was saying while handing outsome $30,000.  Please contact Estate Agency X." Another was saying while handing out

the pamphlets, "We offer a good price to buy the flat you have been allotted." Thethe pamphlets, "We offer a good price to buy the flat you have been allotted." Thethe pamphlets, "We offer a good price to buy the flat you have been allotted." Thethe pamphlets, "We offer a good price to buy the flat you have been allotted." The

flat sale did not begin until the following day.  The third party is sometimesflat sale did not begin until the following day.  The third party is sometimesflat sale did not begin until the following day.  The third party is sometimesflat sale did not begin until the following day.  The third party is sometimes

confused as to whether these estate agencies are in the property business or theconfused as to whether these estate agencies are in the property business or theconfused as to whether these estate agencies are in the property business or theconfused as to whether these estate agencies are in the property business or the

speculation business.  This is a real puzzle to many people.  It was early on reportedspeculation business.  This is a real puzzle to many people.  It was early on reportedspeculation business.  This is a real puzzle to many people.  It was early on reportedspeculation business.  This is a real puzzle to many people.  It was early on reported

by a television station that anyone who sets up at the entrance to a building siteby a television station that anyone who sets up at the entrance to a building siteby a television station that anyone who sets up at the entrance to a building siteby a television station that anyone who sets up at the entrance to a building site

a desk with pieces of paper on it can call himself an estate agent and start operationa desk with pieces of paper on it can call himself an estate agent and start operationa desk with pieces of paper on it can call himself an estate agent and start operationa desk with pieces of paper on it can call himself an estate agent and start operation

there and then.there and then.there and then.there and then.

Mr Deputy President, there is an industry whose agents used to be complained ofMr Deputy President, there is an industry whose agents used to be complained ofMr Deputy President, there is an industry whose agents used to be complained ofMr Deputy President, there is an industry whose agents used to be complained of

by consumers for violating their interests and proposals were made for the Governmentby consumers for violating their interests and proposals were made for the Governmentby consumers for violating their interests and proposals were made for the Governmentby consumers for violating their interests and proposals were made for the Government

to regulate it through legislation.  Subsequently, with legislative regulation alsoto regulate it through legislation.  Subsequently, with legislative regulation alsoto regulate it through legislation.  Subsequently, with legislative regulation alsoto regulate it through legislation.  Subsequently, with legislative regulation also



came self-regulation, and the industry has been able to develop healthily since.came self-regulation, and the industry has been able to develop healthily since.came self-regulation, and the industry has been able to develop healthily since.came self-regulation, and the industry has been able to develop healthily since.

This in turn has led to an improvement of the image of the industry as a whole, notThis in turn has led to an improvement of the image of the industry as a whole, notThis in turn has led to an improvement of the image of the industry as a whole, notThis in turn has led to an improvement of the image of the industry as a whole, not

to mention the protection of consumer rights and reduced number of complaints.  Ito mention the protection of consumer rights and reduced number of complaints.  Ito mention the protection of consumer rights and reduced number of complaints.  Ito mention the protection of consumer rights and reduced number of complaints.  I

am not predicting the future, I am in fact telling an old story.  The tourism industryam not predicting the future, I am in fact telling an old story.  The tourism industryam not predicting the future, I am in fact telling an old story.  The tourism industryam not predicting the future, I am in fact telling an old story.  The tourism industry

was in a similarly bad shape years ago; now it has been revamped with self-regulationwas in a similarly bad shape years ago; now it has been revamped with self-regulationwas in a similarly bad shape years ago; now it has been revamped with self-regulationwas in a similarly bad shape years ago; now it has been revamped with self-regulation

in various aspects, including office floor area, professional qualifications of staff,in various aspects, including office floor area, professional qualifications of staff,in various aspects, including office floor area, professional qualifications of staff,in various aspects, including office floor area, professional qualifications of staff,

size of running capital, and permission to advertise, and so on.  I hope thesize of running capital, and permission to advertise, and so on.  I hope thesize of running capital, and permission to advertise, and so on.  I hope thesize of running capital, and permission to advertise, and so on.  I hope the

Government will regulate the estate agencies as soon as possible, in the light ofGovernment will regulate the estate agencies as soon as possible, in the light ofGovernment will regulate the estate agencies as soon as possible, in the light ofGovernment will regulate the estate agencies as soon as possible, in the light of

this experience.  Thank you.this experience.  Thank you.this experience.  Thank you.this experience.  Thank you.

11.20 pm11.20 pm11.20 pm11.20 pm

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, I will speak firstSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, I will speak firstSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, I will speak firstSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, I will speak first

about estate agents.  Then the Secretary for Home Affairs will speak on propertyabout estate agents.  Then the Secretary for Home Affairs will speak on propertyabout estate agents.  Then the Secretary for Home Affairs will speak on propertyabout estate agents.  Then the Secretary for Home Affairs will speak on property

managers.managers.managers.managers.

I agree with Members who havI agree with Members who havI agree with Members who havI agree with Members who have pointed out that estate agents play an importante pointed out that estate agents play an importante pointed out that estate agents play an importante pointed out that estate agents play an important

role in property transactions.  The public are right to expect estate agents to berole in property transactions.  The public are right to expect estate agents to berole in property transactions.  The public are right to expect estate agents to berole in property transactions.  The public are right to expect estate agents to be

competent and honest.competent and honest.competent and honest.competent and honest.

Real estate brokerage is the primary business of about 2 700 companies registeredReal estate brokerage is the primary business of about 2 700 companies registeredReal estate brokerage is the primary business of about 2 700 companies registeredReal estate brokerage is the primary business of about 2 700 companies registered

in Hong Kong.  Over 90% of them employ less than 10 people. Unlike the larger firms,in Hong Kong.  Over 90% of them employ less than 10 people. Unlike the larger firms,in Hong Kong.  Over 90% of them employ less than 10 people. Unlike the larger firms,in Hong Kong.  Over 90% of them employ less than 10 people. Unlike the larger firms,

which tend to have professionals on their staff, the smaller companies are often runwhich tend to have professionals on their staff, the smaller companies are often runwhich tend to have professionals on their staff, the smaller companies are often runwhich tend to have professionals on their staff, the smaller companies are often run

by people with no qualifications in the property field.  We need to consider thereforeby people with no qualifications in the property field.  We need to consider thereforeby people with no qualifications in the property field.  We need to consider thereforeby people with no qualifications in the property field.  We need to consider therefore

whether it would be practical to require property transactions to be undertaken onlywhether it would be practical to require property transactions to be undertaken onlywhether it would be practical to require property transactions to be undertaken onlywhether it would be practical to require property transactions to be undertaken only

by professionally qualified people.  Indications are that more property transactionsby professionally qualified people.  Indications are that more property transactionsby professionally qualified people.  Indications are that more property transactionsby professionally qualified people.  Indications are that more property transactions

are handled by estate agents without formal professional qualifications than by thoseare handled by estate agents without formal professional qualifications than by thoseare handled by estate agents without formal professional qualifications than by thoseare handled by estate agents without formal professional qualifications than by those

with them.  In addition, in many cases sellers and buyers with no relevant expertisewith them.  In addition, in many cases sellers and buyers with no relevant expertisewith them.  In addition, in many cases sellers and buyers with no relevant expertisewith them.  In addition, in many cases sellers and buyers with no relevant expertise

manage to agree basic terms of a property transaction without much assistance.  Wemanage to agree basic terms of a property transaction without much assistance.  Wemanage to agree basic terms of a property transaction without much assistance.  Wemanage to agree basic terms of a property transaction without much assistance.  We

therefore need to steer a careful course, particularly in the short term, betweentherefore need to steer a careful course, particularly in the short term, betweentherefore need to steer a careful course, particularly in the short term, betweentherefore need to steer a careful course, particularly in the short term, between

demanding more professionalism and giving the power of indispensability to a limiteddemanding more professionalism and giving the power of indispensability to a limiteddemanding more professionalism and giving the power of indispensability to a limiteddemanding more professionalism and giving the power of indispensability to a limited

supply of professionals.  The consumer will not thank us if we achieve the lattersupply of professionals.  The consumer will not thank us if we achieve the lattersupply of professionals.  The consumer will not thank us if we achieve the lattersupply of professionals.  The consumer will not thank us if we achieve the latter

and produce an inferior rather than a better service as a result.and produce an inferior rather than a better service as a result.and produce an inferior rather than a better service as a result.and produce an inferior rather than a better service as a result.

The problem of unethical conduct by estaThe problem of unethical conduct by estaThe problem of unethical conduct by estaThe problem of unethical conduct by estate agents can range from sloppy servicete agents can range from sloppy servicete agents can range from sloppy servicete agents can range from sloppy service

to outright fraud.  I share Members' concern at the increasing number of complaintsto outright fraud.  I share Members' concern at the increasing number of complaintsto outright fraud.  I share Members' concern at the increasing number of complaintsto outright fraud.  I share Members' concern at the increasing number of complaints

lodged against estate agents in recent years.  Although the number of complaints maylodged against estate agents in recent years.  Although the number of complaints maylodged against estate agents in recent years.  Although the number of complaints maylodged against estate agents in recent years.  Although the number of complaints may



seem rather small, and the increase may be due in part to greater consumerseem rather small, and the increase may be due in part to greater consumerseem rather small, and the increase may be due in part to greater consumerseem rather small, and the increase may be due in part to greater consumer

sophistication, the trend is significant and cannot be ignored.sophistication, the trend is significant and cannot be ignored.sophistication, the trend is significant and cannot be ignored.sophistication, the trend is significant and cannot be ignored.

The Administration shares the view that the community should be assured that theThe Administration shares the view that the community should be assured that theThe Administration shares the view that the community should be assured that theThe Administration shares the view that the community should be assured that the

standards of service our estate agents are aiming for are sufficiently high.  Up tostandards of service our estate agents are aiming for are sufficiently high.  Up tostandards of service our estate agents are aiming for are sufficiently high.  Up tostandards of service our estate agents are aiming for are sufficiently high.  Up to

now, estate agents have been left to operate largely on their own.  As a first stepnow, estate agents have been left to operate largely on their own.  As a first stepnow, estate agents have been left to operate largely on their own.  As a first stepnow, estate agents have been left to operate largely on their own.  As a first step

towards any proposals for regulation or control of estate agents' operationstowards any proposals for regulation or control of estate agents' operationstowards any proposals for regulation or control of estate agents' operationstowards any proposals for regulation or control of estate agents' operations

therefore, we need to obtain a better understanding of the trade.  With this in mind,therefore, we need to obtain a better understanding of the trade.  With this in mind,therefore, we need to obtain a better understanding of the trade.  With this in mind,therefore, we need to obtain a better understanding of the trade.  With this in mind,

the Administration has been having discussions with representatives of the tradethe Administration has been having discussions with representatives of the tradethe Administration has been having discussions with representatives of the tradethe Administration has been having discussions with representatives of the trade

since last summer.since last summer.since last summer.since last summer.

The major theme in these discussions has been how to promote the standards andThe major theme in these discussions has been how to promote the standards andThe major theme in these discussions has been how to promote the standards andThe major theme in these discussions has been how to promote the standards and

practices of estate agents so as to inspire greater consumer confidence and providepractices of estate agents so as to inspire greater consumer confidence and providepractices of estate agents so as to inspire greater consumer confidence and providepractices of estate agents so as to inspire greater consumer confidence and provide

better consumer protection.  The discussions have also reflected the acceptance bybetter consumer protection.  The discussions have also reflected the acceptance bybetter consumer protection.  The discussions have also reflected the acceptance bybetter consumer protection.  The discussions have also reflected the acceptance by

many operators in the trade of the need to meet the increasing expectations of themany operators in the trade of the need to meet the increasing expectations of themany operators in the trade of the need to meet the increasing expectations of themany operators in the trade of the need to meet the increasing expectations of the

public that service will improve.public that service will improve.public that service will improve.public that service will improve.

Two trade associations have been formed: one in OctoTwo trade associations have been formed: one in OctoTwo trade associations have been formed: one in OctoTwo trade associations have been formed: one in October last year and the otherber last year and the otherber last year and the otherber last year and the other

in February this year.  Their membership recruitment efforts have met with anin February this year.  Their membership recruitment efforts have met with anin February this year.  Their membership recruitment efforts have met with anin February this year.  Their membership recruitment efforts have met with an

encouraging response so far.  The associations plan to promote professionalism amongencouraging response so far.  The associations plan to promote professionalism amongencouraging response so far.  The associations plan to promote professionalism amongencouraging response so far.  The associations plan to promote professionalism among

their members and increase public awareness of their services, draw up a code oftheir members and increase public awareness of their services, draw up a code oftheir members and increase public awareness of their services, draw up a code oftheir members and increase public awareness of their services, draw up a code of

practice, organize training courses in co-operation with educational institutionspractice, organize training courses in co-operation with educational institutionspractice, organize training courses in co-operation with educational institutionspractice, organize training courses in co-operation with educational institutions

and set up a public complaints procedure.  These developments are all in the rightand set up a public complaints procedure.  These developments are all in the rightand set up a public complaints procedure.  These developments are all in the rightand set up a public complaints procedure.  These developments are all in the right

direction.direction.direction.direction.

The Administration has also reached an understanding with the The Administration has also reached an understanding with the The Administration has also reached an understanding with the The Administration has also reached an understanding with the two associationstwo associationstwo associationstwo associations

that the introduction of some form of regulation of estate agents through licensingthat the introduction of some form of regulation of estate agents through licensingthat the introduction of some form of regulation of estate agents through licensingthat the introduction of some form of regulation of estate agents through licensing

should be pursued.  In this process, a better definition of the level of professionalshould be pursued.  In this process, a better definition of the level of professionalshould be pursued.  In this process, a better definition of the level of professionalshould be pursued.  In this process, a better definition of the level of professional

competence required than is presently available will have to be established.  It willcompetence required than is presently available will have to be established.  It willcompetence required than is presently available will have to be established.  It willcompetence required than is presently available will have to be established.  It will

also be important to provide an adequate opportunity and sufficient time foralso be important to provide an adequate opportunity and sufficient time foralso be important to provide an adequate opportunity and sufficient time foralso be important to provide an adequate opportunity and sufficient time for

practising estate agents to receive the necessary training and achieve the requiredpractising estate agents to receive the necessary training and achieve the requiredpractising estate agents to receive the necessary training and achieve the requiredpractising estate agents to receive the necessary training and achieve the required

standard.standard.standard.standard.

Any regulatory system will need to be carefully worked out. QuesAny regulatory system will need to be carefully worked out. QuesAny regulatory system will need to be carefully worked out. QuesAny regulatory system will need to be carefully worked out. Questions such astions such astions such astions such as

the required standards to be attained before a person can practise as an estate agentthe required standards to be attained before a person can practise as an estate agentthe required standards to be attained before a person can practise as an estate agentthe required standards to be attained before a person can practise as an estate agent

or operate an estate agency, whether an estate agent should operate as an intermediaryor operate an estate agency, whether an estate agent should operate as an intermediaryor operate an estate agency, whether an estate agent should operate as an intermediaryor operate an estate agency, whether an estate agent should operate as an intermediary

between seller and buyer or represent only one party's interests, likely effects onbetween seller and buyer or represent only one party's interests, likely effects onbetween seller and buyer or represent only one party's interests, likely effects onbetween seller and buyer or represent only one party's interests, likely effects on

the commission charging system, possible enforcement mechanisms, and so on, will havethe commission charging system, possible enforcement mechanisms, and so on, will havethe commission charging system, possible enforcement mechanisms, and so on, will havethe commission charging system, possible enforcement mechanisms, and so on, will have

to be addressed. If legislation is proposed, resources will be required forto be addressed. If legislation is proposed, resources will be required forto be addressed. If legislation is proposed, resources will be required forto be addressed. If legislation is proposed, resources will be required for



administration and enforcement.  As we are all aware, any bid for such resources willadministration and enforcement.  As we are all aware, any bid for such resources willadministration and enforcement.  As we are all aware, any bid for such resources willadministration and enforcement.  As we are all aware, any bid for such resources will

have to compete with others for priority.have to compete with others for priority.have to compete with others for priority.have to compete with others for priority.

Mr Deputy President, some headway has already been made in bringing about theMr Deputy President, some headway has already been made in bringing about theMr Deputy President, some headway has already been made in bringing about theMr Deputy President, some headway has already been made in bringing about the

self-regulation of estate agents.  The Administration will pursue its discussionsself-regulation of estate agents.  The Administration will pursue its discussionsself-regulation of estate agents.  The Administration will pursue its discussionsself-regulation of estate agents.  The Administration will pursue its discussions

with representatives of the trade, monitor the progress of their efforts and listenwith representatives of the trade, monitor the progress of their efforts and listenwith representatives of the trade, monitor the progress of their efforts and listenwith representatives of the trade, monitor the progress of their efforts and listen

to their views and those of other interested parties in seeking the way forward.  Weto their views and those of other interested parties in seeking the way forward.  Weto their views and those of other interested parties in seeking the way forward.  Weto their views and those of other interested parties in seeking the way forward.  We

will be looking beyond self-regulation and examining the form of possible regulatorywill be looking beyond self-regulation and examining the form of possible regulatorywill be looking beyond self-regulation and examining the form of possible regulatorywill be looking beyond self-regulation and examining the form of possible regulatory

controls. The suggestions put forward by Members today, for which I am most grateful,controls. The suggestions put forward by Members today, for which I am most grateful,controls. The suggestions put forward by Members today, for which I am most grateful,controls. The suggestions put forward by Members today, for which I am most grateful,

will certainly encourage us in our further deliberations.will certainly encourage us in our further deliberations.will certainly encourage us in our further deliberations.will certainly encourage us in our further deliberations.

SECRETARY FOR HOME AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I would like to thank Members forSECRETARY FOR HOME AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I would like to thank Members forSECRETARY FOR HOME AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I would like to thank Members forSECRETARY FOR HOME AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I would like to thank Members for

their views on the standard of property management.their views on the standard of property management.their views on the standard of property management.their views on the standard of property management.

The Government encouThe Government encouThe Government encouThe Government encourages flat owners to take a direct interest in the managementrages flat owners to take a direct interest in the managementrages flat owners to take a direct interest in the managementrages flat owners to take a direct interest in the management

of their own buildings.  In many instances, owners' corporations are formed inof their own buildings.  In many instances, owners' corporations are formed inof their own buildings.  In many instances, owners' corporations are formed inof their own buildings.  In many instances, owners' corporations are formed in

private buildings to promote that interest. Caretakers are employed to take care ofprivate buildings to promote that interest. Caretakers are employed to take care ofprivate buildings to promote that interest. Caretakers are employed to take care ofprivate buildings to promote that interest. Caretakers are employed to take care of

the communal areas and to guard the buildings.  The standard of management is normallythe communal areas and to guard the buildings.  The standard of management is normallythe communal areas and to guard the buildings.  The standard of management is normallythe communal areas and to guard the buildings.  The standard of management is normally

very satisfactory and professional managers are not required.very satisfactory and professional managers are not required.very satisfactory and professional managers are not required.very satisfactory and professional managers are not required.

Property managers in both the private and public sectors are generally wellProperty managers in both the private and public sectors are generally wellProperty managers in both the private and public sectors are generally wellProperty managers in both the private and public sectors are generally well

qualified.  Those in managerial and executive positions are mostly in possession ofqualified.  Those in managerial and executive positions are mostly in possession ofqualified.  Those in managerial and executive positions are mostly in possession ofqualified.  Those in managerial and executive positions are mostly in possession of

qualifications of the Institute of Housing (Hong Kong Branch) or the Royal Institutionqualifications of the Institute of Housing (Hong Kong Branch) or the Royal Institutionqualifications of the Institute of Housing (Hong Kong Branch) or the Royal Institutionqualifications of the Institute of Housing (Hong Kong Branch) or the Royal Institution

of Chartered Surveyors or the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors.  These are allof Chartered Surveyors or the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors.  These are allof Chartered Surveyors or the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors.  These are allof Chartered Surveyors or the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors.  These are all

long-established professional associations.  In addition, a couple of associationslong-established professional associations.  In addition, a couple of associationslong-established professional associations.  In addition, a couple of associationslong-established professional associations.  In addition, a couple of associations

have been set up in Hong Kong in recent years with comparable membership.  They arehave been set up in Hong Kong in recent years with comparable membership.  They arehave been set up in Hong Kong in recent years with comparable membership.  They arehave been set up in Hong Kong in recent years with comparable membership.  They are

the Hong Kong Institute of Housing and the Society of Hong Kong Real Estatethe Hong Kong Institute of Housing and the Society of Hong Kong Real Estatethe Hong Kong Institute of Housing and the Society of Hong Kong Real Estatethe Hong Kong Institute of Housing and the Society of Hong Kong Real Estate

Administrators.Administrators.Administrators.Administrators.

In order to foster greater public confidence in the standardsIn order to foster greater public confidence in the standardsIn order to foster greater public confidence in the standardsIn order to foster greater public confidence in the standards of property managers of property managers of property managers of property managers

at all levels, the Government has encouraged the above mentioned bodies to form theat all levels, the Government has encouraged the above mentioned bodies to form theat all levels, the Government has encouraged the above mentioned bodies to form theat all levels, the Government has encouraged the above mentioned bodies to form the

Hong Kong Association of Property Management Companies Limited which was incorporatedHong Kong Association of Property Management Companies Limited which was incorporatedHong Kong Association of Property Management Companies Limited which was incorporatedHong Kong Association of Property Management Companies Limited which was incorporated

in January 1990.in January 1990.in January 1990.in January 1990.

The Association's main objectives are to estaThe Association's main objectives are to estaThe Association's main objectives are to estaThe Association's main objectives are to establish, improve and maintainblish, improve and maintainblish, improve and maintainblish, improve and maintain

standards for the professional management of land properties; and to safeguard publicstandards for the professional management of land properties; and to safeguard publicstandards for the professional management of land properties; and to safeguard publicstandards for the professional management of land properties; and to safeguard public

interest by effective supervision of the membership of the Association.interest by effective supervision of the membership of the Association.interest by effective supervision of the membership of the Association.interest by effective supervision of the membership of the Association.



In performing its self-regulatory role, the Association has drawn upIn performing its self-regulatory role, the Association has drawn upIn performing its self-regulatory role, the Association has drawn upIn performing its self-regulatory role, the Association has drawn up a Code of a Code of a Code of a Code of

Conduct to be observed by all its members.  A member is liable to reprimand,Conduct to be observed by all its members.  A member is liable to reprimand,Conduct to be observed by all its members.  A member is liable to reprimand,Conduct to be observed by all its members.  A member is liable to reprimand,

suspension or expulsion if its conduct is found to be in contravention of the Codesuspension or expulsion if its conduct is found to be in contravention of the Codesuspension or expulsion if its conduct is found to be in contravention of the Codesuspension or expulsion if its conduct is found to be in contravention of the Code

or otherwise inconsistent with the aims of the Association.or otherwise inconsistent with the aims of the Association.or otherwise inconsistent with the aims of the Association.or otherwise inconsistent with the aims of the Association.

In view of the very actIn view of the very actIn view of the very actIn view of the very active and positive stance taken by the Association, the caseive and positive stance taken by the Association, the caseive and positive stance taken by the Association, the caseive and positive stance taken by the Association, the case

for a licensing scheme in respect of the qualification and standard of propertyfor a licensing scheme in respect of the qualification and standard of propertyfor a licensing scheme in respect of the qualification and standard of propertyfor a licensing scheme in respect of the qualification and standard of property

managers is less than pressing.managers is less than pressing.managers is less than pressing.managers is less than pressing.

We do see it as our best option to allow the Hong Kong Association of PropertyWe do see it as our best option to allow the Hong Kong Association of PropertyWe do see it as our best option to allow the Hong Kong Association of PropertyWe do see it as our best option to allow the Hong Kong Association of Property

Management Companies Limited to continue to develop and to perfect its self-Management Companies Limited to continue to develop and to perfect its self-Management Companies Limited to continue to develop and to perfect its self-Management Companies Limited to continue to develop and to perfect its self-

regulatory role.  For the time being, we will be monitoring the situation closelyregulatory role.  For the time being, we will be monitoring the situation closelyregulatory role.  For the time being, we will be monitoring the situation closelyregulatory role.  For the time being, we will be monitoring the situation closely

and will keep an open mind on other options should it become necessary to considerand will keep an open mind on other options should it become necessary to considerand will keep an open mind on other options should it become necessary to considerand will keep an open mind on other options should it become necessary to consider

them.them.them.them.

We cannot sWe cannot sWe cannot sWe cannot solely rely on property managers alone to bring about good propertyolely rely on property managers alone to bring about good propertyolely rely on property managers alone to bring about good propertyolely rely on property managers alone to bring about good property

management.  The owners have a key role to play in successful management as well.management.  The owners have a key role to play in successful management as well.management.  The owners have a key role to play in successful management as well.management.  The owners have a key role to play in successful management as well.

There must be a spirit of co-operation between them so as to create and maintain aThere must be a spirit of co-operation between them so as to create and maintain aThere must be a spirit of co-operation between them so as to create and maintain aThere must be a spirit of co-operation between them so as to create and maintain a

good living environment in their homes. The Government is also concerned with propertygood living environment in their homes. The Government is also concerned with propertygood living environment in their homes. The Government is also concerned with propertygood living environment in their homes. The Government is also concerned with property

management, having the duty to provide an effective legal and administrativemanagement, having the duty to provide an effective legal and administrativemanagement, having the duty to provide an effective legal and administrativemanagement, having the duty to provide an effective legal and administrative

framework.framework.framework.framework.

Members will be pleased to note that most of the points raised by them in respectMembers will be pleased to note that most of the points raised by them in respectMembers will be pleased to note that most of the points raised by them in respectMembers will be pleased to note that most of the points raised by them in respect

of building management are covered in an amendment Bill to the Multi-storey Buildingsof building management are covered in an amendment Bill to the Multi-storey Buildingsof building management are covered in an amendment Bill to the Multi-storey Buildingsof building management are covered in an amendment Bill to the Multi-storey Buildings

Owners Incorporation Ordinance which will be introduced into this Council before theOwners Incorporation Ordinance which will be introduced into this Council before theOwners Incorporation Ordinance which will be introduced into this Council before theOwners Incorporation Ordinance which will be introduced into this Council before the

end of the current Session.end of the current Session.end of the current Session.end of the current Session.

MR  MARTIN LEE:  Mr Deputy President, with great reluctance I must draw yourMR  MARTIN LEE:  Mr Deputy President, with great reluctance I must draw yourMR  MARTIN LEE:  Mr Deputy President, with great reluctance I must draw yourMR  MARTIN LEE:  Mr Deputy President, with great reluctance I must draw your

attention to the following facts --attention to the following facts --attention to the following facts --attention to the following facts --

First, there does not appear to be a quorum; and secondly, all ex officio MembersFirst, there does not appear to be a quorum; and secondly, all ex officio MembersFirst, there does not appear to be a quorum; and secondly, all ex officio MembersFirst, there does not appear to be a quorum; and secondly, all ex officio Members

have apparently gone home including, in particular, the ex officio Member who hadhave apparently gone home including, in particular, the ex officio Member who hadhave apparently gone home including, in particular, the ex officio Member who hadhave apparently gone home including, in particular, the ex officio Member who had

moved that this Council do adjourn.moved that this Council do adjourn.moved that this Council do adjourn.moved that this Council do adjourn.

DEPUTY  PRESIDENT:  Mr LEE, as you have now pointed out to me that a quorum is notDEPUTY  PRESIDENT:  Mr LEE, as you have now pointed out to me that a quorum is notDEPUTY  PRESIDENT:  Mr LEE, as you have now pointed out to me that a quorum is notDEPUTY  PRESIDENT:  Mr LEE, as you have now pointed out to me that a quorum is not

present, I am unable to put the question on the adjournment.  I would therefore usepresent, I am unable to put the question on the adjournment.  I would therefore usepresent, I am unable to put the question on the adjournment.  I would therefore usepresent, I am unable to put the question on the adjournment.  I would therefore use

common sense and adjourn on my own initiative.  I therefore now adjourn the Councilcommon sense and adjourn on my own initiative.  I therefore now adjourn the Councilcommon sense and adjourn on my own initiative.  I therefore now adjourn the Councilcommon sense and adjourn on my own initiative.  I therefore now adjourn the Council



until 2.30 pm on Wednesday 13 May 1992.until 2.30 pm on Wednesday 13 May 1992.until 2.30 pm on Wednesday 13 May 1992.until 2.30 pm on Wednesday 13 May 1992.

Adjourned accordingly at twenty-eight minutes past Eleven o'clock.Adjourned accordingly at twenty-eight minutes past Eleven o'clock.Adjourned accordingly at twenty-eight minutes past Eleven o'clock.Adjourned accordingly at twenty-eight minutes past Eleven o'clock.

Note:Note:Note:Note: The short titles of the Bills/motions listed in the Hansard have beenThe short titles of the Bills/motions listed in the Hansard have beenThe short titles of the Bills/motions listed in the Hansard have beenThe short titles of the Bills/motions listed in the Hansard have been

translated into Chinese for information and guidance only; they do not havetranslated into Chinese for information and guidance only; they do not havetranslated into Chinese for information and guidance only; they do not havetranslated into Chinese for information and guidance only; they do not have

authoritative effect in Chinese.authoritative effect in Chinese.authoritative effect in Chinese.authoritative effect in Chinese.


